
 
 
  
 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

MARSHALL DIVISION 

ContentGuard Holdings, Inc., 

 

  
 
 
 
 
Civil Action No. 2:13-cv-1112 
 
 
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED  

 Plaintiff,  

-against- 

 

 

Amazon.com, Inc.; Apple Inc.; BlackBerry 
Corporation (fka Research In Motion 
Corporation); Huawei Device USA, Inc.; and 
Motorola Mobility LLC. 
 

 

Defendants.  

 

COMPLAINT FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT  

ContentGuard Holdings, Inc. (“ContentGuard”), by and through its undersigned 

attorneys, based upon personal knowledge with respect to its own actions and on information and 

belief as to other matters, for its complaint avers as follows: 

THE PARTIES 

A. ContentGuard 

1. ContentGuard is a leading innovator, developer, and licensor of digital rights 

management (“DRM”) and related digital content distribution products and technologies.  

ContentGuard is a corporation organized under the laws of the state of Texas with its principal 

place of business at 6900 N. Dallas Parkway, Suite 850, Plano, Texas, 75024. 

2. ContentGuard’s long history of innovation in the DRM space began in the 1990s 

at Xerox Corporation’s legendary Palo Alto Research Center (“Xerox PARC”), where brilliant 

scientists envisioned a future in which people would rely on the Internet to supply the broadest 
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array of digital content the world had ever seen.  At that time, however, no one had yet invented 

an effective means to prevent piracy of digital content, which could be readily copied and 

distributed by personal computers.  Many believed that the problem was essentially unsolvable—

and that, as a consequence, the distribution of movies, videos, music, books, “apps,” and other 

digital content over the Internet would be blocked by copyright owners and others with a vested 

interest in protecting such content.   

3. A well-known commentator—John Perry Barlow—summarized the “digitized 

property” challenge as follows: “If our property can be infinitely reproduced and instantaneously 

distributed all over the planet without cost, without our knowledge, without its even leaving our 

possession, how can we protect it?  How are we going to get paid for the work we do with our 

minds?  And, if we can’t get paid, what will assure the continued creation and distribution of 

such work?  Since we don’t have a solution to what is a profoundly new kind of challenge, and 

are apparently unable to delay the galloping digitization of everything not obstinately physical, 

we are sailing into the future on a sinking ship.” 

4. While they fully understood the “profoundly new kind of challenge” posed by the 

arrival of the Internet, Xerox PARC’s scientists had a different vision of the future, firmly 

believing that a solution to what Barlow called the “immense, unsolved conundrum . . . of 

digitized property” could in fact be found.  Xerox PARC’s scientists thus began to explore DRM 

solutions that would not only prevent piracy, but would also enable musicians, authors, 

photographers, publishers, and producers to share, track, and control their content.  Through a 

series of revolutionary inventions in the 1990s, Xerox PARC’s scientists laid the technological 

foundation for what would ultimately become the prevailing paradigm for distributing digital 

content over the Internet.   
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5. In 2000, Xerox Corporation partnered with Microsoft Corporation to form a new 

company, ContentGuard, to pursue the DRM business.  Xerox contributed key personnel, as well 

as all of its then-existing and future DRM-related inventions and technologies to ContentGuard.  

In the press release announcing the formation of ContentGuard, Steve Ballmer, Microsoft’s 

President and Chief Executive Officer, hailed ContentGuard’s innovations in the DRM space, 

noting that “the secure and safe delivery of digital media is of primary importance to not only 

everyone in the business of content distribution, but consumers of this information as well.”  The 

joint Xerox and Microsoft press release announcing the formation of ContentGuard, and an 

advertisement produced at the time, are attached hereto as Exhibits A and B.    

6. Staffed by a team of scientists and technology veterans from Xerox and 

Microsoft, ContentGuard continued its path of innovation, developing both hardware and 

software solutions to solve the vexing problem of digital piracy.  ContentGuard has invested 

more than $100 million to develop these DRM solutions and bring them to market.     

7. ContentGuard expanded its commitment to research and innovation by 

developing end-to-end DRM systems and products embodying ContentGuard’s inventions, an 

effort that continues today.  ContentGuard also provided DRM research expertise to various 

industry players that wished to have the freedom to custom-build and operate their own DRM 

systems.  In addition to its extensive collaboration with Microsoft, ContentGuard also partnered 

with companies such as Hewlett-Packard, Adobe, TimeWarner, and Accenture to assist them in 

developing DRM solutions.  

8. To further accelerate the evolution of the marketplace for digital content, 

ContentGuard also led the way in enabling industry groups to better understand DRM system 

requirements and to develop appropriate DRM specifications and industry standards that would 
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allow for DRM interoperability between content providers, distributors, and device 

manufacturers.  Among other things, recognizing the need for standardized mechanisms to 

facilitate trusted interoperability between DRM systems, ContentGuard engineers developed a 

standards-based rights description language called eXtensible Rights Markup Language 

(“XrML”).  XrML, which is deployed in Microsoft DRM products, advanced the state of the art 

of rights expression languages by introducing features such as improved identification 

capabilities of the digital resource, user, and issuer.  

9. ContentGuard’s important contributions to the DRM field have been widely 

recognized.  The New York Times hailed ContentGuard as a “pioneer in th[e] field of digital-

rights management.”  The Los Angeles Times similarly noted that ContentGuard held “the 

technological building blocks necessary to make the digital delivery of music, movies and other 

files secure.”  Another market commentator remarked that ContentGuard “has almost single-

handedly driven DRM interoperability.” 

10. To this day, ContentGuard continues to innovate and invest in researching new 

and innovative DRM technologies and products that enable the distribution of rich multimedia 

content on smartphones, tablets, e-readers, laptop computers, smart televisions, set top boxes, 

and other electronic devices manufactured and sold worldwide.  Among other things, 

ContentGuard recently released an “app” under its own name that allows users to share 

documents, PDFs, and photos securely and privately.  To determine the areas of research and 

development investment, ContentGuard leverages the expertise of its engineers and product 

development team. 

11. ContentGuard’s DRM innovations remain immensely relevant—and immensely 

valuable—today.  The availability of rich multimedia content is a key driver of the enormous 
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success experienced by manufacturers of devices such as smartphones, tablets, and e-readers—

including Defendants—whose commercial value is largely driven by the capability of such 

devices to download, play, and display digital content.  Without effective DRM protection, many 

owners of digital content would not allow their content to be available on those devices.  As the 

president of the World Wide Web Consortium remarked in pointed language “Reject DRM and 

you risk walling off parts of the web.” 

12. Virtually every smartphone, tablet, and e-reader produced and sold around the 

world relies on ContentGuard’s DRM technology.  ContentGuard’s new content-sharing “app” 

and other products that are currently under development similarly rely on ContentGuard’s 

foundational DRM technology.  Without that technology, many companies that invest billions of 

dollars to produce movies, videos, books, music, and “apps” would be unwilling to distribute 

such digital content over the Internet.   

B. The Defendants 

13. Defendant Amazon.com Inc. (“Amazon”) is a corporation organized under the 

laws of the State of Delaware and registered to do business in the State of Texas, with a principal 

place of business at 410 Terry Ave, North Seattle, WA 98109.  Amazon is doing business and 

infringing ContentGuard’s DRM patents in the Eastern District of Texas and elsewhere in the 

United States. 

14. Defendant Apple, Inc. (“Apple”) is a corporation organized under the laws of 

California and registered to do business in the State of Texas, with a principal place of business 

is 1 Infinite Loop, Cupertino, CA 95014.  Apple is doing business and infringing ContentGuard’s 

DRM patents in the Eastern District of Texas and elsewhere in the United States. 

15. BlackBerry Corporation (“BlackBerry,” fka Research In Motion Corporation) is a 

corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware and registered to do 
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business in the State of Texas, with a principal place of business at 5000 Riverside Drive, Irving, 

Texas 75039.  BlackBerry is doing business and infringing ContentGuard’s DRM patents in the 

Eastern District of Texas and elsewhere in the United States. 

16. Huawei Device USA, Inc. (“Huawei”) is a corporation organized and existing 

under the laws of Texas and registered to do business in the State of Texas, with a principal place 

of business at 5700 Tennyson Parkway Suite 500, Plano, TX 75024.  Huawei is doing business 

and infringing ContentGuard’s DRM patents in the Eastern District of Texas and elsewhere in 

the United States. 

17. Defendant Motorola Mobility LLC (“Motorola”) is a corporation organized and 

existing under the laws of Delaware and registered to do business in the State of Texas, with a 

principal place of business at 1303 East Algonquin Road, Schaumberg, Illinois.  Motorola is 

doing business and infringing ContentGuard’s DRM patents in the Eastern District of Texas and 

elsewhere in the United States. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

18. This is a civil action arising in part under laws of the United States relating to 

patents (35 U.S.C. §§ 271, 281, 283, 284, and 285).  This court has federal jurisdiction of such 

federal question claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a). 

19. Personal jurisdiction is proper in the State of Texas and in this judicial district.  

Among other things, Defendants conduct business, sell infringing products, and are engaged in 

activities that lead to infringement of ContentGuard’s DRM patents in the State of Texas and in 

this judicial district.   

20. Venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b) and 1400(b). 
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THE PATENTS IN SUIT 

21. On November 8, 2005, the USPTO duly and legally issued United States Patent 

No. 6,963,859 (“the ’859 Patent”) entitled “Content rendering repository.”  ContentGuard holds 

all right, title and interest to the ’859 Patent.  A true and correct copy of the ’859 Patent is 

attached as Exhibit C. 

22. On April 21, 2009, the USPTO duly and legally issued United States Patent No. 

7,523,072 (“the ’072 Patent”) entitled “System for controlling the distribution and use of digital 

works.”  ContentGuard holds all right, title and interest to the ’072 Patent.  A true and correct 

copy of the ’072 Patent is attached as Exhibit D. 

23. On August 10, 2010, the USPTO duly and legally issued United States Patent No. 

7,774,280 (“the ’280 Patent”) entitled “System and method for managing transfer of rights using 

shared state variables.”  ContentGuard holds all right, title and interest to the ’280 Patent.  A true 

and correct copy of the ’280 Patent is attached as Exhibit E. 

24. On August 16, 2011, the USPTO duly and legally issued United States Patent No.  

8,001,053 (“the ’053 Patent”) entitled “System and method for rights offering and granting using 

shared state variables.”  ContentGuard holds all right, title and interest to the ’053 Patent.  A true 

and correct copy of the ’053 Patent is attached as Exhibit F. 

25. On September 11, 2007, the USPTO duly and legally issued United States Patent 

No. 7,269,576 (“the ’576 Patent”) entitled “Content rendering apparatus.”  ContentGuard holds 

all right, title and interest to the ’576 Patent.  A true and correct copy of the ’576 Patent is 

attached as Exhibit G. 

26. On February 5, 2013, the USPTO duly and legally issued United States Patent No. 

8,370,956 (“the ’956 Patent”) entitled “System and method for rendering digital content in 
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accordance with usage rights information.”  ContentGuard holds all right, title and interest to the 

’956 Patent.  A true and correct copy of the ’956 Patent is attached as Exhibit H. 

27. On March 5, 2013, the USPTO duly and legally issued United States Patent No. 

8,393,007 (“the ’007 Patent”) entitled “System and method for distributing digital content in 

accordance with usage rights information.”  ContentGuard holds all right, title and interest to the 

’007 Patent.  A true and correct copy of the ’007 Patent is attached as Exhibit I. 

28. On May 29, 2007, the USPTO duly and legally issued United States Patent No. 

7,225,160 (“the ’160 Patent”) entitled “Digital works having usage rights and method for 

creating the same.”  ContentGuard holds all right, title and interest to the ’160 Patent.  A true and 

correct copy of the ’160 Patent is attached as Exhibit J. 

29. On November 12, 2013, the USPTO duly and legally issued United States Patent 

No. 8,583,556 (“the ’556 Patent”) entitled “Method for providing a digital asset for distribution.”  

ContentGuard holds all right, title and interest to the ’556 Patent.  A true and correct copy of the 

’556 Patent is attached as Exhibit K. 

CONTENTGUARD’S EFFORTS TO LICENSE DEFENDANTS’ USE OF ITS DRM 
TECHNOLOGIES 

30. Throughout its history, ContentGuard has prided itself in being an innovator and 

leader in the DRM field.  ContentGuard’s revolutionary DRM technologies are embodied in its 

extensive portfolio of DRM patents and patent applications, which was developed during the past 

two decades and now comprises over 300 issued patents and 160 pending applications.   

31. Following its early partnerships with companies such as Hewlett-Packard, Adobe, 

Microsoft, Technicolor and TimeWarner, ContentGuard successfully licensed its DRM 

technologies for use in smartphones and tablets to companies around the world, including Casio, 

Fujitsu, Hitachi, LG Electronics, NEC, Nokia, Panasonic, Pantech, Sanyo, Sharp, Sony, Toshiba, 
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and others.  These companies embraced ContentGuard’s DRM technologies and agreed to 

license use of those technologies for substantial royalties.   

32. ContentGuard’s numerous patent license agreements were executed without 

ContentGuard having to take legal action, or even threaten litigation, to protect its intellectual 

property rights.      

33. Defendants have refused to take a license, instead choosing to infringe 

ContentGuard’s DRM patents and free-ride, notwithstanding ContentGuard’s willingness to 

accept the fair and reasonable terms agreed to by Defendants’ competitors. 

34. ContentGuard has made numerous attempts to negotiate a license agreement with 

Amazon.  Despite ContentGuard’s good-faith efforts, Amazon has refused to pay for its use of 

ContentGuard’s DRM technologies. 

35. ContentGuard has made numerous attempts to negotiate a license agreement with 

Apple.  Despite ContentGuard’s good-faith efforts, Apple has refused to pay for its use of 

ContentGuard’s DRM technologies. 

36. ContentGuard has made numerous attempts to negotiate a license agreement with 

BlackBerry.  Despite ContentGuard’s good-faith efforts, BlackBerry has refused to pay for its 

use of ContentGuard’s DRM technologies. 

37. ContentGuard has made numerous attempts to negotiate a license agreement with 

Huawei.  Despite ContentGuard’s good-faith efforts, Huawei has refused to pay for its use of 

ContentGuard’s DRM technologies. 

38. ContentGuard has made numerous attempts to negotiate a license agreement with 

Motorola.  Despite ContentGuard’s good-faith efforts, Motorola has refused to pay for its use of 

ContentGuard’s DRM technologies. 
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39. Defendants’ refusal to agree to pay for their use of ContentGuard’s DRM 

technologies on the fair and reasonable terms and conditions agreed to by competitors has left 

ContentGuard no choice but to commence this litigation. 

DEFENDANTS’ COMMON ACTS OF INFRINGEMENT 

40. Defendants are properly joined in this action because (a) ContentGuard’s claims 

herein are based on the same transaction(s), occurrence(s) or series of transactions or occurrences 

relating to Defendants’ making, using, offering for sale, and selling of the accused products and 

processes; and (b) questions of fact common to all Defendants will arise in the action. 

41. For example, all Defendants (a) provide access to the Amazon Kindle “app,” 

either preloaded or via their online stores, on one or more of their devices, (b) provide hardware 

and software components required by the claims of the ContentGuard DRM patents to enable the 

Kindle DRM solution to operate on their devices, and/or (c) test the Amazon Kindle “app” to 

ensure it will work reliably for users of their devices.  These devices include, merely by way of 

example, the Apple iPad, the Amazon Kindle Fire, the BlackBerry Z10, the Huawei Ascend, and 

the Motorola Moto X.  In each of these devices and many other devices supplied by Defendants, 

the Amazon Kindle “app” is and has been used to practice ContentGuard’s DRM patents.     

42. In addition, there is a logical relationship and many actual links between the 

infringement claims against the Defendants arising out of their common use of the Amazon 

Kindle “app.”  Amazon supplies the Kindle “app” that is used by all Defendants and/or their 

customers to practice the claimed inventions, and the Kindle “app” operates the same way 

relative to the patents in providing the claimed DRM functionality on Defendants’ products.  

Moreover, on information and belief, there are licensing and/or technology agreements between 

Amazon and the other Defendants in connection with the Kindle “app,” and, on information and 

belief, Amazon and the other Defendants collaborate in developing, testing, supporting, and/or 
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optimizing the Kindle “app” for the different accused products.  These are just a few of the many 

actual links between the infringement claims against Amazon and the other Defendants 

indicating that all the Defendants have been properly joined in this action.  

43. Similarly, on information and belief, each of the Defendants have accused 

products and methods that use one or more of the Google Play “apps” (Google Play Books, 

Google Play Movies, and Google Play Music) to practice the claimed inventions.  For example, 

Google Play Books and Google Play Music are available and have been used in accused devices 

made by each of the Defendants, including, merely by way of example, the Apple iPad, the 

Amazon Kindle Fire, the BlackBerry Z10, the Huawei Ascend, and the Motorola Moto X.  In 

each of these devices and many other devices supplied by Defendants, Google Play Books and 

Google Play Music are and have been used to practice ContentGuard’s DRM patents.  In 

addition, Google Play Movies is and has been used to practice ContentGuard’s DRM patents on 

accused devices.       

44. In addition, there is a logical relationship and many actual links between the 

infringement claims against the Defendants arising out of their common use of the Google Play 

“apps”.  Google supplies the Google Play “apps” that are used by all Defendants to practice the 

claimed inventions, and the Google Play “apps” operate the same way relative to the patents in 

providing the claimed DRM functionality on Defendants’ products.  These are just a few of the 

many actual links between the infringement claims against the Defendants in relation to the 

Google Play “apps” indicating that all the Defendants have been properly joined in this action. 

45. Similarly, on information and belief, each of the Defendants have accused 

products and methods that implement one or more versions of a standard known as Unique 

Identifier Technology Solution or “UITS.”  UITS is a specification that describes a way to 
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embed metadata into unprotected media files so that it is possible to detect when the metadata is 

modified.  The UITS specification requires metadata about the content and distributor, and 

identifiers that distinguish between different purchase events.  The metadata is arranged in a 

standard way and is cryptographically signed so that tampering can be detected.  UITS can be 

used for a number of different purposes, such as communicating the copyright or parental 

advisory status of a file, verifying retailer sales, transporting redemption codes, and more.  

Products practicing the UITS specification infringe at least the ’556 patent.  Accused devices 

made by each of the Defendants, including, merely by way of example, the Apple iPad, the 

Amazon Kindle Fire, the BlackBerry Z10, the Huawei Ascend, and the Motorola Moto X, 

practice the UITS specification. 

46. For these reasons, infringement issues in this case will include for all defendants 

common questions of fact concerning the Kindle application, the Google Play “apps,” and the 

UITS specification, resulting in substantial evidentiary overlap with respect to the design and 

operation of the accused devices, as applied to the claims of the asserted patents. 

COUNT 1:  INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’859 PATENT 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 

47. Paragraphs 1 through 46 are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

48. Amazon has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’859 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’859 Patent.  Amazon has notice of 

the ’859 Patent.  Amazon actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Amazon 
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products to infringe the ’859 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’859 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’859 Patent.1  

Amazon engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Amazon 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’859 Patent.  Amazon thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’859 Patent.  Amazon derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Amazon’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Amazon also contributorily infringes the ’859 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Amazon 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Amazon products without infringing the 

’859 Patent. 

49. Apple has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the ’859 

Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

                                                 
1 See, e.g., http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201240840;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html/ref=kcp_iph_ln_ar?docId=1000301301;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200729450; 
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201009460; 
http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
https://developer.amazon.com/sdk/fire/specifications.html. 
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United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’859 Patent.  Apple has notice of the 

’859 Patent.  Apple actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Apple products to 

infringe the ’859 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain “apps” (such as 

the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google Play “apps”) that 

use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’859 Patent, (b) providing instructions for 

using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) providing hardware 

and software components required by the claims of the ’859 Patent.2  Apple engages in the 

foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Apple products to use “apps” that 

deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected by, the ContentGuard DRM 

solutions claimed in the ’859 Patent.  Apple thereby specifically intends end users and content 

providers to infringe the ’859 Patent.  Apple derives revenue from both its own and the third-

party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Apple’s ability to sell the accused products is 

wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the digital content they make 

available to users.  Apple also contributorily infringes the ’859 Patent because there is no 

substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Apple products.  These “apps” 

cannot be used with accused Apple products without infringing the ’859 Patent.    

50. BlackBerry has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing 

the ’859 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under 

                                                 
2 See, e.g., http://www.apple.com/itunes/features/#store;  
http://www.apple.com/itunes/;  
https://itunes.apple.com/in/app/kindle/id302584613; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-play-books/id400989007; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/app-for-google-music-free/id485638799; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-tv-remote/id422137859?l=es&mt=8; 
http://www.apple.com/in/iphone-5s/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipad/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipod-touch/specs.html. 
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the doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, 

including by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing 

into the United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’859 Patent.  BlackBerry has 

notice of the ’859 Patent.  BlackBerry actively induces content providers and/or end users  of 

BlackBerry products to infringe the ’859 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to 

certain “apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or 

Google Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’859 Patent, (b) 

providing instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; 

and (d) providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’859 Patent.3  

BlackBerry engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of 

BlackBerry products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is 

protected by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’859 Patent.  BlackBerry thereby 

specifically intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’859 Patent.  BlackBerry 

derives revenue from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, 

BlackBerry’s ability to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of 

these “apps” and the digital content they make available to users.  BlackBerry also contributorily 

infringes the ’859 Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the 

accused BlackBerry products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused BlackBerry products 

without infringing the ’859 Patent. 

                                                 
3 See, e.g., http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en;  
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/65525/?countrycode=US&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/smartphones/blackberry-z30/specifications.html. 
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51. Huawei has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’859 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’859 Patent.  Huawei has notice of 

the ’859 Patent.  Huawei actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Huawei 

products to infringe the ’859 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’859 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’859 Patent.4  

Huawei engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Huawei 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’859 Patent.  Huawei thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’859 Patent.  Huawei derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Huawei’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Huawei also contributorily infringes the ’859 Patent 

                                                 
4 See, e.g., http://huaweimobile.com; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productMobile.do?method=index&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productFeatures.do?pinfoId=3298&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745&tab=0; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/technicaIndex.do?method=gotoProductSupport&prod
uctId=3942&tb=0%29; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/downloadCenter.do?method=toDownloadFile&flay=d
ocument&softid=NDcxOTM=; 
http://www.uscellular.com/uscellular/pdf/huawei-ascend-y-google-play.pdf. 
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because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Huawei 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Huawei products without infringing the 

’859 Patent. 

52. Motorola has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’859 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’859 Patent.  Motorola has notice of 

the ’859 Patent.  Motorola actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Motorola 

products to infringe the ’859 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’859 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’859 Patent.5  

Motorola engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Motorola 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’859 Patent.  Motorola thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’859 Patent.  Motorola derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Motorola’s ability 

                                                 
5 See, e.g., http://www.motorola.com/us/FLEXR1-1/Moto-X/FLEXR1.html;  
https://motorola-global-
portal.custhelp.com/app/product_page/faqs/p/30,6720,8882/session/L3RpbWUvMTM4Mzc3MT
A0MS9zaWQvblhuRklIRWw%3D#/how_do_i;  
http://www.motorola.com/us/ANDROID/m-Android-Overview.html; 
http://www.mobileworldlive.com/verizon-preloads-amazon-kindle-app-on-android-devices; 
https://motorola-global-portal.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/70762/action/auth. 
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to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Motorola also contributorily infringes the ’859 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Motorola 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Motorola products without infringing the 

’859 Patent. 

COUNT 2:  INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’072 PATENT 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 

53. Paragraphs 1 through 46 are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

54. Amazon has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’072 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’072 Patent.  Amazon has notice of 

the ’072 Patent.  Amazon actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Amazon 

products to infringe the ’072 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’072 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’072 Patent.6  

                                                 
6 See, e.g., http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201240840;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html/ref=kcp_iph_ln_ar?docId=1000301301;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200729450; 
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201009460; 
http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
https://developer.amazon.com/sdk/fire/specifications.html. 
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Amazon engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Amazon 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’072 Patent.  Amazon thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’072 Patent.  Amazon derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Amazon’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Amazon also contributorily infringes the ’072 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Amazon 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Amazon products without infringing the 

’072 Patent. 

55. Apple has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the ’072 

Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’072 Patent.  Apple has notice of the 

’072 Patent.  Apple actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Apple products to 

infringe the ’072 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain “apps” (such as 

the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google Play “apps”) that 

use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’072 Patent, (b) providing instructions for 

using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) providing hardware 

and software components required by the claims of the ’072 Patent.7  Apple engages in the 

                                                 
7 See, e.g., http://www.apple.com/itunes/features/#store;  
http://www.apple.com/itunes/;  
https://itunes.apple.com/in/app/kindle/id302584613; 
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foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Apple products to use “apps” that 

deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected by, the ContentGuard DRM 

solutions claimed in the ’072 Patent.  Apple thereby specifically intends end users and content 

providers to infringe the ’072 Patent.  Apple derives revenue from both its own and the third-

party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Apple’s ability to sell the accused products is 

wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the digital content they make 

available to users.  Apple also contributorily infringes the ’072 Patent because there is no 

substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Apple products.  These “apps” 

cannot be used with accused Apple products without infringing the ’072 Patent.    

56. BlackBerry has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing 

the ’072 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under 

the doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, 

including by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing 

into the United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’072 Patent.  BlackBerry has 

notice of the ’072 Patent.  BlackBerry actively induces content providers and/or end users  of 

BlackBerry products to infringe the ’072 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to 

certain “apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or 

Google Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’072 Patent, (b) 

providing instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; 

                                                                                                                                                             
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-play-books/id400989007; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/app-for-google-music-free/id485638799; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-tv-remote/id422137859?l=es&mt=8; 
http://www.apple.com/in/iphone-5s/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipad/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipod-touch/specs.html. 
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and (d) providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’072 Patent.8  

BlackBerry engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of 

BlackBerry products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is 

protected by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’072 Patent.  BlackBerry thereby 

specifically intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’072 Patent.  BlackBerry 

derives revenue from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, 

BlackBerry’s ability to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of 

these “apps” and the digital content they make available to users.  BlackBerry also contributorily 

infringes the ’072 Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the 

accused BlackBerry products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused BlackBerry products 

without infringing the ’072 Patent. 

57. Huawei has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’072 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’072 Patent.  Huawei has notice of 

the ’072 Patent.  Huawei actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Huawei 

products to infringe the ’072 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’072 Patent, (b) providing 

                                                 
8 See, e.g., http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en;  
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/65525/?countrycode=US&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/smartphones/blackberry-z30/specifications.html. 
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instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’072 Patent.9  

Huawei engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Huawei 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’072 Patent.  Huawei thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’072 Patent.  Huawei derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Huawei’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Huawei also contributorily infringes the ’072 Patent 

because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Huawei 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Huawei products without infringing the 

’072 Patent. 

58. Motorola has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’072 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’072 Patent.  Motorola has notice of 

the ’072 Patent.  Motorola actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Motorola 

                                                 
9 See, e.g., http://huaweimobile.com; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productMobile.do?method=index&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productFeatures.do?pinfoId=3298&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745&tab=0; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/technicaIndex.do?method=gotoProductSupport&prod
uctId=3942&tb=0%29; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/downloadCenter.do?method=toDownloadFile&flay=d
ocument&softid=NDcxOTM=; 
http://www.uscellular.com/uscellular/pdf/huawei-ascend-y-google-play.pdf. 
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products to infringe the ’072 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’072 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’072 Patent.10  

Motorola engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Motorola 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’072 Patent.  Motorola thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’072 Patent.  Motorola derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Motorola’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Motorola also contributorily infringes the ’072 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Motorola 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Motorola products without infringing the 

’072 Patent. 

COUNT 3:  INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’280 PATENT 

(AGAINST APPLE, BLACKBERRY, HUAWEI, AND MOTOROLA) 

59. Paragraphs 1 through 46 are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein.   

                                                 
10 See, e.g., http://www.motorola.com/us/FLEXR1-1/Moto-X/FLEXR1.html;  
https://motorola-global-
portal.custhelp.com/app/product_page/faqs/p/30,6720,8882/session/L3RpbWUvMTM4Mzc3MT
A0MS9zaWQvblhuRklIRWw%3D#/how_do_i;  
http://www.motorola.com/us/ANDROID/m-Android-Overview.html; 
http://www.mobileworldlive.com/verizon-preloads-amazon-kindle-app-on-android-devices; 
https://motorola-global-portal.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/70762/action/auth. 
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60. Apple has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the ’280 

Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’280 Patent.  Apple has notice of the 

’280 Patent.  Apple actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Apple products to 

infringe the ’280 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain “apps” (such as 

the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google Play “apps”) that 

use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’280 Patent, (b) providing instructions for 

using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) providing hardware 

and software components required by the claims of the ’280 Patent.11  Apple engages in the 

foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Apple products to use “apps” that 

deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected by, the ContentGuard DRM 

solutions claimed in the ’280 Patent.  Apple thereby specifically intends end users and content 

providers to infringe the ’280 Patent.  Apple derives revenue from both its own and the third-

party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Apple’s ability to sell the accused products is 

wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the digital content they make 

available to users.  Apple also contributorily infringes the ’280 Patent because there is no 

                                                 
11 See, e.g., http://www.apple.com/itunes/features/#store;  
http://www.apple.com/itunes/;  
https://itunes.apple.com/in/app/kindle/id302584613; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-play-books/id400989007; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/app-for-google-music-free/id485638799; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-tv-remote/id422137859?l=es&mt=8; 
http://www.apple.com/in/iphone-5s/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipad/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipod-touch/specs.html. 
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substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Apple products.  These “apps” 

cannot be used with accused Apple products without infringing the ’280 Patent.    

61. BlackBerry has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing 

the ’280 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under 

the doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, 

including by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing 

into the United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’280 Patent.  BlackBerry has 

notice of the ’280 Patent.  BlackBerry actively induces content providers and/or end users  of 

BlackBerry products to infringe the ’280 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to 

certain “apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or 

Google Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’280 Patent, (b) 

providing instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; 

and (d) providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’280 Patent.12  

BlackBerry engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of 

BlackBerry products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is 

protected by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’280 Patent.  BlackBerry thereby 

specifically intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’280 Patent.  BlackBerry 

derives revenue from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, 

BlackBerry’s ability to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of 

these “apps” and the digital content they make available to users.  BlackBerry also contributorily 

                                                 
12 See, e.g., http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en;  
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/65525/?countrycode=US&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/smartphones/blackberry-z30/specifications.html. 
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infringes the ’280 Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the 

accused BlackBerry products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused BlackBerry products 

without infringing the ’280 Patent. 

62. Huawei has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’280 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’280 Patent.  Huawei has notice of 

the ’280 Patent.  Huawei actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Huawei 

products to infringe the ’280 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’280 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’280 Patent.13  

Huawei engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Huawei 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’280 Patent.  Huawei thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’280 Patent.  Huawei derives revenue 

                                                 
13 See, e.g., http://huaweimobile.com; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productMobile.do?method=index&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productFeatures.do?pinfoId=3298&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745&tab=0; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/technicaIndex.do?method=gotoProductSupport&prod
uctId=3942&tb=0%29; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/downloadCenter.do?method=toDownloadFile&flay=d
ocument&softid=NDcxOTM=; 
http://www.uscellular.com/uscellular/pdf/huawei-ascend-y-google-play.pdf. 
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from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Huawei’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Huawei also contributorily infringes the ’280 Patent 

because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Huawei 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Huawei products without infringing the 

’280 Patent. 

63. Motorola has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’280 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’280 Patent.  Motorola has notice of 

the ’280 Patent.  Motorola actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Motorola 

products to infringe the ’280 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’280 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’280 Patent.14  

Motorola engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Motorola 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

                                                 
14 See, e.g., http://www.motorola.com/us/FLEXR1-1/Moto-X/FLEXR1.html;  
https://motorola-global-
portal.custhelp.com/app/product_page/faqs/p/30,6720,8882/session/L3RpbWUvMTM4Mzc3MT
A0MS9zaWQvblhuRklIRWw%3D#/how_do_i;  
http://www.motorola.com/us/ANDROID/m-Android-Overview.html; 
http://www.mobileworldlive.com/verizon-preloads-amazon-kindle-app-on-android-devices; 
https://motorola-global-portal.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/70762/action/auth. 
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by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’280 Patent.  Motorola thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’280 Patent.  Motorola derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Motorola’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Motorola also contributorily infringes the ’280 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Motorola 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Motorola products without infringing the 

’280 Patent. 

COUNT 4:  INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’053 PATENT 

(AGAINST APPLE, BLACKBERRY, HUAWEI AND MOTOROLA)) 

64. Paragraphs 1 through 46 are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

65. Apple has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the ’053 

Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’053 Patent.  Apple has notice of the 

’053 Patent.  Apple actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Apple products to 

infringe the ’053 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain “apps” (such as 

the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google Play “apps”) that 

use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’053 Patent, (b) providing instructions for 

using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) providing hardware 
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and software components required by the claims of the ’053 Patent.15  Apple engages in the 

foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Apple products to use “apps” that 

deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected by, the ContentGuard DRM 

solutions claimed in the ’053 Patent.  Apple thereby specifically intends end users and content 

providers to infringe the ’053 Patent.  Apple derives revenue from both its own and the third-

party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Apple’s ability to sell the accused products is 

wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the digital content they make 

available to users.  Apple also contributorily infringes the ’053 Patent because there is no 

substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Apple products.  These “apps” 

cannot be used with accused Apple products without infringing the ’053 Patent.    

66. BlackBerry has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing 

the ’053 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under 

the doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, 

including by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing 

into the United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’053 Patent.  BlackBerry has 

notice of the ’053 Patent.  BlackBerry actively induces content providers and/or end users  of 

BlackBerry products to infringe the ’053 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to 

certain “apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or 

                                                 
15 See, e.g., http://www.apple.com/itunes/features/#store;  
http://www.apple.com/itunes/;  
https://itunes.apple.com/in/app/kindle/id302584613; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-play-books/id400989007; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/app-for-google-music-free/id485638799; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-tv-remote/id422137859?l=es&mt=8; 
http://www.apple.com/in/iphone-5s/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipad/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipod-touch/specs.html. 
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Google Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’053 Patent, (b) 

providing instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; 

and (d) providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’053 Patent.16  

BlackBerry engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of 

BlackBerry products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is 

protected by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’053 Patent.  BlackBerry thereby 

specifically intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’053 Patent.  BlackBerry 

derives revenue from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, 

BlackBerry’s ability to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of 

these “apps” and the digital content they make available to users.  BlackBerry also contributorily 

infringes the ’053 Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the 

accused BlackBerry products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused BlackBerry products 

without infringing the ’053 Patent. 

67. Huawei has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’053 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’053 Patent.  Huawei has notice of 

the ’053 Patent.  Huawei actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Huawei 

products to infringe the ’053 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

                                                 
16 See, e.g., http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en;  
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/65525/?countrycode=US&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/smartphones/blackberry-z30/specifications.html. 
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“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’053 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’053 Patent.17  

Huawei engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Huawei 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’053 Patent.  Huawei thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’053 Patent.  Huawei derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Huawei’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Huawei also contributorily infringes the ’053 Patent 

because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Huawei 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Huawei products without infringing the 

’053 Patent. 

68. Motorola has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’053 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

                                                 
17 See, e.g., http://huaweimobile.com; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productMobile.do?method=index&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productFeatures.do?pinfoId=3298&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745&tab=0; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/technicaIndex.do?method=gotoProductSupport&prod
uctId=3942&tb=0%29; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/downloadCenter.do?method=toDownloadFile&flay=d
ocument&softid=NDcxOTM=; 
http://www.uscellular.com/uscellular/pdf/huawei-ascend-y-google-play.pdf. 
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United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’053 Patent.  Motorola has notice of 

the ’053 Patent.  Motorola actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Motorola 

products to infringe the ’053 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’053 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’053 Patent.18  

Motorola engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Motorola 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’053 Patent.  Motorola thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’053 Patent.  Motorola derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Motorola’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Motorola also contributorily infringes the ’053 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Motorola 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Motorola products without infringing the 

’053 Patent. 

                                                 
18 See, e.g., http://www.motorola.com/us/FLEXR1-1/Moto-X/FLEXR1.html;  
https://motorola-global-
portal.custhelp.com/app/product_page/faqs/p/30,6720,8882/session/L3RpbWUvMTM4Mzc3MT
A0MS9zaWQvblhuRklIRWw%3D#/how_do_i;  
http://www.motorola.com/us/ANDROID/m-Android-Overview.html; 
http://www.mobileworldlive.com/verizon-preloads-amazon-kindle-app-on-android-devices; 
https://motorola-global-portal.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/70762/action/auth. 
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COUNT 5:  INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’576 PATENT 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 

69. Paragraphs 1 through 46 are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

70. Amazon has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’576 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’576 Patent.  Amazon has notice of 

the ’576 Patent.  Amazon actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Amazon 

products to infringe the ’576 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’576 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’576 Patent.19  

Amazon engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Amazon 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’576 Patent.  Amazon thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’576 Patent.  Amazon derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Amazon’s ability 

                                                 
19 See, e.g., http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201240840;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html/ref=kcp_iph_ln_ar?docId=1000301301;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200729450; 
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201009460; 
http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
https://developer.amazon.com/sdk/fire/specifications.html. 
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to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Amazon also contributorily infringes the ’576 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Amazon 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Amazon products without infringing the 

’576 Patent. 

71. Apple has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the ’576 

Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’576 Patent.  Apple has notice of the 

’576 Patent.  Apple actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Apple products to 

infringe the ’576 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain “apps” (such as 

the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google Play “apps”) that 

use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’576 Patent, (b) providing instructions for 

using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) providing hardware 

and software components required by the claims of the ’576 Patent.20  Apple engages in the 

foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Apple products to use “apps” that 

deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected by, the ContentGuard DRM 

                                                 
20 See, e.g., http://www.apple.com/itunes/features/#store;  
http://www.apple.com/itunes/;  
https://itunes.apple.com/in/app/kindle/id302584613; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-play-books/id400989007; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/app-for-google-music-free/id485638799; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-tv-remote/id422137859?l=es&mt=8; 
http://www.apple.com/in/iphone-5s/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipad/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipod-touch/specs.html. 
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solutions claimed in the ’576 Patent.  Apple thereby specifically intends end users and content 

providers to infringe the ’576 Patent.  Apple derives revenue from both its own and the third-

party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Apple’s ability to sell the accused products is 

wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the digital content they make 

available to users.  Apple also contributorily infringes the ’576 Patent because there is no 

substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Apple products.  These “apps” 

cannot be used with accused Apple products without infringing the ’576 Patent.    

72. BlackBerry has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing 

the ’576 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under 

the doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, 

including by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing 

into the United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’576 Patent.  BlackBerry has 

notice of the ’576 Patent.  BlackBerry actively induces content providers and/or end users  of 

BlackBerry products to infringe the ’576 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to 

certain “apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or 

Google Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’576 Patent, (b) 

providing instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; 

and (d) providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’576 Patent.21  

BlackBerry engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of 

BlackBerry products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is 

                                                 
21 See, e.g., http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en;  
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/65525/?countrycode=US&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/smartphones/blackberry-z30/specifications.html. 
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protected by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’576 Patent.  BlackBerry thereby 

specifically intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’576 Patent.  BlackBerry 

derives revenue from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, 

BlackBerry’s ability to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of 

these “apps” and the digital content they make available to users.  BlackBerry also contributorily 

infringes the ’576 Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the 

accused BlackBerry products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused BlackBerry products 

without infringing the ’576 Patent. 

73. Huawei has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’576 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’576 Patent.  Huawei has notice of 

the ’576 Patent.  Huawei actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Huawei 

products to infringe the ’576 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’576 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’576 Patent.22  

                                                 
22 See, e.g., http://huaweimobile.com; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productMobile.do?method=index&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productFeatures.do?pinfoId=3298&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745&tab=0; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/technicaIndex.do?method=gotoProductSupport&prod
uctId=3942&tb=0%29; 
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Huawei engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Huawei 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’576 Patent.  Huawei thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’576 Patent.  Huawei derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Huawei’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Huawei also contributorily infringes the ’576 Patent 

because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Huawei 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Huawei products without infringing the 

’576 Patent. 

74. Motorola has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’576 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’576 Patent.  Motorola has notice of 

the ’576 Patent.  Motorola actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Motorola 

products to infringe the ’576 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’576 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

                                                                                                                                                             
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/downloadCenter.do?method=toDownloadFile&flay=d
ocument&softid=NDcxOTM=; 
http://www.uscellular.com/uscellular/pdf/huawei-ascend-y-google-play.pdf. 
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providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’576 Patent.23  

Motorola engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Motorola 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’576 Patent.  Motorola thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’576 Patent.  Motorola derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Motorola’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Motorola also contributorily infringes the ’576 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Motorola 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Motorola products without infringing the 

’576 Patent. 

COUNT 6:  INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’956 PATENT 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 

75. Paragraphs 1 through 46 are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

76. Amazon has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’956 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’956 Patent.  Amazon has notice of 

                                                 
23 See, e.g., http://www.motorola.com/us/FLEXR1-1/Moto-X/FLEXR1.html;  
https://motorola-global-
portal.custhelp.com/app/product_page/faqs/p/30,6720,8882/session/L3RpbWUvMTM4Mzc3MT
A0MS9zaWQvblhuRklIRWw%3D#/how_do_i;  
http://www.motorola.com/us/ANDROID/m-Android-Overview.html; 
http://www.mobileworldlive.com/verizon-preloads-amazon-kindle-app-on-android-devices; 
https://motorola-global-portal.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/70762/action/auth. 
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the ’956 Patent.  Amazon actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Amazon 

products to infringe the ’956 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’956 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’956 Patent.24  

Amazon engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Amazon 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’956 Patent.  Amazon thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’956 Patent.  Amazon derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Amazon’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Amazon also contributorily infringes the ’956 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Amazon 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Amazon products without infringing the 

’956 Patent. 

77. Apple has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the ’956 

Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

                                                 
24 See, e.g., http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201240840;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html/ref=kcp_iph_ln_ar?docId=1000301301;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200729450; 
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201009460; 
http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
https://developer.amazon.com/sdk/fire/specifications.html. 
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by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’956 Patent.  Apple has notice of the 

’956 Patent.  Apple actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Apple products to 

infringe the ’956 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain “apps” (such as 

the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google Play “apps”) that 

use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’956 Patent, (b) providing instructions for 

using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) providing hardware 

and software components required by the claims of the ’956 Patent.25  Apple engages in the 

foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Apple products to use “apps” that 

deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected by, the ContentGuard DRM 

solutions claimed in the ’956 Patent.  Apple thereby specifically intends end users and content 

providers to infringe the ’956 Patent.  Apple derives revenue from both its own and the third-

party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Apple’s ability to sell the accused products is 

wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the digital content they make 

available to users.  Apple also contributorily infringes the ’956 Patent because there is no 

substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Apple products.  These “apps” 

cannot be used with accused Apple products without infringing the ’956 Patent.    

                                                 
25 See, e.g., http://www.apple.com/itunes/features/#store;  
http://www.apple.com/itunes/;  
https://itunes.apple.com/in/app/kindle/id302584613; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-play-books/id400989007; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/app-for-google-music-free/id485638799; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-tv-remote/id422137859?l=es&mt=8; 
http://www.apple.com/in/iphone-5s/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipad/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipod-touch/specs.html. 
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78. BlackBerry has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing 

the ’956 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under 

the doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, 

including by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing 

into the United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’956 Patent.  BlackBerry has 

notice of the ’956 Patent.  BlackBerry actively induces content providers and/or end users  of 

BlackBerry products to infringe the ’956 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to 

certain “apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or 

Google Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’956 Patent, (b) 

providing instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; 

and (d) providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’956 Patent.26  

BlackBerry engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of 

BlackBerry products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is 

protected by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’956 Patent.  BlackBerry thereby 

specifically intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’956 Patent.  BlackBerry 

derives revenue from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, 

BlackBerry’s ability to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of 

these “apps” and the digital content they make available to users.  BlackBerry also contributorily 

infringes the ’956 Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the 

                                                 
26 See, e.g., http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en;  
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/65525/?countrycode=US&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/smartphones/blackberry-z30/specifications.html. 
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accused BlackBerry products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused BlackBerry products 

without infringing the ’956 Patent. 

79. Huawei has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’956 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’956 Patent.  Huawei has notice of 

the ’956 Patent.  Huawei actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Huawei 

products to infringe the ’956 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’956 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’956 Patent.27  

Huawei engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Huawei 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’956 Patent.  Huawei thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’956 Patent.  Huawei derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Huawei’s ability 

                                                 
27 See, e.g., http://huaweimobile.com; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productMobile.do?method=index&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productFeatures.do?pinfoId=3298&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745&tab=0; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/technicaIndex.do?method=gotoProductSupport&prod
uctId=3942&tb=0%29; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/downloadCenter.do?method=toDownloadFile&flay=d
ocument&softid=NDcxOTM=; 
http://www.uscellular.com/uscellular/pdf/huawei-ascend-y-google-play.pdf. 
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to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Huawei also contributorily infringes the ’956 Patent 

because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Huawei 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Huawei products without infringing the 

’956 Patent. 

80. Motorola has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’956 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’956 Patent.  Motorola has notice of 

the ’956 Patent.  Motorola actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Motorola 

products to infringe the ’956 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’956 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’956 Patent.28  

Motorola engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Motorola 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’956 Patent.  Motorola thereby specifically 

                                                 
28 See, e.g., http://www.motorola.com/us/FLEXR1-1/Moto-X/FLEXR1.html;  
https://motorola-global-
portal.custhelp.com/app/product_page/faqs/p/30,6720,8882/session/L3RpbWUvMTM4Mzc3MT
A0MS9zaWQvblhuRklIRWw%3D#/how_do_i;  
http://www.motorola.com/us/ANDROID/m-Android-Overview.html; 
http://www.mobileworldlive.com/verizon-preloads-amazon-kindle-app-on-android-devices; 
https://motorola-global-portal.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/70762/action/auth. 
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intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’956 Patent.  Motorola derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Motorola’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Motorola also contributorily infringes the ’956 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Motorola 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Motorola products without infringing the 

’956 Patent. 

COUNT 7:  INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’007 PATENT 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 

81. Paragraphs 1 through 46 are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

82. Amazon has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’007 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’007 Patent.  Amazon has notice of 

the ’007 Patent.  Amazon actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Amazon 

products to infringe the ’007 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’007 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’007 Patent.29  

                                                 
29 See, e.g., http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201240840;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html/ref=kcp_iph_ln_ar?docId=1000301301;  
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Amazon engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Amazon 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’007 Patent.  Amazon thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’007 Patent.  Amazon derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Amazon’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Amazon also contributorily infringes the ’007 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Amazon 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Amazon products without infringing the 

’007 Patent. 

83. Apple has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the ’007 

Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’007 Patent.  Apple has notice of the 

’007 Patent.  Apple actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Apple products to 

infringe the ’007 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain “apps” (such as 

the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google Play “apps”) that 

use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’007 Patent, (b) providing instructions for 

using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) providing hardware 

                                                                                                                                                             
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200729450; 
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201009460; 
http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
https://developer.amazon.com/sdk/fire/specifications.html. 
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and software components required by the claims of the ’007 Patent.30  Apple engages in the 

foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Apple products to use “apps” that 

deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected by, the ContentGuard DRM 

solutions claimed in the ’007 Patent.  Apple thereby specifically intends end users and content 

providers to infringe the ’007 Patent.  Apple derives revenue from both its own and the third-

party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Apple’s ability to sell the accused products is 

wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the digital content they make 

available to users.  Apple also contributorily infringes the ’007 Patent because there is no 

substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Apple products.  These “apps” 

cannot be used with accused Apple products without infringing the ’007 Patent.    

84. BlackBerry has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing 

the ’007 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under 

the doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, 

including by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing 

into the United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’007 Patent.  BlackBerry has 

notice of the ’007 Patent.  BlackBerry actively induces content providers and/or end users  of 

BlackBerry products to infringe the ’007 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to 

certain “apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or 

                                                 
30 See, e.g., http://www.apple.com/itunes/features/#store;  
http://www.apple.com/itunes/;  
https://itunes.apple.com/in/app/kindle/id302584613; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-play-books/id400989007; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/app-for-google-music-free/id485638799; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-tv-remote/id422137859?l=es&mt=8; 
http://www.apple.com/in/iphone-5s/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipad/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipod-touch/specs.html. 
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Google Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’007 Patent, (b) 

providing instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; 

and (d) providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’007 Patent.31  

BlackBerry engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of 

BlackBerry products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is 

protected by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’007 Patent.  BlackBerry thereby 

specifically intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’007 Patent.  BlackBerry 

derives revenue from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, 

BlackBerry’s ability to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of 

these “apps” and the digital content they make available to users.  BlackBerry also contributorily 

infringes the ’007 Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the 

accused BlackBerry products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused BlackBerry products 

without infringing the ’007 Patent. 

85. Huawei has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’007 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’007 Patent.  Huawei has notice of 

the ’007 Patent.  Huawei actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Huawei 

products to infringe the ’007 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

                                                 
31 See, e.g., http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en;  
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/65525/?countrycode=US&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/smartphones/blackberry-z30/specifications.html. 
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“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’007 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’007 Patent.32  

Huawei engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Huawei 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’007 Patent.  Huawei thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’007 Patent.  Huawei derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Huawei’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Huawei also contributorily infringes the ’007 Patent 

because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Huawei 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Huawei products without infringing the 

’007 Patent. 

86. Motorola has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’007 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

                                                 
32 See, e.g., http://huaweimobile.com; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productMobile.do?method=index&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productFeatures.do?pinfoId=3298&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745&tab=0; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/technicaIndex.do?method=gotoProductSupport&prod
uctId=3942&tb=0%29; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/downloadCenter.do?method=toDownloadFile&flay=d
ocument&softid=NDcxOTM=; 
http://www.uscellular.com/uscellular/pdf/huawei-ascend-y-google-play.pdf. 
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United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’007 Patent.  Motorola has notice of 

the ’007 Patent.  Motorola actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Motorola 

products to infringe the ’007 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’007 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’007 Patent.33  

Motorola engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Motorola 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’007 Patent.  Motorola thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’007 Patent.  Motorola derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Motorola’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Motorola also contributorily infringes the ’007 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Motorola 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Motorola products without infringing the 

’007 Patent. 

                                                 
33 See, e.g., http://www.motorola.com/us/FLEXR1-1/Moto-X/FLEXR1.html;  
https://motorola-global-
portal.custhelp.com/app/product_page/faqs/p/30,6720,8882/session/L3RpbWUvMTM4Mzc3MT
A0MS9zaWQvblhuRklIRWw%3D#/how_do_i;  
http://www.motorola.com/us/ANDROID/m-Android-Overview.html; 
http://www.mobileworldlive.com/verizon-preloads-amazon-kindle-app-on-android-devices; 
https://motorola-global-portal.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/70762/action/auth. 
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COUNT 8:  INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’160 PATENT 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 

87. Paragraphs 1 through 46 are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

88. Amazon has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’160 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’160 Patent.  Amazon has notice of 

the ’160 Patent.  Amazon actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Amazon 

products to infringe the ’160 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’160 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’160 Patent.34  

Amazon engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Amazon 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’160 Patent.  Amazon thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’160 Patent.  Amazon derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Amazon’s ability 

                                                 
34 See, e.g., http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201240840;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html/ref=kcp_iph_ln_ar?docId=1000301301;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200729450; 
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201009460; 
http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
https://developer.amazon.com/sdk/fire/specifications.html. 
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to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Amazon also contributorily infringes the ’160 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Amazon 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Amazon products without infringing the 

’160 Patent. 

89. Apple has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the ’160 

Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’160 Patent.  Apple has notice of the 

’160 Patent.  Apple actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Apple products to 

infringe the ’160 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain “apps” (such as 

the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google Play “apps”) that 

use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’160 Patent, (b) providing instructions for 

using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) providing hardware 

and software components required by the claims of the ’160 Patent.35  Apple engages in the 

foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Apple products to use “apps” that 

deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected by, the ContentGuard DRM 

                                                 
35 See, e.g., http://www.apple.com/itunes/features/#store;  
http://www.apple.com/itunes/;  
https://itunes.apple.com/in/app/kindle/id302584613; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-play-books/id400989007; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/app-for-google-music-free/id485638799; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-tv-remote/id422137859?l=es&mt=8; 
http://www.apple.com/in/iphone-5s/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipad/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipod-touch/specs.html. 
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solutions claimed in the ’160 Patent.  Apple thereby specifically intends end users and content 

providers to infringe the ’160 Patent.  Apple derives revenue from both its own and the third-

party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Apple’s ability to sell the accused products is 

wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the digital content they make 

available to users.  Apple also contributorily infringes the ’160 Patent because there is no 

substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Apple products.  These “apps” 

cannot be used with accused Apple products without infringing the ’160 Patent.    

90. BlackBerry has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing 

the ’160 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under 

the doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, 

including by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing 

into the United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’160 Patent.  BlackBerry has 

notice of the ’160 Patent.  BlackBerry actively induces content providers and/or end users  of 

BlackBerry products to infringe the ’160 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to 

certain “apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or 

Google Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’160 Patent, (b) 

providing instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; 

and (d) providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’160 Patent.36  

BlackBerry engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of 

BlackBerry products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is 

                                                 
36 See, e.g., http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en;  
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/65525/?countrycode=US&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/smartphones/blackberry-z30/specifications.html. 
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protected by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’160 Patent.  BlackBerry thereby 

specifically intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’160 Patent.  BlackBerry 

derives revenue from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, 

BlackBerry’s ability to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of 

these “apps” and the digital content they make available to users.  BlackBerry also contributorily 

infringes the ’160 Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the 

accused BlackBerry products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused BlackBerry products 

without infringing the ’160 Patent. 

91. Huawei has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’160 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’160 Patent.  Huawei has notice of 

the ’160 Patent.  Huawei actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Huawei 

products to infringe the ’160 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’160 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’160 Patent.37  

                                                 
37 See, e.g., http://huaweimobile.com; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productMobile.do?method=index&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productFeatures.do?pinfoId=3298&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745&tab=0; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/technicaIndex.do?method=gotoProductSupport&prod
uctId=3942&tb=0%29; 
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Huawei engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Huawei 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’160 Patent.  Huawei thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’160 Patent.  Huawei derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Huawei’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Huawei also contributorily infringes the ’160 Patent 

because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Huawei 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Huawei products without infringing the 

’160 Patent. 

92. Motorola has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’160 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’160 Patent.  Motorola has notice of 

the ’160 Patent.  Motorola actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Motorola 

products to infringe the ’160 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’160 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

                                                                                                                                                             
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/downloadCenter.do?method=toDownloadFile&flay=d
ocument&softid=NDcxOTM=; 
http://www.uscellular.com/uscellular/pdf/huawei-ascend-y-google-play.pdf. 
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providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’160 Patent.38  

Motorola engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Motorola 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’160 Patent.  Motorola thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’160 Patent.  Motorola derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Motorola’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Motorola also contributorily infringes the ’160 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Motorola 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Motorola products without infringing the 

’160 Patent. 

COUNT 9:  INFRINGEMENT OF THE ’556 PATENT 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 

93. Paragraphs 1 through 46 are incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. 

94. Amazon has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’556 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’556 Patent.  Amazon has notice of 

                                                 
38 See, e.g., http://www.motorola.com/us/FLEXR1-1/Moto-X/FLEXR1.html;  
https://motorola-global-
portal.custhelp.com/app/product_page/faqs/p/30,6720,8882/session/L3RpbWUvMTM4Mzc3MT
A0MS9zaWQvblhuRklIRWw%3D#/how_do_i;  
http://www.motorola.com/us/ANDROID/m-Android-Overview.html; 
http://www.mobileworldlive.com/verizon-preloads-amazon-kindle-app-on-android-devices; 
https://motorola-global-portal.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/70762/action/auth. 
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the ’556 Patent.  Amazon actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Amazon 

products to infringe the ’556 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’556 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’556 Patent.39  

Amazon engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Amazon 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’556 Patent.  Amazon thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’556 Patent.  Amazon derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Amazon’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Amazon also contributorily infringes the ’556 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Amazon 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Amazon products without infringing the 

’556 Patent. 

95. Apple has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the ’556 

Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

                                                 
39 See, e.g., http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201240840;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html/ref=kcp_iph_ln_ar?docId=1000301301;  
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200729450; 
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201009460; 
http://www.amazon.com/kindle-fire-hd-best-family-kids-tablet/dp/B00CU0NSCU;  
https://developer.amazon.com/sdk/fire/specifications.html. 
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by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’556 Patent.  Apple has notice of the 

’556 Patent.  Apple actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Apple products to 

infringe the ’556 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain “apps” (such as 

the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google Play “apps”) that 

use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’556 Patent, (b) providing instructions for 

using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) providing hardware 

and software components required by the claims of the ’556 Patent.40  Apple engages in the 

foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Apple products to use “apps” that 

deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected by, the ContentGuard DRM 

solutions claimed in the ’556 Patent.  Apple thereby specifically intends end users and content 

providers to infringe the ’556 Patent.  Apple derives revenue from both its own and the third-

party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Apple’s ability to sell the accused products is 

wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the digital content they make 

available to users.  Apple also contributorily infringes the ’556 Patent because there is no 

substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Apple products.  These “apps” 

cannot be used with accused Apple products without infringing the ’556 Patent. 

                                                 
40 See, e.g., http://www.apple.com/itunes/features/#store;  
http://www.apple.com/itunes/;  
https://itunes.apple.com/in/app/kindle/id302584613; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-play-books/id400989007; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/app-for-google-music-free/id485638799; 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-tv-remote/id422137859?l=es&mt=8; 
http://www.apple.com/in/iphone-5s/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipad/specs/;  
http://www.apple.com/in/ipod-touch/specs.html. 
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96. BlackBerry has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing 

the ’556 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under 

the doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, 

including by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing 

into the United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’556 Patent.  BlackBerry has 

notice of the ’556 Patent.  BlackBerry actively induces content providers and/or end users  of 

BlackBerry products to infringe the ’556 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to 

certain “apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or 

Google Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’556 Patent, (b) 

providing instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; 

and (d) providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’556 Patent.41  

BlackBerry engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of 

BlackBerry products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is 

protected by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’556 Patent.  BlackBerry thereby 

specifically intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’556 Patent.  BlackBerry 

derives revenue from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, 

BlackBerry’s ability to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of 

these “apps” and the digital content they make available to users.  BlackBerry also contributorily 

infringes the ’556 Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the 

                                                 
41 See, e.g., http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en;  
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/65525/?countrycode=US&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/apps/blackberry-world.html#tab-1; 
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/25058915/?countrycode=IN&lang=en; 
http://in.blackberry.com/smartphones/blackberry-z30/specifications.html. 
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accused BlackBerry products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused BlackBerry products 

without infringing the ’556 Patent. 

97. Huawei has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’556 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’556 Patent.  Huawei has notice of 

the ’556 Patent.  Huawei actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Huawei 

products to infringe the ’556 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’556 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’556 Patent.42  

Huawei engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Huawei 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’556 Patent.  Huawei thereby specifically 

intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’556 Patent.  Huawei derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Huawei’s ability 

                                                 
42 See, e.g., http://huaweimobile.com; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productMobile.do?method=index&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/productFeatures.do?pinfoId=3298&directoryId=6001
&treeId=3745&tab=0; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/technicaIndex.do?method=gotoProductSupport&prod
uctId=3942&tb=0%29; 
http://www.huaweidevice.com/worldwide/downloadCenter.do?method=toDownloadFile&flay=d
ocument&softid=NDcxOTM=; 
http://www.uscellular.com/uscellular/pdf/huawei-ascend-y-google-play.pdf. 
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to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Huawei also contributorily infringes the ’556 Patent 

because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Huawei 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Huawei products without infringing the 

’556 Patent. 

98. Motorola has been and is now directly infringing and/or indirectly infringing the 

’556 Patent by way of inducement and/or contributory infringement, literally and/or under the 

doctrine of equivalents, in this District, and elsewhere, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271, including 

by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States or importing into the 

United States products covered by at least one claim of the ’556 Patent.  Motorola has notice of 

the ’556 Patent.  Motorola actively induces content providers and/or end users  of Motorola 

products to infringe the ’556 Patent by, among other things, (a) providing access to certain 

“apps” (such as the iTunes client, the Amazon Kindle, Amazon Instant Video, and/or Google 

Play “apps”) that use the ContentGuard DRM solution claimed in the ’556 Patent, (b) providing 

instructions for using such “apps”; (c) providing advertisings for using such “apps”; and (d) 

providing hardware and software components required by the claims of the ’556 Patent.43  

Motorola engages in the foregoing activities because it specifically intends end users of Motorola 

products to use “apps” that deploy, and content providers to distribute content that is protected 

by, the ContentGuard DRM solutions claimed in the ’556 Patent.  Motorola thereby specifically 

                                                 
43 See, e.g., http://www.motorola.com/us/FLEXR1-1/Moto-X/FLEXR1.html;  
https://motorola-global-
portal.custhelp.com/app/product_page/faqs/p/30,6720,8882/session/L3RpbWUvMTM4Mzc3MT
A0MS9zaWQvblhuRklIRWw%3D#/how_do_i;  
http://www.motorola.com/us/ANDROID/m-Android-Overview.html; 
http://www.mobileworldlive.com/verizon-preloads-amazon-kindle-app-on-android-devices; 
https://motorola-global-portal.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/70762/action/auth. 
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intends end users and content providers to infringe the ’556 Patent.  Motorola derives revenue 

from both its own and the third-party infringers’ infringing activities.  Indeed, Motorola’s ability 

to sell the accused products is wholly dependent upon the availability of these “apps” and the 

digital content they make available to users.  Motorola also contributorily infringes the ’556 

Patent because there is no substantial non-infringing use of these “apps” on the accused Motorola 

products.  These “apps” cannot be used with accused Motorola products without infringing the 

’556 Patent. 

WILLFUL INFRINGEMENT 

99. Defendants’ infringement occurred with knowledge of and/or objective 

recklessness and thus has been and continues to be willful and deliberate.  Defendants’ willful 

and deliberate infringement entitles ContentGuard to enhanced damages under 35 U.S.C. § 285. 

IRREPARABLE HARM TO CONTENTGUARD 

100. ContentGuard has been irreparably harmed by the Defendants’ acts of 

infringement, and will continue to be harmed unless and until Defendants’ acts of infringement 

are enjoined by this Court.  ContentGuard has no adequate remedy at law to redress Defendants’ 

continuing acts of infringement.  The hardships that would be imposed upon Defendants by an 

injunction are less than those faced by ContentGuard should an injunction not issue.  

Furthermore, the public interest would be served by issuance of an injunction.  As a result of 

Defendants’ acts of infringement, ContentGuard has suffered and will continue to suffer 

damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, ContentGuard prays for the following relief: 

101. A judgment that Amazon directly and/or indirectly infringes the ’859, ’072, ’576, 

’956, ’007, ’160, and ’556 patents; 

102. A judgment that Apple directly and/or indirectly infringes the ’859, ’072, ’280, 

’053, ’576, ’956, ’007, ’160, and ’556 patents; 

103. A judgment that BlackBerry directly and/or indirectly infringes the ’859, ’072, 

’280, ’053, ’576, ’956, ’007, ’160, and ’556 patents; 

104. A judgment that Huawei directly and/or indirectly infringes the ’859, ’072, ’280, 

’053, ’576, ’956, ’007, ’160, and ’556 patents; 

105. A judgment that Motorola directly and/or indirectly infringes the ’859, ’072, ’280, 

’053, ’576, ’956, ’007, ’160, and ’556 patents; 

106. A permanent injunction preventing Amazon and its respective officers, directors, 

agents, servants, employees, attorneys, licensees, successors, and assigns, and those in active 

concert or participation with any of them, from engaging in infringing activities with respect to 

the ’859, ’072, ’576, ’956, ’007, ’160, and ’556 patents; 

107. A permanent injunction preventing Apple and its respective officers, directors, 

agents, servants, employees, attorneys, licensees, successors, and assigns, and those in active 

concert or participation with any of them, from engaging in infringing activities with respect to 

the ’859, ’072, ’280, ’053, ’576, ’956, ’007, ’160, and ’556 patents; 

108. A permanent injunction preventing Blackberry and its respective officers, 

directors, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, licensees, successors, and assigns, and those in 
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active concert or participation with any of them, from engaging in infringing activities with 

respect to the ’859, ’072, ’280, ’053, ’576, ’956, ’007, ’160, and ’556 patents; 

109. A permanent injunction preventing Huawei and its respective officers, directors, 

agents, servants, employees, attorneys, licensees, successors, and assigns, and those in active 

concert or participation with any of them, from engaging in infringing activities with respect to 

the ’859, ’072, ’280, ’053, ’576, ’956, ’007, ’160, and ’556 patents; 

110. A permanent injunction preventing Motorola and its respective officers, directors, 

agents, servants, employees, attorneys, licensees, successors, and assigns, and those in active 

concert or participation with any of them, from engaging in infringing activities with respect to 

the ’859, ’072, ’280, ’053, ’576, ’956, ’007, ’160, and ’556 patents; 

111. A judgment that Amazon’s infringement has been willful; 

112. A judgment that Apple’s infringement has been willful; 

113. A judgment that BlackBerry’s infringement has been willful; 

114. A judgment that Huawei’s infringement has been willful; 

115. A judgment that Motorola’s infringement has been willful; 

116. A ruling that this case is exceptional under 35 U.S.C. § 285 as to each Defendant; 

117. A judgment and order requiring each Defendant to pay ContentGuard damages 

under 35 U.S.C. § 284, including supplemental damages for any continuing post-verdict 

infringement up until entry of judgment, with an accounting, as needed, as well as treble 

damages for willful infringement under 35 U.S.C. § 285; 

118. A judgment and order requiring each Defendant to pay ContentGuard’s costs of 

this action (including all disbursements); 
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119. A judgment and order requiring each Defendant to pay pre-judgment and post-

judgment interest on damages awarded; 

120. A judgment and order requiring that in the event a permanent injunction 

preventing future infringement is not granted, that Defendants pay ContentGuard a compulsory 

ongoing licensing fees; and 

121. Such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 
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Dated:  December 18, 2013   Respectfully submitted, 
       
       

 /s/ Sam Baxter              
 Samuel F. Baxter 
 Texas State Bar No. 01938000 
 sbaxter@mckoolsmith.com 
 MCKOOL SMITH, P.C.  
 104 East Houston, Suite 300 
 Marshall, Texas 75670 
 Telephone:  (903) 923-9000 
 Facsimile: (903) 923-9099 
 

Robert A. Cote  
rcote@mckoolsmith.com 
Radu A. Lelutiu 
rlelutiu@mckoolsmith.com 
Shahar Harel 
sharel@mckoolsmith.com 
David R. Dehoney 
ddehoney@mckoolsmith.com 
MCKOOL SMITH P.C.   
One Bryant Park, 47th Floor 
New York, New York 10036 
Telephone: (212) 402-9400 
Facsimile: (212) 402-9444 

Holly E. Engelmann 
hengelmann@mckoolsmith.com  
Seth R. Hasenour 
shasenour@mckoolsmith.com  
MCKOOL SMITH P.C. 
300 Crescent Court, Suite 1500 
Dallas, Texas 75201 
Telephone:  (214) 978-4000 
Facsimile:   (214) 978-4004 
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Microsoft Collaborates with Xerox and ContentGuard to Facilitate Secure Distribution of Electronic Content

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/news/features/2000/04-27contentguard.aspx[12/10/2013 2:09:09 PM]

TopStories

Tweet 0

Microsoft Collaborates with Xerox and ContentGuard to
Facilitate Secure Distribution of Electronic Content
April 27, 2000
ContentGuard, Inc., a Xerox spin-off company augmented by Microsoft investments, will offer an
easy way to protect digital material distributed over the Internet and expand consumer choice.

PALO ALTO, Calif., April 27, 2000 — When Stephen King's novella, "Riding the Bullet," was released
over the Internet last month, the publishing world heralded it as a glimpse into the future of electronic
book distribution. Its release proved two major points about eBooks. First, it proved there was real
demand for premium digital content -- there were 500,000 downloads of the book in its first 48
hours of availability, and some servers shut down trying to keep up with the demand. It also proved
that digital content is subject to piracy. Hackers managed to break the book's encryption code, and
pirated copies were distributed illegally to a number of Web sites and chat groups.

The distribution of books and other digital media over the Internet has opened up enormous
possibilities for consumers in how they can sample, experience and purchase electronic materials. At
the same time, suppliers are working to create a distribution system known as "digital rights
management (DRM) technology" that ensures protection for copyrighted material while making it easy
for consumers to buy and enjoy these forms of digital entertainment.

"People love getting content delivered to them wherever and whenever they chose, and we want to
ensure that they continue to have many opportunities to do so," said Microsoft President and CEO
Steve Ballmer as he announced today's launch of ContentGuard, Inc., a spin-off of the Xerox Corp.

The new Internet company, created with the help of an investment from Microsoft, will offer a
comprehensive software system to protect and manage books, documents, music, software and other
valuable content that is distributed over the Web. "The secure and safe delivery of digital media is of
primary importance to not only everyone in the business of content distribution, but consumers of this
information as well," Ballmer said.

ContentGuard's DRM technology, originally developed at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center and
augmented with contributions from Microsoft , provides products such as software and consulting
services as well as Internet-based solutions to help content distributors disseminate digital content
over the Internet in a way that is protected but still easily accessible to consumers.

Microsoft and ContentGuard will also collaborate on future development of DRM technology.
Microsoft will support ContentGuard's licensing and rights labeling format in its own DRM solutions.
Microsoft Reader, a new software product for displaying books on screen, will be the first product to
incorporate the new ContentGuard technology when it debuts this summer. The technology will also
be extended to support future versions of Windows Media Player and Windows Digital Rights
Manager.

"ContentGuard will offer a safe and secure e-commerce environment for publishing and distributing
any high-value or copyrighted material," said Xerox President and CEO Rick Thoman.

ContentGuard's Internet content protection software is designed to "lock" digital content, preventing
unauthorized users from forwarding it or copying it unless they have paid or registered with the
content owner.
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Once content owners such as publishers or authors establish specifications for how customers will
access their publications, ContentGuard will incorporate those specifications into the content and use
encryption technology to "lock" the content. Anyone who wants access to the material must obtain a
digitally signed "license" to unlock the content. When users attempt to access a ContentGuard-
enabled document, they are sent to a digital rights management Web site where they make a
payment as they would in any standard e-commerce transaction. The user can then download the
digital content and see or hear it by employing a standard viewer or player.

While users can redistribute the content, new recipients will have to acquire their own "license" before
gaining access to the content. In other words, if someone enjoyed reading, "Riding the Bullet," and
wanted to send it to a friend, he or she could do so, but the recipient would have to pay for the right
to read it.

While DRM technology has been available from many sources, the benefit of the ContentGuard
approach is that it is flexible enough so that publishers can use marketing initiatives such as single
chapter preview programs or one-time usage scenarios to promote their products. Such promotions
will let consumers sample content before actually having to pay for it.

"Content wants to be free, but content creators want to get paid," said Dick Brass, vice president for
technology development at Microsoft. "ContentGuard's ease of use for publishers and for consumers
certainly ensures it an immediate presence in the eBook industry." Brass and Xerox Internet Business
Group president, Michael Miron, will be co-chairmen of ContentGuard's board of directors.

Microsoft and ContentGuard will also collaborate on the development of a common digital rights
management standard for the many emerging digital content categories. This will assure that content
developers such as publishers and authors receive payment and retain control over how their
materials are used.

ContentGuard will work to establish one of its core technologies, XrML (eXtensible rights Markup
Language) as a standard for digital rights management on the Internet. It has agreed to provide the
XrML code to the industry royalty-free to stimulate its use among software developers and content
providers. By freely licensing XrML, ContentGuard is promoting the use of digital rights specifications
among authors, artists, publishers, distributors and retailers who may use software products from
different vendors.

"The creation of common standards among these varied groups will be critical to making the most of
the Internet as a way of distributing published materials," Miron said.

Although ContentGuard's current focus is on the publishing and eBook markets, creating a standard
way for applications to support digital rights management opens doors for many markets. It will allow
developers to create a new generation of common products such as word processing applications,
spread sheets, email, media players and eBook readers, with built-in digital rights management
features. The ContentGuard technology will be integrated into commonly used technology so as to
create minimal intrusion for the consumer.

"Digital rights management will become a ubiquitous element of all content exchange eventually,
whether for secure ecommerce or for ensuring the persistent protection of high-value sensitive
material," Brass said. "ContentGuard's mission is to drive this evolution."

Currently, the ContentGuard software suite can protect the distribution of digital content such as
market research, business reports, books, periodicals, sheet music, patent applications and academic
course packs. Plans are under way to enable ContentGuard for audio and video material.

"Ultimately, as ContentGuard and other digital rights management software is widely adopted,
consumers will be able to access a far greater range of digital content over the Internet than ever
before-whether it's music, software or eBooks," Brass said. "Since they won't need to download special
software, this process will be simple and fast."
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CONTENT RENDERING REPOSITORY 
2 

provided on a medium along with the entire product. The 
demos can be freely used, but in order to use the actual 
product, the key must be purchased. These scheme do not 
hinder copying of the software once the key is initially 

Continuation of prior application Ser. No.: 09/778,006 
filed Feb. 7, 2001, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,714,921; which is a 
Division of U.S. Ser. No.: 08/967,084 filed Nov. 10, 1997, 
now U.S. Pat. No. 6,236,971 and which is a Continuation of 
U.S. Ser. No.: 08/344,760 filed Nov. 23, 1994, now aban
doned. 

5 purchased. 

A system for ensuring that licenses are in place for using 
licensed products is described in PCT Publication WO 
93/01550 to Griswold entitled "License Management Sys
tem and Method." The licensed product may be any elec-

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the field of distribution 
and usage rights enforcement for digitally encoded works. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

10 tronically published work but is most effective for use with 
works that are used for extended periods of time such as 
software programs. Griswold requires that the licensed prod
uct contain software to invoke a license check monitor at 
predetermined time intervals. The license check monitor 

A fundamental issue facing the publishing and informa
tion industries as they consider electronic publishing is how 
to prevent the unauthorized and unaccounted distribution or 
usage of electronically published materials. Electronically 
published materials are typically distributed in a digital form 
and recreated on a computer based system having the 
capability to recreate the materials. Audio and video 
recordings, software, books and multimedia works are all 
being electronically published. Companies in these indus
tries receive royalties for each accounted for delivery of the 
materials, e.g. the sale of an audio CD at a retail outlet. Any 
unaccounted distribution of a work results in an unpaid 
royalty (e.g. copying the audio recording CD to another 
digital medium.) 

15 generates request datagrams which identify the licensee. The 
request datagrams are sent to a license control system over 
an appropriate communication facility. The license control 
system then checks the datagram to determine if the data
gram is from a valid licensee. The license control system 

20 then sends a reply datagram to the license check monitor 
indicating denial or approval of usage. The license control 
system will deny usage in the event that request datagrams 
go unanswered after a predetermined period of time (which 
may indicate an unauthorized attempt to use the licensed 

25 product). In this system, usage is managed at a central 
location by the response datagrams. So for example if 
license fees have not been paid, access to the licensed 
product is terminated. 

The ease in which electronically published works can be 
"perfectly" reproduced and distributed is a major concern. 
The transmission of digital works over networks is com
monplace. One such widely used network is the Internet. 
The Internet is a widespread network facility by which 
computer users in many universities, corporations and gov
ernment entities communicate and trade ideas and informa
tion. Computer bulletin boards found on the Internet and 
commercial networks such as CompuServ and Prodigy 
allow for the posting and retrieving of digital information. 
Information services such as Dialog and LEXIS/NEXIS 40 
provide databases of current, information on a wide variety 

30 

35 

of topics. Another factor which will exacerbate the situation 
is the development and expansion of the National Informa
tion Infrastructure (the Nil). It is anticipated that, as the Nil 
grows, the transmission of digital works over networks will 45 
increase many times over. It would be desirable to utilize the 
Nil for distribution of digital works without the fear of 
widespread unauthorized copying. 

The most straightforward way to curb unaccounted dis
tribution is to prevent unauthorized copying and transmis- 50 

sian. For existing materials that are distributed in digital 
form, various safeguards are used. In the case of software, 
copy protection schemes which limit the number of copies 
that can be made or which corrupt the output when copying 
is detected have been employed. Another scheme causes 55 

software to become disabled after a predetermined period of 
time has lapsed. A technique used for workstation based 
software is to require that a special hardware device must be 
present on the workstation in order for the software to run, 
e.g., see U.S. Pat. No. 4,932,054 entitled "Method and 60 
Apparatus for Protecting Computer Software Utilizing 
Coded Filter Network in Conjunction with an Active Coded 
Hardware Device." Such devices are provided with the 
software and are commonly referred to as dongles. 

Yet another scheme is to distribute software, but which 65 

requires a "key" to enable it's use. This is employed in 
distribution schemes where "demos" of the software are 

It is argued by Griswold that the described system is 
advantageous because it can be implemented entirely in 
software. However, the system described by Griswold has 
limitations. An important limitation is that during the use of 
the licensed product, the user must always be coupled to an 
appropriate communication facility in order to send and 
receive datagrams. This creates a dependency on the com-
munication facility. So if the communication facility is not 
available, the licensed product cannot be used. Moreover, 
some party must absorb the cost of communicating with the 
license server. 

A system for controlling the distribution of digitally 
encoded books is embodied in a system available from VPR 
Systems, LTD. of St. Louis, Mo. The VPR system is 
self-contained and is comprised of: (1) point of sale kiosks 
for storing and downloading of books, (2) personal storage 
mediums (cartridges) to which the books are downloaded, 
and (3) readers for viewing the book. In a purchase 
transaction, a purchaser will purchase a voucher card rep
resenting the desired book. The voucher will contain suffi
cient information to identify the book purchased and perhaps 
some demographic information relating to the sales trans
action. To download the book, the voucher and the cartridge 
are inserted into the kiosk. 

The VPR system may also be used as a library. In such an 
embodiment, the kiosk manages the number of "copies" that 
may be checked out at one time. Further, the copy of the 
book is erased from the users cartridge after a certain 
check-out time has expired. However, individuals cannot 
loan books because the cartridges may only be used with the 
owners reader. 

The foregoing distribution and protection schemes oper
ate in part by preventing subsequent distribution of the work. 
While this certainly prevents unauthorized distributions, it 
does so by sacrificing the potential for subsequent revenue 
bearing uses. For example, it may be desirable to allow the 
lending of a purchased work to permit exposure of the work 
to potential buyers. Another example would be to permit the 
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creation of a derivative work for a fee. Yet another example 
would be to permit copying the work for a fee (essentially 
purchasing it). Thus, it would be desirable to provide flex
ibility in how the owner of a digital work may allow it to be 
distributed. 

While flexibility in distribution is a concern, the owners 
5 

of a work want to make sure they are paid for such 
distributions. In U.S. Pat. No. 4,977,594 to Shear, entitled 
"Database Usage Metering and Protection System and 
Method," a system for metering and billing for usage of 

10 
information distributed on a CD-ROM is described. The 
system requires the addition of a billing module to the 
computer system. The billing module may operate in a 
number of different ways. First, it may periodically com
municate billing data to a central billing facility, whereupon 
the user may be billed. Second, billing may occur by 15 

disconnecting the billing module and the user sending it to 
a central billing facility where the data is read and a user bill 
generated. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,247,575, Sprague et al., entitled "Infor
mation Distribution System", describes an information dis- 20 

tribution system which provides and charges only for user 
selected information. A plurality of encrypted information 
packages (IPs) are provided at the user site, via high and/or 
low density storage media and/or by broadcast transmission. 
Some of the IPs may be of no interest to the user. The IPs 25 

of interest are selected by the user and are decrypted and 
stored locally. The IPs may be printed, displayed or even 
copied to other storage medias. The charges for the selected 
IP's are accumulated within a user apparatus and periodi
cally reported by telephone to a central accounting facility. 30 
The central accounting facility also issues keys to decrypt 
the IPs. The keys are changed periodically. If the central 
accounting facility has not issued a new key for a particular 
user station, the station is unable to retrieve information 
from the system when the key is changed. 

35 
A system available from Wave Systems Corp. of 

4 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the various reposi

tory types and the repository transaction flow between them 
in the currently preferred embodiment of the present inven
tion. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a repository coupled with a 
credit server in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIGS. 4a and 4b are examples of rendering systems as 
may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 5 illustrates a contents file layout for a digital work 
as may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a contents file layout for an individual 
digital work of the digital work of FIG. 5 as may be utilized 
in the currently preferred embodiment of the present inven
tion. 

FIG. 7 illustrates the components of a description block of 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 8 illustrates a description tree for the contents file 
layout of the digital work illustrated in FIG. 5. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a portion of a description tree corre
sponding to the individual digital work illustrated in FIG. 6. 

FIG. 10 illustrates a layout for the rights portion of a 
description block as may be utilized in the currently pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 11 is a description tree wherein certain d-blocks have 
PRINT usage rights and is used to illustrate "strict" and 
"lenient" rules for resolving usage rights conflicts. 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of the hardware components 
of a repository as are utilized in the currently preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. Princeton, N.Y., provides for metering of software usage on 

a personal computer. The system is installed onto a computer 
and collects information on what software is in use, encrypts 
it and then transmits the information to a transaction center. 
From the transaction center, a bill is generated and sent to 
the user. The transaction center also maintains customer 
accounts so that licensing fees may be forwarded directly to 
the software providers. Software operating under this system 
must be modified so that usage can be accounted. 

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of the functional (logical) 
components of a repository as are utilized in the currently 

40 preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 14 is diagram illustrating the basic components of a 
usage right in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 15 lists the usage rights grammar of the currently 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of certificate 
delivery, hotlist checking and performance testing as per
formed in a registration transaction as may be performed in 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

Known techniques for billing do not provide for billing of 45 

copies made of the work. For example, if data is copied from 
the CD-ROM described in Shear, any subsequent use of the 
copy of the information cannot be metered or billed. In other 
words, the means for billing runs with the media rather than 
the underlying work. It would be desirable to have a 50 

distribution system where the means for billing is always 
transported with the work. FIG. 17 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of session 

information exchange and clock synchronization as may be 
performed in the currently preferred embodiment of the 

55 present invention, after each repository in the registration 
transaction has successfully completed the steps described in 
FIG. 16. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An aspect of the invention is a rendering system adapted 
for use in a system for managing use of content and 
operative to rendering content in accordance with usage 
rights associated with the content. The system includes a 
rendering device configured to render the content and a 
repository coupled to the rendering device and operative to 
enforce usage rights associated with the content and permit 60 

the rendering device to render the content in accordance 
with a manner of use specified by the usage rights. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a simple instantiation of 65 

the operation of the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 18 is a flowchart illustrating the basic flow for a 
usage transaction, including the common opening and clos
ing step, as may be performed in the currently preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 19 is a state diagram of server and client repositories 
in accordance with a transport protocol followed when 
moving a digital work from the server to the client 
repositories, as may be performed in the currently preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 
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DISTRIBUTION AND USE SCENARIOS 
APPENDIX A GLOSSARY 
Overview 

A system for controlling use and distribution of digital 
works is disclosed. The present invention is directed to 
supporting commercial transactions involving digital works. 
The transition to digital works profoundly and fundamen
tally changes how creativity and commerce can work. It 
changes the cost of transporting or storing works because 
digital property is almost "massless." Digital property can 
be transported at electronic speeds and requires almost no 
warehousing. Keeping an unlimited supply of virtual copies 
on hand requires essentially no more space than keeping one 
copy on hand. The digital medium also lowers the costs of 
alteration, reuse and billing. 

There is a market for digital works because creators are 
strongly motivated to reuse portions of digital works from 
others rather than creating their own completely. This is 
because it is usually so much easier to use an existing stock 
photo or music clip than to create a new one from scratch. 

Herein the terms "digital work", "work" and "content" 
refer to any work that has been reduced to a digital repre
sentation. This would include any audio, video, text, or 
multimedia work and any accompanying interpreter (e.g. 

6 
software) that may be required for recreating the work. The 
term composite work refers to a digital work comprised of 
a collection of other digital works. The term "usage rights" 
or "rights" is a term which refers to rights granted to a 

5 recipient of a digital work. Generally, these rights define 
how a digital work can be used and if it can be further 
distributed. Each usage right may have one or more specified 
conditions which must be satisfied before the right may be 
exercised. Appendix 1 provides a Glossary of the terms used 

10 herein. 
A key feature of the present invention is that usage rights 

are permanently "attached" to the digital work. Copies made 
of a digital work will also have usage rights attached. Thus, 
the usage rights and any associated fees assigned by a 

15 creator and subsequent distributor will always remain with 
a digital work. 

The enforcement elements of the present invention are 
embodied in repositories. Among other things, repositories 
are used to store digital works, control access to digital 

20 works, bill for access to digital works and maintain the 
security and integrity of the system. 

The combination of attached usage rights and repositories 
enable distinct advantages over prior systems. As noted in 
the prior art, payment of fees are primarily for the initial 

25 access. In such approaches, once a work has been read, 
computational control over that copy is gone. 
Metaphorically, "the content genie is out of the bottle and no 
more fees can be billed." In contrast, the present invention 
never separates the fee descriptions from the work. Thus, the 

30 digital work genie only moves from one trusted bottle 
(repository) to another, and all uses of copies are potentially 
controlled and billable. 

FIG. 1 is a high level flowchart omitting various details 
but which demonstrates the basic operation of the present 

35 invention. Referring to FIG. 1, a creator creates a digital 
work, step 101. The creator will then determine appropriate 
usage rights and fees, attach them to the digital work, and 
store them in Repository 1, step 102. The determination of 
appropriate usage rights and fees will depend on various 

40 economic factors. The digital work remains securely in 
Repository 1 until a request for access is received. The 
request for access begins with a session initiation by another 
repository. Here a Repository 2 initiates a session with 
Repository 1, step 103. As will be described in greater detail 

45 below, this session initiation includes steps which helps to 
insure that the respective repositories are trustworthy. 
Assuming that a session can be established, Repository 2 
may then request access to the Digital Work for a stated 
purpose, step 104. The purpose may be, for example, to print 

50 the digital work or to obtain a copy of the digital work. The 
purpose will correspond to a specific usage right. In any 
event, Repository 1 checks the usage rights associated with 
the digital work to determine if the access to the digital work 
may be granted, step 105. The check of the usage rights 

55 essentially involves a determination of whether a right 
associated with the access request has been attached to the 
digital work and if all conditions associated with the right 
are satisfied. If the access is denied, repository 1 terminates 
the session with an error message, step 106. If access is 

60 granted, repository 1 transmits the digital work to repository 
2, step 107. Once the digital work has been transmitted to 
repository 2, repository 1 and 2 each generate billing infor
mation for the access which is transmitted to a credit server, 
step 108. Such double billing reporting is done to insure 

65 against attempts to circumvent the billing process. 
FIG. 2 illustrates the basic interactions between repository 

types in the present invention. As will become apparent from 
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FIG. 2, the various repository types will serve different 
functions. It is fundamental that repositories will share a 
core set of functionality which will enable secure and trusted 
communications. Referring to FIG. 2, a repository 201 
represents the general instance of a repository. The reposi
tory 201 has two modes of operation; a server mode and a 
requester mode. When in the server mode, the repository 
will be receiving and processing access requests to digital 
works. When in the requester mode, the repository will be 
initiating requests to access digital works. Repository 201 is 
general in the sense that it's primary purpose is as an 
exchange medium for digital works. During the course of 
operation, the repository 201 may communicate with a 
plurality of other repositories, namely authorization reposi
tory 202, rendering repository 203 and master repository 
204. Communication between repositories occurs utilizing a 
repository transaction protocol 205. 

Communication with an authorization repository 202 may 
occur when a digital work being accessed has a condition 
requiring an authorization. Conceptually, an authorization is 
a digital certificate such that possession of the certificate is 
required to gain access to the digital work. An authorization 
is itself a digital work that can be moved between reposi
tories and subjected to fees and usage rights conditions. An 
authorization may be required by both repositories involved 
in an access to a digital work. 

Communication with a rendering repository 203 occurs in 
connection with the rendering of a digital work. As will be 
described in greater detail below, a rendering repository is 
coupled with a rendering device (e.g. a printer device) to 
comprise a rendering system. 

Communication with a master repository 205 occurs in 
connection with obtaining an identification certificate. Iden
tification certificates are the means by which a repository is 
identified as "trustworthy". The use of identification certifi
cates is described below with respect to the registration 
transaction. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the repository 201 coupled to a credit 
server 301. The credit server 301 is a device which accu
mulates billing information for the repository 201. The 
credit server 301 communicates with repository 201 via 
billing transactions 302 to record billing transactions. Bill
ing transactions are reported to a billing clearinghouse 303 
by the credit server 301 on a periodic basis. The credit server 
301 communicates to the billing clearinghouse 303 via 
clearinghouse transactions 304. The clearinghouse transac
tions 304 enable a secure and encrypted transmission of 
information to the billing clearinghouse 303. 
Rendering Systems 

A rendering system is generally defined as a system 
comprising a repository and a rendering device which can 
render a digital work into its desired form. Examples of a 
rendering system may be a computer system, a digital audio 
system, or a printer. A rendering system has the same 
security features as a repository. The coupling of a rendering 
repository with the rendering device may occur in a manner 
suitable for the type of rendering device. 

FIG. 4a illustrates a printer as an example of a rendering 
system. Referring to FIG. 4, printer system 401 has con
tained therein a printer repository 402 and a print device 
403. It should be noted that the the dashed line defining 
printer system 401 defines a secure system boundary. Com
munications within the boundary is assumed to be secure. 
Depending on the security level, the boundary also repre
sents a barrier intended to provide physical integrity. The 
printer repository 402 is an instantiation of the rendering 
repository 205 of FIG. 2. The printer repository 402 will in 

8 
some instances contain an ephemeral copy of a digital work 
which remains until it is printed out by the print engine 403. 
In other instances, the printer repository 402 may contain 
digital works such as fonts, which will remain and can be 

5 billed based on use. This design assures that all communi
cation lines between printers and printing devices are 
encrypted, unless they are within a physically secure bound
ary. This design feature eliminates a potential "fault" point 
through which the digital work could be improperly 

10 obtained. The printer device 403 represents the printer 
components used to create the printed output. 

Also illustrated in FIG. 4a is the repository 404. The 
repository 404 is coupled to the printer repository 402. The 
repository 404 represents an external repository which con-

15 tains digital works. 
FIG. 4b is an example of a computer system as a rendering 

system. A computer system may constitute a "multi
function" device since it may execute digital works (e.g. 
software programs) and display digital works (e.g. a digi-

20 tized photograph). Logically, each rendering device can be 
viewed as having it's own repository, although only one 
physical repository is needed. Referring to FIG. 4b, a 
computer system 410 has contained therein a display/ 
execution repository 411. The display/execution repository 

25 411 is coupled to display device, 412 and execution device 
413. The dashed box surrounding the computer system 410 
represents a security boundary within which communica
tions are assumed to be secure. The display/execution 
repository 411 is further coupled to a credit server 414 to 

30 report any fees to be billed for access to a digital work and 
a repository 415 for accessing digital works stored therein. 
Structure of Digital Works 

Usage rights are attached directly to digital works. Thus, 
it is important to understand the structure of a digital work. 

35 The structure of a digital work, in particular composite 
digital works, may be naturally organized into an acyclic 
structure such as a hierarchy. For example, a magazine has 
various articles and photographs which may have been 
created and are owned by different persons. Each of the 

40 articles and photographs may represent a node in a hierar
chical structure. Consequently, controls, i.e. usage rights, 
may be placed on each node by the creator. By enabling 
control and fee billing to be associated with each node, a 
creator of a work can be assured that the rights and fees are 

45 not circumvented. 
In the currently preferred embodiment, the file informa

tion for a digital work is divided into two files: a "contents" 
file and a "description tree" file. From the perspective of a 
repository, the "contents" file is a stream of addressable 

50 bytes whose format depends completely on the interpreter 
used to play, display or print the digital work. The descrip
tion tree file makes it possible to examine the rights and fees 
for a work without reference to the content of the digital 
work. It should be noted that the term description tree as 

55 used herein refers to any type of acyclic structure used to 
represent the relationship between the various components 
of a digital work. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the layout of a contents file. Referring to 
FIG. 5, a digital work 509 is comprised of story A 510, 

60 advertisement 511, story B 512 and story C 513. It is 
assumed that the digital work is stored starting at a relative 
address of 0. Each of the parts of the digital work are stored 
linearly so that story A 510 is stored at approximately 
addresses 0-30,000, advertisement 511 at addresses 

65 30,001-40,000, story B 512 at addresses 40,001-60,000 and 
story C 513 at addresses 60,001-SSK. The detail of story A 
510 is illustrated in FIG. 6. Referring to FIG. 6, the story A 
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510 is further broken down to show text 614 stored at 
address 0-1500, soldier photo 615 at addresses 1501-10, 
000, graphics 616 stored at addresses 10,001-25,000 and 
sidebar 617 stored address 25,001-30,000. Note that the 
data in the contents file may be compressed (for saving 
storage) or encrypted (for security). 

From FIGS. 5 and 6 it is readily observed that a digital 
work can be represented by its component parts as a hier
archy. The description tree for a digital work is comprised of 
a set of related descriptor blocks ( d-blocks). The contents of 
each d-block is described with respect to FIG. 7. Referring 
to FIG. 7, ad-block 700 includes an identifier 701 which is 
a unique identifier for the work in the repository, a starting 
address 702 providing the start address of the first byte of the 
work, a length 703 giving the number of bytes in the work, 
a rights portion 704 wherein the granted usage rights and 
their status data are maintained, a parent pointer 705 for 
pointing to a parent d-block and child pointers 706 for 
pointing to the child d-blocks In the currently preferred 
embodiment, the identifier 701 has two parts. The first part 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

is a unique number assigned to the repository upon manu
facture. The second part is a unique number assigned to the 
work upon creation. The rights portion 704 will contain a 
data structure, such as a look-up table, wherein the various 
information associated with a right is maintained. The 
information required by the respective usage rights is 
described in more detail below. D-blocks form a strict 
hierarchy. The top d-block of a work has no parent; all other 
d-blocks have one parent. The relationship of usage rights 
between parent and child d-blocks and how conflicts are 30 

resolved is described below. 
A special type of d-block is a "shell" d-block. A shell 

d-block adds no new content beyond the content of its parts. 

Property 

Copies -in-
Use 

Loan-Period 

Loaner-Copy 

Remaining-
Time 
Document-
Descr 

Revenue-
Owner 

Publication-
Date 
History-list 

10 

TABLE 1 

DIGITAL WORK STATE INFORMATION 

Value 

Number 

Time-Units 

Boolean 

Time-Units 

String 

RO-Descr 

Date-Descr 

History-Rec 

Use 

A counter of the number of copies of a 
work that are in use. Incremented when 
another copy is used; decremented when 
use is completed. 
Indicator of the maximum number of 
time-units that a document can be 
loaned out 
Indicator that the current work is a 
loaned out copy of an authorized digital 
work. 
Indicator of the remaining time of use 
on a metered document right. 
A string containing various identifying 
information about a document. The 
exact format of this is not specified, but 
it can include information such as a 
publisher name, author name, ISBN 
number, and so on. 
A handle identifying a revenue owner 
for a digital work. This is used for 
reporting usage fees. 
The date that the digital work was 
published. 
A list of events recording the repostories 
and dates for operations that copy, 
transfer, backup, or restore a digital 
work. 

viable alternatives but may introduce processing overhead, 
e.g. the interpretation of the objects. 

Digital works are stored in a repository as part of a 
hierarchical file system. Folders (also termed directories and 
sub-directories) contain the digital works as well as other A shell d-block is used to add rights and fee information, 

typically by distributors of digital works. 35 folders. Digital works and folders in a folder are ordered in 
alphabetical order. The digital works are typed to reflect how 
the files are used. Usage rights can be attached to folders so 
that the folder itself is treated as a digital work. Access to the 

FIG. 8 illustrates a description tree for the digital work of 
FIG. 5. Referring to FIG. 8, a top d-block 820 for the digital 
work points to the various stories and advertisements con
tained therein. Here, the top d-block 820 points to d-block 
821 (representing story A 510), d-block 822 (representing 40 

the advertisement 511), d-block 823 (representing story B 
512) and and d-block 824 (representing story C 513). 

folder would then be handled in the same fashion as any 
other digital work As will be described in more detail below, 
the contents of the folder are subject to their own rights. 

The portion of the description tree for Story A 510 is 
illustrated in FIG. 9. D-block 925 represents text 614, 
d-block 926 represents photo 615, d-block 927 represents 45 

graphics 616 by and d-block 928 represents sidebar 617. 

Moreover, file management rights may be attached to the 
folder which define how folder contents can be managed. 
Attaching Usage Rights to a Digital Work 

It is fundamental to the present invention that the usage 
rights are treated as part of the digital work. As the digital 
work is distributed, the scope of the granted usage rights will 
remain the same or may be narrowed. For example, when a 
digital work is transferred from a document server to a 

The rights portion 704 of a descriptor block is further 
illustrated in FIG. 10. FIG. 10 illustrates a structure which 
is repeated in the rights portion 704 for each right. Referring 
to FIG. 10, each right will have a right code field 1001 and 
status information field 1002. The right code field 1001 will 
contain a unique code assigned to a right. The status 
information field 1002 will contain information relating to 
the state of a right and the digital work. Such information is 
indicated below in Table 1. The rights as stored in the rights 
portion 304 may typically be in numerical order based on the 
right code. 

The approach for representing digital works by separating 
description data from content assumes that parts of a file are 
contiguous but takes no position on the actual representation 
of content. In particular, it is neutral to the question of 
whether content representation may take an object oriented 
approach. It would be natural to represent content as objects. 
In principle, it may be convenient to have content objects 
that include the billing structure and rights information that 
is represented in the d-blocks. Such variations in the design 
of the representation are possible and are 

50 repository, the usage rights may include the right to loan a 
copy for a predetermined period of time (called the original 
rights). When the repository loans out a copy of the digital 
work, the usage rights in the loaner copy (called the next set 
of rights) could be set to prohibit any further rights to loan 

55 out the copy. The basic idea is that one cannot grant more 
rights than they have. 

The attachment of usage rights into a digital work may 
occur in a variety of ways. If the usage rights will be the 
same for an entire digital work, they could be attached when 

60 the digital work is processed for deposit in the digital work 
server. In the case of a digital work having different usage 
rights for the various components, this can be done as the 
digital work is being created. An authoring tool or digital 
work assembling tool could be utilized which provides for 

65 an automated process of attaching the usage rights. 
As will be described below, when a digital work is copied, 

transferred or loaned, a "next set of rights" can be specified. 
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The "next set of rights" will be attached to the digital work 
as it is transported. 
Resolving Conflicting Rights 

Because each part of a digital work may have its own 
usage rights, there will be instances where the rights of a 
"contained part" are different from its parent or container 
part. As a result, conflict rules must be established to dictate 
when and how a right may be exercised. The hierarchical 
structure of a digital work facilitates the enforcement of such 
rules. A "strict" rule would be as follows: a right for a part 
in a digital work is sanctioned if and only if it is sanctioned 
for the part, for ancestor d-blocks containing the part and for 
all descendent d-blocks. By sanctioned, it is meant that (1) 
each of the respective parts must have the right, and (2) any 
conditions for exercising the right are satisfied. 

It also possible to implement the present invention using 
a more lenient rule. In the more lenient rule, access to the 
part may be enabled to the descendent parts which have the 
right, but access is denied to the descendents which do not. 

Example of applying both the strict rule and lenient is 
illustrated with reference to FIG. 11. Referring to FIG. 11, a 
root d-block 1101 has child d-blocks 1102-1105. In this 
case, root d-block represents a magazine, and each of the 
child d-blocks 1102-1105 represent articles in the magazine. 
Suppose that a request is made to PRINT the digital work 
represented by root d-block 1101 wherein the strict rule is 
followed. The rights for the root d-block 1101 and child 
d-blocks 1102-1105 are then examined. Root d-block 1101 
and child d-blocks 1102 and 1105 have been granted PRINT 
rights. Child d-block 1103 has not been granted PRINT 
rights and child d-block 1104 has PRINT rights conditioned 
on payment of a usage fee. 

Under the strict rule the PRINT right cannot be exercised 
because the child d-block does not have the PRINT right. 
Under the lenient rule, the result would be different. The 
digital works represented by child d-blocks 1102 and 1105 
could be printed and the digital work represented by d-block 
1104 could be printed so long as the usage fee is paid. Only 
the digital work represented by d-block 1103 could not be 
printed. This same result would be accomplished under the 
strict rule if the requests were directed to each of the 
individual digital works. 

The present invention supports various combinations of 
allowing and disallowing access. Moreover, as will be 
described below, the usage rights grammar permits the 
owner of a digital work to specify if constraints may be 
imposed on the work by a container part. The manner in 
which digital works may be sanctioned because of usage 
rights conflicts would be implementation specific and would 
depend on the nature of the digital works. 
Repositories 

12 
itself, the repository design protects access to the content of 
digital works. In contrast with the design of conventional 
magnetic and optical devices-such as floppy disks, 
CD-ROMs, and videotapes-repositories never allow non-

s trusted systems to access the works directly. A maker of 
generic computer systems cannot guarantee that their plat
form will not be used to make unauthorized copies. The 
manufacturer provides generic capabilities for reading and 
writing information, and the general nature of the function-

10 ality of the general computing device depends on it. Thus, a 
copy program can copy arbitrary data. This copying issue is 
not limited to general purpose computers. It also arises for 
the unauthorized duplication of entertainment "software" 
such as video and audio recordings by magnetic recorders. 
Again, the functionality of the recorders depends on their 

15 ability to copy and they have no means to check whether a 
copy is authorized. In contrast, repositories prevent access to 
the raw data by general devices and can test explicit rights 
and conditions before copying or otherwise granting access. 
Information is only accessed by protocol between trusted 

20 repositories. 
Communications integrity refers to the integrity of the 

communications channels between repositories. Roughly 
speaking, communications integrity means that repositories 
cannot be easily fooled by "telling them lies." Integrity in 

25 this case refers to the property that repositories will only 
communicate with other devices that are able to present 
proof that they are certified repositories, and furthermore, 
that the repositories monitor the communications to detect 
"impostors" and malicious or accidental interference. Thus 

30 the security measures involving encryption, exchange of 
digital certificates, and nonces described below are all 
security measures aimed at reliable communication in a 
world known to contain active adversaries. 

Behavioral integrity refers to the integrity in what reposi-
35 tories do. What repositories do is determined by the software 

that they execute. The integrity of the software is generally 
assured only by knowledge of its source. Restated, a user 
will trust software purchased at a reputable computer store 
but not trust software obtained off a random (insecure) 

40 server on a network. Behavioral integrity is maintained by 
requiring that repository software be certified and be dis
tributed with proof of such certification, i.e. a digital cer
tificate. The purpose of the certificate is to authenticate that 
the software has been tested by an authorized organization, 

45 which attests that the software does what it is supposed to do 
and that it does not compromise the behavioral integrity of 
a repository. If the digital certificate cannot be found in the 
digital work or the master repository which generated the 
certificate is not known to the repository receiving the 

so software, then the software cannot be installed. 
In the description of FIG. 2, it was indicated that reposi

tories come in various forms. All repositories provide a core 
set of services for the transmission of digital works. The 
manner in which digital works are exchanged is the basis for 

Many of the powerful functions of repositories-such as 
their ability to "loan" digital works or automatically handle 
the commercial reuse of digital works-are possible because 
they are trusted systems. The systems are trusted because 
they are able to take responsibility for fairly and reliably 
carrying out the commercial transactions. That the systems 
can be responsible ("able to respond") is fundamentally an 
issue of integrity. The integrity of repositories has three 
parts: physical integrity, communications integrity, and 60 

behavioral integrity. 

ss all transaction between repositories. The various repository 
types differ in the ultimate functions that they perform. 
Repositories may be devices themselves, or they may be 
incorporated into other systems. An example is the rendering 
repository 205 of FIG. 2. 

A repository will have associated with it a repository 
identifier. Typically, the repository identifier would be a 
unique number assigned to the repository at the time of 
manufacture. Each repository will also be classified as being 
in a particular security class. Certain communications and 

Physical integrity refers to the integrity of the physical 
devices themselves. Physical integrity applies both to the 
repositories and to the protected digital works. Thus, the 
higher security classes of repositories themselves may have 
sensors that detect when tampering is attempted on their 
secure cases. In addition to protection of the repository 

65 transactions may be conditioned on a repository being in a 
particular security class. The various security classes are 
described in greater detail below. 
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As a prerequisite to operation, a repository will require 
possession of an identification certificate. Identification cer
tificates are encrypted to prevent forgery and are issued by 
a Master repository. A master repository plays the role of an 
authorization agent to enable repositories to receive digital 5 

works. Identification certificates must be updated on a 
periodic basis. Identification certificates are described in 
greater detail below with respect to the registration transac
tion. 

14 
provide the basic services for controlling and interfacing 
between the basic components of the repository. 

The core repository services 1302 comprise a set of 
functions required by each and every repository. The core 
repository services 1302 include the session initiation trans
actions which are defined in greater detail below. This set of 
services also includes a generic ticket agent which is used to 
"punch" a digital ticket and a generic authorization server 
for processing authorization specifications. Digital tickets 
and authorizations are specific mechanisms for controlling 
the distribution and use of digital works and are described 
and more detail below. Note that coupled to the core 
repository services are a plurality of identification certifi
cates 1306. The identification certificates 1306 are required 

A repository has both a hardware and functional embodi- 10 

ment. The functional embodiment is typically software 
executing on the hardware embodiment. Alternatively, the 
functional embodiment may be embedded in the hardware 
embodiment such as an Application Specific Integrated 
Circuit (ASIC) chip. 15 to enable the use of the repository. 

The hardware embodiment of a repository will be 
enclosed in a secure housing which if compromised, may 
cause the repository to be disabled. The basic components of 
the hardware embodiment of a repository are described with 
reference to FIG. 12. Referring to FIG. 12, a repository is 20 

comprised of a processing means 1200, storage system 
1207, clock 1205 and external interface 1206. The process
ing means 1200 is comprised of a processor element 1201 
and processor memory 1202. The processing means 1201, 
provides controller, repository transaction, and usage rights 25 

transaction functions for the repository. Various functions in 
the operation of the repository such as decryption and/or 
decompression of digital works and transaction messages 
are also performed by the processing means 1200. The 
processor element 1201 may be a microprocessor or other 30 

suitable computing component. The processor memory 1202 
would typically be further comprised of Read Only Memo
ries (ROM) and Random Access Memories (RAM). Such 
memories would contain the software instructions utilized 
by the processor element 1201 in performing the functions 35 

of the repository. 
The storage system 1207 is further comprised of descrip-

tor storage 1203 and content storage 1204. The description 
tree storage 1203 will store the description tree for the digital 
work and the content storage will store the associated 40 

content. The description tree storage 1203 and content 
storage 1204 need not be of the same type of storage 
medium, nor are they necessarily on the same physical 
device. So for example, the descriptor storage 1203 may be 
stored on a solid state storage (for rapid retrieval of the 45 

description tree information), while the content storage 1204 
may be on a high capacity storage such as an optical disk. 

The clock 1205 is used to time-stamp various time based 
conditions for usage rights or for metering usage fees which 
may be associated with the digital works. The clock 1205 50 

will have an uninterruptable power supply, e.g. a battery, in 
order to maintain the integrity of the time-stamps. The 
external interface means 1206 provides for the signal con
nection to other repositories and to a credit server. The 
external interface means 1206 provides for the exchange of 55 

signals via such standard interfaces such as RS-232 or 
Personal Computer Manufacturers Card Industry Associa
tion (PCMCIA) standards, or FDDI. The external interface 
means 1206 may also provide network connectivity. 

The functional embodiment of a repository is described 60 

with reference to FIG. 13. Referring to FIG. 13, the func
tional embodiment is comprised of an operating system 
1301, core repository services 1302, usage transaction han
dlers 1303, repository specific functions, 1304 and a user 
interface 1305. The operating system 1301 is specific to the 65 

repository and would typically depend on the type of pro
cessor being used. The operating system 1301 would also 

The usage transactions handler 1303 comprise function
ality for processing access requests to digital works and for 
billing fees based on access. The usage transactions sup
ported will be different for each repository type. For 
example, it may not be necessary for some repositories to 
handle access requests for digital works. 

The repository specific functionality 1304 comprises 
functionality that is unique to a repository. For example, the 
master repository has special functionality for issuing digital 
certificates and maintaining encryption keys. The repository 
specific functionality 1304 would include the user interface 
implementation for the repository. 
Repository Security Classes 

For some digital works the losses caused by any indi
vidual instance of unauthorized copying is insignificant and 
the chief economic concern lies in assuring the convenience 
of access and low-overhead billing. In such cases, simple 
and inexpensive handheld repositories and network-based 
workstations may be suitable repositories, even though the 
measures and guarantees of security are modest. 

At the other extreme, some digital works such as a digital 
copy of a first run movie or a bearer bond or stock certificate 
would be of very high value so that it is prudent to employ 
caution and fairly elaborate security measures to ensure that 
they are not copied or forged. A repository suitable for 
holding such a digital work could have elaborate measures 
for ensuring physical integrity and for verifying authoriza
tion before use. 

By arranging a universal protocol, all kinds of repositories 
can communicate with each other in principle. However, 
creators of some works will want to specify that their works 
will only be transferred to repositories whose level of 
security is high enough. For this reason, document reposi
tories have a ranking system for classes and levels of 
security. The security classes in the currently preferred 
embodiment are described in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

REPOSITORY SECURITY LEVELS 

Level Description of Security 

0 Open system. Document transmission is unencrypted. No digital 
certificate is required for identification. The security of the system 
depends mostly on user honesty, since only modest knowledge may 
be needed to circumvent the security measures. The repository 
has no provisions for preventing unauthorized programs from 
running and accessing or copying files. The system does not 
prevent the use of removable storage and does not encrypt stored 
files. 
Minimal security. Like the previous class except that stored files 
are minimally encrypted, including ones on removable storage. 
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TABLE 2-continued 

REPOSITORY SECURITY LEVELS 

Level Description of Security 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Basic security. Like the previous class except that special tools 
and knowledge are required to compromise the programming, the 
contents of the repository, or the state of the clock. All digital 
communications are encrypted. A digital certificate is provided as 
identification. Medium level encryption is used. Repository 
identification number is unforgeable. 
General security. Like the previous class plus the requirement of 
special tools are needed to compromise the physical integrity of the 
repository and that modest encryption is used on all transmissions. 
Password protection is required to use the local user interface. The 
digital clock system cannot be reset without authorization. No 
works would be stored on removable storage. When executing 
works as programs, it runs them in their own address space and 
does not give them direct access to any file storage or other 
memory containing system code or works. They can access works 
only through the transmission transaction protocol. 
Like the previous class except that high level encryption is used on 
all communications. Sensors are used to record attempts at 
physical and electronic tampering. After such tampering, the 
repository will not perform other transactions until it has reported 
such tampering to a designated server. 
Like the previous class except that if the physical or digital 
attempts at tampering exceed some preset thresholds that 
threaten the physical integrity of the repository or the integrity of 
digital and cryptographic barriers, then the repository will save 
only document description records of history but will erase or 
destroy any digital identifiers that could be misused if released to 
an unscrupulous party. It also modifies any certificates of 
authenticity to indicate that the physical system has been 
compromised. It also erases the contents of designated documents. 
Like the previous class except that the repository will attempt 
wireless communication to report tampering and will employ noisy 
alarms. 

10 This would correspond to a very high level of security. This server 
would maintain constant communications to remote security 
systems reporting transactions, sensor readings, and attempts to 
circumvent security. 

The characterization of security levels described in Table 
2 is not intended to be fixed. More important is the idea of 
having different security levels for different repositories. It is 
anticipated that new security classes and requirements will 
evolve according to social situations and changes in tech
nology. 
Repository User Interface 

16 
lar user interface will depend on the functionality that a 
repository will provide. 
Credit Servers 

In the present invention, fees may be associated with the 
5 exercise of a right. The requirement for payment of fees is 

described with each version of a usage right in the usage 
rights language. The recording and reporting of such fees is 
performed by the credit server. One of the capabilities 
enabled by associating fees with rights is the possibility of 

10 supporting a wide range of charging models. The simplest 
model, used by conventional software, is that there is a 
single fee at the time of purchase, after which the purchaser 
obtains unlimited rights to use the work as often and for as 
long as he or she wants. Alternative models, include metered 

15 use and variable fees. A single work can have different fees 
for different uses. For example, viewing a photograph on a 
display could have different fees than making a hardcopy or 
including it in a newly created work. A key to these 
alternative charging models is to have a low overhead means 

20 of establishing fees and accounting for credit on these 
transactions. 

A credit server is a computational system that reliably 
authorizes and records these transactions so that fees are 
billed and paid. The credit server reports fees to a billing 

25 clearinghouse. The billing clearinghouse manages the finan
cial transactions as they occur. As a result, bills may be 
generated and accounts reconciled. Preferably, the credit 
server would store the fee transactions and periodically 
communicate via a network with billing clearinghouse for 

30 reconciliation. In such an embodiment, communications 
with the billing clearinghouse would be encrypted for integ
rity and security reasons. In another embodiment, the credit 
server acts as a "debit card" where transactions occur in 

35 

"real-time" against a user account. 
A credit server is comprised of memory, a processing 

means, a clock, and interface means for coupling to a 
repository and a financial institution (e.g. a modem). The 
credit server will also need to have security and authenti
cation functionality. These elements are essentially the same 

40 elements as those of a repository. Thus, a single device can 
be both a repository and a credit server, provided that it has 
the appropriate processing elements for carrying out the 
corresponding functions and protocols. Typically, however, 
a credit server would be a card-sized system in the posses-

45 sian of the owner of the credit. The credit server is coupled 
to a repository and would interact via financial transactions 
as described below. Interactions with a financial institution 
may occur via protocols established by the financial insti
tutions themselves. 

A user interface is broadly defined as the mechanism by 
which a user interacts with a repository in order to invoke 
transactions to gain access to a digital work, or exercise 
usage rights. As described above, a repository may be 
embodied in various forms. The user interface for a reposi
tory will differ depending on the particular embodiment. The 50 

user interface may be a graphical user interface having icons 
representing the digital works and the various transactions 
that may be performed. The user interface may be a gener
ated dialog in which a user is prompted for information. 

In the currently preferred embodiment credit servers 
associated with both the server and the repository report the 
financial transaction to the billing clearinghouse. For 
example, when a digital work is copied by one repository to 
another for a fee, credit servers coupled to each of the 
repositories will report the transaction to the billing clear
inghouse. This is desirable in that it insures that a transaction 
will be accounted for in the event of some break in the 
communication between a credit server and the billing 
clearinghouse. However, some implementations may 

The user interface itself need not be part of the repository. 55 

As a repository may be embedded in some other device, the 
user interface may merely be a part of the device in which 
the repository is embedded. For example, the repository 
could be embedded in a "card" that is inserted into an 
available slot in a computer system. The user interface may 60 embody only a single credit server reporting the transaction 

to minimize transaction processing at the risk of losing some be combination of a display, keyboard, cursor control device 
and software executing on the computer system. 

At a minimum, the user interface must permit a user to 
input information such as access requests and alpha numeric 
data and provide feedback as to transaction status. The user 65 

interface will then cause the repository to initiate the suitable 
transactions to service the request. Other facets of a particu-

transactions. 
Usage Rights Language 

The present invention uses statements m a high level 
"usage rights language" to define rights associated with 
digital works and their parts. Usage rights statements are 
interpreted by repositories and are used to determine what 
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transactions can be successfully carried out for a digital 
work and also to determine parameters for those transac
tions. For example, sentences in the language determine 
whether a given digital work can be copied, when and how 
it can be used, and what fees (if any) are to be charged for 5 

that use. Once the usage rights statements are generated, 
they are encoded in a suitable form for accessing during the 
processing of transactions. 

Defining usage rights in terms of a language in combi
nation with the hierarchical representation of a digital work 10 

enables the support of a wide variety of distribution and fee 
schemes. An example is the ability to attach multiple ver
sions of a right to a work. So a creator may attach a PRINT 
right to make 5 copies for $10.00 and a PRINT right to make 
unlimited copies for $100.00. A purchaser may then choose 15 

which option best fits his needs. Another example is that 
rights and fees are additive. So in the case of a composite 
work, the rights and fees of each of the components works 
is used in determining the rights and fees for the work as a 
whole. Other features and benefits of the usage rights 20 

language will become apparent in the description of distri
bution and use scenarios provided below. 

The basic contents of a right are illustrated in FIG. 14. 
Referring to FIG. 14, a right 1450 has a transactional 
component 1451 and a specifications component 1452. A 25 

right 1450 has a label (e.g. COPY or PRINT) which indicate 
the use or distribution privileges that are embodied by the 
right. The transactional component 1451 corresponds to a 
particular way in which a digital work may be used or 
distributed. The transactional component 1451 is typically 30 

embodied in software instructions in a repository which 
implement the use or distribution privileges for the right. 
The specifications components 1452 are used to specify 
conditions which must be satisfied prior to the right being 
exercised or to designate various transaction related param- 35 

eters. In the currently preferred embodiment, these specifi
cations include copy count 1453, Fees and Incentives 1454, 
Time 1455, Access and Security 1456 and Control 1457. 
Each of these specifications will be described in greater 
detail below with respect to the language grammar elements. 40 

The usage rights language is based on the grammar 
described below. A grammar is a convenient means for 
defining valid sequence of symbols for a language. In 
describing the grammar the notation "[albic]" is used to 
indicate distinct choices among alternatives. In this example, 45 

a sentence can have either an "a", "b" or "c". It must include 
exactly one of them. The braces { } are used to indicate 
optional items. Note that brackets, bars and braces are used 
to describe the language of usage rights sentences but do not 
appear in actual sentences in the language. 50 

In contrast, parentheses are part of the usage rights 
language. Parentheses are used to group items together in 
lists. The notation (x*) is used to indicate a variable length 
list, that is, a list containing one or more items of type x. The 
notation (x)* is used to indicate a variable number of lists 55 

containing x. 
Keywords in the grammar are words followed by colons. 

Keywords are a common and very special case in the 
language. They are often used to indicate a single value, 
typically an identifier. In many cases, the keyword and the 60 

parameter are entirely optional. When a keyword is given, it 
often takes a single identifier as its value. In some cases, the 
keyword takes a list of identifiers. 

In the usage rights language, time is specified in an 
hours:minutes:seconds (or hh:mm:ss) representation. Time 65 

zone indicators, e.g. PDT for Pacific Daylight Time, may 
also be specified. Dates are represented as year/month/day 

18 
(or YYYY/MMM/DD). Note that these time and date rep
resentations may specify moments in time or units of time 
Money units are specified in terms of dollars. 

Finally, in the usage rights language, various "things" will 
need to interact with each other. For example, an instance of 
a usage right may specify a bank account, a digital ticket, 
etc. Such things need to be identified and are specified herein 
using the suffix "-ID." 

The Usage Rights Grammar is listed in it's entirety in 
FIG. 15 and is described below. 

Grammar element 1501 "Digital Work Rights:= 
(Rights*)" define the digital work rights as a set of rights. 
The set of rights attached to a digital work define how that 
digital work may be transferred, used, performed or played. 
A set of rights will attach to the entire digital work and in the 
case of compound digital works, each of the components of 
the digital work. The usage rights of components of a digital 
may be different. 

Grammar element 1502 "Right:=(Right-Code{ Copy
Count} {Control-Spec} {Time-Spec} {Access-Spec} {Fee
Spec})" enumerates the content of a right. Each usage right 
must specify a right code. Each right may also optionally 
specify conditions which must be satisfied before the right 
can be exercised. These conditions are copy count, control, 
time, access and fee conditions. In the currently preferred 
embodiment, for the optional elements, the following 
defaults apply: copy count equals 1, no time limit on the use 
of the right, no access tests or a security level required to use 
the right and no fee is required. These conditions will each 
be described in greater detail below. 

It is important to note that a digital work may have 
multiple versions of a right, each having the same right code. 
The multiple version would provide alternative conditions 
and fees for accessing the digital work. 

Grammar element 1503 "Right-Code: =Render
CodeiTransport-CodeiFile-Management-CodeiDerivative
Works-Code Configuration-Code" distinguishes each of the 
specific rights into a particular right type (although each 
right is identified by distinct right codes). In this way, the 
grammar provides a catalog of possible rights that can be 
associated with parts of digital works. In the following, 
rights are divided into categories for convenience in describ
ing them. 

Grammar element 1504 "Render-Code:=[Play:{Player: 
Player-ID }IPrint:{Printer:Printer-ID} ]" lists a category of 
rights all involving the making of ephemeral, transitory, or 
non-digital copies of the digital work. After use the copies 
are erased. 

Play A process of rendering or performing a digital work 
on some processor. This includes such things as playing 
digital movies, playing digital music, playing a video 
game, running a computer program, or displaying a 
document on a display. 

Print To render the work in a medium that is not further 
protected by usage rights, such as printing on paper. 

Grammar element 1505 "Transport-Code:= 
[(CopyiTransferiLoan{Remaining-Rights: Next-Set-of
Rights}]{ (Next-Copy-Rights:Next-Set of Rights)}" lists a 
category of rights involving the making of persistent, usable 
copies of the digital work on other repositories. The optional 
Next-Copy-Rights determine the rights on the work after it 
is transported. If this is not specified, then the rights on the 
transported copy are the same as on the original. The 
optional Remaining-Rights specify the rights that remain 
with a digital work when it is loaned out. If this is not 
specified, then the default is that no rights can be exercised 
when it is loaned out. 
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Copy Make a new copy of a work 
20 

If Remaining-Rights is not specified, then there are no 
rights for the original after all Loan copies are loaned out. If 
Remaining-Rights is specified, then the Keep: token can be 
used to simplify the expression of what rights to keep 

Transfer Moving a work from one repository to another. 

Loan Temporarily loaning a copy to another repository for 
a specified period of time. 

Grammar element 1506 "File-Management-Code:= 
Backup{Back-Up-Copy-Rights:Next-Set of 
Rights} IRestoreiDeleteiFolderiDirectory {N arne :Hide
LocaliHide-Remote }{Parts:Hide-LocaliHide-Remote }"lists 

5 behind. A list of right codes following keep means that all of 
the versions of those listed rights are kept in the remaining 
copy. This specification can be overridden by subsequent 
Delete: or Replace: specifications. 

a category of rights involving operations for file 
management, such as the making of backup copies to protect 10 

the copy owner against catastrophic equipment failure. 
Many software licenses and also copyright law give a 

copy owner the right to make backup copies to protect 
against catastrophic failure of equipment. However, the 
making of uncontrolled backup copies is inherently at odds 15 

with the ability to control usage, since an uncontrolled 
backup copy can be kept and then restored even after the 
authorized copy was sold. 

Copy Count Specification 
For various transactions, it may be desirable to provide 

some limit as to the number of "copies" of the work which 
may be exercised simultaneously for the right. For example, 
it may be desirable to limit the number of copies of a digital 
work that may be loaned out at a time or viewed at a time. 

Grammar element 1510 "Copy-Count:=(Copies:positive-
integeriOunlimited)" provides a condition which defines the 
number of "copies" of a work subject to the right. A copy 
count can be 0, a fixed number, or unlimited. The copy-count 
is associated with each right, as opposed to there being just 

20 a single copy-count for the digital work. The Copy-Count 
for a right is decremented each time that a right is exercised. 
When the Copy-Count equals zero, the right can no longer 
be exercised. If the Copy-Count is not specified, the default 

The File management rights enable the making and restor
ing of backup copies in a way that respects usage rights, 
honoring the requirements of both the copy owner and the 
rights grantor and revenue owner. Backup copies of work 
descriptions (including usage rights and fee data) can be sent 
under appropriate protocol and usage rights control to other 
document repositories of sufficiently high security. Further 25 

rights permit organization of digital works into folders 
which themselves are treated as digital works and whose 
contents may be "hidden" from a party seeking to determine 
the contents of a repository. 

30 
Backup To make a backup copy of a digital work as 

protection against media failure. 

Restore To restore a backup copy of a digital work. 
Delete To delete or erase a copy of a digital work. 
Folder To create and name folders, and to move files and 35 

folders between folders. 
Directory To hide a folder or it's contents. 

1s one. 
Control Specification 

Rights and fees depend in general on rights granted by the 
creator as well as further restrictions imposed by later 
distributors. Control specifications deal with interactions 
between the creators and their distributors governing the 
imposition of further restrictions and fees. For example, a 
distributor of a digital work may not want an end consumer 
of a digital work to add fees or otherwise profit by com
mercially exploiting the purchased digital work. 

Grammar element 1511 "Control-Spec:= 
(Control: {RestrictableiU nrestrictable} {U nchargeablel 
Chargeable})" provides a condition to specify the effect of 
usage rights and fees of parents on the exercise of the right. 
A digital work is restrictable if higher level d-blocks can 
impose further restrictions (time specifications and access 

Grammar element 1507 "Derivative-Works-Code: 
[ExtractiEmbediEdit {Process:Process-ID} ]{Next-Copy
Rights:Next-Set-ofRights }"lists a category of rights involv
ing the use of a digital work to create new works. 

Extract To remove a portion of a work, for the purposes 
of creating a new work. 

Embed To include a work in an existing work. 

40 specifications) on the right. It is unrestrictable if no further 
restrictions can be imposed. The default setting is restrict
able. A right is unchargeable if no more fees can be imposed 
on the use of the right. It is chargeable if more fees can be 
imposed. The default is chargeable. 

Edit To alter a digital work by copying, selecting and 
modifying portions of an existing digital work. 

45 Time Specification 
It is often desirable to assign a start date or specify some 

duration as to when a right may be exercised. Grammar 
element 1512 "Time-Spec:=( {Fixed-IntervaliSliding
IntervaliMeter-Time} Until:Expiration-Date )" provides for 

Grammar element 1508 "Configuration-Code:= 
InstalliUninstall" lists a category of rights for installing and 
uninstalling software on a repository (typically a rendering 
repository.) This would typically occur for the installation of 
a new type of player within the rendering repository. 

50 specification of time conditions on the exercise of a right. 

Install: To install new software on a repository. 

Rights may be granted for a specified time. Different kinds 
of time specifications are appropriate for different kinds of 
rights. Some rights may be exercised during a fixed and 
predetermined duration. Some rights may be exercised for Uninstall: To remove existing software from a repository. 

Grammar element 1509 "Next-Set-of-Rights:={ (Add:Set- 55 an interval that starts the first time that the right is invoked 
by some transaction. Some rights may be exercised or are 
charged according to some kind of metered time, which may 
be split into separate intervals. For example, a right to view 
a picture for an hour might be split into six ten minute 

Of-Rights)} { (Delete:Set-Of-Rights)} {(Replace: Set-Of
Rights)}{(Keep:Set-Of-Rights)}" defines how rights are 
carried forward for a copy of a digital work. If the Next
Copy-Rights is not specified, the rights for the next copy are 
the same as those of the current copy. Otherwise, the set of 
rights for the next copy can be specified. Versions of rights 
after Add: are added to the current set of rights. Rights after 
Delete: are deleted from the current set of rights. If only right 
codes are listed after Delete:, then all versions of rights with 
those codes are deleted. Versions of rights after Replace: 65 

subsume all versions of rights of the same type in the current 
set of rights. 

60 viewings or four fifteen minute viewings or twenty three 
minute viewings. 

The terms "time" and "date" are used synonymously to 
refer to a moment in time. There are several kinds of time 
specifications. Each specification represents some limitation 
on the times over which the usage right applies. The 
Expiration-Date specifies the moment at which the usage 
right ends. For example, if the Expiration-Date is "Jan. 1, 
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1995," then the right ends at the first moment of 1995. If the 
Expiration-Date is specified as *forever*, then the rights are 
interpreted as continuing without end. If only an expiration 
date is given, then the right can be exercised as often as 
desired until the expiration date. 

Grammar element 1513 "Fixed-Interval:=From:Start
Time" is used to define a predetermined interval that runs 
from the start time to the expiration date. 

Grammar element 1514 "Sliding-Interval:=Interval:Use
Duration" is used to define an indeterminate (or "open") 
start time. It sets limits on a continuous period of time over 
which the contents are accessible. The period starts on the 
first access and ends after the duration has passed or the 
expiration date is reached, whichever comes first. For 
example, if the right gives 10 hours of continuous access, the 
use-duration would begin when the first access was made 
and end 10 hours later. 

Grammar element 1515 "Meter-Time: Time
Remaining:Remaining-Use" is used to define a "meter 
time," that is, a measure of the time that the right is actually 
exercised. It differs from the Sliding-Interval specification in 
that the time that the digital work is in use need not be 
continuous. For example, if the rights guarantee three days 
of access, those days could be spread out over a month. With 
this specification, the rights can be exercised until the meter 
time is exhausted or the expiration date is reached, which
ever comes first. 
Remaining-Use:= Time-Unit 
Start-Time:= Time-Unit 
Use-Duration:= Time-Unit 
All of the time specifications include time-unit specifications 
in their ultimate instantiation. 
Security Class and Authorization Specification 

22 
In some cases, an authorization may be required from a 

source other than the document server and repository. An 
authorization object referenced by an Authorization-ID can 
contain digital address information to be used to set up a 

5 communications link between a repository and the authori
zation source. These are analogous to phone numbers. For 
such access tests, the communication would need to be 
established and authorization obtained before the right could 
be exercised. 

10 
For one-time usage rights, a variant on this scheme is to 

have a digital ticket. A ticket is presented to a digital ticket 
agent, whose type is specified on the ticket. In the simplest 
case, a certified generic ticket agent, available on all 
repositories, is available to "punch" the ticket. In other 
cases, the ticket may contain addressing information for 

15 locating a "special-" ticket agent. Once a ticket has been 
punched, it cannot be used again for the same kind of 
transaction (unless it is unpunched or refreshed in the 
manner described below.) Punching includes marking the 
ticket with a timestamp of the date and time it was used. 

20 Tickets are digital works and can be copied or transferred 
between repositories according to their usage rights. 

In the currently preferred embodiment, a "punched" ticket 
becomes "unpunched" or "refreshed" when it is copied or 
extracted. The Copy and Extract operations save the date 

25 and time as a proper of the digital ticket. When a ticket agent 
is given a ticket, it can simply check whether the digital copy 
was made after the last time that it was punched. Of course, 
the digital ticket must have the copy or extract usage rights 
attached thereto. 

30 
The capability to unpunch a ticket is important in the 

following cases: 
A digital work is circulated at low cost with a limitation 

that it can be used only once. 

The present invention provides for various security 
mechanisms to be introduced into a distribution or use 35 

scheme. Grammar element 1516 "Access-Spec:= 

A digital work is circulated with a ticket that can be used 
once to give discounts on purchases of other works. 

A digital work is circulated with a ticket (included in the 
purchase price and possibly embedded in the work) that 
can be used for a future upgrade. ( { SC:Security-Class} { Authorization:Authorization

ID*} { Other-Authorization:Authorization
ID*}{Ticket:Ticket-ID})" provides a means for restricting 
access and transmission. Access specifications can specify a 
required security class for a repository to exercise a right or 
a required authorization test that must be satisfied. 

The keyword "SC:" is used to specify a minimum security 
level for the repositories involved in the access. If "SC:" is 
not specified, the lowest security level is acceptable. 

The optional "Authorization:" keyword is used to specify 
required authorizations on the same repository as the work. 
The optional "Other-Authorization:" keyword is used to 
specify required authorizations on the other repository in the 
transaction. 

The optional "Ticket:" keyword specifies the identity of a 
ticket required for the transaction. A transaction involving 
digital tickets must locate an appropriate digital ticket agent 
who can "punch" or otherwise validate the ticket before the 
transaction can proceed. Tickets are described in greater 
detail below. 

In each of these cases, if a paid copy is made of the digital 
work (including the ticket) the new owner would expect to 

40 get a fresh (unpunched) ticket, whether the copy seller has 
used the work or not. In contrast, loaning a work or simply 
transferring it to another repository should not revitalize the 
ticket. 

45 

50 

Usage Fees and Incentives Specification 
The billing for use of a digital work is fundamental to a 

commercial distribution system. Grammar Element 1517 
"Fee -Spec:= {Scheduled-Discount} Regular-Fee
SpeciScheduled-Fee-SpeciMarkup-Spec" provides a range 
of options for billing for the use of digital works. 

A key feature of this approach is the development of 
low-overhead billing for transactions in potentially small 
amounts. Thus, it becomes feasible to collect fees of only a 
few cents each for thousands of transactions. 

The grammar differentiates between uses where the 
55 charge is per use from those where it is metered by the time 

unit. Transactions can support fees that the user pays for 
using a digital work as well as incentives paid by the right 
grantor to users to induce them to use or distribute the digital 
work. 

In a transaction involving a repository and a document 
server, some usage rights may require that the repository 
have a particular authorization, that the server have some 
authorization, or that both repositories have (possibly 60 

different) authorizations. Authorizations themselves are 
digital works (hereinafter referred to as an authorization 
object) that can be moved between repositories in the same 
manner as other digital works. Their copying and transfer
ring is subject to the same rights and fees as other digital 
works. A repository is said to have an authorization if that 
authorization object is contained within the repository. 

The optional scheduled discount refers to the rest of the 
fee specification--discounting it by a percentage over time. 
If it is not specified, then there is no scheduled discount. 
Regular fee specifications are constant over time. Scheduled 
fee specifications give a schedule of dates over which the fee 

65 specifications change. Markup specifications are used in 
d-blocks for adding a percentage to the fees already being 
charged. 
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Grammar Element 1518 "Scheduled-Discount:= 
(Scheduled-Discount:(Time-Spec Percentage)*)" A 
Scheduled-Discount is a essentially a scheduled modifier of 
any other fee specification for this version of the right of the 
digital work. (It does not refer to children or parent digital 
works or to other versions of rights.). It is a list of pairs of 
times and percentages. The most recent time in the list that 
has not yet passed at the time of the transaction is the one in 
effect. The percentage gives the discount percentage. For 
example, the number 10 refers to a 10% discount. 

Grammar Element 1519 "Regular-Fee-Spec:= 
( {Fee:IIncentive: }[Per-Use-SpeciMetered-Rate-SpeciBest
Price -Specl Call-For-Price -Spec] {Min: Maney-Unit 
Per: Time-Spec} {Max: Money- Unit Per: Time
Spec} To:Account-ID)" provides for several kinds of fee 
specifications. 

Fees are paid by the copy-owner/user to the revenue
owner if Fee: is specified. Incentives are paid by the 
revenue-owner to the user if Incentive: is specified. If the 
Min: specification is given, then there is a minimum fee to 
be charged per time-spec unit for its use. If the Max: 
specification is given, then there is a maximum fee to be 
charged per time-spec for its use. When Fee: is specified, 
Account-ID identifies the account to which the fee is to be 

24 
Grammar element 1525 "Markup-Spec:= 

Markup:percentage To:Account-ID" is provided for adding 
a percentage to the fees already being charged. For example, 
a 5% markup means that a fee of 5% of cumulative fee so 

5 far will be allocated to the distributor. A markup specifica
tion can be applied to all of the other kinds of fee specifi
cations. It is typically used in a shell provided by a distribu
tor. It refers to fees associated with d-blocks that are parts of 
the current d-block. This might be a convenient specification 

10 for use in taxes, or in distributor overhead. 
Examples of Sets of Usage Rights 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Delete) 
This work can be played without requirements for fee or 

authorization on any rendering system. It can be transferred 
15 to any other repository of security level 3 or greater. It can 

be deleted. 
((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Delete) (Backup) (Restore 

(Fee: Per-Use: $5 To: Account-ID-678))) 
Same as the previous example plus rights for backup and 

20 restore. The work can be backed up without fee. It can be 
restored for a $5 fee payable to the account described by 
Account-ID-678. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 

paid. When Incentive: is specified, Account-ID identifies the 25 

account from which the fee is to be paid. 

(Copy (SC:3)(Fee: Per-Use: $5 To: Account-ID-678)) 
(Delete (Incentive: Per-Use: $2.50 To: Account-ID-

678))) 
Grammar element 1520 "Per-Use-Spec:=Per-Use:Money

unit" defines a simple fee to be paid every time the right is 
exercised, regardless of how much time the transaction 
takes. 

Grammar element 1521 "Metered-Rate-Spec:= 
Metered:Money-Unit Per:Time-Spec" defines a metered
rate fee paid according to how long right is exercised. Thus, 
the time it takes to complete the transaction determines the 
fee. 

Grammar element 1522 "Best-Price-Spec:=Best
Price:Money-unit Max:Money-unit" is used to specify a 
best-price that is determined when the account is settled. 
This specification is to accommodate special deals, rebates, 
and pricing that depends on information that is not available 
to the repository. All fee specifications can be combined with 
tickets or authorizations that could indicate that the con
sumer is a wholesaler or that he is a preferred customer, or 
that the seller be authorized in some way. The amount of 
money in the Max: field is the maximum amount that the use 
will cost. This is the amount that is tentatively debited from 
the credit server. However, when the transaction is ulti
mately reconciled, any excess amount will be returned to the 
consumer in a separate transaction. 

This work can be played, transferred, copied, or deleted. 
Copy or transfer operations can take place only with reposi
tories of security level three or greater. The fee to make a 

30 copy is $5 payable to Account-ID-678. If a copy is deleted, 
then an incentive of $2.50 is paid to the former copy owner. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 

35 

Copy (SC: 3) (Fee: Per-Use: $10 To: Account-ID-678)) 
Delete) (Backup) (Restore (SC: 3) (Fee: Per-Use: $5 

To: Account-ID-678))) 
Same as the previous example plus fees for copying. The 
work can be copied digitally for a fee of $10 payable to 
Account-ID-678. The repository on which the work is 

40 
copied or restored must be at security level 3 or greater. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
(Copy Authorization: License-123-ID (SC: 3))) 

The digital work can be played, transferred, or copied. 
Copies or transfers must be on repositories of security level 

45 3 or greater. Copying requires the license License-123-ID 
issued to the copying repository. None of the rights require 
fees. 

((Play) (Print Printer: Printer-567-ID (Fee: Per-Use: $1 
To: Account-ID-678))) 

Grammar element 1523 "Call-For-Price-Spec:=Call-For- 50 

Price" is similar to a "Best-Price-Spec" in that it is intended 
This work can be played for free. It can be printed on any 

printer with the identifier Printer-567-ID for a fee of $1 
payable to the account described by Account-ID-678. 

((Play Player: Player-876-ID) (From: 94/02/14 Until: 
95/02/15) (Fee: Metered: $0.01 Per: 0:1:0 Min: $0.25 
Per: 0!1/0 To: Account-ID-567)) 

to accommodate cases where prices are dynamic. A Call
For-Price Spec requires a communication with a dealer to 
determine the price. This option cannot be exercised if the 
repository cannot communicate with a dealer at the time that 55 

the right is exercised. It is based on a secure transaction 
whereby the dealer names a price to exercise the right and 
passes along a deal certificate which is referenced or 
included in the billing process. 

This work can be played on any player holding the ID 
Player-876-ID. The time of this right is from Feb. 14, 1994 
until Feb. 15, 1995. The fee for use is one cent per minute 
with a minimum of 25 cents in any day that it is used, 

Grammar element 1524 "Scheduled-Fee-Spec:= 
(Schedule:(Time-Spec Regular-Fee-Spec)*)" is used to pro
vide a schedule of dates over which the fee specifications 
change. The fee specification with the most recent date not 

60 payable to the account described by Account-ID-567. 
((Play) (Transfer) (Delete)(Loan 2 (Delete: Transfer 

Loan))) 

in the future is the one that is in effect. This is similar to but 
more general than the scheduled discount. It is more general, 65 

because it provides a means to vary the fee agreement for 
each time period. 

This work can be played, transferred, deleted, or loaned. 
Up to two copies can be loaned out at a time. The loaned 
copy has the same rights except that it cannot be transferred. 
When both copies are loaned out, no rights can be exercised 
on the original on the repository. 
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((Play) (Transfer) (Delete) (Backup) (Restore (SC:3)) 
(Loan 2 Remaining-Copy-Rights: (Delete: Play 

Transfer) 
Next-Set-of-Rights: (Delete: Transfer Loan))) 

Similar to previous example. Rights to Backup and 5 
Restore the work are added, where restoration requires a 
repository of at least security level three. When all copies of 
the work are loaned out, the remaining copy cannot be 
played or transferred. 

((Play) (Transfer) (Copy) (Print) (Backup) (Restore 10 

(SC:3)) 
(Loan 1 Remaining-Copy-Rights: (Add: Play Print 

Backup) 
Next-Set-of-Rights: (Delete: Transfer Loan) 
(Fee: Metered: $10 Per: 1:0:0 To: Account-ID-567)) 15 

(Loan 1 Remaining-Copy-Rights: 
Add: ((Play Player: Player-876-ID) 2 (From: 94/02/14 

Until: 95/02/15) 
(Fee: Metered: $0.01 Per: 0:1:0 Min: $0.25 Per: 0!1/0 
To: Account-ID-567)))) 

The original work has rights to Play, Transfer, Copy, Print, 
Backup, Restore, and Loan. There are two versions of the 
Loan right. The first version of the loan right costs $10 per 
day but allows the original copy owner to exercise free use 

20 

of the Play, Print and Backup rights. The second version of 25 

the Loan right is free. None of the original rights are 
applicable. However a right to Play the work at the specified 
metered rate is added. 

((Play Player: Player-Small-Screen-123-ID) 

26 
encrypted utilizing a public key encryption technique. Pub
lic key encryption is a well known technique in the encryp
tion arts. The term key refers to a numeric code that is used 
with encryption and decryption algorithms. Keys come in 
pairs, where "writing keys" are used to encrypt data and 
"checking keys" are used to decrypt data. Both writing and 
checking keys may be public or private. Public keys are 
those that are distributed to others. Private keys are main
tained in confidence. 

Key management and security is instrumental in the 
success of a public key encryption system. In the currently 
preferred embodiment, one or more master repositories 
maintain the keys and create the identification certificates 
used by the repositories. 

When a sending repository transmits a message to a 
receiving repository, the sending repository encrypts all of 
its data using the public writing key of the receiving reposi
tory. The sending repository includes its name, the name of 
the receiving repository, a session identifier such as a nonce 
(described below), and a message counter in each message. 

In this way, the communication can only be read (to a high 
probability) by the receiving repository, which holds the 
private checking key for decryption. The auxiliary data is 
used to guard against various replay attacks to security. If 
messages ever arrive with the wrong counter or an old 
nonce, the repositories can assume that someone is interfer
ing with communication and the transaction terminated. 

The respective public keys for the repositories to be used 
for encryption are obtained in the registration transaction 
described below. 

(Embed (Fee: Per-Use $0.01 To: Account-678-ID)) 
(Copy (Fee: Per-Use $1.00 To: Account-678-ID))) 

30 Session Initiation Transactions 

The digital work can be played on any player with the 
identifier Player-Small-Screen-123-ID. It can be embedded 
in a larger work. The embedding requires a modest one cent 
registration fee to Account-678-ID. Digital copies can be 35 

made for $1.00. 

A usage transaction is carried out in a session between 
repositories. For usage transactions involving more than one 
repository, or for financial transactions between a repository 
and a credit server, a registration transaction is performed. A 
second transaction termed a login transaction, may also be 
needed to initiate the session. The goal of the registration 

Repository Transactions 
When a user requests access to a digital work, the 

repository will initiate various transactions. The comb ina
tion of transactions invoked will depend on the specifica- 40 

tions assigned for a usage right. There are three basic types 

transaction is to establish a secure channel between two 
repositories who know each others identities. As it is 
assumed that the communication channel between the 
repositories is reliable but not secure, there is a risk that a 
non-repository may mimic the protocol in order to gain 
illegitimate access to a repository. of transactions, Session Initiation Transactions, Financial 

Transactions and Usage Transactions. Generally, session 
initiation transactions are initiated first to establish a valid 
session. When a valid session is established, transactions 
corresponding to the various usage rights are invoked. 
Finally, request specific transactions are performed. 

Transactions occur between two repositories (one acting 
as a server), between a repository and a document playback 
platform (e.g. for executing or viewing), between a reposi
tory and a credit server or between a repository and an 
authorization server. When transactions occur between more 
than one repository, it is assumed that there is a reliable 
communication channel between the repositories. For 
example, this could be a TCP!IP channel or any other 
commercially available channel that has built-in capabilities 
for detecting and correcting transmission errors. However, it 
is not assumed that the communication channel is secure. 

The registration transaction between two repositories is 
described with respect to FIGS. 16 and 17. The steps 

45 described are from the perspective of a "repository-!". 
registering its identity with a "repository-2". The registra
tion must be symmetrical so the same set of steps will be 
repeated for repository-2 registering its identity with 
repository-!. Referring to FIG. 16, repository-! first gener-

50 ates an encrypted registration identifier, step 1601 and then 
generates a registration message, step 1602. A registration 
message is comprised of an identifier of a master repository, 
the identification certificate for the repository-! and an 
encrypted random registration identifier. The identification 

55 certificate is encrypted by the master repository in its private 
key and attests to the fact that the repository (here 
repository-!) is a bona fide repository. The identification 
certificate also contains a public key for the repository, the 

Provisions for security and privacy are part of the require
ments for specifying and implementing repositories and thus 60 

form the need for various transactions. 

repository security level and a timestamp (indicating a time 
after which the certificate is no longer valid.) The registra
tion identifier is a number generated by the repository for 

Message Transmission 
Transactions require that there be some communication 

between repositories. Communication between repositories 
occurs in units termed as messages. Because the communi
cation line is assumed to be unsecure, all communications 
with repositories that are above the lowest security class are 

this registration. The registration identifier is unique to the 
session and is encrypted in repository-l's private key. The 
registration identifier is used to improve security of authen-

65 tication by detecting certain kinds of communications based 
attacks. Repository-! then transmit the registration message 
to repository-2, step 1603. 
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Upon rece1vmg the registration message, repository-2 
determines if it has the needed public key for the master 
repository, step 1604. If repository-2 does not have the 
needed public key to decrypt the identification certificate, 
the registration transaction terminates in an error, step 1618. 5 

Assuming that repository-2 has the proper public key the 
identification certificate is decrypted, step 1605. 
Repository-2 saves the encrypted registration identifier, step 
1606, and extracts the repository identifier, step 1607. The 
extracted repository identifier is checked against a "hotlist" 10 

of compromised document repositories, step 1608. In the 
currently preferred embodiment, each repository will con
tain "hotlists" of compromised repositories. If the repository 
is on the "hotlist", the registration transaction terminates in 
an error per step 1618. Repositories can be removed from 15 

the hotlist when their certificates expire, so that the list does 
not need to grow without bound. Also, by keeping a short list 

28 
session information exchange and clock synchronization 
steps (again from the perspective of repository-!.) Referring 
to FIG. 17, repository-! creates a session key pair, step 1701. 
A first key is kept private and is used by repository-! to 
encrypt messages. The second key is a public key used by 
repository-2 to decrypt messages. The second key is 
encrypted using the public key of repository-2, step 1702 
and is sent to repository-2, step 1703. Upon receipt, 
repository-2 decrypts the second key, step 1704. The second 
key is used to decrypt messages in subsequent communica
tions. When each repository has completed this step, they are 
both convinced that the other repository is bona fide and that 
they are communicating with the original. Each repository 
has given the other a key to be used in decrypting further 
communications during the session. Since that key is itself 
transmitted in the public key of the receiving repository only 
it will be able to decrypt the key which is used to decrypt 
subsequent messages. 

After the session information is exchanged, the reposito
ries must synchronize their clocks. Clock synchronization is 
used by the repositories to establish an agreed upon time 
base for the financial records of their mutual transactions. 
Referring back to FIG. 17, repository-2 initiates clock 
synchronization by generating a time stamp exchange 
message, step 1705, and transmits it to repository-!, step 

of hotlist certificates that it has previously received, a 
repository can avoid the work of actually going through the 
list. These lists would be encrypted by a master repository. 20 

A minor variation on the approach to improve efficiency 
would have the repositories first exchange lists of names of 
hotlist certificates, ultimately exchanging only those lists 
that they had not previously received. The "hotlists" are 
maintained and distributed by Master repositories. 25 1706. Upon receipt, repository-! generates its own time 

stamp message, step 1707 and transmits it back to 
repository-2, step 1708. Repository-2 notes the current time, 
step 1709 and stores the time received from repository-!, 

Note that rather than terminating in error, the transaction 
could request that another registration message be sent based 
on an identification certificate created by another master 
repository. This may be repeated until a satisfactory identi
fication certificate is found, or it is determined that trust 30 

cannot be established. 

step 1710. The current time is compared to the time received 
from repository-!, step 1711. The difference is then checked 
to see if it exceeds a predetermined tolerance (e.g. one 
minute), step 1712. If it does, repository-2 terminates the 
transaction as this may indicate tampering with the 
repository, step 1713. If not repository-2 computes an 

Assuming that the repository is not on the hotlist, the 
repository identification needs to be verified. In other words, 
repository-2 needs to validate that the repository on the other 
end is really repository-!. This is termed performance test
ing and is performed in order to avoid invalid access to the 
repository via a counterfeit repository replaying a recording 

35 adjusted time delta, step 1714. The adjusted time delta is the 
difference between the clock time of repository-2 and the 
average of the times from repository-! and repository-2. 

To achieve greater accuracy, repository-2 can request the 
time again up to a fixed number of times (e.g. five times), 

40 repeat the clock synchronization steps, and average the 
results. 

of a prior session initiation between repository-! and 
repository-2. Performance testing is initiated by repository-2 
generating a performance message, step 1609. The perfor
mance message consists of a nonce, the names of the 
respective repositories, the time and the registration identi
fier received from repository-!. A nonce is a generated 
message based on some random and variable information 
(e.g. the time or the temperature.) The nonce is used to check 45 

whether repository-! can actually exhibit correct encrypting 
of a message using the private keys it claims to have, on a 
message that it has never seen before. The performance 
message is encrypted using the public key specified in the 
registration message of repository-!. The performance mes- 50 

sage is transmitted to repository-!, step 1610, where it is 
decrypted by repository-! using its private key, step 1611. 
Repository-! then checks to make sure that the names of the 
two repositories are correct, step 1612, that the time is 
accurate, step 1613 and that the registration identifier cor- 55 

responds to the one it sent, step 1614. If any of these tests 
fails, the transaction is terminated per step 1616. Assuming 
that the tests are passed, repository-! transmits the nonce to 
repository-2 in the clear, step 1615. Repository-2 then 
compares the received nonce to the original nonce, step 60 

1617. If they are not identical, the registration transaction 
terminates in an error per step 1618. If they are the same, the 
registration transaction has successfully completed. 

At this point, assuming that the transaction has not 
terminated, the repositories exchange messages containing 65 

session keys to be used in all communications during the 
session and synchronize their clocks. FIG. 17 illustrates the 

A second session initiation transaction is a Login trans
action. The Login transaction is used to check the authen
ticity of a user requesting a transaction. A Login transaction 
is particularly prudent for the authorization of financial 
transactions that will be charged to a credit server. The Login 
transaction involves an interaction between the user at a user 
interface and the credit server associated with a repository. 
The information exchanged here is a login string supplied by 
the repository /credit server to identify itself to the user, and 
a Personal Identification Number (PIN) provided by the user 
to identify himself to the credit server. In the event that the 
user is accessing a credit server on a repository different 
from the one on which the user interface resides, exchange 
of the information would be encrypted using the public and 
private keys of the respective repositories. 
Billing Transactions 

Billing Transactions are concerned with monetary trans
action with a credit server. Billing Transaction are carried 
out when all other conditions are satisfied and a usage fee is 
required for granting the request. For the most part, billing 
transactions are well understood in the state of the art. These 
transactions are between a repository and a credit server, or 
between a credit server and a billing clearinghouse. Briefly, 
the required transactions include the following: 

Registration and LOGIN transactions by which the 
repository and user establish their bona-fides to a credit 
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server. These transactions would be entirely internal in 
cases where the repository and credit server are imple
mented as a single system. 

30 
brevity, when reference is made to checking whether the 
rights exist and conditions for exercising are satisfied, it is 
meant that all such checking takes place for each of the 

Registration and LOGIN transactions, by which a credit 
server establishes its bona fides to a billing clearing- 5 

house. 

relevant parts of the work. 
FIG. 18 illustrates the initial common opening and closing 

steps for a transaction. At this point it is assumed that 
registration has occurred and that a "trusted" session is in 
place. General tests are tests on usage rights associated with 
the folder containing the work or some containing folder 

An Assign-fee transaction to assign a charge. The infor
mation in this transaction would include a transaction 
identifier, the identities of the repositories in the 
transaction, and a list of charges from the parts of the 
digital work. If there has been any unusual event in the 
transaction such as an interruption of communications, 
that information is included as well. 

An Begin-charges transaction to assign a charge. This 
transaction is much the same as an assign fee transac
tion except that it is used for metered use. It includes 
the same information as the assign-fee transaction as 
well as the usage fee information. The credit-server is 
then responsible for running a clock. 

An End-charges transaction to end a charge for metered 
use. (In a variation on this approach, the repositories 
would exchange periodic charge information for each 
block of time.) 

A report-charges transaction between a personal credit 
server and a billing clearinghouse. This transaction is 
invoked at least once per billing period. It is used to 
pass along information about charges. On debit and 
credit cards, this transaction would also be used to 
update balance information and credit limits as needed. 

All billing transactions are given a transaction ID and are 
reported to the credit severs by both the server and the client. 
This reduces possible loss of billing information if one of the 
parties to a transaction loses a banking card and provides a 
check against tampering with the system. 
Usage Transactions 

After the session initiation transactions have been 
completed, the usage request may then be processed. To 
simplify the description of the steps carried out in processing 
a usage request, the term requester is used to refer to a 
repository in the requester mode which is initiating a 
request, and the term server is used to refer to a repository 
in the server mode and which contains the desired digital 
work. In many cases such as requests to print or view a work, 
the requester and server may be the same device and the 
transactions described in the following would be entirely 
internal. In such instances, certain transaction steps, such as 
the registration transaction, need not be performed. 

There are some common steps that are part of the seman
tics of all of the usage rights transactions. These steps are 
referred to as the common transaction steps. There are two 
sets-the "opening" steps and the "closing" steps. For 
simplicity, these are listed here rather than repeating them in 
the descriptions of all of the usage rights transactions. 

10 higher in the file system hierarchy. These tests correspond to 
requirements imposed on the work as a consequence of its 
being on the particular repository, as opposed to being 
attached to the work itself. Referring to FIG. 18, prior to 
initiating a usage transaction, the requester performs any 

15 general tests that are required before the right associated 
with the transaction can be exercised, step, 1801. For 
example, install, uninstall and delete rights may be imple
mented to require that a requester have an authorization 
certificate before the right can be exercised. Another 

20 example is the requirement that a digital ticket be present 
and punched before a digital work may be copied to a 
requester. If any of the general tests fail, the transaction is 
not initiated, step, 1802. Assuming that such required tests 
are passed, upon receiving the usage request, the server 

25 generates a transaction identifier that is used in records or 
reports of the transaction, step 1803. The server then checks 
whether the digital work has been granted the right corre
sponding to the requested transaction, step 1804. If the 
digital work has not been granted the right corresponding to 

30 the request, the transaction terminates, step 1805. If the 
digital work has been granted the requested right, the server 
then determines if the various conditions for exercising the 
right are satisfied. Time based conditions are examined, step 
1806. These conditions are checked by examining the time 

35 specification for the the version of the right. If any of the 
conditions are not satisfied, the transaction terminates per 
step 1805. 

Assuming that the time based conditions are satisfied, the 
server checks security and access conditions, step 1807. 

40 Such security and access conditions are satisfied if: 1) the 
requester is at the specified security class, or a higher 
security class, 2) the server satisfies any specified authori
zation test and 3) the requester satisfies any specified autho
rization tests and has any required digital tickets. If any of 

45 the conditions are not satisfied, the transaction terminates 
per step 1805. 

Assuming that the security and access conditions are all 
satisfied, the server checks the copy count condition, step 
1808. If the copy count equals zero, then the transaction 

50 cannot be completed and the transaction terminates per step 
1805. 

Assuming that the copy count does not equal zero, the 

Transactions can refer to a part of a digital work, a 55 

complete digital work, or a Digital work containing other 
digital works. Although not described in detail herein, a 
transaction may even refer to a folder comprised of a 
plurality of digital works. The term "work" is used to refer 

server checks if the copies in use for the requested right is 
greater than or equal to any copy count for the requested 
right (or relevant parts), step 1809. If the copies in use is 
greater than or equal to the copy count, this indicates that 
usage rights for the version of the transaction have been 
exhausted. Accordingly, the server terminates the 
transaction, step 1805. If the copy count is less than the 
copies in use for the transaction the transaction can continue, 
and the copies in use would be incremented by the number 

to what ever portion or set of digital works is being accessed. 60 

Many of the steps here involve determining if certain 
conditions are satisfied. Recall that each usage right may 
have one or more conditions which must be satisfied before 
the right can be exercised. Digital works have parts and parts 
have parts. Different parts can have different rights and fees. 
Thus, it is necessary to verify that the requirements are met 
for ALL of the parts that are involved in a transaction For 

of digital works requested in the transaction, step 1810. 
The server then checks if the digital work has a "Loan" 

access right, step 1811. The "Loan" access right is a special 
65 case since remaining rights may be present even though all 

copies are loaned out. If the digital work has the "Loan" 
access right, a check is made to see if all copies have been 
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loaned out, step 1812. The number of copies that could be 
loaned is the sum of the Copy-Counts for all of the versions 

32 
FIG. 19 is a state diagram showing steps in the process of 

transmitting information during a transaction. Each box 
represents a state of a repository in either the server mode 
(above the central dotted line 1901) or in the requester mode 

of the loan right of the digital work. For a composite work, 
the relevant figure is the minimal such sum of each of the 
components of the composite work. If all copies have been 
loaned out, the remaining rights are determined, step 1813. 
The remaining-rights is determined from the remaining 
rights specifications from the versions of the Loan right. If 
there is only one version of the Loan right, then the 
determination is simple. The remaining rights are the ones 
specified in that version of the Loan right, or none if 
Remaining-Rights: is not specified. If there are multiple 
versions of the Loan right and all copies of all of the versions 
are loaned out, then the remaining rights is taken as the 
minimum set (intersection) of remaining rights across all of 
the versions of the loan right. The server then determines if 
the requested right is in the set of remaining rights, step 
1814. If the requested right is not in the set of remaining 
rights, the server terminates the transaction, step 1805. 

5 (below the dotted line 1901 ). Solid arrows stand for transi
tions between states. Dashed arrows stand for message 
communications between the repositories. A dashed mes
sage arrow pointing to a solid transition arrow is interpreted 
as meaning that the transition takes place when the message 

10 is received. Unlabeled transition arrows take place uncon
ditionally. Other labels on state transition arrows describe 
conditions that trigger the transition. 

Referring now to FIG. 19, the server is initially in a state 
1902 where a new transaction is initiated via start message 

15 1903. This message includes transaction information includ
ing a transaction identifier and a count of the blocks of data 
to be transferred. The requester, initially in a wait state 1904 
then enters a data wait state 1905. 

The server enters a data transmit state 1906 and transmits 
20 a block of data 1907 and then enters a wait for acknowl-

If Loan is not a usage right for the digital work or if all 
copies have not been loaned out or the requested right is in 
the set of remaining rights, fee conditions for the right are 
then checked, step 1815. This will initiate various financial 
transactions between the repository and associated credit 
server. Further, any metering of usage of a digital work will 
commence. If any financial transaction fails, the transaction 25 
terminates per step 1805. 

It should be noted that the order in which the conditions 
are checked need not follow the order of steps 1806-1815. 

At this point, right specific steps are now performed and 
are represented here as step 1816. The right specific steps are 

30 described in greater detail below. 
The common closing transaction steps are now per

formed. Each of the closing transaction steps are performed 
by the server after a successful completion of a transaction. 
Referring back to FIG. 18, the copies in use value for the 
requested right is decremented by the number of copies 35 

involved in the transaction, step 1817. Next, if the right had 
a metered usage fee specification, the server subtracts the 
elapsed time from the Remaining-Use-Time associated with 
the right for every part involved in the transaction, step 
1818. Finally, if there are fee specifications associated with 40 

the right, the server initiates End-Charge financial transac
tion to confirm billing, step 1819. 
Transmission Protocol 

edgement state 1908. As the data is received, the requesters 
enters a data receive state 1909 and when the data blocks is 
completely received it enters an acknowledgement state 
1910 and transmits an Acknowledgement message 1911 to 
the server. 

If there are more blocks to send, the server waits until 
receiving an Acknowledgement message from the requester. 
When an Acknowledgement message is received it sends the 
next block to the requester and again waits for acknowl
edgement. The requester also repeats the same cycle of 
states. 

If the server detects a communications failure before 
sending the last block, it enters a cancellation state 1912 
wherein the transaction is cancelled. Similarly, if the 
requester detects a communications failure before receiving 
the last block it enters a cancellation state 1913. 

If there are no more blocks to send, the server commits to 
the transaction and waits for the final Acknowledgement in 
state 1914. If there is a communications failure before the 
server receives the final Acknowledgement message, it still 
commits to the transaction but includes a report about the 
event to its credit server in state 1915. This report serves two 
purposes. It will help legitimize any claims by a user of 
having been billed for receiving digital works that were not 

45 completely received. Also it helps to identify repositories 
and communications lines that have suspicious patterns of 
use and interruption. The server then enters its completion 
state 1916 

An important area to consider is the transmission of the 
digital work from the server to the requester. The transmis
sion protocol described herein refers to events occurring 
after a valid session has been created. The transmission 
protocol must handle the case of disruption in the commu
nications between the repositories. It is assumed that inter
ference such as injecting noise on the communication chan- 50 

nel can be detected by the integrity checks (e.g., parity, 
checksum, etc.) that are built into the transport protocol and 
are not discussed in detail herein. 

The underlying goal in the transmission protocol is to 
preclude certain failure modes, such as malicious or acci- 55 

dental interference on the communications channel. 
Suppose, for example, that a user pulls a card with the credit 
server at a specific time near the end of a transaction. There 
should not be a vulnerable time at which "pulling the card" 
causes the repositories to fail to correctly account for the 60 

number of copies of the work that have been created. 
Restated, there should be no time at which a party can break 
a connection as a means to avoid payment after using a 
digital work. 

If a transaction is interrupted (and fails), both repositories 65 

restore the digital works and accounts to their state prior to 
the failure, modulo records of the failure itself. 

On the requester side, when there are no more blocks to 
receive, the requester commits to the transaction in state 
1917. If the requester detects a communications failure at 
this state, it reports the failure to its credit server in state 
1918, but still commits to the transaction. When it has 
committed, it sends an acknowledgement message to the 
server. The server then enters its completion state 1919 

The key property is that both the server and the requester 
cancel a transaction if it is interrupted before all of the data 
blocks are delivered, and commits to it if all of the data 
blocks have been delivered. 

There is a possibility that the server will have sent all of 
the data blocks (and committed) but the requester will not 
have received all of them and will cancel the transaction. In 
this case, both repositories will presumably detect a com
munications failure and report it to their credit server. This 
case will probably be rare since it depends on very precise 
timing of the communications failure. The only consequence 
will be that the user at the requester repository may want to 
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The Transfer Transaction request a refund from the credit services-and the case for 
that refund will be documented by reports by both reposi
tories. 

To prevent loss of data, the server should not delete any 
transferred digital work until receiving the final acknowl
edgement from the requester. But it also should not use the 
file. A well known way to deal with this situation is called 
"two-phase commit" or 2PC. 

A Transfer transaction is a request to move copies of the 
work with the same or lesser usage rights to another reposi
tory. In contrast with a copy transaction, this results in 

5 removing the work copies from the server. 

Two-phase commit works as follows. The first phase 
works the same as the method described above. The server 10 

sends all of the data to the requester. Both repositories mark 
the transaction (and appropriate files) as uncommitted. The 
server sends a ready-to-commit message to the requester. 
The requester sends back an acknowledgement. The server 
then commits and sends the requester a commit message. 15 

When the requester receives the commit message, it com
mits the file. 

If there is a communication failure or other crash, the 
requester must check back with the server to determine the 
status of the transaction. The server has the last word on this. 20 

The requester may have received all of the data, but if it did 
not get the final message, it has not committed. The server 
can go ahead and delete files (except for transaction records) 
once it commits, since the files are known to have been fully 
transmitted before starting the 2PC cycle. 25 

There are variations known in the art which can be used 
to achieve the same effect. For example, the server could use 
an additional level of encryption when transmitting a work 
to a client. Only after the client sends a message acknowl
edging receipt does it send the key. The client then agrees to 30 

pay for the digital work. The point of this variation is that it 
provides a clear audit trail that the client received the work. 
For trusted systems, however, this variation adds a level of 
encryption for no real gain in accountability. 

The transaction for specific usage rights are now dis- 35 

cussed. 
The Copy Transaction 

A Copy transaction is a request to make one or more 
independent copies of the work with the same or lesser usage 
rights. Copy differs from the extraction right discussed later 40 

in that it refers to entire digital works or entire folders 
containing digital works. A copy operation cannot be used to 
remove a portion of a digital work. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Copy Transaction. This message indicates the work to 45 

be copied, the version of the copy right to be used for 
the transaction, the destination address information 
(location in a folder) for placing the work, the file data 
for the work (including its size), and the number of 
copies requested. 50 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
client according to the transmission protocol. If a 

55 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided in the version of 
the right, those rights are transmitted as the rights for 
the work. Otherwise, the rights of the original are 
transmitted. In any event, the Copy-Count field for the 
copy of the digital work being sent right is set to the 

60 
number-of-copies requested. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights and stores the work. It records the date and time 
that the copy was made in the properties of the digital 
work. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

65 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work 
to be transferred, the version of the transfer right to be 
used in the transaction, the destination address infor
mation for placing the work, the file data for the work, 
and the number of copies involved. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the 
rights of the original are transmitted. In either case, the 
Copy-Count field for the transmitted rights are set to 
the number-of-copies requested. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights and stores the work. 

The server decrements its copy count by the number of 
copies involved in the transaction. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

If the number of copies remaining in the server is now 
zero, it erases the digital work from its memory. 

The Loan Transaction 
A loan transaction is a mechanism for loaning copies of a 

digital work. The maximum duration of the loan is deter
mined by an internal parameter of the digital work. Works 
are automatically returned after a predetermined time 
period. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work 
to be loaned, the version of the loan right to be used in 
the transaction, the destination address information for 
placing the work, the number of copies involved, the 
file data for the work, and the period of the loan. 

The server checks the validity of the requested loan 
period, and ends with an error if the period is not valid. 
Loans for a loaned copy cannot extend beyond the 
period of the original loan to the server. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, 
those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. 
Otherwise, the rights of the original are transmitted, as 
modified to reflect the loan period. 

The requester records the digital work contents, data, 
usage rights, and loan period and stores the work. 

The server updates the usage rights information in the 
digital work to reflect the number of copies loaned out. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The server updates the usage rights data for the digital 
work. This may preclude use of the work until it is 
returned from the loan. The user on the requester 
platform can now use the transferred copies of the 
digital work. A user accessing the original repository 
cannot use the digital work, unless there are copies 
remaining. What happens next depends on the order of 
events in time. 
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Case 1. If the time of the loan period is not yet 
exhausted and the requester sends the repository a 
Return message. 

36 
with ink on paper. However, the key aspect of "printing" in 
our use of the term is that it makes a copy of the digital work 
in a place outside of the protection of usage rights. As with 
all rights, this may require particular authorization certifi-The return message includes the requester 

identification, and the transaction ID. 5 cates. 
Once a digital work is printed, the publisher and user are 

bound by whatever copyright laws are in effect. However, 
printing moves the contents outside the control of reposito
ries. For example, absent any other enforcement 

The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the 
number of copies that were returned. (If the num
ber of digital works returned is greater than the 
number actually borrowed, this is treated as an 
error.) This step may now make the work available 
at the server for other users. 

The requester deactivates its copies and removes the 
contents from its memory. 

Case 2. If the time of the loan period is exhausted and 
the requester has not yet sent a Return message. 
The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the 

number digital works that were borrowed. 

10 mechanisms, once a digital work is printed on paper, it can 
be copied on ordinary photocopying machines without inter
vention by a repository to collect usage fees. If the printer to 
a digital disk is permitted, then that digital copy is outside 
of the control of usage rights. Both the creator and the user 

15 know this, although the creator does not necessarily give 
tacit consent to such copying, which may violate copyright 
laws. 

The requester automatically deactivates its copies of 
the digital work. It terminates all current uses and 
erases the digital work copies from memory. One 20 

question is why a requester would ever return a 
work earlier than the period of the loan, since it 
would be returned automatically anyway. One 
reason for early return is that there may be a 
metered fee which determines the cost of the loan. 25 

Returning early may reduce that fee. 
The Play Transaction 

A play transaction is a request to use the contents of a 
work. Typically, to "play" a work is to send the digital work 
through some kind of transducer, such as a speaker or a 30 

display device. The request implies the intention that the 
contents will not be communicated digitally to any other 
system. For example, they will not be sent to a printer, 
recorded on any digital medium, retained after the transac
tion or sent to another repository. 35 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Print 
transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
played, the identity of the printer being used, the file 
data for the work, and the number of copies in the 
request. 

The server checks the validity of the printer identification 
and the compatibility of the printer identification with 
the printer specification in the right. It ends with an 
error if these are not satisfactory. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits blocks of data according to the 
transmission protocol. 

The requester prints the work contents, using the printer. 
When the printer is finished, the printer and the requester 

remove the contents from their memory. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 
The Backup Transaction 

A Backup transaction is a request to make a backup copy 
of a digital work, as a protection against media failure. In the 

This term "play" is natural for examples like playing 
music, playing a movie, or playing a video game. The 
general form of play means that a "player" is used to use the 
digital work. However, the term play covers all media and 
kinds of recordings. Thus one would "play" a digital work, 
meaning, to render it for reading, or play a computer 
program, meaning to execute it. For a digital ticket the 
player would be a digital ticket agent. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
play transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
played, the version of the play right to be used in the 
transaction, the identity of the player being used, and 
the file data for the work. 

40 context of repositories, secure backup copies differ from 
other copies in three ways: (1) they are made under the 
control of a Backup transaction rather than a Copy 
transaction, (2) they do not count as regular copies, and (3) 
they are not usable as regular copies. Generally, backup 

45 copies are encrypted. 

The server checks the validity of the player identification 
and the compatibility of the player identification with 50 

the player specification in the right. It ends with an 
error if these are not satisfactory. 

Although backup copies may be transferred or copied, 
depending on their assigned rights, the only way to make 
them useful for playing, printing or embedding is to restore 
them. 

The output of a Backup operation is both an encrypted 
data file that contains the contents and description of a work, 
and a restoration file with an encryption key for restoring the 
encrypted contents. In many cases, the encrypted data file 
would have rights for "printing" it to a disk outside of the The repositories perform the common opening transaction 

steps. 
55 protection system, relying just on its encryption for security. 

The server and requester read and write the blocks of data 
as requested by the player according to the transmission 
protocol. The requester plays the work contents, using 
the player. 

When the player is finished, the player and the requester 60 
remove the contents from their memory. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Print Transaction 
A Print transaction is a request to obtain the contents of a 65 

work for the purpose of rendering them on a "printer." We 
use the term "printer" to include the common case of writing 

Such files could be stored anywhere that was physically safe 
and convenient. The restoration file would be held in the 
repository. This file is necessary for the restoration of a 
backup copy. It may have rights for transfer between reposi
tories. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
backup transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be backed up, the version of the backup right to be used 
in the transaction, the destination address information 
for placing the backup copy, the file data for the work. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 
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The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, 
those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. 
Otherwise, a set of default rights for backup files of the 
original are transmitted by the server. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights. It then creates a one-time key and encrypts the 
contents file. It saves the key information in a restora
tion file. 

5 

38 
roughly the same idea as protection codes in a conventional 
file system like TENEX, except that it is generalized to the 
full power of the access specifications of the usage rights 
language. 

The Directory transaction has the important role of pass-
ing along descriptions of the rights and fees associated with 
a digital work. When a user wants to exercise a right, the 
user interface of his repository implicitly makes a directory 
request to determine the versions of the right that are 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

In some cases, it is convenient to be able to archive the 
large, encrypted contents file to secure offline storage, such 

10 available. Typically these are presented to the user such as 
with different choices of billing for exercising a right. Thus, 
many directory transactions are invisible to the user and are 
exercised as part of the normal process of exercising all 

as a magneto-optical storage system or magnetic tape. This 
creation of a non-repository archive file is as secure as the 15 

encryption process. Such non-repository archive storage is 
considered a form of "printing" and is controlled by a print 
right with a specified "archive-printer." An archive-printer 
device is programmed to save the encrypted contents file 
(but not the description file) offline in such a way that it can 20 

be retrieved. 
The Restore Transaction 

rights. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Directory transaction. This message indicates the file or 
folder that is the root of the directory request and the 
version of the directory right used for the transaction. 

The server verifies that the information is accessible to the 
requester. 

A Restore transaction is a request to convert an encrypted 
backup copy of a digital work into a usable copy. A restore 
operation is intended to be used to compensate for cata
strophic media failure. Like all usage rights, restoration 
rights can include fees and access tests including authori
zation checks. 

In particular, it does not return the names of any files that 
have a HIDE-NAME status in their directory specifications, 
and it does not return the parts of any folders or files that 
have HIDE-PARTS in their specification. If the information 

25 is not accessible, the server ends the transaction with an 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Restore transaction. This message indicates the work to 30 

be restored, the version of the restore right for the 
transaction, the destination address information for 
placing the work, and the file data for the work. 

error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server sends the requested data to 
according to the transmission protocol. 

The requester records the data. 

the requester 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. The server verifies that the contents file is available (i.e. 

a digital work corresponding to the request has been 
backed-up.) If it is not, it ends the transaction with an 
error. 

35 The Folder Transaction 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

A Folder transaction is a request to create or rename a 
folder, or to move a work between folders. Together with 
Directory rights, Folder rights control the degree to which 
organization of a repository can be accessed or modified 

The server retrieves the key from the restoration file. It 
decrypts the work contents, data, and usage rights. 

40 from another repository. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a set 45 

of default rights for backup files of the original are 
transmitted by the server. 

The requester stores the digital work. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

50 
steps. 

The Delete Transaction 
A Delete transaction deletes a digital work or a number of 

copies of a digital work from a repository. Practically all 
digital works would have delete rights. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
delete transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be deleted, the version of the delete right for the 
transaction. 

55 

The requester sends the server a message to 1mt1ate a 
Folder transaction. This message indicates the folder 
that is the root of the folder request, the version of the 
folder right for the transaction, an operation, and data. 
The operation can be one of create, rename, and move 
file. The data are the specifications required for the 
operation, such as a specification of a folder or digital 
work and a name. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server performs the requested operation--creating a 
folder, renaming a folder, or moving a work between 
folders. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Extract Transaction 
A extract transaction is a request to copy a part of a digital 

work and to create a new work containing it. The extraction 
The repositories perform the common opening transaction 

steps. 
The server deletes the file, erasing it from the file system. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 

60 operation differs from copying in that it can be used to 
separate a part of a digital work from d-blocks or shells that 
place additional restrictions or fees on it. The extraction 
operation differs from the edit operation in that it does not 
change the contents of a work, only its embedding in 

The Directory Transaction 
A Directory transaction is a request for information about 

folders, digital works, and their parts. This amounts to 

65 d-blocks. Extraction creates a new digital work. 
The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 

Extract transaction. This message indicates the part of 
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the work to be extracted, the version of the extract right 
to be used in the transaction, the destination address 
information for placing the part as a new work, the file 
data for the work, and the number of copies involved. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 5 

steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise, 10 

the rights of the original are transmitted. The Copy
Count field for this right is set to the number-of-copies 
requested. 

The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights 
15 

and stores the work. It records the date and time that 
new work was made in the properties of the work. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

40 
size), the process-ID for the process, and the number of 
copies involved. 

The server checks the compatibility of the process-ID to 
be used by the requester against any process-ID speci
fication in the right. If they are incompatible, it ends the 
transaction with an error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The requester uses the process to change the contents of 
the digital work as desired. (For example, it can select 
and duplicate parts of it; combine it with other infor
mation; or compute functions based on the information. 
This can amount to editing text, music, or pictures or 
taking whatever other steps are useful in creating a 
derivative work.) 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The edit transaction is used to cover a wide range of kinds 
of works. The category describes a process that takes as its 

The Embed Transaction 
An embed transaction is a request to make a digital work 
become a part of another digital work or to add a shell 
d-block to enable the adding of fees by a distributor of the 
work. 

20 input any portion of a digital work and then modifies the 
input in some way. For example, for text, a process for 
editing the text would require edit rights. A process for 
"summarizing" or counting words in the text would also be 
considered editing. For a music file, processing could 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 
Embed transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be embedded, the version of the embed right to be used 
in the transaction, the destination address information 
for placing the part as a a work, the file data for the 
work, and the number of copies involved. 

25 involve changing the pitch or tempo, or adding 
reverberations, or any other audio effect. For digital video 
works, anything which alters the image would require edit 
rights. Examples would be colorizing, scaling, extracting 
still photos, selecting and combining frames into story 

30 boards, sharpening with signal processing, and so on. 
Some creators may want to protect the authenticity of 

their works by limiting the kinds of processes that can be 
performed on them. If there are no edit rights, then no 
processing is allowed at all. A processor identifier can be 

The server checks the control specifications for all of the 
rights in the part and the destination. If they are 
incompatible, the server ends the transaction with an 
error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise, 
the rights of the original are transmitted. The Copy
Count field for this right is set to the number-of-copies 
requested. 

35 included to specify what kind of process is allowed. If no 
process identifier is specified, then arbitrary processors can 
be used. For an example of a specific process, a photogra
pher may want to allow use of his photograph but may not 
want it to be colorized. A musician may want to allow 

40 extraction of portions of his work but not changing of the 
tonality. 

The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights 45 
and embeds the work in the destination file. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Edit Transaction 

Authorization Transactions 
There are many ways that authorization transactions can 

be defined. In the following, our preferred way is to simply 
define them in terms of other transactions that we already 
need for repositories. Thus, it is convenient sometimes to 
speak of "authorization transactions," but they are actually 
made up of other transactions that repositories already have. 

A usage right can specify an authorization-ID, which 

50 identifies an authorization object (a digital work in a file of 
a standard format) that the repository must have and which 
it must process. The authorization is given to the generic 
authorization (or ticket) server of the repository which 

An Edit transaction is a request to make a new digital 
work by copying, selecting and modifying portions of an 
existing digital work. This operation can actually change the 
contents of a digital work. The kinds of changes that are 
permitted depend on the process being used. Like the 
extraction operation, edit operates on portions of a digital 55 

work. In contrast with the extract operation, edit does not 
effect the rights or location of the work. It only changes the 
contents. The kinds of changes permitted are determined by 
the type specification of the processor specified in the rights. 
In the currently preferred embodiment, an edit transaction 60 
changes the work itself and does not make a new work. 
However, it would be a reasonable variation to cause a new 
copy of the work to be made. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 
Edit transaction. This message indicates the work to be 65 

edited, the version of the edit right to be used in the 
transaction, the file data for the work (including its 

begins to interpret the authorization. 
As described earlier, the authorization contains a server 

identifier, which may just be the generic authorization server 
or it may be another server. When a remote authorization 
server is required, it must contain a digital address. It may 
also contain a digital certificate. 

If a remote authorization server is required, then the 
authorization process first performs the following steps: 

The generic authorization server attempts to set up the 
communications channel. (If the channel cannot be set 
up, then authorization fails with an error.) 

When the channel is set up, it performs a registration 
process with the remote repository. (If registration fails, 
then the authorization fails with an error.) 
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When registration is complete, the generic authorization 
server invokes a "Play" transaction with the remote 
repository, supplying the authorization document as the 
digital work to be played, and the remote authorization 
server (a program) as the "player." (If the player cannot 5 

be found or has some other error, then the authorization 
fails with an error.) 

The authorization server then "plays" the authorization. 
This involves decrypting it using either the public key 
of the master repository that issued the certificate or the 
session key from the repository that transmitted it. The 
authorization server then performs various tests. These 
tests vary according to the authorization server. They 
include such steps as checking issue and validity dates 

10 

of the authorization and checking any hot-lists of 15 

known invalid authorizations. The authorization server 
may require carrying out any other transactions on the 
repository as well, such as checking directories, getting 
some person to supply a password, or playing some 
other digital work. It may also invoke some special 20 

process for checking information about locations or 
recent events. The "script" for such steps is contained 
within the authorization server. 

If all of the required steps are completed satisfactorily, the 
authorization server completes the transaction 25 

normally, signaling that authorization is granted. 
The Install Transaction 

An Install transaction is a request to install a digital work 
as runnable software on a repository. In a typical case, the 
requester repository is a rendering repository and the soft- 30 

ware would be a new kind or new version of a player. Also 
in a typical case, the software would be copied to file system 
of the requester repository before it is installed. 

The requester sends the server an Install message. This 
35 message indicates the work to be installed, the version 

of the Install right being invoked, and the file data for 
the work (including its size). 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for 
the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the 
master repository for the certificate is not known to the 
requester, the transaction ends with an error. 

40 

42 
repository where it is no longer accessible as a work for 
exercising any usage rights other than the execution of 
the software as part of repository operations in carrying 
out other transactions. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Uninstall Transaction 
An Uninstall transaction is a request to remove software 
from a repository. Since uncontrolled or incorrect removal of 
software from a repository could compromise its behavioral 
integrity, this step is controlled. 

The requester sends the server an Uninstall message. This 
message indicates the work to be uninstalled, the ver
sion of the Uninstall right being invoked, and the file 
data for the work (including its size). 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for 
the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the 
master repository for the certificate is not known to the 
requester, the transaction ends with an error. 

The requester checks whether the software is installed. If 
the software is not installed, the transaction ends with 
an error. 

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the 
public key of the master repository, recording the 
identity of the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting 
the software, the compatibility information, and a 
tamper-checking code. (This step authenticates the cer-
tification of the software, including the script for unin
stalling it.) 

The requester decrypts the software using the key from 
the certificate and computes a check code on it using a 
1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match 
the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the 
installation transaction ends with an error. (This step 
assures that the contents of the software, including the 
various scripts, have not been tampered with.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the uninstalla
tion script and follows them. If there is an error in this 
process (such as insufficient resources), then the trans
action ends with an error. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

Distribution and Use Scenarios 
To appreciate the robustness and flexibility of the present 

invention, various distribution and use scenarios for digital 
works are illustrated below. These scenarios are meant to be 
exemplary rather than exhaustive. 

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the 45 
public key of the master repository, recording the 
identity of the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting 
the software, the compatibility information, and a 
tamper-checking code. (This step certifies the 
software.) 

The requester decrypts the software using the key from 
the certificate and computes a check code on it using a 
1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match 
the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the 
installation transaction ends with an error. (This step 55 

assures that the contents of the software, including the 
various scripts, have not been tampered with.) 

50 Consumers as Unpaid Distributors 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the 
compatibility-checking script and follows them. If the 
software is not compatible with the repository, the 60 

installation transaction ends with an error. (This step 
checks platform compatibility.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the installation 
script and follows them. If there is an error in this 
process (such as insufficient resources), then the trans- 65 

action ends with an error. Note that the installation 
process puts the runnable software in a place in the 

In this scenario, a creator distributes copies of his works 
to various consumers. Each consumer is a potential distribu
tor of the work. If the consumer copies the digital work 
(usually for a third party), a fee is collected and automati
cally paid to the creator. 

This scenario is a new twist for digital works. It depends 
on the idea that "manufacturing" is just copying and is 
essentially free. It also assumes that the consumers as 
distributors do not require a fee for their time and effort in 
distributing the work. 
This scenario is performed as follows: 

A creator creates a digital work. He grants a Copy right 
with fees paid back to himself. If he does not grant an Embed 
right, then consumers cannot use the mechanism to act as 
distributors to cause fees to be paid to themselves on future 
copies. Of course, they could negotiate side deals or trades 
to transfer money on their own, outside of the system. 
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Paid Distributors Super Distributors 
In another scenario, every time a copy of a digital work 

is sold a fee is paid to the creator and also to the immediate 
distributor. 

This scenario does not give special status to any particular 
distributor. Anyone who sells a document has the right to 
add a fee to the sale price. The fee for sale could be 
established by the consumer. It could also be a fixed nominal 
amount that is contributed to the account of some charity. 
This scenario is performed as follows: 

This is a variation on the previous scenarios. A distributor 
can sell to anyone and anyone can sell additional copies, 
resulting in fees being paid back to the creator. However, 

5 only licensed distributors can add fees to be paid to them
selves. 

This scenario gives distributors the right to add fees to 
cover their own advertising and promotional costs, without 
making them be the sole suppliers. Their customers can also 

A creator creates a digital work. He grants a Copy right 
with fees to be paid back to himself. He grants an Embed 
right, so that anyone can add shells to have fees paid to 
themselves. 

10 make copies, thus broadening the channel without dimin
ishing their revenues. This is because distributors collect 
fees from copies of any copies that they originally sold. Only 
distributors can add fees. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 
A distributor embeds the work in a shell, with fees 

specified to be paid back to himself. If the distributor is 
content to receive fees only for copies that he sells himself, 
he grants an Extract right on the shell. 

When a consumer buys a copy from the distributor, fees 
are paid both to the distributor and to the creator. If he 
chooses, the consumer can extract the work from the dis
tributor's shell. He cannot extract it from the creator's shell. 
He can add his own shell with fees to be paid to himself. 
Licensed Distribution 

15 There are two key differences. (1) The creator only grants 
Embed rights for people who have a Distribution license. 
This is done by putting a requirement for a distributor's 
license on the Embed right. Consequently, non-distributors 
cannot add their own fees. (2) The Distributor does not grant 

20 Extract rights, so that consumers cannot avoid paying fees to 
the Distributor if they make subsequent copies. 
Consequently, all subsequent copies result in fees paid to the 
Distributor and the Creator. 

In this scenario, a creator wants to protect the reputation 25 

and value of his work by making certain requirements 
on its distributors. He issues licenses to distributors that 
satisfy the requirements, and in turn, promises to 
reward their efforts by assuring that the work will not 

1-Level Distribution Fees 
In this scenario, a distributor gets a fee for any copy he 

sells directly. However, if one of his customers sells further 
copies, he gets no further fee for those copies. 

This scenario pays a distributor only for use of copies that 
he actually sold. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. be distributed over competing channels. The distribu- 30 

tors incur expenses for selecting the digital work, 
explaining it to buyers, promoting its sale, and possibly 
for the license itself The distributor obtains the right to 
enclose the digital work in a shell, whose function is to 
permit the attachment of usage fees to be paid to the 
distributor in addition to the fees to be paid to the 
creator. 

The key feature is that the distributor creates a shell which 
specifies fees to be paid to him. He puts Extract rights on the 
shell. When a consumer buys the work, he can extract away 
the distributor's shell. Copies made after that will not require 

35 fees to be paid to the distributor. 
Distribution Trees 

In another scenario, distributors sell to other distributors 
and fees are collected at each level. Every copy sold by any 
distributor--even several d-blocks down in the chain-

40 results in a fee being paid back to all of the previous 
distributors. 

This differs from the previous scenario in that it precludes 
the typical copy owner from functioning as a distributor, 
since the consumer lacks a license to copy the document. 
Thus, a consumer cannot make copies, even for free. All 
copies must come initially from authorized distributors. This 
version makes it possible to hold distributors accountable in 
some way for the sales and support of the work, by con
trolling the distribution of certificates that enable distributors 45 

to legitimately charge fees and copy owners to make copies. 
Since licenses are themselves digital works, the same 
mechanisms give the creators control over distributors by 
charging for licenses and putting time limits on their valid
ity. 

This scenario is like a chain letter or value chain. Every 
contributor or distributor along the way obtains fees, and is 
thereby encouraged to promote the sale of copies of the 
digital work. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 

The key feature is that the distributor creates a shell which 
specifies fees to be paid to him. He does not grant Extract 

50 
rights on the shell. Consequently, all future copies that are 
made will result in fees paid to him. 

A creator purchases a digital distribution license that he 
will hand out to his distributors. He puts access requirements 
(such as a personal license) on the Copy and Transfer rights 
on the distribution license so that only he can copy or 55 

transfer it. 
The creator also creates a digital work. He grants an 

Embed right and a Copy right, both of which require the 
distribution license to be exercised. He grants a Play right so 
that the work can be played by anyone. He may optionally 60 

add a Transfer or Loan right, so that end consumers can do 
some non-commercial exchange of the work among friends. 

A distributor obtains the distribution license and a number 

Weighted Distribution Trees 
In this scenario, distributors make money according to a 

distribution tree. The fee that they make depends on various 
parameters, such as time since their sale or the number of 
subsequent distributors. 

This is a generalized version of the Distribution Tree 
scenario, in that it tries to vary the fee to account for the 
significance of the role of the distributor. 

This scenario is similar to the previous one. The differ-
ence is that the fee specification on the distributor's shell has 
provisions for changes in prices. For example, there could be 
a fee schedule so that copies made after the passage of time 
will require lower fees to be paid to the distributor. of copies of the work. He makes copies for his customers, 

using his distribution license. 
A customer buys and uses the work. He cannot make new 

copies because he lacks a distribution license. 

65 Alternatively, the distributor could employ a "best-price" 
billing option, using any algorithm he chooses to determine 
the fee up to the maximum specified in the shell. 
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Fees for Reuse 
In this scenario, a first creator creates a work. It is 

distributed by a first distributor and purchased by a second 
creator. The second creator extracts a portion of the work 
and embeds in it a new work distributed by a second 
distributor. A consumer buys the new work from the second 
distributor. The first creator receives fees from every trans
action; the first distributor receives fees only for his sale; the 
second creator and second distributor receive fees for the 
final sale. 

This scenario shows how that flexible automatic arrange
ments can be set up to create automatic charging systems 
that mirror current practice. This scenario is analogous to 
when an author pays a fee to reuse a figure in some paper. 
In the most common case, a fee is paid to the creator or 
publisher, but not to the bookstore that sold the book. 

The mechanisms for derived works are the same as those 
for distribution. 
Limited Reuse 

In this scenario, several first creators create works. A 
second creator makes a selection of these, publishing a 
collection made up of the parts together with some new 
interstitial material. (For example, the digital work could be 
a selection of music or a selection of readings.) The second 
creator wants to continue to allow some of the selected 
works to be extractable, but not the interstitial material. 

This scenario deals with fine grained control of the rights 
and fees for reuse. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 

46 
Upgrading a Digital Work with a Vendor 

A consumer buys a digital work together with an agree
ment that he can upgrade to a new version at a later date for 
a modest fee, much less than the usual purchase price. When 

5 the new version becomes available, he goes to a qualified 
vendor to make the transaction. 

This scenario deals with a common situation in computer 
software. It shows how a purchase may include future 
"rights." Two important features of the scenario are that the 

10 
transaction must take place at a qualified vendor, and that the 
transaction can be done only once per copy of the digital 
work purchased. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The creator creates a digital work, an upgrade ticket, and 

a distribution license. The upgrade ticket uses the a generic 
15 ticket agent that comes with repositories. As usual, the 

distribution license does not have Copy or Transfer rights. 
He distributes a bundled copies of the work and the ticket to 
his distributors as well as distribution licenses. 

The distributor sells the old bundled work and ticket to 
20 customers. 

The customer extracts the work and the ticket. He uses the 
work according to the agreements until the new version 
becomes available. 

When the new work is ready, the creator gives it to 
25 distributors. The new work has a free right to copy from a 

distributor if a ticket is available. 

The first creators create their original works. If they grant 
extraction and embedding rights, then the second creator can 30 

include them in a larger collected work. The second creator 
creates the interstitial material. He does grant an Extract 
right on the interstitial material. He grants Extract rights on 

The consumer goes to distributors and arranges to copy 
the work. The transaction offers the ticket. The distributor's 
repository punches the ticket and copies the new version to 
the consumers repository. 

The consumer can now use the new version of the work. 
Distributed Upgrading of Digital Works 

A consumer buys a digital work together with an agree
ment that he can upgrade to a new version at a later date for 
a modest fee, much less than the usual purchase price. When 
the new version becomes available, he goes to anyone who 

a subset of the reused material. A consumer of the collection 
can only extract portions that have that right. Fees are 35 

automatically collected for all parts of the collection. 
Commercial Libraries 

Commercial libraries buy works with the right to loan. 
They limit the loan period and charge their own fees for use. 
This scenario deals with fees for loaning rather than fees for 40 

making copies. The fees are collected by the same automatic 
mechanisms. 

has the upgraded version and makes the transaction. 
This scenario is like the previous one in that the transac

tion can only be done once per copy of the digital work 
purchased, but the transaction can be accomplished without 
the need to connect to a licensed vendor. 

This scenario is similar to the previous one except that the 
Copy right on the new work does not require a distribution 
license. The consumer can upgrade from any repository 

The mechanisms are the same as previous scenarios 
except that the fees are associated with the Loan usage right 
rather than the Copy usage right. 
Demo Versions 

A creator believes that if people try his work that they will 
want to buy it or use it. Consumers of his work can copy the 
work for free, and play (or execute) a limited version of the 
work for free, and can play or use the full featured version 
for a fee. 

45 having the new version. He cannot upgrade more than once 
because the ticket cannot work after it has been punched. If 
desired, the repository can record the upgrade transaction by 
posting a zero cost bill to alert the creator that the upgrade 
has taken place. 

50 Limited Printing 

This scenario deals with fees for loaning rather than fees 
for making copies. The fees are collected by the same 
automatic mechanisms. 

A consumer buys a digital work and wants to make a few 
ephemeral copies. For example, he may want to print out a 
paper copy of part of a digital newspaper, or he may want to 
make a (first generation) analog cassette tape for playing in 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The creator creates a digital work and grants various rights 
and fees. The creator grants Copy and Embed rights without 

55 his car. He buys the digital work together with a ticket 
required for printing rights. 

This scenario is like the common practice of people 
making cassette tapes to play in their car. If a publisher 
permits the making of cassette tapes, there is nothing to 

a fee, in order to ensure widespread distribution of the work. 
Another of the rights is a limited play right with little or no 
fee attached. For example, this right may be for playing only 60 prevent a consumer from further copying the tapes. 
a portion of the work. The play right can have various 
restrictions on its use. It could have a ticket that limits the 
number of times it is used. It could have internal restrictions 
that limit its functionality. It could have time restrictions that 
invalidate the right after a period of time or a period of use. 65 

Different fees could be associated with other versions of the 
Play right. 

However, since the tapes are "analog copies," there is a 
noticeable quality loss with subsequent generations. The 
new contribution of the present invention is the use of tickets 
in the access controls for the making of the analog copies. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The creator sells a work together with limited printing 

rights. The printing rights specify the kind of printer (e.g., a 
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kind of cassette recorder or a kind of desktop paper printer) 
and also the kind of ticket required. The creator either 
bundles a limited number of tickets or sells them separately. 

48 
Rational Database Usage Charges 

Online information retrieval services typically charge for 
access in a way that most clients find unpredictable and 
uncorrelated to value or information use. The fee depends on If the tickets use the generic ticket agent, the consumer with 

the tickets can exercise the right at his convenience. 
Demand Publishing 

5 which databases are open, dial-up connect time, how long 
the searches require, and which articles are printed out. 
There are no provisions for extracting articles or 
photographs, no method for paying to reuse information in 

Professors in a business school want to put together 
course books of readings selected from scenario studies 
from various sources. The bookstore wants to be able to print 
the books from digital masters, without negotiating for and 10 

waiting for approval of printing of each of the scenarios. The 
copyright holders of the scenarios want to be sure that they 
are paid for every copy of their work that is printed. 

new works, no distinction between having the terminal sit 
idly versus actively searching for data, no distinction 
between reading articles on the screen and doing nothing, 
and higher rates per search when the centralized facility is 
busy and slow servicing other clients. Articles can not be 
ofiloaded to the client's machine for off-site search and On many college campuses, the hassle of obtaining copy 

clearances in a timely way has greatly reduced the viability 
of preparing course books. Print shops have become much 
more cautious about copying works in the absence of 
documented permission. 

15 printing. To offer such billing or the expanded services, the 
service company would need a secure way to account for 
and bill for how information is used. 

Demand Publishing is performed as follows: the creator 
sells a work together with printing rights for a fee. There can 20 

be rights to copy (distribute) the work between bookstore 
repositories, with or without fee. The printing rights specify 
the kind of printer. Whenever a bookstore prints one of the 
works (either standalone or embedded in a collection), the 
fee is credited to the creator automatically. To discourage 25 

unauthorized copying of the print outs, it would be possible 
for the printer to print tracer messages discretely on the 
pages identifying the printing transaction, the copy number, 
and any other identifying information. The tracer informa
tion could be secretly embedded in the text itself (encoded 30 

in the grey scale) or hidden in some other way. 
Metered Use and Multiple Price Packages 

A consumer does not know what music to purchase until 
he decides whether he likes it. He would like to be able to 

35 
take it home and listen to it, and then decide whether to 
purchase. Furthermore, he would like the flexibility of 
paying less if he listens to it very infrequently. 

This scenario just uses the capability of the approach to 
have multiple versions of a right on a digital work. Each 40 
version of the right has its own billing scheme. In this 
scenario, the creator of the work can offer the Copy right 
without fee, and defer billing to the exercise of the Play 
right. One version of the play right would allow a limited 
performance without fee-a right to "demo". Another ver- 45 
sian of the right could have a metered rate, of say $0.25 per 
hour of play. Another version could have a fee of $15.00 for 
the first play, but no fee for further playing. When the 
consumer exercises a play right, he specifies which version 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The information service bundles its database as files in a 

repository. The information services company assigns dif
ferent fees for different rights on the information files. For 
example, there could be a fee for copying a search database 
or a source file and a different fee for printing. These fees 
would be in addition to fees assigned by the original creator 
for the services. The fees for using information would be 
different for using them on the information service compa-
ny's computers or the client's computers. This billing dis
tinction would be controlled by having different versions of 
the rights, where the version for use on the service compa
ny's computer requires a digital certificate held locally. Fees 
for copying or printing files would be handled in the usual 
way, by assigning fees to exercising those rights. The 
distinction between searching and viewing information 
would be made by having different "players" for the differ
ent functions. This distinction would be maintained on the 
client's computers as well as the service computers. Articles 
could be extracted for reuse under the control of Extract and 
Embed rights. Thus, if a client extracts part of an article or 
photograph, and then sells copies of a new digital work 
incorporating it, fees could automatically be collected both 
by the information service and earlier creators and distribu-
tors of the digital work. In this way, the information retrieval 
service could both offer a wider selection of services and 
billing that more accurately reflects the client's use of the 
information. 
Print Spooling with Rights 

In the simplest scenario, when a user wants to print a 
digital document he issues a print command to the user 
interface. If the document has the appropriate rights and the 

of the right is being selected and is billed accordingly. 
Fees for Font Usage 

50 conditions are satisfied, the user agrees to the fee and the 
document is printed. In other cases, the printer may be on a 
remote repository and it is convenient to spool the printing 
to a later time. This leads to several issues. The user 

A designer of type fonts invests several months in the 
design of special fonts. The most common way of obtaining 
revenue for this work is to sell copies of the fonts to 
publishers for unlimited use over unlimited periods of time. 55 

A font designer would like to charge a rate that reflects the 
amount that the font is used. 

This scenario is performed as follows: the font designer 
creates a font as a digital work. He creates versions of the 
Play right that bill either for metered use or "per-use". Each 
version of the play right would require that the player (a 
print layout program) be of an approved category. The font 
designer assigns appropriate fees to exercise the Copy right. 
When a publisher client wants to use a font, he includes it 
as input to a layout program, and is billed automatically for 
its use. In this way, a publisher who makes little use of a font 
pays less than one who uses it a lot. 

requesting the printing wants to be sure that he is not billed 
for the printing until the document is actually printed. 
Restated, if he is billed at the time the print job is spooled 
but the job is canceled before printing is done, he does not 
want to pay. Another issue is that when spooling is 
permitted, there are now two times at which rights, condi-

60 tions and fees could be checked: the time at which a print job 
is spooled and the time at which a print is made. As with all 
usage rights, it is possible to have rights that expire and to 
have rights whose fee depends on various conditions. What 
is needed is a means to check rights and conditions at the 

65 time that printing is actually done. 
This scenario is performed as follows: A printing reposi

tory is a repository with the usual repository characteristics 
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plus the hardware and software to enable printing. Suppose 
that a user logs into a home repository and wants to spool 
print jobs for a digital work at a remote printing repository. 
The user interface for this could treat this as a request to 
"spool" prints. Underneath this "spooling" request, 
however, are standard rights and requests. To support such 
requests, the creator of the work provides a Copy right, 
which can be used to copy the work to a printing repository. 
In the default case, this Copy right would have no fees 
associated for making the copy. However, the Next-Set-Of
Rights for the copy would only include the Print rights, with 
the usual fees for each variation of printing. This version of 
the Copy right could be called the "print spooling" version 
of the Copy right. The user's "spool request" is implemented 

50 
Description Tree: 

A structure which describes the location of content and 
the usage rights and usage fees for a digital work. A 
description tree is comprised of description blocks. Each 

5 description block corresponds to a digital work or to an 
interest (typically a revenue bearing interest) in a digital 
work. 
Digital Work (Work): 

Any encapsulated digital information. Such digital infor-
10 mation may represent music, a magazine or book, or a 

multimedia composition. Usage rights and fees are attached 
to the digital work. 
Distributor: 

A term which refers to a party who legitimately obtains a 
copy of a digital work and offers it for sale. 
Identification (Digital) Certificate: 

A signed digital message that attests to the identity of the 
possessor. Typically, digital certificates are encrypted in the 
private key of a well-known master repository. 

as a Copy transaction to put a copy of the work on the 15 

printing repository, followed by Print transactions to create 
the prints of the work. In this way, the user is only billed for 
printing that is actually done. Furthermore, the rights, con
ditions and fees for printing the work are determined when 
the work is about to be printed. 20 Master Repository: 

Thus, a system for enforcing the usage rights of digital 
works is disclosed. While the embodiments disclosed herein 
are preferred, it will be appreciate from this teaching that 
various alternative, modifications, variations or improve
ments therein may be made by those skilled in the art, which 
are intended to be encompassed by the following claims. 

Appendix A 

Glossary 
Authorization Repository: 

A special type of repository which provides authorization 
service. An authorization may be specified by a usage right. 
The authorization must be obtained before the right may be 
exercised. 
Billing Clearinghouse: 

A financial institution or the like whose purpose is to 
reconcile billing information received from credit servers. 
The billing clearinghouse may generate bills to users or 
alternatively, credit and debit accounts involved in the 
commercial transactions. 
Billing Transactions: 

The protocal used by which a repository reports billing 
information to a credit server. 
Clearinghouse Transactions: 

The protocal used between a credit server and a clearing
house. 
Composite Digital Work: 

A digital work comprised of distinguishable parts. Each of 
the distinguishable parts is itself a digital work which have 
usage rights attached. 
Content: 

The digital information (i.e. raw bits) representing a 
digital work. 
Copy Owner: 

A term which refers to the party who owns a digital work 
stored in a repository. In the typical case, this party has 
purchased various rights to the document for printing, 
viewing, transferring, or specific uses. 
Creator: 

A term which refers to a party who produces a digital 
work. 
Credit Server: 

A device which collects and reports billing information 
for a repository. In many implementations, this could be 
built as part of a repository. It requires a means for periodi
cally communicating with a billing clearinghouse. 

A special type of repository which issues identification 
certificates and distributes lists of repositories whose integ
rity have been compromised and which should be denied 
access to digital works (referred to as repository "hotlists".) 

25 Public Key Encryption: 
A encryption technique used for secure transmission of 

messages on a communication channel. Key pairs are used 
for the encryption and decryption of messages. Typically 
one key is referred to as the public key and the other is the 

30 private key. The keys are inverses of each other from the 
perspective of encryption. Restated, a digital work that is 
encryption by one key in the pair can be decrypted only by 
the other. 

35 
Registration Transactions: 

The protocol used between repositories to established a 
trusted session. 
Rendering Repository: 

A special type of repository which is typically coupled to 
a rendering system. The rendering repository will be typi-

40 cally be embodied within the secure boundaries of a ren
dering system. 
Rendering System: 

The combination of a rendering repository and a render-
45 ing device. Examples of rendering systems include printing 

systems, displaying systems, general purpose computer 
systems, video systems or audio systems. 
Repository: 

Conceptually a set of functional specifications defining 

50 
core functionality in the support of usage rights. A repository 
is a trusted system in that it maintains physical, communi
cations and behavioral integrity. 
Requester Mode: 

A mode of repository where it is requesting access to a 

55 digital work. 
Revenue Owners: 

A term which refers to the parties that maintain an interest 
in collecting fees for document use or who stand to lose 
revenue if illegitimate copies of the digital work are made. 

60 Server Mode: 
A mode of a repository where it is processing an incoming 

request to access a digital work. 
Shell Description Block: 

A special type of description block designating an interest 
65 in a digital work, but which does not add content. This will 

typically be added by a distributor of a digital work to add 
their fees. 
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Transactions: 
A term used to refer to the protocols by which repositories 

communicate. 
Usage Fees: 

52 
15. A rendering system as recited in claim 1 wherein said 

rendering device comprises a computer system and said 
repository comprises software executed on the computer 
system. 

A fee charged to a requester for access to a digital work. 5 

Usage fees are specified within the usage rights language. 
Usage Rights: 

16. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, further 
comprising an execution device coupled to said repository, 
said repository being further operative to permit said execu
tion device to execute a computer program only in a manner 
specified by the usage rights. 

A language for defining the manner in which a digital 
work may be used or distributed, as well as any conditions 
on which use or distribution is premised. 
Usage Transactions: 

A set of protocols by which repositories communicate in 
the exercise of a usage rights. Each usage right has it's own 
transaction steps. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A rendering system adapted for use in a distributed 

system for managing use of content, said rendering system 
being operative to rendering content in accordance with 
usage rights associated with the content, said rendering 
system comprising: 

a rendering device configured to render the content; and 

a distributed repository coupled to said rendering device 
and including a requester mode of operation and server 
mode of operation, 

wherein the server mode of operation is operative to 
enforce usage rights associated with the content and 
permit the rendering device to render the content in 
accordance with a manner of use specified by the usage 
rights, 

the requester mode of operation is operative to request 
access to content from another distributed repository, 
and 

said distributed repository is operative to receive a request 
to render the content and permit the content to be 
rendered only if a manner of use specified in the request 
corresponds to a manner of use specified in the usage 
rights. 

2. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, wherein said 
rendering device is configured to render content into a 
desired form. 

3. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, wherein said 
repository comprises means for storing the content. 

10 

15 

17. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, wherein the 
content is a computer program and the manner of use is a 
manner of executing the computer program. 

18. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, wherein the 
manner of use is a manner of printing. 

19. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, wherein the 
manner of use is a manner of displaying. 

20. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, wherein the 
manner of use is a manner of playing. 

21. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, wherein the 
20 rendering device and the repository are integrated into a 

secure system having a secure boundary. 
22. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, wherein the 

rendering device and the repository are separate devices. 
23. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, wherein the 

25 usage rights include at least one condition that must be 
satisfied to exercise the manner of use, and wherein the 
system further comprises means for communicating with an 
authorization repository for authorizing a condition. 

24. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, further 
30 comprising means for communicating with a master reposi

tory for obtaining an identification certificate for the reposi
tory. 

25. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, further 
comprising a boundary containing said repository and said 

35 rendering device in a secure environment. 
26. A rendering system as recited in claim 23, wherein the 

condition is possession of a digital ticket. 
27. A rendering as recited in claim 1, wherein the content 

has plural components having usage lights associated there-
40 with and wherein said repository enforces the usage rights 

for each component. 

4. A rendering system as recited in claim 3 wherein said 
means for storing is means for storing ephemeral copies of 45 

the content. 

28. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, wherein said 
system is implemented using one or more hardware and/or 
software devices. 

29. A rendering method adapted for use in a distributed 
system for managing use of content, and operative to render 
content in accordance with usage rights associated with the 
content, said method comprising: 

5. A rendering system as recited in claim 3 wherein said 
means for storing comprises means for storing content after 
rendering. 

6. A rendering system as recited in claim 5 wherein the 50 

content comprises fonts. 
7. A rendering system as recited in claim 5 wherein the 

content comprises music. 
8. A rendering system as recited in claim 5 wherein the 

content comprises video. 
9. A rendering system as recited in claim 3, wherein said 

repository comprises removable media. 
10. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, further 

comprising means for storing the content. 

55 

11. A rendering system as recited in claim 10, wherein 60 

said means for storing comprises removable media. 
12. A rendering system as recited in claim 1 wherein said 

rendering device comprises a printer. 
13. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, wherein said 

rendering device comprises a video system. 
14. A rendering system as recited in claim 1, wherein said 

rendering device comprises an audio system. 

65 

configuring a rendering device to render the content; 

configuring a distributed repository coupled to said ren
dering device to include a requester mode of operation 
and server mode of operation; 

enforcing usage rights associated with the content and 
permitting the rendering device to render the content in 
accordance with a manner of use specified by the usage 
rights, when in the server mode of operation; 

requesting access to content from another distributed 
repository, when in the requester mode of operation; 
and 

receiving by said distributed repository a request to render 
the content and permitting the content to be rendered 
only if a manner of use specified in the request corre
sponds to a manner of use specified in the usage rights. 

30. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein 
said rendering device is configured to render content into a 
desired form. 
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31. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein 
said repository comprises means for storing the content. 

32. A rendering method as recited in claim 31, further 
comprising storing ephemeral copies of the content. 

54 
57. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein 

said method is implemented using a computer readable 
medium including one or more computer readable instruc
tions embedded therein and configured to cause one or more 

33. A rendering method as recited in claim 31, wherein 
said means for storing comprises means for storing content 
after rendering. 

5 computer processors to perform said method. 

34. A rendering method as recited in claim 33, wherein the 
content comprises fonts. 

58. A computer readable medium including one or more 
computer readable instructions embedded therein for use in 
a distributed system for managing use of content, and 
operative to render content in accordance with usage rights 

35. A rendering method as recited in claim 33, wherein the 
content comprises music. 

36. A rendering method as recited in claim 33, wherein the 
content comprises video. 

10 associated with the content, said computer readable instruc
tions configured to cause one or more computer processors 
to perform the steps of: 

37. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, further 
comprising storing the content. 

38. A rendering method as recited in claim 37, wherein 15 

said means for storing comprises removable media. 
39. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein 

said rendering device comprises a printer. 
40. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein 

said rendering device comprises a video system. 
41. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein 

said rendering device comprises an audio system. 

20 

42. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein 
said rendering device comprises a computer system and said 
repository comprises software executed on the computer 25 
system. 

43. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, further 
comprising: 

coupling an execution device to said repository; and 
permitting by said repository said execution device to 30 

execute a computer program only in a manner specified 
by the usage rights. 

44. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein the 
content is a computer program and the manner of use is a 
manner of executing the computer program. 

45. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein the 35 

manner of use is a manner of printing. 

configuring a rendering device to render the content; 

configuring a distributed repository coupled to said ren
dering device to include a requester mode of operation 
and server mode of operation; 

enforcing usage rights associated with the content and 
permitting the rendering device to render the content in 
accordance with a manner of use specified by the usage 
rights, when in the server mode of operation; 

requesting access to content from another distributed 
repository, when in the requester mode of operation; 
and 

receiving by said distributed repository a request to render 
the content and permitting the content to be rendered 
only if a manner of use specified in the request corre
sponds to a manner of use specified in the usage rights. 

59. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein said rendering device is configured to render con
tent into a desired form. 

60. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein said repository comprises means for storing the 
content. 

61. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 60, 
wherein said computer readable instructions are configured 
to cause the one or more computer processors to perform the 
step of storing ephemeral copies of the content. 

46. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein the 
manner of use is a manner of displaying. 

47. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein the 
manner of use is a manner of playing. 

48. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein the 
rendering device and the repository are integrated into a 
secure system having a secure boundary. 

62. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 60, 
40 wherein said means for storing comprises means for storing 

content after rendering. 

49. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein the 
rendering device and the repository are separate devices. 45 

50. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein the 
usage rights include at least one condition that must be 
satisfied to exercise the manner of use, and the method 
further comprises communicating with an authorization 
repository for authorizing a condition. 

51. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, further 
comprising communicating with a master repository for 
obtaining an identification certificate for the repository. 

50 

52. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, further 
comprising configuring a boundary containing said reposi- 55 

tory and said rendering device in a secure environment. 
53. A rendering method as recited in claim 50, wherein the 

condition is possession of a digital ticket. 
54. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein the 

content has plural components having usage rights associ- 60 

ated therewith and the method further comprises enforcing 
by said repository the usage rights for each component. 

55. A rendering method as recited in claim 31, wherein 
said repository comprises removable media. 

56. A rendering method as recited in claim 29, wherein 65 

said method is implemented using one or more hardware 
and/or software devices. 

63. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 62, 
wherein the content comprises fonts. 

64. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 62, 
wherein the content comprises music. 

65. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 62, 
wherein the content comprises video. 

66. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 60, 
wherein said repository comprises removable media. 

67. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein said computer readable instructions are configured 
to cause the one or more computer processors to perform the 
step of storing the content. 

68. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein said rendering device comprises a printer. 

69. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein said rendering device comprises a video system. 

70. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein said rendering device comprises an audio system. 

71. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein said rendering device comprises a computer system 
and said repository comprises software executed on the 
computer system. 

72. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein said computer readable instructions are configured 
to cause the one or more computer processors to perform the 
steps of: 
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coupling an execution device coupled to said repository; 
and 

permitting by said repository said execution device to 
execute a computer program only in a manner specified 
by the usage rights. 

73. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein the content is a computer program and the manner 
of use is a manner of executing the computer program. 

74. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein the manner of use is a manner of printing. 

75. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein the manner of use is a manner of displaying. 

76. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein the manner of use is a manner of playing. 

77. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein the rendering device and the repository are inte
grated into a secure system having a secure boundary. 

78. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein the rendering device and the repository are separate 
devices. 

79. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein the usage rights include at least one condition that 
must be satisfied to exercise the manner of use, and said 
computer readable instructions are configured to cause the 
one or more computer processors to perform the step of 

5 

56 
communicating with an authorization repository for autho
rizing a condition. 

80. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 79, 
wherein the condition is possession of a digital ticket. 

81. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 
wherein said computer readable instructions are configured 
to cause the one or more computer processors to perform the 
step of communicating with a master repository for obtain-

10 ing an identification certificate for the repository. 
82. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 

wherein said computer readable instructions are configured 
to cause the one or more computer processors to perform the 
step of configuring a boundary containing said repository 

15 and said rendering device in a secure environment. 
83. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 58, 

wherein the content has plural components having usage 
rights associated therewith and said computer readable 
instructions are configured to cause the one or more com-

20 puter processors to perform the step of enforcing by said 
repository the usage rights for each component. 

84. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 67, 
wherein said means for storing comprises removable media. 

* * * * * 
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Until: Expiration-Date) 
1513 --Fixed-Interval:= From: Start-Time 
1514 -- Sliding-Interval: = Interval : Use-Duration 
1515 --Meter-Time: = Time-Remaining: Remaining-Use 

1516 --Access-Spec:= ({SC: Security-Class} {Authorization: Authorization-101 
{Other-Authorization: Authorization-ID1 {Ticket: Ticket-ID}) 

1517 -- Fee-spec: = {Scheduled-Discount} Regular-Fee-Spec I Scheduled-Fee-Spec I 
Markup-Spec 

1518 --Scheduled-Discount:= Scheduled-Discount: (Scheduled-Discount: 
(Time-5pec Percentage)*) 

1519 --Regular-Fee-Spec: =({Fee: I Incentive:} [Per-Use-Spec I Metered-Rate
Spec I Best-Price-Spec 1 Call-For-Price-Spec] 
{Min: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec} {Max: 
Money-Unit Per: Time-5pec} To: Account-ID) 

1520 -- Per-Use-Spec: = Per-Use: Money-Unit 
1521 -- Metered-Rate-spec: = Metered: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec 
1522 -- Best-Price-Spec: = Best-Price: Money-unit Max: Money-Unit 
1523 -- Call-For-Price-Spec:= Call-For-Price 

1524 --Scheduled-Fee-Spec: = (Schedule: (Time-Spec Regular-Fee-Spec)*) 
1525 --Markup-Spec: = Mar1<up: percentage To: Account-10 
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FIG. 19 
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SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING THE 
DISTRIBUTION AND USE OF DIGITAL 

WORKS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

2 
protection schemes which limit the number of copies that can 
be made or which corrupt the output when copying is detected 
have been employed. Another scheme causes software to 
become disabled after a predetermined period of time has 

5 lapsed. A technique used for workstation based software is to 
require that a special hardware device must be present on the 
workstation in order for the software to run, e.g., see U.S. Pat. 
No. 4,932,054 entitled "Method and Apparatus for Protecting 
Computer Software Utilizing Coded Filter Network in Con-

This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica
tion Ser. No. 11/198,216 of STEFIK, eta!., filed on Aug. 8, 
2005, entitled "SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING THE DIS
TRIBUTION AND USE OF DIGITAL WORKS," now pend
ing, which is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 10/176,608 of STEFIK, eta!., filed on Jun. 24, 2002, 
entitled "SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING THE DISTRI
BUTION AND USE OF DIGITAL WORKS," now U.S. Pat. 
No. 6,934,693, which is a continuation of U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 09/777,845, filed on Feb. 7, 2001, now pend
ing, which is a divisional ofU.S. patent application Ser. No. 
08/967,084, filed on Nov. 10, 1997, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,236, 
971, which is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. 20 

No. 08/344,760, filed on Nov. 23, 1994, now abandoned, the 
disclosures of all of which are hereby incorporated by refer
ence herein. 

10 junction with an Active Coded Hardware Device." Such 
devices are provided with the software and are commonly 
referred to as dongles. 

Yet another scheme is to distribute software, but which 
requires a "key" to enable its use. This is employed in distri-

15 bution schemes where "demos" of the software are provided 
on a medium along with the entire product. The demos can be 
freely used, but in order to use the actual product, the key must 
be purchased. These schemes do not hinder copying of the 
software once the key is initially purchased. 

A system for ensuring that licenses are in place for using 
licensed products is described in PCT Publication WO 
93/01550 to Griswold entitled "License Management System 
and Method." The licensed product may be any electronically 
published work but is most effective for use with works that 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the field of distribution and 
usage rights enforcement for digitally encoded works. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A fundamental issue facing the publishing and information 
industries as they consider electronic publishing is how to 
prevent the unauthorized and unaccounted distribution or 
usage of electronically published materials. Electronically 
published materials are typically distributed in a digital form 
and recreated on a computer based system having the capa
bility to recreate the materials. Audio and video recordings, 
software, books and multimedia works are all being electroni
cally published. Companies in these industries receive royal
ties for each accounted for delivery of the materials, e.g. the 
sale of an audio CD at a retail outlet. Any unaccounted dis
tribution of a work results in an unpaid royalty (e.g. copying 
the audio recording CD to another digital medium.) 

The ease in which electronically published works can be 
"perfectly" reproduced and distributed is a major concern. 
The transmission of digital works over networks is common
place. One such widely used network is the Internet. The 
Internet is a widespread network facility by which computer 
users in many universities, corporations and government enti
ties communicate and trade ideas and information. Computer 
bulletin boards found on the Internet and commercial net
works such as CompuServ and Prodigy allow for the posting 
and retrieving of digital information. Information services 
such as Dialog and LEXIS/NEXIS provide databases of cur
rent information on a wide variety of topics. Another factor 
which will exacerbate the situation is the development and 
expansion of the National Information Infrastructure (the 
Nil). It is anticipated that, as the Nil grows, the transmission 
of digital works over networks will increase many times over. 
It would be desirable to utilize the Nil for distribution of 
digital works without the fear of widespread unauthorized 
copying. 

25 are used for extended periods of time such as software pro
grams. Griswold requires that the licensed product contain 
software to invoke a license check monitor at predetermined 
time intervals. The license check monitor generates request 
data grams which identify the licensee. The request data grams 

30 are sent to a license control system over an appropriate com
munication facility. The license control system then checks 
the datagram to determine if the datagram is from a valid 
licensee. The license control system then sends a reply data
gram to the license check monitor indicating denial or 

35 approval of usage. The license control system will deny usage 
in the event that request datagrams go unanswered after a 
predetermined period of time (which may indicate an unau
thorized attempt to use the licensed product). In this system, 
usage is managed at a central location by the response data-

40 grams. So for example if license fees have not been paid, 
access to the licensed product is terminated. 

It is argued by Griswold that the described system is advan
tageous because it can be implemented entirely in software. 
However, the system described by Griswold has limitations. 

45 An important limitation is that during the use of the licensed 
product, the user must always be coupled to an appropriate 
communication facility in order to send and receive data
grams. This creates a dependency on the communication 
facility. So if the communication facility is not available, the 

50 licensed product cam10t be used. Moreover, some party must 
absorb the cost of communicating with the license server. 

A system for controlling the distribution of digitally 
encoded books is embodied in a system available from VPR 
Systems, LTD. of St. Louis, Miss. The VPR system is self-

55 contained and is comprised of: (1) point of sale kiosks for 
storing and downloading ofbooks, (2) personal storage medi
urns (cartridges) to which the books are downloaded, and (3) 
readers for viewing the book. In a purchase transaction, a 
purchaser will purchase a voucher card representing the 

60 desired book. The voucher will contain sufficient information 
to identify the book purchased and perhaps some demo
graphic information relating to the sales transaction. To 
download the book, the voucher and the cartridge are inserted 
into the kiosk. The most straightforward way to curb unaccounted distri

bution is to prevent unauthorized copying and transmission. 65 

For existing materials that are distributed in digital form, 
various safeguards are used. In the case of software, copy 

The VPR system may also be used as a library. In such an 
embodiment, the kiosk manages the number of"copies" that 
may be checked out at one time. Further, the copy of the book 
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is erased from the user's cartridge after a certain check-out 
time has expired. However, individuals cannot loan books 
because the cartridges may only be used with the owner's 
reader. 

The foregoing distribution and protection schemes operate 
in part by preventing subsequent distribution of the work. 
While this certainly prevents unauthorized distributions, it 
does so by sacrificing the potential for subsequent revenue 
bearing uses. For example, it may be desirable to allow the 10 

lending of a purchased work to permit exposure of the work to 
potential buyers. Another example would be to permit the 
creation of a derivative work for a fee. Yet another example 
would be to permit copying the work for a fee (essentially 

15 
purchasing it). Thus, it would be desirable to provide flexibil-
ity in how the owner of a digital work may allow it to be 
distributed. 

While flexibility in distribution is a concern, the owners of 

4 
the underlying work. It would be desirable to have a distribu
tion system where the means for billing is always transported 
with the work. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A system for controlling the distribution and use of digital 
works using digital tickets is disclosed. A ticket is an indicator 
that the ticket holder has already paid for or is otherwise 
entitled to some specified right, product or service. In the 
present invention, a "digital ticket" is used to enable the ticket 
holder to exercise usage rights specifYing the requirement of 
the digital ticket. Usage rights are used to define how a digital 
work may be used or distributed. Specific instances of usage 
rights are used to indicate a particular marmer of use or 
distribution. A usage right may specify a digital ticket which 
must be present before the right may be exercised. For 
example, a digital ticket may be specified in a Copy right of a 
digital work, so that exercise of the Copy right requires the 

a work want to make sure they are paid for such distributions. 20 party that desires a copy of the digital work be in possession 
of the necessary digital ticket. After a copy of the digital work 
is successfully sent to the requesting party, the digital ticket is 
"punched" to indicate that a copy of the digital work has been 
made. When the ticket is "punched" a predetermined number 

In U.S. Pat. No. 4,977,594 to Shear, entitled "Database Usage 
Metering and Protection System and Method," a system for 
metering and billing for usage of information distributed on a 
CD-ROM is described. The system requires the addition of a 
billing module to the computer system. The billing module 
may operate in a number of different ways. First, it may 
periodically communicate billing data to a central billing 
facility, whereupon the user may be billed. Second, billing 
may occur by disconnecting the billing module and the user 30 

sending it to a central billing facility where the data is read and 

25 of times, it may no longer be used. 

a user bill generated. 

Digital works are stored in repositories. Repositories 
enforce the usage rights for digital works. Each repository has 
a "generic ticket agent" which punches tickets. In some 
instances only the generic ticket agent is necessary. In other 
instances, punching by a "special ticket agent" residing on 
another repository may be desired. Punching by a "special 
ticket agent" enables greater security and control of the digital 
work. For example, it can help prevent digital ticket forgery. 

35 
Special ticket agents are also useful in situations where an 
external database needs to be updated or checked. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,247,575, Sprague eta!., entitled "Informa
tion Distribution System", describes an information distribu
tion system which provides and charges only for user selected 
information. A plurality of encrypted information packages 
(IPs) are provided at the user site, via high and/or low density 
storage media and/or by broadcast transmission. Some of the 
IPs may be of no interest to the user. The IPs of interest are 40 

selected by the user and are decrypted and stored locally. The 
IPs may be printed, displayed or even copied to other storage 
media. The charges for the selected IP's are accumulated 
within a user apparatus and periodically reported by tele-

45 
phone to a central accounting facility. The central accounting 
facility also issues keys to decrypt the IPs. The keys are 
changed periodically. If the central accounting facility has not 
issued a new key for a particular user station, the station is 
unable to retrieve information from the system when the key 50 
is changed. 

A system available from Wave Systems Corp. of Princeton, 
N.Y., provides for metering of software usage on a personal 
computer. The system is installed onto a computer and col
lects information on what software is in use, encrypts it and 55 

then transmits the information to a transaction center. From 
the transaction center, a bill is generated and sent to the user. 
The transaction center also maintains customer accounts so 
that licensing fees may be forwarded directly to the software 

60 
providers. Software operating under this system must be 
modified so that usage can be accounted. 

Known techniques for billing do not provide for billing of 
copies made of the work. For example, if data is copied from 
the CD-ROM described in Shear, any subsequent use of the 65 

copy of the information carmot be metered or billed. In other 
words, the means for billing runs with the media rather than 

A digital ticket is merely an instance of a digital work. 
Thus, a digital ticket may be distributed among repositories in 
the same fashion as other digital works. 

A digital ticket may be used in many commercial scenarios 
such as in the purchase of software and prepaid upgrades. A 
digital ticket may also be used to limit the number of times 
that a right may be exercised. For example, a user may pur
chase a copy of a digital work, along with the right to make up 
to 5 Copies. In this case, the Copy right would have associated 
therewith a digital ticket that can be punched up to 5 times. 
Other such commercial scenarios will become apparent from 
the detailed description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a simple instantiation of 
the operation of the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the various repository 
types and the repository transaction flow between them in the 
currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a repository coupled with a 
credit server in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIGS. 4a and 4b are examples of rendering systems as may 
be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 5 illustrates a contents file layout for a digital work as 
may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 
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FIG. 6 illustrates a contents file layout for an individual 
digital work of the digital work of FIG. 5 as may be utilized in 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 7 illustrates the components of a description block of 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 8 illustrates a description tree for the contents file 
layout of the digital work illustrated in FIG. 5. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a portion of a description tree correspond
ing to the individual digital work illustrated in FIG. 6. 

6 
because it is usually so much easier to use an existing stock 
photo or music clip than to create a new one from scratch. 

Herein the terms "digital work", "work" and "content" 
refer to any work that has been reduced to a digital represen
tation. This would include any audio, video, text, or multime
dia work and any accompanying interpreter (e.g. software) 
that may be required for recreating the work. The term com
posite work refers to a digital work comprised of a collection 

FIG. 10 illustrates a layout for the rights portion of a 10 

description block as may be utilized in the currently preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

of other digital works. The term "usage rights" or "rights" is 
a term which refers to rights granted to a recipient of a digital 
work. Generally, these rights define how a digital work can be 
used and if it can be further distributed. Each usage right may 
have one or more specified conditions which must be satisfied 
before the right may be exercised. Appendix 1 provides a 

FIG. 11 is a description tree wherein certain d-blocks have 
PRINT usage rights and is used to illustrate "strict" and 
"lenient" rules for resolving usage rights conflicts. 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of the hardware components of 
a repository as are utilized in the currently preferred embodi
ment of the present invention. 

15 Glossary of the terms used herein. 

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of the functional (logical) 
components of a repository as are utilized in the currently 20 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

A key feature of the present invention is that usage rights 
are permanently "attached" to the digital work. Copies made 
of a digital work will also have usage rights attached. Thus, 
the usage rights and any associated fees assigned by a creator 
and subsequent distributor will always remain with a digital 
work. 

The enforcement elements of the present invention are FIG. 14 is diagram illustrating the basic components of a 
usage right in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 15 lists the usage rights grammar of the currently 25 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

embodied in repositories. Among other things, repositories 
are used to store digital works, control access to digital works, 
bill for access to digital works and maintain the security and 
integrity of the system. 

FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of certificate 
delivery, hotlist checking and performance testing as per
formed in a registration transaction as may be performed in 

30 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

The combination of attached usage rights and repositories 
enable distinct advantages over prior systems. As noted in the 
prior art, payment of fees are primarily for the initial access. 
In such approaches, once a work has been read, computa-

FIG. 17 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of session 
information exchange and clock synchronization as may be 
performed in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, after each repository in the registration 

35 
transaction has successfully completed the steps described in 
FIG. 16. 

tional control over that copy is gone. Metaphorically, "the 
content genie is out of the bottle and no more fees can be 
billed." In contrast, the present invention never separates the 
fee descriptions from the work. Thus, the digital work genie 
only moves from one trusted bottle (repository) to another, 
and all uses of copies are potentially controlled and billable. 

FIG. 18 is a flowchart illustrating the basic flow for a usage 
transaction, including the common opening and closing step, 
as may be performed in the currently preferred embodiment 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 19 is a state diagram of server and client repositories 
in accordance with a transport protocol followed when mov
ing a digital work from the server to the client repositories, as 
may be performed in the currently preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Overview 

A system for controlling use and distribution of digital 
works is disclosed. The present invention is directed to sup
porting commercial transactions involving digital works. The 
transition to digital works profoundly and fundamentally 
changes how creativity and commerce can work. It changes 
the cost of transporting or storing works because digital prop
erty is almost "massless." Digital property can be transported 
at electronic speeds and requires almost no warehousing. 
Keeping an unlimited supply of virtual copies on hand 
requires essentially no more space than keeping one copy on 
hand. The digital medium also lowers the costs of alteration, 
reuse and billing. 

There is a market for digital works because creators are 
strongly motivated to reuse portions of digital works from 
others rather than creating their own completely. This is 

FIG. 1 is a high level flowchart omitting various details but 
which demonstrates the basic operation of the present inven-

40 tion. Referring to FIG. 1, a creator creates a digital work, step 
101. The creator will then determine appropriate usage rights 
and fees, attach them to the digital work, and store them in 
Repository 1, step 102. The determination of appropriate 
usage rights and fees will depend on various economic fac-

45 tors. The digital work remains securely in Repository 1 until 
a request for access is received. The request for access begins 
with a session initiation by another repository. Here a Reposi
tory 2 initiates a session with Repository 1, step 103. As will 
be described in greater detail below, this session initiation 

50 includes steps which help to insure that the respective reposi
tories are trustworthy. Assuming that a session can be estab
lished, Repository 2 may then request access to the Digital 
Work for a stated purpose, step 104. The purpose may be, for 
example, to print the digital work or to obtain a copy of the 

55 digital work. The purpose will correspond to a specific usage 
right. In any event, Repository 1 checks the usage rights 
associated with the digital work to determine if the access to 
the digital work may be granted, step 105. The check of the 
usage rights essentially involves a determination of whether a 

60 right associated with the access request has been attached to 
the digital work and if all conditions associated with the right 
are satisfied. If the access is denied, repository 1 terminates 
the session with an error message, step 106. If access is 
granted, repository 1 transmits the digital work to repository 

65 2, step 107. Once the digital work has been transmitted to 
repository 2, repository 1 and 2 each generate billing infor
mation for the access which is transmitted to a credit server, 
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step 108. Such double billing reporting is done to insure 
against attempts to circumvent the billing process. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the basic interactions between repository 
types in the present invention. As will become apparent from 
FIG. 2, the various repository types will serve different func
tions. It is fundamental that repositories will share a core set 
of functionality which will enable secure and trusted commu
nications. Referring to FIG. 2, a repository 201 represents the 
general instance of a repository. The repository 201 has two 
modes of operation; a server mode and a requester mode. 
When in the server mode, the repository will be receiving and 
processing access requests to digital works. When in the 
requester mode, the repository will be initiating requests to 
access digital works. Repository 201 is general in the sense 
that its primary purpose is as an exchange medium for digital 
works. During the course of operation, the repository 201 
may communicate with a plurality of other repositories, 
namely authorization repository 202, rendering repository 
203 and master repository 204. Communication between 
repositories occurs utilizing a repository transaction protocol 
205. 

Communication with an authorization repository 202 may 
occur when a digital work being accessed has a condition 
requiring an authorization. Conceptually, an authorization is 
a digital certificate such that possession of the certificate is 
required to gain access to the digital work. An authorization is 
itself a digital work that can be moved between repositories 
and subjected to fees and usage rights conditions. An autho
rization may be required by both repositories involved in an 
access to a digital work. 

Communication with a rendering repository 203 occurs in 
connection with the rendering of a digital work. As will be 
described in greater detail below, a rendering repository is 
coupled with a rendering device (e.g. a printer device) to 
comprise a rendering system. 

8 
401 defines a secure system boundary. Communications 
within the boundary is assumed to be secure. Depending on 
the security level, the boundary also represents a barrier 
intended to provide physical integrity. The printer repository 
402 is an instantiation of the rendering repository 205 of FIG. 
2. The printer repository 402 will in some instances contain an 
ephemeral copy of a digital work which remains until it is 
printed out by the print engine 403. In other instances, the 
printer repository 402 may contain digital works such as 

10 fonts, which will remain and can be billed based on use. This 
design assures that all communication lines between printers 
and printing devices are encrypted, unless they are within a 
physically secure boundary. This design feature eliminates a 
potential "fault" point through which the digital work could 

15 be improperly obtained. The printer device 403 represents the 
printer components used to create the printed output. 

Also illustrated in FIG. 4a is the repository 404. The 
repository 404 is coupled to the printer repository 402. The 
repository 404 represents an external repository which con-

20 tains digital works. 
FIG. 4b is an example of a computer system as a rendering 

system. A computer system may constitute a "multi-func
tion" device since it may execute digital works (e.g. software 
programs) and display digital works (e.g. a digitized photo-

25 graph). Logically, each rendering device can be viewed as 
having its own repository, although only one physical reposi
tory is needed. Referring to FIG. 4b, a computer system 410 
has contained therein a display/execution repository 411. The 
display/executionrepository 411 is coupled to display device, 

30 412 and execution device 413. The dashed box surrounding 
the computer system 410 represents a security boundary 
within which communications are assumed to be secure. The 
display/executionrepository 411 is further coupled to a credit 
server 414 to report any fees to be billed for access to a digital 

35 work and a repository 415 for accessing digital works stored 
therein. Communication with a master repository 205 occurs in 

connection with obtaining an identification certificate. Iden
tification certificates are the means by which a repository is 
identified as "trustworthy". The use of identification certifi
cates is described below with respect to the registration trans- 40 

Structure of Digital Works 

Usage rights are attached directly to digital works. Thus, it 
action. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the repository 201 coupled to a credit 
server 301. The credit server 301 is a device which accumu
lates billing information for the repository 201. The credit 
server 301 communicates with repository 201 via billing 
transactions 302 to record billing transactions. Billing trans
actions are reported to a billing clearinghouse 303 by the 
credit server 301 on a periodic basis. The credit server 301 
communicates to the billing clearinghouse 303 via clearing
house transactions 304. The clearinghouse transactions 304 
enable a secure and encrypted transmission of information to 
the billing clearinghouse 303. 

Rendering Systems 

A rendering system is generally defined as a system com
prising a repository and a rendering device which can render 
a digital work into its desired form. Examples of a rendering 
system may be a computer system, a digital audio system, or 
a printer. A rendering system has the same security features as 
a repository. The coupling of a rendering repository with the 
rendering device may occur in a manner suitable for the type 
of rendering device. 

FIG. 4a illustrates a printer as an example of a rendering 
system. Referring to FIG. 4, printer system 401 has contained 
therein a printer repository 402 and a print device 403. It 
should be noted that the dashed line defining printer system 

is important to understand the structure of a digital work. The 
structure of a digital work, in particular composite digital 
works, may be naturally organized into an acyclic structure 
such as a hierarchy. For example, a magazine has various 

45 articles and photographs which may have been created and 
are owned by different persons. Each of the articles and 
photographs may represent a node in a hierarchical structure. 
Consequently, controls, i.e. usage rights, may be placed on 
each node by the creator. By enabling control and fee billing 

50 to be associated with each node, a creator of a work can be 
assured that the rights and fees are not circumvented. 

In the currently preferred embodiment, the file information 
for a digital work is divided into two files: a "contents" file 
and a "description tree" file. From the perspective of a reposi-

55 tory, the "contents" file is a stream of addressable bytes whose 
format depends completely on the interpreter used to play, 
display or print the digital work. The description tree file 
makes it possible to examine the rights and fees for a work 
without reference to the content of the digital work. It should 

60 be noted that the term description tree as used herein refers to 
any type of acyclic structure used to represent the relationship 
between the various components of a digital work. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the layout of a contents file. Referring to 
FIG. 5, a digital work 509 is comprised of story A 510, 

65 advertisement 511, story B 512 and story C 513. It is assumed 
that the digital work is stored starting at a relative address of 
0. Each of the parts of the digital work are stored linearly so 
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that story A 510 is stored at approximately addresses 0-30, 
000, advertisement 511 at addresses 30,001-40,000, story B 
512 at addresses 40,001-60,000 and story C 513 at addresses 
60,001-85K. The detail of story A 510 is illustrated in FIG. 6. 
Referring to FIG. 6, the story A 510 is further broken down to 
show text 614 stored at address 0-1500, soldier photo 615 at 
addresses 1501-10,000, graphics 616 stored at addresses 
10,001-25,000 and sidebar 617 stored address 25,001-30, 
000. Note that the data in the contents file may be compressed 
(for saving storage) or encrypted (for security). 

From FIGS. 5 and 6 it is readily observed that a digital work 
can be represented by its component parts as a hierarchy. The 
description tree for a digital work is comprised of a set of 
related descriptor blocks (d-blocks). The contents of each 
d-block are described with respect to FIG. 7. Referring to 
FIG. 7, a d-block 700 includes an identifier 701 which is a 
unique identifier for the work in the repository, a starting 
address 702 providing the start address of the first byte of the 
work, a length 703 giving the number of bytes in the work, a 
rights portion 704 wherein the granted usage rights and their 
status data are maintained, a parent pointer 705 for pointing to 
a parent d-block and child pointers 706 for pointing to the 
child d-blocks. In the currently preferred embodiment, the 
identifier 701 has two parts. The first part is a unique number 
assigned to the repository upon manufacture. The second part 
is a unique number assigned to the work upon creation. The 
rights portion 704 will contain a data structure, such as a 
look-up table, wherein the various information associated 
with a right is maintained. The information required by the 
respective usage rights is described in more detail below. 
D-blocks form a strict hierarchy. The top d-block of a work 
has no parent; all other d-blocks have one parent. The rela
tionship of usage rights between parent and child d-blocks 
and how conflicts are resolved is described below. 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

A special type of d-block is a "shell" d-block. A shell 35 

d-block adds no new content beyond the content of its parts. 
A shell d-block is used to add rights and fee information, 
typically by distributors of digital works. 

10 
represented in the d-blocks. Such variations in the design of 
the representation are possible and are viable alternatives but 
may introduce processing overhead, e.g. the interpretation of 
the objects. 

Property 

Copies-in-
Use 

Loan-Period 

Loaner-Copy 

Remaining-
Time 
Document-
Descr 

Revenue-
Owner 

Publication-
Date 
History-list 

TABLE 1 

DIGITAL WORK STATE INFORMATION 

Value 

Number 

Time-Units 

Boolean 

Time-Units 

String 

RO-Descr 

Date-Descr 

History-Rec 

Use 

A counter of the number of copies of a 
work that are in use. Incremented when 
another copy is used; decremented when 
use is completed. 
Indicator of the maximwn nwnber of 
time-nnits that a docwnent can be 
loaned out 
Indicator that the current work is a 
loaned out copy of an authorized digital 
work. 
Indicator of the remaining time of use 
on a metered docwnent right. 
A string containing various identifYing 
information about a document. The 
exact format of this is not specified, but 
it can include information such as a 
publisher name, author name, ISBN 
nwnber, and so on. 
A handle identifYing a revenue owner 
for a digital work. This is used for 
reporting usage fees. 
The date tbat the digital work was 
published. 
A list of events recording the repostories 
and dates for operations that copy, 
transfer, backup, or restore a digital 
work. 

Digital works are stored in a repository as part of a hierar
chical file system. Folders (also termed directories and sub
directories) contain the digital works as well as other folders. 
Digital works and folders in a folder are ordered in alphabeti
cal order. The digital works are typed to reflect how the files 
are used. Usage rights can be attached to folders so that the 
folder itself is treated as a digital work. Access to the folder 
would then be handled in the same fashion as any other digital 
work As will be described in more detail below, the contents 
of the folder are subject to their own rights. Moreover, file 
management rights may be attached to the folder which 

FIG. 8 illustrates a description tree for the digital work of 
FIG. 5. Referring to FIG. 8, a top d-block 820 for the digital 40 

work points to the various stories and advertisements con
tained therein. Here, the top d-block 820 points to d-block821 
(representing story A 510), d-block 822 (representing the 
advertisement 511), d-block 823 (representing story B 512) 
and d-block 824 (representing story C 513). 45 defines how folder contents can be managed. 

The portion of the description tree for Story A 510 is 
illustrated in FIG. 9. D-block 925 represents text 614, d -block 
926 represents photo 615, d-block 927 represents graphics 
616 by and d-block 928 represents sidebar 617. 

Attaching Usage Rights to a Digital Work 

The rights portion 704 of a descriptor block is further 50 

illustrated in FIG. 10. FIG. 10 illustrates a structure which is 

It is fundamental to the present invention that the usage 
rights are treated as part of the digital work. As the digital 
work is distributed, the scope of the granted usage rights will 
remain the same or may be narrowed. For example, when a 
digital work is transferred from a document server to a reposi
tory, the usage rights may include the right to loan a copy for 

repeated in the rights portion 704 for each right. Referring to 
FIG.10, each right will have aright code field 1001 and status 
information field 1002. The right code field 1001 will contain 
a unique code assigned to a right. The status information field 
1002 will contain information relating to the state of a right 
and the digital work. Such information is indicated below in 
Table 1. The rights as stored in the rights portion 304 may 
typically be in numerical order based on the right code. 

The approach for representing digital works by separating 
description data from content assumes that parts of a file are 
contiguous but takes no position on the actual representation 
of content. In particular, it is neutral to the question of whether 
content representation may take an object oriented approach. 
It would be natural to represent content as objects. In prin
ciple, it may be convenient to have content objects that 
include the billing structure and rights information that is 

55 a predetermined period of time (called the original rights). 
When the repository loans out a copy of the digital work, the 
usage rights in the loaner copy (called the next set of rights) 
could be set to prohibit any further rights to loan out the copy. 
The basic idea is that one cannot grant more rights than they 

60 have. 
The attachment of usage rights into a digital work may 

occur in a variety of ways. If the usage rights will be the same 
for an entire digital work, they could be attached when the 
digital work is processed for deposit in the digital work server. 

65 In the case of a digital work having different usage rights for 
the various components, this can be done as the digital work 
is being created. An authoring tool or digital work assembling 
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tool could be utilized which provides for an automated pro
cess of attaching the usage rights. 

As will be described below, when a digital work is copied, 
transferred or loaned, a "next set of rights" can be specified. 
The "next set of rights" will be attached to the digital work as 
it is transported. 

Resolving Conflicting Rights 
Because each part of a digital work may have its own usage 

rights, there will be instances where the rights of a "contained 
part" are different from its parent or container part. As a 
result, conflict rules must be established to dictate when and 
how a right may be exercised. The hierarchical structure of a 
digital work facilitates the enforcement of such rules. A 
"strict" rule would be as follows: a right for a part in a digital 
work is sanctioned if and only if it is sanctioned for the part, 
for ancestor d-blocks containing the part and for all descen
dent d-blocks. By sanctioned, it is meant that (1) each of the 
respective parts must have the right, and (2) any conditions for 
exercising the right are satisfied. 

It also possible to implement the present invention using a 
more lenient rule. In the more lenient rule, access to the part 
may be enabled to the descendent parts which have the right, 
but access is denied to the descendents which do not. 

Example of applying both the strict rule and lenient is 
illustrated with reference to FIG. 11. Referring to FIG. 11, a 
root d-block 1101 has child d-blocks 1102-1105. In this case, 
root d-block represents a magazine, and each of the child 
d-blocks 1102-1105 represent articles in the magazine. Sup
pose that a request is made to PRINT the digital work repre
sented by root d-block 1101 wherein the strict rule is fol
lowed. The rights for the root d-block 1101 and childd-blocks 
1102-1105 are then examined. Root d-block 1101 and child 
d-blocks 1102 and 1105 have been granted PRINT rights. 
Child d-block 1103 has not been granted PRINT rights and 
child d-block 1104 has PRINT rights conditioned on payment 
of a usage fee. 

12 
Physical integrity refers to the integrity of the physical 

devices themselves. Physical integrity applies both to the 
repositories and to the protected digital works. Thus, the 
higher security classes of repositories themselves may have 
sensors that detect when tampering is attempted on their 
secure cases. In addition to protection of the repository itself, 
the repository design protects access to the content of digital 
works. In contrast with the design of conventional magnetic 
and optical devices-such as floppy disks, CD-ROMs, and 

10 videotapes-repositories never allow non-trusted systems to 
access the works directly. A maker of generic computer sys
tems cannot guarantee that their platform will not be used to 
make unauthorized copies. The manufacturer provides 
generic capabilities for reading and writing information, and 

15 the general nature of the functionality of the general comput
ing device depends on it. Thus, a copy program can copy 
arbitrary data. This copying issue is not limited to general 
purpose computers. It also arises for the unauthorized dupli
cation of entertainment "software" such as video and audio 

20 recordings by magnetic recorders. Again, the functionality of 
the recorders depends on their ability to copy and they have no 
means to check whether a copy is authorized. In contrast, 
repositories prevent access to the raw data by general devices 
and can test explicit rights and conditions before copying or 

25 otherwise granting access. Information is only accessed by 
protocol between trusted repositories. 

Communications integrity refers to the integrity of the 
communications channels between repositories. Roughly 
speaking, communications integrity means that repositories 

30 carmot be easily fooled by "telling them lies." Integrity in this 
case refers to the property that repositories will only commu
nicate with other devices that are able to present proof that 
they are certified repositories, and furthermore, that the 
repositories monitor the communications to detect "impos-

35 tors" and malicious or accidental interference. Thus the secu
rity measures involving encryption, exchange of digital cer
tificates, and nonces described below are all security 
measures aimed at reliable communication in a world known 
to contain active adversaries. 

Under the strict rule the PRINT right cannot be exercised 
because the child d-block does not have the PRINT right. 
Under the lenient rule, the result would be different. The 
digital works represented by child d-blocks 1102 and 1105 40 

could be printed and the digital work represented by d-block 
1104 could be printed so long as the usage fee is paid. Only 
the digital work represented by d-block 1103 could not be 
printed. This same result would be accomplished under the 
strict rule if the requests were directed to each of the indi
vidual digital works. 

Behavioral integrity refers to the integrity in what reposi-
tories do. What repositories do is determined by the software 
that they execute. The integrity of the software is generally 
assured only by knowledge of its source. Restated, a user will 
trust software purchased at a reputable computer store but not 

45 trust software obtained off a random (insecure) server on a 
network. Behavioral integrity is maintained by requiring that 
repository software be certified and be distributed with proof 
of such certification, i.e. a digital certificate. The purpose of 
the certificate is to authenticate that the software has been 

The present invention supports various combinations of 
allowing and disallowing access. Moreover, as will be 
described below, the usage rights grammar permits the owner 
of a digital work to specifY if constraints may be imposed on 
the work by a container part. The manner in which digital 
works may be sanctioned because of usage rights conflicts 
would be implementation specific and would depend on the 
nature of the digital works. 

Repositories 

Many of the powerful functions of repositories-such as 
their ability to "loan" digital works or automatically handle 
the commercial reuse of digital works-are possible because 
they are trusted systems. The systems are trusted because they 
are able to take responsibility for fairly and reliably carrying 
out the commercial transactions. That the systems can be 
responsible ("able to respond") is fundamentally an issue of 
integrity. The integrity of repositories has three parts: physi
cal integrity, commnnications integrity, and behavioral integ
rity. 

50 tested by an authorized organization, which attests that the 
software does what it is supposed to do and that it does not 
compromise the behavioral integrity of a repository. If the 
digital certificate cannot be found in the digital work or the 
master repository which generated the certificate is not 

55 known to the repository receiving the software, then the soft
ware cannot be installed. 

In the description of FIG. 2, it was indicated that reposito
ries come in various forms. All repositories provide a core set 
of services for the transmission of digital works. The manner 

60 in which digital works are exchanged is the basis for all 
transaction between repositories. The various repository 
types differ in the ultimate functions that they perform. 
Repositories may be devices themselves, or they may be 
incorporated into other systems. An example is the rendering 

65 repository 205 of FIG. 2. 
A repository will have associated with it a repository iden

tifier. Typically, the repository identifier would be a unique 
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number assigned to the repository at the time of manufacture. 
Each repository will also be classified as being in a particular 
security class. Certain communications and transactions may 
be conditioned on a repository being in a particular security 
class. The various security classes are described in greater 
detail below. 

14 
repository services 1302, usage transaction handlers 1303, 
repository specific functions, 1304 and a user interface 1305. 
The operating system 1301 is specific to the repository and 
would typically depend on the type of processor being used. 
The operating system 1301 would also provide the basic 
services for controlling and interfacing between the basic 
components of the repository. 

The core repository services 1302 comprise a set of func
tions required by each and every repository. The core reposi-

As a prerequisite to operation, a repository will require 
possession of an identification certificate. Identification cer
tificates are encrypted to prevent forgery and are issued by a 
Master repository. A master repository plays the role of an 
authorization agent to enable repositories to receive digital 
works. Identification certificates must be updated on a peri
odic basis. Identification certificates are described in greater 
detail below with respect to the registration transaction. 

10 tory services 1302 include the session initiation transactions 
which are defined in greater detail below. This set of services 
also includes a generic ticket agent which is used to "punch" 
a digital ticket and a generic authorization server for process
ing authorization specifications. Digital tickets and authori-

A repository has both a hardware and functional embodi
ment. The functional embodiment is typically software 
executing on the hardware embodiment. Alternatively, the 
functional embodiment may be embedded in the hardware 
embodiment such as an Application Specific Integrated Cir
cuit (ASIC) chip. 

15 zations are specific mechanisms for controlling the distribu
tion and use of digital works and are described and more 
detail below. Note that coupled to the core repository services 
are a plurality of identification certificates 1306. The identi
fication certificates 1306 are required to enable the use of the 

20 repository. 
The hardware embodiment of a repository will be enclosed The usage transactions handler 1303 comprise functional

ity for processing access requests to digital works and for 
billing fees based on access. The usage transactions sup
ported will be different for each repository type. For example, 

25 it may not be necessary for some repositories to handle access 
requests for digital works. 

in a secure housing which if compromised, may cause the 
repository to be disabled. The basic components of the hard
ware embodiment of a repository are described with refer
ence to FIG. 12. Referring to FIG. 12, a repository is com
prised of a processing means 1200, storage system 1207, 
clock 1205 and external interface 1206. The processing 
means 1200 is comprised of a processor element 1201 and 
processor memory 1202. The processing means 1201 pro
vides controller, repository transaction and usage rights trans
action functions for the repository. Various functions in the 
operation of the repository such as decryption and/or decom
pression of digital works and transaction messages are also 
performed by the processing means 1200. The processor ele
ment 1201 may be a microprocessor or other suitable com- 35 

puting component. The processor memory 1202 would typi
cally be further comprised of Read Only Memories (ROM) 
and Random Access Memories (RAM). Such memories 
would contain the software instructions utilized by the pro
cessor element 1201 in performing the functions of the 40 

repository. 

The repository specific functionality 1304 comprises func
tionality that is unique to a repository. For example, the mas
ter repository has special functionality for issuing digital 

30 certificates and maintaining encryption keys. The repository 
specific functionality 1304 would include the user interface 
implementation for the repository. 

The storage system 1207 is further comprised of descriptor 
storage 1203 and content storage 1204. The description tree 
storage 1203 will store the description tree for the digital 
work and the content storage will store the associated content. 45 

The description tree storage 1203 and content storage 1204 
need not be of the same type of storage medium, nor are they 
necessarily on the same physical device. So for example, the 
descriptor storage 1203 may be stored on a solid state storage 
(for rapid retrieval of the description tree information), while 50 

the content storage 1204 may be on a high capacity storage 
such as an optical disk. 

The clock 1205 is used to time-stamp various time based 
conditions for usage rights or for metering usage fees which 
may be associated with the digital works. The clock 1205 will 55 

have an uninterruptible power supply, e.g. a battery, in order 
to maintain the integrity of the time-stamps. The external 
interface means 1206 provides for the signal connection to 
other repositories and to a credit server. The external interface 
means 1206 provides for the exchange of signals via such 60 

standard interfaces such as RS-232 or Personal Computer 
Manufacturers Card Industry Association (PCMCIA) stan
dards, or FDDI. The external interface means 1206 may also 
provide network connectivity. 

The functional embodiment of a repository is described 65 

with reference to FIG. 13. Referring to FIG. 13, the functional 
embodiment is comprised of an operating system 1301, core 

Repository Security Classes 
For some digital works the losses caused by any individual 

instance of unauthorized copying is insignificant and the 
chief economic concern lies in assuring the convenience of 
access and low-overhead billing. In such cases, simple and 
inexpensive handheld repositories and network-based work
stations may be suitable repositories, even though the mea
sures and guarantees of security are modest. 

At the other extreme, some digital works such as a digital 
copy of a first run movie or a bearer bond or stock certificate 
would be of very high value so that it is prudent to employ 
caution and fairly elaborate security measures to ensure that 
they are not copied or forged. A repository suitable for hold
ing such a digital work could have elaborate measures for 
ensuring physical integrity and for verifying authorization 
before use. 

By arranging a universal protocol, all kinds of repositories 
can communicate with each other in principle. However, cre
ators of some works will want to specifY that their works will 
only be transferred to repositories whose level of security is 
high enough. For this reason, document repositories have a 
ranking system for classes and levels of security. The security 
classes in the currently preferred embodiment are described 
in Table 2. 

Level 

0 

TABLE2 

REPOSITORY SECURITY LEVELS 

Description of Security 

Open system. Document transmission 
is unencrypted. No digital 
certificate is required for identi
fication. The security of the system 
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Level 

2 

4 

15 

TABLE 2-continued 

REPOSITORY SECURITY LEVELS 

Description of Security 

depends mostly on user honesty, 
since only modest knowledge may 
be needed to circumvent the 
security measures. The repository 
has no provisions for preventing 
unauthorized programs from 
nmning and accessing or copying 
files. The system does not 
prevent the use of removable 
storage and does not encrypt stored 
files. 
Minimal secmity. Like the previous 
class except that stored files 
are minimally encrypted, including 
ones on removable storage. 
Basic security. Like the previous 
class except that special tools 
and knowledge are required to 
compromise the programming, the 
contents of the repository, or 
the state of the clock. All digital 
commnnications are encrypted. A 
digital certificate is provided as 
identification. Medium level 
encryption is used. Repository 
identification nwnber is nnforgeable. 
General secmity. Like the previous 
class plus the requirement of 
special tools are needed to compromise 
the physical integrity of the 
repository and that modest encryp-
tion is used on all transmissions. 
Password protection is required to 
use the local user interface. The 
digital clock system cannot be 
reset without authorization. No 
works would be stored on removable 
storage. When executing 
works as programs, it runs them 
in their own address space and 
does not give them direct access 
to any file storage or other 
memory containing system code or 
works. They can access works 
only through the transmission 
transaction protocol. 
Like the previous class except that 
high level encryption is used on 
all communications. Sensors are 
used to record attempts at 
physical and electronic tampering. 
After such tampering, the 
repository will not perform other 
transactions until it has reported 
such tampering to a designated server. 
Like the previous class except 
that if the physical or digital 
attempts at tampering exceed some 
preset thresholds that 
threaten the physical integrity 
of the repository or the integrity of 
digital and cryptographic barriers, 
then the repository will save 
only document description records 
of history but will erase or 
destroy any digital identifiers 
that could be misused if released to 
an unscrupulous party. It also 
modifies any certificates of 
authenticity to indicate that 
the physical system has been 
compromised. It also erases the 
contents of designated docwnents. 
Like the previous class except 
that the repository will attempt 
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Level 

10 
10 

15 

16 

TABLE 2-continued 

REPOSITORY SECURITY LEVELS 

Description of Security 

wireless communication to report 
tampering and will employ noisy 
alarms. 
This would correspond to a very 
high level of security. This server 
would maintain constant commnni
cations to remote security 
systems reporting transactions, 
sensor readings, and attempts to 
circwnvent security. 

The characterization of security levels described in Table 2 
is not intended to be fixed. More important is the idea of 
having different security levels for different repositories. It is 

20 
anticipated that new security classes and requirements will 
evolve according to social situations and changes in technol
ogy. 

Repository User Interface 
A user interface is broadly defined as the mechanism by 

25 which a user interacts with a repository in order to invoke 
transactions to gain access to a digital work, or exercise usage 
rights. As described above, a repository may be embodied in 
various forms. The user interface for a repository will differ 
depending on the particular embodiment. The user interface 

30 may be a graphical user interface having icons representing 
the digital works and the various transactions that may be 
performed. The user interface may be a generated dialog in 
which a user is prompted for information. 

35 
The user interface itself need not be part of the repository. 

As a repository may be embedded in some other device, the 
user interface may merely be a part of the device in which the 
repository is embedded. For example, the repository could be 
embedded in a "card" that is inserted into an available slot in 

40 
a computer system. The user interface may be combination of 
a display, keyboard, cursor control device and software 
executing on the computer system. 

At a minimum, the user interface must permit a user to 
input information such as access requests and alpha numeric 

45 data and provide feedback as to transaction status. The user 
interface will then cause the repository to initiate the suitable 
transactions to service the request. Other facets of a particular 
user interface will depend on the functionality that a reposi
tory will provide. 

50 
Credit Servers 

In the present invention, fees may be associated with the 
exercise of a right. The requirement for payment of fees is 

55 described with each version of a usage right in the usage 
rights language. The recording and reporting of such fees is 
performed by the credit server. One of the capabilities 
enabled by associating fees with rights is the possibility of 
supporting a wide range of charging models. The simplest 

60 model, used by conventional software, is that there is a single 
fee at the time of purchase, after which the purchaser obtains 
unlimited rights to use the work as often and for as long as he 
or she wants. Alternative models, include metered use and 
variable fees. A single work can have different fees for dif-

65 ferent uses. For example, viewing a photograph on a display 
could have different fees than making a hardcopy or including 
it in a newly created work. A key to these alternative charging 
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models is to have a low overhead means of establishing fees 
and accounting for credit on these transactions. 

A credit server is a computational system that reliably 
authorizes and records these transactions so that fees are 
billed and paid. The credit server reports fees to a billing 
clearinghouse. The billing clearinghouse manages the finan
cial transactions as they occur. As a result, bills may be 
generated and accounts reconciled. Preferably, the credit 
server would store the fee transactions and periodically com
municate via a network with billing clearinghouse for recon
ciliation. In such an embodiment, communications with the 
billing clearinghouse would be encrypted for integrity and 
security reasons. In another embodiment, the credit server 
acts as a "debit card" where transactions occur in "real-time" 
against a user account. 

A credit server is comprised of memory, a processing 
means, a clock, and interface means for coupling to a reposi
tory and a financial institution (e.g. a modem). The credit 
server will also need to have security and authentication func
tionality. These elements are essentially the same elements as 
those of a repository. Thus, a single device can be both a 
repository and a credit server, provided that it has the appro
priate processing elements for carrying out the corresponding 
functions and protocols. Typically, however, a credit server 
would be a card-sized system in the possession of the owner 
of the credit. The credit server is coupled to a repository and 
would interact via financial transactions as described below. 
Interactions with a financial institution may occur via proto
cols established by the financial institutions themselves. 

In the currently preferred embodiment credit servers asso
ciated with both the server and the repository report the finan
cial transaction to the billing clearinghouse. For example, 
when a digital work is copied by one repository to another for 
a fee, credit servers coupled to each of the repositories will 
report the transaction to the billing clearinghouse. This is 
desirable in that it insures that a transaction will be accounted 
for in the event of some break in the communication between 
a credit server and the billing clearinghouse. However, some 
implementations may embody only a single credit server 
reporting the transaction to minimize transaction processing 
at the risk of losing some transactions. 

Usage Rights Language 

The present invention uses statements in a high level 
"usage rights language" to define rights associated with digi
tal works and their parts. Usage rights statements are inter
preted by repositories and are used to determine what trans
actions can be successfully carried out for a digital work and 
also to determine parameters for those transactions. For 
example, sentences in the language determine whether a 
given digital work can be copied, when and how it can be 
used, and what fees (if any) are to be charged for that use. 
Once the usage rights statements are generated, they are 
encoded in a suitable form for accessing during the process
ing of transactions. 

Defining usage rights in terms of a language in combina
tion with the hierarchical representation of a digital work 
enables the support of a wide variety of distribution and fee 
schemes. An example is the ability to attach multiple versions 
of a right to a work. So a creator may attach a PRINT right to 
make 5 copies for $10.00 and a PRINT right to make unlim
ited copies for $100.00. A purchaser may then choose which 
option best fits his needs. Another example is that rights and 
fees are additive. So in the case of a composite work, the 
rights and fees of each of the components works is used in 
determining the rights and fees for the work as a whole. Other 

18 
features and benefits of the usage rights language will become 
apparent in the description of distribution and use scenarios 
provided below. 

The basic contents of a right are illustrated in FIG. 14. 
Referring to FIG. 14, a right 1450 has a transactional com
ponent 1451 and a specifications component 1452. A right 
1450 has a label (e.g. COPY or PRINT) which indicate the 
use or distribution privileges that are embodied by the right. 
The transactional component 1451 corresponds to a particu-

10 lar way in which a digital work may be used or distributed. 
The transactional component 1451 is typically embodied in 
software instructions in a repository which implement the use 
or distribution privileges for the right. The specifications 
components 1452 are used to specify conditions which must 

15 be satisfied prior to the right being exercised or to designate 
various transaction related parameters. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, these specifications include copy count 
1453, Fees and Incentives 1454, Time 1455, Access and Secu
rity 1456 and Control1457. Each of these specifications will 

20 be described in greater detail below with respect to the lan
guage grammar elements. 

The usage rights language is based on the grammar 
described below. A grammar is a convenient means for defin
ing valid sequence of symbols for a language. In describing 

25 the grammar the notation"[ albic]" is used to indicate distinct 
choices among alternatives. In this example, a sentence can 
have either an "a", "b" or "c". It must include exactly one of 
them. The braces { } are used to indicate optional items. Note 
that brackets, bars and braces are used to describe the lan-

30 guage of usage rights sentences but do not appear in actual 
sentences in the language. 

In contrast, parentheses are part of the usage rights lan
guage. Parentheses are used to group items together in lists. 
The notation (x*) is used to indicate a variable length list, that 

35 is, a list containing one or more items of type x. The notation 
(x)* is used to indicate a variable numberoflists containing x. 

Keywords in the grammar are words followed by colons. 
Keywords are a common and very special case in the lan
guage. They are often used to indicate a single value, typically 

40 an identifier. In many cases, the keyword and the parameter 
are entirely optional. When a keyword is given, it often takes 
a single identifier as its value. In some cases, the keyword 
takes a list of identifiers. 

In the usage rights language, time is specified in an hours: 
45 minutes:seconds (or hh:mm:ss) representation. Time zone 

indicators, e.g. PDT for Pacific Daylight Time, may also be 
specified. Dates are represented as year/month/day (or 
YYYY/MMM/DD). Note that these time and date represen
tations may specify moments in time or units of time Money 

50 units are specified in terms of dollars. 
Finally, in the usage rights language, various "things" will 

need to interact with each other. For example, an instance of 
a usage right may specify a bank account, a digital ticket, etc. 
Such things need to be identified and are specified herein 

55 using the suffix "-ID." 
The Usage Rights Grammar is listed in it's entirety in FIG. 

15 and is described below. 
Grammar element 1501 "Digital Work Rights:=(Rights*)" 

define the digital work rights as a set of rights. The-set of 
60 rights attached to a digital work define how that digital work 

may be transferred, used, performed or played. A set of rights 
will attach to the entire digital work and in the case of com
pound digital works, each of the components of the digital 
work. The usage rights of components of a digital may be 

65 different. 
Grammar element 1502 "Right:=(Right-Code {Copy

Count} {Control-Spec} {Time-Spec} {Access-Spec} {Fee-
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Spec})" enumerates the content of a right. Each usage right 
must specifY a right code. Each right may also optionally 
specifY conditions which must be satisfied before the right 
can be exercised. These conditions are copy count, control, 
time, access and fee conditions. In the currently preferred 5 

embodiment, for the optional elements, the following 
defaults apply: copy count equals 1, no time limit on the use 
of the right, no access tests or a security level required to use 
the right and no fee is required. These conditions will each be 
described in greater detail below. 

It is important to note that a digital work may have multiple 
versions of a right, each having the same right code. The 
multiple versions would provide alternative conditions and 
fees for accessing the digital work. 

10 

A Grammar element 1503 "Right-Code:=Render- 15 

Code I Transport --Code IF ile-Management -Code I Derivative
Works-Code Configuration-Code" distinguishes each of the 
specific rights into a particular right type (although each right 
is identified by distinct right codes). In this way, the grammar 
provides a catalog of possible rights that can be associated 20 

with parts of digital works. In the following, rights are divided 
into categories for convenience in describing them. 

Grammar element 1504 "Render-Code:=[Play: {Player: 
Player-ID} !Print: {Printer: Printer-ID}]" lists a category of 
rights all involving the making of ephemeral, transitory, or 25 

non-digital copies of the digital work. After use the copies are 
erased. 

Play: A process of rendering or performing a digital work 
on some processor. This includes such things as playing 
digital movies, playing digital music, playing a video 30 

game, =ing a computer program, or displaying a 
document on a display. 

Print: To render the work in a medium that is not further 
protected by usage rights, such as printing on paper. 

20 
descriptions (including usage rights and fee data) can be sent 
under appropriate protocol and usage rights control to other 
document repositories of sufficiently high security. Further 
rights permit organization of digital works into folders which 
themselves are treated as digital works and whose contents 
may be "hidden" from a party seeking to determine the con-
tents of a repository. 

Backup: To make a backup copy of a digital work as pro
tection against media failure. 

Restore: To restore a backup copy of a digital work. 
Delete: To delete or erase a copy of a digital work. 
Folder: To create and name folders, and to move files and 

folders between folders. 
Directory: To hide a folder or it's contents. 
Grammar element 1507 "Derivative-Works-Code: 

[ExtractiEmbediEdit {Process: Process-ID}] {Next-Copy
Rights: Next-Set-ofRights }"lists a category of rights involv
ing the use of a digital work to create new works. 

Extract: To remove a portion of a work, for the purposes of 
creating a new work. 

Embed: To include a work in an existing work. 
Edit: To alter a digital work by copying, selecting and 

modifYing portions of an existing digital work. 
Grammar element 1508 "Configuration-Code:= 

InstalliUninstall" lists a category of rights for installing and 
uninstalling software on a repository (typically a rendering 
repository.) This would typically occur for the installation of 
a new type of player within the rendering repository. 

Install: To install new software on a repository. 
Uninstall: To remove existing software from a repository. 
Grammar element 1509 "Next-Set-of-Rights:={ (Add: Set-

Of-Rights)} {(Delete: Set-Of-Rights)} {(Replace: Set-Of
Rights)} {(Keep: Set-Of-Rights)}" defines how rights are 
carried forward for a copy of a digital work. If the Next-Copy-

Grammar element 1505 "Transport-Code:= 
[Copy I Transfer! Loan {Remaining-Rights: Next -Set -of
Rights} l{ (Next-Copy-Rights: Next-Set of Rights)}" lists a 
category of rights involving the making of persistent, usable 
copies of the digital work on other repositories. The optional 
Next-Copy-Rights determine the rights on the work after it is 
transported. If this is not specified, then the rights on the 
transported copy are the same as on the original. The optional 
Remaining-Rights specify the rights that remain with a digital 
work when it is loaned out. If this is not specified, then the 
default is that no rights can be exercised when it is loaned out. 

35 Rights is not specified, the rights for the next copy are the 
same as those of the current copy. Otherwise, the set of rights 
for the next copy can be specified. Versions of rights after 
Add: are added to the current set of rights. Rights after Delete: 
are deleted from the current set of rights. If only right codes 

Copy: Make a new copy of a work 
Transfer: Moving a work from one repository to another. 
Loan: Temporarily loaning a copy to another repository for 

a specified period of time. 
Grammar element 1506 "File-Management-Code:= 

Backup {Back-Up-Copy-Rights: Next-Set-of Rights} 
IRestoreiDeleteiFolderiDirectory {Name:Hide-LocaliHide
Remote} {Parts:Hide-LocaliHide-Remote}" lists a category 

40 are listed after Delete: then all versions of rights with those 
codes are deleted. Versions of rights after Replace: subsume 
all versions of rights of the same type in the current set of 
rights. 

If Remaining-Rights is not specified, then there are no 
45 rights for the original after all Loan copies are loaned out. If 

Remaining-Rights is specified, then the Keep: token can be 
used to simplify the expression of what rights to keep behind. 
A list of right codes following keep means that all of the 
versions of those listed rights are kept in the remaining copy. 

50 This specification can be overridden by subsequent Delete: or 
Replace: specifications. 

Copy Count Specification 
of rights involving operations for file management, such as 
the making of backup copies to protect the copy owner 55 

against catastrophic equipment failure. 

For various transactions, it may be desirable to provide 
some limit as to the number of "copies" of the work which 
may be exercised simultaneously for the right. For example, it 
may be desirable to limit the number of copies of a digital 
work that may be loaned out at a time or viewed at a time. 

Many software licenses and also copyright law give a copy 
owner the right to make backup copies to protect against 
catastrophic failure of equipment. However, the making of 
uncontrolled backup copies is inherently at odds with the 60 

ability to control usage, since an uncontrolled backup copy 
can be kept and then restored even after the authorized copy 
was sold. 

Grammar element 1510 "Copy-Count:=(Copies: positive-
integer 101 unlimited)" provides a condition which defines the 
number of "copies" of a work subject to the right. A copy 
count can be 0, a fixed number, or unlimited. The copy-count 
is associated with each right, as opposed to there being just a 
single copy-count for the digital work. The Copy-Count for a The File management rights enable the making and restor

ing of backup copies in a way that respects usage rights, 
honoring the requirements of both the copy owner and the 
rights grantor and revenue owner. Backup copies of work 

65 right is decremented each time that a right is exercised. When 
the Copy-Count equals zero, the right can no longer be exer
cised. If the Copy-Count is not specified, the default is one. 
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Control Specification 
Rights and fees depend in general on rights granted by the 

creator as well as further restrictions imposed by later dis
tributors. Control specifications deal with interactions 
between the creators and their distributors governing the 
imposition of further restrictions and fees. For example, a 
distributor of a digital work may not want an end consumer of 
a digital work to add fees or otherwise profit by commercially 
exploiting the purchased digital work. 

Grammar element 1511 "Control-Spec:=(Control: 10 

{RestrictableiUnrestrictable} 

22 
days could be spread out over a month. With this specifica
tion, the rights can be exercised until the meter time is 
exhausted or the expiration date is reached, whichever comes 
first. 

Remaining-U se:=Time-Unit 
Start-Time:=Time-Unit 
Use-Duration:=Time-Unit 
All of the time specifications include time-unit specifica

tions in their ultimate instantiation. 

Security Class and Authorization Specification 
The present invention provides for various security mecha

nisms to be introduced into a distribution or use scheme. 
Grammar element 1516 "Access-Spec:=( {SC: Security
Class} {Authorization: Authorization-ID*} { Other-Authori
zation: Authorization-ID*} {Ticket: Ticket-ID} )"provides a 
means for restricting access and transmission. Access speci-
fications can specify a required security class for a repository 
to exercise a right or a required authorization test that must be 

{UnchargeableiChargeable }-)" provides a condition to 
specifY the effect of usage rights and fees of parents on the 
exercise of the right. A digital work is restrictable if higher 
level d-blocks can impose further restrictions (time specifi- 15 

cations and access specifications) on the right. It is unrestrict
able if no further restrictions can be imposed. The default 
setting is restrictable. A right is unchargeable if no more fees 
can be imposed on the use of the right. It is chargeable if more 
fees can be imposed. The default is chargeable. 20 satisfied. 

Time Specification 
The keyword "SC:" is used to specify a minimum security 

level for the repositories involved in the access. If"SC:" is not 
specified, the lowest security level is acceptable. 

The optional "Authorization:" keyword is used to specifY 

25 required authorizations on the same repository as the work. 

It is often desirable to assign a start date or specifY some 
duration as to when a right may be exercised. Grmar ele
ment 1512 "Time-Spec:=( {Fixed-Interval I Sliding
Interval! Meter-Tim-e} Until: Expiration-Date)" provides for 
specification of time conditions on the exercise of a right. 
Rights may be granted for a specified time. Different kinds of 
time specifications are appropriate for different kinds of 
rights. Some rights may be exercised during a fixed and 30 
predetermined duration. Some rights may be exercised for an 
interval that starts the first time that the right is invoked by 
some transaction. Some rights may be exercised or are 
charged according to some kind of metered time, which may 
be split into separate intervals. For example, a right to view a 35 
picture for an hour might be split into six ten minute viewings 
or four fifteen minute viewings or twenty three minute view
ings. 

The terms "time" and "date" are used synonymously to 
refer to a moment in time. There are several kinds of time 40 
specifications. Each specification represents some limitation 
on the times over which the usage right applies. The Expira
tion-Date specifies the moment at which the usage right ends. 
For example, if the Expiration-Date is "Jan. 1, 1995," then the 
right ends at the first moment of1995. If the Expiration-Date 45 
is specified as *forever*, then the rights are interpreted as 
continuing without end. If only an expiration date is given, 
then the right can be exercised as often as desired until the 
expiration date. 

Grammar element 1513 "Fixed-Interval:=From: Start- 50 
Time" is used to define a predetermined interval that runs 
from the start time to the expiration date. 

Grammar element 1514 "Sliding-Interval:=Interval: Use
Duration" is used to define an indeterminate (or "open") start 
time. It sets limits on a continuous period of time over which 55 

the contents are accessible. The period starts on the first 
access and ends after the duration has passed or the expiration 
date is reached, whichever comes first. For example, if the 
right gives 10 hours of continuous access, the use-duration 
would begin when the first access was made and end 10 hours 60 

later. 
Grammar element 1515 "Meter-Time:=Time-Remaining: 

The optional "Other-Authorization:" keyword is used to 
specifY required authorizations on the other repository in the 
transaction. 

The optional "Ticket:" keyword specifies the identity of a 
ticket required for the transaction. A transaction involving 
digital tickets must locate an appropriate digital ticket agent 
who can "punch" or otherwise validate the ticket before the 
transaction can proceed. Tickets are described in greater 
detail below. 

In a transaction involving a repository and a document 
server, some usage rights may require that the repository have 
a particular authorization, that the server have some authori
zation, or that both repositories have (possibly different) 
authorizations. Authorizations themselves are digital works 
(hereinafter referred to as an authorization object) that can be 
moved between repositories in the same manner as other 
digital works. Their copying and transferring is subject to the 
same rights and fees as other digital works. A repository is 
said to have an authorization if that authorization object is 
contained within the repository. 

In some cases, an authorization may be required from a 
source other than the document server and repository. An 
authorization object referenced by an Authorization-ID can 
contain digital address information to be used to set up a 
communications link between a repository and the authori
zation source. These are analogous to phone numbers. For 
such access tests, the communication would need to be estab
lished and authorization obtained before the right could be 
exercised. 

For one-time usage rights, a variant on this scheme is to 
have a digital ticket. A ticket is presented to a digital ticket 
agent, whose type is specified on the ticket. In the simplest 
case, a certified generic ticket agent, available on all reposi
tories, is available to "punch" the ticket. In other cases, the 
ticket may contain addressing information for locating a 
"special" ticket agent. Once a ticket has been punched, it 
cannot be used again for the same kind of transaction (unless 
it is unpunched or refreshed in the manner described below.) 
Punching includes marking the ticket with a timestamp of the 

Remaining-Use" is used to define a "meter time," that is, a 
measure of the time that the right is actually exercised. It 
differs from the Sliding-Interval specification in that the time 
that the digital work is in use need not be continuous. For 
example, if the rights guarantee three days of access, those 

65 date and time it was used. Tickets are digital works and can be 
copied or transferred between repositories according to their 
usage rights. 
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In the currently preferred embodiment, a "punched" ticket 
becomes "unpunched" or "refreshed" when it is copied or 
extracted. The Copy and Extract operations save the date and 
time as a property of the digital ticket. When a ticket agent is 
given a ticket, it can simply check whether the digital copy 
was made after the last time that it was punched. Of course, 
the digital ticket must have the copy or extract usage rights 
attached thereto. 

24 
account to which the fee is to be paid. When Incentive: is 
specified, Account-ID identifies the account from which the 
fee is to be paid. 

Grammar element 1520 "Per-U se-Spec:=Per-U se: Money
unit" defines a simple fee to be paid every time the right is 
exercised, regardless ofhow much time the transaction takes. 

Grammar element 1521 "Metered-Rate-Spec:=Metered: 

The capability to unpunch a ticket is important in the fol
lowing cases: 

A digital work is circulated at low cost with a limitation that 
it can be used only once. 

Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec" defines a metered-rate fee paid 

10 according to how long the right is exercised. Thus, the time it 
takes to complete the transaction determines the fee. 

A digital work is circulated with a ticket that can be used 
once to give discounts on purchases of other works. 

A digital work is circulated with a ticket (included in the 15 

purchase price and possibly embedded in the work) that 
can be used for a future upgrade. 

Grammar, element 1522 "Best-Price-Spec:=Best-Price: 
Money-unit Max: Money-unit" is used to specifY a best-price 
that is determined when the account is settled. This specifi
cation is to accommodate special deals, rebates, and pricing 
that depends on information that is not available to the reposi
tory. All fee specifications can be combined with tickets or 
authorizations that could indicate that the consumer is a In each of these cases, if a paid copy is made of the digital 

work (including the ticket) the new owner would expect to get 
a fresh (unpunched) ticket, whether the copy seller has used 
the work or not. In contrast, loaning a work or simply trans
ferring it to another repository should not revitalize the ticket. 

wholesaler or that he is a preferred customer, or that the seller 
20 be authorized in some way. The amount of money in the Max: 

field is the maximum amount that the use will cost. This is the 

Usage Fees and Incentives Specification 

amount that is tentatively debited from the credit server. How
ever, when the transaction is ultimately reconciled, any 
excess amount will be returned to the consumer in a separate 

The billing for use of a digital work is fundamental to a 
commercial distribution system. Grammar Element 1517 
"Fee-Spec:={ Scheduled-Discount} Regular-Fee
SpeciScheduled-Fee-SpeciMarkup-Spec" provides a range 

25 transaction. 

of options for billing for the use of digital works. 
A key feature of this approach is the development oflow- 30 

overhead billing for transactions in potentially small 
amounts. Thus, it becomes feasible to collect fees of only a 
few cents each for thousands of transactions. 

The grammar differentiates between uses where the charge 
is per use from those where it is metered by the time unit. 35 
Transactions can support fees that the user pays for using a 
digital work as well as incentives paid by the right grantor to 
users to induce them to use or distribute the digital work. 

Grammar element 1523 "Call-For-Price-Spec:=Call-For
Price" is similar to a "Best-Price-Spec" in that it is intended to 
accommodate cases where prices are dynamic. A Call-For
Price Spec requires a communication with a dealer to deter
mine the price. This option caunot be exercised if the reposi
tory caunot communicate with a dealer at the time that the 
right is exercised. It is based on a secure transaction whereby 
the dealer names a price to exercise the right and passes along 
a deal certificate which is referenced or included in the billing 
process. 

Grammar element 1524 "Scheduled-Fee-Spec:=(Sched
ule: (Time-Spec Regular-Fee-Spec)*)" is used to provide a 
schedule of dates over which the fee specifications change. 
The fee specification with the most recent date not in the 
future is the one that is in effect. This is similar to but more 
general than the scheduled discount. It is more general, 
because it provides a means to vary the fee agreement for each 
time period. 

The optional scheduled discount refers to the rest of the fee 
specification-discounting it by a percentage over time. If it 40 

is not specified, then there is no scheduled discount. Regular 
fee specifications are constant overtime. Scheduled fee speci
fications give a schedule of dates over which the fee specifi
cations change. Markup specifications are used in d-blocks 
for adding a percentage to the fees already being charged. 45 

Grammar element 1525 "Markup-Spec:=Markup: per-
centage To: Account-ID" is provided for adding a percentage 
to the fees already being charged. For example, a 5% markup 
means that a fee of 5% of cumulative fee so far will be 
allocated to the distributor. A markup specification can be 

Grammar Element 1518 "Scheduled-Discount:=(Sched
uled-Discount: (Time-Spec Percentage)*)" A Scheduled
Discount is essentially a scheduled modifier of any other fee 
specification for this version of the right of the digital work. 

applied to all of the other kinds of fee specifications. It is 
typically used in a shell provided by a distributor. It refers to 
fees associated with d-blocks that are parts of the current 
d-block. This might be a convenient specification for use in 
taxes, or in distributor overhead. 

(It does not refer to children or parent digital works or to other 50 

versions of rights.). It is a list of pairs of times and percent
ages. The most recent time in the list that has not yet passed at 
the time of the transaction is the one in effect. The percentage 
gives the discount percentage. For example, the number 10 
refers to a 10% discount. 55 Examples of Sets of Usage Rights 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Delete) Grammar Element 1519 "Regular-Fee-Spec:=( {Fee: 
I Incentive:} [Per-U se-Specl Metered-Rate-Spec IBest-Price
SpeciCall-For-Price-Spec] {Min: Money-Unit Per: Time
Spec} {Max: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec} To: Account
ID)" provides for several kinds of fee specifications. 

Fees are paid by the copy-owner/userto the revenue-owner 
if Fee: is specified. Incentives are paid by the revenue-owner 
to the user iflncentive: is specified. If the Min: specification 

This work can be played without requirements for fee or 
authorization on any rendering system. It can be transferred to 

60 
any other repository of security level 3 or greater. It can be 
deleted. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Delete) (Backup) (Restore (Fee: 
Per-Use: $5 To: Account-ID-678))) 

is given, then there is a minimum fee to be charged per 
time-spec unit for its use. If the Max: specification is given, 65 

then there is a maximum fee to be charged per time-spec for 

Same as the previous example plus rights for backup and 
restore. The work can be backed up without fee. It can be 
restored for a $5 fee payable to the account described by 
Account-ID-678. its use. When Fee: is specified, Account-ID identifies the 
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((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
(Copy (SC:3)(Fee: Per-Use: $5 To: Account-ID-678)) 
(Delete (Incentive: Per-Use: $2.50 To: Account-ID-678))) 
This work can be played, transferred, copied, or deleted. 

Copy or transfer operations can take place only with reposi- 5 

tories of security level three or greater. The fee to make a copy 

26 
right is free. None of the original rights are applicable. How
ever a right to Play the work at the specified metered rate is 
added. 

((Play Player: Player-Small-Screen-123-ID) 
(Embed (Fee: Per-Use $0.01 To: Account-678-ID)) 
(Copy (Fee: Per-Use $1.00 To: Account-678-ID))) 

is $5 payable to Account-ID-678. If a copy is deleted, then an 
incentive of $2.50 is paid to the former copy owner. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
Copy (SC: 3) (Fee: Per-Use: $10 To: Account-ID-678)) 
Delete) (Backup) (Restore (SC: 3) (Fee: Per-Use: $5 To: 

The digital work can be played on any player with the 
identifier Player-Small-Screen-123-ID. It can be embedded 
in a larger work. The embedding requires a modest one cent 

10 registration fee to Account-678-ID. Digital copies can be 

Account-ID-678))) 
Same as the previous example plus fees for copying. The 

work can be copied digitally for a fee of $10 payable to 
Account-ID-678. The repository on which the work is copied 15 

or restored must be at security level 3 or greater. 
((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
(Copy Authorization: License-123-ID (SC: 3))) 
The digital work can be played, transferred, or copied. 

Copies or transfers must be on repositories of security level 3 20 

or greater. Copying requires the license License-123-ID 
issued to the copying repository. None of the rights require 
fees. 

((Play) (Print Printer: Printer-567-ID (Fee: Per-Use: $1 To: 
Account-ID-678))) 

This work can be played for free. It can be printed on any 
printer with the identifier Printer-567-ID for a fee of $1 pay
able to the account described by Account-ID-678. 

((Play Player: Player-876-ID) (From: Feb. 2, 1994 Until: 

25 

Feb. 15, 1995) (Fee: Metered: $0.01 Per: 0:1:0 Min: 30 

$0.25 Per: 0/1/0 To: Account-ID-567)) 
This work can be played on any player holding the ID 

Player-876-ID. The time of this right is from Feb. 14, 1994 
until Feb. 15, 1995. The fee for use is one centperminutewith 
a minimum of25 cents in any day that it is used, payable to the 35 

account described by Account-ID-567. 
((Play) (Transfer) (Delete)(Loan 2 (Delete: Transfer 

Loan))) 
This work can be played, transferred, deleted, or loaned. 

Up to two copies can be loaned out at a time. The loaned copy 40 

has the same rights except that it cannot be transferred. When 
both copies are loaned out, no rights can be exercised on the 
original on the repository. 

((Play) (Transfer) (Delete) (Backup) (Restore (SC:3)) 
(Loan 2 Remaining-Copy-Rights: (Delete: Play Transfer) 45 

Next-Set-of-Rights: (Delete: Transfer Loan))) 
Similar to previous example. Rights to Backup and Restore 

the work are added, where restoration requires a repository of 
at least security level three. When all copies of the work are 
loaned out, the remaining copy cannot be played or trans- 50 

ferred. 
((Play) (Transfer) (Copy) (Print) (Backup) (Restore (SC: 

3)) 
(Loan 1 Remaining-Copy-Rights: (Add: Play Print 

Backup) 
Next-Set-of-Rights: (Delete: Transfer Loan) 
(Fee: Metered: $10 Per: 1:0:0 To: Account-ID-567)) 
(Loan 1 Remaining-Copy-Rights: 
Add: ((Play Player: Player-876-ID) 2 (From: Feb. 14, 1994 

Until: Feb. 15, 1995) 
(Fee: Metered: $0.01 Per: 0:1:0 Min: $0.25 Per: 0/1/0 
To: Account-ID-567)))) 

55 

60 

The original work has rights to Play, Transfer, Copy, Print, 
Backup, Restore, and Loan. There are two versions of the 
Loan right. Thefirstversionofthe loan right costs $10perday 65 

but allows the original copy owner to exercise free use of the 
Play, Print and Backup rights. The second version of the Loan 

made for $1.00. 

Repository Transactions 

When a user requests access to a digital work, the reposi
tory will initiate various transactions. The combination of 
transactions invoked will depend on the specifications 
assigned for a usage right. There are three basic types of 
transactions, Session Initiation Transactions, Financial 
Transactions and Usage Transactions. Generally, session ini
tiation transactions are initiated first to establish a valid ses
sion. When a valid session is established, transactions corre
sponding to the various usage rights are invoked. Finally, 
request specific transactions are performed. 

Transactions occur between two repositories (one acting as 
a server), between a repository and a document playback 
platform (e.g. for executing or viewing), between a repository 
and a credit server or between a repository and an authoriza
tion server. When transactions occur between more than one 
repository, it is assumed that there is a reliable communica
tion channel between the repositories. For example, this could 
be a TCP/IP channel or any other commercially available 
channel that has built-in capabilities for detecting and cor
recting transmission errors. However, it is not assumed that 
the communication channel is secure. Provisions for security 
and privacy are part of the requirements for specifying and 
implementing repositories and thus form the need for various 
transactions. 

Message Transmission 
Transactions require that there be some communication 

between repositories. Communication between repositories 
occurs in units termed as messages. Because the communi
cation line is assumed to be unsecure, all communications 
with repositories that are above the lowest security class are 
encrypted utilizing a public key encryption technique. Public 
key encryption is a well kuown technique in the encryption 
arts. The term key refers to a numeric code that is used with 
encryption and decryption algorithms. Keys come in pairs, 
where "writing keys" are used to encrypt data and "checking 
keys" are used to decrypt data. Both writing and checking 
keys may be public or private. Public keys are those that are 
distributed to others. Private keys are maintained in confi
dence. 

Key management and security is instrun1ental in the suc
cess of a public key encryption system. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, one or more master repositories maintain 
the keys and create the identification certificates used by the 
repositories. 

When a sending repository transmits a message to a receiv
ing repository, the sending repository encrypts all of its data 
using the public writing key of the receiving repository. The 
sending repository includes its name, the name of the receiv
ing repository, a session identifier such as a nonce (described 
below), and a message counter in each message. 

In this way, the communication can only be read (to a high 
probability) by the receiving repository, which holds the pri-
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vate checking key for decryption. The auxiliary data is used to 
guard against various replay attacks to security. If messages 
ever arrive with the wrong counter or an old nonce, the reposi
tories can assume that someone is interfering with commu
nication and the transaction terminated. 

The respective public keys for the repositories to be used 
for encryption are obtained in the registration transaction 
described below. 

Session Initiation Transactions 

28 
first exchange lists of names ofhotlist certificates, ultimately 
exchanging only those lists that they had not previously 
received. The "hotlists" are maintained and distributed by 
Master repositories. 

Note that rather than terminating in error, the transaction 
could request that another registration message be sent based 
on an identification certificate created by another master 
repository. This may be repeated until a satisfactory identifi
cation certificate is found, or it is determined that trust cannot 

10 be established. 
Assuming that the repository is not on the hotlist, the 

repository identification needs to be verified. In other words, 
repository-2 needs to validate that the repository on the other 
end is really repository-!. This is termed performance testing 
and is performed in order to avoid invalid access to the reposi
tory via a counterfeit repository replaying a recording of a 
prior session initiation between repository-! and repository-
2. Performance testing is initiated by repository-2 generating 
a performance message, step 1609. The performance mes-

A usage transaction is carried out in a session between 
repositories. For usage transactions involving more than one 
repository, or for financial transactions between a repository 
and a credit server, a registration transaction is performed. A 
second transaction termed a login transaction, may also be 15 
needed to initiate the session. The goal of the registration 
transaction is to establish a secure charmel between two 
repositories who know each others identities. As it is assumed 
that the communication channel between the repositories is 
reliable but not secure, there is a risk that a non-repository 
may mimic the protocol in order to gain illegitimate access to 

20 sage consists of a nonce, the names of the respective reposi
tories, the time and the registration identifier received from 
repository-!. A nonce is a generated message based on some 
random and variable information (e.g. the time or the tem
perature.) The nonce is used to check whether repository-! 

a repository. 
The registration transaction between two repositories is 

described with respect to FIGS. 16 and 17. The steps 
described are from the perspective of a "repository-!" regis
tering its identity with a "repository-2". The registration must 
be symmetrical so the same set of steps will be repeated for 
repository-2 registering its identity with repository-!. Refer
ring to FIG. 16, repository-! first generates an encrypted 
registration identifier, step 1601 and then generates a regis
tration message, step 1602. A registration message is com
prised of an identifier of a master repository, the identification 
certificate for the repository-! and an encrypted random reg
istration identifier. The identification certificate is encrypted 
by the master repository in its private key and attests to the 
fact that the repository (here repository-!) is a bona fide 
repository. The identification certificate also contains a public 
key for the repository, the repository security level and a 
timestamp (indicating a time after which the certificate is no 
longer valid.) The registration identifier is a number gener
ated by the repository for this registration. The registration 
identifier is unique to the session and is encrypted in reposi
tory-!' s private key. The registration identifier is used to 
improve security of authentication by detecting certain kinds 
of communications based attacks. Repository-! then trans
mits the registration message to repository-2, step 1603. 

Upon receiving the registration message, repository-2 
determines if it has the needed public key for the master 
repository, step 1604. If repository-2 does not have the 
needed public key to decrypt the identification certificate, the 
registration transaction terminates in an error, step 1618. 

Assuming that repository-2 has the proper public key the 
identification certificate is decrypted, step 1605. Reposi
tory-2 saves the encrypted registration identifier, step 1606, 
and extracts the repository identifier, step 1607. The extracted 
repository identifier is checked against a "hotlist" of compro
mised document repositories, step 1608. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, each repository will contain "hotlists" of 
compromised repositories. If the repository is on the "hat
list", the registration transaction terminates in an error per 
step 1618. Repositories can be removed from the hotlist when 
their certificates expire, so that the list does not need to grow 
without bound. Also, by keeping a short list ofhotlist certifi
cates that it has previously received, a repository can avoid the 
work of actually going through the list. These lists would be 
encrypted by a master repository. A minor variation on the 
approach to improve efficiency would have the repositories 

25 can actually exhibit correct encrypting of a message using the 
private keys it claims to have, on a message that it has never 
seen before. The performance message is encrypted using the 
public key specified in the registration message of repository
!. The performance message is transmitted to repository-!, 

30 step 1610, where it is decrypted by repository-! using its 
private key, step 1611. Repository-! then checks to make sure 
that the names of the two repositories are correct, step 1612, 
that the time is accurate, step 1613 and that the registration 
identifier corresponds to the one it sent, step 1614. If any of 

35 these tests fails, the transaction is terminated per step 1616. 
Assuming that the tests are passed, repository-! transmits the 
nonce to repository-2 in the clear, step 1615. Repository-2 
then compares the received nonce to the original nonce, step 
1617. If they are not identical, the registration transaction 

40 terminates in an error per step 1618. If they are the same, the 
registration transaction has successfully completed. 

At this point, assuming that the transaction has not termi
nated, the repositories exchange messages containing session 
keys to be used in all communications during the session and 

45 synchronize their clocks. FIG. 17 illustrates the session infor
mation exchange and clock synchronization steps (again 
from the perspective of repository-!.) Referring to FIG. 17, 
repository-! creates a session key pair, step 1701. A first key 
is kept private and is used by repository-! to encrypt mes-

50 sages. The second key is a public key used by repository-2 to 
decrypt messages. The second key is encrypted using the 
public key of repository-2, step 1702 and is sent to repository-
2, step 1703. Upon receipt, repository-2 decrypts the second 
key, step 1704. The second key is used to decrypt messages in 

55 subsequent communications. When each repository has com
pleted this step, they are both convinced that the other reposi
tory is bona fide and that they are communicating with the 
original. Each repository has given the other a key to be used 
in decrypting further communications during the session. 

60 Since that key is itself transmitted in the public key of the 
receiving repository only it will be able to decrypt the key 
which is used to decrypt subsequent messages. 

After the session information is exchanged, the reposito
ries must synchronize their clocks. Clock synchronization is 

65 used by the repositories to establish an agreed upon time base 
for the financial records of their mutual transactions. Refer
ring back to FIG. 17, repository-2 initiates clock synchroni-
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zation by generating a time stamp exchange message, step 
1705, and transmits it to repository-!, step 1706. Upon 
receipt, repository-! generates its own time stamp message, 
step 1707 and transmits it back to repository-2, step 1708. 
Repository-2 notes the current time, step 1709 and stores the 
time received from repository-!, step 1710. The current time 

30 
An End-charges transaction to end a charge for metered 

use. (In a variation on this approach, the repositories 
would exchange periodic charge information for each 
block of time.) 

is compared to the time received from repository-!, step 
1711. The difference is then checked to see if it exceeds a 
predetermined tolerance (e.g. one minute), step 1712. If it 
does, repository-2 terminates the transaction as this may indi- 10 

cate tampering with the repository, step 1713. If not reposi
tory-2 computes an adjusted time delta, step 1714. The 
adjusted time delta is the difference between the clock time of 
repository-2 and the average of the times from repository-! 

15 
and repository-2. 

A report-charges transaction between a personal credit 
server and a billing clearinghouse. This transaction is 
invoked at least once per billing period. It is used to pass 
along information about charges. On debit and credit 
cards, this transaction would also be used to update 
balance information and credit limits as needed. 

All billing transactions are given a transaction ID and are 
reported to the credit severs by both the server and the client. 
This reduces possible loss of billing information if one of the 
parties to a transaction loses a banking card and provides a 
check against tampering with the system. 

To achieve greater accuracy, repository-2 can request the 
time again up to a fixed number of times (e.g. five times), 
repeat the clock synchronization steps, and average the 
results. 

A second session initiation transaction is a Login transac
tion. The Login transaction is used to check the authenticity of 

Usage Transactions 
After the session initiation transactions have been com

pleted, the usage request may then be processed. To simplifY 

20 the description of the steps carried out in processing a usage 
request, the term requester is used to refer to a repository in 
the requester mode which is initiating a request, and the term 
server is used to refer to a repository in the server mode and 
which contains the desired digital work. In many cases such a user requesting a transaction. A Login transaction is par

ticularly prudent for the authorization of financial transac
tions that will be charged to a credit server. The Login trans
action involves an interaction between the user at a user 
interface and the credit server associated with a repository. 
The information exchanged here is a login string supplied by 
the repository/credit server to identifY itself to the user, and a 
Personal Identification Number (PIN) provided by the user to 30 

identify himself to the credit server. In the event that the user 

25 as requests to print or view a work, the requester and server 
may be the same device and the transactions described in the 
following would be entirely internal. In such instances, cer
tain transaction steps, such as the registration transaction, 
need not be performed. 

There are some common steps that are part of the semantics 
of all of the usage rights transactions. These steps are referred 
to as the common transaction steps. There are two sets-the 
"opening" steps and the "closing" steps. For simplicity, these 
are listed here rather than repeating them in the descriptions 

is accessing a credit server on a repository different from the 
one on which the user interface resides, exchange of the 
information would be encrypted using the public and private 
keys of the respective repositories. 

Billing Transactions 
Billing Transactions are concerned with monetary transac

tion with a credit server. Billing Transactions are carried out 
when all other conditions are satisfied and a usage fee is 
required for granting the request. For the most part, billing 
transactions are well understood in the state of the art. These 
transactions are between a repository and a credit server, or 
between a credit server and a billing clearinghouse. Briefly, 
the required transactions include the following: 

Registration and LOGIN transactions, by which the reposi
tory and user establish their bona fides to a credit server. 
These transactions would be entirely internal in cases 
where the repository and credit server are implemented 
as a single system. 

Registration and LOGIN transactions, by which a credit 
server establishes its bona fides to a billing clearing
house. 

AnAssign-fee transaction to assign a charge. The informa
tion in this transaction would include a transaction iden
tifier, the identities of the repositories in the transaction, 
and a list of charges from the parts of the digital work. If 
there has been any unusual event in the transaction such 
as an interruption of communications, that information 
is included as well. 

A Begin-charges transaction to assign a charge. This trans
action is much the same as an assign-fee transaction except 
that it is used for metered use. It includes the same informa-

35 of all of the usage rights transactions. 
Transactions can refer to a part of a digital work, a com

plete digital work, or a Digital work containing other digital 
works. Although not described in detail herein, a transaction 
may even refer to a folder comprised of a plurality of digital 

40 works. The term "work" is used to refer to what ever portion 
or set of digital works is being accessed. 

Many of the steps here involve determining if certain con
ditions are satisfied. Recall that each usage right may have 
one or more conditions which must be satisfied before the 

45 right can be exercised. Digital works have parts and parts have 
parts. Different parts can have different rights and fees. Thus, 
it is necessary to verify that the requirements are met for ALL 
of the parts that are involved in a transaction For brevity, when 
reference is made to checking whether the rights exist and 

50 conditions for exercising are satisfied, it is meant that all such 
checking takes place for each of the relevant parts of the work. 

FIG. 18 illustrates the initial common opening and closing 
steps for a transaction. At this point it is assumed that regis
tration has occurred and that a "trusted" session is in place. 

55 General tests are tests on usage rights associated with the 
folder containing the work or some containing folder higher 
in the file system hierarchy. These tests correspond to require
ments imposed on the work as a consequence of its being on 
the particular repository, as opposed to being attached to the 

60 work itself. Referring to FIG. 18, prior to initiating a usage 
transaction, the requester performs any general tests that are 
required before the right associated with the transaction can 
be exercised, step, 1801. For example, install, uninstall and 

tion as the assign-fee 4, ii transaction as well as the usage fee 65 

information. The credit-server is then responsible for running 

delete rights may be implemented to require that a requester 
have an authorization certificate before the right can be exer
cised. Another example is the requirement that a digital ticket 

a clock. be present and punched before a digital work may be copied 
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to a requester. If any of the general tests fail, the transaction is 
not initiated, step, 1802. Assuming that such required tests are 
passed, upon receiving the usage request, the server generates 

32 
actions between the repository and associated credit server. 
Further, any metering of usage of a digital work will com
mence. If any financial transaction fails, the transaction ter
minates per step 1805. 

It should be noted that the order in which the conditions are 
checked need not follow the order of steps 1806-1815. 

At this point, right specific steps are now performed and are 
represented here as step 1816. The right specific steps are 
described in greater detail below. 

The common closing transaction steps are now performed. 
Each of the closing transaction steps are performed by the 
server after a successful completion of a transaction. Refer
ring back to FIG. 18, the copies in use value for the requested 
right is decremented by the number of copies involved in the 

a transaction identifier that is used in records or reports of the 
transaction, step 1803. The server then checks whether the 
digital work has been granted the right corresponding to the 
requested transaction, step 1804. If the digital work has not 
been granted the right corresponding to the request, the trans
action terminates, step 1805. If the digital work has been 
granted the requested right, the server then determines if the 1 o 
various conditions for exercising the right are satisfied. Time 
based conditions are examined, step 1806. These conditions 
are checked by examining the time specification for the ver
sion of the right. If any of the conditions are not satisfied, the 
transaction terminates per step 1805. 15 transaction, step 1817. Next, if the right had a metered usage 

fee specification, the server subtracts the elapsed time from 
the Remaining-Use-Time associated with the right for every 
part involved in the transaction, step 1818. Finally, ifthere are 
fee specifications associated with the right, the server initiates 

Assuming that the time based conditions are satisfied, the 
server checks security and access conditions, step 1807. Such 
security and access conditions are satisfied if: 1) the requester 
is at the specified security class, or a higher security class, 2) 
the server satisfies any specified authorization test and 3) the 
requester satisfies any specified authorization tests and has 
any required digital tickets. If any of the conditions are not 
satisfied, the transaction terminates per step 1805. 

20 End-Charge financial transaction to confirm billing, step 
1819. 

Transmission Protocol 

Assuming that the security and access conditions are all 
satisfied, the server checks the copy count condition, step 25 

1808. If the copy count equals zero, then the transaction 
carmot be completed and the transaction terminates per step 
1805. 

An important area to consider is the transmission of the 
digital work from the server to the requester. The transmission 
protocol described herein refers to events occurring after a 
valid session has been created. The transmission protocol 
must handle the case of disruption in the communications 
between the repositories. It is assumed that interference such Assuming that the copy count does not equal zero, the 

server checks if the copies in use for the requested right is 
greater than or equal to any copy count for the requested right 
(or relevant parts), step 1809. If the copies in use are greater 
than or equal to the copy count, this indicates that usage rights 
for the version of the transaction have been exhausted. 
Accordingly, the server terminates the transaction, step 1805. 
If the copy count is less than the copies in use for the trans
action the transaction can continue, and the copies in use 
would be incremented by the number of digital works 
requested in the transaction, step 1810. 

The server then checks if the digital work has a "Loan" 
access right, step 1811. The "Loan" access right is a special 
case since remaining rights may be present even though all 
copies are loaned out. If the digital work has the "Loan" 
access right, a check is made to see if all copies have been 
loaned out, step 1812. The number of copies that could be 
loaned is the sum of the Copy-Counts for all of the versions of 
the loan right of the digital work. For a composite work, the 
relevant figure is the minimal such sum of each of the com
ponents of the composite work. If all copies have been loaned 
out, the remaining rights are determined, step 1813. The 
remaining-rights are determined from the remaining rights 
specifications from the versions of the Loan right. If there is 
only one version of the Loan right, then the determination is 
simple. The remaining rights are the ones specified in that 
version of the Loan right, or none if Remaining-Rights: is not 
specified. If there are multiple versions of the Loan right and 
all copies of all of the versions are loaned out, then the 
remaining rights is taken as the minimum set (intersection) of 
remaining rights across all of the versions of the loan right. 
The server then determines if the requested right is in the set 
of remaining rights, step 1814. If the requested right is not in 
the set of remaining rights, the server terminates the transac
tion, step 1805. 

30 as injecting noise on the communication channel can be 
detected by the integrity checks (e.g., parity, checksum, etc.) 
that are built into the transport protocol and are not discussed 
in detail herein. 

The underlying goal in the transmission protocol is to 

35 preclude certain failure modes, such as malicious or acciden
tal interference on the communications charmel. Suppose, for 
example, that a user pulls a card with the credit server at a 
specific time near the end of a transaction. There should not be 
a vulnerable time at which "pulling the card" causes the 

40 repositories to fail to correctly account for the number of 
copies of the work that have been created. Restated, there 
should be no time at which a party can break a connection as 
a means to avoid payment after using a digital work. 

If a transaction is interrupted (and fails), both repositories 
45 restore the digital works and accounts to their state prior to the 

failure, modulo records of the failure itself. 
FIG. 19 is a state diagram showing steps in the process of 

transmitting information during a transaction. Each box rep
resents a state of a repository in either the server mode (above 

50 the central dotted line 1901) or in the requester mode (below 
the dotted line 1901). Solid arrows stand for transitions 
between states. Dashed arrows stand for message communi
cations between the repositories. A dashed message arrow 
pointing to a solid transition arrow is interpreted as meaning 

55 that the transition takes place when the message is received. 
Unlabeled transition arrows take place unconditionally. Other 
labels on state transition arrows describe conditions that trig
ger the transition. 

Referring now to FIG. 19, the server is initially in a state 
60 1902 where a new transaction is initiated via start message 

1903. This message includes transaction information includ
ing a transaction identifier and a count of the blocks of data to 
be transferred. The requester, initially in a wait state 1904 
then enters a data wait state 1905. If Loan is not a usage right for the digital work or if all 

copies have not been loaned out or the requested right is in the 65 

set of remaining rights, fee conditions for the right are then 
checked, step 1815. This will initiate various financial trans-

The server enters a data transmit state 1906 and transmits a 
block of data 1907 and then enters a wait for acknowledge
ment state 1908. As the data is received, the requesters enters 
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a data receive state 1909 and when the data blocks is com
pletely received it enters an acknowledgement state 1910 and 
transmits an Acknowledgement message 1911 to the server. 

If there are more blocks to send, the server waits until 
receiving an Acknowledgement message from the requester. 
When an Acknowledgement message is received it sends the 
next block to the requester and again waits for acknowledge
ment. The requester also repeats the same cycle of states. 

If the server detects a communications failure before send
ing the last block, it enters a cancellation state 1912 wherein 10 

the transaction is cancelled. Similarly, if the requester detects 
a communications failure before receiving the last block it 
enters a cancellation state 1913. 

If there are no more blocks to send, the server commits to 
the transaction and waits for the final Acknowledgement in 15 

state 1914. If there is a communications failure before the 
server receives the final Acknowledgement message, it still 
commits to the transaction but includes a report about the 
event to its credit server in state 1915. This report serves two 
purposes. It will help legitimize any claims by a user of 20 

having been billed for receiving digital works that were not 
completely received. Also it helps to identifY repositories and 
communications lines that have suspicious patterns of use and 
interruption. The server then enters its completion state 

On the requester side, when there are no more blocks to 25 

receive, the requester commits to the transaction in state 
1917. If the requester detects a communications failure at this 
state, it reports the failure to its credit server in state 1918, but 
still commits to the transaction. When it has committed, it 
sends an acknowledgement message to the server. The server 30 

then enters its completion state 1919. 
The key property is that both the server and the requester 

cancel a transaction if it is interrupted before all of the data 
blocks are delivered, and commits to it if all of the data blocks 
have been delivered. 35 

34 
There are variations known in the art which can be used to 

achieve the same effect. For example, the server could use an 
additional level of encryption when transmitting a work to a 
client. Only after the client sends a message acknowledging 
receipt does it send the key. The client then agrees to pay for 
the digital work. The point of this variation is that it provides 
a clear audit trail that the client received the work. For trusted 
systems, however, this variation adds a level of encryption for 
no real gain in accountability. 

The transactions for specific usage rights are now dis
cussed. 

The Copy Transaction 
A Copy transaction is a request to make one or more 

independent copies of the work with the same or lesser usage 
rights. Copy differs from the extraction right discussed later 
in that it refers to entire digital works or entire folders con
taining digital works. A copy operation cannot be used to 
remove a portion of a digital work. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Copy Transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
copied, the version of the copy right to be used for the 
transaction, the destination address information (loca
tion in a folder) for placing the work, the file data for the 
work (including its size), and the number of copies 
requested. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
client according to the transmission protocol. If a Next
Set-Of-Rights has been provided in the version of the 
right, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the 
work. Otherwise, the rights of the original are transmit
ted. In any event, the Copy-Count field for the copy of 
the digital work being sent right is set to the number-of
copies requested. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights and stores the work. It records the date and time 
that the copy was made in the properties of the digital 
work. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Transfer Transaction 

There is a possibility that the server will have sent all of the 
data blocks (and committed) but the requester will not have 
received all of them and will cancel the transaction. In this 
case, both repositories will presumably detect a communica
tions failure and report it to their credit server. This case will 40 

probably be rare since it depends on very precise timing of the 
communications failure. The only consequence will be that 
the user at the requester repository may want to request a 
refund from the credit services-and the case for that refund 
will be documented by reports by both repositories. 45 

A Transfer transaction is a request to move copies of the 
work with the same or lesser usage rights to another reposi
tory. In contrast with a copy transaction, this results in remov
ing the work copies from the server. 

To prevent loss of data, the server should not delete any 
transferred digital work until receiving the final acknowl
edgement from the requester. But it also should not use the 
file. A well known way to deal with this situation is called 
"two-phase commit" or 2PC. 

Two-phase commit works as follows. The first phase works 
the same as the method described above. The server sends all 

50 

of the data to the requester. Both repositories mark the trans
action (and appropriate files) as uncommitted. The server 
sends a ready-to-commit message to the requester. The 55 

requester sends back an acknowledgement. The server then 
commits and sends the requester a commit message. When 
the requester receives the commit message, it commits the 
file. 

If there is a communication failure or other crash, the 60 

requester must check back with the server to determine the 
status of the transaction. The server has the last word on this. 
The requester may have received all of the data, but if it did 
not get the final message, it has not committed. The server can 
go ahead and delete files (except for transaction records) once 65 

it commits, since the files are known to have been fully 
transmitted before starting the 2PC cycle. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work 
to be transferred, the version of the transfer right to be 
used in the transaction, the destination address informa
tion for placing the work, the file data for the work, and 
the number of copies involved. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the 
rights of the original are transmitted. In either case, the 
Copy-Count field for the transmitted rights is set to the 
number-of-copies requested. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights and stores the work. 

The server decrements its copy count by the number of 
copies involved in the transaction. 
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The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

If the number of copies remaining in the server is now zero, 
it erases the digital work from its memory. 

The Loan Transaction 
A loan transaction is a mechanism for loaning copies of a 

digital work. The maximum duration of the loan is deter
mined by an internal parameter of the digital work. Works are 
automatically returned after a predetermined time period. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work 

10 

36 
The Play Transaction 

A play transaction is a request to use the contents of a work. 
Typically, to "play" a work is to send the digital work through 
some kind of transducer, such as a speaker or a display device. 
The request implies the intention that the contents will not be 
communicated digitally to any other system. For example, 
they will not be sent to a printer, recorded on any digital 
medium, retained after the transaction or sent to another 
repository. 

This term "play" is natural for examples like playing 
music, playing a movie, or playing a video game. The general 
form of play means that a "player" is used to use the digital 
work. However, the term play covers all media and kinds of 
recordings. Thus one would "play" a digital work, meaning, 

to be loaned, the version of the loan right to be used in the 
transaction, the destination address information for 
placing the work, the number of copies involved, the file 
data for the work, and the period of the loan. 

The server checks the validity of the requested loan period, 
and ends with an error if the period is not valid. Loans for 

15 to render it for reading, or play a computer program, meaning 
to execute it. For a digital ticket the player would be a digital 
ticket agent. 

a loaned copy cannot extend beyond the period of the 
original loan to the server. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester. 

20 

If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 25 

transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the 
rights of the original are transmitted, as modified to 
reflect the loan period. 

The requester records the digital work contents, data, usage 
30 

rights, and loan period and stores the work. 
The server updates the usage rights information in the 

digital work to reflect the number of copies loaned out. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 35 

The server updates the usage rights data for the digital 
work. This may preclude use of the work until it is 
returned from the loan. The user on the requester plat
form can now use the transferred copies of the digital 
work. A user accessing the original repository cannot 40 

use the digital work, unless there are copies remaining. 
What happens next depends on the order of events in 
time. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the play 
transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
played, the version of the play right to be used in the 
transaction, the identity of the player being used, and the 
file data for the work. 

The server checks the validity of the player identification 
and the compatibility of the player identification with 
the player specification in the right. It ends with an error 
if these are not satisfactory. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server and requester read and write the blocks of data 
as requested by the player according to the transmission 
protocol. The requester plays the work contents, using 
the player. 

When the player is finished, the player and the requester 
remove the contents from their memory. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Print Transaction 
A Print transaction is a request to obtain the contents of a 

work for the purpose of rendering them on a "printer." We use 
the term "printer" to include the common case of writing with 
ink on paper. However, the key aspect of "printing" in our use 
of the term is that it makes a copy of the digital work in a place 

Case 1. If the time of the loan period is not yet exhausted 
and the requester sends the repository a Return message. 

The return message includes the requester identification, 
and the transaction ID. 

45 
outside of the protection of usage rights. As with all rights, 
this may require particular authorization certificates. 

Once a digital work is printed, the publisher and user are 
bound by whatever copyright laws are in effect. However, 
printing moves the contents outside the control of reposito-The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the num

ber of copies that were returned. (If the number of digital 
works returned is greater than the number actually bor
rowed, this is treated as an error.) This step may now 
make the work available at the server for other users. 

The requester deactivates its copies and removes the con
tents from its memory. 

50 ries. For example, absent any other enforcement mechanisms, 
once a digital work is printed on paper, it can be copied on 
ordinary photocopying machines without intervention by a 
repository to collect usage fees. If the printer to a digital disk 
is permitted, then that digital copy is outside of the control of 

Case 2. If the time of the loan period is exhausted and the 
requester has not yet sent a Return message. 

55 
usage rights. Both the creator and the user know this, although 
the creator does not necessarily give tacit consent to such 
copying, which may violate copyright laws. 

The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the num
ber digital works that were borrowed. 

The requester automatically deactivates its copies of the 60 

digital work. It terminates all current uses and erases the 
digital work copies from memory. One question is why 
a requester would ever return a work earlier than the 
period of the loan, since it would be returned automati
cally anyway. One reason for early return is that there 65 

may be a metered fee which determines the cost of the 
loan. Returning early may reduce that fee. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Print 
transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
played, the identity of the printer being used, the file data 
for the work, and the number of copies in the request. 

The server checks the validity of the printer identification 
and the compatibility of the printer identification with 
the printer specification in the right. It ends with an error 
if these are not satisfactory. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 
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The server transmits blocks of data according to the trans
mission protocol. 

The requester prints the work contents, using the printer. 
When the printer is finished, the printer and the requester 

remove the contents from their memory. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 

The Backup Transaction 
A Backup transaction is a request to make a backup copy of 10 

a digital work, as a protection against media failure. In the 
context of repositories, secure backup copies differ from 
other copies in three ways: ( 1) they are made under the control 
of a Backup transaction rather than a Copy transaction, (2) 
they do not count as regular copies, and (3) they are not usable 15 
as regular copies. Generally, backup copies are encrypted. 

Although backup copies may be transferred or copied, 
depending on their assigned rights, the only way to make 
them useful for playing, printing or embedding is to restore 
them. 

The output of a Backup operation is both an encrypted data 
file that contains the contents and description of a work, and 

20 

a restoration file with an encryption key for restoring the 
encrypted contents. In many cases, the encrypted data file 
would have rights for "printing" it to a disk outside of the 25 
protection system, relying just on its encryption for security. 
Such files could be stored anywhere that was physically safe 
and convenient. The restoration file would be held in the 
repository. This file is necessary for the restoration of a 
backup copy. It may have rights for transfer between reposi- 30 

tories. 
The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 

backup transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be backed up, the version of the backup right to be used 
in the transaction, the destination address information 35 

for placing the backup copy, the file data for the work. 
The repositories perform the common opening transaction 

steps. 
The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 

requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, 40 

those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. 
Otherwise, a set of default rights for backup files of the 
original are transmitted by the server. 

38 
The requester sends the server a message to 1mtlate a 

Restore transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be restored, the version of the restore right for the trans
action, the destination address information for placing 
the work, and the file data for the work. 

The server verifies that the contents file is available (i.e. a 
digital work corresponding to the request has been 
backed-up.) If it is not, it ends the transaction with an 
error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server retrieves the key from the restoration file. It 
decrypts the work contents, data, and usage rights. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a set of 
default rights for backup files of the original are trans
mitted by the server. 

The requester stores the digital work. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 

The Delete Transaction 
A Delete transaction deletes a digital work or a number of 

copies of a digital work from a repository. Practically all 
digital works would have delete rights. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a delete 
transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
deleted, the version of the delete right for the transaction. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server deletes the file, erasing it from the file system. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 

The Directory Transaction 
A Directory transaction is a request for information about 

folders, digital works, and their parts. This amounts to 
roughly the same idea as protection codes in a conventional 
file system like TENEX, except that it is generalized to the 
full power of the access specifications of the usage rights 
language. 

The Directory transaction has the important role of passing The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights. It then creates a one-time key and encrypts the 
contents file. It saves the key information in a restoration 
file. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

45 along descriptions of the rights and fees associated with a 
digital work. When a user wants to exercise a right, the user 
interface of his repository implicitly makes a directory 
request to determine the versions of the right that are avail
able. Typically these are presented to the user-such as with 

In some cases, it is convenient to be able to archive the 
large, encrypted contents file to secure offline storage, such as 

50 different choices of billing for exercising a right. Thus, many 
directory transactions are invisible to the user and are exer
cised as part of the normal process of exercising all rights. 

a magneto-optical storage system or magnetic tape. This cre
ation of a non-repository archive file is as secure as the 
encryption process. Such non-repository archive storage is 
considered a form of "printing" and is controlled by a print 55 

right with a specified "archive-printer." An archive-printer 
device is programmed to save the encrypted contents file (but 
not the description file) offline in such a way that it can be 
retrieved. 

60 
The Restore Transaction 

A Restore transaction is a request to convert an encrypted 
backup copy of a digital work into a usable copy. A restore 
operation is intended to be used to compensate for cata
strophic media failure. Like all usage rights, restoration rights 65 

can include fees and access tests including authorization 
checks. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Direc
tory transaction. This message indicates the file or folder 
that is the root of the directory request and the version of 
the directory right used for the transaction. 

The server verifies that the information is accessible to the 
requester. In particular, it does not return the names of 
any files that have a HIDE-NAME status in their direc
tory specifications, and it does not return the parts of any 
folders or files that have HIDE-PARTS in their specifi
cation. If the information is not accessible, the server 
ends the transaction with an error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server sends the requested data to the requester accord
ing to the transmission protocol. 
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The requester records the data. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 

The Folder Transaction 
A Folder transaction is a request to create or rename a 

folder, or to move a work between folders. Together with 
Directory rights, Folder rights control the degree to which 
organization of a repository can be accessed or modified from 
another repository. 10 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Folder transaction. This message indicates the folder 
that is the root of the folder request, the version of the 
folder right for the transaction, an operation, and data. 
The operation can be one of create, rename, and move 15 

file. The data are the specifications required for the 
operation, such as a specification of a folder or digital 
work and a name. 

40 
The server checks the control specifications for all of the 

rights in the part and the destination. If they are incom
patible, the server ends the transaction with an error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise, 
the rights of the original are transmitted. The Copy
Count field for this right is set to the number-of-copies 
requested. 

The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights 
and embeds the work in the destination file. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Edit Transaction 
An Edit transaction is a request to make a new digital work 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server performs the requested operation--creating a 
folder, renaming a folder, or moving a work between 
folders. 

20 
by copying, selecting and modifying portions of an existing 
digital work. This operation can actually change the contents 
of a digital work. The kinds of changes that are permitted 
depend on the process being used. Like the extraction opera-

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
25 

steps. 

The Extract Transaction 

tion, edit operates on portions of a digital work. In contrast 
with the extract operation, edit does not effect the rights or 
location of the work. It only changes the contents. The kinds 
of changes permitted are determined by the type specification 
of the processor specified in the rights. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, an edit transaction changes the work A extract transaction is a request to copy a part of a digital 

work and to create a new work containing it. The extraction 
operation differs from copying in that it can be used to sepa
rate a part of a digital work from d-blocks or shells that place 
additional restrictions or fees on it. The extraction operation 
differs from the edit operation in that it does not change the 
contents of a work, only its embedding in d-blocks. Extrac
tion creates a new digital work. 

30 itself and does not make a new work. However, it would be a 
reasonable variation to cause a new copy of the work to be 
made. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 
Extract transaction. This message indicates the part of 
the work to be extracted, the version of the extract right 

35 

to be used in the transaction, the destination address 
information for placing the part as a new work, the file 40 

data for the work, and the number of copies involved. 
The repositories perform the common opening transaction 

steps. 
The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 45 

requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise, 
the rights of the original are transmitted. The Copy
Count field for this right is set to the number-of-copies 50 
requested. 

The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights 
and stores the work. It records the date and time that new 
work was made in the properties of the work. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 55 

steps. 

The Embed Transaction 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an Edit 
transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
edited, the version of the edit right to be used in the 
transaction, the file data for the work (including its size), 
the process-ID for the process, and the number of copies 
involved. 

The server checks the compatibility of the process-ID to be 
used by the requester against any process-ID specifica
tion in the right. If they are incompatible, it ends the 
transaction with an error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The requester uses the process to change the contents of the 
digital work as desired. (For example, it can select and 
duplicate parts of it; combine it with other information; 
or compute functions based on the information. This can 
amount to editing text, music, or pictures or taking what
ever other steps are useful in creating a derivative work.) 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The edit transaction is used to cover a wide range of kinds 
of works. The category describes a process that takes as its 
input any portion of a digital work and then modifies the input 
in some way. For example, for text, a process for editing the 
text would require edit rights. A process for "summarizing" or 
counting words in the text would also be considered editing. 
For a music file, processing could involve changing the pitch An embed transaction is a request to make a digital work 

become a part of another digital work or to add a shell d-block 
to enable the adding offees by a distributor of the work. 

60 or tempo, or adding reverberations, or any other audio effect. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 
Embed transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be embedded, the version of the embed right to be used 
in the transaction, the destination address information 
for placing the part as a work, the file data for the work, 
and the number of copies involved. 

For digital video works, anything which alters the image 
would require edit rights. Examples would be colorizing, 
scaling, extracting still photos, selecting and combining 
frames into story boards, sharpening with signal processing, 

65 and so on. 
Some creators may want to protect the authenticity of their 

works by limiting the kinds of processes that can be per-
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formed on them. If there are no edit rights, then no processing 
is allowed at all. A processor identifier can be included to 
specifY what kind of process is allowed. If no process identi
fier is specified, then arbitrary processors can be used. For an 
example of a specific process, a photographer may want to 
allow use of his photograph but may not want it to be col
orized. A musician may want to allow extraction of portions 
of his work but not changing of the tonality. 

Authorization Transactions 
There are many ways that authorization transactions can be 

10 

defined. In the following, our preferred way is to simply 
define them in terms of other transactions that we already 
need for repositories. Thus, it is convenient sometimes to 
speak of "authorization transactions," but they are actually 

15 
made up of other transactions that repositories already have. 

A usage right can specifY an authorization-ID, which iden
tifies an authorization object (a digital work in a file of a 
standard format) that the repository must have and which it 
must process. The authorization is given to the generic autho-

20 
rization (or ticket) server of the repository which begins to 
interpret the authorization. 

As described earlier, the authorization contains a server 
identifier, which may just be the generic authorization server 
or it may be another server. When a remote authorization 25 
server is required, it must contain a digital address. It may also 
contain a digital certificate. 

If a remote authorization server is required, then the autho
rization process first performs the following steps: 

The generic authorization server attempts to set up the 30 

communications channel. (If the charmel cannot be set 
up, then authorization fails with an error.) 

When the channel is set up, it performs a registration pro
cess with the remote repository. (If registration fails, 
then the authorization fails with an error.) 35 

When registration is complete, the generic authorization 
server invokes a "Play" transaction with the remote 
repository, supplying the authorization document as the 
digital work to be played, and the remote authorization 
server (a program) as the "player." (If the player cannot 40 

be found or has some other error, then the authorization 
fails with an error.) 

The authorization server then "plays" the authorization. 
This involves decrypting it using either the public key of 
the master repository that issued the certificate or the 45 

session key from the repository that transmitted it. The 
authorization server then performs various tests. These 
tests vary according to the authorization server. They 
include such steps as checking issue and validity dates of 
the authorization and checking any hot-lists of known 50 

invalid authorizations. The authorization server may 
require carrying out any other transactions on the reposi
tory as well, such as checking directories, getting some 
person to supply a password, or playing some other 
digital work. It may also invoke some special process for 55 

checking information about locations or recent events. 
The "script" for such steps is contained within the autho
rization server. 

If all of the required steps are completed satisfactorily, the 
authorization server completes the transaction normally, 60 

signaling that authorization is granted. 

The Install Transaction 
An Install transaction is a request to install a digital work as 

rurmable software on a repository. In a typical case, the 65 

requester repository is a rendering repository and the soft
ware would be a new kind or new version of a player. Also in 

42 
a typical case, the software would be copied to file system of 
the requester repository before it is installed. 

The requester sends the server an Install message. This 
message indicates the work to be installed, the version of 
the Install right being invoked, and the file data for the 
work (including its size). 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for 
the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the 
master repository for the certificate is not known to the 
requester, the transaction ends with an error. 

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the pub
lic key of the master repository, recording the identity of 
the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the soft
ware, the compatibility information, and a tamper
checking code. (This step certifies the software.) 

The requester decrypts the software using the key from the 
certificate and computes a check code on it using a 
1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match 
the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the instal
lation transaction ends with an error. (This step assures 
that the contents of the software, including the various 
scripts, have not been tampered with.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the compatibil
ity-checking script and follows them. If the software is 
not compatible with the repository, the installation trans
action ends with an error. (This step checks platform 
compatibility.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the installation 
script and follows them. Ifthere is an error in this process 
(such as insufficient resources), then the transaction 
ends with an error. Note that the installation process puts 
the runnable software in a place in the repository where 
it is no longer accessible as a work for exercising any 
usage rights other than the execution of the software as 
part of repository operations in carrying out other trans
actions. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Uninstall Transaction 
An Uninstall transaction is a request to remove software 

from a repository. Since uncontrolled or incorrect removal of 
software from a repository could compromise its behavioral 
integrity, this step is controlled. 

The requester sends the server an Uninstall message. This 
message indicates the work to be uninstalled, the version 
of the Uninstall right being invoked, and the file data for 
the work (including its size). 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for 
the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the 
master repository for the certificate is not known to the 
requester, the transaction ends with an error. 

The requester checks whether the software is installed. If 
the software is not installed, the transaction ends with an 
error. 

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the pub
lic key of the master repository, recording the identity of 
the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the soft
ware, the compatibility information, and a tamper
checking code. (This step authenticates the certification 
of the software, including the script for uninstalling it.) 

The requester decrypts the software using the key from the 
certificate and computes a check code on it using a 
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1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match 
the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the instal
lation transaction ends with an error. (This step assures 
that the contents of the software, including the various 
scripts, have not been tampered with.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the uninstallation 
script and follows them. Ifthere is an error in this process 
(such as insufficient resources), then the transaction 
ends with an error. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 10 

steps. 

Distribution and Use Scenarios 

To appreciate the robustness and flexibility of the present 15 

invention, various distribution and use scenarios for digital 
works are illustrated below. These scenarios are meant to be 
exemplary rather than exhaustive. 

Consumers as Unpaid Distributors 
In this scenario, a creator distributes copies of his works to 20 

various consumers. Each consumer is a potential distributor 
of the work. If the consumer copies the digital work (usually 
for a third party), a fee is collected and automatically paid to 
the creator. 

This scenario is a new twist for digital works. It depends on 25 

the idea that "manufacturing" is just copying and is essen
tially free. It also assumes that the consumers as distributors 
do not require a fee for their time and effort in distributing the 

44 
channels. The distributors incur expenses for selecting the 
digital work, explaining it to buyers, promoting its sale, and 
possibly for the license itself. The distributor obtains the right 
to enclose the digital work in a shell, whose function is to 
permit the attachment of usage fees to be paid to the distribu
tor in addition to the fees to be paid to the creator. 

This differs from the previous scenario in that it precludes 
the typical copy owner from functioning as a distributor, since 
the consumer lacks a license to copy the document. Thus, a 
consumer cannot make copies, even for free. All copies must 
come initially from authorized distributors. This version 
makes it possible to hold distributors accountable in some 
way for the sales and support of the work, by controlling the 
distribution of certificates that enable distributors to legiti
mately charge fees and copy owners to make copies. Since 
licenses are themselves digital works, the same mechanisms 
give the creators control over distributors by charging for 
licenses and putting time limits on their validity. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
A creator purchases a digital distribution license that he 

will hand out to his distributors. He puts access requirements 
(such as a personal license) on the Copy and Transfer rights 
on the distribution license so that only he can copy or transfer 
it. 

The creator also creates a digital work. He grants an Embed 
right and a Copy right, both of which require the distribution 
license to be exercised. He grants a Play right so that the work 
can be played by anyone. He may optionally add a Transfer or 
Loan right, so that end consumers can do some non-commer-

work. 
This scenario is performed as follows: 

30 cia! exchange of the work among friends. 

A creator creates a digital work. He grants a Copy right 
with fees paid back to himself. If he does not grant an Embed 
right, then consumers cam10t use the mechanism to act as 
distributors to cause fees to be paid to themselves on future 

35 
copies. Of course, they could negotiate side deals or trades to 
transfer money on their own, outside of the system. 

Paid Distributors 
In another scenario, every time a copy of a digital work is 

sold a fee is paid to the creator and also to the immediate 40 

distributor. 

A distributor obtains the distribution license and a number 
of copies of the work. He makes copies for his customers, 
using his distribution license. 

A customer buys and uses the work. He cannot make new 
copies because he lacks a distribution license. 

Super Distributors 
This is a variation on the previous scenarios. A distributor 

can sell to anyone and anyone can sell additional copies, 
resulting in fees being paid back to the creator. However, only 
licensed distributors can add fees to be paid to themselves. 

This scenario gives distributors the right to add fees to 
cover their own advertising and promotional costs, without 
making them be the sole suppliers. Their customers can also 

This scenario does not give special status to any particular 
distributor. Anyone who sells a document has the right to add 
a fee to the sale price. The fee for sale could be established by 
the consumer. It could also be a fixed nominal amount that is 
contributed to the account of some charity. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 

45 
make copies, thus broadening the channel without diminish
ing their revenues. This is because distributors collect fees 
from copies of any copies that they originally sold. Only 
distributors can add fees. 

A creator creates a digital work. He grants a Copy right 
with fees to be paid back to himself. He grants an Embed 
right, so that anyone can add shells to have fees paid to 50 

themselves. 
A distributor embeds the work in a shell, with fees specified 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 
There are two key differences. (1) The creator only grants 
Embed rights for people who have a Distribution license. This 
is done by putting a requirement for a distributor's license on 
the Embed right. Consequently, non-distributors cannot add 
their own fees. (2) The Distributor does not grant Extract to be paid back to himself. If the distributor is content to 

receive fees only for copies that he sells himself, he grants an 
Extract right on the shell. 

When a consumer buys a copy from the distributor, fees are 
paid both to the distributor and to the creator. If he chooses, 
the consumer can extract the work from the distributor's shell. 
He cannot extract it from the creator's shell. He can add his 
own shell with fees to be paid to himself. 

55 
rights, so that consumers cannot avoid paying fees to the 
Distributor if they make subsequent copies. Consequently, all 
subsequent copies result in fees paid to the Distributor and the 
Creator. 

60 

Licensed Distribution 
In this scenario, a creator wants to protect the reputation 

and value of his work by making certain requirements on its 
distributors. He issues licenses to distributors that satisfY the 65 

requirements, and in tum, promises to reward their efforts by 
assuring that the work will not be distributed over competing 

!-Level Distribution Fees 
In this scenario, a distributor gets a fee for any copy he sells 

directly. However, if one ofhis customers sells further copies, 
he gets no further fee for those copies. 

This scenario pays a distributor only for use of copies that 
he actually sold. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 
The key feature is that the distributor creates a shell which 
specifies fees to be paid to him. He puts Extract rights on the 
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shell. When a consumer buys the work, he can extract away 
the distributor's shell. Copies made after that will not require 
fees to be paid to the distributor. 

Distribution Trees 
In another scenario, distributors sell to other distributors 

and fees are collected at each level. Every copy sold by any 
distributor-even several d-blocks down in the chain-re
sults in a fee being paid back to all of the previous distributors. 

This scenario is like a chain letter or value chain. Every 
contributor or distributor along the way obtains fees, and is 
thereby encouraged to promote the sale of copies of the digital 
work. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 

46 
on the interstitial material. He grants Extract rights on a 
subset of the reused material. A consumer of the collection 
can only extract portions that have that right. Fees are auto
matically collected for all parts of the collection. 

Commercial Libraries 
Commercial libraries buy works with the right to loan. 

They limit the loan period and charge their own fees for use. 
This scenario deals with fees for loaning rather than fees for 

10 
making copies. The fees are collected by the same automatic 
mechanisms. 

The mechanisms are the same as previous scenarios except 
that the fees are associated with the Loan usage right rather 
than the Copy usage right. 

The key feature is that the distributor creates a shell which 
15 

specifies fees to be paid to him. He does not grant Extract 
rights on the shell. Consequently, all future copies that are 
made will result in fees paid to him. 

Demo Versions 
A creator believes that if people try his work that they will 

want to buy it or use it. Consumers of his work can copy the 
work for free, and play (or execute) a limited version of the 
work for free, and can play or use the full featured version for Weighted Distribution Trees 

In this scenario, distributors make money according to a 
distribution tree. The fee that they make depends on various 
parameters, such as time since their sale or the number of 
subsequent distributors. 

This is a generalized version of the Distribution Tree sce
nario, in that it tries to vary the fee to account for the signifi
cance of the role of the distributor. 

This scenario is similar to the previous one. The difference 
is that the fee specification on the distributor's shell has 
provisions for changes in prices. For example, there could be 
a fee schedule so that copies made after the passage of time 
will require lower fees to be paid to the distributor. Alterna
tively, the distributor could employ a "best-price" billing 
option, using any algorithm he chooses to determine the fee 
up to the maximum specified in the shell. 

Fees for Reuse 
In this scenario, a first creator creates a work. It is distrib

uted by a first distributor and purchased by a second creator. 
The second creator extracts a portion of the work and embeds 
in it a new work distributed by a second distributor. A con
sumer buys the new work from the second distributor. The 
first creator receives fees from every transaction; the first 
distributor receives fees only for his sale; the second creator 
and second distributor receive fees for the final sale. 

This scenario shows how that flexible automatic arrange
ments can be set up to create automatic charging systems that 
mirror current practice. This scenario is analogous to when an 
author pays a fee to reuse a figure in some paper. In the most 
common case, a fee is paid to the creator or publisher, but not 
to the bookstore that sold the book. 

20 a fee. This scenario deals with fees for loaning rather than fees 
for making copies. The fees are collected by the same auto
matic mechanisms. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The creator creates a digital work and grants various rights 

25 and fees. The creator grants Copy and Embed rights without 
a fee, in order to ensure widespread distribution of the work. 
Another of the rights is a limited play right with little or no fee 
attached. For example, this right may be for playing only a 
portion of the work. The play right can have various restric-

30 tions on its use. It could have a ticket that limits the number of 
times it is used. It could have internal restrictions that limit its 
functionality. It could have time restrictions that invalidate the 
right after a period of time or a period of use. Different fees 
could be associated with other versions of the Play right. 

35 
Upgrading a Digital Work with a Vendor 

A consumer buys a digital work together with an agree
ment that he can upgrade to a new version at a later date for a 
modest fee, much less than the usual purchase price. When 

40 
the new version becomes available, he goes to a qualified 
vendor to make the transaction. 

This scenario deals with a common situation in computer 
software. It shows how a purchase may include future 
"rights." Two important features of the scenario are that the 

45 transaction must take place at a qualified vendor, and that the 
transaction can be done only once per copy of the digital work 
purchased. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 

The mechanisms for derived works are the same as those 
50 

for distribution. 

The creator creates a digital work, an upgrade ticket, and a 
distribution license. The upgrade ticket uses the a generic 
ticket agent that comes with repositories. As usual, the distri
bution license does not have Copy or Transfer rights. He 

Limited Reuse 
In this scenario, several first creators create works. A sec

ond creator makes a selection of these, publishing a collection 55 

made up of the parts together with some new interstitial 
material. (For example, the digital work could be a selection 
of music or a selection of readings.) The second creator wants 

distributes a bundled copies of the work and the ticket to his 
distributors as well as distribution licenses. 

The distributor sells the old bundled work and ticket to 
customers. 

The customer extracts the work and the ticket. He uses the 
work according to the agreements until the new version 
becomes available. to continue to allow some of the selected works to be extract

able, but not the interstitial material. 60 When the new work is ready, the creator gives it to distribu-
This scenario deals with fine grained control of the rights 

and fees for reuse. 
This scenario is performed as follows: 
The first creators create their original works. If they grant 

extraction and embedding rights, then the second creator can 
include them in a larger collected work. The second creator 
creates the interstitial material. He does grant an Extract right 

tors. The new work has a free right to copy from a distributor 
if a ticket is available. 

The consumer goes to distributors and arranges to copy the 
work. The transaction offers the ticket. The distributor's 

65 repository punches the ticket and copies the new version to 
the consumer's repository. 

The consumer can now use the new version of the work. 
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Distributed Upgrading of Digital Works 
A consumer buys a digital work together with an agree

ment that he can upgrade to a new version at a later date for a 
modest fee, much less than the usual purchase price. When 
the new version becomes available, he goes to anyone who 
has the upgraded version and makes the transaction. 

This scenario is like the previous one in that the transaction 
can only be done once per copy of the digital work purchased, 
but the transaction can be accomplished without the need to 
connect to a licensed vendor. 10 

48 
be secretly embedded in the text itself (encoded in the grey 
scale) or hidden in some other way. 

Metered Use and Multiple Price Packages 
A consumer does not know what music to purchase until he 

decides whether he likes it. He would like to be able to take it 
home and listen to it, and then decide whether to purchase. 
Furthermore, he would like the flexibility of paying less if he 
listens to it very infrequently. 

This scenario just uses the capability of the approach to 
have multiple versions of a right on a digital work. Each 
version of the right has its own billing scheme. In this sce
nario, the creator of the work can offer the Copy right without 
fee, and defer billing to the exercise of the Play right. One 

This scenario is similar to the previous one except that the 
Copy right on the new work does not require a distribution 
license. The consumer can upgrade from any repository hav
ing the new version. He cannot upgrade more than once 
because the ticket cannot work after it has been punched. If 
desired, the repository can record the upgrade transaction by 
posting a zero cost bill to alert the creator that the upgrade has 
taken place. 

15 
version of the play right would allow a limited performance 
without fee-a right to "demo". Another version of the right 
could have a metered rate, of say $0.25 per hour of play. 
Another version could have a fee of $15.00 for the first play, 
but no fee for further playing. When the consumer exercises a 

Limited Printing 20 
play right, he specifies which version of the right is being 
selected and is billed accordingly. A consumer buys a digital work and wants to make a few 

ephemeral copies. For example, he may want to print out a 
paper copy of part of a digital newspaper, or he may want to 
make a (first generation) analog cassette tape for playing in 
his car. He buys the digital work together with a ticket 25 
required for printing rights. 

This scenario is like the common practice of people making 
cassette tapes to play in their car. If a publisher permits the 
making of cassette tapes, there is nothing to prevent a con
sumer from further copying the tapes. However, since the 30 

tapes are "analog copies," there is a noticeable quality loss 
with subsequent generations. The new contribution of the 
present invention is the use of tickets in the access controls for 
the making of the analog copies. 

Fees for Font Usage 
A designer of type fonts invests several months in the 

design of special fonts. The most common way of obtaining 
revenue for this work is to sell copies of the fonts to publishers 
for unlimited use over unlimited periods of time. A font 
designer would like to charge a rate that reflects the amount 
that the font is used. 

This scenario is performed as follows: the font designer 
creates a font as a digital work. He creates versions of the Play 
right that bill either for metered use or "per-use". Each ver
sion of the play right would require that the player (a print 
layout program) be of an approved category. The font 
designer assigns appropriate fees to exercise the Copy right. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The creator sells a work together with limited printing 

rights. The printing rights specify the kind of printer (e.g., a 
kind of cassette recorder or a kind of desktop paper printer) 
and also the kind of ticket required. The creator either bundles 

35 When a publisher client wants to use a font, he includes it as 
input to a layout program, and is billed automatically for its 
use. In this way, a publisher who makes little use of a font pays 
less than one who uses it a lot. 

a limited number of tickets or sells them separately. If the 40 

tickets use the generic ticket agent, the consumer with the 
tickets can exercise the right at his convenience. 

Demand Publishing 

Rational Database Usage Charges 
Online information retrieval services typically charge for 

access in a way that most clients find unpredictable and 
uncorrelated to value or information use. The fee depends on 
which databases are open, dial-up connect time, how long the 

Professors in a business school want to put together course 
books of readings selected from scenario studies from various 
sources. The bookstore wants to be able to print the books 
from digital masters, without negotiating for and waiting for 
approval of printing of each of the scenarios. The copyright 
holders of the scenarios want to be sure that they are paid for 
every copy of their work that is printed. 

45 searches require, and which articles are printed out. There are 
no provisions for extracting articles or photographs, no 
method for paying to reuse information in new works, no 
distinction between having the terminal sit idly versus 
actively searching for data, no distinction between reading 

On many college campuses, the hassle of obtaining copy 
clearances in a timely way has greatly reduced the viability of 
preparing course books. Print shops have become much more 
cautious about copying works in the absence of documented 
permission. 

50 articles on the screen and doing nothing, and higher rates per 
search when the centralized facility is busy and slow servic
ing other clients. Articles can not be offioaded to the client's 
machine for off-site search and printing. To offer such billing 
or the expanded services, the service company would need a 

55 secure way to account for and bill for how information is 
used. 

Demand Publishing is performed as follows: the creator 
sells a work together with printing rights for a fee. There can 
be rights to copy (distribute) the work between bookstore 
repositories, with or without fee. The printing rights specify 60 

the kind of printer. Whenever a bookstore prints one of the 
works (either standalone or embedded in a collection), the fee 
is credited to the creator automatically. To discourage unau
thorized copying of the print outs, it would be possible for the 
printer to print tracer messages discretely on the pages iden- 65 

tifYing the printing transaction, the copy number, and any 
other identifYing information. The tracer information could 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The information service bundles its database as files in a 

repository. The information services company assigns differ
ent fees for different rights on the information files. For 
example, there could be a fee for copying a search database or 
a source file and a different fee for printing. These fees would 
be in addition to fees assigned by the original creator for the 
services. The fees for using information would be different 
for using them on the information service company's com
puters or the client's computers. This billing distinction 
would be controlled by having different versions of the rights, 
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where the version for use on the service company's computer 
requires a digital certificate held locally. Fees for copying or 
printing files would be handled in the usual way, by assigning 
fees to exercising those rights. The distinction between 
searching and viewing information would be made by having 
different "players" for the different functions. This distinc
tion would be maintained on the client's computers as well as 
the service computers. Articles could be extracted for reuse 
under the control of Extract and Embed rights. Thus, if a 10 
client extracts part of an article or photograph, and then sells 
copies of a new digital work incorporating it, fees could 
automatically be collected both by the information service 
and earlier creators and distributors of the digital work. In this 
way, the information retrieval service could both offer a wider 
selection of services and billing that more accurately reflects 
the client's use of the information. 

15 

Print Spooling with Rights 

In the simplest scenario, when a user wants to print a digital 
20 

50 
ments therein may be made by those skilled in the art, which 
are intended to be encompassed by the following claims. 

APPENDIX A 

Glossary 

Authorization Repository: 
A special type of repository which provides an authoriza

tion service. An authorization may be specified by a usage 
right. The authorization must be obtained before the right 
may be exercised. 

Billing Clearinghouse: 
A financial institution or the like whose purpose is to rec

oncile billing information received from credit servers. The 
billing clearinghouse may generate bills to users or alterna
tively, credit and debit accounts involved in the commercial 
transactions. 

Billing Transactions: 
The protocol used by which a repository reports billing 

information to a credit server. 

document he issues a print command to the user interface. If 
the document has the appropriate rights and the conditions are 
satisfied, the user agrees to the fee and the document is 
printed. In other cases, the printer may be on a remote reposi
tory and it is convenient to spool the printing to a later time. 
This leads to several issues. The user requesting the printing 
wants to be sure that he is not billed for the printing until the 
document is actually printed. Restated, if he is billed at the 

25 Clearinghouse Transactions: 

30 
time the print job is spooled but the job is canceled before 

The protocol used between a credit server and a clearing
house. 

Composite Digital Work: 
A digital work comprised of distinguishable parts. Each of 

the distinguishable parts is itself a digital work which has 
usage rights attached. 

Content: 
The digital information (i.e. raw bits) representing a digital 

work. 

Copy Owner: 

printing is done, he does not want to pay. Another issue is that 
when spooling is permitted, there are now two times at which 
rights, conditions and fees could be checked: the time at 
which a print job is spooled and the time at which a print is 35 

made. As with all usage rights, it is possible to have rights that 
expire and to have rights whose fee depends on various con
ditions. What is needed is a means to check rights and con
ditions at the time that printing is actually done. 

This scenario is performed as follows: A printing reposi
tory is a repository with the usual repository characteristics 
plus the hardware and software to enable printing. Suppose 
that a user logs into a home repository and wants to spool print 
jobs for a digital work at a remote printing repository. The 45 

user interface for this could treat this as a request to "spool" 
prints. Underneath this "spooling" request, however, are stan
dardrights and requests. To support such requests, the creator 

A term which refers to the party who owns a digital work 

40 
stored in a repository. In the typical case, this party has pur
chased various rights to the document for printing, viewing, 
transferring, or other specific uses. 

of the work provides a Copy right, which can be used to copy 
50 

the work to a printing repository. In the default case, this Copy 
right would have no fees associated for making the copy. 
However, the Next-Set-Of-Rights for the copy would only 
include the Print rights, with the usual fees for each variation 
of printing. This version of the Copy right could be called the 55 

"print spooling" version of the Copy right. The user's "spool 
request" is implemented as a Copy transaction to put a copy of 
the work on the printing repository, followed by Print trans
actions to create the prints of the work. In this way, the user is 
only billed for printing that is actually done. Furthermore, the 60 

rights, conditions and fees for printing the work are deter
mined when the work is about to be printed. 

Thus, a system for enforcing the usage rights of digital 

Creator: 

A term which refers to a party who produces a digital work. 

Credit Server: 

A device which collects and reports billing information for 
a repository. In many implementations, this could be built as 
part of a repository. It requires a means for periodically com
municating with a billing clearinghouse. 

Description Tree: 

A structure which describes the location of content and the 
usage rights and usage fees for a digital work. A description 
tree is comprised of description blocks. Each description 
block corresponds to a digital work or to an interest (typically 
a revenue bearing interest) in a digital work. 

Digital Work (Work): 

Any encapsulated digital information. Such digital infor
mation may represent music, a magazine or book, or a mul
timedia composition. Usage rights and fees are attached to the 
digital work. 

works is disclosed. While the embodiments disclosed herein 65 Distributor: 
are preferred, it will be appreciate from this teaching that 
various alternative, modifications, variations or improve-

A term which refers to a party who legitimately obtains a 
copy of a digital work and offers it for sale. 
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Identification (Digital) Certificate: 
A signed digital message that attests to the identity of the 

possessor. Typically, digital certificates are encrypted in the 
private key of a well-known master repository. 

Master Repository: 
A special type of repository which issues identification 

certificates and distributes lists of repositories whose integ
rity have been compromised and which should be denied 
access to digital works (referred to as repository "hotlists".) 

10 

Public Key Encryption: 
An encryption technique used for secure transmission of 

messages on a communication channel. Key pairs are used for 
the encryption and decryption of messages. Typically one key 
is referred to as the public key and the other is the private key. 15 

The keys are inverses of each other from the perspective of 
encryption. Restated, a digital work that is encrypted by one 
key in the pair can be decrypted only by the other. 

Registration Transactions: 
The protocol used between repositories to establish a 

trusted session. 

20 

52 
Usage Transactions: 

A set of protocols by which repositories communicate in 
the exercise of a usage rights. Each usage right has it's own 
transaction steps. 

What is claimed: 
1. A method for securely rendering digital documents, 

comprising: 
retrieving, by a document platform, a digital document and 

at least one usage right associated with the digital docu
ment from a document repository, the at least one usage 
right specifying a manner of use indicating the manner 
in which the digital document can be rendered; 

storing the digital document and the at least one usage right 
in separate files in the document platform; 

determining, by the document platform, whether the digital 
document may be rendered based on the at least one 
usage right; and 

if the at least one usage right allows the digital document to 
be rendered on the document platform, rendering the 
digital document by the document platform. 

Rendering Repository: 
A special type of repository which is typically coupled to a 

rendering system. The rendering repository will typically be 
embodied within the secure boundaries of a rendering system. 

2. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the manner of 
use includes the number of times the digital document can be 

25 rendered. 

Rendering System: 
The combination of a rendering repository and a rendering 

device. Examples of a rendering systems include printing 30 

systems, display systems, general purpose computer systems, 
video systems or audio systems. 

Repository: 
Conceptually a set of functional specifications defining 35 

core functionality in the support of usage rights. A repository 

3. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein at least a 
portion of the digital document is a software program. 

4. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the at least one 
usage right comprises a revenue identifier for identifying a 
revenue owner of the digital document. 

5. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the at least one 
usage right also specifies one or more conditions which must 
be satisfied before the manner of rendering may be exercised. 

6. The method as recited in claim 5, wherein at least one 
condition includes determining the presence of a digital 
ticket. is a trusted system in that it maintains physical, communica

tions and behavioral integrity. 

Requester Mode: 
A mode of a repository where it is requesting access to a 

digital work. 

7. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the at least one 
usage right or a part of the digital document is stored on a 

40 removable storage device. 

Revenue Owners: 

8. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein at least one 
part of the digital document and the at least one usage right are 
stored on a same device. 

A term which refers to the parties that maintain an interest 
in collecting fees for document use or who stand to lose 
revenue if illegitimate copies of the digital work are made. 

9. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein at least one 
45 part of the digital document and the at least one usage right are 

stored on different devices. 
Server Mode: 

A mode of a repository where it is processing an incoming 
request to access a digital work. 

Shell Description Block: 
A special type of description block designating an interest 

in a digital work, but which does not add content. This will 
typically be added by a distributor of a digital work to add 
their fees. 

Transactions: 
A term used to refer to the protocols by which repositories 

communicate. 

50 

55 

Usage Fees: 60 

A fee charged to a requester for access to a digital work. 
Usage fees are specified within the usage rights language. 

Usage Rights: 
A language for defining the manner in which a digital work 65 

may be used or distributed, as well as any conditions on which 
use or distribution is premised. 

10. A method for securely rendering digital documents, 
comprising: 

storing a digital document and at least one usage right in 
separate files in a document repository, wherein the at 
least one usage right is associated with the digital docu
ment; 

receiving a request from a document platform for access to 
the digital document; 

determining, by the document platform, whether the 
request may be granted based on the at least one usage 
right, the determining step including authenticating the 
document platform and determining whether the at least 
one usage right includes a manner of use that allows 
transfer of the digital document to the document plat
form; 

if the at least one usage right allows the transfer of the 
digital document to the document platform, transferring 
the digital document and the at least one usage right 
associated with the digital document to the document 
platform; 
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storing the digital document and the at least one usage right 
in the document platform, wherein the at least one usage 
right is stored in a separate file from the digital docu
ment; and 

rendering the digital document by the document platform. 
11. The method as recited in claim 10, wherein at least a 

portion of the digital document is a software program. 
12. The method as recited in claim 10, wherein the at least 

one usage right comprises a revenue identifier for identifying 
a revenue owner of the digital document. 

13. The method as recited in claim 10, wherein the at least 
one usage right also specifies one or more conditions which 
must be satisfied before the manner of rendering may be 
exercised. 

10 

14. The method as recited in claim 13, wherein at least one 15 

condition includes determining the presence of a digital 
ticket. 

54 
stored on the document platform based on a manner of 
use included in the at least one usage right; 

if the at least one usage right allows the digital document to 
be transferred to the document platform, transferring the 
digital document and the at least one usage right associ
ated with the digital document to the document plat
form; 

storing the digital document and the at least one usage right 
in the document platform, wherein the at least one usage 
right is stored in a separate file from the digital docu
ment; determining, by the document platform, whether 
the digital document may be rendered based on the at 
least one usage right; and 

if the at least one usage right allows the digital document to 
be rendered on the document platform, rendering the 
digital document by the document platform. 

19. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein at least a 
portion of the digital document is a software program. 15. The method as recited in claim 10, wherein the at least 

one usage right or a part of the digital document is stored on 
a removable storage device. 

16. The method as recited in claim 10, wherein at least one 
part of the digital document and the at least one usage right are 
stored on a same device. 

20. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the at least 
20 one usage right comprises a revenue identifier for identifying 

a revenue owner of the digital content. 

17. The method as recited in claim 10, wherein at least one 
part of the digital document and the at least one usage right are 
stored on different devices. 

21. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the at least 
one usage right also specifies one or more conditions which 
must be satisfied before the manner of rendering may be 

25 
exercised. 

18. A method for securely rendering digital documents, 
comprising: 

receiving a request from a document platform to transfer a 
digital document from a document repository to the 30 

document platform, the digital document having at least 
one usage right associated therewith; 

authenticating the document platform by accessing at least 
one identifier associated with the document platform or 
with a user of the document platform and determining 35 

whether the identifier is associated with at least one of 
the document platform and a user authorized to use the 
digital document; 

if the authenticating step is successful, determining 
whether the digital document may be transferred and 

22. The method as recited in claim 21, wherein at least one 
condition includes determining the presence of a digital 
ticket. 

23. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the at least 
one usage right or a part of the digital document is stored on 
a removable storage device. 

24. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein at least one 
part of the digital document and at least one usage right are 
stored on a same device. 

25. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein at least one 
part of the digital document and the at least one usage right are 
stored on different devices. 

* * * * * 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MANAGING 
TRANSFER OF RIGHTS USING SHARED 

STATE VARIABLES 

RELATED APPLICATION DATA 

2 
be the dominant systems used to access digital works. In this 
sense, existing computing envirouments such as PC's and 
workstations equipped with popular operating systems (e.g., 
Windows™, Linux™, and UNIX) and rendering applica
tions, such as browsers, are not trusted systems and cannot be 
made trusted without significantly altering their architec
tures. Of course, alteration of the architecture defeats a pri
mary purpose of the Web, i.e. flexibility and compatibility. 

As an example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,634,012, the disclosure of 

This application is a continuation-in-part application of 
co-pending application Ser. No. 10/162,701 filed on Jun. 6, 
2002, which claims benefit from U.S. provisional applica
tions Ser. Nos. 60/331,624, 60/331,623, and 60/331,621 filed 
on Nov. 20, 2001, and U.S. provisional applications Ser. Nos. 
60/296,113, 60/296,117, and 60/296,118 filed on Jun. 7, 
2001, the entire disclosures of all of which are hereby incor
porated by reference herein. 

10 which is incorporated herein by reference, discloses a system 
for controlling the distribution of digital documents. Each 
rendering device has a repository associated therewith. A 
predetermined set of usage transaction steps define a protocol 
used by the repositories for enforcing usage rights. Usage 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention generally relates to rights transfer 
and more particularly to a method, system and device for 
managing transfer of rights using shared state variables. 

15 rights define one or more manners of use of the associated 
document content and persist with the document content. The 
usage rights can permit various manners of use such as, view
ing only, use once, distribution, and the like. Usage rights can 
be contingent on payment or other conditions. Further, a party 

20 may grant usage rights to others that are a subset of usage 
rights possessed by the party. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION DRM systems have facilitated distribution of digital con
tent by permitting the content owner to control use of the 
content. However, known business models for creating, dis-One of the most important issues impeding the widespread 

distribution of digital works (i.e. documents or other content 25 tributing, and using digital content and other items involve a 
plurality of parties. For example, a content creator may sell 
content to a publisher who then authorizes a distributor to 
distribute content to an on-line storefront who then sells con-

in forms readable by computers), via electronic means, and 
the Internet in particular, is the current lack of ability to 
enforce the intellectual property rights of content owners 
during the distribution and use of digital works. Efforts to 
resolve this problem have been termed "Intellectual Property 30 

Rights Management" ("IPRM"), "Digital Property Rights 
Management" ("DPRM"), "Intellectual Property Manage
ment" ("IPM"), "Rights Management" ("RM"), and "Elec
tronic Copyright Management" ("ECM"), collectively 
referred to as "Digital Rights Management (DRM)" herein. 35 

There are a number of issues to be considered in effecting a 
DRM System. For example, authentication, authorization, 
accounting, payment and financial clearing, rights specifica
tion, rights verification, rights enforcement, and document 
protection issues should be addressed. U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,530, 40 

235, 5,634,012, 5,715,403, 5,638,443, and 5,629,980, the 
disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference, 
disclose DRM systems addressing these issues. 

tent to end-users. Further, the end users may desire to share or 
further distribute the content. In such a business model, usage 
rights can be given to each party in accordance with their role 
in the distribution chain. However, the parties do not have 
control over downstream parties unless they are privy to any 
transaction with the downstream parties in some way. For 
example, once the publisher noted above provides content to 
the distributor, the publisher cannot readily control rights 
granted to downstream parties, such as the first or subsequent 
users unless the publisher remains a party to the downstream 
transaction. This loss of control combined with the ever 
increasing complexity of distribution chains results in a situ
ation, which hinders the distribution of digital content and 
other items. Further, the publisher may want to prohibit the 
distributor and/or the storefront from viewing or printing 
content while allowing an end user receiving a license from 

45 the storefront to view and print. Accordingly, the concept of 
simply granting rights to others that are a subset of possessed 
rights is not adequate for multi-party, i.e. multi-tier, distribu
tion models. 

Two basic DRM schemes have been employed, secure 
containers and trusted systems. A "secure container" (or sim
ply an encrypted document) offers a way to keep document 
contents encrypted until a set of authorization conditions are 
met and some copyright terms are honored (e.g., payment for 
use). After the various conditions and terms are verified with 
the document provider, the document is released to the user in 50 

clear form. Commercial products such as CRYPTOLOPES™ 
and DIGIBOXES™ fall into this category. Clearly, the secure 
container approach provides a solution to protecting the 
document during delivery over insecure channels, but does 
not provide any mechanism to prevent legitimate users from 55 

obtaining the clear document and then using and redistribut
ing it in violation of content owners' intellectual property. 

In the "trusted system" approach, the entire system is 
responsible for preventing unauthorized use and distribution 
of the document. Building a trusted system usually entails 60 

introducing new hardware such as a secure processor, secure 
storage and secure rendering devices. This also requires that 
all software applications that rnn on trusted systems be cer
tified to be trusted. While building tamper-proof trusted sys
tems is a real challenge to existing technologies, current mar- 65 

ket trends suggest that open and untrusted systems, such as 
PC's and workstations using browsers to access the Web, will 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The exemplary embodiments of the present invention are 
directed to a method, system and device for transferring rights 
adapted to be associated with items from a rights supplier to 
a rights consumer, including obtaining a set of rights associ
ated with an item, the set of rights including meta-rights 
specifYing derivable rights that can be derived from the meta-; 
determining whether the rights consumer is entitled to the 
derivable rights specified by the meta-rights; and deriving at 
least one right from the derivable rights, if the rights con
sumer is entitled to the derivable rights specified by the meta
rights, wherein the derived right includes at least one state 
variable based on the set of rights and used for determining a 
state of the derived right. 

Still other aspects, features, and advantages of the present 
invention are readily apparent from the following detailed 
description, simply by illustrating a number of exemplary 
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embodiments and implementations, including the best mode 
contemplated for carrying out the present invention. The 
present invention is also capable of other and different 
embodiments, and its several details can be modified in vari
ous respects, all without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the present invention. Accordingly, the drawings and descrip
tions are to be regarded as illustrative in nature, and not as 
restrictive. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Exemplary embodiments of this invention will be 
described in detail, with reference to the attached drawings in 
which: 

4 
server 20 as well as other components, such as any component 
necessary for rendering content 42. 

Rights label 40 is associated with content 42 and specifies 
usage rights and possibly corresponding conditions that can 
be selected by a content recipient. License Server 50 manages 
the encryption keys and issues licenses for protected content. 
These licenses embody the actual granting of usage rights to 
an end user. For example, rights label 40 may include usage 
rights permitting a recipient to view content for a fee of five 

10 dollars and view and print content for a fee of ten dollars. 
License 52 can be issued for the view right when the five 
dollar fee has been paid, for example. Client component 60 
interprets and enforces the rights that have been specified in 
license 52. 

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a rights management 15 

system in accordance with the preferred embodiment; 
FIG. 6 illustrates rights label 40 in accordance with the 

preferred embodiment. Rights label 40 includes plural rights 
offers 44 each including usage rights 44a, conditions 44b, and 
content specification 44c. Content specification 44c can 
include any mechanism for calling, referencing, locating, 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example distribution chain 
showing the derivation of rights from meta-rights; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of a license in accordance 
with the preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 4 is an example of a license expressed with an XML 
based rights language in accordance with the preferred 
embodiment; 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the license serverofthe system 
ofFIG. 1; 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a rights label in accordance 
with the preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 7 is a flow chart of the procedure for transferring and 
deriving rights in accordance with the preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary system including a state
of-rights server; 

FIG. 9 illustrates employing of a state variable in deriving 
exclusive usage rights; 

FIG. 10 illustrates employing of a state variable in deriving 
inherited usage rights; 

FIG. 11 illustrates employing of a state variable in deriving 
rights that are shared among a known set of rights recipients; 

FIG. 12 illustrates employing of a state variable in deriving 
rights that are shared among a dynamic set of rights recipi
ents; 

FIG. 13 illustrates employing of a state variable in main
taining a state shared by multiple rights; 

FIG. 14 illustrates employing of multiple state variables to 
represent one state of rights; 

FIG. 15 illustrates a case where not all rights are associated 
with states; 

FIG. 16 illustrates a case where not all rights which are 
associated with states are shared or inherited; and 

20 linking or otherwise specifYing content 42 associated with 
offer 44. Clear (unprotected) content can be prepared with 
document preparation application 72 installed on computer 
70 associated with a content publisher, a content distributor, a 
content service provider, or any other party. Preparation of 

25 content consists of specifYing the rights and conditions under 
which content 42 can be used, associating rights label40 with 
content 42 and protecting content 42 with some crypto algo
rithm. A rights language such as XrML can be used to specifY 
the rights and conditions. However, the rights can be specified 

30 in any marmer. Also, the rights can be in the form of a pre
defined specification or template that is merely associated 
with the content. Accordingly, the process of specifying 
rights refers to any process for associating rights with content. 
Rights label40 associated with content 42 and the encryption 

35 key used to encrypt the content can be transmitted to license 
server 50. As discussed in detail below, rights 44a can include 
usage rights, which specify a marmer of use, and meta-rights, 
which permit other rights to be derived. 

In some case, license 52 includes conditions that must be 
40 satisfied in order to exercise a specified right. For, example a 

condition may be the payment of a fee, submission of per
sonal data, or any other requirement desired before permitting 
exercise of a manner of use. Conditions can also be "access 
conditions" for example, access conditions can apply to a 

45 particular group of users, say students in a university, or 
members of a book club. In other words, the condition is that 
the user is a particular person or member of a particular group. 
Rights and conditions can exist as separate entities or can be 
combined. 

FIG. 17 illustrates a case of rights sharing based on an offer 50 

which does not explicitly include meta-rights. 
Labels, offers, usage rights, and conditions can be stored 

together with content 42 or otherwise associated with content 
42 through content specification 44c or any other mechanism. 
A rights language such as XrML can be used to specifY the 
rights and conditions. However, the rights can be specified in 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

55 any manner. Also, the rights can be in the form of a pre
defined specification or template that is merely associated 
with content 42. 

AD RM system can be utilized to specifY and enforce usage 
rights for specific content, services, or other items. FIG. 1 
illustrates DRM System 10 that can be used in connection 
with the preferred embodiment. DRM System 10 includes a 
user activation component, in the form of activation server 20, 
that issues public and private key pairs to content users in a 60 

protected fashion, as is well known. During an activation 
process, some information is exchanged between activation 
server 20 and client environment 30, a computer or other 
device associated with a content recipient, and client compo
nent 60 is downloaded and installed in client environment 30. 65 

Client component 60 preferably is tamper resistant and con
tains the set of public and private keys issued by activation 

A typical workflow for DRM system 10 is described below. 
A recipient operating within client environment 30 is acti
vated for receiving content 42 by activation server 20. This 
results in a public-private key pair (and possibly some user/ 
machine specific information) being downloaded to client 
environment 30 in the form of client software component 60 
in a known marmer. This activation process can be accom
plished at any time prior to the issuing of a license. 

When a recipient wishes to obtain specific content 42, the 
recipient makes a request for content 42. For example, a user, 
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The concept of meta-rights can be particularly useful 
because distribution models may include entities that are not 
creators or owners of digital content, but are in the business of 
manipulating the rights associated with the content. For 
example, as noted above, in a multi-tier content distribution 
model, intermediate entities (e.g., distributors) typically will 
not create or use the content but will be given the right to issue 
rights for the content they distribute. In other words, the 
distributor or reseller will need to obtain rights (meta-rights) 

as a recipient, might browse a Web site running on Web server 
80, using a browser installed in client environment 30, and 
request content 42. During this process, the user may go 
through a series of steps possibly including a fee transaction 
(as in the sale of content) or other transactions (such as col
lection of information). When the appropriate conditions and 
other prerequisites, such as the collection of a fee and verifi
cation that the user has been activated, are satisfied, Web 
server 80 contacts license server 50 through a secure commu
nications channel, such as a channel using a Secure Sockets 
Layer (SSL). License server 50 then generates license 52 for 
content 42 and Web server 80 causes both the content and 
license 52 to be downloaded. License 52 includes the appro
priate rights, such as usage rights and/or meta-rights, and can 
be downloaded from license server 50 or an associated 
device. Content 42 can be downloaded from computer 70 
associated with a vendor, distributor, or other party. 

10 to issue rights. For the sake of clarity, the party granting usage 
rights or meta-rights is referred to as "supplier" and the party 
receiving and/or exercising such rights is referred to as "con
sumer" herein. It will become clear that any party can be a 
supplier or a consumer depending on their relationship with 

15 the adjacent party in the distribution chain. Note that a con
sumer "consumes", i.e. exercises, rights and does not neces
sarily consume, i.e. use, the associated content. 

FIG. 2 schematically illustrates an example of a multi-tier 
distribution model 200. Publisher 210 publishes content for 

Client component 60 in client environment 30 will then 
proceed to interpret license 52 and allow use of content 42 
based on the usage rights and conditions specified in license 
52. The interpretation and enforcement of usage rights are 
well known generally and described in the patents referenced 
above, for example. The steps described above may take place 
sequentially or approximately simultaneously or in various 
orders. 

20 distribution, by distributor 220 for example. Distributor 220 
distributes content to retailers, such as retailer 230 and retailer 
230 sells content to users, such as user 240. In model 200, 
publisher 210 could negotiate business relationships with 
distributor 220 and distributor 220 could negotiate business 

DRM system 10 addresses security aspects of content 42. 

25 relationships with retailer 230. Also, retailer 230 may desire 
usage rights that are beyond usage rights granted to distribu
tor 220. However, keep in mind that, in a distribution chain 
that utilizes a DRM system to control use and distribution of 
content or other items, content can travel from publisher 210 

In particular, DRM system 10 may authenticate license 52 
that has been issued by license server 50. One way to accom
plish such authentication is for application 60 to determine if 
license 52 can be trusted. In other words, application 60 has 
the capability to verifY and validate the cryptographic signa
ture, or other identifYing characteristic of license 52. Of 
course, the example above is merely one way to effect a DRM 
system. For example, license 52 and content 42 can be dis-

35 
tributed from different entities. Clearinghouse 90 can be used 

30 to user 240 through any digital communication charmel, such 
a network or transfer of physical media. When user 240 
wishes to use content, a license is obtained, in the manner 
described above for example. Accordingly, the negotiated 

to process payment transactions and verify payment prior to 
issuing a license. 

As noted above, typical business models for distributing 
digital content include plural parties, such as owners, pub- 40 
lishers, distributors, and users. Each of these parties can act as 
a supplier granting rights to a consumer downstream in the 
distribution channel. The preferred embodiment extends the 
known concepts of usage rights, such as the usage rights and 
related systems disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,629,980, 5,634, 45 
012, 5,638,443, 5,715,403 and 5,630,235, to incorporate the 
concept of"meta-rights." Meta-rights are the rights that one 
has to generate, manipulate, modifY, dispose of or otherwise 
derive other rights. Meta-rights can be thought of as usage 
rights to usage rights (or other meta-rights). This concept will 50 
become clear based on the description below. 

Meta-rights can include derivable rights to offer rights, 
grant rights, negotiate rights, obtain rights, transfer rights, 
delegate rights, expose rights, archive rights, compile rights, 
track rights, surrender rights, exchange rights, and revoke 55 

rights to/from others. Meta-rights can include the rights to 
modifY any of the conditions associated with other rights. For 
example, a meta-right may be the right to extend or reduce the 
scope of a particular right. A meta-right may also be the right 
to extend or reduce the validation period of a right. Meta- 60 

rights can be hierarchical and can be structured as objects 
within objects. For example, a distributor may have a meta
right permitting the distributor to grant a meta-right to a 
retailer which permits the retailer to grant users rights to view 
content. Just as rights can have conditions, meta-rights can 65 

also have conditions. Meta-rights can also be associated with 
other meta-rights. 

relationships can become difficult, if not impossible, to man
age. 

In model 200 of FIG. 2, retailer 230 will only grant rights 
to user 240 that have been predetermined and authorized by 
the distributor 220, publisher 210 and potentially other parties 
upstream of the transaction, such as the content creator or 
owner. The rights are predetermined through, and derived 
from, meta-rights granted to retailer 230 by distributor 220. 
Of course, there can be any number of parties in the distribu
tion chain. For example, distributor 220 may sell directly to 
the public in which case retailer 230 is not necessary. Also, 
there may be additional parties. For example user 240 can 
distribute to other users. 

In model 200 publisher grants to distributor 220 usage 
rights 212 permitting distribution of content, and meta-rights 
214. Meta-rights 214 permit distributor 220 to grant to retailer 
230 the usage right 214' (derived from meta-rights 214) to 
distribute or possibly sell content and meta-rights 216 which 
permit retailer 230 to grant user 240 the right to use content. 
For example, publisher 210 may specify, through meta-rights 
214, that meta-right 216 granted to retailer 230 permits 
retailer 230 to grant only 500 licenses and usage rights 216' 
that retailer 230 can grant to a user can only be "view" and 
"print-once". In other words, distributor 220 has granted 
meta-rights to retailer 230. Similarly, publisher 210 issues 
meta-rights 214 to the distributor that will govern what type, 
and how many, rights distributor 220 can grant to retailer 23 0. 
Note that these entities could be divisions, units or persons 
that are part of a larger enterprise, which also has other roles. 
For example, an enterprise might create, distribute, and sell 
content and carry out those activities using different person
nel or different business units within the enterprise. The prin
ciples of meta-rights can be applied to an enterprise to deter-
mine content usage within that enterprise. Also, retailer 230 
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could grant meta-rights 218 to user 240 permitting user 240 to 
share rights or grant usage rights to achieve a super-distribu
tion model. It can be seen that meta-rights of a party are 
derived from meta-rights granted by an upstream party in the 
distribution chain. 

For example, a person's medical records can be in digital 
form managed by a first hospital as publisher 230. In this 
scenario, the person, as supplier, grants usage rights to the 
hospital, as consumer, to access and update the medical 
records. Should that person require treatment at a second 
hospital and desires to transfer their records to the second 
hospital, the person can grant to the first hospital the right to 
transfer the access rights to the new hospital through meta
rights. In other words, the person has specified meta-rights 
and granted the meta-rights to the first hospital. The meta
rights permit the first hospital to grant rights, as a supplier, to 
the second hospital, as a consumer. In another example, a 
person's last will and testament can be in digital form and 
managed by a law firm as publisher 210. If the person wishes 
to allow a third party to review the will. The person can grant 
meta-rights to the law firm permitting the law firm to grant 
access rights to this third party. 

At a high level the process of enforcing and exercising 
meta-rights are the same as for usage rights. However, the 
difference between usage rights and meta-rights are the result 
from exercising the rights. When exercising usage rights, 
actions to content result. For example usage rights can be for 
viewing, printing, or copying digital content. When meta
rights are exercised, new rights are created from the meta
rights or existing rights are disposed as the result of exercising 
the meta-rights. The recipient of the new rights may be the 
same principal (same person, entity, or machine, etc), who 
exercises the meta -rights. Alternatively, the recipient of meta
rights can be a new principal. The principals who receive the 
derived rights may be authenticated and authorized before 
receiving/storing the derived rights. Thus, the mechanism for 
exercising and enforcing a meta-right can be the same as that 
for a usage right. For example, the mechanism disclosed in 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,634,012 can be used. 

Meta-rights can be expressed by use of a grammar or rights 
language including data structures, symbols, elements, or sets 
of rules. For example, the XrML™ rights language can be 
used. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the structure of license 52 can 
consist of one or more grants 300 and one or more digital 
signatures 310. Each grant 300 includes specific granted 
meta-rights 302 such as rights to offer usage rights, grant 
usage rights, obtain usage rights, transfer usage rights, 
exchange usage rights, transport usage rights, surrender 
usage rights, revoke usage rights, reuse usage rights, or man
agement meta-rights such as the rights to backup rights, 
restore rights, recover rights, reissue rights, or escrow the 
rights for management of meta-rights and the like. 

8 
tus of rights, or other dynamic conditions. State variables can 
be tracked, by clearinghouse 90 or another device, based on 
identification mechanisms in license 52. Further, the value of 
state variables can be used in a condition. For example, a 
usage right can be the right to print content 42 for and a 
condition can be that the usage right can be exercised three 
times. Each time the usage right is exercised, the value of the 
state variable is incremented. In this example, when the value 
of the state variable is three, the condition is no longer satis-

10 fied and content 42 cannot be printed. Another example of a 
state variable is time. A condition of license 52 may require 
that content 42 is printed within thirty days. A state variable 
can be used to track the expiration of thirty days. Further, the 
state of a right can be tracked as a collection of state variables. 

15 The collection of the change is the state of a usage right 
represents the usage history of that right. 

FIG. 4 is an example of license 52 encoded in XrML™. 
The provider grants the distributor a meta right to issue a 
usage right (i.e., play) to the content (i.e., a book) to any end 

20 user. With this meta right, the distributor may issue the right 
to play the book within the U.S. region and subject to some 
additional conditions that the distributor may impose upon 
the user, as long as the distributor pays $1 to the provider each 
time the distributor issues a license for an end user. The 

25 XrML™ specification is published and thus well known. 
FIG. 5 illustrates the primary modules oflicense server 50 

in accordance with the preferred embodiment. License inter
preter module 502 validates and interprets license 52 and also 
provides the functions to query any or all fields in the license 

30 such as meta-rights 302, conditions 306, state variables 308, 
principle 304, and/or digital signature 310. License manager 
module 503 manages all license repositories for storing 
licenses 52, and also provides functions to create licenses 52 
for derived rights, verifY licenses, store licenses, retrieve 

35 licenses and transfer licenses. State of rights module 504 
manages the state and history of rights and meta-rights. The 
current value and history of the state variables together with 
the conditions controls the permission to exercise given meta
rights for a given authenticated principal. Condition validator 

40 506 verifies conditions associated with the meta-rights. 
Together with the state variables, conditions associated with 
meta-rights define variables whose values may change over 
the lifetime of the meta-rights. Values of state variables used 
in conditions can affect the meta-rights at the time and during 

45 the time the rights are exercised. 
Authorization module 508 authorizes the request to exer

cise meta-rights and to store the newly created rights or 
derived rights as the result of exercising the meta-rights. 
Authorization module 508 accesses both state of rights man-

50 ager module 504 and condition validator module 506. Autho
rization module 508 interacts with license manager module 
503 and the list of state variables and conditions and then 
passes the state variables to state of rights manager module 
504 and condition list to condition validator module 506 for 

Grant 300 can also specifY one or more principals 304 to 
whom the specified meta-rights are granted. Also grants 300 
can include conditions 306 and state variables 308. Like 55 authorization. 
usage rights, access and exercise of the granted meta-rights 
are controlled by any related conditions 306 and state vari
ables 308. The integrity oflicense 52 is ensured by the use of 
digital signature 310, or another identification mechanism. 
Signature 310 can include a crypto-algorithm, a key, or 
another mechanism for providing access to content 42 in a 
known manner. The structure of digital signature 310 
includes the signature itself, the method of how the code is 
computed, the key information needed to verifY the code and 
issuer identification. 

State variables track potentially dynamic states conditions. 
State variables are variables having values that represent sta-

A request for exercising a meta-right is passed to meta
rights manager module 510. Assuming that the requesting 
device has been authenticated, meta-rights manager module 
510 requests the license manager module 504 to verify the 

60 license for exercising the requested meta-rights. License 
manager module 504 verifies the digital signature of the 
license and the key of the signer. If the key of the signer is 
trusted and the digital signature is verified then license man
ager module 504 returns "verified" to the meta-rights man-

65 ager module 510. Otherwise "not verified" is returned. 
Authorization module 508 instructs license manager 503 to 

fetch state variable 308 and conditions 306 of license 52. 
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Authorization manager 508 then determines which state vari
abies are required to enforce to enforce license 52. State of 
rights manager 504 then supplies the current value of each 
required state variable to authorization module 508. Autho
rization module 508 then passes conditions 306 and the 
required state variables to condition validator 506. If all con
ditions 306 are satisfied, authorization module 508 returns 
"authorized" to meta-rights manager module 510. 

Meta-rights manager module 510 verifies license 52 and 
meta-rights 302 therein, to authorize the request to exercise 
meta-rights 302, to derive new rights from meta-rights 302, 
and to update the state of rights and the current value of the 
conditions. Rights manager module 512, on the other hand, 
manages the new rights created or the derived rights as the 
result of exercising the meta-rights. Rights manager module 
512 uses authorization module 508 to verifY that recipient of 
the newly created rights or derived rights is intended principal 
304. If the recipient are authorized then the rights manager 
module 512 directs license manager 504 to store the newly 
created rights in a repository associated with the consumer. 
This is discussed in greater detail below with reference to 
FIG. 7. 

The authorization process is not limited to the sequence or 
steps described above. For example, a system could be pro
grammed to allow authorization module 508 to request the 
state conditions from license manager 504 prior to verifica
tion of the digital signature. In such a case it would be possible 
to proceed subject to a verified license. Further, the various 
modules need not reside in the license server or related 
devices. The modules can be effected through hardware and/ 
or software in any part of the system and can be combined or 
segregated in any manner. 

10 
determined if the party exercising the derived rights has the 
appropriate license to do so. If the principal is not authorized, 
the procedure terminates in step 710. If the principal is autho
rized, the procedures advances to step 712 in which the 
derived right is stored. The procedure then returns to step 708 
for each additional right in the license and terminates in step 
714 when all rights have been processed. 

Thus, the exemplary embodiments include a method for 
transferring rights adapted to be associated with items from a 

10 rights supplier to a rights consumer, including obtaining a set 
of rights associated with an item, the set of rights including 
meta-rights specifYing derivable rights that can be derived 
therefrom by the rights consumer, determining whether the 
rights consumer is entitled to derive the derivable rights speci-

15 fied by the meta-rights, and at least one of deriving the deriv
able rights, and generating a license including the derived 
rights with the rights consumer designated as a principal if the 
rights consumer is entitled to derive the derivable rights speci
fied by the meta-rights. The exemplary embodiments further 

20 include a license associated with an item and adapted to be 
used within a system for managing the transfer of rights to the 
item from a rights supplier to a rights consumer. The license 
includes a set of rights including meta-rights specifying 
derivable rights that can be derived therefrom by the rights 

25 consumer, a principal designating at least one rights con
sumer who is authorized to derive the derivable rights, and a 
mechanism for providing access to the item in accordance 
with the set of rights. The exemplary embodiments still fur
ther include a method for deriving rights adapted to be asso-

30 ciated with items from meta-rights, including obtaining a set 
of rights associated with an item, the set of rights including 
meta-rights specifYing derivable rights that can be derived 
therefrom by the rights consumer, and generating a license Once a request to exercise a meta-rights has been autho

rized, the meta-right can be exercised. Meta-rights manager 
module 510 informs state of rights module 504 that it has 35 

started exercising the requested meta-rights. State of rights 
module 504 then records the usage history and changes its 
current value of the state variables. Meta-rights manager 
module 510 exercises the requested meta-rights in a manner 
similar to known procedures for usage rights. If new rights are 
derived, then meta-rights manager module 510 invokes 
license manager module 504 to create new rights as the result 

associated with the item and including the derived rights. 
FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary system including a com-

mon state-of-rights server, according to the present invention. 
In FIG. 8, the exemplary system can include a common state
of-rights server of the system 801, including a state-of-rights 
manager 809, and one or more state-of-rights repositories 

40 814, and one or more license servers 800, including a meta
rights manager 810, a usage rights manager 812, an authori
zation component 808, a condition validator 806, a state-of
rights manager 804, one or more state-of-rights repositories 
816, a license manager 803, a license interpreter 802, and one 

of exercising the target meta-rights. Each new right is then 
sent to the corresponding rights manager module 512 of the 
consumer and stored in a repository associated with the con
sumer. Rights manager module 512 of the consumer will 
authenticate and authorize the consumer before receiving and 
storing the newly created right. New rights can be derived 
from meta-rights in accordance with a set of rules or other 
logic. For example, one rule can dictate that a consumed right 
to offer a license for use will result in the consumer having the 
right to offer a usage right and grant a license to that usage 
right to another consumer. 

45 or more license repositories 818. 
The common state-of-rights server 801 can be configured 

as a remote server connected with one or more of the license 
servers 800. The common state-of-rights server 801 provides 
comparable services as the state-of-rights manager 804 in the 

50 license servers 800 via the state-of-rights manager 809. The 
services provided by the state-of-rights server 801 are acces
sible and states that the server 801 manages can be shared by 
one or more rights suppliers and rights consumers (not 

FIG. 7 illustrates the workflow for transferring meta-rights 
and deriving new rights from the meta-rights in accordance 55 

with the preferred embodiment. All steps on the left side of 
FIG. 7 relate to the supplier of rights and all steps on the right 
side of FIG. 7 relate to the consumer of rights. In step 702, 
principal 304 oflicense 52 is authenticated in a known man
ner. In other words, it is determined if the party exercising 60 

meta-right 302 has the appropriate license to do so. If the 
principal is not authorized, the procedure terminates in step 
704. If the principal is authorized, the procedures advances to 
step 706 in which meta right 302 is exercised and transmitted 
to the consumer in the form of license 52 having derived 65 

rights in the manner set forth above. In step 708 the principal 
of this new license is authenticated. In other words, it is 

shown). 
The state-of-rights server 801 can be configured as a 

remote server connected with one or more of the license 
servers 800 via one or more communication links 820, and the 
like. The services provided by the state-of-rights server 801 
also can be integrated within one or more of the license server 
800 and such services can be accessible by other rights sup
pliers, rights consumers, and the like. 

The license manager 803 derives new rights based on an 
offer, which can include any suitable machine-readable 
expression, and optionally including meta-rights. While 
deriving rights, the license manager 803 can create new state 
variables to be associated with derived rights. The creation of 
state variables and their scopes can be prescribed in the offer 
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her play right, whereas the "BobP!ayEbook" variable can be 
updated when Bob exercises his play right. 

Other than deriving rights from an offer, a right can transfer 
from an entity to a recipient. When a right is transferred, the 
governing of the associated state variable is also transferred to 
the recipient. After a right is transferred, the source principal 
typically can no longer exercise the right, whereas the recipi
ent can exercise the right. The license server governing the 
exercising of a right of a recipient assumes the responsibility 

or by some other function in the system. The state variables 
can be created in one or more instances, for example, prior to 
rights derivation, during rights derivation, upon fulfillment of 
conditions, during a first exercise of rights associated with the 
state variables, and the like. The state variables can be desig
nated exclusively for a specific rights consumer, can be shared 
among rights consumers, and can be shared among rights 
consumers and other entities, such as rights suppliers, and the 
like. The license manager 803 can interact with the state-of
rights manager 804 to associate new state variables with 
physical addresses in one or more of the state-of-rights 
repositories 816. The state-of-rights manager 804 can access 
the one or more state-of-rights repositories 816 and can inter
act with the state-of-rights server 801 to access shared state 
variables from one or more of the state-of-rights repositories 15 

814. 

10 for state management. If, however, the state variables are 
managed by the common state of right server 801, the state of 
right server 801 needs to be informed of the transfer of right. 
Specifically, the state variable can be managed in the context 
of the recipient after the transfer of right. 

When a right is to be shared between the source principal 
and the recipient, the associated state variable is referenced in 
the derived right. If the same right is shared with multiple 
recipients, then typically all of the recipients share the same 
state variables with the source principal. In this case, a shared 

Designated state variables can be used to support a license 
that grants a recipient of the license a right to print content 5 
times, shared state variables can be used to support a site 
license that grants a group of authorized users a right to print 
content an aggregated total of 100 times, and the like. A 
designated state variable can be updated when the corre
sponding right is exercised, whereas a shared state variable 
can be updated when an authorized user exercises the corre
sponding right. In other words, a shared state variable can 
include a data variable that is updated in response to actions 
by a plurality of users and which is globally applied to each of 
the users. 

20 state can be managed by an entity that is accessible by all 
sharing principals. 

FIG.10 is used to illustrate employing of a state variable in 
deriving inherited usage rights, according to the present 
invention. In FIG. 10, a derived right can inherit a state vari-

There are multiple ways to specify the scope of state vari
abies, each of which can affect whether the derivative state 
variables can be shared, how the derivative state variables can 

25 able from meta-rights. For example, a personal computer 
(PC) of a user, Alice, can be configured to play an e-book 
according to a license 1003. A personal data assistant (PDA) 
of Alice also can obtain a right to play thee-book according to 
offer 1001, if the PC and PDA share the same state variables 

30 1004 and 1005, e.g., "AliceP!ayEbook." A derived right 1002 
allows Alice also to play the e-bookonher PDA as long as the 
PDA and the PC share a same count limit 1006 of 5 times. be shared, and the like. For example, a state variable can be 

local, and solely confined to a recipient or can be global, and 
shared by a predetermined group of recipients. A global state 
variable can be shared by a group of recipients not determined 35 

when derived rights are issued, but to be specified later, per
haps based on certain rules defined in the license or based on 
other means. A global state variable can be shared between 
one or more rights suppliers, predetermined recipients, un
specified recipients, and the like. Advantageously, depending 40 

on the sharing employed with a given a business model and 
the rights granted in the meta-rights, state variables can be 
created at different stages of the value chain. 

A set of non-exhaustive exemplary usages of state vari
ables will now be described. For example, a state variable can 45 

be unspecified in meta-rights, which means the identifier and 
value of the state variable are yet to be determined by the 
meta-rights manager module 810 and included in the derived 
right. If a distinct state variable is assigned to each derived 
right, the scope of the state variable in the derived right is 50 

typically exclusive to the recipient. 
FIG. 9 is used to illustrate employing of a state variable in 

deriving exclusive usage rights, according to the present 
invention. In FIG. 9, rights 902 and 903 derived from an offer 
901 are exclusive to each respective consumer. The offer 901 55 

is a type of meta-right of which the recipients have the rights 
to obtain specific derivative rights when the conditions for 
obtaining such rights are satisfied. Accordingly, the exem
plary offer 901 has an unspecified state variable 904. How
ever, specific state variable 905 and 906, each with uniquely 60 

assigned identifications (IDs) are included in the derived 
rights 902 and 903. The derived state variables 905 and 906 
are bound to their associated derived rights, e.g., "Alice
PlayEbook" (i.e., Alice has the right to play Ebook) is bound 
to derived right 902, and "BobP!ayEbook" (i.e., Bob has the 65 

right to play Ebook) is bound to derived right 903 The "Ali
ceP!ayEbook" variable can be updated when Alice exercises 

When a usage right is to be shared among a predetermined 
set of recipients, a state variable for tracking a corresponding 
usage right can be specified in a meta-right using a same state 
variable identification for all recipients. During a process of 
exercising the meta-right, the same state variable identifica
tion is included in every derived right. 

FIG. 11 illustrates the use of state variable in deriving 
rights that are shared among a known set of rights recipients, 
according to the present invention. In FIG. 11, a site license 
1101 is issued to FooU university. For example, via the site 
license 1101, a librarian is granted a right to issue rights that 
allow FooU students to play, view, and the like, corresponding 
content, such as e-books and the like, as long as such usage is 
tracked by a state variable 1104, e.g., "www.foou.edu." 
Accordingly, rights 1102 and 1103 derived from the site 
license 1101 include state variables 1105 and 1106, "www
.foou.edu," which can be updated when corresponding stu
dents, Alice and Bob, play thee-book. 

When a usage right is to be shared among a dynamic set of 
recipients, the state variable can stay unspecified in the usage 
right. When exercising a meta-right and a set of recipients is 
known, a state variable can be specified using some identifi
cation unique to the known recipients and can be included 
within a derived right. 

FIG. 12 is used to illustrate employing of a state variable in 
deriving rights that are shared among a dynamic set of rights 
recipients, according to the present invention. In FIG. 12, an 
offer 1201 specifies that a distributor can issue site licenses to 
affiliated clubs, allowing 5 members of each club to concur-
rently view, play, and the like, content, such as an e-book. A 
corresponding state variable 1207 associated with such a right 
can be unspecified in the offer 1201. When corresponding 
rights 1202 and 1203 are issued to affiliated clubs, the corre
sponding club identities are used to specifY state variables 
1208 and 1209 in the issued rights. The offers 1202 and 1203 
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are meta-rights derived from the offer 1201, with offer being 
assigned the distinct state variables 1208 and 1209. Further 
rights 1204-1206 can be derived from the offers 1202 and 
1203 to be shared among members of each respective club. 
The licenses 1204 and 1205 are examples of rights derived 
from the offer 1202, and which inherit the state variable 1208, 
e.g., "um:acme:club," whereas the license 1206 inherits the 
state variable 1209, e.g., "um:foo:club." 

14 
by a movie studio to transfer syndication rights to a specific 
TV station, to transfer syndication rights shared by a group of 
stations, to transfer syndication rights assigned through a 
bidding process, and the like. 

State variables also can be employed, for example, with 
regional selling or distribution rights, in a statement from a 
financial clearing house to acknowledge that an appropriate 
fee has been paid, as a status of whether a commercial has 
been watched before free content can be accessed, and the 

10 like. 
Not only can state variables be shared among principals, 

such as rights suppliers, consumers, and the like, a state 
variable can be shared among multiple exercisable rights. 
FIG. 13 is used to illustrate employing of a state variable for 
maintaining a state shared by multiple rights, according to the 
present invention. In FIG. 13, a same state variable 1303 is 
associated to both a right to print 1302 and the right to play 15 

1301, so that the total number of playing, printing, and the 
like, can be tracked together. 

The state of rights can depend on more than one state 
variable. FIG. 14 is used to illustrate employing of multiple 
state variables to represent one state of rights, according to the 20 

present invention. The example described with respect to 
FIG. 14 builds upon the example described with respect to 
FIG. 12. In FIG. 14, a usage right can be tracked by employing 
multiple state variables 1407 and 1408 in an offer 1401. The 
state variable 1408, for example, representing a priority level, 25 

can stay unspecified in the corresponding offers 1402 and 
1403 (e.g., site licenses). The corresponding state variables 
1409-1411, for example, used for setting a priority, can be 
assigned to each member in the corresponding licenses 1404, 
1405 and 1406. The corresponding right to view, play, and the 30 

like, can now be dependent on two state variables, effectively 
restricting 5 simultaneous views, plays, and the like, per 
priority level. 

One state variable can represent a collection of states. For 
example, a unique identification can be used to represent a 35 

state variable, and an appropriate mechanism can be 
employed to map such unique id to a database of multiple 
variables, where each variable represents a distinct state. 

The scope of state variables can be used to determine 
entities by which the state variables can be managed. For 40 

example, for a local state variable, usage tracking of associ
ated rights thereof can be managed solely by a trusted agent 
embedded within a rights consumption environment, such as 
a media player, and the like. In addition, such usage tracking 
can be conducted by a trusted remote service, such as the 45 

common state-of-rights server 801. Further, shared global 
state variables can be made accessible by multiple trusted 
agents. To avoid privacy issues, security issues, trust issues, 
rights issues, and the like, associated with accessing content, 
such as data, and the like, included within a peer rights con- 50 

sumption environment, managing of such shared global state 
variables can be performed by a remote service, such as the 
state-of-rights server 801. 

A counter is a common form of state variable usage. For 
example, such state sharing can include counter sharing 55 

where a state represents a number of times a right has been 
exercised, an event has occurred, and the like. Such counter 
sharing can be manifested in various forms and occur in many 
contexts, such as: tracking a number of simultaneous uses, 
tracking a number of sequential uses, sequencing (e.g., a 60 

commercial must be viewed before free content can be 
accessed), a one-time use constraint, a transaction count, a 
delegation control level, a super-distribution level, depen
dency on at least one or more services or devices, and the like. 

Not all rights need be associated with states. FIG.15 is used 
to illustrate a case where not all rights are associated with 
states, according to the present invention. In FIG. 15, an offer 
1501 allows a user, Alice, to grant an unlimited play right, 
view right, and the like, to her PDA. Such a play right need not 
be associated with any state. Accordingly, derived right 1502 
also has an unlimited play right to the content, as well as the 
right 1503 for her PC. 

Not all rights which are associated with states are shared or 
inherited. For example, some rights are meant for off-line 
usage, can be transferred in whole to another device, and 
hence are not shared with other devices. FIG. 16 is used to 
illustrate a case where not all rights which are associated with 
states are shared or inherited, according to the present inven-
tion. InFIG.16, even though a play right1603 of a user, Alice, 
a play right 1602 of a PDA of Alice, and a play right 1603 of 
a PC of Alice specifY a same state variable identification 
1604, a same state need not be shared since each device can 
track a state thereof locally. Advantageously, such an imple
mentation would allow the PC and the PDA to each play the 
corresponding content up to 5 times. 

FIG.17 illustrates a form of an offer which does not explic-
itly include meta-rights. In FIG. 17, an offer 1701 is config
ured as a site license written in English. Licenses 1702 and 
1703 are instances derived from the offer 1701. In an exem
plary embodiment, variables 1704 and 1705 can be created 
based on interpretation of the offer 1701, for example, by the 
system of FIG. 8. 

The preferred embodiments are not limited to situations 
where resellers, distributors or other "middlemen" are used. 
For example, the preferred embodiment can be applied within 
enterprises or other organizations, which create and/or dis
tribute digital content or other items to control use of the 
content within the enterprise or other organization. Meta-
rights can also be issued to end-users, when the grant of a right 
relates to another right. For example, the right to buy or sell 
securities as it is in the case of trading options and futures. 
Meta-rights can be assigned or associated with goods ser
vices, resources, or other items. 

The invention can be implemented through any type of 
devices, such as computers and computer systems. The pre
ferred embodiment is implemented in a client server environ
ment. However, the invention can be implemented on a single 
computer or other device. Over a network using dumb termi
nals, thin clients, or the like, or through any configuration of 
devices. The various modules of the preferred embodiment 
have been segregated and described by function for clarity. 
However, the various functions can be accomplished in any 
mauner through hardware and/or software. The various mod
ules and components of the preferred embodiment have sepa
rate utility and can exist as distinct entities. Various commu-
nication channels can be used with the invention. For 
example, the Internet or other network can be used. Also, data 
can be transferred by moving media, such as a CD, DVD, 

In addition, state variables can be incarnated in a wide 
variety of forms. For example, a state variable can be used to 
track specific time slots within a period of time, such as used 

65 memory stick or the like, between devices. Devices can 
include, personal computers, workstations, thin clients, 
PDA's and the like. 
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The invention has been described through exemplary 
embodiments and examples. However, various modifications 
can be made without departing from the scope of the inven
tion as defined by the appended claims and legal equivalents. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method for transferring rights 

adapted to be associated with items from a rights supplier to 
a rights consumer, the method comprising: 

16 
13. The system of claim 12, wherein the state variable 

inherits a state thereof for content usage or rights transfer 
from the set of rights. 

14. The system of claim 12, wherein the state variable 
shares a state thereof for content usage or rights transfer with 
the set of rights. 

15. The system of claim 12, wherein the state variable 
inherits a remaining state for content usage or rights transfer 

obtaining a set of rights associated with an item, the set of 10 

rights including a meta-right specifying a right that can 

from the set of rights. 
16. The system of claim 12, wherein the state variable is 

updated upon exercise of a right associated with the state 
variable. be created when the meta-right is exercised, wherein the 

meta-right is provided in digital form and is enforceable 
by a repository; 

determining, by a repository, whether the rights consumer 
is entitled to the right specified by the meta-right; and 

17. The system of claim 12, wherein exercising the meta
right results creates a plurality of rights, wherein the state 

15 variable is shared by the created rights. 

exercising the meta-right to create the right specified by the 
meta-right if the rights consumer is entitled to the right 
specified by the meta-right, wherein the created right 
includes at least one state variable based on the set of 20 

rights and used for determining a state of the created 
right. 

18. The system of claim 12, wherein the state variable 
represents a collection of states. 

19. The system of claim 12, including a plurality of state 
variables that determine the state of the created right. 

20. The system of claim 12, wherein the at least one state 
variable is unspecified in the created right, is created during a 
rights transfer, and is assigned to the created right. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable inher-
its a state thereof for content usage or rights transfer from the 
set of rights. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable shares 
a state thereof for content usage or rights transfer with the set 
of rights. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable inher
its a remaining state for content usage or rights transfer from 
the set of rights. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable is 
updated upon exercise of a right associated with the state 
variable. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein exercising the meta
right creates a plurality of rights, wherein the state variable is 
shared by the created rights. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable rep
resents a collection of states. 

21. The system of claim 12, wherein the state variable is 
transferred from the right specified by the meta-right to the 

25 created right. 
22. The system of claim 12, further comprising means for 

generating a license including the created right, if the rights 
consumer is entitled to the right specified by the meta-right. 

23. The system of claim 12, wherein the means for obtain-
30 ing, the means for determining, and the means for exercising 

comprise at least one of computer-executable instructions, 
and devices of a computer system. 

24. A device for transferring rights adapted to be associated 
with items from a rights supplier to a rights consumer, the 

35 
device comprising: 

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising a plurality of 40 

state variables that determine the state of the created right. 

means for obtaining a set of rights associated with an item, 
the set of rights including a meta-right specifYing a right 
that can be created when the meta-right is exercised, 
wherein the meta-right is provided in digital form and is 
enforceable by a repository; 

means for determining whether the rights consumer is 
entitled to the derivable right specified by the meta-right; 
and 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one state 
variable is unspecified in the created right, is created during a 
rights transfer, and is assigned to the created right. 

45 
10. The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable is 

means for exercising the meta-right to create the right 
specified by the meta-right if the rights consumer is 
entitled to the right specified by the meta-right, wherein 
the created right includes at least one state variable based 
on the set of rights and used for determining a state of the 
created right. 

transferred from the right specified by the meta-right to the 
created right. 

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating 
a license including the created right, if the rights consumer is 

50 
entitled to the right specified by the meta-right. 25. The device of claim 24, wherein the state variable 

inherits a state thereof for content usage or rights transfer 
from the set of rights. 

12. A system for transferring rights adapted to be associ
ated with items from a rights supplier to a rights consumer, the 
system comprising: 

means for obtaining a set of rights associated with an item, 
the set of rights including a meta-right specifying a right 
that can be created when the meta-right is exercised, 
wherein the meta-right is provided in digital form and is 
enforceable by a repository; 

26. The device of claim 24, wherein the state variable 

55 shares a state thereof for content usage or rights transfer with 
the set of rights. 

27. The device of claim 24, wherein the state variable 
inherits a remaining state for content usage or rights transfer 
from the set of rights. 

means for determining whether the rights consumer is 60 

entitled to the right specified by the meta-right; and 
28. The device of claim 24, wherein the state variable is 

updated upon exercise of a right associated with the state 
variable. means for exercising the meta-right to create the right 

specified by the meta-right if the rights consumer is 
entitled to the right specified by the meta-right, wherein 
the created right includes at least one state variable based 
on the set of rights and used for determining a state of the 
created right. 

29. The device of claim 24, wherein exercising the meta
right results creates a plurality of rights, wherein the state 

65 variable is shared by the created rights. 
30. The device of claim 24, wherein the state variable 

represents a collection of states. 
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31. The device of claim 24, including a plurality of state 
variables that determine the state of the created right. 

32. The device of claim 24, wherein the at least one state 
variable is unspecified in the created right, is created during a 
rights transfer, and is assigned to the created right. 

33. The device of claim 24, wherein the state variable is 
transferred from the right specified by the meta-right to the 
created right. 

34. The device of claim 24, further comprising means for 
generating a license including the created right, if the rights 10 

consumer is entitled to the right specified by the meta-right. 

18 
35. The device of claim 24, wherein the means for obtain

ing, the means for determining, and the means for exercising 
comprise at least one of computer-executable instructions, 
and devices of a computer system. 

36. The device of claim 24, wherein one or more of the 
means for obtaining, the means for determining, and the 
means for exercising are specified in a license. 

* * * * * 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR RIGHTS 
OFFERING AND GRANTING USING SHARED 

STATE VARIABLES 

RELATED APPLICATION DATA 

This application is a continuation-in-part application of 
co-pending application Ser. No. 10/162,212 filed on Jun. 5, 
2002, which is a continuation-in-part application of applica
tion Ser. No. 09/867,745 filed on May 31, 2001, and which 
claims benefit from U.S. provisional application Ser. No. 
60/296,113, filed in Jun. 7, 2001, U.S. provisional applica
tion, Ser. No. 60/331,625 filed in Nov. 20, 2001, and U.S. 
provisional application Ser. No. 60/331,624 filed on Nov. 20, 
2001, the entire disclosures of all of which are hereby incor
porated by reference herein. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention generally relates to offering and 
granting of rights and more particularly to a method, system 
and device for offering and granting of rights using shared 
state variables. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The digital age has greatly increased concerns about own
ership, access, and control of copyrighted information, 
restricted services and valuable resources. Rapid evolution 
and wide deployment has occurred for computers, and other 
electronic devices such as cellular phones, pagers, PDAs, and 
e-book readers, and these devices are interconnected through 
communication links including the Internet, intranets and 
other networks. These interconnected devices are especially 
conducive to publication of content, offering of services and 
availability of resources electronically. 

One of the most important issues impeding the widespread 
distribution of digital works (i.e. documents or other content 
in forms readable by computers), via electronic means, and 
the Internet in particular, is the current lack of ability to 
enforce the intellectual property rights of content owners 
during the distribution and use of digital works. Efforts to 
resolve this problem have been termed "Intellectual Property 
Rights Management" ("IPRM"), "Digital Property Rights 
Management" ("DPRM"), "Intellectual Property Manage
ment" ("IPM"), "Rights Management" ("RM"), and "Elec
tronic Copyright Management" ("ECM"), collectively 
referred to as "Digital Rights Management (DRM)" herein. 
There are a number of issues to be considered in effecting a 
DRM System. For example, authentication, authorization, 
accounting, payment and financial clearing, rights specifica
tion, rights verification, rights enforcement, and document 
protection issues should be addressed. U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,530, 
235, 5,634,012, 5,715,403, 5,638,443, and 5,629,980, the 
disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference, 
disclose DRM systems addressing these issues. 

2 
mechanism to prevent legitimate users from obtaining the 
clear document and then using and redistributing it in viola
tion of content owners' intellectual property. 

In the "trusted system" approach, the entire system is 
responsible for preventing unauthorized use and distribution 
of the document. Building a trusted system usually entails 
introducing new hardware such as a secure processor, secure 
storage and secure rendering devices. This also requires that 
all software applications that run on trusted systems be cer-

10 tified to be trusted. While building tamper-proof trusted sys
tems is a real challenge to existing technologies, current mar
ket trends suggest that open and untrusted systems, such as 
PC's and workstations using browsers to access the Web, will 
be the dominant systems used to access digital works. In this 
sense, existing computing envirouments such as PC's and 

15 workstations equipped with popular operating systems (e.g., 
Windows, Linux, and UNIX) and rendering applications, 
such as browsers, are not trusted systems and cannot be made 
trusted without significantly altering their architectures. Of 
course, alteration of the architecture defeats a primary pur-

20 pose of the Web, i.e. flexibility and compatibility. 
Some DRM systems allow content owners to specify usage 

rights and conditions, and associate them with content. These 
usage rights control how the recipient thereof can use the 
content. Usually after a content distributor or consumer has 

25 completed selecting and ordering specific content, the con
tent is delivered either electronically from some content 
repository or via a conventional distribution channel to the 
recipient, such as tangible media sent via a common carrier. 
Corresponding DRM systems used by the recipient, for 

30 
example the distributor or consumer, will then interpret the 
rights and conditions associated with the content, and use 
them to control how the content is distributed and/or used. 
Examples of usage rights include view, print and extract the 
content, and distribute, repackage and loan content. Associ
ated conditions may include any term upon which the rights 

35 may be contingent such as payment, identification, time 
period, or the like. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,634,012, discloses a system for controlling 
the distribution of digital documents. Each rendering device 
has a repository associated therewith. A predetermined set of 

40 usage transaction steps define a protocol used by the reposi
tories for enforcing usage rights associated with a document. 
Usage rights persist with the document content. The usage 
rights can permit various manners of use such as, viewing 
only, use once, distribution, and the like. Usage rights can be 

45 contingent on payment or other conditions. 
However, there are limitations associated with the above

mentioned paradigms wherein only usage rights and condi
tions associated with content are specified by content owners 
or other grantors of rights. Once purchased by an end user, a 
consumer, or a distributor, of content along with its associated 

50 usage rights and conditions has no means to be legally passed 
on to a next recipient in a distribution chain. Further the 
associated usage rights have no provision for specifying 
rights to derive other rights, i.e. Rights to modifY, transfer, 
offer, grant, obtain, transfer, delegate, track, surrender, 

55 exchange, transport, exercise, revoke, or the like. Common 
content distribution models often include a multi-tier distri-

Two basic DRM schemes have been employed, secure 
containers and trusted systems. A "secure container" (or sim
ply an encrypted document) offers a way to keep document 
contents encrypted until a set of authorization conditions are 60 

met and some copyright terms are honored (e.g., payment for 
use). After the various conditions and terms are verified with 
the document provider, the document is released to the user in 
clear form. Commercial products such as Cryptolopes and 
Digiboxes fall into this category. Clearly, the secure container 65 

approach provides a solution to protecting the document dur
ing delivery over insecure channels, but does not provide any 

bution and usage chain. Known DRM systems do not facili
tate the ability to prescribe rights and conditions for all par
ticipants along a content distribution and usage chain. 
Therefore, it is difficult for a content owner to commercially 
exploit content unless the owner has a relationship with each 
party in the distribution chain. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Exemplary aspects of the present invention include a 
method, system and device for sharing rights adapted to be 
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associated with items, the method and system including gen
erating at least one of usage rights and meta-rights for the 
items; defining, via the usage rights, a manner of use for the 
items; and defining, via the meta-rights, a manner of rights 
transfer for the items. The device including receiving at least 
one of usage rights and meta-rights for the items; interpreting, 
via the usage rights, a manner of use for the items; and 
interpreting, via the meta-rights, a manner of rights transfer 
for the items. The usage rights or the meta-rights include at 
least one state variable that is shared by one or more rights. 

4 
FIG. 17 illustrates employing of a state variable in main

taining a state shared by multiple rights; 
FIG. 18 illustrates employing of multiple state variables to 

represent one state of rights; 
FIG. 19 illustrates a case where not all rights are associated 

with states; 
FIG. 20 illustrates a case where not all rights which are 

associated with states are shared or inherited; and 
FIG. 21 illustrates a case of rights sharing based on an offer 

10 which does not explicitly include meta-rights. 
Still other aspects, features, and advantages of the present 

invention are readily apparent from the following detailed 
description, simply by illustrating a number of exemplary 
embodiments and implementations, including the best mode 

15 
contemplated for carrying out the present invention. The 
present invention is also capable of other and different 
embodiments, and its several details can be modified in vari
ous respects, all without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the present invention. Accordingly, the drawings and descrip- 20 

tions are to be regarded as illustrative in nature, and not as 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Prior to providing detailed description of the apparatus and 
method for offering and granting rights, a description of a 
DRM system that can be utilized to specify and enforce usage 
rights and meta-rights for specific content, services, or other 
items is first described below. 

FIG. 9 illustrates DRM System 10 that includes a user 
activation component, in the form of activation server 20, that 
issues public and private key pairs, or other identification 
mechanisms, to content users in a protected fashion, as is well 
known. Typically, when a user uses DRM system 10 for the 

restrictive. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Exemplary embodiments of this invention will be 
described in detail, with reference to the attached drawings in 
which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a three-tier model for 
content distribution; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating rights offering 
and granting processes in the model of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3(a) is a schematic diagram of a simple supplier
consumer push model for rights generating, issuing and exer
cising; 

FIG. 3(b) is a schematic diagram of a simple supplier
consumer pull model for rights generating, issuing and exer
cising; 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a rights offering-granting 
architecture in accordance with the preferred embodiment; 

FIGS. Sa and Sb are workflow diagrams for examples of 
offering and granting rights between a rights supplier and a 
rights consumer with a push and pull model respectively; 

FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a rights offer generation process in 
accordance with the preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 7 is a flow chart of a rights offer consideration process 
in accordance with the preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a rights offercustomization process 
in accordance with the preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 9 is block diagram of a DRM system that may be 
utilized in connection with the preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 10 is a block diagram of an exemplary structure of a 
license containing usage rights and meta-rights of the pre
ferred embodiment; 

25 first time, the user installs software that works with, or 
includes, a rendering application for a particular content for
mat. The software is installed in client environment 30, a 
computer associated with the content recipient, for example. 
The software is part ofDRM 10 system and is used to enforce 

30 usage rights for protected content. During the activation pro
cess, some information is exchanged between activation 
server 20 and client environment 30. Client component 60 
preferably is tamper resistant and contains the set of public 
and private keys issued by activation server 20 as well as other 

35 components, such as rendering components for example. 
Rights label 40 is associated with content 42 and specifies 

usage rights and meta-rights that are available to a recipient, 
i.e. a consumer of rights, when corresponding conditions are 
satisfied. License Server 50 manages the encryption keys and 

40 issues licenses 52 for protected content 42. Licenses 52 
embody the actual granting of rights, including usage rights 
and meta-rights, to an end user. For example, rights offer 40 
may permit a user to view content for a fee of five dollars and 
print content for a fee often dollars, or it may permit a user to 

45 offer rights to another user, for example, by utilizing the 
concept of meta-rights described below. License 52 can be 
issued for the view right when the five dollar fee has been 
paid. Client component 60 interprets and enforces the rights, 
including usage rights and meta-rights, that have been speci-

50 fied in the license. Rights label40 and license 52 are described 
in detail below. 

FIG. 11 illustrates rights label 40 in accordance with the 

FIG. 11 is a schematic illustration of a rights label of the 55 

preferred embodiment; 

preferred embodiment. Rights label 40 includes plural rights 
options 44. Each rights option 44 includes usage rights 44a, 
conditions 44b, and content specification 44c. Content speci
fication 44c can include any mechanism for referencing, call-

FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary system including a state
of-rights server; 

ing, locating, or otherwise specifYing content 42 associated 
with rights offer 44. 

As shown in FIG. 10, license 52 includes license 52a, grant FIG. 13 illustrates employing of a state variable in deriving 
exclusive usage rights; 

FIG. 14 illustrates employing of a state variable in deriving 
inherited usage rights; 

60 52b, and digital signature 52c. Grant 52b includes granted 
usage rights and/or meta-rights selected from label. The 
structure of the grant also includes one or more principals, to 
whom the specified usage rights and/or meta-rights are FIG. 15 illustrates employing of a state variable in deriving 

rights that are shared among a known set of rights recipients; 
FIG. 16 illustrates employing of a state variable in deriving 65 

rights that are shared among a dynamic set of rights recipi-
ents; 

granted, a list of conditions, and state variables required to 
enforce the license. Like usage rights, access and exercise of 
the granted meta-rights are controlled by the condition list 
and state variables as described below. 
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When a user wishes to use protected content 42, the user 
makes a request for the content 42. For example, a user might 
browse a Web site running on Web server 80 associated with 
a grantor of rights such as a content distributor, using a 
browser installed in client environment 30, and attempt to 
download protected content 42. During this process, the user 
may go through a series of steps possibly including a fee 
transaction (as in the sale of content) or other transactions 
(such as collection of information). When the appropriate 

Clear (unprotected) content can be prepared with docu
ment preparation application 72 installed on computer 70 
associated with a content publisher, a content distributor, a 
content service provider, or any other party. Preparation of 
content consists of specifYing the usage rights, meta-rights, 
and conditions under which content 42 can be used and dis
tributed, associating rights label 40 with content 42 and pro
tecting content 42 with some crypto algorithm. A rights lan
guage such as XrML can be used to specify the rights and 
conditions. However, the usage rights and meta-rights can be 
specified in any manner. Also, the rights can be in the form of 
a pre-defined specification or template that is merely associ
ated with the content. Accordingly, the process of specifying 
rights refers to any process for associating rights with content. 
Rights label40 associated with content 42 and the encryption 
key used to encrypt the content can be transmitted to license 
server 50. 

10 conditions and other prerequisites, such as the collection of a 
fee and verification that the user has been activated, are sat
isfied, Web server 80 contacts license server 50 through a 
secure communications channel, such as a channel using a 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). License server 50 then gener-

15 ates license 52 for the content and Web server 80 causes both 
protected content 42 and license 52 to be downloaded. 
License 52 can be downloaded from license server 50 or an 
associated device. Content 42 can be downloaded from com-

Rights can specify transfer rights, such as distribution 
rights, and can permit granting of rights to others or the 20 

derivation of rights. Such rights are referred to as "meta
rights". Meta-rights are the rights that one has to manipulate, 
modifY, or otherwise derive other meta-rights or usage rights. 
Meta-rights can be thought of as usage rights to usage rights. 
Meta-rights can include rights to offer, grant, obtain, transfer, 25 

delegate, track, surrender, exchange, and revoke usage rights 
to/from others. Meta-rights can include the rights to modify 
any of the conditions associated with other rights. For 
example, a meta-right may be the right to extend or reduce the 
scope of a particular right. A meta-right may also be the right 30 

to extend or reduce the validation period of a right. 
Often, conditions must be satisfied in order to exercise the 

manner of use in a specified right. For, example a condition 
may be the payment of a fee, submission of personal data, or 
any other requirement desired before permitting exercise of a 35 

manner of use. Conditions can also be "access conditions" for 
example, access conditions can apply to a particular group of 
users, say students in a university, or members of a book club. 
In other words, the condition is that the user is a particular 
person or member of a particular group. Rights and condi- 40 

tions can exist as separate entities or can be combined. 
State variables track potentially dynamic states conditions. 

State variables are variables having values that represent sta-
tus of an item, usage rights, license or other dynamic condi
tions. State variables can be tracked, by clearinghouse 90 45 

license or server 30 another device, based on identification 
mechanisms in license 52. Further, the value of state variables 
can be used in a condition. For example, a usage right can be 
the right to print content 42 three times. Each time the usage 
right is exercised, the value of the state variable "number of 50 

prints" is incremented. In this example, when the value of the 
state variable is three, the condition is not longer satisfied and 
content 42 cannot be printed. Another example of a state 
variable is time. A condition of license 52 may require that 
content 42 is printed within thirty days. A state variable can be 55 

used to track the expiration of thirty days. Further, the state of 
a right can be tracked as a collection of state variables. The 
collection of the change is the state of a usage right represents 
the usage history of that right. 

A typical workflow for DRM system 10 is described below. 60 

A recipient, such as a user, operating within client environ
ment 30 is activated for receiving content by activation server 
20. This results in a public-private key pair (and some user/ 
machine specific information) being downloaded to client 
environment 30 in the form of client software component 60 65 

in a known manner. This activation process can be accom
plished at any time prior to the issuing of a license. 

puter 70 associated with a publisher, distributor, or other 
party. 

Client component 60 in client environment 30 will then 
proceed to interpret license 52 and allow use of content 42 
based on the rights and conditions specified in license 52. The 
interpretation and enforcement of usage rights are well 
known generally. The steps above may take place sequen
tially or approximately simultaneously or in various order. 

DRM system 10 addresses security aspects of protecting 
content 42. In particular, DRM system 10 may authenticate 
license 52 that has been issued by license server 50. One way 
to accomplish such authentication is for application 60 to 
determine if the licenses can be trusted. In other words, appli-
cation 60 has the capability to verify and validate the crypto
graphic signature of digital signature 52c, or other identifying 
characteristic of the license. During the activation step 
described above, both client environment 30 and license 
server 50 receive a set of keys in a tamper-resistant software 
"package" that also includes other components, such as the 
necessary components for activated client environment 30 to 
verifY signature 52 of license 52 in a known manner. Of 
course, the example above is merely one way to effect a DRM 
system. For example, the license and content can be distrib-
uted from different entities. Also, rights offer 40 can be asso
ciated with content by a party other than the party preparing 
the content. Also, clearinghouse 90 can be used to process 
payment transactions and verifY payment prior to issuing a 
license. 

For any set of rights, there are two kinds of entities 
involved, the "supplier" and the "consumer". The function of 
the supplier is to offer, and possibly grant, the rights, and the 
function of the consumer is to select, and possibly exercise the 
rights. Both the supplier and consumer may actually represent 
two or more entities. In general, multiple entities may collec
tively make an offer and grant rights to multiple entities. The 
supplier and consumer represent any two entities in the con
tent value chain that have a direct relationship with each other 
regarding the granting of rights. At the beginning of the value 
chain, the supplier and consumer may be author and pub
lisher. Going down along the value chain, the supplier and 
consumer may be a publisher and another publisher (for con
tent aggregation), a publisher and distributor (for content 
distribution), a distributor and another distributor (for multi-
tier content distribution), a distributor and a retailer (for con
tent retailing), a retailer and a consumer (for content con
sumption), and a consumer and another consumer (for 
content supper-distribution or personal lending). 

An "offer of rights" or "rights offer" expresses how a 
consumer (e.g. a content distributor or user) can acquire a 
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particular instance of content together with its associated 
usage rights and/or meta-rights. An offer may or may not 
contain financial terms. An offer is an expression of mere 
willingness to commerce negotiation and also an expression 
of willingness to grant on terms stated. An offer may be 
expressed in the form of a rights label. A "consideration of 
rights" is a process as part of the rights granting in which the 
rights consumer has examined the rights being offered and 
possibly bargained them and associated terms and conditions. 
A "choice of rights" is a selection of rights and their associ
ated terms and conditions from a rights offer. It indicates the 
intent of the consumer to accept these rights and the corre
sponding terms and conditions. For example, selection can 
comprise selecting one option 44 from label40. "Customiza
tion of rights" is a process as part of the rights granting in 
which the rights supplier assembles rights and terms and 
conditions based on a choice of the rights consumer. The 
output of this process can be a draft license to be accepted by 
the rights consumer. A "license of rights" is an expression of 
rights and possibly conditions accepted and agreed upon by 
the rights supplier and consumer. It is the output of the rights 
offering and granting process. A license is a grant to exercise 
the rights that govern the usage (possibly including further 
distribution) of content or other items. 

As described above, a rights label, such as rights label 40, 
may contain a number of options 44 allowing the consumer to 
make a selection and conduct negotiation (if permitted), 
while license 52 contains rights the consumer has selected 
and accepted. Note that the accepted rights may include a 
right to present offers to others or make selections of offers. 

An example of a distribution chain model is illustrated in 
FIG. 1. The distribution chain includes a content provider 
100, distributor 110, and end user 120. Of course content may 
be prepared in the manner described above. It is assumed that 
the content has already been prepared in the model of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 1 is directed to the transfer of content and shows that, in 
this example, provider 100 may publish content to distributor 
110 or receive content for reuse from distributor 110. Dis-

8 
personal lending. In a "Web community" and everyone is able 
to publish, distribute and consume content. "Content aggre
gation" allows publishers to compose content from other 
publishers into composite works. Site license and enterprise 
use allows sharing content among consumers. 

In general, all the rights relationships shown in FIG. 2 can 
be captured by two generic supplier-consumer models, as 
shown in FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b). FIG. 3(a) shows a "push" 
model and FIG. 3(b) shows a "pull" model. In the push model 

10 shown in FIG. 3(a), rights supplier 200 initiates the rights 
offering and granting process by generating an offer and 
granting the rights to the rights consumer 210. In the pull 
model shown in FIG. 3(b), rights consumer 210 initiates the 
process by requesting an offer and accepting the rights from 

15 the rights supplier 200. 
An architecture of the preferred embodiment for rights 

offering and granting is shown in FIG. 4.Architecture400 can 
be implemented as a combination of computer hardware and 
software and includes rights supplier component 402, rights 

20 consumer component 438 and communication channel 422 
linking these two components. For example, communication 
channel 42 can be Internet, a direct computer to computer 
connection, a LAN, a wireless connection or the like. Sup
plier component 402 is associated with the supplier, i.e. the 

25 entity making rights available to a consumer who is the entity 
going to exercise, i.e., consume the rights. The supplier could 
be the content owner or provider, or could be a distributor or 
any "middle-man," such as a retailer or operator of a web site. 
Consumer component 438 is associated with the consumer 

30 who could be the ultimate user (i.e., content consumer) or a 
"middle-man," such as a retailer, whole-seller, or reseller. 
Keep in mind that the consumer consumes rights and does not 
necessarily use (i.e. consume) the content. Both supplier 
component 402 and consumer component 438 can embody 

35 any type of hardware devices, and or software modules, such 
as a personal computer, a handheld computer, a mobile phone 
a server, a network, or any combination of the same. Supplier 
component 402 generates rights label 40 as offers, presents 

tributor 110 may in turn distribute content to user 120 or 
receive returned content form user 120. User 100 can use 40 

draft licenses and grants license 52 to the consumer. Con
sumer component 438 issues requests, select choices of 
options 44 from rights labels 40, generates counter offers, and content. To further illustrate the potential complexities of 

multi-tier distribution chains provider 100 can aggregate con
tent from others, distributor 110, can receive content from 
other distributors for redistribution, and user 120 can share 
content with the other users. It is clear that there are plural 45 

stages in the content life cycle and plural relationships 
between the various parties. A precise and consistent speci
fication of rights at the different stages of the life cycle and 
relationships is important and crucial to persistent protection 

accepts licenses 52. Supplier component 402 and consumer 
component 438 can be embodied in the same device(s) and 
communication channel 422 can be an internal channel. 

Supplier component 402 contains user interface module 
404, communication interface module 420 identity module 
406 repository 412 for supplier's rights (e.g., in the form of 
issued licenses) and database 414 for management related 
information. User interface 404 accomplishes presentation to 

of content in multi-tier distribution and usage. 50 the user of the component functions and acceptance of user 
interactions in a known manner. Communication interface 
422 provides the proper formatting and protocols for mes
sages between supplier component 402 and consumer com-

FIG. 2 illustrates the flow of rights in the same model, 
including rights generating, aggregating, issuing, relinquish
ing, driving, granting, surrendering, delegating and exercis
ing. The model of FIG. 2 includes the same entities, provider 
100, distributor 110, and user 120. It can be seen that, with 55 

respect to the flow of rights, each party can grant and accept 
rights. User 120 can grant and accept rights from other users, 
a process called "delegation", in this example. 

The model ofFIG. 2 covers many specific content publish
ing, distribution and use relationships. Other models can be 60 

derived from on this model by a different consolidation or 
segregation of the parties. For example, every provider can be 
a distributor. This is "direct publishing", which allows indi
vidual authors to distribute/sell their content without any 
intermediate publisher. Further, every consumer can be a 65 

potential distributor. This allows consumers to pass content to 
each other. This includes supper-distribution, gifting, and 

ponent 438. Identity module 406 ensures that the identity of 
supplier component 402 can be authenticated by consumer 
component 438 and may contain authentication information 
like a password, cryptographic keys or biometric information 
of the user of supplier component 402. Rights repository 412 
stores rights granted to the user of supplier component 402 
and may include functions for indexing, searching and updat
ing the rights stored within. Management database 414 is 
used to archive information generated during the rights offer
ing and granting processes. Such information includes infor
mation related to initial offers, consumer choices, possible 
counter-offers, agreements and final licenses. 

Consumer component 438 includes user interface module 
428, communication interface module 424, identity module 
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426, repository 434 for consumer's rights (e.g., in the form of 
issued licenses), and database 436 for management related 
information. User interface 424 deals handles presentation to 
the user of the component and acceptance of user interactions. 
Communication interface 422 provides the proper formatting 
and protocols for rights offering and granting messages 
between supplier component 402 and consumer component 
438. Identity module 426 ensures that the identity of the 
consumer component 438 can be authenticated by supplier 
component 402 and may contain authentication information 10 

like a password, cryptographic keys or biometric information 
of the user. Rights repository 434 stores rights granted to the 
user of consumer component 438 and may include functions 
for indexing, searching and updating the rights stored within. 
Management database 436 is used to archive information 15 

generated during the rights offering and granting process. The 
information includes that related to offers 44, consumer 
choices, possible counter-offers, agreements and licenses 52. 
Note that database 436 can store information that is the same 

10 
an offer of rights in the form of rights label 40 for example, 
with possibly many options 44, and sends it to consumer 
component 438 (510). Consumer component 438 considers 
the offer and its possible options, and responds to supplier 
component 402 with a choice of any of the optional rights 
offer 44 (512). Supplier component 402 customizes rights 
according to the consumer's response, and issues the rights 
the user of consumer component 432 (514) in the form of a 
draft license. 

Consumer component 438 then accepts the draft license if 
it corresponds to the choice made and is otherwise acceptable 
(516). Upon acceptance, supplier component 402 generates 
license 52 and transmits license 52 to consumer component 
(518). Keep in mind that grant 52b oflicense 52 can include 
usage rights and/or meta-rights. Therefore license 52 can 
permit the user of consumer component 438 to grant rights to 
others in a similar fashion. However, the derivable rights are 
controlled by upstream parties through the use of meta-rights. 

as or different from database 414 because the parties may 
interact with other parties and thus have different archived 
information. 

Supplier component 402 also includes offer generator 
module 408 for generating offers, rights composer module 
410 for composing licenses, offer templates module 418 for 
providing templates for generating offers based on previous 
transactions and common formality of offers, and consumer 
profiles module 416 for customizing and granting rights 
based on past consumer characteristics and relationships. 

20 Additionally, the protocol can include steps where supplier 
component 402 requests to make payment through a credit 
card of the user of consumer component 438, and the user 
component 402 provides the information and authorizes the 
charge. Both supplier component 402 and consumer compo-

25 nent 438 can generate status reports on success or failure of 
the process. Further, parties can authenticate each other dur
ing the process and maintain authentication through the pro
cess. 

Consumer component 438 also includes offer analyzer 30 

module 430 for understanding rights and their terms and 
conditions presented within offers, a choice maker module 
432 for selecting favorable options specified in offers, a sup
plier preference module 438 for describing any preferred 
suppliers based on past and existing supplier characteristics 35 

and relationships, and choice patterns module 440 for provid
ing patterns and interests in selection options in offers. For 
example, the choice pattern module 440 may include a list of 
preferred suppliers or a list of lowest prices for the item of 
interest to the consumer. Offer analyzer module 430 and 40 

choice maker module 432, respectively, may be combined 
into one module. 

The process of offering and granting rights within archi
tecture 400 is based on protocols followed by supplier com
ponent 402 and consumer component 438. These protocols 45 

generally consist of an offer and acceptance of that offer. 
Specifically, the protocols include an offering of rights by one 
party to another and acceptance of that offer by the person to 
whom it is made. An offer, once made, may be styled so that 
it may revoked before acceptance or the offeror could styled 50 

it so that it cannot be revoked at all or only under certain 
circumstances definable by the offeror. An offer can also 
expire in various way, for example if a deadline for accep
tance passes. If there is no specified deadline, then the offer 
could expire in a predetermined reasonable time, depending 55 

on the subject matter of the offer. For periodically available 
content such as magazines, journals, and even newspapers, a 
reasonable time could be accord to the period of the content 
publication, for example. For dynamically generated or pro
vided content such as streaming content, a reasonable time 60 

could be any time before the availability of the content. The 
rights supplier can dictate other terms of the acceptance, to 
which the rights consumer is bound. For example, the offer 
may require acceptance in sending back in a certain form via 

FIG. 5(b) shows a protocol of pull model for rights grant
ing. First, consumer component 438 sends a request to sup
plier component 402 to indicate an interest in obtaining cer
tain rights in content (520). Supplier component 402 then 
responds with an offer, in the form of label 40 having plural 
offer options 44, covering the rights requested by consumer 
component 438, and sends the offer to consumer component 
438 (522). 

Consumer component 438 then considers the offer and its 
options, and responds to supplier component 402 with a 
choice of one of the offer options (524). Supplier component 
402 customizes rights according to the response, and grant the 
rights to the consumer in the form of a draft license (526). 
Consumer component 438 then accepts the draft license (528) 
and supplier component 402 issues license 52 granting rights 
to consumer component 438 (530). Once again the rights can 
include meta-rights. 

FIG. 6 illustrates the offer generation process 600 per
formed by offer generator module 408 in supplier component 
402. In offer generation process 600, available rights are first 
collected in block 602. Rights may be available from a pre
vious supplier by being derived from meta-rights granted to 
the supplier or may be originally created rights. In step 604 it 
is determined whether supplier has a right to make an offer to 
the consumer. For example, if the consumer is known to be a 
minor and the content is restricted to an adult consumer or if 
the consumer is on a list of those prohibited from receiving 
content, the supplier may not make an offer. In such case, the 
offer generation process terminates in step 606. If the supplier 
has the right to make an offer, the process then determines all 
the rights that can be offered to the consumer in step 608 by 
parsing the rights collected in step 602. Next, in step 610, the 
process determines whether the consumer has requested any 
specific rights. If a request has been received, the process 
further filters the determined rights that can be offered, taking 
the received consumer requested rights into consideration and 

an email or through a certain web page interface. 
FIG. 5(a) illustrates the workflow of protocol500 of a push 

model for rights granting. Supplier component 402 generates 

65 comparing them to the available rights. Then, the process 
determines whether an offer template needs to be applied in 
steps 614. 
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For example, the consumer might be offered standard 
rights included in the template, such as printing right, 
archiving right, etc. of the content. If an offer template is 
available and needed, the offer template is then applied in 
steps 616. In steps 618, human intervention may be provided 

12 
to accept offers from the supplier, the offers are then analyzed 
in step 708 to ascertain if they are discernible. If it is deter
mined that supplier preferences are available in step 710, the 
offers are filtered in step 712 based on the preferences. For 
example, the consumer may trust a specific supplier, or oth
erwise prefer transactions with that supplier, more that other 
suppliers. Next, step 714 determines if consumer preferences 
are available and, if so, they are applied in step 716 to the 
offers. Once all the offers are analyzed, by applying the logic 

to further make adjustments to the offer template or to any of 
the rights that are available for offering thus far in the process. 
Next, restrictions can be applied, through conditions and/or 
state variables. For example, a time restriction may be place 
on certain rights in step 620. Finally, a digital signature or 
other authentication is provided with the collection of rights 
to be offered in step 622 and an authenticated offer, in the 
form of rights label 40 is made in step 624 and presented to 
consumer component 438 in step 624. 

10 of steps 708-714 and any other desired logic, the consumer 
then selects options in block 718 and specifies contingencies 
in block 720. The selection of options can be done automati
cally. If human intervention is desired, the customer can 
intervene and further specify additional choices or conditions 

FIG. 8 illustrates rights customization process 800 which is 
performed by rights composer module 410 in supplier com
ponent 402. Initially, consumers choices are received in step 
802. Choices are rights and conditions of an option 44 
selected label 40 of step 624 (FIG. 6). The process then 
determines if supplier component 402 has the right to grant 
rights to consumer component 438 in step 804. For example, 
if the consumer fails to meet a certain requirement, such as 
minimum age or proof of residence in a locale where content 
may be licensed, for example, granting a license may not be 
proper, and the rights customization process 800 terminates 
in step 806. Otherwise, consumer selected choices are ana
lyzed in step 808 to ascertain if they are an discernible by 
supplier component 402. For example, the choices can be 
parsed to see if they are understandable. 

15 desired. Any preferences, rules, or other logic can be used to 
analyze offers. 

Overall, as can be seen in the description ofFIGS. 6, 7, and 
8 above, the consumer sends a request, and then a license is 
constructed. Either the supplier or the consumer could draft 

20 the content of the license, but in the example above the sup
plier does so. The request is a subset of an offer and the offer 
has one or more options. The supplier makes the offer avail
able to the consumer sending the request (and to other con
sumers if that is the desire), and the consumer (including 

25 other consumers, if applicable) makes choices. Then, the 
supplier analyzes the choices, and constructs the license (i.e. 
a grant of rights). Note that the request can also be rejected, or 
a counter proposal could be made and the same process could 
then repeat for the counter proposal. 

Also, when the supplier analyzes the request, the analysis 
may be done automatically, or with human intervention. 
When the consumer considers the offer, the choice or accep
tance may be done automatically, or with human intervention. 
Either the offer or a license, or both, may be generated based 

Next, the process determines if consumer information is 30 

available in step 810. For example, consumer profiles may be 
stored in database 414 (FIG. 4). If available, the consumer 
information is taken into consideration in step 812 for further 
analysis of consumer choices. In step 812, dynamic informa
tion can also considered as described below. For example, the 
profile may include a trust rating or address of the consumer 
that renders it desirable of undesirable to provide certain 
rights. The process then determines if the choices are reason
able in step 814. This determination may be carried out, for 
example, computationally or with human intervention. If the 
customer's choices are deemed unreasonable, re-negotiation 

35 on the dynamic information, the consumer's information, and 
the consumer's request, such as described above. 

The dynamic information may include many kinds of 
information including information related to pricing, status of 
the network, the traffic of a web site at each moment of time, 

40 discounts given, coupons given, the habits of the consumer, 
how many times the content has been used, for how long the 
content was used, where it was used, or the like. The dynamic 
information can be tracked as state variables and the values of 

of the customer's choices is then performed in block 816. In 
this re-negotiation process, the customer is presented with a 
new proposed offer based on the previously analyzed choices, 
the customer is given an opportunity to submit new choices 45 

offered, and the right customization process 800 begins again 
in step 802. Otherwise, a license including the selected rights 
is created in step 818. 

After a license is created, if consumer acceptance is nec
essary (step 820), it is presented to the consumer for review in 50 

step 822. If the consumer does not agree with the terms in the 
license in step 824, re-negotiation is then initiated in step 816, 
which re-starts the rights customization process 800 again in 
step 802. In step 820, if a review by the consumer is not 
required, then the license is authenticated in step 826 to create 55 

a completed license 52 in step 828 which is to be issued and 
associated with content 42. 

the state variables can be checked and updated as necessary. 
Dynamic information is information capable of being (al

though, it need not actually be) changed or created by or by 
reference to a non-static element. For example, the dynamic 
information can be obtained based on a formula, database, 
curve, predetermined table, percentage of a value, a function, 
reference to other data, such as the prime rate of interest or the 
change in a stock market index, and/or by a human interven-
tion of the user or distributor, and/or consumer's input. 

The consumer's information may include information 
such as the age of the consumer, the credit history of the 
consumer, the credit limit of the consumer, income of the 
consumer, what kind of rights or licenses obtained, the pass-
word of the consumer, the key assigned to the consumer, club 
membership for access or discount, the class of the consumer 
based on a predetermined criteria, or any other data, identifi-

FIG. 7 illustrates offer consideration process 700 which is 
performed by offer analyzer module 430 and choice maker 
module 432 of consumer component 438. Available offers are 
first collected in step 702. In step 704, process 700 determines 
whether it has a right to accept offers from the supplier. For 
example, if the consumer certain restrictions on the purchase 

60 cation characteristics and information. The supplier's infor
mation may include some or all of the subjects of information 
as the consumer's information, and may also include, for 
example, available options or variations, suppliers, shipping 

of content, such as an age restriction or a restriction against 
accepting content from outside an enterprise, the consumer 65 

may not accept an offer. In such a case, the offer consideration 
process terminates in step 706. If the consumer has the right 

information, and other information. 
The system and processes disclosed in this invention sup

port multi-tier and super distributions of content. The follow
ing is a use case that shows how this can be modeled and 
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supported. It illustrates the process of offering and granting 
rights by showing the process of transforming offered rights 
to a rights supplier (the content distributor in this case) to 
granted rights to a rights consumer (the end user in this case). 
It specifically shows how an offer is generated from an exist
ing license, how this offer is considered with a choice, and 
how a final license is issued. Meta-rights provide a mecha
nism for permitting the transfer of rights from one party to the 
next party in a content distribution chain. 

Suppose that a content provider P of some content C wants 10 

to specify that a distributor D may sell, to any end user within 
the region of the United States (US), the "play" right at a flat 
rate of $1 and the "print" right at a cost of $4 per copy (both 
are paid by D to P). The provider also allows the content 
distributor to add its own conditions to the "play" and "print" 15 

rights it issues to end users. 
A license from the content provider to the distributor may 

resemble the following using the XrML rights language. 

<license> 
<grant> 

<forAll varName~"user"/> 
<forAll varName~"distributorConditionForPlay"/> 
<principal id~"distributor"/> 
<issue/> 
<grant> 

<principal varRef~"user"/> 
<play/> 
<digitalResource licensePartld~"book"/> 
<all Condition> 

<region regionCode~"US"/> 
<condition varRef~''distributorConditionForPlay''/> 

</all Condition> 
</grant> 
<fee> 

<flat currencycode~"USD"> 1 </flat> 
<to licensePartld~"provider"/> 

</fee> 

20 

25 

30 

35 
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<offer> 
<grant> 

<forAll varName~"user"/> 
<principal varRef="user"/> 
<obtain/> 
<grant> 

<principal varRef~"user"/> 
<play/> 
<digitalResource licensePartld~"book"/> 
<region regionCode~"US"/> 

</grant> 
<fee> 

<flat currencyCode~"USD">2</flat> 
<to licensePartld~"distributor"/> 

</fee> 
</grant> 
<grant> 

<forAll varName~"user"/> 
<principal varRef="user"/> 
<obtain/> 
<grant> 

<principal varRef~"user"/> 
<print/> 
<digitalResource licensePartld~"book"/> 
<all Condition> 

<region regionCode~"US"/> 
<fee> 

<perUse currencyCode~''USD''>6</perUse> 
<to licensePartld~"distributor"/> 

</fee> 
</all Condition> 

</grant> 
</grant> 
<issuer id="distributor"> 

<validity Interval> 
<until>2002:12:31 </until> 

</validity Interval> 
</issuer> 

</offer> 

</grant> 
<grant> 

<forAll varName~"user"/> 
<forAll varName~''distributorConditionForPrint''/> 
<principal id~"distributor"/> 
<issue/> 

When the offer is presented to an end user, the end user may 
choose to get only the right to "play" for the flat fee of $2 and 
responds to the distributor with a choice set forth as an XML 

40 element between <choice> tags as follows. 
<grant> 

<principal varRef~"user"/> 
<play/> 
<digitalResource licensePartld~"book"/> 
<all Condition> 

<region regionCode~"US"/> 
<condition varRef~''distributorConditionForPrint''/> 

</all Condition> 
</grant> 
<fee> 

<perUse regionCode~"USD">5</perUse> 
<to licensePartld~"provider"/> 

</fee> 
</grant> 
<issuer id="provider"/> 

</license> 

45 

50 

55 

The distributor may make an offer to the end user based on 
the rights it has as expressed in the license above. Note that 
usage rights and conditions of each option are set forth as 
XML elements between <grant> tags. In the following offer, 
note that the distributor adds a fee condition for getting the 60 

"play" right, charging the end user $2 ($1 more than it pays to 
the provider), and another fee condition for the "print" right, 
charging the end user $6 per print copy ($1 more than it pays 
to the provider). The distributor also limits the offer to an 
acceptance time period (up to Dec. 31, 2002). Meta rights 65 

granted to the distributor permit the distributor to modify the 
grant in the license, as described above, and make the offer. 

<choice> 
<grant> 

<principal id~"anEndUser"/> 
<obtain/> 
<grant> 

<principal id~"anEndUser"/> 
<play/> 
<digitalResource licensePartld~"book"/> 
<region regionCode~"US"/> 

</grant> 
<fee> 

<flat currencyCode~"USD">2</flat> 
<to licensePartld~"distributor"/> 

</fee> 
</grant> 
<issuer id="anEndUser"> 

<validity Interval> 
<until>2002:12:31 </until> 

</validity Interval> 
</issuer> 

</choice> 

Note that the request can also be rejected. Note also that a 
response can also be constructed as a counter offer for rights 
not originally offered by the distributor. When the distributor 
receives the choice from the end user, it then issues a license 
to the user as shown below. 
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<license> 
<grant> 

<principal id~"anEndUser"/> 
<obtain/> 
<grant> 

<principal id~"anEndUser"/> 
<play/> 
<digitalResource licensePartld~"book"/> 
<region regionCode~"US"/> 

</grant> 
<fee> 

<flat currencyCode~"USD">2</flat> 
<to licensePartld~"distributor"/> 

</fee> 
</grant> 
<issuer id="distributor"> 

<issued Time> 
2002:05:06 

<!issuedTime> 
<!issuer> 

</license> 

Note that in all the XML documents above, the issuers may 
choose to digitally sign the documents using some digital 
signature algorithms. The recipients of these documents have 
options to verify the validity of these documents by checking 
the validity of the attached digital signatures. Access to the 
various documents, and elements thereof, can be controlled 
using known techniques. 

16 
The method includes presenting a consumer with an offer 
including meta-rights, receiving a selection by the consumer 
of at least one meta-right in the offer, generating a license 
based on the selection, wherein the license permits the con
sumer to exercise the at least one meta-right and permits the 
consumer to offer at least one derived right derived from the 
at least one meta-right and generate a license including the at 
least one derived right. 

FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary system including a com-
10 mon state-of-rights server, according to the present invention. 

In FIG. 12, the exemplary system can include a common 
state-of-rights server of the system 1201, including a state
of-rights manager 1209, and one or more state-of-rights 
repositories 1214, and one or more license servers 1200, 

15 including a meta-rights manager 1210, a usage rights man
ager 1212, an authorization component 1208, a condition 
validator 1206, a state-of-rights manager 1204, one or more 
state-of-rights repositories 1216, a license manager 1203, a 
license interpreter 1202, and one or more license repositories 

20 1218. 
The common state-of-rights server 1201 can be configured 

as a remote server connected with one or more of the license 
servers 1200. The common state-of-rights server 1201 pro
vides comparable services as the state-of-rights manager 

25 1204 in the license servers 1200 via the state-of-rights man
ager 1209. The services provided by the state-of-rights server 
1201 are accessible and states that the server 1201 manages 
can be shared by one or more rights suppliers and rights 

In some situations offering and granting result in a license 
with a fresh state for content usage. As one starts to exercise 

30 
the rights, derived rights, obtained as a result of meta-rights, 
may inherit and/or share the state variable values associated 
with the rights. For example, when one is granted with the 
right to print 5 times and make 4 copies of some document, all 
new copies may have the same set of rights but share the state 35 
(or remaining rights) with the original. After the original has 
been printed 2 times and a new copy was then made, the copy 
and original can all together print 3 times and make 2 more 
new copies. 

consumers (not shown). 
The state-of-rights server 1201 can be configured as a 

remote server connected with one or more of the license 
servers 1200 via one or more commnnication links 1220, and 
the like. The services provided by the state-of-rights server 
1201 also can be integrated within one or more of the license 
server 1200 and such services can be accessible by other 
rights suppliers, rights consumers, and the like. 

The license manager 1203 derives new rights based on an 
offer, which can include any suitable machine-readable 
expression, and optionally including meta-rights. While 

Thus, the exemplary embodiments include a method for 
transferring usage rights adapted to be associated with items. 
The method includes generating, by a supplier, at least one 
first offer containing usage rights and meta-rights for the 
item, the usage rights defining a manner of use for the items, 
the meta-rights specifYing rights to derive usage rights or 
other meta-rights, presenting the offer to a first consumer, 
receiving a selection from the first consumer indicating 
desired usage rights and meta-rights, and generating a first 
license granting the desired usage rights and meta-rights to 
the first consumer. The exemplary embodiments further 
include a system for transferring usage rights adapted to be 
associated with an item to be licensed in multi -tier channels of 
distribution with downstream rights and conditions assigned 
at least one level. The system includes a supplier component, 
comprising a supplier user interface module, an offer genera
tor module for generating an offer containing at least usage 
rights and of meta-rights, a rights composer module for com
posing a draft license, and a repository for supplier's rights, a 
supplier management database. The system further includes a 
consumer component comprising a consumer user interface 
module, an offer-consideration module configured to analyze 
the offers generated by the supplier component and select 
offers based on the analysis, and a repository for consumer's 
rights, a consumer management database. The exemplary 
embodiments still further include a method for generating a 
license to digital content to be used within a system for at least 
one of managing use and distribution of the digital content. 

40 deriving rights, the license manager 1203 can create new state 
variables to be associated with derived rights. The creation of 
state variables and their scopes can be prescribed in the offer 
or by some other function in the system. The state variables 
can be created in one or more instances, for example, prior to 

45 rights derivation, during rights derivation, upon fulfillment of 
conditions, during a first exercise of rights associated with the 
state variables, and the like. The state variables can be desig
nated exclusively for a specific rights consumer, can be shared 
among rights consumers, and can be shared among rights 

50 consumers and other entities, such as rights suppliers, and the 
like. The license manager 1203 can interact with the state-of
rights manager 1204 to associate new state variables with 
physical addresses in one or more of the state-of-rights 
repositories 1216. The state-of-rights manager 1204 can 

55 access the one or more state-of-rights repositories 1216 and 
can interact with the state-of-rights server 1201 to access 
shared state variables from one or more of the state-of-rights 
repositories 1214. 

Designated state variables can be used to support a license 
60 that grants a recipient of the license a right to print content 5 

times, shared state variables can be used to support a site 
license that grants a group of authorized users a right to print 
content an aggregated total of 100 times, and the like. A 
designated state variable can be updated when the corre-

65 sponding right is exercised, whereas a shared state variable 
can be updated when an authorized user exercises the corre
sponding right. In other words, a shared state variable can 
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include a data variable that is updated in response to actions 
by a plurality of users and which is globally applied to each of 
the users. 

There are multiple ways to specify the scope of state vari
abies, each of which can affect whether the derivative state 
variables can be shared, how the derivative state variables can 
be shared, and the like. For example, a state variable can be 
local, and solely confined to a recipient or can be global, and 
shared by a predetermined group of recipients. A global state 
variable can be shared by a group of recipients not determined 10 

when derived rights are issued, but to be specified later, per
haps based on certain rules defined in the license or based on 
other means. A global state variable can be shared between 
one or more rights suppliers, predetermined recipients, un
specified recipients, and the like. Advantageously, depending 15 

on the sharing employed with a given a business model and 
the rights granted in the meta-rights, state variables can be 
created at different stages of the value chain. 

A set of non-exhaustive exemplary usages of state vari
ables will now be described. For example, a state variable can 20 

be unspecified in meta-rights, which means the identifier and 
value of the state variable are yet to be determined by the 
meta-rights manager module 1210 and included in the 
derived right. If a distinct state variable is assigned to each 
derived right, the scope of the state variable in the derived 25 

right is typically exclusive to the recipient. 
FIG. 13 is used to illustrate employing of a state variable in 

deriving exclusive usage rights, according to the present 
invention. In FIG. 13, rights 1302 and 1303 derived from an 
offer 1301 are exclusive to each respective consumer. The 30 

offer 1301 is a type of meta-right of which the recipients have 
the rights to obtain specific derivative rights when the condi
tions for obtaining such rights are satisfied. Accordingly, the 
exemplary offer 1301 has an unspecified state variable 1304. 
However, specific state variable 1305 and 1306, each with 35 

uniquely assigned identifications (IDs) are included in the 
derived rights 1302 and 1303. The derived state variables 
1305 and 1306 are bound to their associated derived rights, 
e.g., "AliceP!ayEbook" (i.e., Alice has the right to play 
Ebook) is bound to derived right 1302, and "BobP!ayEbook" 40 

(i.e., Bob has the right to play Ebook) is bound to derived right 
1303. The "AliceP!ayEbook" variable can be updated when 
Alice exercises her play right, whereas the "BobP!ayEbook" 
variable can be updated when Bob exercises his play right. 

Other than deriving rights from an offer, a right can transfer 45 

from an entity to a recipient. When a right is transferred, the 
governing of the associated state variable is also transferred to 
the recipient. After a right is transferred, the source principal 
typically can no longer exercise the right, whereas the recipi
ent can exercise the right. The license server governing the 50 

exercising of a right of a recipient assumes the responsibility 
for state management. If, however, the state variables are 
managed by the common state of right server 1201, the state 
of right server 1201 needs to be informed of the transfer of 
right. Specifically, the state variable can be managed in the 55 

context of the recipient after the transfer of right. 
When a right is to be shared between the source principal 

and the recipient, the associated state variable is referenced in 
the derived right. If the same right is shared with multiple 
recipients, then typically all of the recipients share the same 60 

state variables with the source principal. In this case, a shared 
state can be managed by an entity that is accessible by all 
sharing principals. 

FIG. 14 is used to illustrate employing of a state variable in 
deriving inherited usage rights, according to the present 65 

invention. In FIG. 14, a derived right can inherit a state vari
able from meta-rights. For example, a personal computer 

18 
(PC) of a user, Alice, can be configured to play an e-book 
according to a license 1403. A personal data assistant (PDA) 
of Alice also can obtain a right to play thee-book according to 
offer 1401, if the PC and PDA share the same state variables 
1404 and 1405, e.g., "AliceP!ayEbook." A derived right 1402 
allows Alice also to play the e-bookonher PDA as long as the 
PDA and the PC share a same count limit 1406 of 5 times. 

When a usage right is to be shared among a predetermined 
set of recipients, a state variable for tracking a corresponding 
usage right can be specified in a meta-right using a same state 
variable identification for all recipients. During a process of 
exercising the meta-right, the same state variable identifica
tion is included in every derived right. 

FIG. 15 illustrates the use of state variable in deriving 
rights that are shared among a known set of rights recipients, 
according to the present invention. In FIG. 15, a site license 
1501 is issued to FooU university. For example, via the site 
license 1501, a librarian is granted a right to issue rights that 
allow FooU students to play, view, and the like, corresponding 
content, such as e-books and the like, as long as such usage is 
tracked by a state variable 1504, e.g., "www.foou.edu." 
Accordingly, rights 1502 and 1503 derived from the site 
license 1501 include state variables 1505 and 1506, "www
.foou.edu," which can be updated when corresponding stu
dents, Alice and Bob, play thee-book. 

When a usage right is to be shared among a dynamic set of 
recipients, the state variable can stay unspecified in the usage 
right. When exercising a meta-right and a set of recipients is 
known, a state variable can be specified using some identifi
cation unique to the known recipients and can be included 
within a derived right. 

FIG.16 is used to illustrate employing of a state variable in 
deriving rights that are shared among a dynamic set of rights 
recipients, according to the present invention. In FIG. 16, an 
offer 1601 specifies that a distributor can issue site licenses to 
affiliated clubs, allowing 5 members of each club to concur
rently view, play, and the like, content, such as an e-book. A 
corresponding state variable 1607 associated with such a right 
can be unspecified in the offer 1601. When corresponding 
rights 1602 and 1603 are issued to affiliated clubs, the corre
sponding club identities are used to specifY state variables 
1608 and 1609 in the issued rights. The offers 1602 and 1603 
are meta-rights derived from the offer 1601, with offer being 
assigned the distinct state variables 1608 and 1609. Further 
rights 1604-1606 can be derived from the offers 1602 and 
1603 to be shared among members of each respective club. 
The licenses 1604 and 1605 are examples of rights derived 
from the offer 1602, and which inherit the state variable 1608, 
e.g., "urn:acme:club," whereas the license 1606 inherits the 
state variable 1609, e.g., "urn:foo:club." 

Not only can state variables be shared among principals, 
such as rights suppliers, consumers, and the like, a state 
variable can be shared among multiple exercisable rights. 
FIG. 17 is used to illustrate employing of a state variable for 
maintaining a state shared by multiple rights, according to the 
present invention. In FIG. 17, a same state variable 1703 is 
associated to both a right to print 1702 and the right to play 
1701, so that the total number of playing, printing, and the 
like, can be tracked together. 

The state of rights can depend on more than one state 
variable. FIG. 18 is used to illustrate employing of multiple 
state variables to represent one state of rights, according to the 
present invention. The example described with respect to 
FIG. 18 builds upon the example described with respect to 
FIG. 16. In FIG. 18, a usage right can be tracked by employing 
multiple state variables 1807 and 1808 in an offer 1801. The 
state variable 1808, for example, representing a priority level, 
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a play right 2002 of a PDA of Alice, and a play right 2003 of 
a PC of Alice specifY a same state variable identification 
2004, a same state need not be shared since each device can 
track a state thereof locally. Advantageously, such an imple
mentation would allow the PC and the PDA to each play the 
corresponding content up to 5 times. 

can stay unspecified in the corresponding offers 1802 and 
1803 (e.g., site licenses). The corresponding state variables 
1809-1811, for example, used for setting a priority, can be 
assigned to each member in the corresponding licenses 1804, 
1805 and 1806. The corresponding right to view, play, and the 
like, can now be dependent on two state variables, effectively 
restricting 5 simultaneous views, plays, and the like, per 
priority level. 

One state variable can represent a collection of states. For 
example, a unique identification can be used to represent a 
state variable, and an appropriate mechanism can be 
employed to map such unique id to a database of multiple 
variables, where each variable represents a distinct state. 

FIG. 21 illustrates a form of an offer which does not explic
itly include meta-rights. In FIG. 21, an offer 2101 is config
ured as a site license written in English. Licenses 2102 and 

10 2103 are instances derived from the offer 2101. In an exem-

The scope of state variables can be used to determine 
entities by which the state variables can be managed. For 15 

example, for a local state variable, usage tracking of associ
ated rights thereof can be managed solely by a trusted agent 
embedded within a rights consumption environment, such as 
a media player, and the like. In addition, such usage tracking 
can be conducted by a trusted remote service, such as the 20 

common state-of-rights server 1201. Further, shared global 
state variables can be made accessible by multiple trusted 
agents. To avoid privacy issues, security issues, trust issues, 
rights issues, and the like, associated with accessing content, 
such as data, and the like, included within a peer rights con- 25 

sumption environment, managing of such shared global state 
variables can be performed by a remote service, such as the 
state-of-rights server 1201. 

A counter is a common form of state variable usage. For 
example, such state sharing can include counter sharing 30 

where a state represents a number of times a right has been 
exercised, an event has occurred, and the like. Such counter 
sharing can be manifested in various forms and occur in many 
contexts, such as: tracking a number of simultaneous uses, 
tracking a number of sequential uses, sequencing (e.g., a 35 

commercial must be viewed before free content can be 
accessed), a one-time use constraint, a transaction count, a 
delegation control level, a super-distribution level, depen
dency on at least one or more services or devices, and the like. 

In addition, state variables can be incarnated in a wide 40 

variety of forms. For example, a state variable can be used to 
track specific time slots within a period of time, such as used 
by a movie studio to transfer syndication rights to a specific 
TV station, to transfer syndication rights shared by a group of 
stations, to transfer syndication rights assigned through a 45 

bidding process, and the like. 
State variables also can be employed, for example, with 

regional selling or distribution rights, in a statement from a 
financial clearing house to acknowledge that an appropriate 
fee has been paid, as a status of whether a commercial has 50 

been watched before free content can be accessed, and the 
like. 

Not all rights need be associated with states. FIG.19 is used 
to illustrate a case where not all rights are associated with 
states, according to the present invention. In FIG. 19, an offer 55 

1901 allows a user, Alice, to grant an unlimited play right, 
view right, and the like, to her PDA. Such a play right need not 
be associated with any state. Accordingly, derived right 1902 
also has an unlimited play right to the content, as well as the 
right 1903 for her PC. 60 

Not all rights which are associated with states are shared or 
inherited. For example, some rights are meant for off-line 
usage, can be transferred in whole to another device, and 
hence are not shared with other devices. FIG. 20 is used to 
illustrate a case where not all rights which are associated with 65 

states are shared or inherited, according to the present inven
tion. In FIG. 20, even though a play right2003 of a user, Alice, 

plary embodiment, variables 2104 and 2105 can be created 
based on interpretation of the offer 2101, for example, by the 
system of FIG. 12. 

The preferred embodiment can utilize various devices, 
such as a personal computers, servers, workstations, PDA's, 
thin clients, and the like. For example, the client environment 
can be a handheld device such as a mobile phone or a PDA. 
Various charmels for communication can be used. Further, the 
various functions can be integrated in one device. For 
example, the license server function can be accomplished by 
software within the client environment. Further, the function 
of the license server or other modules for making offers, 
selecting rights and granting licenses can be accomplished in 
the same device. The disclosed functional modules are seg
regated by function for clarity. However, the various func
tions can be combined or segregated as hardware and/or soft
ware modules in any marmer. The various functions can be 
useful separately or in combination. 

The various elements and portions thereof can be stored on 
the same device or on different devices. For example, a 
license can be stored together with, or separate from, content. 
Further, the various elements of a license can be stored on 
separate devices. For example the values of state variables can 
be stored in a state variable repository of a system that tracks 
the current value of state variables. Various links, references, 
specifications, and the like can be used to associate the ele
ments. 

The invention has been described through exemplary 
embodiments and examples. However, various modifications 
can be made without departing from the scope of the inven
tion as defined by the appended claims and legal equivalents. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for sharing rights adapted to be associated 

with an item, the method comprising: 
specifying, in a first license, using a processor, at least one 

usage right and at least one meta-right for the item, 
wherein the usage right and the meta-right include at 
least one right that is shared among one or more users or 
devices; 

defining, via the at least one usage right, using a processor, 
a marmer of use selected from a plurality of permitted 
manners of use for the item; 

defining, via the at least one meta-right, using a processor, 
a mauner of rights creation for the item, wherein said at 
least one meta-right is enforceable by a repository and 
allows said one or more users or devices to create new 
rights; 

associating, using a processor, at least one state variable 
with the at least one right in the first license, wherein the 
at least one state variable identifies a location where a 
state of rights is tracked; 

generating, in a second license, using a processor, one or 
more rights based on the meta-right in the first license, 
wherein the one or more rights in the second license 
includes at least one right that is shared among one or 
more users or devices; and 
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associating at least one state variable with the at least one 
right that is shared in the second license, wherein the at 
least one state variable that is associated with the second 
license is based on the at least one state variable that is 
associated with the first license. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable in the 
first or second license inherits a state thereof for content usage 
or rights derivation from other generated usage rights and 
meta-rights. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable in the 10 

first or second license shares a state thereof for content usage 
or rights derivation with other generated usage rights and 
meta-rights. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable in the 
15 

first or second license inherits a remaining state for content 
usage or rights derivation from other generated usage rights 
and meta-rights. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable in the 
first or second license is updated upon exercise of a right 20 

associated with the state variable. 
6. The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable in the 

first or second license represents a collection of states. 
7. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
generating in a third license, using a processor, one or more 25 

rights from at least one of the usage right and the meta
right in the second license, 

wherein the one or more rights in the third license includes 
at least one right that is shared among one or more users 
or devices; 30 

associating, using a processor, at least one state variable 
with the at least one right that is shared in the third 
license, 

wherein the at least one state variable that is associated 
35 

with the third license is based on the at least one state 
variable that is associated with the second license. 

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising a plurality of 
state variables that determine the state of the at least one right 
that is shared in the first or the second license. 40 

22 
a new location identification, if the at least one state variable 
that is associated with the first license identifies an unspeci
fied location. 

14. The method of claim 1, wherein two or more of the 
specifYing, defining, associating, and generating steps may 
be carried out using a single processor. 

15. A system for sharing rights adapted to be associated 
with an item, the system comprising: 

a processor for specifYing in a first license at least one 
usage right and at least one meta-right for the item, 
wherein the usage right and the meta-right include at 
least one right that is shared among one or more users or 
devices; 

a processor for defining, via the at least one usage right, a 
manner of use selected from a plurality of permitted 
manners of use for the item; 

a processor for defining, via the at least one meta-right, a 
manner of rights creation for the item, wherein said at 
least one meta-right is enforceable by a repository and 
allows said one or more users or devices to create new 
rights; 

a processor for associating at least one state variable with 
the at least one right in the first license, wherein the at 
least one state variable identifies a location where a state 
of rights is tracked; 

a processor for generating in a second license one or more 
rights based on the meta-right in the first license, 
wherein the one or more rights in the second license 
includes at least one right that is shared among one or 
more users or devices; and 

a processor for associating at least one state variable with 
the at least one right that is shared in the second license, 
wherein the at least one state variable that is associated 
with the second license is based on the at least one state 
variable that is associated with the first license. 

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the state variable in the 
first or second license inherits a state thereof for content usage 
or rights derivation from other generated usage rights and 
meta-rights. 

17. The system of claim 15, wherein the state variable in the 
first or second license shares a state thereof for content usage 
or rights derivation with other generated usage rights and 
meta-rights. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable in the 
second license is transferred from the at least one right in the 
first license and is associated with the right that is shared in 
the second license. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of per
mitted manners of use for the item include copy, transfer, 
loan, play, print, delete, extract, embed, edit, authorize, 
install, and nn-install the item. 

18. The system of claim 15, wherein the state variable in the 
45 first or second license inherits a remaining state for content 

usage or rights derivation from other generated usage rights 
and meta-rights. 

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
generating in a further license, using a processor, one or 

more rights based on the meta-right in the second 
license, wherein the one or more rights in the further 
license includes at least one right that is shared among 
one or more users or devices; and 

19. The system of claim 15, wherein the state variable in the 
first or second license is updated upon exercise of a right 

50 associated with the state variable. 

associating, using a processor, at least one state variable 55 

with the at least one right that is shared in the further 
license, wherein the at least one state variable that is 
associated with the further license is based on the at least 
one state variable that is associated with the second 
license. 60 

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one state 
variable that is associated with the second license is the same 
as the at least one state variable that is associated with the first 
license, if the at least one state variable that is associated with 
the first license does not identify an unspecified location. 65 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one state 
variable that is associated with the second license is assigned 

20. The system of claim 15, wherein the state variable in the 
first or second license represents a collection of states. 

21. The system of claim 15, further comprising: 
a processor for generating in a third license one or more 

rights from at least one of the usage right and the meta
right in the second license, 

wherein the one or more rights in the third license includes 
at least one right that is shared among one or more users 
or devices; 

a processor for associating at least one state variable with 
the at least one right that is shared in the third license, 

wherein the at least one state variable that is associated 
with the third license is based on the at least one state 
variable that is associated with the second license. 

22. The system of claim 15, including a plurality of state 
variables that determine the state of the at least one right that 
is shared in the first or the second license. 
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23. The system of claim 15, wherein the state variable in the 
second license is transferred from the at least one right in the 
first license and is associated with the right that is shared in 
the second license. 

24. The system of claim 15, wherein the plurality of per
mitted manners of use for the item include copy, transfer, 
loan, play, print, delete, extract, embed, edit, authorize, 
install, and nn-install the item. 

25. The system of claim 15, wherein a single processor may 
be used to carry out two or more of the specifYing, defining, 

10 
associating, and generating steps. 

26. A device for sharing rights adapted to be associated 
with an item, the device comprising: 

a repository for receiving a first license specifYing at least 
one usage right and at least one meta-right for the item, 
wherein the usage right and the meta-right include at 15 

least one right that is shared among one or more users or 
devices, the least one usage right defines a marmer of use 
selected from a plurality of permitted marmers of use for 
the item, the at least one meta-right defines a marmer of 
rights creation for the item, said at least one meta-right is 20 

enforceable by a repository and allows said one or more 
users or devices to create new rights, at least one state 
variable is associated with the at least one right in the 
first license and identifies a location where a state of 
rights is tracked; and 25 

24 
28. The device of claim 26, wherein the state variable in the 

first or second license shares a state thereof for content usage 
or rights derivation with other generated usage rights and 
meta-rights. 

29. The device of claim 26, wherein the state variable in the 
first or second license inherits a remaining state for content 
usage or rights derivation from other generated usage rights 
and meta-rights. 

30. The device of claim 26, wherein the state variable in the 
first or second license is updated upon exercise of a right 
associated with the state variable. 

31. The device of claim 26, wherein the state variable in the 
first or second license represents a collection of states. 

32. The device of claim 26, wherein a third license includes 
one or more rights from at least one of the usage right and the 
meta-right in the second license, 

the one or more rights in the third license includes at least 
one right that is shared among one or more users or 
devices, 

at least one state variable is associated with the at least one 
right that is shared in the third license, and 

the at least one state variable that is associated with the 
third license is based on the at least one state variable 
that is associated with the second license. 

33. The device of claim 26, including a plurality of state 
variables that determine the state of the at least one right that 
is shared in the first or the second license. 

34. The device of claim 26, wherein the state variable in the 
second license is transferred from the at least one right in the 
first license and is associated with the right that is shared in 
the second license. 

a processor for generating in a second license one or more 
rights based on the meta-right in the first license, 
wherein the one or more rights in the second license 
includes at least one right that is shared among one or 
more users or devices, at least one state variable is as so- 30 

ciated with the at least one right that is shared in the 
second license, and the at least one state variable that is 
associated with the second license is based on the at least 
one state variable that is associated with the first license. 

35. The device of claim 26, wherein the plurality of per
mitted marmers of use for the item include copy, transfer, 
loan, play, print, delete, extract, embed, edit, authorize, 

35 install, and nn-install the item. 27. The device of claim 26, wherein the state variable in the 
first or second license inherits a state thereof for content usage 
or rights derivation from other generated usage rights and 
meta-rights. * * * * * 
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FIGURE 15 

1 :SOl - Digital W rk Rights:= (Rights*) 

l$a.a.- Rigbt : = (Right-Code {Copy-Count} {Control-Spec} {Time.Spec } {Acc:ess-Spec} {Fee
Spec}) 

''5o!- Right-Code : = Render-Code I Transport-Code I FUe-Ma.nagement-Codel Derivative
Works· Code I Configuration-Code 

\50'4- Render-Code:= [Play: {Player: Player-ID} I Print: (Printer: Printer-ID}] 

1e01- Transport-Code := [Copy I Transfer I Loan {Remaining-Rights: Next-Set-of· 
Rights}]{(Next-Copy-Rights: Next-Set-of-Rights)} 

!Solo .. File-Management-Code := Backup {Back-Up-Copy-Rights: Next-Set-of
Rights} I Restore I Delete I Folder I Directory 
{Name: Hide-.Loc:all Hide-Remote} {Parts: Hide
Local! Hide-Remote} 

1scn- Derivative-Works-Code:= {Extract I Embed I Edit{Process: Process-IDH 
{Next-Copy-Rights: Next-Set-of Rights} 

••••- Cooliguration-Code : = Install I Uninstall 

IS~ ... Nezt-Set-of-Rigbts : = {(Add: Set-Of-Rights)} {(Delete: Set-Of-Rights)} 
{(Replace: Set-Of-Rights >H<Keep: Set-Of-Rights >} 

•••o- Copy-Count:= (Copies:positive-integer I 0 I Unlimited) 
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1515- Fixed-Interval:= From: Start-Time 

IS\-t- SUding-Interval: = Interval: Use-Duration 

t6r,-Meter-Time: =Time-Remaining: Remaining-Use 

'''"-Acc:ess-8pec := ({SC: Security-Class~ {Authorization: Authorization-ID*} (Other
Authorization: Autborization-ID*} {Ticket: Tic:ket-ID}> 

•Sn- Fee-Spec:= {Scheduled-Discount} Regular-Fee-Spec I Scheduled-Fee-Spec: I Markup· 
Spec 

161t- Scheduled-Discount:= Scheduled-Discount: (Scheduled-Discount: (Time-Spec 
Percentage)*) 

1S1'\- Regular-Fee-Spec:= <{Fee: I Incentive:} (Per-Use-Spec I Metered-Rate-Spec I Best
Price-Spec I Call-For-Price-Spec) {Min: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec}{Mu: Money· 
Unit Per: Time-Spec) To: Acc:ount-IDI 

1 e~o- Per-Use-Spec:= Per-Use: Money-unit 
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1 54 -Markup-Spec:= Markup: percentage To: Account-ID 
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Figure 18 
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CONTENT RENDERING APPARATUS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the field of distribution 
and usage rights enforcement for digitally encoded works. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A fundamental issue facing the publishing and informa
tion industries as they consider electronic publishing is how 
to prevent the unauthorized and unaccounted distribution or 
usage of electronically published materials. Electronically 
published materials are typically distributed in a digital form 
and recreated on a computer based system having the 
capability to recreate the materials. Audio and video record
ings, software, books and multimedia works are all being 
electronically published. Companies in these industries 
receive royalties for each accounted for delivery of the 
materials, e.g. the sale of an audio CD at a retail outlet. Any 
unaccounted distribution of a work results in an unpaid 
royalty (e.g. copying the audio recording CD to another 
digital medium.) 

2 
A system for ensuring that licenses are in place for using 

licensed products is described in PCT Publication WO 
93/01550 to Griswold entitled "License Management Sys
tem and Method." The licensed product may be any elec
tronically published work but is most effective for use with 
works that are used for extended periods of time such as 
software programs. Griswold requires that the licensed prod
uct contain software to invoke a license check monitor at 
predetermined time intervals. The license check monitor 

10 generates request data grams which identifY the licensee. The 
request datagrams are sent to a license control system over 
an appropriate communication facility. The license control 
system then checks the datagram to determine if the data
gram is from a valid licensee. The license control system 

15 then sends a reply datagram to the license check monitor 
indicating denial or approval of usage. The license control 
system will deny usage in the event that request datagrams 
go unanswered after a predetermined period of time (which 
may indicate an unauthorized attempt to use the licensed 

20 product). In this system, usage is managed at a central 
location by the response datagrams. So for example if 
license fees have not been paid, access to the licensed 
product is terminated. 

The ease in which electronically published works can be 
"perfectly" reproduced and distributed is a major concern. 
The transmission of digital works over networks is com
monplace. One such widely used network is the Internet. 
The Internet is a widespread network facility by which 
computer users in many universities, corporations and gov
ernment entities communicate and trade ideas and informa
tion. Computer bulletin boards found on the Internet and 
commercial networks such as CompuServ and Prodigy 
allow for the posting and retrieving of digital information. 
Information services such as Dialog and LEXIS/NEXIS 

35 
provide databases of current information on a wide variety 

It is argued by Griswold that the described system is 
25 advantageous because it can be implemented entirely in 

software. However, the system described by Griswold has 
limitations. An important limitation is that during the use of 
the licensed product, the user must always be coupled to an 
appropriate communication facility in order to send and 

30 receive datagrams. This creates a dependency on the com
munication facility. So if the communication facility is not 
available, the licensed product cannot be used. Moreover, 
some party must absorb the cost of communicating with the 
license server. 

A system for controlling the distribution of digitally 
encoded books is embodied in a system available from VPR 
Systems, LTD. of St. Louis, Mo. The VPR system is 
self-contained and is comprised of: (1) point of sale kiosks 
for storing and downloading of books, (2) personal storage 
mediums (cartridges) to which the books are downloaded, 

of topics. Another factor which will exacerbate the situation 
is the development and expansion of the National Informa
tion Infrastructure (the Nil). It is anticipated that, as the Nil 
grows, the transmission of digital works over networks will 

40 
increase many times over. It would be desirable to utilize the 
Nil for distribution of digital works without the fear of 
widespread unauthorized copying. 

and (3) readers for viewing the book. In a purchase trans
action, a purchaser will purchase a voucher card represent
ing the desired book. The voucher will contain sufficient The most straightforward way to curb unaccounted dis

tribution is to prevent unauthorized copying and transmis
sion. For existing materials that are distributed in digital 
form, various safeguards are used. In the case of software, 
copy protection schemes which limit the number of copies 
that can be made or which corrupt the output when copying 
is detected have been employed. Another scheme causes 
software to become disabled after a predetermined period of 
time has lapsed. A technique used for workstation based 
software is to require that a special hardware device must be 
present on the workstation in order for the software to run, 
e.g., see U.S. Pat. No. 4,932,054 entitled "Method and 
Apparatus for Protecting Computer Software Utilizing 
Coded Filter Network in Conjunction with an Active Coded 
Hardware Device." Such devices are provided with the 
software and are commonly referred to as dongles. 

45 
information to identify the book purchased and perhaps 
some demographic information relating to the sales trans
action. To download the book, the voucher and the cartridge 
are inserted into the kiosk. 

The VPR system may also be used as a library. In such an 

50 embodiment, the kiosk manages the number of"copies" that 
may be checked out at one time. Further, the copy of the 
book is erased from the users cartridge after a certain 
check-out time has expired. However, individuals cannot 
loan books because the cartridges may only be used with the 

55 owners reader. 
The foregoing distribution and protection schemes oper

ate in part by preventing subsequent distribution of the work. 
While this certainly prevents unauthorized distributions, it 
does so by sacrificing the potential for subsequent revenue 
bearing uses. For example, it may be desirable to allow the 
lending of a purchased work to permit exposure of the work 
to potential buyers. Another example would be to permit the 
creation of a derivative work for a fee. Yet another example 
would be to permit copying the work for a fee (essentially 

Yet another scheme is to distribute software, but which 60 

requires a "key" to enable it's use. This is employed in 
distribution schemes where "demos" of the software are 
provided on a medium along with the entire product. The 
demos can be freely used, but in order to use the actual 
product, the key must be purchased. These scheme do not 
hinder copying of the software once the key is initially 
purchased. 

65 purchasing it). Thus, it would be desirable to provide flex
ibility in how the owner of a digital work may allow it to be 
distributed. 
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While flexibility in distribution is a concern, the owners 
4 

After a copy of the digital work is successfully sent to the 
requesting party, the digital ticket is "punched" to indicate 
that a copy of the digital work has been made. When the 
ticket is "punched" a predetermined number of times, it may 
no longer be used. 

Digital works are stored in repositories. Repositories 
enforce the usage rights for digital works. Each repository 
has a "generic ticket agent" which punches tickets. In some 
instances only the generic ticket agent is necessary. In other 

of a work want to make sure they are paid for such 
distributions. In U.S. Pat. No. 4,977,594 to Shear, entitled 
"Database-Usage Metering and Protection System and 
Method," a system for metering and billing for usage of 
information distributed on a CD-ROM is described. The 
system requires the addition of a billing module to the 
computer system. The billing module may operate in a 
number of different ways. First, it may periodically com
municate billing data to a central billing facility, whereupon 
the user may be billed. Second, billing may occur by 
disconnecting the billing module and the user sending it to 
a central billing facility where the data is read and a user bill 
generated. 

10 instances, punching by a "special ticket agent" residing on 
another repository may be desired. Punching by a "special 
ticket agent" enables greater security and control of the 
digital work. For example, it can help prevent digital ticket 
forgery. Special ticket agents are also useful in situations 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,247,575, Sprague et a!., entitled "Infor
mation Distribution System", describes an information dis
tribution system which provides and charges only for user 
selected information. A plurality of encrypted information 
packages (IPs) are provided at the user site, via high and/or 
low density storage media and/or by broadcast transmission. 
Some of the IPs may be of no interest to the user. The IPs 

15 where an external database needs to be updated or checked. 
A digital ticket is merely an instance of a digital work. 

Thus, a digital ticket may be distributed among repositories 
in the same fashion as other digital works. 

A digital ticket may be used in many commercial sce-
20 narios such as in the purchase of software and prepaid 

upgrades. A digital ticket may also be used to limit the 
number of times that a right may be exercised. For example, 
a user may purchase a copy of a digital work, along with the 
right to make up to 5 Copies. In this case, the Copy right 

of interest are selected by the user and are decrypted and 
stored locally. The IPs may be printed, displayed or even 
copied to other storage medias. The charges for the selected 
IP's are accumulated within a user apparatus and periodi
cally reported by telephone to a central accounting facility. 
The central accounting facility also issues keys to decrypt 
the IPs. The keys are changed periodically. If the central 
accounting facility has not issued a new key for a particular 
user station, the station is unable to retrieve information 30 

from the system when the key is changed. 

25 would have associated therewith a digital ticket that can be 
punched up to 5 times. Other such commercial scenarios will 
become apparent from the detailed description. 

A system available from Wave Systems Corp. of Princ
eton, N.Y., provides for metering of software usage on a 
personal computer. The system is installed onto a computer 
and collects information on what software is in use, encrypts 35 

it and then transmits the information to a transaction center. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a simple instantiation of 
the operation of the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the various reposi
tory types and the repository transaction flow between them 
in the currently preferred embodiment of the present inven
tion. 

From the transaction center, a bill is generated and sent to 
the user. The transaction center also maintains customer 
accounts so that licensing fees may be forwarded directly to 
the software providers. Software operating under this system 
must be modified so that usage can be accounted. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a repository coupled with a 

40 credit server in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIGS. 4a and 4b are examples of rendering systems as 
may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 5 illustrates a contents file layout for a digital work 
as may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. 

Known techniques for billing do not provide for billing of 
copies made of the work. For example, if data is copied from 
the CD-ROM described in Shear, any subsequent use of the 
copy of the information cannot be metered or billed. In other 45 

words, the means for billing runs with the media rather than 
the underlying work. It would be desirable to have a 
distribution system where the means for billing is always 
transported with the work. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a contents file layout for an individual 
digital work of the digital work of FIG. 5 as may be utilized 

50 in the currently preferred embodiment of the present inven-
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION tion. 

FIG. 7 illustrates the components of a description block of 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 8 illustrates a description tree for the contents file 
55 layout of the digital work illustrated in FIG. 5. 

A system for controlling the distribution and use of digital 
works using digital tickets is disclosed. A ticket is an 
indicator that the ticket holder has already paid for or is 
otherwise entitled to some specified right, product or ser
vice. In the present invention, a "digital ticket" is used to 
enable the ticket holder to exercise usage rights specifying 
the requirement of the digital ticket. Usage rights are used to 
define how a digital work may be used or distributed. 60 

Specific instances of usage rights are used to indicate a 
particular manner of use or distribution. A usage right may 
specifY a digital ticket which must be present before the right 
may be exercised. For example, a digital ticket may be 
specified in a Copy right of a digital work, so that exercise 65 

of the Copy right requires the party that desires a copy of the 
digital work be in possession of the necessary digital ticket. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a portion of a description tree corre
sponding to the individual digital work illustrated in FIG. 6. 

FIG. 10 illustrates a layout for the rights portion of a 
description block as may be utilized in the currently pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 11 is a description tree wherein certain d-blocks have 
PRINT usage rights and is used to illustrate "strict" and 
"lenient" rules for resolving usage rights conflicts. 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of the hardware components 
of a repository as are utilized in the currently preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 
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FIG. 13 is a block diagram of the functional (logical) 
components of a repository as are utilized in the currently 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 14 is diagram illustrating the basic components of a 
usage right in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 15 lists the usage rights grammar of the currently 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

6 

-continued 
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FIG. 17 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of session 
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performed in the currently preferred embodiment of the 15 

present invention, after each repository in the registration 
transaction has successfully completed the steps described in 
FIG. 16. 

A system for controlling use and distribution of digital 
works is disclosed. The present invention is directed to 
supporting commercial transactions involving digital works. 
The transition to digital works profoundly and fundamen-
tally changes how creativity and commerce can work. It 
changes the cost of transporting or storing works because 
digital property is almost "massless." Digital property can FIG. 18 is a flowchart illustrating the basic flow for a 

usage transaction, including the common opening and clos
ing step, as may be performed in the currently preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 19 is a state diagram of server and client repositories 

20 be transported at electronic speeds and requires almost no 
warehousing. Keeping an unlimited supply of virtual copies 
on hand requires essentially no more space than keeping one 
copy on hand. The digital medium also lowers the costs of 

in accordance with a transport protocol followed when 
moving a digital work from the server to the client reposi- 25 

tories, as may be performed in the currently preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

alteration, reuse and billing. 
There is a market for digital works because creators are 
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30 Herein the terms "digital work", "work" and "content" 
refer to any work that has been reduced to a digital repre
sentation. This would include any audio, video, text, or 
multimedia work and any accompanying interpreter (e.g. 
software) that may be required for recreating the work. The 

35 term composite work refers to a digital work comprised of 
a collection of other digital works. The term "usage rights" 
or "rights" is a term which refers to rights granted to a 
recipient of a digital work. Generally, these rights define 
how a digital work can be used and if it can be further 

40 distributed. Each usage right may have one or more specified 
conditions which must be satisfied before the right may be 
exercised. Appendix 1 provides a Glossary of the terms used 
herein. 

A key feature of the present invention is that usage rights 
45 are permanently "attached" to the digital work. Copies made 

of a digital work will also have usage rights attached. Thus, 
the usage rights and any associated fees assigned by a 
creator and subsequent distributor will always remain with 

50 

55 

a digital work. 
The enforcement elements of the present invention are 

embodied in repositories. Among other things, repositories 
are used to store digital works, control access to digital 
works, bill for access to digital works and maintain the 
security and integrity of the system. 

The combination of attached usage rights and repositories 
enable distinct advantages over prior systems. As noted in 
the prior art, payment of fees are primarily for the initial 
access. In such approaches, once a work has been read, 
computational control over that copy is gone. Metaphori-

60 cally, "the content genie is out of the bottle and no more fees 
can be billed." In contrast, the present invention never 
separates the fee descriptions from the work. Thus, the 
digital work genie only moves from one trusted bottle 
(repository) to another, and all uses of copies are potentially 

65 controlled and billable. 
FIG. 1 is a high level flowchart omitting various details 

but which demonstrates the basic operation of the present 
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invention. Referring to FIG. 1, a creator creates a digital 
work, step 101. The creator will then determine appropriate 
usage rights and fees, attach them to the digital work, and 
store them in Repository 1, step 102. The determination of 
appropriate usage rights and fees will depend on various 
economic factors. The digital work remains securely in 
Repository 1 until a request for access is received. The 
request for access begins with a session initiation by another 
repository. Here a Repository 2 initiates a session with 
Repository 1, step 103. As will be described in greater detail 10 

below, this session initiation includes steps which helps to 
insure that the respective repositories are trustworthy. 
Assuming that a session can be established, Repository 2 
may then request access to the Digital Work for a stated 
purpose, step 104. The purpose may be, for example, to print 15 

the digital work or to obtain a copy of the digital work. The 
purpose will correspond to a specific usage right. In any 
event, Repository 1 checks the usage rights associated with 
the digital work to determine if the access to the digital work 
may be granted, step 105. The check of the usage rights 20 

essentially involves a determination of whether a right 
associated with the access request has been attached to the 
digital work and if all conditions associated with the right 
are satisfied. If the access is denied, repository 1 terminates 
the session with an error message, step 106. If access is 25 

granted, repository 1 transmits the digital work to repository 
2, step 107. Once the digital work has been transmitted to 
repository 2, repository 1 and 2 each generate billing infor
mation for the access which is transmitted to a credit server, 
step 108. Such double billing reporting is done to insure 30 

against attempts to circumvent the billing process. 

8 
identified as "trustworthy". The use of identification certifi
cates is described below with respect to the registration 
transaction. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the repository 201 coupled to a credit 
server 301. The credit server 301 is a device which accu
mulates billing information for the repository 201. The 
credit server 301 communicates with repository 201 via 
billing transactions 302 to record billing transactions. Bill
ing transactions are reported to a billing clearinghouse 303 
by the credit server 301 on a periodic basis. The credit server 
301 communicates to the billing clearinghouse 303 via 
clearinghouse transactions 304. The clearinghouse transac
tions 304 enable a secure and encrypted transmission of 
information to the billing clearinghouse 303. 

Rendering Systems 

A rendering system is generally defined as a system 
comprising a repository and a rendering device which can 
render a digital work into its desired form. Examples of a 
rendering system may be a computer system, a digital audio 
system, or a printer. A rendering system has the same 
security features as a repository. The coupling of a rendering 
repository with the rendering device may occur in a manner 
suitable for the type of rendering device. 

FIG. 4a illustrates a printer as an example of a rendering 
system. Referring to FIG. 4, printer system 401 has con
tained therein a printer repository 402 and a print device 
403. It should be noted that the the dashed line defining 
printer system 401 defines a secure system boundary. Com
munications within the boundary is assumed to be secure. 
Depending on the security level, the boundary also repre
sents a barrier intended to provide physical integrity. The 
printer repository 402 is an instantiation of the rendering 
repository 205 of FIG. 2. The printer repository 402 will in 
some instances contain an ephemeral copy of a digital work 
which remains until it is printed out by the print engine 403. 
In other instances, the printer repository 402 may contain 
digital works such as fonts, which will remain and can be 
billed based on use. This design assures that all communi
cation lines between printers and printing devices are 
encrypted, unless they are within a physically secure bound
ary. This design feature eliminates a potential "fault" point 
through which the digital work could be improperly 
obtained. The printer device 403 represents the printer 
components used to create the printed output. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the basic interactions between repository 
types in the present invention. As will become apparent from 
FIG. 2, the various repository types will serve different 
functions. It is fundamental that repositories will share a 35 

core set of functionality which will enable secure and trusted 
communications. Referring to FIG. 2, a repository 201 
represents the general instance of a repository. The reposi
tory 201 has two modes of operation; a server mode and a 
requester mode. When in the server mode, the repository 40 

will be receiving and processing access requests to digital 
works. When in the requester mode, the repository will be 
initiating requests to access digital works. Repository 201 is 
general in the sense that it's primary purpose is as an 
exchange medium for digital works. During the course of 45 

operation, the repository 201 may communicate with a 
plurality of other repositories, namely authorization reposi
tory 202, rendering repository 203 and master repository 
204. Communication between repositories occurs utilizing a 
repository transaction protocol 205. 

Also illustrated in FIG. 4a is the repository 404. The 
repository 404 is coupled to the printer repository 402. The 

50 repository 404 represents an external repository which con
tains digital works. Communication with an authorization repository 202 may 

occur when a digital work being accessed has a condition 
requiring an authorization. Conceptually, an authorization is 
a digital certificate such that possession of the certificate is 
required to gain access to the digital work. An authorization 55 

is itself a digital work that can be moved between reposi
tories and subjected to fees and usage rights conditions. An 
authorization may be required by both repositories involved 
in an access to a digital work. 

Communication with a rendering repository 203 occurs in 60 

connection with the rendering of a digital work. As will be 
described in greater detail below, a rendering repository is 
coupled with a rendering device (e.g. a printer device) to 
comprise a rendering system. 

Communication with a master repository 205 occurs in 65 

connection with obtaining an identification certificate. Iden
tification certificates are the means by which a repository is 

FIG. 4b is an example of a computer system as a rendering 
system. A computer system may constitute a "multi-func
tion" device since it may execute digital works (e.g. soft
ware programs) and display digital works (e.g. a digitized 
photograph). Logically, each rendering device can be 
viewed as having it's own repository, although only one 
physical repository is needed. Referring to FIG. 4b, a 
computer system 410 has contained therein a display/execu
tion repository 411. The display/execution repository 411 is 
coupled to display device, 412 and execution device 413. 
The dashed box surrounding the computer system 410 
represents a security boundary within which communica
tions are assumed to be secure. The display/execution 
repository 411 is further coupled to a credit server 414 to 
report any fees to be billed for access to a digital work and 
a repository 415 for accessing digital works stored therein. 
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Structure of Digital Works 
Usage rights are attached directly to digital works. Thus, 

it is important to understand the structure of a digital work. 
The structure of a digital work, in particular composite 
digital works, may be naturally organized into an acyclic 
structure such as a hierarchy. For example, a magazine has 
various articles and photographs which may have been 
created and are owned by different persons. Each of the 
articles and photographs may represent a node in a hierar
chical structure. Consequently, controls, i.e. usage rights, 10 

may be placed on each node by the creator. By enabling 
control and fee billing to be associated with each node, a 
creator of a work can be assured that the rights and fees are 
not circumvented. 

In the currently preferred embodiment, the file informa- 15 

tion for a digital work is divided into two files: a "contents" 
file and a "description tree" file. From the perspective of a 
repository, the "contents" file is a stream of addressable 
bytes whose format depends completely on the interpreter 
used to play, display or print the digital work. The descrip- 20 

tion tree file makes it possible to examine the rights and fees 
for a work without reference to the content of the digital 
work. It should be noted that the term description tree as 
used herein refers to any type of acyclic structure used to 
represent the relationship between the various components 25 

of a digital work. 
FIG. 5 illustrates the layout of a contents file. Referring to 

FIG. 5, a digital work 509 is comprised of story A 510, 
advertisement 511, story B 512 and story C 513. It is 
assumed that the digital work is stored starting at a relative 30 

address ofO. Each of the parts of the digital work are stored 
linearly so that story A 510 is stored at approximately 
addresses 0-30,000, advertisement 511 at addresses 30,001-
40,000, story B 512 at addresses 40,001-60,000 and story C 
513 at addresses 60,001-85K. The detail of story A 510 is 35 

illustrated in FIG. 6. Referring to FIG. 6, the story A 510 is 
further broken down to show text 614 stored at address 
0-1500, soldier photo 615 at addresses 1501-10,000, graph-
ics 616 stored at addresses 10,001-25,000 and sidebar 617 
stored address 25,001-30,000. Note that the data in the 40 

contents file may be compressed (for saving storage) or 
encrypted (for security). 

From FIGS. 5 and 6 it is readily observed that a digital 
work can be represented by its component parts as a hier
archy. The description tree for a digital work is comprised of 
a set of related descriptor blocks (d-blocks). The contents of 
each d-block is described with respect to FIG. 7. Referring 
to FIG. 7, a d-block 700 includes an identifier 701 which is 
a unique identifier for the work in the repository, a starting 
address 702 providing the start address of the first byte of the 
work, a length 703 giving the number of bytes in the work, 
a rights portion 704 wherein the granted usage rights and 
their status data are maintained, a parent pointer 705 for 
pointing to a parent d-block and child pointers 706 for 
pointing to the child d-blocks In the currently preferred 
embodiment, the identifier 701 has two parts. The first part 
is a unique number assigned to the repository upon manu
facture. The second part is a unique number assigned to the 
work upon creation. The rights portion 704 will contain a 
data structure, such as a look-up table, wherein the various 
information associated with a right is maintained. The 
information required by the respective usage rights is 
described in more detail below. D-blocks form a strict 
hierarchy. The top d-block of a work has no parent; all other 
d-blocks have one parent. The relationship of usage rights 
between parent and child d-blocks and how conflicts are 
resolved is described below. 

45 

50 

55 

60 

65 

10 
A special type of d-block is a "shell" d-block. A shell 

d-block adds no new content beyond the content of its parts. 
A shell d-block is used to add rights and fee information, 
typically by distributors of digital works. 

FIG. 8 illustrates a description tree for the digital work of 
FIG. 5. Referring to FIG. 8, a top d-block 820 for the digital 
work points to the various stories and advertisements con
tained therein. Here, the top d-block 820 points to d-block 
821 (representing story A 510), d-block 822 (representing 
the advertisement 511), d-block 823 (representing story B 
512) and and d-block 824 (representing story C 513). 

The portion of the description tree for Story A 510 is 
illustrated in FIG. 9. D-block 925 represents text 614, 
d-block 926 represents photo 615, d-block 927 represents 
graphics 616 by and d-block 928 represents sidebar 617. 

The rights portion 704 of a descriptor block is further 
illustrated in FIG. 10. FIG. 10 illustrates a structure which 
is repeated in the rights portion 704 for each right. Referring 
to FIG. 10, each right will have a right code field 1001 and 
status information field 1002. The right code field 1001 will 
contain a unique code assigned to a right. The status 
information field 1002 will contain information relating to 
the state of a right and the digital work. Such information is 
indicated below in Table 1. The rights as stored in the rights 
portion 304 may typically be in numerical order based on the 
right code. 

The approach for representing digital works by separating 
description data from content assumes that parts of a file are 
contiguous but takes no position on the actual representation 
of content. In particular, it is neutral to the question of 
whether content representation may take an object oriented 
approach. It would be natural to represent content as objects. 
In principle, it may be convenient to have content objects 
that include the billing structure and rights information that 
is represented in the d-blocks. Such variations in the design 
of the representation are possible and are 

Property 

Copies-in-
Use 

Loan-Period 

Loaner-Copy 

Remaining-
Time 
Document-
Descr 

Revenue-
Owner 

Publication-
Date 
History-list 

TABLE 1 

DIGITAL WORK STATE INFORMATION 

Value 

Number 

Time-Units 

Boolean 

Time-Units 

String 

RO-Descr 

Date-Descr 

History-Rec 

Use 

A cmmter of the number of copies of a 
work that are in use. Incremented when 
another copy is used; decremented when 
use is completed. 
Indicator of the maximum number of 
time-nnits that a document can be 
loaned out 
Indicator that the current work is a 
loaned out copy of an authorized digital 
work. 
Indicator of the remaining time of use 
on a metered document right. 
A string containing various identifYing 
information about a document. The 
exact format of this is not specified, but 
it can include information such as a 
publisher name, author name, ISBN 
nwnber, and so on. 
A handle identifying a revenue owner 
for a digital work. This is used for 
reporting usage fees. 
The date tbat tbe digital work was 
published. 
A list of events recording the repostories 
and dates for operations that copy, 
transfer, backup, or restore a digital 
work. 
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viable alternatives but may introduce processing overhead, 
e.g. the interpretation of the objects. 

Digital works are stored in a repository as part of a 
hierarchical file system. Folders (also termed directories and 
sub-directories) contain the digital works as well as other 
folders. Digital works and folders in a folder are ordered in 
alphabetical order. The digital works are typed to reflect how 
the files are used. Usage rights can be attached to folders so 
that the folder itself is treated as a digital work. Access to the 
folder would then be handled in the same fashion as any 10 

other digital work As will be described in more detail below, 
the contents of the folder are subject to their own rights. 
Moreover, file management rights may be attached to the 
folder which define how folder contents can be managed. 

Attaching Usage Rights to a Digital Work 
15 

12 
and child d-blocks 1102 and 1105 have been granted PRINT 
rights. Child d-block 1103 has not been granted PRINT 
rights and child d-block 1104 has PRINT rights conditioned 
on payment of a usage fee. 

Under the strict rule the PRINT right cannot be exercised 
because the child d-block does not have the PRINT right. 
Under the lenient rule, the result would be different. The 
digital works represented by child d-blocks 1102 and 1105 
could be printed and the digital work represented by d-block 
1104 could be printed so long as the usage fee is paid. Only 
the digital work represented by d-block 1103 could not be 
printed. This same result would be accomplished nnder the 
strict rule if the requests were directed to each of the 
individual digital works. 

The present invention supports various combinations of 
allowing and disallowing access. Moreover, as will be 
described below, the usage rights grammar permits the 
owner of a digital work to specify if constraints may be 
imposed on the work by a container part. The manner in 

20 which digital works may be sanctioned because of usage 
rights conflicts would be implementation specific and would 
depend on the nature of the digital works. 

It is fundamental to the present invention that the usage 
rights are treated as part of the digital work. As the digital 
work is distributed, the scope of the granted usage rights will 
remain the same or may be narrowed. For example, when a 
digital work is transferred from a document server to a 
repository, the usage rights may include the right to loan a 
copy for a predetermined period of time (called the original 
rights). When the repository loans out a copy of the digital 
work, the usage rights in the loaner copy (called the next set 

25 
of rights) could be set to prohibit any further rights to loan 
out the copy. The basic idea is that one cannot grant more 
rights than they have. 

Repositories 

The attachment of usage rights into a digital work may 
occur in a variety of ways. If the usage rights will be the 

30 
same for an entire digital work, they could be attached when 
the digital work is processed for deposit in the digital work 
server. In the case of a digital work having different usage 
rights for the various components, this can be done as the 
digital work is being created. An authoring tool or digital 

35 
work assembling tool could be utilized which provides for 

Many of the powerful functions of repositories-such as 
their ability to "loan" digital works or automatically handle 
the commercial reuse of digital works-are possible because 
they are trusted systems. The systems are trusted because 
they are able to take responsibility for fairly and reliably 
carrying out the commercial transactions. That the systems 
can be responsible ("able to respond") is fundamentally an 
issue of integrity. The integrity of repositories has three 
parts: physical integrity, communications integrity, and 
behavioral integrity. 

Physical integrity refers to the integrity of the physical 
devices themselves. Physical integrity applies both to the 
repositories and to the protected digital works. Thus, the 
higher security classes of repositories themselves may have 
sensors that detect when tampering is attempted on their 
secure cases. In addition to protection of the repository 
itself, the repository design protects access to the content of 

an automated process of attaching the usage rights. 
As will be described below, when a digital work is copied, 

transferred or loaned, a "next set of rights" can be specified. 
The "next set of rights" will be attached to the digital work 

40 
as it is transported. 

Resolving Conflicting Rights 
Because each part of a digital work may have its own 

usage rights, there will be instances where the rights of a 
"contained part" are different from its parent or container 
part. As a result, conflict rules must be established to dictate 
when and how a right may be exercised. The hierarchical 
structure of a digital work facilitates the enforcement of such 
rules. A "strict" rule would be as follows: a right for a part 
in a digital work is sanctioned if and only if it is sanctioned 
for the part, for ancestor d-blocks containing the part and for 
all descendent d-blocks. By sanctioned, it is meant that (1) 
each of the respective parts must have the right, and (2) any 
conditions for exercising the right are satisfied. 

It also possible to implement the present invention using 
a more lenient rule. In the more lenient rule, access to the 
part may be enabled to the descendent parts which have the 
right, but access is denied to the descendents which do not. 

Example of applying both the strict rule and lenient is 
illustrated with reference to FIG. 11. Referring to FIG. 11, a 
root d-block 1101 has child d-blocks 1102-1105. In this case, 
root d-block represents a magazine, and each of the child 
d-blocks 1102-1105 represent articles in the magazine. Sup
pose that a request is made to PRINT the digital work 
represented by root d-block 1101 wherein the strict rule is 
followed. The rights for the root d-block 1101 and child 
d-blocks 1102-1105 are then examined. Root d-block 1101 

digital works. In contrast with the design of conventional 
magnetic and optical devices-such as floppy disks, CD
ROMs, and videotapes-repositories never allow non-

45 trusted systems to access the works directly. A maker of 
generic computer systems cannot guarantee that their plat
form will not be used to make unauthorized copies. The 
manufacturer provides generic capabilities for reading and 
writing information, and the general nature of the function-

50 ality of the general computing device depends on it. Thus, a 
copy program can copy arbitrary data. This copying issue is 
not limited to general purpose computers. It also arises for 
the unauthorized duplication of entertainment "software" 
such as video and audio recordings by magnetic recorders. 

55 Again, the functionality of the recorders depends on their 
ability to copy and they have no means to check whether a 
copy is authorized. In contrast, repositories prevent access to 
the raw data by general devices and can test explicit rights 
and conditions before copying or otherwise granting access. 

60 Information is only accessed by protocol between trusted 
repositories. 

Communications integrity refers to the integrity of the 
communications channels between repositories. Roughly 
speaking, communications integrity means that repositories 

65 cannot be easily fooled by "telling them lies." Integrity in 
this case refers to the property that repositories will only 
communicate with other devices that are able to present 
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proof that they are certified repositories, and furthermore, 
that the repositories monitor the communications to detect 
"impostors" and malicious or accidental interference. Thus 
the security measures involving encryption, exchange of 
digital certificates, and nonces described below are all 
security measures aimed at reliable communication in a 
world known to contain active adversaries. 

Behavioral integrity refers to the integrity in what reposi
tories do. What repositories do is determined by the software 
that they execute. The integrity of the software is generally 
assured only by knowledge of its source. Restated, a user 
will trust software purchased at a reputable computer store 
but not trust software obtained off a random (insecure) 
server on a network. Behavioral integrity is maintained by 
requiring that repository software be certified and be dis
tributed with proof of such certification, i.e. a digital cer
tificate. The purpose of the certificate is to authenticate that 
the software has been tested by an authorized organization, 
which attests that the software does what it is supposed to do 
and that it does not compromise the behavioral integrity of 
a repository. If the digital certificate cannot be found in the 
digital work or the master repository which generated the 
certificate is not known to the repository receiving the 
software, then the software cannot be installed. 

In the description of FIG. 2, it was indicated that reposi
tories come in various forms. All repositories provide a core 
set of services for the transmission of digital works. The 
manner in which digital works are exchanged is the basis for 
all transaction between repositories. The various repository 
types differ in the ultimate functions that they perform. 
Repositories may be devices themselves, or they may be 
incorporated into other systems. An example is the rendering 
repository 205 of FIG. 2. 

A repository will have associated with it a repository 
identifier. Typically, the repository identifier would be a 
unique number assigned to the repository at the time of 
manufacture. Each repository will also be classified as being 
in a particular security class. Certain communications and 
transactions may be conditioned on a repository being in a 
particular security class. The various security classes are 
described in greater detail below. 

As a prerequisite to operation, a repository will require 
possession of an identification certificate. Identification cer
tificates are encrypted to prevent forgery and are issued by 
a Master repository. A master repository plays the role of an 
authorization agent to enable repositories to receive digital 
works. Identification certificates must be updated on a 
periodic basis. Identification certificates are described in 
greater detail below with respect to the registration transac
tion. 

A repository has both a hardware and functional embodi
ment. The functional embodiment is typically software 
executing on the hardware embodiment. Alternatively, the 
functional embodiment may be embedded in the hardware 
embodiment such as an Application Specific Integrated 
Circuit (ASIC) chip. 

14 
the operation of the repository such as decryption and/or 
decompression of digital works and transaction messages 
are also performed by the processing means 1200. The 
processor element 1201 may be a microprocessor or other 
suitable computing component. The processor memory 1202 
would typically be further comprised of Read Only Memo
ries (ROM) and Random Access Memories (RAM). Such 
memories would contain the software instructions utilized 
by the processor element 1201 in performing the functions 

10 of the repository. 
The storage system 1207 is further comprised of descrip

tor storage 1203 and content storage 1204. The description 
tree storage 1203 will store the description tree for the digital 
work and the content storage will store the associated 

15 content. The description tree storage 1203 and content 
storage 1204 need not be of the same type of storage 
medium, nor are they necessarily on the same physical 
device. So for example, the descriptor storage 1203 may be 
stored on a solid state storage (for rapid retrieval of the 

20 description tree information), while the content storage 1204 
may be on a high capacity storage such as an optical disk. 

The clock 1205 is used to time-stamp various time based 
conditions for usage rights or for metering usage fees which 
may be associated with the digital works. The clock 1205 

25 will have an uninterruptable power supply, e.g. a battery, in 
order to maintain the integrity of the time-stamps. The 
external interface means 1206 provides for the signal con
nection to other repositories and to a credit server. The 
external interface means 1206 provides for the exchange of 

30 signals via such standard interfaces such as RS-232 or 
Personal Computer Manufacturers Card Industry Associa
tion (PCMCIA) standards, or FDDI. The external interface 
means 1206 may also provide network connectivity. 

The functional embodiment of a repository is described 
35 with reference to FIG. 13. Referring to FIG. 13, the func

tional embodiment is comprised of an operating system 
1301, core repository services 1302, usage transaction han
dlers 1303, repository specific functions, 1304 and a user 
interface 1305. The operating system 1301 is specific to the 

40 repository and would typically depend on the type of pro
cessor being used. The operating system 1301 would also 
provide the basic services for controlling and interfacing 
between the basic components of the repository. 

45 
The core repository services 1302 comprise a set of 

functions required by each and every repository. The core 
repository services 1302 include the session initiation trans
actions which are defined in greater detail below. This set of 
services also includes a generic ticket agent which is used to 

50 
"punch" a digital ticket and a generic authorization server 
for processing authorization specifications. Digital tickets 
and authorizations are specific mechanisms for controlling 
the distribution and use of digital works and are described 
and more detail below. Note that coupled to the core 

55 
repository services are a plurality of identification certifi
cates 1306. The identification certificates 1306 are required 
to enable the use of the repository. The hardware embodiment of a repository will be 

enclosed in a secure housing which if compromised, may 
cause the repository to be disabled. The basic components of 
the hardware embodiment of a repository are described with 60 

reference to FIG. 12. Referring to FIG. 12, a repository is 
comprised of a processing means 1200, storage system 
1207, clock 1205 and external interface 1206. The process
ing means 1200 is comprised of a processor element 1201 
and processor memory 1202. The processing means 1201 65 

provides controller, repository transaction and usage rights 
transaction functions for the repository. Various functions in 

The usage transactions handler 1303 comprise function
ality for processing access requests to digital works and for 
billing fees based on access. The usage transactions sup
ported will be different for each repository type. For 
example, it may not be necessary for some repositories to 
handle access requests for digital works. 

The repository specific functionality 1304 comprises 
functionality that is unique to a repository. For example, the 
master repository has special functionality for issuing digital 
certificates and maintaining encryption keys. The repository 
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specific functionality 1304 would include the user interface 
implementation for the repository. 

Repository Security Classes 

For some digital works the losses caused by any indi
vidual instance of unauthorized copying is insignificant and 
the chief economic concern lies in assuring the convenience 

16 

TABLE 2-continued 

REPOSITORY SECURITY LEVELS 

Level Description of Security 

of access and low-overhead billing. In such cases, simple 
and inexpensive handheld repositories and network-based 
workstations may be suitable repositories, even though the 10 

measures and guarantees of security are modest. 

10 

Like the previous class except that the repository will attempt 
wireless communication to report tampering and will employ noisy 
alarms. 
This would correspond to a very high level of security. This server 
would maintain constant commnnications to remote security 
systems reporting transactions, sensor readings, and attempts to 
circwnvent security. 

At the other extreme, some digital works such as a digital 
copy of a first run movie or a bearer bond or stock certificate 
would be of very high value so that it is prudent to employ 15 
caution and fairly elaborate security measures to ensure that 
they are not copied or forged. A repository suitable for 
holding such a digital work could have elaborate measures 
for ensuring physical integrity and for verifying authoriza
tion before use. 20 

The characterization of security levels described in Table 
2 is not intended to be fixed. More important is the idea of 
having different security levels for different repositories. It is 
anticipated that new security classes and requirements will 
evolve according to social situations and changes in tech
nology. 

By arranging a universal protocol, all kinds of repositories 
can communicate with each other in principle. However, 
creators of some works will want to specifY that their works 
will only be transferred to repositories whose level of 
security is high enough. For this reason, document reposi- 25 

tories have a ranking system for classes and levels of 
security. The security classes in the currently preferred 
embodiment are described in Table 2. 

Repository User Interface 
A user interface is broadly defined as the mechanism by 

which a user interacts with a repository in order to invoke 
transactions to gain access to a digital work, or exercise 
usage rights. As described above, a repository may be 
embodied in various forms. The user interface for a reposi
tory will differ depending on the particular embodiment. The 
user interface may be a graphical user interface having icons 
representing the digital works and the various transactions 

TABLE 2 

REPOSITORY SECURITY LEVELS 

Level Description of Security 

0 

2 

4 

Open system. Document transmission is nnencrypted. No digital 
certificate is required for identification. The security of the system 
depends mostly on user honesty, since only modest knowledge may 
be needed to circwnvent the security measures. The repository 
has no provisions for preventing unauthorized programs from 
running and accessing or copying files. The system does not 
prevent the use of removable storage and does not encrypt stored 
files. 
Minimal security. Like the previous class except that stored files 
are minimally encrypted, including ones on removable storage. 
Basic secmity. Like the previous class except that special tools 
and knowledge are required to compromise the programming, the 
contents of the repository, or the state of the clock. All digital 
communications are encrypted. A digital certificate is provided as 
identification. Medium level encryption is used. Repository 
identification number is unforgeable. 
General security. Like the previous class plus the requirement of 
special tools are needed to compromise the physical integrity of the 
repository and that modest encryption is used on all transmissions. 
Password protection is required to use the local user interface. The 
digital clock system cannot be reset without authorization. No 
works would be stored on removable storage. When executing 
works as programs, it nms them in their own address space and 
does not give them direct access to any file storage or other 
memory containing system code or works. They can access works 
only through the transmission transaction protocol. 
Like the previous class except that high level encryption is used on 
all commnnications. Sensors are used to record attempts at 
physical and electronic tampering. After such tampering, the 
repository will not perform other transactions nntil it has reported 
such tampering to a designated server. 
Like the previous class except that if the physical or digital 
attempts at tampering exceed some preset thresholds that 
threaten the physical integrity of the repository or the integrity of 
digital and cryptographic barriers, then the repository will save 
only docwnent description records of history but will erase or 
destroy any digital identifiers that could be misused if released to 
an unscrupulous party. It also modifies any certificates of 
authenticity to indicate that the physical system has been 
compromised. It also erases the contents of designated docwnents. 

30 
that may be performed. The user interface may be a gener
ated dialog in which a user is prompted for information. 

The user interface itself need not be part of the repository. 
As a repository may be embedded in some other device, the 
user interface may merely be a part of the device in which 

35 
the repository is embedded. For example, the repository 
could be embedded in a "card" that is inserted into an 
available slot in a computer system. The user interface may 
be combination of a display, keyboard, cursor control device 
and software executing on the computer system. 

40 
At a minimum, the user interface must permit a user to 

input information such as access requests and alpha numeric 
data and provide feedback as to transaction status. The user 
interface will then cause the repository to initiate the suitable 
transactions to service the request. Other facets of a particu-

45 lar user interface will depend on the functionality that a 
repository will provide. 

Credit Servers 
In the present invention, fees may be associated with the 

exercise of a right. The requirement for payment of fees is 
50 described with each version of a usage right in the usage 

rights language. The recording and reporting of such fees is 
performed by the credit server. One of the capabilities 
enabled by associating fees with rights is the possibility of 
supporting a wide range of charging models. The simplest 

55 model, used by conventional software, is that there is a 
single fee at the time of purchase, after which the purchaser 
obtains unlimited rights to use the work as often and for as 
long as he or she wants. Alternative models, include metered 
use and variable fees. A single work can have different fees 

60 for different uses. For example, viewing a photograph on a 
display could have different fees than making a hardcopy or 
including it in a newly created work. A key to these 
alternative charging models is to have a low overhead means 
of establishing fees and accounting for credit on these 

65 transactions. 
A credit server is a computational system that reliably 

authorizes and records these transactions so that fees are 
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billed and paid. The credit server reports fees to a billing 
clearinghouse. The billing clearinghouse manages the finan
cial transactions as they occur. As a result, bills may be 
generated and accounts reconciled. Preferably, the credit 
server would store the fee transactions and periodically 
communicate via a network with billing clearinghouse for 
reconciliation. In such an embodiment, communications 
with the billing clearinghouse would be encrypted for integ
rity and security reasons. In another embodiment, the credit 
server acts as a "debit card" where transactions occur in 
"real-time" against a user account. 

A credit server is comprised of memory, a processing 
means, a clock, and interface means for coupling to a 
repository and a financial institution (e.g. a modem). The 
credit server will also need to have security and authenti
cation functionality. These elements are essentially the same 
elements as those of a repository. Thus, a single device can 
be both a repository and a credit server, provided that it has 
the appropriate processing elements for carrying out the 
corresponding functions and protocols. Typically, however, 
a credit server would be a card-sized system in the posses
sion of the owner of the credit. The credit server is coupled 
to a repository and would interact via financial transactions 
as described below. Interactions with a financial institution 

18 
The basic contents of a right are illustrated in FIG. 14. 

Referring to FIG. 14, a right 145 has a transactional com
ponent 1451 and a specifications component 1452. A right 
1450 has a label (e.g. COPY or PRINT) which indicate the 
use or distribution privileges that are embodied by the right. 
The transactional component 1451 corresponds to a particu
lar way in which a digital work may be used or distributed. 
The transactional component 1451 is typically embodied in 
software instructions in a repository which implement the 

10 use or distribution privileges for the right. The specifications 
components 1452 are used to specify conditions which must 
be satisfied prior to the right being exercised or to designate 
various transaction related parameters. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, these specifications include copy count 

15 1453, Fees and Incentives 1454, Time 1455, Access and 
Security 1456 and Control 1457. Each of these specifica
tions will be described in greater detail below with respect 
to the language grammar elements. 

The usage rights language is based on the grammar 
20 described below. A grammar is a convenient means for 

defining valid sequence of symbols for a language. In 
describing the grammar the notation "[albic]" is used to 
indicate distinct choices among alternatives. In this example, 

may occur via protocols established by the financial insti- 25 

tutions themselves. 

a sentence can have either an "a", "b" or "C". It must include 
exactly one of them. The braces { } are used to indicate 
optional items. Note that brackets, bars and braces are used 

In the currently preferred embodiment credit servers 
associated with both the server and the repository report the 
financial transaction to the billing clearinghouse. For 
example, when a digital work is copied by one repository to 
another for a fee, credit servers coupled to each of the 
repositories will report the transaction to the billing clear
inghouse. This is desirable in that it insures that a transaction 
will be accounted for in the event of some break in the 

to describe the language of usage rights sentences but do not 
appear in actual sentences in the language. 

In contrast, parentheses are part of the usage rights 
30 language. Parentheses are used to group items together in 

lists. The notation (x*) is used to indicate a variable length 
list, that is, a list containing one or more items of type x. The 
notation (x)* is used to indicate a variable number of lists 
containing x. 

communication between a credit server and the billing 35 

clearinghouse. However, some implementations may 
embody only a single credit server reporting the transaction 

Keywords in the grammar are words followed by colons. 
Keywords are a common and very special case in the 
language. They are often used to indicate a single value, 
typically an identifier. In many cases, the keyword and the 
parameter are entirely optional. When a keyword is given, it 

to minimize transaction processing at the risk of losing some 
transactions. 

Usage Rights Language 
The present invention uses statements in a high level 

"usage rights language" to define rights associated with 
digital works and their parts. Usage rights statements are 
interpreted by repositories and are used to determine what 
transactions can be successfully carried out for a digital 
work and also to determine parameters for those transac
tions. For example, sentences in the language determine 
whether a given digital work can be copied, when and how 
it can be used, and what fees (if any) are to be charged for 
that use. Once the usage rights statements are generated, 
they are encoded in a suitable form for accessing during the 
processing of transactions. 

Defining usage rights in terms of a language in combi
nation with the hierarchical representation of a digital work 
enables the support of a wide variety of distribution and fee 
schemes. An example is the ability to attach multiple ver
sions of a right to a work. So a creator may attach a PRINT 
right to make 5 copies for $10.00 and a PRINT right to make 
unlimited copies for $100.00. A purchaser may then choose 
which option best fits his needs. Another example is that 
rights and fees are additive. So in the case of a composite 
work, the rights and fees of each of the components works 
is used in determining the rights and fees for the work as a 
whole. Other features and benefits of the usage rights 
language will become apparent in the description of distri
bution and use scenarios provided below. 

40 often takes a single identifier as its value. In some cases, the 
keyword takes a list of identifiers. 

In the usage rights language, time is specified in an 
hours:minutes:seconds (or hh:mm:ss) representation. Time 
zone indicators, e.g. PDT for Pacific Daylight Time, may 

45 also be specified. Dates are represented as year/month/day 
(or YYYY/MMM/DD). Note that these time and date rep
resentations may specifY moments in time or units of time 
Money units are specified in terms of dollars. 

Finally, in the usage rights language, various "things" will 
50 need to interact with each other. For example, an instance of 

a usage right may specify a bank account, a digital ticket, 
etc. Such things need to be identified and are specified herein 
using the suffix "-ID." 

The Usage Rights Grammar is listed in it's entirety in 
55 FIG. 15 and is described below. 

Grammar element 1501 "Digital Work Rights:= 
(Rights*)" define the digital work rights as a set of rights. 
The set of rights attached to a digital work define how that 
digital work may be transferred, used, performed or played. 

60 A set of rights will attach to the entire digital work and in the 
case of compound digital works, each of the components of 
the digital work. The usage rights of components of a digital 
may be different. 

Grammar element 1502 "Right:=(Right-Code {Copy-
65 Count}{ Control-Spec }{Time-Spec}{ Access-Spec }{Fee

Spec})" enumerates the content of a right. Each usage right 
must specifY a right code. Each right may also optionally 
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specifY conditions which must be satisfied before the right 
can be exercised. These conditions are copy count, control, 
time, access and fee conditions. In the currently preferred 
embodiment, for the optional elements, the following 
defaults apply: copy count equals 1, no time limit on the use 5 

of the right, no access tests or a security level required to use 
the right and no fee is required. These conditions will each 
be described in greater detail below. 

It is important to note that a digital work may have 
multiple versions of a right, each having the same right code. 10 

The multiple version would provide alternative conditions 
and fees for accessing the digital work. 

Grammar element 1503 "Right-Code:=Render-
CodeiTransport-CodeiFile-Management-CodeiDerivative
Works-Code Configuration-Code" distinguishes each of the 15 

specific rights into a particular right type (although each 
right is identified by distinct right codes). In this way, the 
grammar provides a catalog of possible rights that can be 
associated with parts of digital works. In the following, 
rights are divided into categories for convenience in describ- 20 

ing them. 
Grammar element 1504 "Render-Code:=[Play: {Player: 

Player-ID}IPrint: {Printer: Printer-ID}]" lists a category of 
rights all involving the making of ephemeral, transitory, or 
non-digital copies of the digital work. After use the copies 25 

are erased. 
Play A process of rendering or performing a digital work 

on some processor. This includes such things as playing 
digital movies, playing digital music, playing a video 
game, running a computer program, or displaying a 30 

document on a display. 
Print To render the work in a medium that is not further 

protected by usage rights, such as printing on paper. 
Grammar element 1505 "Transport-Code:= 

20 
descriptions (including usage rights and fee data) can be sent 
under appropriate protocol and usage rights control to other 
document repositories of sufficiently high security. Further 
rights permit organization of digital works into folders 
which themselves are treated as digital works and whose 
contents may be "hidden" from a party seeking to determine 
the contents of a repository. 

Backup To make a backup copy of a digital work as 
protection against media failure. 

Restore To restore a backup copy of a digital work. 
Delete To delete or erase a copy of a digital work. 
Folder To create and name folders, and to move files and 

folders between folders. 
Directory To hide a folder or it's contents. 
Grammar element 1507 "Derivative-Works-Code: 

[ExtractiEmbediEdit {Process: Pr cess-ID}] {Next-Copy
Rights: Next-Set-of Rights}" lists a category of rights 
involving the use of a digital work to create new works. 

Extract To remove a portion of a work, for the purposes 
of creating a new work. 

Embed To include a work in an existing work. 
Edit To alter a digital work by copying, selecting and 

modifYing portions of an existing digital work. 
Grammar element 1508 "Configuration-Code: 

=InstalliUninstall" lists a category of rights for installing and 
uninstalling software on a repository (typically a rendering 
repository.) This would typically occur for the installation of 
a new type of player within the rendering repository. 

Install: To install new software on a repository. 
Uninstall: To remove existing software from a repository. 
Grammar element 1509 "Next-Set-of-Rights:={ (Add: 

Set-Of-Rights)}{ (Delete: Set-Of-Rights)}{ (Replace: Set-
[ CopyiTransferiLoan {Remaining-Rights: Next -Set -of
Rights} l{ (Next-Copy-Rights: Next-Set of Rights)}" lists a 
category of rights involving the making of persistent, usable 
copies of the digital work on other repositories. The optional 
Next-Copy-Rights determine the rights on the work after it 
is transported. If this is not specified, then the rights on the 
transported copy are the same as on the original. The 
optional Remaining-Rights specify the rights that remain 
with a digital work when it is loaned out. If this is not 
specified, then the default is that no rights can be exercised 
when it is loaned out. 

35 Of-Rights)}{ (Keep: Set-Of-Rights)}" defines how rights are 
carried forward for a copy of a digital work. If the Next
Copy-Rights is not specified, the rights for the next copy are 
the same as those of the current copy. Otherwise, the set of 
rights for the next copy can be specified. Versions of rights 

40 after Add: are added to the current set of rights. Rights after 
Delete: are deleted from the current set of rights. If only right 
codes are listed after Delete:, then all versions of rights with 
those codes are deleted. Versions of rights after Replace: 
subsume all versions of rights of the same type in the current 

45 set of rights. 
Copy Make a new copy of a work 
Transfer Moving a work from one repository to another. 
Loan Temporarily loaning a copy to another repository for 

a specified period of time. 
Grammar element 1506 "File-Management-Code: 50 

=Backup {Back-Up-Copy-Rights: Next-Set-of 
Rights }IRestoreiDeleteiFolderiDirectory {Name:Hide-
LocaliHide-Remote} {Parts:Hide-LocaliHide-Remote}" lists 

If Remaining-Rights is not specified, then there are no 
rights for the original after all Loan copies are loaned out. If 
Remaining-Rights is specified, then the Keep: token can be 
used to simplify the expression of what rights to keep 
behind. A list of right codes following keep means that all of 
the versions of those listed rights are kept in the remaining 
copy. This specification can be overridden by subsequent 
Delete: or Replace: specifications. 

a category of rights involving operations for file manage
ment, such as the making of backup copies to protect the 
copy owner against catastrophic equipment failure. 

55 Copy Count Specification 

Many software licenses and also copyright law give a 
copy owner the right to make backup copies to protect 
against catastrophic failure of equipment. However, the 
making of uncontrolled backup copies is inherently at odds 60 

with the ability to control usage, since an uncontrolled 
backup copy can be kept and then restored even after the 
authorized copy was sold. 

The File management rights enable the making and restor
ing of backup copies in a way that respects usage rights, 65 

honoring the requirements of both the copy owner and the 
rights grantor and revenue owner. Backup copies of work 

For various transactions, it may be desirable to provide 
some limit as to the number of "copies" of the work which 
may be exercised simultaneously for the right. For example, 
it may be desirable to limit the number of copies of a digital 
work that may be loaned out at a time or viewed at a time. 

Grammar element 1510 "Copy-Count:=(Copies: positive
integeriOiunlimited)" provides a condition which defines the 
number of "copies" of a work subject to the right. A copy 
count can be 0, a fixed number, or unlimited. The copy-count 
is associated with each right, as opposed to there being just 
a single copy-count for the digital work. The Copy-Count 
for a right is decremented each time that a right is exercised. 
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When the Copy-Count equals zero, the right can no longer 
be exercised. If the Copy-Count is not specified, the default 
1s one. 

Control Specification 

22 
differs from the Sliding-Interval specification in that the time 
that the digital work is in use need not be continuous. For 
example, if the rights guarantee three days of access, those 
days could be spread out over a month. With this specifi
cation, the rights can be exercised until the meter time is 
exhausted or the expiration date is reached, whichever 
comes first. 
Remaining-Use:=Time-Unit 
Start-Time:= Time-Unit 

Rights and fees depend in general on rights granted by the 
creator as well as further restrictions imposed by later 
distributors. Control specifications deal with interactions 
between the creators and their distributors governing the 
imposition of further restrictions and fees. For example, a 
distributor of a digital work may not want an end consumer 
of a digital work to add fees or otherwise profit by com
mercially exploiting the purchased digital work. 

10 Use-Duration:=Time-Unit 

Grammar element 1511 "Control-Spec:=(Control: 
{RestrictableiUnrestrictable} {UnchargeableiChargeable} )" 

15 
provides a condition to specifY the effect of usage rights and 

All of the time specifications include time-unit specifications 
in their ultimate instantiation. 

Security Class and Authorization Specification 
The present invention provides for various security 

mechanisms to be introduced into a distribution or use 
scheme. Grmar element 1516 "Access-Spec:=({SC: 
Security-Class}{ Authorization: Authorization-ID }{Other
Authorization: Authorization-ID* }{Tick t: Ticket-ID} )" 
provides a means for restricting access and transmission. 
Access specifications can specifY a required security class 
for a repository to exercise a right or a required authorization 
test that must be satisfied. 

fees of parents on the exercise of the right. A digital work is 
restrictable if higher level d-blocks can impose further 
restrictions (time specifications and access specifications) on 
the right. It is unrestrictable if no further restrictions can be 

20 
imposed. The default setting is restrictable. A right is 
unchargeable if no more fees can be imposed on the use of 
the right. It is chargeable if more fees can be imposed. The 
default is chargeable. 

The keyword "SC:" is used to specifY a minimum security 
25 level for the repositories involved in the access. If "SC:" is 

not specified, the lowest security level is acceptable. 
Time Specification 

It is often desirable to assign a start date or specifY some 
duration as to when a right may be exercised. Grammar 
element 1512 "Time-Spec:=( {Fixed-IntervaliSliding
IntervaliMeter-Time} Until: Expiration-Date)" provides for 
specification of time conditions on the exercise of a right. 
Rights may be granted for a specified time. Different kinds 
of time specifications are appropriate for different kinds of 
rights. Some rights may be exercised during a fixed and 
predetermined duration. Some rights may be exercised for 

The optional "Authorization:" keyword is used to specifY 
required authorizations on the same repository as the work. 
The optional "Other-Authorization:" keyword is used to 

30 specifY required authorizations on the other repository in the 
transaction. 

The optional "Ticket:" keyword specifies the identity of a 

an interval that starts the first time that the right is invoked 35 

by some transaction. Some rights may be exercised or are 
charged according to some kind of metered time, which may 

ticket required for the transaction. A transaction involving 
digital tickets must locate an appropriate digital ticket agent 
who can "punch" or otherwise validate the ticket before the 
transaction can proceed. Tickets are described in greater 
detail below. 

be split into separate intervals. For example, a right to view 
a picture for an hour might be split into six ten minute 
viewings or four fifteen minute viewings or twenty three 40 

In a transaction involving a repository and a document 
server, some usage rights may require that the repository 
have a particular authorization, that the server have some 
authorization, or that both repositories have (possibly dif-minute viewings. 

The terms "time" and "date" are used synonymously to 
refer to a moment in time. There are several kinds of time 
specifications. Each specification represents some limitation 
on the times over which the usage right applies. The 
Expiration-Date specifies the moment at which the usage 
right ends. For example, if the Expiration-Date is "Jan. 1, 
1995," then the right ends at the first moment of 1995. If the 
Expiration-Date is specified as *forever*, then the rights are 
interpreted as continuing without end. If only an expiration 
date is given, then the right can be exercised as often as 
desired until the expiration date. 

Grammar element 1513 "Fixed-Interval:=From: Start
Time" is used to define a predetermined interval that runs 
from the start time to the expiration date. 

ferent) authorizations. Authorizations themselves are digital 
works (hereinafter referred to as an authorization object) that 
can be moved between repositories in the same manner as 

45 other digital works. Their copying and transferring is subject 
to the same rights and fees as other digital works. A 
repository is said to have an authorization if that authoriza
tion object is contained within the repository. 

In some cases, an authorization may be required from a 
50 source other than the document server and repository. An 

authorization object referenced by an Authorization-ID can 
contain digital address information to be used to set up a 
communications link between a repository and the authori
zation source. These are analogous to phone numbers. For 

55 such access tests, the communication would need to be 
established and authorization obtained before the right could 
be exercised. 

Grammar element 1514 "Sliding-Interval:= Interval: Use
Duration" is used to define an indeterminate (or "open") 
start time. It sets limits on a continuous period of time over 
which the contents are accessible. The period starts on the 
first access and ends after the duration has passed or the 60 

expiration date is reached, whichever comes first. For 
example, if the right gives 10 hours of continuous access, the 
use-duration would begin when the first access was made 
and end 1 0 hours later. 

For one-time usage rights, a variant on this scheme is to 
have a digital ticket. A ticket is presented to a digital ticket 
agent, whose type is specified on the ticket. In the simplest 
case, a certified generic ticket agent, available on all reposi-
tories, is available to "punch" the ticket. In other cases, the 
ticket may contain addressing information for locating a 
"special" ticket agent. Once a ticket has been punched, it 

Grammar element 1515 "Meter-Time:=Time-Remaining: 
Remaining-Use" is used to define a "meter time," that is, a 
measure of the time that the right is actually exercised. It 

65 cannot be used again for the same kind of transaction (unless 
it is unpunched or refreshed in the manner described below.) 
Punching includes marking the ticket with a timestamp of 
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the date and time it was used. Tickets are digital works and 
can be copied or transferred between repositories according 
to their usage rights. 

In the currently preferred embodiment, a "punched" ticket 
becomes "unpunched" or "refreshed" when it is copied or 
extracted. The Copy and Extract operations save the date 
and time as a property of the digital ticket. When a ticket 
agent is given a ticket, it can simply check whether the 
digital copy was made after the last time that it was punched. 

24 
Fees are paid by the copy-owner/user to the revenue

owner if Fee: is specified. Incentives are paid by the rev
enue-owner to the user iflncentive: is specified. If the Min: 
specification is given, then there is a minimum fee to be 
charged per time-spec unit for its use. If the Max: specifi
cation is given, then there is a maximum fee to be charged 
per time-spec for its use. When Fee: is specified, Account-ID 
identifies the account to which the fee is to be paid. When 

Of course, the digital ticket must have the copy or extract 10 

usage rights attached thereto. 

Incentive: is specified, Account-ID identifies the account 
from which the fee is to be paid. 

Grammar element 1520 "Per-Use-Spec:=Per-Use: 
The capability to unpunch a ticket is inportant in the 

following cases: 
A digital work is circulated at low cost with a limitation 

that it can be used only once. 
A digital work is circulated with a ticket that can be used 

once to give discounts on purchases of other works. 

15 

Money-unit" defines a simple fee to be paid every time the 
right is exercised, regardless of how much time the trans
action takes. 

Grammar element 1521 "Metered-Rate-Spec:=Metered: 
Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec" defines a metered-rate fee paid 
according to how long the right is exercised. Thus, the time 
it takes to complete the transaction determines the fee. 

Grammar element 1522 "Best-Price-Spec:=Best-Price: 
A digital work is circulated with a ticket (included in the 

purchase price and possibly embedded in the work) that 
can be used for a future upgrade. 

20 Money-unit Max: Money-unit" is used to specify a best
price that is determined when the account is settled. This 
specification is to accommodate special deals, rebates, and 
pricing that depends on information that is not available to 
the repository. All fee specifications can be combined with 

In each of these cases, if a paid copy is made of the digital 
work (including the ticket) the new owner would expect to 
get a fresh (unpunched) ticket, whether the copy seller has 
used the work or not. In contrast, loaning a work or simply 

25 
transferring it to another repository should not revitalize the 
ticket. 

tickets or authorizations that could indicate that the con
sumer is a wholesaler or that he is a preferred customer, or 
that the seller be authorized in some way. The amount of 
money in the Max: field is the maximum amount that the us 
will cost. This is the amount that is tentatively debited from 

Usage Fees and Incentives Specification 
The billing for use of a digital work is fundamental to a 

commercial distribution system. Grammar Element 1517 
"Fee-Spec:={ Scheduled-Discount} Regular-Fee
SpeciScheduled-Fee-SpeciMarkup-Spec" provides a range 
of options for billing for the use of digital works. 

A key feature of this approach is the development of 
low-overhead billing for transactions in potentially small 
amounts. Thus, it becomes feasible to collect fees of only a 
few cents each for thousands of transactions. 

The grammar differentiates between uses where the 
charge is per use from those where it is metered by the time 
unit. Transactions can support fees that the user pays for 
using a digital work as well as incentives paid by the right 
grantor to users to induce them to use or distribute the digital 
work. 

The optional scheduled discount refers to the rest of the 
fee specification-discounting it by a percentage over time. 
If it is not specified, then there is no scheduled discount. 
Regular fee specifications are constant over time. Scheduled 
fee specifications give a schedule of dates over which the fee 
specifications change. Markup specifications are used in 
d-blocks for adding a percentage to the fees already being 
charged. 

Grammar Element 1518 "Scheduled-Discount:=(Sched
uled-Discount: (Time-Spec Percentage)*)" A Scheduled
Discount is a essentially a scheduled modifier of any other 
fee specification for this version of the right of the digital 
work. (It does not refer to children or parent digital works or 
to other versions of rights.). It is a list of pairs of times and 
percentages. The most recent time in the list that has not yet 
passed at the time of the transaction is the one in effect. The 
percentage gives the discount percentage. For example, the 
number 10 refers to a 10% discount. 

30 the credit server. However, when the transaction is ulti
mately reconciled, any excess amount will be returned to the 
consumer in a separate transaction. 

Grammar element 1523 "Call-For-Price-Spec:=Call-For
Price" is similar to a "Best-Price-Spec" in that it is intended 

35 to accommodate cases where prices are dynamic. A Call
For-Price Spec requires a communication with a dealer to 
determine the price. This option caunot be exercised if the 
repository carmot communicate with a dealer at the time that 
the right is exercised. It is based on a secure transaction 

40 whereby the dealer names a price to exercise the right and 
passes along a deal certificate which is referenced or 
included in the billing process. 

Grammar element 1524 "Scheduled-Fee-Spec:=(Sched
ule: (Time-Spec Regular-Fee-Spec)*)" is used to provide a 

45 schedule of dates over which the fee specifications change. 
The fee specification with the most recent date not in the 
future is the one that is in effect. This is similar to but more 
general than the scheduled discount. It is more general, 
because it provides a means to vary the fee agreement for 

50 each time period. 
Grammar element 1525 "Markup-Spec:=Markup: per

centage To: Account-ID" is provided for adding a percentage 
to the fees already being charged. For example, a 5% 
markup means that a fee of 5% of cumulative fee so far will 

55 be allocated to the distributor. A markup specification can be 
applied to all of the other kinds of fee specifications. It is 
typically used in a shell provided by a distributor. It refers 
to fees associated with d-blocks that are parts of the current 
d-block. This might be a convenient specification for use in 

60 taxes, or in distributor overhead. 

Grammar Element 1519 "Regular-Fee-Spec:=( {Fee:IIn
centive:} [Per-U se-SpeciMetered-Rate-SpeciBest-Price
SpeciCall-For-Price-Specl{Min: Money-Unit Per: Time- 65 

Spec }{Max: Mon y-Unit Per: Tim-Spec} To: Account-ID)'' 
provides for several kinds of fee specifications. 

Examples of Sets of Usage Rights 
((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Delete) 
This work can be played without requirements for fee or 

authorization on any rendering system. It can be transferred 
to any other repository of security level 3 or greater. It can 
be deleted. 
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((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Delete) (Backup) (Restore 
(Fee:Per-Use: $5 To: Account-ID-678))) 

Same as the previous example plus rights for backup and 
restore. The work can be backed up without fee. It can be 
restored for a $5 fee payable to the account described by 5 

Account-ID-678. 
((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
(Copy (SC:3)(Fee: Per-Use: $5 To: Account-ID-678)) 
(Delete (Incentive: Per-Use: $2.50 To: Acconnt-ID-678))) 
This work can be played, transferred, copied, or deleted. 10 

Copy or transfer operations can take place only with reposi
tories of security level three or greater. The fee to make a 
copy is $5 payable to Acconnt-ID-678. If a copy is deleted, 
then an incentive of $2.50 is paid to the former copy owner. 

26 
(Fee: Metered: $0.01 Per: 0:1:0 Min: $0.25 Per: 0/1/0 
To: Account-ID-567)))) 
The original work has rights to Play, Transfer, Copy, Print, 

Backup, Restore, and Loan. There are two versions of the 
Loan right. The first version of the loan right costs $10 per 
day but allows the original copy owner to exercise free use 
of the Play, Print and Backup rights. The second version of 
the Loan right is free. None of the original rights are 
applicable. However a right to Play the work at the specified 
metered rate is added. 

((Play Player: Player-Small-Screen-123-ID) 
(Embed (Fee: Per-Use. $0.01 To: Account-678-ID)) 
(Copy (Fee: Per-Use $1.00 To: Acconnt-678-ID))) 
The digital work can be played on any player with the 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
Copy (SC: 3) (Fee: Per-Use: $10 To: Account-ID-678)) 
Delete) (Backup) (Restore (SC: 3) (Fee: Per-Use: $5 To: 

Account-ID-678))) 

15 identifier Player-Small-Screen-123-ID. It can be embedded 
in a larger work. The embedding requires a modest one cent 
registration fee to Account-678-ID. Digital copies can be 
made for $1.00. 

Same as the previous example plus fees for copying. The 
work can be copied digitally for a fee of $10 payable to 20 

Account-ID-678. The repository on which the work is 
copied or restored must be at security level 3 or greater. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
(Copy Authorization: License-123-ID (SC: 3))) 
The digital work can be played, transferred, or copied. 25 

Copies or transfers must be on repositories of security level 
3 or greater. Copying requires the license License-123-ID 
issued to the copying repository. None of the rights require 
fees. 

((Play) (Print Printer: Printer-567-ID (Fee: Per-Use: $1 30 

To: Acconnt-ID-678))) 
This work can be played for free. It can be printed on any 

printer with the identifier Printer-567-ID for a fee of $1 
payable to the account described by Account-ID-678. 

((Play Player: Player-876-ID) (From: 94/02/14 Until: 35 

95/02/15) (Fee: Metered: $0.01 Per: 0:1:0 Min: $0.25 
Per: 0/1/0 To: Account-ID-567)) 

Repository Transactions 
When a user requests access to a digital work, the 

repository will initiate various transactions. The combina
tion of transactions invoked will depend on the specifica
tions assigned for a usage right. There are three basic types 
of transactions, Session Initiation Transactions, Financial 
Transactions and Usage Transactions. Generally, session 
initiation transactions are initiated first to establish a valid 
session. When a valid session is established, transactions 
corresponding to the various usage rights are invoked. 
Finally, request specific transactions are performed. 

Transactions occur between two repositories (one acting 
as a server), between a repository and a document playback 
platform (e.g. for executing or viewing), between a reposi
tory and a credit server or between a repository and an 
authorization server. When transactions occur between more 
than one repository, it is assumed that there is a reliable 
communication charmel between the repositories. For 
example, this could be a TCP/IP charmel or any other 
commercially available channel that has built-in capabilities This work can be played on any player holding the ID 

Player-876-ID. The time of this right is from Feb. 14, 1994 
until Feb. 15, 1995. The fee for use is one cent per minute 
with a minimum of 25 cents in any day that it is used, 
payable to the account described by Account-ID-567. 

((Play) (Transfer) (Delete)(Loan 2 (Delete: Transfer 

40 
for detecting and correcting transmission errors. However, it 
is not assumed that the communication channel is secure. 
Provisions for security and privacy are part of the require
ments for specifYing and implementing repositories and thus 
form the need for various transactions. 

Loan))) 
45 

This work can be played, transferred, deleted, or loaned. 
Message Transmission 

Transactions require that there be some communication 
between repositories. Communication between repositories 
occurs in units termed as messages. Because the communi
cation line is assumed to be nnsecure, all communications 

Up to two copies can be loaned out at a time. The loaned 
copy has the same rights except that it cannot be transferred. 
When both copies are loaned out, no rights can be exercised 
on the original on the repository. 

((Play) (Transfer) (Delete) (Backup) (Restore (SC:3)) 
(Loan 2 Remaining-Copy-Rights: (Delete: Play Transfer) 
Next-Set-of-Rights: (Delete: Transfer Loan))) 

50 with repositories that are above the lowest security class are 
encrypted utilizing a public key encryption technique. Pub
lic key encryption is a well kuown technique in the encryp
tion arts. The term key refers to a numeric code that is used 

Similar to previous example. Rights to Backup and 
Restore the work are added, where restoration requires a 55 
repository of at least security level three. When all copies of 
the work are loaned out, the remaining copy cannot be 
played or transferred. 

((Play) (Transfer) (Copy) (Print) (Backup) (Restore (SC: 
3)) 

(Loan 1 Remaining-Copy-Rights: (Add: Play Print 
Backup) 

Next-Set-of-Rights: (Delete: Transfer Loan) 
(Fee: Metered: $10 Per: 1:0:0 To: Account-ID-567)) 
(Loan 1 Remaining-Copy-Rights: 
Add: ((Play Player: Player-876-ID) 2 (From: 94/02/14 

Until: 95/02/15) 

60 

65 

with encryption and decryption algorithms. Keys come in 
pairs, where "writing keys" are used to encrypt data and 
"checking keys" are used to decrypt data. Both writing and 
checking keys may be public or private. Public keys are 
those that are distributed to others. Private keys are main
tained in confidence. 

Key management and security is instrumental in the 
success of a public key encryption system. In the currently 
preferred embodiment, one or more master repositories 
maintain the keys and create the identification certificates 
used by the repositories. 

When a sending reposition transmits a message to a 
receiving repository, the sending repository encrypts all of 
its data using the public writing key of the receiving reposi-
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tory. The sending repository includes its name, the name of 
the receiving repository, a session identifier such as a nonce 
(described below), and a message counter in each message. 

In this way, the communication can only be read (to a high 
probability) by the receiving repository, which holds the 
private checking key for decryption. The auxiliary data is 
used to guard against various replay attacks to security. If 
messages ever arrive with the wrong counter or an old 
nonce, the repositories can assume that someone is interfer
ing with communication and the transaction terminated. 

The respective public keys for the repositories to be used 
for encryption are obtained in the registration transaction 
described below. 

Session Initiation Transactions 

28 
the hotlist when their certificates expire, so that the list does 
not need to grow without bound. Also, by keeping a short list 
of hotlist certificates that it has previously received, a 
repository can avoid the work of actually going through the 
list. These lists would be encrypted by a master repository. 
A minor variation on the approach to improve efficiency 
would have the repositories first exchange lists of names of 
hotlist certificates, ultimately exchanging only those lists 
that they had not previously received. The "hotlists" are 

10 maintained and distributed by Master repositories. 
Note that rather than terminating in error, the transaction 

could request that another registration message be sent based 
on an identification certificate created by another master 
repository. This may be repeated until a satisfactory identi-

15 fication certificate is found, or it is determined that trust 
cannot be established. A usage transaction is carried out in a session between 

repositories. For usage transactions involving more than one 
repository, or for financial transactions between a repository 
and a credit server, a registration transaction is performed. A 
second transaction termed a login transaction, may also be 20 
needed to initiate the session. The goal of the registration 
transaction is to establish a secure channel between two 
repositories who know each others identities. As it is 
assumed that the communication channel between the 
repositories is reliable but not secure, there is a risk that a 
non-repository may mimic the protocol in order to gain 
illegitimate access to a repository. 

Assuming that the repository is not on the hotlist, the 
repository identification needs to be verified. In other words, 
repository-2 needs to validate that the repository on the other 
end is really repository-!. This is termed performance test
ing and is performed in order to avoid invalid access to the 
repository via a counterfeit repository replaying a recording 
of a prior session initiation between repository-! and reposi
tory-2. Performance testing is initiated by repository-2 gen-

25 erating a performance message, step 1609. The performance 
message consists of a nonce, the names of the respective 
repositories, the time and the registration identifier received 
from repository-!. A nonce is a generated message based on 
some random and variable information (e.g. the time or the 

The registration transaction between two repositories is 
described with respect to FIGS. 16 and 17. The steps 
described are from the perspective of a "repository-!" 
registering its identity with a "repository-2". The registra
tion must be symmetrical so the same set of steps will be 
repeated for repository-2 registering its identity with reposi
tory-!. Referring to FIG. 16, repository-! first generates an 
encrypted registration identifier, step 1601 and then gener
ates a registration message, step 1602. A registration mes
sage is comprised of an identifier of a master repository, the 
identification certificate for the repository-! and an 
encrypted random registration identifier. The identification 
certificate is encrypted by the master repository in its private 
key and attests to the fact that the repository (here reposi
tory-!) is a bona fide repository. The identification certificate 
also contains a public key for the repository, the repository 
security level and a timestamp (indicating a time after which 
the certificate is no longer valid.) The registration identifier 
is a number generated by the repository for this registration. 
The registration identifier is unique to the session and is 
encrypted in repository-l's private key. The registration 
identifier is used to improve security of authentication by 
detecting certain kinds of communications based attacks. 
Repository-! then transmit the registration message to 
repository-2, step 1603. 

Upon receiving the registration message, repository-2 
determines if it has the needed public key for the master 
repository, step 1604. If repository-2 does not have the 
needed public key to decrypt the identification certificate, 
the registration transaction terminates in an error, step 1618. 

Assuming that repository-2 has the proper public key the 
identification certificate is decrypted, step 1605. Reposi
tory-2 saves the encrypted registration identifier, step 1606, 
and extracts the repository identifier, step 1607. The 
extracted repository identifier is checked against a "hotlist" 
of compromised document repositories, step 1608. In the 
currently preferred embodiment, each repository will con
tain "hotlists" of compromised repositories. If the repository 
is on the "hotlist", the registration transaction terminates in 
an error per step 1618. Repositories can be removed from 

30 temperature.) The nonce is used to check whether reposi
tory-! can actually exhibit correct encrypting of a message 
using the private keys it claims to have, on a message that 
it has never seen before. The performance message is 
encrypted using the public key specified in the registration 

35 message ofrepository-1. The performance message is trans
mitted to repository-!, step 1610, where it is decrypted by 
repository-! using its private key, step 1611. Repository-! 
then checks to make sure that the names of the two reposi
tories are correct, step 1612, that the time is accurate, step 

40 1613 and that the registration identifier corresponds to the 
one it sent, step 1614. If any of these tests fails, the 
transaction is terminated per step 1616. Assuming that the 
tests are passed, repository-! transmits the nonce to reposi
tory-2 in the clear, step 1615. Repository-2 then compares 

45 the received nonce to the original nonce, step 1617. If they 
are not identical, the registration transaction terminates in an 
error per step 1618. If they are the same, the registration 
transaction has successfully completed. 

At this point, assuming that the transaction has not 
50 terminated, the repositories exchange messages containing 

session keys to be used in all communications during the 
session and synchronize their clocks. FIG. 17 illustrates the 
session information exchange and clock synchronization 
steps (again from the perspective ofrepository-1.) Referring 

55 to FIG. 17, repository-! creates a session key pair, step 1701. 
A first key is kept private and is used by repository-! to 
encrypt messages. The second key is a public key used by 
repository-2 to decrypt messages. The second key is 
encrypted using the public key of repository-2, step 1702 

60 and is sent to repository-2, step 1703. Upon receipt, reposi
tory-2 decrypts the second key, step 1704. The second key 
is used to decrypt messages in subsequent communications. 
When each repository has completed this step, they are both 
convinced that the other repository is bona fide and that they 

65 are communicating with the original. Each repository has 
given the other a key to be used in decrypting further 
communications during the session. Since that key is itself 
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transmitted in the public key of the receiving repository only 
it will be able to decrypt the key which is used to decrypt 
subsequent messages. 

30 

After the session information is exchanged, the reposito
ries must synchronize their clocks. Clock synchronization is 
used by the repositories to establish an agreed upon time 
base for the financial records of their mutual transactions. 
Referring back to FIG. 17, repository-2 initiates clock 
synchronization by generating a time stamp exchange mes
sage, step 1705, and transmits it to repository-!, step 1706. 10 

Upon receipt, repository-! generates its own time stamp 
message, step 1707 and transmits it back to repository-2, 
step 1708. Repository-2 notes the current time, step 1709 
and stores the time received from repository-!, step 1710. 
The current time is compared to the time received from 15 

repository-!, step 1711. The difference is then checked to see 

An Begin-charges transaction to assign a charge. This 
transaction is much the same as an assign fee transac
tion except that it is used for metered use. It includes 
the same information as the assign-fee transaction as 
well as the usage fee information. The credit-server is 
then responsible for running a clock. 

An End-charges transaction to end a charge for metered 
use. (In a variation on this approach, the repositories 
would exchange periodic charge information for each 
block of time.) 

A report-charges transaction between a personal credit 
server and a billing clearinghouse. This transaction is 
invoked at least once per billing period. It is used to 
pass along information about charges. On debit and 
credit cards, this transaction would also be used to 
update balance information and credit limits as needed. 

if it exceeds a predetermined tolerance (e.g. one minute), 
step 1712. If it does, repository-2 terminates the transaction 
as this may indicate tampering with the repository, step 
1713. If not repository-2 computes an adjusted time delta, 20 

step 1714. The adjusted time delta is the difference between 
the clock time of repository-2 and the average of the times 
from repository-! and repository-2. 

All billing transactions are given a transaction ID and are 
reported to the credit severs by both the server and the client. 
This reduces possible loss of billing information if one of the 
parties to a transaction loses a banking card and provides a 
check against tampering with the system. 

Usage Transactions 
After the session initiation transactions have been com

pleted, the usage request may then be processed. To simplifY 
the description of the steps carried out in processing a usage 
request, the term requester is used to refer to a repository in 
the requester mode which is initiating a request, and the term 
server is used to refer to a repository in the server mode and 

To achieve greater accuracy, repositry-2 can request the 
time again up to a fixed number of times (e.g. five times), 25 

repeat the clock synchronization steps, and average the 
results. 

A second session initiation transaction is a Login trans
action. The Login transaction is used to check the authen
ticity of a user requesting a transaction. A Login transaction 
is particularly prudent for the authorization of financial 
transactions that will be charged to a credit server. The Login 
transaction involves an interaction between the user at a user 
interface and the credit server associated with a repository. 
The information exchanged here is a login string supplied by 
the repository/credit server to identifY itself to the user, and 
a Personal Identification Number (PIN) provided by the user 
to identifY himself to the credit server. In the event that the 
user is accessing a credit server on a repository different 
from the one on which the user interface resides, exchange 
of the information would be encrypted using the public and 
private keys of the respective repositories. 

Billing Transactions 
Billing Transactions are concerned with monetary trans

action with a credit server. Billing Transaction are carried 
out when all other conditions are satisfied and a usage fee is 
required for granting the request. For the most part, billing 
transactions are well understood in the state of the art. These 
transactions are between a repository and a credit server, or 
between a credit server and a billing clearinghouse. Briefly, 
the required transactions include the following: 

Registration and LOGIN transactions by which the 
repository and user establish their bona fides to a credit 
server. These transactions would be entirely internal in 
cases where the repository and credit server are imple
mented as a single system. 

Registration and LOGIN transactions, by which a credit 
server establishes its bona fides to a billing clearing
house. 

An Assign-fee transaction to assign a charge. The infor
mation in this transaction would include a transaction 
identifier, the identities of the repositories in the trans
action, and a list of charges from the parts of the digital 
work. If there has been any unusual event in the 
transaction such as an interruption of communications, 
that information is included as well. 

30 which contains the desired digital work. In many cases such 
as requests to print or view a work, the requester and server 
may be the same device and the transactions described in the 
following would be entirely internal. In such instances, 
certain transaction steps, such as the registration transaction, 

35 need not be performed. 
There are some common steps that are part of the seman

tics of all of the usage rights transactions. These steps are 
referred to as the common transaction steps. There are two 
sets-the "opening" steps and the "closing" steps. For 

40 simplicity, these are listed here rather than repeating them in 
the descriptions of all of the usage rights transactions. 

Transactions can refer to a part of a digital work, a 
complete digital work, or a Digital work containing other 
digital works. Although not described in detail herein, a 

45 transaction may even refer to a folder comprised of a 
plurality of digital works. The term "work" is used to refer 
to what ever portion or set of digital works is being accessed. 

Many of the steps here involve determining if certain 
conditions are satisfied. Recall that each usage right may 

50 have one or more conditions which must be satisfied before 
the right can be exercised. Digital works have parts and parts 
have parts. Different parts can have different rights and fees. 
Thus, it is necessary to verify that the requirements are met 
for ALL of the parts that are involved in a transaction For 

55 brevity, when reference is made to checking whether the 
rights exist and conditions for exercising are satisfied, it is 
meant that all such checking takes place for each of the 
relevant parts of the work. 

FIG. 18 illustrates the initial common opening and closing 
60 steps for a transaction. At this point it is assumed that 

registration has occurred and that a "trusted" session is in 
place. General tests are tests on usage rights associated with 
the folder containing the work or some containing folder 
higher in the file system hierarchy. These tests correspond to 

65 requirements imposed on the work as a consequence of its 
being on the particular repository, as opposed to being 
attached to the work itself. Referring to FIG. 18, prior to 
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are loaned out, then the remaining rights is taken as the 
minimum set (intersection) of remaining rights across all of 
the versions of the loan right. The server then determines if 
the requested right is in the set of remaining rights, step 
1814. If the requested right is not in the set of remaining 
rights, the server terminates the transaction, step 1805. 

If Loan is not a usage right for the digital work or if all 
copies have not been loaned out or the requested right is in 
the set of remaining rights, fee conditions for the right are 

10 then checked, step 1815. This will initiate various financial 
transactions between the repository and associated credit 
server. Further, any metering of usage of a digital work will 
commence. If any financial transaction fails, the transaction 

initiating a usage transaction, the requester performs any 
general tests that are required before the right associated 
with the transaction can be exercised, step, 1801. For 
example, install, uninstall and delete rights may be imple
mented to require that a requester have an authorization 
certificate before the right can be exercised. Another 
example is the requirement that a digital ticket be present 
and punched before a digital work may be copied to a 
requester. If any of the general tests fail, the transaction is 
not initiated, step, 1802. Assuming that such required tests 
are passed, upon receiving the usage request, the server 
generates a transaction identifier that is used in records or 
reports of the transaction, step 1803. The server then checks 
whether the digital work has been granted the right corre
sponding to the requested transaction, step 1804. If the 15 

digital work has not been granted the right corresponding to 
the request, the transaction terminates, step 1805. If the 
digital work has been granted the requested right, the server 
then determines if the various conditions for exercising the 
right are satisfied. Time based conditions are examined, step 20 

1806. These conditions are checked by examining the time 
specification for the the version of the right. If any of the 
conditions are not satisfied, the transaction terminates per 
step 1805. 

Assuming that the time based conditions are satisfied, the 25 

server checks security and access conditions, step 1807. 
Such security and access conditions are satisfied if: 1) the 
requester is at the specified security class, or a higher 
security class, 2) the server satisfies any specified authori
zation test and 3) the requester satisfies any specified au tho- 30 

rization tests and has any required digital tickets. If any of 
the conditions are not satisfied, the transaction terminates 
per step 1805. 

Assuming that the security and access conditions are all 
satisfied, the server checks the copy count condition, step 35 

1808. If the copy count equals zero, then the transaction 
carmot be completed and the transaction terminates per step 
1805. 

terminates per step 1805. 
It should be noted that the order in which the conditions 

are checked need not follow the order of steps 1806-1815. 
At this point, right specific steps are now performed and 

are represented here as step 1816. The right specific steps are 
described in greater detail below. 

The common closing transaction steps are now per
formed. Each of the closing transaction steps are performed 
by the server after a successful completion of a transaction. 
Referring back to FIG. 18, the copies in use value for the 
requested right is decremented by the number of copies 
involved in the transaction, step 1817. Next, if the right had 
a metered usage fee specification, the server subtracts the 
elapsed time from the Remaining-Use-Time associated with 
the right for every part involved in the transaction, step 
1818. Finally, if there are fee specifications associated with 
the right, the server initiates End-Charge financial transac
tion to confirm billing, step 1819. 

Transmission Protocol 
An important area to consider is the transmission of the 

digital work from the server to the requester. The transmis
sion protocol described herein refers to events occurring 
after a valid session has been created. The transmission 
protocol must handle the case of disruption in the commu
nications between the repositories. It is assumed that inter-Assuming that the copy count does not equal zero, the 

server checks if the copies in use for the requested right is 
greater than or equal to any copy count for the requested 
right (or relevant parts), step 1809. If the copies in use is 
greater than or equal to the copy count, this indicates that 
usage rights for the version of the transaction have been 
exhausted. Accordingly, the server terminates the transac
tion, step 1805. If the copy count is less than the copies in 
use for the transaction the transaction can continue, and the 
copies in use would be incremented by the number of digital 
works requested in the transaction, step 1810. 

40 ference such as injecting noise on the communication chan
nel can be detected by the integrity checks (e.g., parity, 
checksum, etc.) that are built into the transport protocol and 
are not discussed in detail herein. 

The underlying goal in the transmission protocol is to 
45 preclude certain failure modes, such as malicious or acci

dental interference on the communications channel. Sup
pose, for example, that a user pulls a card with the credit 
server at a specific time near the end of a transaction. There 
should not be a vulnerable time at which "pulling the card" 

50 causes the repositories to fail to correctly account for the 
number of copies of the work that have been created. 
Restated, there should be no time at which a party can break 
a connection as a means to avoid payment after using a 

The server then checks if the digital work has a "Loan" 
access right, step 1811. The "Loan" access right is a special 
case since remaining rights may be present even though all 
copies are loaned out. If the digital work has the "Loan" 
access right, a check is made to see if all copies have been 
loaned out, step 1812. The number of copies that could be 55 

loaned is the sum of the Copy-Counts for all of the versions 
of the loan right of the digital work. For a composite work, 
the relevant figure is the minimal such sum of each of the 
components of the composite work. If all copies have been 
loaned out, the remaining rights are determined, step 1813. 60 

The remaining-rights is determined from the remaining 
rights specifications from the versions of the Loan right. If 
there is only one version of the Loan right, then the 
determination is simple. The remaining rights are the ones 
specified in that version of the Loan right, or none if 65 

Remaining-Rights: is not specified. If there are multiple 
versions of the Loan right and all copies of all of the versions 

digital work. 
If a transaction is interrupted (and fails), both repositories 

restore the digital works and accounts to their state prior to 
the failure, modulo records of the failure itself. 

FIG. 19 is a state diagram showing steps in the process of 
transmitting information during a transaction. Each box 
represents a state of a repository in either the server mode 
(above the central dotted line 1901) or in the requester mode 
(below the dotted line 1901). Solid arrows stand for transi
tions between states. Dashed arrows stand for message 
communications between the repositories. A dashed mes
sage arrow pointing to a solid transition arrow is interpreted 
as meaning that the transition takes place when the message 
is received. Unlabeled transition arrows take place uncon-
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ditionally. Other labels on state transition arrows describe 
conditions that trigger the transition. 

Referring now to FIG. 19, the server is initially in a state 
1902 where a new transaction is initiated via start message 
1903. This message includes transaction information includ
ing a transaction identifier and a count of the blocks of data 
to be transferred. The requester, initially in a wait state 1904 
then enters a data wait state 1905. 

The server enters a data transmit state 1906 and transmits 
a block of data 1907 and then enters a wait for acknowl- 10 

34 
sends all of the data to the requester. Both repositories mark 
the transaction (and appropriate files) as uncommitted. The 
server sends a ready-to-commit message to the requester. 
The requester sends back an acknowledgement. The server 
then commits and sends the requester a commit message. 
When the requester receives the commit message, it com
mits the file. 

If there is a communication failure or other crash, the 
requester must check back with the server to determine the 
status of the transaction. The server has the last word on this. 
The requester may have received all of the data, but if it did 
not get the final message, it has not committed. The server 
can go ahead and delete files (except for transaction records) 
once it commits, since the files are known to have been fully 

edgement state 1908. As the data is received, the requesters 
enters a data receive state 1909 and when the data blocks is 
completely received it enters an acknowledgement state 
1910 and transmits an Acknowledgement message 1911 to 
the server. 15 transmitted before starting the 2PC cycle. 

If there are more blocks to send, the server waits until 
receiving an Acknowledgement message from the requester. 
When an Acknowledgement message is received it sends the 
next block to the requester and again waits for acknowl
edgement. The requester also repeats the same cycle of 20 

states. 
If the server detects a communications failure before 

sending the last block, it enters a cancellation state 1912 
wherein the transaction is cancelled. Similarly, if the 
requester detects a communications failure before receiving 25 

the last block it enters a cancellation state 1913. If there are 
no more blocks to send, the server commits to the transac
tion and waits for the final Acknowledgement in state 1914. 

There are variations known in the art which can be used 
to achieve the same effect. For example, the server could use 
an additional level of encryption when transmitting a work 
to a client. Only after the client sends a message acknowl
edging receipt does it send the key. The client then agrees to 
pay for the digital work. The point of this variation is that it 
provides a clear audit trail that the client received the work. 
For trusted systems, however, this variation adds a level of 
encryption for no real gain in accountability. 

The transaction for specific usage rights are now dis
cussed. 

The Copy Transaction 
A Copy transaction is a request to make one or more If there is a communications failure before the server 

receives the final Acknowledgement message, it still com
mits to the transaction but includes a report about the event 

30 independent copies of the work with the same or lesser usage 
rights. Copy differs from the extraction right discussed later 
in that it refers to entire digital works or entire folders 
containing digital works. A copy operation cannot be used to 
remove a portion of a digital work. 

to its credit server in state 1915. This report serves two 
purposes. It will help legitimize any claims by a user of 
having been billed for receiving digital works that were not 
completely received. Also it helps to identify repositories 35 

and communications lines that have suspicious patterns of 
use and interruption. The server then enters its completion 
state 

On the requester side, when there are no more blocks to 
receive, the requester commits to the transaction in state 40 

1917. If the requester detects a communications failure at 
this state, it reports the failure to its credit server in state 
1918, but still commits to the transaction. When it has 
committed, it sends an acknowledgement message to the 
server. The server then enters its completion state 1919 45 

The key property is that both the server and the requester 
cancel a transaction if it is interrupted before all of the data 
blocks are delivered, and commits to it if all of the data 
blocks have been delivered. 

There is a possibility that the server will have sent all of 50 

the data blocks (and committed) but the requester will not 
have received all of them and will cancel the transaction. In 
this case, both repositories will presumably detect a com
munications failure and report it to their credit server. This 
case will probably be rare since it depends on very precise 55 

timing of the communications failure. The only consequence 
will be that the user at the requester repository may want to 
request a refund from the credit services-and the case for 
that refund will be documented by reports by both reposi-
tories. 60 

To prevent loss of data, the server should not delete any 
transferred digital work until receiving the final acknowl
edgement from the requester. But it also should not use the 
file. A well known way to deal with this situation is called 
"two-phase commit" or 2PC. 65 

Two-phase commit works as follows. The first phase 
works the same as the method described above. The server 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Copy Transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be copied, the version of the copy right to be used for 
the transaction, the destination address information 
(location in a folder) for placing the work, the file data 
for the work (including its size), and the number of 
copies requested. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
client according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided in the version of 
the right, those rights are transmitted as the rights for 
the work. Otherwise, the rights of the original are 
transmitted. In any event, the Copy-Count field for the 
copy of the digital work being sent right is set to the 
number-of-copies requested. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights and stores the work. It records the date and time 
that the copy was made in the properties of the digital 
work. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Transfer Transaction 
A Transfer transaction is a request to move copies of the 

work with the same or lesser usage rights to another reposi
tory. In contrast with a copy transaction, this results in 
removing the work copies from the server. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work 
to be transferred, the version of the transfer right to be 
used in the transaction, the destination address infor-
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mation for placing the work, the file data for the work, 
and the number of copies involved. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

36 
error.) This step may now make the work available 
at the server for other users. 

The requester deactivates its copies and removes the 
contents from its memory. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the 
rights of the original are transmitted. In either case, the 
Copy-Count field for the transmitted rights are set to 10 

the number-of-copies requested. 

Case 2. If the time of the loan period is exhausted and 
the requester has not yet sent a Return message. 
The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the 

number digital works that were borrowed. 
The requester automatically deactivates its copies of 

the digital work. It terminates all current uses and 
erases the digital work copies from memory. One 
question is why a requester would ever return a 
work earlier than the period of the loan, since it 
would be returned automatically anyway. One 
reason for early return is that there may be a 
metered fee which determines the cost of the loan. 
Returning early may reduce that fee. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights and stores the work. 

The server decrements its copy count by the number of 
copies involved in the transaction. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

If the number of copies remaining in the server is now 
zero, it erases the digital work from its memory. 

The L an Transaction 
A loan transaction is a mechanism for loaning copies of a 

digital work. The maximum duration of the loan is deter
mined by an internal parameter of the digital work. Works 
are automatically returned after a predetermined time 
period. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work 
to be loaned, the version of the loan right to be used in 
the transaction, the destination address information for 
placing the work, the number of copies involved, the 
file data for the work, and the period of the loan. 

The server checks the validity of the requested loan 
period, and ends with an error if the period is not valid. 
Loans for a loaned copy cannot extend beyond the 
period of the original loan to the server. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

15 

The Play Transaction 

20 
A play transaction is a request to use the contents of a 

work. Typically, to "play" a work is to send the digital work 
through some kind of transducer, such as a speaker or a 
display device. The request implies the intention that the 
contents will not be communicated digitally to any other 

25 
system. For example, they will not be sent to a printer, 
recorded on any digital medium, retained after the transac
tion or sent to another repository. 

This term "play" is natural for examples like playing 
music, playing a movie, or playing a video game. The 

30 
general form of play means that a "player" is used to use the 
digital work. However, the term play covers all media and 
kinds of recordings. Thus one would "play" a digital work, 
meaning, to render it for reading, or play a computer 
program, meaning to execute it. For a digital ticket the 

35 
player would be a digital ticket agent. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, 40 

those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. 
Otherwise, the rights of the original are transmitted, as 
modified to reflect the loan period. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
play transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
played, the version of the play right to be used in the 
transaction, the identity of the player being used, and 
the file data for the work. 

The server checks the validity of the player identification 
and the compatibility of the player identification with 
the player specification in the right. It ends with an 
error if these are not satisfactory. 

The requester records the digital work contents, data, 
usage rights, and loan period and stores the work. 45 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server updates the usage rights information in the 
digital work to reflect the number of copies loaned out. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The server updates the usage rights data for the digital 
work. This may preclude use of the work until it is 
returned from the loan. The user on the requester 
platform can now use the transferred copies of the 
digital work. A user accessing the original repository 
cannot use the digital work, unless there are copies 
remaining. What happens next depends on the order of 
events in time. 
Case 1. If the time of the loan period is not yet 

exhausted and the requester sends the repository a 
Return message. 
The return message includes the requester identifi

cation, and the transaction ID. 
The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the 

number of copies that were returned. (If the num
ber of digital works returned is greater than the 
number actually borrowed, this is treated as an 

50 

The server and requester read and write the blocks of data 
as requested by the player according to the transmission 
protocol. The requester plays the work contents, using 
the player. 

When the player is finished, the player and the requester 
remove the contents from their memory. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

55 The Print Transaction 
A Print transaction is a request to obtain the contents of a 

work for the purpose of rendering them on a "printer." We 
use the term "printer" to include the common case of writing 
with ink on paper. However, the key aspect of "printing" in 

60 our use of the term is that it makes a copy of the digital work 
in a place outside of the protection of usage rights. As with 
all rights, this may require particular authorization certifi
cates. 

Once a digital work is printed, the publisher and user are 
65 bound by whatever copyright laws are in effect. However, 

printing moves the contents outside the control of reposito
ries. For example, absent any other enforcement mecha-
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nisms, once a digital work is printed on paper, it can be 
copied on ordinary photocopying machines without inter
vention by a repository to collect usage fees. If the printer to 
a digital disk is permitted, then that digital copy is outside 
of the control of usage rights. Both the creator and the user 
know this, although the creator does not necessarily give 
tacit consent to such copying, which may violate copyright 
laws. 

38 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 
In some cases, it is convenient to be able to archive the 

large, encrypted contents file to secure offline storage, such 
as a magneto-optical storage system or magnetic tape. This 
creation of a non-repository archive file is as secure as the 
encryption process. Such non-repository archive storage is 
considered a form of "printing" and is controlled by a print 
right with a specified "archive-printer." An archive-printer The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Print 

transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
played, the identity of the printer being used, the file 
data for the work, and the number of copies in the 
request. 

10 device is programmed to save the encrypted contents file 
(but not the description file) offline in such a way that it can 
be retrieved. 

The server checks the validity of the printer identification 
and the compatibility of the printer identification with 15 

the printer specification in the right. It ends with an 
error if these are not satisfactory. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits blocks of data according to the 20 

transmission protocol. 
The requester prints the work contents, using the printer. 
When the printer is finished, the printer and the requester 

remove the contents from their memory. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 25 

steps. 

The Backup Transaction 
A Backup transaction is a request to make a backup copy 

of a digital work, as a protection against media failure. In the 30 
context of repositories, secure backup copies differ from 
other copies in three ways: (1) they are made under the 
control of a Backup transaction rather than a Copy transac
tion, (2) they do not count as regular copies, and (3) they are 
not usable as regular copies. Generally, backup copies are 35 
encrypted. 

Although backup copies may be transferred or copied, 
depending on their assigned rights, the only way to make 
them useful for playing, printing or embedding is to restore 
them. 40 

The output of a Backup operation is both an encrypted 
data file that contains the contents and description of a work, 
and a restoration file with an encryption key for restoring the 
encrypted contents. In many cases, the encrypted data file 
would have rights for "printing" it to a disk outside of the 45 
protection system, relying just on its encryption for security. 
Such files could be stored anywhere that was physically safe 
and convenient. The restoration file would be held in the 
repository. This file is necessary for the restoration of a 
backup copy. It may have rights for transfer between reposi- 50 
tories. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
backup transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be backed up, the version of the backup right to be used 
in the transaction, the destination address information 55 

for placing the backup copy, the file data for the work. 
The repositories perform the common opening transaction 

steps. 
The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 

requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, 60 

those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. 
Otherwise, a set of default rights for backup files of the 
original are transmitted by the server. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights. It then creates a one-time key and encrypts the 65 

contents file. It saves the key information in a restora
tion file. 

The Restore Transaction 
A Restore transaction is a request to convert an encrypted 

backup copy of a digital work into a usable copy. A restore 
operation is intended to be used to compensate for cata
strophic media failure. Like all usage rights, restoration 
rights can include fees and access tests including authori
zation checks. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Restore transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be restored, the version of the restore right for the 
transaction, the destination address information for 
placing the work, and the file data for the work. 

The server verifies that the contents file is available (i.e. 
a digital work corresponding to the request has been 
backed-up.) If it is not, it ends the transaction with an 
error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server retrieves the key from the restoration file. It 
decrypts the work contents, data, and usage rights. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a set 
of default rights for backup files of the original are 
transmitted by the server. 

The requester stores the digital work. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 

The Delete Transaction 
A Delete transaction deletes a digital work or a number of 

copies of a digital work from a repository. Practically all 
digital works would have delete rights. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
delete transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be deleted, the version of the delete right for the 
transaction. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server deletes the file, erasing it from the file system. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 

The Directory Transaction 
A Directory transaction is a request for information about 

folders, digital works, and their parts. This amounts to 
roughly the same idea as protection codes in a conventional 
file system like TENEX, except that it is generalized to the 
full power of the access specifications of the usage rights 
language. 

The Directory transaction has the important role of pass
ing along descriptions of the rights and fees associated with 
a digital work. When a user wants to exercise a right, the 
user interface of his repository implicitly makes a directory 
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request to determine the versions of the right that are 
available. Typically these are presented to the user-such as 
with different choices of billing for exercising a right. Thus, 
many directory transactions are invisible to the user and are 
exercised as part of the normal process of exercising all 
rights. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Directory transaction. This message indicates the file or 
folder that is the root of the directory request and the 
version of the directory right used for the transaction. 10 

The server verifies that the information is accessible to the 
requester. In particular, it does not return the names of 
any files that have a HIDE-NAME status in their 
directory specifications, and it does not return the parts 
of any folders or files that have HIDE-PARTS in their 15 

specification. If the information is not accessible, the 
server ends the transaction with an error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server sends the requested data to the requester 20 

according to the transmission protocol. 
The requester records the data. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 

The Folder Transaction 
25 

A Folder transaction is a request to create or rename a 
folder, or to move a work between folders. Together with 
Directory rights, Folder rights control the degree to which 
organization of a repository can be accessed or modified 

30 
from another repository. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Folder transaction. This message indicates the folder 
that is the root of the folder request, the version of the 
folder right for the transaction, an operation, and data. 

35 
The operation can be one of create, rename, and move 
file. The data are the specifications required for the 
operation, such as a specification of a folder or digital 
work and a name. 

40 
the rights of the original are transmitted. The Copy
Count field for this right is set to the number-of-copies 
requested. 

The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights 
and stores the work. It records the date and time that 
new work was made in the properties of the work. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Embed Transaction 
An embed transaction is a request to make a digital work 

become a part of another digital work or to add a shell 
d-block to enable the adding of fees by a distributor of the 
work. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 
Embed transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be embedded, the version of the embed right to be used 
in the transaction, the destination address information 
for placing the part as a a work, the file data for the 
work, and the number of copies involved. 

The server checks the control specifications for all of the 
rights in the part and the destination. If they are 
incompatible, the server ends the transaction with an 
error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise, 
the rights of the original are transmitted. The Copy
Count field for this right is set to the number-of-copies 
requested. 

The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights 
and embeds the work in the destination file. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Edit Transaction 
An Edit transaction is a request to make a new digital 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server performs the requested operation--creating a 
folder, renaming a folder, or moving a work between 
folders. 

40 work by copying, selecting and modifying portions of an 
existing digital work. This operation can actually change the 
contents of a digital work. The kinds of changes that are 
permitted depend on the process being used. Like the 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
45 

steps. 

The Extract Transaction 

extraction operation, edit operates on portions of a digital 
work. In contrast with the extract operation, edit does not 
effect the rights or location of the work. It only changes the 
contents. The kinds of changes permitted are determined by 
the type specification of the processor specified in the rights. 
In the currently preferred embodiment, an edit transaction 

A extract transaction is a request to copy a part of a digital 
work and to create a new work containing it. The extraction 
operation differs from copying in that it can be used to 
separate a part of a digital work from d-blocks or shells that 
place additional restrictions or fees on it. The extraction 
operation differs from the edit operation in that it does not 
change the contents of a work, only its embedding in 
d-blocks. Extraction creates a new digital work. 

50 changes the work itself and does not make a new work. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 
Extract transaction. This message indicates the part of 
the work to be extracted, the version of the extract right 

55 

to be used in the transaction, the destination address 
information for placing the part as a new work, the file 60 

data for the work, and the number of copies involved. 
The repositories perform the common opening transaction 

steps. 
The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 

requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 65 

Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise, 

However, it would be a reasonable variation to cause a new 
copy of the work to be made. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 
Edit transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
edited, the version of the edit right to be used in the 
transaction, the file data for the work (including its 
size), the process-ID for the process, and the number of 
copies involved. 

The server checks the compatibility of the process-ID to 
be used by the requester against any process-ID speci
fication in the right. If they are incompatible, it ends the 
transaction with an error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The requester uses the process to change the contents of 
the digital work as desired. (For example, it can select 
and duplicate parts of it; combine it with other infor-
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mation; or compute functions based on the information. 
This can amount to editing text, music, or pictures or 
taking whatever other steps are useful in creating a 
derivative work.) 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The edit transaction is used to cover a wide range of kinds 
of works. The category describes a process that takes as its 
input any portion of a digital work and then modifies the 
input in some way. For example, for text, a process for 10 

editing the text would require edit rights. A process for 
"summarizing" or counting words in the text would also be 
considered editing. For a music file, processing could 
involve changing the pitch or tempo, or adding reverbera
tions, or any other audio effect. For digital video works, 15 

anything which alters the image would require edit rights. 
Examples would be colorizing, scaling, extracting still pho
tos, selecting and combining frames into story boards, 
sharpening with signal processing, and so on. 

Some creators may want to protect the authenticity of 20 

their works by limiting the kinds of processes that can be 
performed on them. If there are no edit rights, then no 
processing is allowed at all. A processor identifier can be 
included to specifY what kind of process is allowed. If no 
process identifier is specified, then arbitrary processors can 25 

be used. For an example of a specific process, a photogra
pher may want to allow use of his photograph but may not 
want it to be colorized. A musician may want to allow 
extraction of portions of his work but not changing of the 
tonality. 30 

Authorization Transactions 
There are many ways that authorization transactions can 

be defined. In the following, our preferred way is to simply 
define them in terms of other transactions that we already 35 
need for repositories. Thus, it is convenient sometimes to 
speak of "authorization transactions," but they are actually 
made up of other transactions that repositories already have. 

A usage right can specifY an authorization-ID, which 
identifies an authorization object (a digital work in a file of 40 
a standard format) that the repository must have and which 
it must process. The authorization is given to the generic 
authorization (or ticket) server of the repository which 
begins to interpret the authorization. 

As described earlier, the authorization contains a server 45 
identifier, which may just be the generic authorization server 
or it may be another server. When a remote authorization 
server is required, it must contain a digital address. It may 
also contain a digital certificate. 

If a remote authorization server is required, then the 50 
authorization process first performs the following steps: 

The generic authorization server attempts to set up the 
communications channel. (If the channel cannot be set 
up, then authorization fails with an error.) 

When the channel is set up, it performs a registration 55 

process with the remote repository. (If registration fails, 
then the authorization fails with an error.) 

When registration is complete, the generic authorization 
server invokes a "Play" transaction with the remote 
repository, supplying the authorization document as the 60 

digital work to be played, and the remote authorization 
server (a program) as the "player." (If the player cannot 
be found or has some other error, then the authorization 
fails with an error.) 

The authorization server then "plays" the authorization. 65 

This involves decrypting it using either the public key 
of the master repository that issued the certificate or the 

42 
session key from the repository that transmitted it. The 
authorization server then performs various tests. These 
tests vary according to the authorization server. They 
include such steps as checking issue and validity dates 
of the authorization and checking any hot-lists of 
known invalid authorizations. The authorization server 
may require carrying out any other transactions on the 
repository as well, such as checking directories, getting 
some person to supply a password, or playing some 
other digital work. It may also invoke some special 
process for checking information about locations or 
recent events. The "script" for such steps is contained 
within the authorization server. 

If all of the required steps are completed satisfactorily, the 
authorization server completes the transaction nor
mally, signaling that authorization is granted. 

The Install Transaction 
An Install transaction is a request to install a digital work 

as runnable software on a repository. In a typical case, the 
requester repository is a rendering repository and the soft
ware would be a new kind or new version of a player. Also 
in a typical case, the software would be copied to file system 
of the requester repository before it is installed. 

The requester sends the server an Install message. This 
message indicates the work to be installed, the version 
of the Install right being invoked, and the file data for 
the work (including its size). 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for 
the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the 
master repository for the certificate is not known to the 
requester, the transaction ends with an error. 

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the 
public key of the master repository, recording the 
identity of the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting 
the software, the compatibility information, and a 
tamper-checking code. (This step certifies the soft
ware.) 

The requester decrypts the software using the key from 
the certificate and computes a check code on it using a 
1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match 
the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the 
installation transaction ends with an error. (This step 
assures that the contents of the software, including the 
various scripts, have not been tampered with.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the compatibil
ity-checking script and follows them. If the software is 
not compatible with the repository, the installation 
transaction ends with an error. (This step checks plat
form compatibility.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the installation 
script and follows them. If there is an error in this 
process (such as insufficient resources), then the trans
action ends with an error. Note that the installation 
process puts the runnable software in a place in the 
repository where it is no longer accessible as a work for 
exercising any usage rights other than the execution of 
the software as part of repository operations in carrying 
out other transactions. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Uninstall Transaction 

An Uninstall transaction is a request to remove software 
from a repository. Since uncontrolled or incorrect removal of 
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software from a repository could compromise its behavioral 
integrity, this step is controlled. 

The requester sends the server an Uninstall message. This 
message indicates the work to be uninstalled, the ver
sion of the Uninstall right being invoked, and the file 
data for the work (including its size). 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for 
the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the 10 

master repository for the certificate is not known to the 
requester, the transaction ends with an error. 

44 
established by the consumer. It could also be a fixed nominal 
amount that is contributed to the account of some charity. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
A creator creates a digital work. He grants a Copy right 

with fees to be paid back to himself. He grants an Embed 
right, so that anyone can add shells to have fees paid to 
themselves. 

A distributor embeds the work in a shell, with fees 
specified to be paid back to himself. If the distributor is 
content to receive fees only for copies that he sells himself, 
he grants an Extract right on the shell. 

The requester checks whether the software is installed. If 
the software is not installed, the transaction ends with 
an error. 

When a consumer buys a copy from the distributor, fees 
are paid both to the distributor and to the creator. If he 

15 chooses, the consumer can extract the work from the dis
tributor's shell. He cannot extract it from the creator's shell. 
He can add his own shell with fees to be paid to himself. 

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the 
public key of the master repository, recording the 
identity of the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting 
the software, the compatibility information, and a 
tamper-checking code. (This step authenticates the cer- 20 

tification of the software, including the script for unin
stalling it.) 

The requester decrypts the software using the key from 
the certificate and computes a check code on it using a 
1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match 25 

the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the 
installation transaction ends with an error. (This step 
assures that the contents of the software, including the 
various scripts, have not been tampered with.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the uninstalla- 30 

tion script and follows them. If there is an error in this 
process (such as insufficient resources), then the trans
action ends with an error. 

Licensed Distribution 
In this scenario, a creator wants to protect the reputation 

and value of his work by making certain requirements on its 
distributors. He issues licenses to distributors that satisfY the 
requirements, and in tum, promises to reward their efforts by 
assuring that the work will not be distributed over competing 
channels. The distributors incur expenses for selecting the 
digital work, explaining it to buyers, promoting its sale, and 
possibly for the license itself. The distributor obtains the 
right to enclose the digital work in a shell, whose function 
is to permit the attachment of usage fees to be paid to the 
distributor in addition to the fees to be paid to the creator. 

This differs from the previous scenario in that it precludes 
the typical copy owner from functioning as a distributor, 
since the consumer lacks a license to copy the document. 
Thus, a consumer cannot make copies, even for free. All The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 

Distribution and Use Scenarios 
To appreciate the robustness and flexibility of the present 

invention, various distribution and use scenarios for digital 
works are illustrated below. These scenarios are meant to be 
exemplary rather than exhaustive. 

35 copies must come initially from authorized distributors. This 
version makes it possible to hold distributors accountable in 
some way for the sales and support of the work, by con
trolling the distribution of certificates that enable distributors 
to legitimately charge fees and copy owners to make copies. 

Consumers as Unpaid Distributors 
In this scenario, a creator distributes copies of his works 

40 Since licenses are themselves digital works, the same 
mechanisms give the creators control over distributors by 
charging for licenses and putting time limits on their valid
ity. 

to various consumers. Each consumer is a potential distribu
tor of the work. If the consumer copies the digital work 45 

(usually for a third party), a fee is collected and automati
cally paid to the creator. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
A creator purchases a digital distribution license that he 

will hand out to his distributors. He puts access requirements 
(such as a personal license) on the Copy and Transfer rights 
on the distribution license so that only he can copy or This scenario is a new twist for digital works. It depends 

on the idea that "manufacturing" is just copying and is 
essentially free. It also assumes that the consumers as 50 

distributors do not require a fee for their time and effort in 
distributing the work. 

transfer it. 
The creator also creates a digital work. He grants an 

Embed right and a Copy right, both of which require the 
distribution license to be exercised. He grants a Play right so 
that the work can be played by anyone. He may optionally 
add a Transfer or Loan right, so that end consumers can do 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
A creator creates a digital work. He grants a Copy right 

with fees paid back to himself. If he does not grant an Embed 
right, then consumers carmot use the mechanism to act as 
distributors to cause fees to be paid to themselves on future 
copies. Of course, they could negotiate side deals or trades 
to transfer money on their own, outside of the system. 

Paid Distributors 
In another scenario, every time a copy of a digital work 

is sold a fee is paid to the creator and also to the immediate 
distributor. 

This scenario does not give special status to any particular 
distributor. Anyone who sells a document has the right to 
add a fee to the sale price. The fee for sale could be 

55 some non-commercial exchange of the work among friends. 
A distributor obtains the distribution license and a number 

of copies of the work. He makes copies for his customers, 
using his distribution license. 

A customer buys and uses the work. He cannot make new 
60 copies because he lacks a distribution license. 

Super Distributors 
This is a variation on the previous scenarios. A distributor 

can sell to anyone and anyone can sell additional copies, 
65 resulting in fees being paid back to the creator. However, 

only licensed distributors can add fees to be paid to them
selves. 
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This scenario gives distributors the right to add fees to 
cover their own advertising and promotional costs, without 
making them be the sole suppliers. Their customers can also 
make copies, thus broadening the channel without dimin
ishing their revenues. This is because distributors collect 
fees from copies of any copies that they originally sold. Only 
distributors can add fees. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 

46 
distributor. A consumer buys the new work from the second 
distributor. The first creator receives fees from every trans
action; the first distributor receives fees only for his sale; the 
second creator and second distributor receive fees for the 
final sale. 

This scenario shows how that flexible automatic arrange
ments can be set up to create automatic charging systems 
that mirror current practice. This scenario is analogous to 
when an author pays a fee to reuse a figure in some paper. There are two key differences. (1) The creator only grants 

Embed rights for people who have a Distribution license. 
This is done by putting a requirement for a distributor's 
license on the Embed right. Consequently, non-distributors 
cannot add their own fees. (2) The Distributor does not grant 
Extract rights, so that consumers cannot avoid paying fees to 
the Distributor if they make subsequent copies. Conse
quently, all subsequent copies result in fees paid to the 
Distributor and the Creator. 

10 In the most common case, a fee is paid to the creator or 
publisher, but not to the bookstore that sold the book. 

The mechanisms for derived works are the same as those 
for distribution. 

15 Limited Reuse 

!-Level Distribution Fees 

In this scenario, several first creators create works. A 
second creator makes a selection of these, publishing a 
collection made up of the parts together with some new 
interstitial material. (For example, the digital work could be 

In this scenario, a distributor gets a fee for any copy he 
sells directly. However, if one of his customers sells further 
copies, he gets no further fee for those copies. 

This scenario pays a distributor only for use of copies that 
he actually sold. 

20 a selection of music or a selection of readings.) The second 
creator wants to continue to allow some of the selected 
works to be extractable, but not the interstitial material. 

This scenario deals with fine grained control of the rights 
and fees for reuse. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The first creators create their original works. If they grant 

extraction and embedding rights, then the second creator can 
include them in a larger collected work. The second creator 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 
25 

The key feature is that the distributor creates a shell which 
specifies fees to be paid to him. He puts Extract rights on the 
shell. When a consumer buys the work, he can extract away 
the distributor's shell. Copies made after that will not require 
fees to be paid to the distributor. 

30 creates the interstitial material. He does grant an Extract 
right on the interstitial material. He grants Extract rights on 
a subset of the reused material. A consumer of the collection 
can only extract portions that have that right. Fees are 
automatically collected for all parts of the collection. 

Distribution Trees 
In another scenario, distributors sell to other distributors 

and fees are collected at each level. Every copy sold by any 
distributor-even several d-blocks down in the chain-
results in a fee being paid back to all of the previous 35 

distributors. 
Commercial Libraries 

Commercial libraries buy works with the right to loan. 
This scenario is like a chain letter or value chain. Every 

contributor or distributor along the way obtains fees, and is 
thereby encouraged to promote the sale of copies of the 
digital work. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 

They limit the loan period and charge their own fees for use. 
This scenario deals with fees for loaning rather than fees for 
making copies. The fees are collected by the same automatic 

40 mechanisms. 
The mechanisms are the same as previous scenarios 

except that the fees are associated with the Loan usage right 
rather than the Copy usage right. 

The key feature is that the distributor creates a shell which 
specifies fees to be paid to him. He does not grant Extract 
rights on the shell. Consequently, all future copies that are 
made will result in fees paid to him. 45 Demo Versions 

Weighted Distribution Trees A creator believes that if people try his work that they will 
want to buy it or use it. Consumers of his work can copy the 
work for free, and play (or execute) a limited version of the 
work for free, and can play or use the full featured version 

In this scenario, distributors make money according to a 
distribution tree. The fee that they make depends on various 
parameters, such as time since their sale or the number of 
subsequent distributors. 50 for a fee. 

This is a generalized version of the Distribution Tree 
scenario, in that it tries to vary the fee to account for the 
significance of the role of the distributor. 

This scenario is similar to the previous one. The differ-
55 

ence is that the fee specification on the distributor's shell has 
provisions for changes in prices. For example, there could be 
a fee schedule so that copies made after the passage of time 
will require lower fees to be paid to the distributor. Alter
natively, the distributor could employ a "best-price" billing 

60 
option, using any algorithm he chooses to determine the fee 
up to the maximum specified in the shell. 

Fees for Reuse 

This scenario deals with fees for loaning rather than fees 
for making copies. The fees are collected by the same 
automatic mechanisms. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 

The creator creates a digital work and grants various rights 
and fees. The creator grants Copy and Embed rights without 
a fee, in order to ensure widespread distribution of the work. 
Another of the rights is a limited play right with little or no 
fee attached. For example, this right may be for playing only 
a portion of the work. The play right can have various 
restrictions on its use. It could have a ticket that limits the 
number of times it is used. It could have internal restrictions 
that limit its functionality. It could have time restrictions that In this scenario, a first creator creates a work. It is 

distributed by a first distributor and purchased by a second 
creator. The second creator extracts a portion of the work 
and embeds in it a new work distributed by a second 

65 invalidate the right after a period of time or a period of use. 
Different fees could be associated with other versions of the 
Play right. 
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Upgrading a Digital Work with a Vendor 
A consumer buys a digital work together with an agree

ment that he can upgrade to a new version at a later date for 
a modest fee, much less than the usual purchase price. When 
the new version becomes available, he goes to a qualified 
vendor to make the transaction. 

This scenario deals with a common situation in computer 
software. It shows how a purchase may include future 
"rights." Two important features of the scenario are that the 
transaction must take place at a qualified vendor, and that the 10 

transaction can be done only once per copy of the digital 
work purchased. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The creator creates a digital work, an upgrade ticket, and 

a distribution license. The upgrade ticket uses the a generic 15 

ticket agent that comes with repositories. As usual, the 
distribution license does not have Copy or Transfer rights. 
He distributes a bundled copies of the work and the ticket to 
his distributors as well as distribution licenses. 

The distributor sells the old bundled work and ticket to 20 

customers. 
The customer extracts the work and the ticket. He uses the 

work according to the agreements until the new version 
becomes available. 

When the new work is ready, the creator gives it to 25 

distributors. The new work has a free right to copy from a 
distributor if a ticket is available. 

The consumer goes to distributors and arranges to copy 
the work. The transaction offers the ticket. The distributor's 
repository punches the ticket and copies the new version to 30 

the consumers repository. 
The consumer can now use the new version of the work. 

48 
This scenario is performed as follows: 
The creator sells a work together with limited printing 

rights. The printing rights specify the kind of printer (e.g., a 
kind of cassette recorder or a kind of desktop paper printer) 
and also the kind of ticket required. The creator either 
bundles a limited number of tickets or sells them separately. 
If the tickets use the generic ticket agent, the consumer with 
the tickets can exercise the right at his convenience. 

Demand Publishing 
Professors in a business school want to put together 

course books of readings selected from scenario studies 
from various sources. The bookstore wants to be able to print 
the books from digital masters, without negotiating for and 
waiting for approval of printing of each of the scenarios. The 
copyright holders of the scenarios want to be sure that they 
are paid for every copy of their work that is printed. 

On many college campuses, the hassle of obtaining copy 
clearances in a timely way has greatly reduced the viability 
of preparing course books. Print shops have become much 
more cautious about copying works in the absence of 
documented permission. 

Demand Publishing is performed as follows: the creator 
sells a work together with printing rights for a fee. There can 
be rights to copy (distribute) the work between bookstore 
repositories, with or without fee. The printing rights specify 
the kind of printer. Whenever a bookstore prints one of the 
works (either standalone or embedded in a collection), the 
fee is credited to the creator automatically. To discourage 
unauthorized copying of the print outs, it would be possible 
for the printer to print tracer messages discretely on the 
pages identifying the printing transaction, the copy number, 
and any other identifying information. The tracer informa
tion could be secretly embedded in the text itself (encoded Distributed Upgrading of Digital Works 

A consumer buys a digital work together with an agree
ment that he can upgrade to a new version at a later date for 

35 in the grey scale) or hidden in some other way. 

a modest fee, much less than the usual purchase price. When 
the new version becomes available, he goes to anyone who 
has the upgraded version and makes the transaction. 

This scenario is like the previous one in that the transac- 40 

tion can only be done once per copy of the digital work 
purchased, but the transaction can be accomplished without 
the need to connect to a licensed vendor. 

Metered Use and Multiple Price Packages 
A consumer does not know what music to purchase until 

he decides whether he likes it. He would like to be able to 
take it home and listen to it, and then decide whether to 
purchase. Furthermore, he would like the flexibility of 
paying less if he listens to it very infrequently. 

This scenario just uses the capability of the approach to 
have multiple versions of a right on a digital work. Each 
version of the right has its own billing scheme. In this This scenario is similar to the previous one except that the 

Copy right on the new work does not require a distribution 
license. The consumer can upgrade from any repository 
having the new version. He cannot upgrade more than once 
because the ticket cannot work after it has been punched. If 
desired, the repository can record the upgrade transaction by 
posting a zero cost bill to alert the creator that the upgrade 
has taken place. 

45 scenario, the creator of the work can offer the Copy right 
without fee, and defer billing to the exercise of the Play 
right. One version of the play right would allow a limited 
performance without fee-a right to "demo". Another ver
sion of the right could have a metered rate, of say $0.25 per 

Limited Printing 

50 hour of play. Another version could have a fee of $15.00 for 
the first play, but no fee for further playing. When the 
consumer exercises a play right, he specifies which version 
of the right is being selected and is billed accordingly. 

A consumer buys a digital work and wants to make a few 
ephemeral copies. For example, he may want to print out a 55 

paper copy of part of a digital newspaper, or he may want to 
make a (first generation) analog cassette tape for playing in 
his car. He buys the digital work together with a ticket 
required for printing rights. 

This scenario is like the common practice of people 60 

making cassette tapes to play in their car. If a publisher 
permits the making of cassette tapes, there is nothing to 
prevent a consumer from further copying the tapes. How
ever, since the tapes are "analog copies," there is a notice
able quality loss with subsequent generations. The new 65 

contribution of the present invention is the use of tickets in 
the access controls for the making of the analog copies. 

Fees for Font Usage 
A designer of type fonts invests several months in the 

design of special fonts. The most common way of obtaining 
revenue for this work is to sell copies of the fonts to 
publishers for unlimited use over unlimited periods of time. 
A font designer would like to charge a rate that reflects the 
amount that the font is used. 

This scenario is performed as follows: the font designer 
creates a font as a digital work. He creates versions of the 
Play right that bill either for metered use or "per-use". Each 
version of the play right would require that the player (a 
print layout program) be of an approved category. The font 
designer assigns appropriate fees to exercise the Copy right. 
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When a publisher client wants to use a font, he includes it 
as input to a layout program, and is billed automatically for 
its use. In this way, a publisher who makes little use of a font 
pays less than one who uses it a lot. 

Rational Database Usage Charges 

50 
usage rights, it is possible to have rights that expire and to 
have rights whose fee depends on various conditions. What 
is needed is a means to check rights and conditions at the 
time that printing is actually done. 

This scenario is performed as follows: A printing reposi
tory is a repository with the usual repository characteristics 
plus the hardware and software to enable printing. Suppose 
that a user logs into a home repository and wants to spool 
print jobs for a digital work at a remote printing repository. 

Online information retrieval services typically charge for 
access in a way that most clients find unpredictable and 
uncorrelated to value or information use. The fee depends on 
which databases are open, dial-up connect time, how long 
the searches require, and which articles are printed out. 
There are no provisions for extracting articles or photo
graphs, no method for paying to reuse information in new 
works, no distinction between having the terminal sit idly 
versus actively searching for data, no distinction between 
reading articles on the screen and doing nothing, and higher 
rates per search when the centralized facility is busy and 
slow servicing other clients. Articles can not be offloaded to 
the client's machine for off-site search and printing. To offer 
such billing or the expanded services, the service company 
would need a secure way to account for and bill for how 
information is used. 

10 The user interface for this could treat this as a request to 
"spool" prints. Underneath this "spooling" request, how
ever, are standard rights and requests. To support such 
requests, the creator of the work provides a Copy right, 
which can be used to copy the work to a printing repository. 

15 In the default case, this Copy right would have no fees 
associated for making the copy. However, the Next-Set-Of
Rights for the copy would only include the Print rights, with 
the usual fees for each variation of printing. This version of 
the Copy right could be called the "print spooling" version 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The information service bundles its database as files in a 

repository. The information services company assigns dif
ferent fees for different rights on the information files. For 
example, there could be a fee for copying a search database 

20 of the Copy right. The user's "spool request" is implemented 
as a Copy transaction to put a copy of the work on the 
printing repository, followed by Print transactions to create 
the prints of the work. In this way, the user is only billed for 
printing that is actually done. Furthermore, the rights, con-

25 ditions and fees for printing the work are determined when 
the work is about to be printed. 

Thus, a system for enforcing the usage rights of digital 
works is disclosed. While the embodiments disclosed herein 
are preferred, it will be appreciate from this teaching that 
various alternative, modifications, variations or improve
ments therein may be made by those skilled in the art, which 
are intended to be encompassed by the following claims. 

APPENDIX A 

Glossary 

Authorization Repository: 

A special type of repository which provides an authorization 
service. An authorization may be specified by a usage right. 
The authorization must be obtained before the right may be 
exercised. 

or a source file and a different fee for printing. These fees 
would be in addition to fees assigned by the original creator 
for the services. The fees for using information would be 30 

different for using them on the information service compa
ny's computers or the client's computers. This billing dis
tinction would be controlled by having different versions of 
the rights, where the version for use on the service compa
ny's computer requires a digital certificate held locally. Fees 35 

for copying or printing files would be handled in the usual 
way, by assigning fees to exercising those rights. The 
distinction between searching and viewing information 
would be made by having different "players" for the differ
ent functions. This distinction would be maintained on the 40 

client's computers as well as the service computers. Articles 
could be extracted for reuse under the control of Extract and 
Embed rights. Thus, if a client extracts part of an article or 
photograph, and then sells copies of a new digital work 
incorporating it, fees could automatically be collected both 45 

Billing Clearinghouse: 

A financial institution or the like whose purpose is to 
reconcile billing information received from credit servers. 
The billing clearinghouse may generate bills to users or 
alternatively, credit and debit accounts involved in the 

by the information service and earlier creators and distribu
tors of the digital work. In this way, the information retrieval 
service could both offer a wider selection of services and 
billing that more accurately reflects the client's use of the 
information. 50 commercial transactions. 

Print Spooling with Rights 
In the simplest scenario, when a user wants to print a 

digital document he issues a print command to the user 
interface. If the document has the appropriate rights and the 
conditions are satisfied, the user agrees to the fee and the 
document is printed. In other cases, the printer may be on a 
remote repository and it is convenient to spool the printing 

55 

Billing Transactions: 

The protocol used by which a repository reports billing 
information to a credit server. 

Clearinghouse Transactions: 

The protocol used between a credit server and a clearing
house. 

60 
Composite Digital Work: 

to a later time. This leads to several issues. The user 
requesting the printing wants to be sure that he is not billed 
for the printing until the document is actually printed. 
Restated, if he is billed at the time the print job is spooled 
but the job is canceled before printing is done, he does not 
want to pay. Another issue is that when spooling is permit
ted, there are now two times at which rights, conditions and 65 

fees could be checked: the time at which a print job is 
spooled and the time at which a print is made. As with all 

A digital work comprised of distinguishable parts. Each of 
the distinguishable parts is itself a digital work which have 
have usage rights attached. 

Content: 

The digital information (i.e. raw bits) representing a digital 
work. 
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Copy Owner: 

A term which refers to the party who owns a digital work 
stored in a repository. In the typical case, this party has 
purchased various rights to the document for printing, view
ing, transferring, or other specific uses. 

Creator: 

52 
Repository: 

Conceptually a set of functional specifications defining core 
functionality in the support of usage rights. A repository is 
a trusted system in that it maintains physical, communica
tions and behavioral integrity. 

Requester Mode: 

A term which refers to a party who produces a digital work. 

Credit Server: 

A mode of a repository where it is requesting access to a 

10 
digital work. 

A device which collects and reports billing information for 
Revenue Owners: 

a repository. In many implementations, this could be built as 
part of a repository. It requires a means for periodically 
communicating with a billing clearinghouse. 

A term which refers to the parties that maintain an interest 
in collecting fees for document use or who stand to lose 

15 
revenue if illegitimate copies of the digital work are made. 

Description Tree: Server Mode: 

A mode of a repository where it is processing an incoming 
request to access a digital work. 

A structure which describes the location of content and the 
usage rights and usage fees for a digital work. A description 
tree is comprised of description blocks. Each description 
block corresponds to a digital work or to an interest (typi
cally a revenue bearing interest) in a digital work. 

20 Shell Description Block: 

Digital Work (Work): 

Any encapsulated digital information. Such digital informa-
25 

tion may represent music, a magazine or book, or a multi
media composition. Usage rights and fees are attached to the 
digital work. 

Distributor: 

A special type of description block designating an interest in 
a digital work, but which does not add content. This will 
typically be added by a distributor of a digital work to add 
their fees. 

Transactions: 

A term used to refer to the protocols by which repositories 
communicate. 

A term which refers to a party who legitimately obtains a 
copy of a digital work and offers it for sale. 

30 Usage Fees: 

Identification (Digital) Certificate: 
A signed digital message that attests to the identity of the 

possessor. Typically, digital certificates are encrypted in the 
private key of a well-known master repository. 

Master Repository: 

35 

A special type of repository which issues identification 
certificates and distributes lists of repositories whose integ
rity have been compromised and which should be denied 40 

access to digital works (referred to as repository "hotlists".) 

Public Key Encryption: 

An encryption technique used for secure transmission of 
messages on a communication channel. Key pairs are used 45 

for the encryption and decryption of messages. Typically 
one key is referred to as the public key and the other is the 
private key. The keys are inverses of each other from the 
perspective of encryption. Restated, a digital work that is 
encrypted by one key in the pair can be decrypted only by 50 

the other. 

Registration Transactions: 

The protocol used between repositories to establish a trusted 
sesswn. 

Rendering Repository: 

55 

A special type of repository which is typically coupled to a 
rendering system. The rendering repository will typically be 
embodied within the secure boundaries of a rendering sys- 60 

tern. 

Rendering System: 

The combination of a rendering repository and a rendering 
device. Examples of a rendering systems include printing 65 

systems, display systems, general purpose computer sys
tems, video systems or audio systems. 

A fee charged to a requester for access to a digital work. 
Usage fees are specified within the usage rights language. 

Usage Rights: 

A language for defining the manner in which a digital work 
may be used or distributed, as well as any conditions on 
which use or distribution is premised. 

Usage Transactions: 

A set of protocols by which repositories communicate in the 
exercise of a usage rights. Each usage right has it's own 
transaction steps. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus for rendering digital content in accor

dance with rights that are enforced by the apparatus, said 
apparatus comprising: 

a rendering engine configured to render digital content; 
a storage for storing the digital content; 
means for requesting use of the digital content stored in 

the storage; and 
a repository coupled to the rendering engine, 
wherein the repository includes: 
means for processing a request from the means for 

requesting, 
means for checking whether the request is for a permitted 

rendering of the digital content in accordance with 
rights specified in the apparatus, 

means for processing the request to make the digital 
content available to the rendering engine for rendering 
when the request is for a permitted rendering of the 
digital; and 

means for authorizing the repository for making the 
digital content available for rendering, wherein the 
digital content can be made available for rendering only 
by an authorized repository, the repository comprising: 
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means for making a reauest for an authorization obiect 
required to be included within the repository for the 
apparatus to render the digital content; and 

means for receiving the authorization obiect when it is 
determined that the request should be granted. 

2. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the means 
for checking comprises means for comparing a requested 
use with a use specified by the rights. 

3. The apparatus as recited in claim 1 wherein the means 
for checking comprises means for checking if a particular 

10 
key is assigned to the repository. 

4. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, further comprising 
means for requesting a transfer of the digital content from an 
external memory to the storage. 

5. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the digital 
content is audio content. 15 

6. The apparatus as recited in claim 5, wherein the audio 
content is music. 

7. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the digital 
content is video content. 

8. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the 20 

apparatus is a portable device. 
9. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the rights 

are provided by a provider of the digital content. 
10. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the means 

for processing comprises transmitting the digital content to 25 
the rendering engine. 

11. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the digital 
content comprises a composite digital work comprising 
plural digital works. 

12. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the 
30 

rendering engine is configured to render digital content into 
a medium that is not further protected by rights and the 
request is for rendering the digital content into a medium 
that is not further protected by rights. 

13. The apparatus as recited in claim 12, wherein the 
medium is an optical disk. 35 

14. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the means 
for checking comprises checking whether a maximum num
ber of renderings of the digital content have been made. 

15. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the rights 
are embodied in software instructions which implement the 40 

use privileges for the rights. 

54 
checking whether said request is for a permitted rendering 

of said digital content in accordance with said rights 
specified within said apparatus; 

processing the request to make said digital content avail
able to the rendering engine for rendering when said 
request is for a permitted rendering of said digital 
content; 

authorizing a repository for making the digital content 
available for rendering, wherein the digital content can 
be made available for rendering only by an authorized 
repository, the repository performing the steps of: 

making a request for an authorization object reguired to 
be included within the repository for rendering of the 
digital content; and 

receiving the authorization object when it is determined 
that the request should be granted. 

19. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the 
checking step comprises comparing a requested use with a 
use specified by the rights. 

20. The method as recited in claim 18 wherein the 
checking step comprises checking if a particular key is 
assigned to the repository. 

21. The method as recited in claim 18, further comprising 
requesting a transfer of the digital content from an external 
memory to the storage. 

22. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the digital 
content is audio content. 

23. The method as recited in claim 22, wherein the audio 
content is music. 

24. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the digital 
content is video content. 

25. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the 
method is implemented in a portable device. 

26. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the rights 
are provided by a provider of the digital content. 

27. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the 
processing step comprises transmitting the digital content to 
the rendering engine. 

28. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the digital 
content comprises a composite digital work comprising 
plural digital works. 

16. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, further compfis
ing: 

means for receiving requests for transporting the digital 
content stored in the storage; 

means for determining whether a second repository is 
permitted to receive the digital content specified by the 
request; and 

29. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the 
rendering engine is configured to render digital content into 

45 
a medium that is not further protected by rights and the 
request is for rendering the digital content into a medium 
that is not further protected by rights. 

30. The method as recited m claim 29, wherein the 
medium is an optical disk. means for transporting the digital content to the second 

repository only if the second repository is permitted to 50 

receive the digital content. 

31. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the 
checking step compfises checking whether a maximum 
number of rendefings of the digital content have been made. 

32. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the rights 
are embodied in software instructions which implement the 

55 
use pfivileges for the rights. 

17. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, further compfis
ing: 

means for requesting receipt of digital content stored 
outside the apparatus; and 

means for receiving the digital content if the apparatus is 
permitted to receive the digital content. 

18. A method for controlling rendering of digital content 
on an apparatus having a rendering engine configured to 
render digital content and a storage for storing the digital 60 
content, said method comprising: 

specifying rights within said apparatus for digital content 
stored in said storage, said rights specifying how digital 
content can be rendered; 

storing digital content in said storage; 
receiving a request for rendering of said digital content 

stored in the storage; 

65 

33. The method as recited in claim 18, further comprising: 
receiving a request for transporting the digital content 

stored in the storage; 
determining whether a repository is permitted to receive 

the digital content specified by the request; and 
transporting the digital content to the repository only if 

the repository is permitted to receive the digital con
tent. 

34. The method as recited in claim 18, further comprising: 
requesting receipt of digital content stored externally; and 
receiving the digital content if it is permitted to receive the 

digital content. 
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35. The method as recited in claim 18, further comprising 
implementing the method with one or more hardware and 
software devices. 

36. The method as recited in claim 18, further comprising 
implementing the method with one or more computer read-

56 
able instructions embedded on a computer readable medium 
and configured to cause one or more computer processors to 
perform the steps of the method. 

* * * * * 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR RENDERING 
DIGITAL CONTENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH 

USAGE RIGHTS INFORMATION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation of U.S. application Ser. 
No. 11/304,793, filed Dec. 16, 2005, which is a divisional of 
U.S. application Ser. No. 11/135,352, filed May 24, 2005, 
now U.S. Pat. No. 7,266,529, which is a continuation of U.S. 
application Ser. No. 10/322,759, filed Dec. 19, 2002, now 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,898,576, which is a continuation of U.S. 
application Ser. No. 09/778,001, filed Feb. 7, 2001, now U.S. 
Pat. No. 6,708,157, which is a divisional of U.S. application 
Ser. No. 08/967,084, filed Nov. 10, 1997, now U.S. Pat. No. 
6,236,971, which is a continuation of U.S. application Ser. 
No. 08/344,760, filed Nov. 23, 1994, now abandoned, the 
entire disclosures of all of which are hereby incorporated by 
reference herein. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the field of distribution and 
usage rights enforcement for digitally encoded works. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A fundamental issue facing the publishing and information 
industries as they consider electronic publishing is how to 
prevent the unauthorized and unaccounted distribution or 
usage of electronically published materials. Electronically 
published materials are typically distributed in a digital form 
and recreated on a computer based system having the capa
bility to recreate the materials. Audio and video recordings, 
software, books and multimedia works are all being electroni
cally published. Companies in these industries receive royal
ties for each accounted for delivery of the materials, e.g. the 
sale of an audio CD at a retail outlet. Any unaccounted dis
tribution of a work results in an unpaid royalty (e.g. copying 
the audio recording CD to another digital medium.) 

The ease in which electronically published works can be 
"perfectly" reproduced and distributed is a major concern. 
The transmission of digital works over networks is common
place. One such widely used network is the Internet. The 
Internet is a widespread network facility by which computer 
users in many universities, corporations and government enti
ties communicate and trade ideas and information. Computer 
bulletin boards found on the Internet and commercial net
works such as CompuServ and Prodigy allow for the posting 
and retrieving of digital information. Information services 
such as Dialog and LEXIS/NEXIS provide databases of cur
rent information on a wide variety of topics. Another factor 
which will exacerbate the situation is the development and 
expansion of the National Information Infrastructure (the 
Nil). It is anticipated that, as the Nil grows, the transmission 
of digital works over networks will increase many times over. 
It would be desirable to utilize the Nil for distribution of 
digital works without the fear of widespread unauthorized 
copying. 

2 
become disabled after a predetermined period of time has 
lapsed. A technique used for workstation based software is to 
require that a special hardware device must be present on the 
workstation in order for the software to run, e.g., see U.S. Pat. 
No. 4,932,054 entitled "Method and Apparatus for Protecting 
Computer Software Utilizing Coded Filter Network in Con
junction with an Active Coded Hardware Device." Such 
devices are provided with the software and are commonly 
referred to as dongles. 

10 Yet another scheme is to distribute software, but which 
requires a "key" to enable its use. This is employed in distri
bution schemes where "demos" of the software are provided 
on a medium along with the entire product. The demos can be 

15 
freely used, but in order to use the actual product, the key must 
be purchased. These schemes do not hinder copying of the 
software once the key is initially purchased. 

A system for ensuring that licenses are in place for using 
licensed products is described in PCT Publication WO 

20 93/01550 to Griswold entitled "License Management System 
and Method." The licensed product may be any electronically 
published work but is most effective for use with works that 
are used for extended periods of time such as software pro
grams. Griswold requires that the licensed product contain 

25 software to invoke a license check monitor at predetermined 
time intervals. The license check monitor generates request 
data grams which identify the licensee. The request data grams 
are sent to a license control system over an appropriate com
munication facility. The license control system then checks 

30 the datagram to determine if the datagram is from a valid 
licensee. The license control system then sends a reply data
gram to the license check monitor indicating denial or 
approval of usage. The license control system will deny usage 

35 
in the event that request datagrams go unanswered after a 
predetermined period of time (which may indicate an unau
thorized attempt to use the licensed product). In this system, 
usage is managed at a central location by the response data
grams. So for example if license fees have not been paid, 

40 access to the licensed product is terminated. 
It is argued by Griswold that the described system is advan

tageous because it can be implemented entirely in software. 
However, the system described by Griswold has limitations. 
An important limitation is that during the use of the licensed 

45 product, the user must always be coupled to an appropriate 
communication facility in order to send and receive data
grams. This creates a dependency on the communication 
facility. So if the communication facility is not available, the 
licensed product carmot be used. Moreover, some party must 

50 absorb the cost of communicating with the license server. 
A system for controlling the distribution of digitally 

encoded books is embodied in a system available from VPR 
Systems, LTD. of St. Louis, Miss. The VPR system is self
contained and is comprised of: (1) point of sale kiosks for 

55 storing and downloading ofbooks, (2) personal storage medi
urns (cartridges) to which the books are downloaded, and (3) 
readers for viewing the book. In a purchase transaction, a 
purchaser will purchase a voucher card representing the 
desired book. The voucher will contain sufficient information 

60 to identify the book purchased and perhaps some demo
graphic information relating to the sales transaction. To 
download the book, the voucher and the cartridge are inserted 
into the kiosk. 

The most straightforward way to curb unaccounted distri
bution is to prevent unauthorized copying and transmission. 
For existing materials that are distributed in digital form, 
various safeguards arc used. In the case of software, copy 
protection schemes which limit the number of copies that can 65 

be made or which corrupt the output when copying is detected 
have been employed. Another scheme causes software to 

The VPR system may also be used as a library. In such an 
embodiment, the kiosk manages the number of"copies" that 
may be checked out at one time. Further, the copy of the book 
is erased from the user's cartridge after a certain check-out 
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time has expired. However, individuals cannot loan books 
because the cartridges may only be used with the owner's 
reader. 

The foregoing distribution and protection schemes operate 
in part by preventing subsequent distribution of the work. 
While this certainly prevents unauthorized distributions, it 
does so by sacrificing the potential for subsequent revenue 
bearing uses. For example, it may be desirable to allow the 
lending of a purchased work to permit exposure of the work to 
potential buyers. Another example would be to permit the 

10 
creation of a derivative work for a fee. Yet another example 
would be to permit copying the work for a fee (essentially 
purchasing it). Thus, it would be desirable to provide flexibil-
ity in how the owner of a digital work may allow it to be 
distributed. 

While flexibility in distribution is a concern, the owners of 15 

a work want to make sure they are paid for such distributions. 
In U.S. Pat. No. 4,977,594 to Shear, entitled "Database Usage 
Metering and Protection System and Method," a system for 
metering and billing for usage of information distributed on a 
CD-ROM is described. The system requires the addition of a 20 

billing module to the computer system. The billing module 
may operate in a number of different ways. First, it may 
periodically communicate billing data to a central billing 
facility, whereupon the user may be billed. Second, billing 
may occur by disconnecting the billing module and the user 25 

sending it to a central billing facility where the data is read and 
a user bill generated. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,247,575, Sprague eta!., entitled "Informa
tion Distribution System", describes an information distribu
tion system which provides and charges only for user selected 30 

information. A plurality of encrypted information packages 
(IPs) are provided at the user site, via high and/or low density 
storage media and/or by broadcast transmission. Some of the 
IPs may be of no interest to the user. The IPs of interest are 
selected by the user and are decrypted and stored locally. The 35 

IPs may be printed, displayed or even copied to other storage 
media. The charges for the selected IP's are accumulated 
within a user apparatus and periodically reported by tele
phone to a central accounting facility. The central accounting 
facility also issues keys to decrypt the IPs. The keys are 40 

changed periodically. If the central accounting facility has not 
issued a new key for a particular user station, the station is 
unable to retrieve information from the system when the key 
is changed. 

A system available from Wave Systems Corp. of Princeton, 45 

N.Y., provides for metering of software usage on a personal 
computer. The system is installed onto a computer and col
lects information on what software is in use, encrypts it and 
then transmits the information to a transaction center. From 
the transaction center, a bill is generated and sent to the user. 50 

The transaction center also maintains customer accounts so 
that licensing fees may be forwarded directly to the software 
providers. Software operating under this system must be 
modified so that usage can be accounted. 

Known techniques for billing do not provide for billing of 55 

copies made of the work. For example, if data is copied from 
the CD-ROM described in Shear, any subsequent use of the 
copy of the information cannot be metered or billed. In other 
words, the means for billing runs with the media rather than 
the underlying work. It would be desirable to have a distribu- 60 

tion system where the means for billing is always transported 
with the work. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A method, system and software for associating usage rights 
with digital content is provided, including creating usage 

65 

4 
rights from a grammar, the usage rights specifYing a manner 
of use indicating purposes for which the digital content is 
used and/or distributed by an authorized party; associating 
the usage rights with a digital content; processing a usage 
transaction specifying the usage rights to determine if access 
to the digital content is granted; and storing the usage rights in 
a distributed repository. The usage rights also specifY one or 
more conditions which must be satisfied before the manner of 
use is exercised. The creating includes selecting symbols 
from a first set of predetermined symbols to define a valid 
sequence of symbols to indicate the manner of use, selecting 
one or more symbols from a second set of predetermined 
symbols to define a valid sequence of symbols to indicate the 
conditions. 

In further embodiments, a system for controlling the dis
tribution and use of digital works using digital tickets is 
disclosed. A ticket is an indicator that the ticket holder has 
already paid for or is otherwise entitled to some specified 
right, product or service. In the present invention, a "digital 
ticket" is used to enable the ticket holder to exercise usage 
rights specifying the requirement of the digital ticket. Usage 
rights are used to define how a digital work may be used or 
distributed. Specific instances of usage rights are used to 
indicate a particular manner of use or distribution. A usage 
right may specify a digital ticket which must be present before 
the right may be exercised. For example, a digital ticket may 
be specified in a Copy right of a digital work, so that exercise 
of the Copy right requires the party that desires a copy of the 
digital work be in possession of the necessary digital ticket. 
After a copy of the digital work is successfully sent to the 
requesting party, the digital ticket is "punched" to indicate 
that a copy of the digital work has been made. When the ticket 
is "punched" a predetermined number of times, it may no 
longer be used. 

Digital works are stored in repositories. Repositories 
enforce the usage rights for digital works. Each repository has 
a "generic ticket agent" which punches tickets. In some 
instances only the generic ticket agent is necessary. In other 
instances, punching by a "special ticket agent" residing on 
another repository may be desired. Punching by a "special 
ticket agent" enables greater security and control of the digital 
work. For example, it can help prevent digital ticket forgery. 
Special ticket agents are also useful in situations where an 
external database needs to be updated or checked. 

A digital ticket is merely an instance of a digital work. 
Thus, a digital ticket may be distributed among repositories in 
the same fashion as other digital works. 

A digital ticket may be used in many commercial scenarios 
such as in the purchase of software and prepaid upgrades. A 
digital ticket may also be used to limit the number of times 
that a right may be exercised. For example, a user may pur
chase a copy of a digital work, along with the right to make up 
to 5 Copies. In this case, the Copy right would have associated 
therewith a digital ticket that can be punched up to 5 times. 
Other such commercial scenarios will become apparent from 
the detailed description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a simple instantiation of 
the operation of the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the various repository 
types and the repository transaction flow between them in the 
currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
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FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a repository coupled with a 
credit server in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIGS. 4a and 4b are examples of rendering systems as may 
be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 5 illustrates a contents file layout for a digital work as 
may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

6 
at electronic speeds and requires almost no warehousing. 
Keeping an unlimited supply of virtual copies on hand 
requires essentially no more space than keeping one copy on 
hand. The digital medium also lowers the costs of alteration, 
reuse and billing. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a contents file layout for an individual 10 

digital work of the digital work of FIG. 5 as may be utilized in 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

There is a market for digital works because creators are 
strongly motivated to reuse portions of digital works from 
others rather than creating their own completely. This is 
because it is usually so much easier to use an existing stock 
photo or music clip than to create a new one from scratch. 

Herein the terms "digital work", "work" and "content" 
refer to any work that has been reduced to a digital represen
tation. This would include any audio, video, text, or multime
dia work and any accompanying interpreter (e.g. software) 
that may be required for recreating the work. The term com
posite work refers to a digital work comprised of a collection 

FIG. 7 illustrates the components of a description block of 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 8 illustrates a description tree for the contents file 15 

layout of the digital work illustrated in FIG. 5. 
FIG. 9 illustrates a portion of a description tree correspond

ing to the individual digital work illustrated in FIG. 6. 
FIG. 10 illustrates a layout for the rights portion of a 

description block as may be utilized in the currently preferred 20 

embodiment of the present invention. 

of other digital works. The term "usage rights" or "rights" is 
a term which refers to rights granted to a recipient of a digital 
work. Generally, these rights define how a digital work can be 
used and if it can be further distributed. Each usage right may 
have one or more specified conditions which must be satisfied 

FIG. 11 is a description tree wherein certain d-blocks have 
PRINT usage rights and is used to illustrate "strict" and 
"lenient" rules for resolving usage rights conflicts. 

before the right may be exercised. Appendix 1 provides a 
Glossary of the terms used herein. 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of the hardware components of 25 

a repository as are utilized in the currently preferred embodi
ment of the present invention. 

A key feature of the present invention is that usage rights 
are permanently "attached" to the digital work. Copies made 
of a digital work will also have usage rights attached. Thus, 
the usage rights and any associated fees assigned by a creator 
and subsequent distributor will always remain with a digital 
work. 

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of the functional (logical) 
components of a repository as are utilized in the currently 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 14 is diagram illustrating the basic components of a 
usage right in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 15 lists the usage rights grammar of the currently 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of certificate 
delivery, hotlist checking and performance testing as per
formed in a registration transaction as may be performed in 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

30 

35 

The enforcement elements of the present invention are 
embodied in repositories. Among other things, repositories 
are used to store digital works, control access to digital works, 
bill for access to digital works and maintain the security and 
integrity of the system. 

FIG. 17 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of session 40 

information exchange and clock synchronization as may be 
performed in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, after each repository in the registration 
transaction has successfully completed the steps described in 
FIG. 16. 45 

The combination of attached usage rights and repositories 
enable distinct advantages over prior systems. As noted in the 
prior art, payment of fees are primarily for the initial access. 
In such approaches, once a work has been read, computa
tional control over that copy is gone. Metaphorically, "the 
content genie is out of the bottle and no more fees can be 
billed." In contrast, the present invention never separates the 
fee descriptions from the work. Thus, the digital work genie 
only moves from one trusted bottle (repository) to another, 
and all uses of copies are potentially controlled and billable. 

FIG. 1 is a high level flowchart omitting various details but 
FIG. 18 is a flowchart illustrating the basic flow for a usage 

transaction, including the common opening and closing step, 
as may be performed in the currently preferred embodiment 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 19 is a state diagram of server and client repositories 
in accordance with a transport protocol followed when mov
ing a digital work from the server to the client repositories, as 
may be performed in the currently preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Overview 

A system for controlling use and distribution of digital 
works is disclosed. The present invention is directed to sup
porting commercial transactions involving digital works. The 
transition to digital works profoundly and fundamentally 
changes how creativity and commerce can work. It changes 
the cost of transporting or storing works because digital prop
erty is almost "massless." Digital property can be transported 

which demonstrates the basic operation of the present inven
tion. Referring to FIG. 1, a creator creates a digital work, step 
101. The creator will then determine appropriate usage rights 
and fees, attach them to the digital work, and store them in 

50 Repository 1, step 102. The determination of appropriate 
usage rights and fees will depend on various economic fac
tors. The digital work remains securely in Repository 1 until 
a request for access is received. The request for access begins 
with a session initiation by another repository. Here a Reposi-

55 tory 2 initiates a session with Repository 1, step 103. As will 
be described in greater detail below, this session initiation 
includes steps which help to insure that the respective reposi
tories are trustworthy. Assuming that a session can be estab
lished, Repository 2 may then request access to the Digital 

60 Work for a stated purpose, step 104. The purpose may be, for 
example, to print the digital work or to obtain a copy of the 
digital work. The purpose will correspond to a specific usage 
right. In any event, Repository 1 checks the usage rights 
associated with the digital work to determine if the access to 

65 the digital work may be granted, step 105. The check of the 
usage rights essentially involves a determination of whether a 
right associated with the access request has been attached to 
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the digital work and if all conditions associated with the right 
are satisfied. If the access is denied, repository 1 terminates 
the session with an error message, step 106. If access is 
granted, repository 1 transmits the digital work to repository 
2, step 107. Once the digital work has been transmitted to 
repository 2, repository 1 and 2 each generate billing infor
mation for the access which is transmitted to a credit server, 
step 108. Such double billing reporting is done to insure 
against attempts to circumvent the billing process. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the basic interactions between repository 
types in the present invention. As will become apparent from 
FIG. 2, the various repository types will serve different func
tions. It is fundamental that repositories will share a core set 
of functionality which will enable secure and trusted commu
nications. Referring to FIG. 2, a repository 201 represents the 
general instance of a repository. The repository 201 has two 
modes of operation; a server mode and a requester mode. 
When in the server mode, the repository will be receiving and 
processing access requests to digital works. When in the 
requester mode, the repository will be initiating requests to 
access digital works. Repository 201 is general in the sense 
that its primary purpose is as an exchange medium for digital 
works. During the course of operation, the repository 201 
may communicate with a plurality of other repositories, 
namely authorization repository 202, rendering repository 
203 and master repository 204. Communication between 
repositories occurs utilizing a repository transaction protocol 
205. 

Communication with an authorization repository 202 may 
occur when a digital work being accessed has a condition 
requiring an authorization. Conceptually, an authorization is 
a digital certificate such that possession of the certificate is 
required to gain access to the digital work. An authorization is 
itself a digital work that can be moved between repositories 
and subjected to fees and usage rights conditions. An autho
rization may be required by both repositories involved in an 
access to a digital work. 

Communication with a rendering repository 203 occurs in 
connection with the rendering of a digital work. As will be 
described in greater detail below, a rendering repository is 
coupled with a rendering device (e.g. a printer device) to 
comprise a rendering system. 

8 
a repository. The coupling of a rendering repository with the 
rendering device may occur in a manner suitable for the type 
of rendering device. 

FIG. 4a illustrates a printer as an example of a rendering 
system. Referring to FIG. 4, printer system 401 has contained 
therein a printer repository 402 and a print device 403. It 
should be noted that the dashed line defining printer system 
401 defines a secure system boundary. Communications 
within the boundary is assumed to be secure. Depending on 

10 the security level, the boundary also represents a barrier 
intended to provide physical integrity. The printer repository 
402 is an instantiation of the rendering repository 205 of FIG. 
2. The printer repository 402 will in some instances contain an 
ephemeral copy of a digital work which remains until it is 

15 printed out by the print engine 403. In other instances, the 
printer repository 402 may contain digital works such as 
fonts, which will remain and can be billed based on use. This 
design assures that all communication lines between printers 
and printing devices are encrypted, unless they are within a 

20 physically secure boundary. This design feature eliminates a 
potential "fault" point through which the digital work could 
be improperly obtained. The printer device 403 represents the 
printer components used to create the printed output. 

Also illustrated in FIG. 4a is the repository 404. The 
25 repository 404 is coupled to the printer repository 402. The 

repository 404 represents an external repository which con
tains digital works. 

FIG. 4b is an example of a computer system as a rendering 
system. A computer system may constitute a "multi-func-

30 tion" device since it may execute digital works (e.g. software 
programs) and display digital works (e.g. a digitized photo
graph). Logically, each rendering device can be viewed as 
having its own repository, although only one physical reposi
tory is needed. Referring to FIG. 4b, a computer system 410 

35 has contained therein a display/execution repository 411. The 
display/executionrepository 411 is coupled to display device, 
412 and execution device 413. The dashed box surrounding 
the computer system 410 represents a security boundary 
within which communications are assumed to be secure. The 

40 display/executionrepository 411 is further coupled to a credit 
server 414 to report any fees to be billed for access to a digital 
work and a repository 415 for accessing digital works stored 
therein. Communication with a master repository 205 occurs in 

connection with obtaining an identification certificate. Iden
tification certificates are the means by which a repository is 45 

identified as "trustworthy". The use of identification certifi
cates is described below with respect to the registration trans
action. 

Structure of Digital Works 

Usage rights are attached directly to digital works. Thus, it 
is important to understand the structure of a digital work. The 
structure of a digital work, in particular composite digital FIG. 3 illustrates the repository 201 coupled to a credit 

server 301. The credit server 301 is a device which accumu
lates billing information for the repository 201. The credit 
server 301 communicates with repository 201 via billing 
transactions 302 to record billing transactions. Billing trans
actions are reported to a billing clearinghouse 303 by the 
credit server 301 on a periodic basis. The credit server 301 
communicates to the billing clearinghouse 303 via clearing
house transactions 304. The clearinghouse transactions 304 
enable a secure and encrypted transmission of information to 
the billing clearinghouse 303. 

Rendering Systems 

A rendering system is generally defined as a system com
prising a repository and a rendering device which can render 
a digital work into its desired form. Examples of a rendering 
system may be a computer system, a digital audio system, or 
a printer. A rendering system has the same security features as 

50 works, may be naturally organized into an acyclic structure 
such as a hierarchy. For example, a magazine has various 
articles and photographs which may have been created and 
are owned by different persons. Each of the articles and 
photographs may represent a node in a hierarchical structure. 

55 Consequently, controls, i.e. usage rights, may be placed on 
each node by the creator. By enabling control and fee billing 
to be associated with each node, a creator of a work can be 
assured that the rights and fees are not circumvented. 

In the currently preferred embodiment, the file information 
60 for a digital work is divided into two files: a "contents" file 

and a "description tree" file. From the perspective of a reposi
tory, the "contents" file is a stream of addressable bytes whose 
format depends completely on the interpreter used to play, 
display or print the digital work. The description tree file 

65 makes it possible to examine the rights and fees for a work 
without reference to the content of the digital work. It should 
be noted that the term description tree as used herein refers to 
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any type of acyclic structure used to represent the relationship 
between the various components of a digital work. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the layout of a contents file. Referring to 
FIG. 5, a digital work 509 is comprised of story A 510, 
advertisement 511, story B 512 and story C 513. It is assumed 
that the digital work is stored starting at a relative address of 

10 
The approach for representing digital works by separating 

description data from content assumes that parts of a file are 
contiguous but takes no position on the actual representation 
of content. In particular, it is neutral to the question of whether 
content representation may take an object oriented approach. 
It would be natural to represent content as objects. In prin
ciple, it may be convenient to have content objects that 
include the billing structure and rights information that is 
represented in the d-blocks. Such variations in the design of 

0. Each of the parts of the digital work are stored linearly so 
that story A 510 is stored at approximately addresses 0-30, 
000, advertisement 511 at addresses 30,001-40,000, story B 
512 at addresses 40,001-60,000 and story C 513 at addresses 
60,001-85K. The detail of story A 510 is illustrated in FIG. 6. 
Referring to FIG. 6, the story A 510 is further broken down to 
show text 614 stored at address 0-1500, soldier photo 615 at 
addresses 1501-10,000, graphics 616 stored at addresses 
10,001-25,000 and sidebar 617 stored address 25,001-30, 
000. Note that the data in the contents file may be compressed 
(for saving storage) or encrypted (for security). 

10 
the representation are possible and are viable alternatives but 
may introduce processing overhead, e.g. the interpretation of 
the objects. 

From FIGS. 5 and 6 it is readily observed that a digital work 
can be represented by its component parts as a hierarchy. The 
description tree for a digital work is comprised of a set of 
related descriptor blocks (d-blocks). The contents of each 
d-block are described with respect to FIG. 7. Referring to 
FIG. 7, a d-block 700 includes an identifier 701 which is a 
unique identifier for the work in the repository, a starting 
address 702 providing the start address of the first byte of the 
work, a length 703 giving the number of bytes in the work, a 
rights portion 704 wherein the granted usage rights and their 
status data are maintained, a parent pointer 705 for pointing to 
a parent d-block and child pointers 706 for pointing to the 
child d-blocks. In the currently preferred embodiment, the 
identifier 701 has two parts. The first part is a unique number 
assigned to the repository upon manufacture. The second part 

15 

20 

25 

30 

Property 

Copies-in-
Use 

Loan-Period 

Loaner-Copy 

Remaining-
Time 
Document-
Descr 

Revenue
Owner 

TABLE 1 

DIGITAL WORK STATE INFORMATION 

Value 

Number 

Time-Units 

Boolean 

Time-Units 

String 

RO-Descr 

Use 

A counter of the number of copies of a 
work that are in use. Incremented when 
another copy is used; decremented when 
use is completed. 
Indicator of the maximwn nwnber of 
time-nnits that a docwnent can be 
loaned out 
Indicator that the current work is a 
loaned out copy of an authorized digital 
work. 
Indicator of the remaining time of use 
on a metered docwnent right. 
A string containing various identifYing 
information about a document. The 
exact format of this is not specified, but 
it can include information such as a 
publisher name, author name, ISBN 
nwnber, and so on. 
A handle identifYing a revenue owner 
for a digital work. This is used for 
reporting usage fees. 

35 Publication-

is a unique number assigned to the work upon creation. The 
rights portion 704 will contain a data structure, such as a 
look-up table, wherein the various information associated 
with a right is maintained. The information required by the 
respective usage rights is described in more detail below. 
D-blocks form a strict hierarchy. The top d-block of a work 
has no parent; all other d-blocks have one parent. The rela- 40 

tionship of usage rights between parent and child d-blocks 
and how conflicts are resolved is described below. 

Date-Descr The date tbat the digital work was 
published. 

A special type of d-block is a "shell" d-block. A shell 
d-block adds no new content beyond the content of its parts. 
A shell d-block is used to add rights and fee information, 45 

typically by distributors of digital works. 
FIG. 8 illustrates a description tree for the digital work of 

FIG. 5. Referring to FIG. 8, a top d-block 820 for the digital 
work points to the various stories and advertisements con
tained therein. Here, the top d-block 820 points to d-block821 50 

(representing story A 510), d-block 822 (representing the 
advertisement 511), d-block 823 (representing story B 512) 
and d-block 824 (representing story C 513). 

The portion of the description tree for Story A 510 is 
illustrated in FIG. 9. D-b lock 925 represents text 614, d-block 55 

926 represents photo 615, d-block 927 represents graphics 
616 by and d-block 928 represents sidebar 617. 

Date 
History-list History-Rec A list of events recording the repostories 

and dates for operations that copy, 
transfer, backup, or restore a digital 
work. 

Digital works are stored in a repository as part of a hierar
chical file system. Folders (also termed directories and sub
directories) contain the digital works as well as other folders. 
Digital works and folders in a folder are ordered in alphabeti
cal order. The digital works are typed to reflect how the files 
are used. Usage rights can be attached to folders so that the 
folder itself is treated as a digital work. Access to the folder 
would then be handled in the same fashion as any other digital 
work. As will be described in more detail below, the contents 
of the folder are subject to their own rights. Moreover, file 
management rights may be attached to the folder which 
defines how folder contents can be managed. 

Attaching Usage Rights to a Digital Work 

It is fundamental to the present invention that the usage 
rights are treated as part of the digital work. As the digital 
work is distributed, the scope of the granted usage rights will 
remain the same or may be narrowed. For example, when a 

The rights portion 704 of a descriptor block is further 
illustrated in FIG. 10. FIG. 10 illustrates a structure which is 
repeated in the rights portion 704 for each right. Referring to 
FIG.10, each right will have aright code field 1001 and status 
information field 1002. The right code field 1001 will contain 
a unique code assigned to a right. The status information field 
1002 will contain information relating to the state of a right 
and the digital work. Such information is indicated below in 
Table 1. The rights as stored in the rights portion 304 may 
typically be in numerical order based on the right code. 

60 digital work is transferred from a document server to a reposi
tory, the usage rights may include the right to loan a copy for 
a predetermined period of time (called the original rights). 
When the repository loans out a copy of the digital work, the 
usage rights in the loaner copy (called the next set of rights) 

65 could be set to prohibit any further rights to loan out the copy. 
The basic idea is that one cannot grant more rights than they 
have. 
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The attachment of usage rights into a digital work may 
occur ina variety of ways. If the usage rights will be the same 
for an entire digital work, they could be attached when the 
digital work is processed for deposit in the digital work server. 
In the case of a digital work having different usage rights for 
the various components, this can be done as the digital work 
is being created. An authoring tool or digital work assembling 
tool could be utilized which provides for an automated pro
cess of attaching the usage rights. 

As will be described below, when a digital work is copied, 10 

transferred or loaned, a "next set of rights" can be specified. 
The "next set of rights" will be attached to the digital work as 
it is transported. 
Resolving Conflicting Rights 

Because each part of a digital work may have its own usage 15 

rights, there will be instances where the rights of a "contained 
part" are different from its parent or container part. As a 
result, conflict rules must be established to dictate when and 
how a right may be exercised. The hierarchical structure of a 
digital work facilitates the enforcement of such rules. A 20 

"strict" rule would be as follows: a right for a part in a digital 
work is sanctioned if and only if it is sanctioned for the part, 
for ancestor d-blocks containing the part and for all descen
dent d-blocks. By sanctioned, it is meant that (1) each of the 
respective parts must have the right, and (2) any conditions for 25 

exercising the right are satisfied. 

12 
they are trusted systems. The systems are trusted because they 
are able to take responsibility for fairly and reliably carrying 
out the commercial transactions. That the systems can be 
responsible ("able to respond") is fundamentally an issue of 
integrity. The integrity of repositories has three parts: physi
cal integrity, commnnications integrity, and behavioral integ
rity. 

Physical integrity refers to the integrity of the physical 
devices themselves. Physical integrity applies both to the 
repositories and to the protected digital works. Thus, the 
higher security classes of repositories themselves may have 
sensors that detect when tampering is attempted on their 
secure cases. In addition to protection of the repository itself, 
the repository design protects access to the content of digital 
works. In contrast with the design of conventional magnetic 
and optical devices-such as floppy disks, CD-ROMs, and 
videotapes-repositories never allow non-trusted systems to 
access the works directly. A maker of generic computer sys
tems cannot guarantee that their platform will not be used to 
make unauthorized copies. The manufacturer provides 
generic capabilities for reading and writing information, and 
the general nature of the functionality of the general comput
ing device depends on it. Thus, a copy program can copy 
arbitrary data. This copying issue is not limited to general 
purpose computers. It also arises for the unauthorized dupli
cation of entertainment "software" such as video and audio 
recordings by magnetic recorders. Again, the functionality of 
the recorders depends on their ability to copy and they have no 
means to check whether a copy is authorized. In contrast, 

It also possible to implement the present invention using a 
more lenient rule. In the more lenient rule, access to the part 
may be enabled to the descendent parts which have the right, 
but access is denied to the descendents which do not. 30 repositories prevent access to the raw data by general devices 

and can test explicit rights and conditions before copying or 
otherwise granting access. Information is only accessed by 
protocol between trusted repositories. 

Example of applying both the strict rule and lenient is 
illustrated with reference to FIG. 11. Referring to FIG. 11, a 
root d-block 1101 has child d-blocks 1102-1105. In this case, 
root d-block represents a magazine, and each of the child 
d-blocks 1102-1105 represent articles in the magazine. Sup- 35 

pose that a request is made to PRINT the digital work repre
sented by root d-block 1101 wherein the strict rule is fol
lowed. The rights for the root d-block 1101 and childd-blocks 
1102-1105 are then examined. Root d-block 1101 and child 
d-blocks 1102 and 1105 have been granted PRINT rights. 40 

Child d-block 1103 has not been granted PRINT rights and 
child d-block 1104 has PRINT rights conditioned on payment 
of a usage fee. 

Under the strict rule the PRINT right cannot be exercised 
because the child d-block does not have the PRINT right. 45 

Under the lenient rule, the result would be different. The 
digital works represented by child d-blocks 1102 and 1105 
could be printed and the digital work represented by d-block 
1104 could be printed so long as the usage fee is paid. Only 
the digital work represented by d-block 1103 could not be 50 

printed. This same result would be accomplished under the 
strict rule if the requests were directed to each of the indi
vidual digital works. 

The present invention supports various combinations of 
allowing and disallowing access. Moreover, as will be 55 

described below, the usage rights grammar permits the owner 
of a digital work to specifY if constraints may be imposed on 
the work by a container part. The manner in which digital 
works may be sanctioned because of usage rights conflicts 
would be implementation specific and would depend on the 60 

nature of the digital works. 

Repositories 

Communications integrity refers to the integrity of the 
communications channels between repositories. Roughly 
speaking, communications integrity means that repositories 
cannot be easily fooled by "telling them lies." Integrity in this 
case refers to the property that repositories will only commu
nicate with other devices that are able to present proof that 
they are certified repositories, and furthermore, that the 
repositories monitor the communications to detect "impos-
tors" and malicious or accidental interference. Thus the secu
rity measures involving encryption, exchange of digital cer
tificates, and nonces described below are all security 
measures aimed at reliable communication in a world known 
to contain active adversaries. 

Behavioral integrity refers to the integrity in what reposi-
tories do. What repositories do is determined by the software 
that they execute. The integrity of the software is generally 
assured only by knowledge of its source. Restated, a user will 
trust software purchased at a reputable computer store but not 
trust software obtained off a random (insecure) server on a 
network. Behavioral integrity is maintained by requiring that 
repository software be certified and be distributed with proof 
of such certification, i.e. a digital certificate. The purpose of 
the certificate is to authenticate that the software has been 
tested by an authorized organization, which attests that the 
software does what it is supposed to do and that it does not 
compromise the behavioral integrity of a repository. If the 
digital certificate cannot be found in the digital work or the 
master repository which generated the certificate is not 
known to the repository receiving the software, then the soft
ware cannot be installed. 

Many of the powerful functions of repositories-such as 
their ability to "loan" digital works or automatically handle 
the commercial reuse of digital works-are possible because 

In the description of FIG. 2, it was indicated that reposito-
65 ries come in various forms. All repositories provide a core set 

of services for the transmission of digital works. The manner 
in which digital works are exchanged is the basis for all 
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transaction between repositories. The various repository 
types differ in the ultimate functions that they perform. 
Repositories may be devices themselves, or they may be 
incorporated into other systems. An example is the rendering 
repository 205 of FIG. 2. 

A repository will have associated with it a repository iden
tifier. Typically, the repository identifier would be a unique 
number assigned to the repository at the time of manufacture. 
Each repository will also be classified as being in a particular 
security class. Certain communications and transactions may 10 

be conditioned on a repository being in a particular security 
class. The various security classes are described in greater 
detail below. 

14 
standard interfaces such as RS-232 or Personal Computer 
Manufacturers Card Industry Association (PCMCIA) stan
dards, or FDDI. The external interface means 1206 may also 
provide network connectivity. 

The functional embodiment of a repository is described 
with reference to FIG.13. Referring to FIG.13, the functional 
embodiment is comprised of an operating system 1301, core 
repository services 1302, usage transaction handlers 1303, 
repository specific functions, 1304 and a user interface 1305. 
The operating system 1301 is specific to the repository and 
would typically depend on the type of processor being used. 
The operating system 1301 would also provide the basic 
services for controlling and interfacing between the basic 

15 components of the repository. 
As a prerequisite to operation, a repository will require 

possession of an identification certificate. Identification cer
tificates are encrypted to prevent forgery and are issued by a 
Master repository. A master repository plays the role of an 
authorization agent to enable repositories to receive digital 
works. Identification certificates must be updated on a peri
odic basis. Identification certificates are described in greater 20 

detail below with respect to the registration transaction. 
A repository has both a hardware and functional embodi

ment. The functional embodiment is typically software 
executing on the hardware embodiment. Alternatively, the 
functional embodiment may be embedded in the hardware 25 

embodiment such as an Application Specific Integrated Cir
cuit (ASIC) chip. 

The hardware embodiment of a repository will be enclosed 
in a secure housing which if compromised, may cause the 
repository to be disabled. The basic components of the hard- 30 

ware embodiment of a repository are described with refer
ence to FIG. 12. Referring to FIG. 12, a repository is com
prised of a processing means 1200, storage system 1207, 
clock 1205 and external interface 1206. The processing 
means 1200 is comprised of a processor element 1201 and 35 

processor memory 1202. The processing means 1201 pro
vides controller, repository transaction and usage rights trans
action functions for the repository. Various functions in the 
operation of the repository such as decryption and/or decom
pression of digital works and transaction messages are also 40 

performed by the processing means 1200. The processor ele
ment 1201 may be a microprocessor or other suitable com
puting component. The processor memory 1202 would typi
cally be further comprised of Read Only Memories (ROM) 
and Random Access Memories (RAM). Such memories 45 

would contain the software instructions utilized by the pro
cessor element 1201 in performing the functions of the 
repository. 

The storage system 1207 is further comprised of descriptor 
storage 1203 and content storage 1204. The description tree 50 

storage 1203 will store the description tree for the digital 
work and the content storage will store the associated content. 
The description tree storage 1203 and content storage 1204 
need not be of the same type of storage medium, nor are they 
necessarily on the same physical device. So for example, the 55 

descriptor storage 1203 may be stored on a solid state storage 
(for rapid retrieval of the description tree information), while 
the content storage 1204 may be on a high capacity storage 
such as an optical disk. 

The clock 1205 is used to time-stamp various time based 60 

conditions for usage rights or for metering usage fees which 
may be associated with the digital works. The clock 1205 will 
have an uninterruptible power supply, e.g. a battery, in order 
to maintain the integrity of the time-stamps. The external 
interface means 1206 provides for the signal connection to 65 

other repositories and to a credit server. The external interface 
means 1206 provides for the exchange of signals via such 

The core repository services 1302 comprise a set of func
tions required by each and every repository. The core reposi
tory services 1302 include the session initiation transactions 
which are defined in greater detail below. This set of services 
also includes a generic ticket agent which is used to "punch" 
a digital ticket and a generic authorization server for process
ing authorization specifications. Digital tickets and authori
zations are specific mechanisms for controlling the distribu
tion and use of digital works and are described and more 
detail below. Note that coupled to the core repository services 
are a plurality of identification certificates 1306. The identi
fication certificates 1306 are required to enable the use of the 
repository. 

The usage transactions handler 1303 comprise functional
ity for processing access requests to digital works and for 
billing fees based on access. The usage transactions sup
ported will be different for each repository type. For example, 
it may not be necessary for some repositories to handle access 
requests for digital works. 

The repository specific functionality 1304 comprises func
tionality that is unique to a repository. For example, the mas
ter repository has special functionality for issuing digital 
certificates and maintaining encryption keys. The repository 
specific functionality 1304 would include the user interface 
implementation for the repository. 

Repository Security Classes 

For some digital works the losses caused by any individual 
instance of unauthorized copying is insignificant and the 
chief economic concern lies in assuring the convenience of 
access and low-overhead billing. In such cases, simple and 
inexpensive handheld repositories and network-based work
stations may be suitable repositories, even though the mea
sures and guarantees of security are modest. 

At the other extreme, some digital works such as a digital 
copy of a first run movie or a bearer bond or stock certificate 
would be of very high value so that it is prudent to employ 
caution and fairly elaborate security measures to ensure that 
they are not copied or forged. A repository suitable for hold
ing such a digital work could have elaborate measures for 
ensuring physical integrity and for verifying authorization 
before use. 

By arranging a universal protocol, all kinds of repositories 
can communicate with each other in principle. However, cre
ators of some works will want to specifY that their works will 
only be transferred to repositories whose level of security is 
high enough. For this reason, document repositories have a 
ranking system for classes and levels of security. The security 
classes in the currently preferred embodiment are described 
in Table 2. 
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TABLE2 

REPOSITORY SECURITY LEVELS 

Level Description of Security 

0 Open system. Docwnent transmission is nnencrypted. No digital 
certificate is required for identification. The secmity of the system 
depends mostly on user honesty, since only modest knowledge may 
be needed to circumvent the security measures. The repository 
has no provisions for preventing nnauthorized programs from 
running and accessing or copying files. The system does not 
prevent the use of removable storage and does not encrypt stored 
files. 
Minimal security. Like the previous class except that stored files 
are minimally encrypted, including ones on removable storage. 

2 Basic secmity. Like the previous class except that special tools 
and knowledge are required to compromise the programming, the 
contents of the repository, or the state of the clock. All digital 
communications are encrypted. A digital certificate is provided as 
identification. Medium level encryption is used. Repository 
identification nwnber is unforgeable. 
General security. Like the previous class plus the requirement of 
special tools are needed to compromise the physical integrity of the 
repository and that modest encryption is used on all transmissions. 
Password protection is required to use the local user interface. The 
digital clock system cannot be reset without authorization. No 
works would be stored on removable storage. When executing 
works as programs, it nms them in their own address space and 
does not give them direct access to any file storage or other 
memory containing system code or works. They can access works 
only through the transmission transaction protocol. 

4 Like the previous class except that high level encryption is used on 
all commnnications. Sensors are used to record attempts at 
physical and electronic tampering. After such tampering, the 
repository will not perform other transactions until it has reported 
such tampering to a designated server. 
Like the previous class except that if the physical or digital 
attempts at tampering exceed some preset thresholds that 
threaten the physical integrity of the repository or the integrity of 
digital and cryptographic barriers, then the repository will save 
only document description records of history but will erase or 
destroy any digital identifiers that could be misused if released to 
an unscrupulous party. It also modifies any certificates of 
authenticity to indicate that the physical system has been 
compromised. It also erases the contents of designated documents. 
Like the previous class except that the repository will attempt 
wireless commnnication to report tampering and will employ noisy 
alarms. 

10 This would correspond to a very high level of security. This server 
would maintain constant communications to remote security 
systems reporting transactions, sensor readings, and attempts to 
circumvent security. 

The characterization of security levels described in Table 2 
is not intended to be fixed. More important is the idea of 
having different security levels for different repositories. It is 
anticipated that new security classes and requirements will 
evolve according to social situations and changes in technol
ogy. 
Repository User Interface 

16 
a computer system. The user interface may be combination of 
a display, keyboard, cursor control device and software 
executing on the computer system. 

At a minimum, the user interface must permit a user to 
input information such as access requests and alpha numeric 
data and provide feedback as to transaction status. The user 
interface will then cause the repository to initiate the suitable 
transactions to service the request. Other facets of a particular 
user interface will depend on the functionality that a reposi-

10 tory will provide. 

Credit Servers 

In the present invention, fees may be associated with the 
15 exercise of a right. The requirement for payment of fees is 

described with each version of a usage right in the usage 
rights language. The recording and reporting of such fees is 
performed by the credit server. One of the capabilities 
enabled by associating fees with rights is the possibility of 

20 supporting a wide range of charging models. The simplest 
model, used by conventional software, is that there is a single 
fee at the time of purchase, after which the purchaser obtains 
unlimited rights to use the work as often and for as long as he 
or she wants. Alternative models, include metered use and 

25 variable fees. A single work can have different fees for dif
ferent uses. For example, viewing a photograph on a display 
could have different fees than making a hardcopy or including 
it in a newly created work. A key to these alternative charging 
models is to have a low overhead means of establishing fees 

30 and accounting for credit on these transactions. 
A credit server is a computational system that reliably 

authorizes and records these transactions so that fees are 
billed and paid. The credit server reports fees to a billing 
clearinghouse. The billing clearinghouse manages the finan-

35 cia! transactions as they occur. As a result, bills may be 
generated and accounts reconciled. Preferably, the credit 
server would store the fee transactions and periodically com
municate via a network with billing clearinghouse for recon
ciliation. In such an embodiment, communications with the 

40 billing clearinghouse would be encrypted for integrity and 
security reasons. In another embodiment, the credit server 
acts as a "debit card" where transactions occur in "real-time" 
against a user account. 

A credit server is comprised of memory, a processing 
45 means, a clock, and interface means for coupling to a reposi

tory and a financial institution (e.g. a modem). The credit 
server will also need to have security and authentication func
tionality. These elements are essentially the same elements as 
those of a repository. Thus, a single device can be both a 

50 repository and a credit server, provided that it has the appro
priate processing elements for carrying out the corresponding 
functions and protocols. Typically, however, a credit server 
would be a card-sized system in the possession of the owner 
of the credit. The credit server is coupled to a repository and 

A user interface is broadly defined as the mechanism by 
which a user interacts with a repository in order to invoke 
transactions to gain access to a digital work, or exercise usage 
rights. As described above, a repository may be embodied in 
various forms. The user interface for a repository will differ 
depending on the particular embodiment. The user interface 
may be a graphical user interface having icons representing 
the digital works and the various transactions that may be 60 
performed. The user interface may be a generated dialog in 
which a user is prompted for information. 

55 would interact via financial transactions as described below. 
Interactions with a financial institution may occur via proto
cols established by the financial institutions themselves. 

In the currently preferred embodiment credit servers asso
ciated with both the server and the repository report the finan
cial transaction to the billing clearinghouse. For example, 
when a digital work is copied by one repository to another for 
a fee, credit servers coupled to each of the repositories will 
report the transaction to the billing clearinghouse. This is 
desirable in that it insures that a transaction will be accounted 
for in the event of some break in the communication between 
a credit server and the billing clearinghouse. However, some 
implementations may embody only a single credit server 

The user interface itself need not be part of the repository. 
As a repository may be embedded in some other device, the 
user interface may merely be a part of the device in which the 65 

repository is embedded. For example, the repository could be 
embedded in a "card" that is inserted into an available slot in 
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reporting the transaction to minimize transaction processing 
at the risk of losing some transactions. 

Usage Rights Language 

The present invention uses statements in a high level 
"usage rights language" to define rights associated with digi-
tal works and their parts. Usage rights statements are inter
preted by repositories and are used to determine what trans
actions can be successfully carried out for a digital work and 
also to determine parameters for those transactions. For 
example, sentences in the language determine whether a 
given digital work can be copied, when and how it can be 
used, and what fees (if any) are to be charged for that use. 
Once the usage rights statements are generated, they are 
encoded in a suitable form for accessing during the process
ing of transactions. 

Defining usage rights in terms of a language in combina
tion with the hierarchical representation of a digital work 
enables the support of a wide variety of distribution and fee 
schemes. An example is the ability to attach multiple versions 
of a right to a work. So a creator may attach a PRINT right to 
make 5 copies for $10.00 and a PRINT right to make unlim
ited copies for $100.00. A purchaser may then choose which 
option best fits his needs. Another example is that rights and 
fees are additive. So in the case of a composite work, the 
rights and fees of each of the components works is used in 
determining the rights and fees for the work as a whole. Other 
features and benefits of the usage rights language will become 
apparent in the description of distribution and use scenarios 
provided below. 

The basic contents of a right are illustrated in FIG. 14. 
Referring to FIG. 14, a right 1450 has a transactional com
ponent 1451 and a specifications component 1452. A right 
1450 has a label (e.g. COPY or PRINT) which indicate the 
use or distribution privileges that are embodied by the right. 
The transactional component 1451 corresponds to a particu-
lar way in which a digital work may be used or distributed. 
The transactional component 1451 is typically embodied in 
software instructions in a repository which implement the use 
or distribution privileges for the right. The specifications 
components 1452 are used to specify conditions which must 
be satisfied prior to the right being exercised or to designate 
various transaction related parameters. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, these specifications include copy count 
1453, Fees and Incentives 1454, Time 1455, Access and Secu
rity 1456 and Control1457. Each of these specifications will 
be described in greater detail below with respect to the lan
guage grammar elements. 

The usage rights language is based on the grammar 
described below. A grammar is a convenient means for defin
ing valid sequence of symbols for a language. In describing 
the grammar the notation"[ albic]" is used to indicate distinct 
choices among alternatives. In this example, a sentence can 
have either an "a", "b" or "c". It must include exactly one of 
them. The braces { } are used to indicate optional items. Note 
that brackets, bars and braces are used to describe the lan
guage of usage rights sentences but do not appear in actual 
sentences in the language. 

18 
an identifier. In many cases, the keyword and the parameter 
are entirely optional. When a keyword is given, it often takes 
a single identifier as its value. In some cases, the keyword 
takes a list of identifiers. 

In the usage rights language, time is specified in an hours: 
minutes:seconds (or hh:mm:ss) representation. Time zone 
indicators, e.g. PDT for Pacific Daylight Time, may also be 
specified. Dates are represented as year/month/day (or 
YYYY/MMM/DD). Note that these time and date represen-

10 tations may specify moments in time or units of time Money 
units are specified in terms of dollars. 

Finally, in the usage rights language, various "things" will 
need to interact with each other. For example, an instance of 
a usage right may specify a bank account, a digital ticket, etc. 

15 Such things need to be identified and are specified herein 
using the suffix "-ID." 

The Usage Rights Grammar is listed in it's entirety in FIG. 
15 and is described below. 

Grammar element 1501 "Digital Work Rights:=(Rights*)" 
20 define the digital work rights as a set of rights. The-set of 

rights attached to a digital work define how that digital work 
may be transferred, used, performed or played. A set of rights 
will attach to the entire digital work and in the case of com
pound digital works, each of the components of the digital 

25 work. The usage rights of components of a digital may be 
different. 

Grammar element 1502 "Right:=(Right-Code {Copy
Count} {Control-Spec} {Time-Spec} {Access-Spec} {Fee
Spec})" enumerates the content of a right. Each usage right 

30 must specifY a right code. Each right may also optionally 
specifY conditions which must be satisfied before the right 
can be exercised. These conditions are copy count, control, 
time, access and fee conditions. In the currently preferred 
embodiment, for the optional elements, the following 

35 defaults apply: copy count equals 1, no time limit on the use 
of the right, no access tests or a security level required to use 
the right and no fee is required. These conditions will each be 
described in greater detail below. 

It is important to note that a digital work may have multiple 
40 versions of a right, each having the same right code. The 

multiple versions would provide alternative conditions and 
fees for accessing the digital work. 

A Grammar element 1503 "Right-Code:=Render
Code I Transport -Code IF ile-Management -Code I Derivative-

45 Works-Code Configuration-Code" distinguishes each of the 
specific rights into a particular right type (although each right 
is identified by distinct right codes). In this way, the grammar 
provides a catalog of possible rights that can be associated 
with parts of digital works. In the following, rights are divided 

50 into categories for convenience in describing them. 
Grammar element 1504 "Render-Code:=[Play: {Player: 

Player-ID}IPrint: {Printer: Printer-ID}]" lists a category of 
rights all involving the making of ephemeral, transitory, or 
non-digital copies of the digital work. After use the copies are 

55 erased. 

In contrast, parentheses are part of the usage rights Ian- 60 

guage. Parentheses are used to group items together in lists. 
The notation (x*) is used to indicate a variable length list, that 

Play: A process of rendering or performing a digital work 
on some processor. This includes such things as playing 
digital movies, playing digital music, playing a video 
game, running a computer program, or displaying a 
document on a display. 

Print: To render the work in a medium that is not further 
protected by usage rights, such as printing on paper. 

is, a list containing one or more items of type x. The notation 
(x)* is used to indicate a variable number oflists containingx. 

Keywords in the grammar are words followed by colons. 65 

Keywords are a common and very special case in the lan
guage. They are often used to indicate a single value, typically 

Grammar element 1505 "Transport-Code:= 
[CopyiTransferiLoan {Remaining-Rights: Next-Set-of
Rights}] {(Next-Copy-Rights: Next-Set of Rights)}" lists a 
category of rights involving the making of persistent, usable 
copies of the digital work on other repositories. The optional 
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Next-Copy-Rights determine the rights on the work after it is 
transported. If this is not specified, then the rights on the 
transported copy are the same as on the original. The optional 
Remaining-Rights specify the rights that remain with a digital 
work when it is loaned out. If this is not specified, then the 5 

default is that no rights can be exercised when it is loaned out. 

are listed after Delete:, then all versions of rights with those 
codes are deleted. Versions of rights after Replace: subsume 
all versions of rights of the same type in the current set of 
rights. 

If Remaining-Rights is not specified, then there are no 
rights for the original after all Loan copies are loaned out. If 
Remaining-Rights is specified, then the Keep: token can be 
used to simplify the expression of what rights to keep behind. 
A list of right codes following keep means that all of the 

Copy: Make a new copy of a work 
Transfer: Moving a work from one repository to another. 
Loan: Temporarily loaning a copy to another repository for 

a specified period of time. 
Grammar element 1506 "File-Management-

Code:=Backup {Back-Up-Copy-Rights: Next-Set-of 
Rights} I Restore I Delete IF olderl Directory {N ame:Hide-

10 versions of those listed rights are kept in the remaining copy. 
This specification can be overridden by subsequent Delete: or 
Replace: specifications. 
Copy Count Specification 

LocaliHide-Remote} {Parts:Hide-LocaliHide-Remote}" 
lists a category of rights involving operations for file manage- 15 

ment, such as the making ofbackup copies to protect the copy 
owner against catastrophic equipment failure. 

For various transactions, it may be desirable to provide 
some limit as to the number of "copies" of the work which 
may be exercised simultaneously for the right. For example, it 
may be desirable to limit the number of copies of a digital 
work that may be loaned out at a time or viewed at a time. Many software licenses and also copyright law give a copy 

owner the right to make backup copies to protect against 
catastrophic failure of equipment. However, the making of 20 

uncontrolled backup copies is inherently at odds with the 
ability to control usage, since an uncontrolled backup copy 
can be kept and then restored even after the authorized copy 
was sold. 

Grammar element 1510 "Copy-Count:=(Copies: positive
integeriOiunlimited)" provides a condition which defines the 
number of "copies" of a work subject to the right. A copy 
count can be 0, a fixed number, or unlimited. The copy-count 
is associated with each right, as opposed to there being just a 
single copy-count for the digital work. The Copy-Count for a 

The File management rights enable the making and restor
ing of backup copies in a way that respects usage rights, 
honoring the requirements of both the copy owner and the 
rights grantor and revenue owner. Backup copies of work 
descriptions (including usage rights and fee data) can be sent 
under appropriate protocol and usage rights control to other 
document repositories of sufficiently high security. Further 
rights permit organization of digital works into folders which 
themselves are treated as digital works and whose contents 
may be "hidden" from a party seeking to determine the con
tents of a repository. 

Backup: To make a backup copy of a digital work as pro-
tection against media failure. 

Restore: To restore a backup copy of a digital work. 
Delete: To delete or erase a copy of a digital work. 
Folder: To create and name folders, and to move files and 

folders between folders. 
Directory: To hide a folder or it's contents. 
Grammar element 1507 "Derivative-Works-Code: 

[Extract I Embed I Edit {Process: Process-ID}] {Next -Copy
Rights: Next-Set-ofRights }"lists a category of rights involv
ing the use of a digital work to create new works. 

Extract: To remove a portion of a work, for the purposes of 
creating a new work. 

Embed: To include a work in an existing work. 
Edit: To alter a digital work by copying, selecting and 

modifYing portions of an existing digital work. 
Grammar element 1508 "Configuration-Code:= 

InstalliUninstall" lists a category of rights for installing and 
uninstalling software on a repository (typically a rendering 
repository.) This would typically occur for the installation of 
a new type of player within the rendering repository. 

Install: To install new software on a repository. 
Uninstall: To remove existing software from a repository. 
Grammar element 1509 "Next-Set-of-Rights:={ (Add: Set-

25 right is decremented each time that a right is exercised. When 
the Copy-Count equals zero, the right can no longer be exer
cised. If the Copy-Count is not specified, the default is one. 
Control Specification 

Rights and fees depend in general on rights granted by the 
30 creator as well as further restrictions imposed by later dis

tributors. Control specifications deal with interactions 
between the creators and their distributors governing the 
imposition of further restrictions and fees. For example, a 
distributor of a digital work may not want an end consumer of 

35 a digital work to add fees or otherwise profit by commercially 
exploiting the purchased digital work. 

Grammar element 1511 "Control-Spec:=(Control: 
{RestrictableiUnrestrictable} 
{UnchargeableiChargeable }-)" provides a condition to 

40 specifY the effect of usage rights and fees of parents on the 
exercise of the right. A digital work is restrictable if higher 
level d-blocks can impose further restrictions (time specifi
cations and access specifications) on the right. It is unrestrict
able if no further restrictions can be imposed. The default 

45 setting is restrictable. A right is unchargeable if no more fees 
can be imposed on the use of the right. It is chargeable if more 
fees can be imposed. The default is chargeable. 
Time Specification 

It is often desirable to assign a start date or specify some 
50 duration as to when a right may be exercised. Grmar ele

ment 1512 "Time-Spec:=( {Fixed-Interval I Sliding
IntervaliMeter-Tim-e} Until: Expiration-Date)" provides for 
specification of time conditions on the exercise of a right. 
Rights may be granted for a specified time. Different kinds of 

55 time specifications are appropriate for different kinds of 
rights. Some rights may be exercised during a fixed and 
predetermined duration. Some rights may be exercised for an 
interval that starts the first time that the right is invoked by 
some transaction. Some rights may be exercised or are 

60 charged according to some kind of metered time, which may 
be split into separate intervals. For example, a right to view a 
picture for an hour might be split into six ten minute viewings 
or four fifteen minute viewings or twenty three minute view-

Of-Rights)} {(Delete: Set-Of-Rights)} {(Replace: Set-Of
Rights)} {(Keep: Set-Of-Rights)}" defines how rights are 
carried forward for a copy of a digital work. If the Next-Copy
Rights is not specified, the rights for the next copy are the 
same as those of the current copy. Otherwise, the set of rights 
for the next copy can be specified. Versions of rights after 65 

Add: are added to the current set of rights. Rights after Delete: 
are deleted from the current set of rights. If only right codes 

ings. 
The terms "time" and "date" are used synonymously to 

refer to a moment in time. There are several kinds of time 
specifications. Each specification represents some limitation 
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on the times over which the usage right applies. The Expira
tion-Date specifies the moment at which the usage right ends. 
For example, if the Expiration-Date is "Jan. 1, 1995," then the 
right ends at the first moment of 1995. If the Expiration-Date 
is specified as *forever*, then the rights are interpreted as 
continuing without end. If only an expiration date is given, 
then the right can be exercised as often as desired until the 
expiration date. 

Grammar element 1513 "Fixed-Interval:=From: Start
Time" is used to define a predetermined interval that runs 
from the start time to the expiration date. 

22 
same rights and fees as other digital works. A repository is 
said to have an authorization if that authorization object is 
contained within the repository. 

In some cases, an authorization may be required from a 
source other than the document server and repository. An 
authorization object referenced by an Authorization-ID can 
contain digital address information to be used to set up a 
communications link between a repository and the authori
zation source. These are analogous to phone numbers. For 

10 such access tests, the communication would need to be estab
lished and authorization obtained before the right could be 
exercised. Grammar element 1514 "Sliding-Interval:=Interval: Use

Duration" is used to define an indeterminate (or "open") start 
time. It sets limits on a continuous period of time over which 
the contents are accessible. The period starts on the first 15 

access and ends after the duration has passed or the expiration 
date is reached, whichever comes first. For example, if the 
right gives 10 hours of continuous access, the use-duration 
would begin when the first access was made and end 10 hours 
later. 

For one-time usage rights, a variant on this scheme is to 
have a digital ticket. A ticket is presented to a digital ticket 
agent, whose type is specified on the ticket. In the simplest 
case, a certified generic ticket agent, available on all reposi-
tories, is available to "punch" the ticket. In other cases, the 
ticket may contain addressing information for locating a 
"special" ticket agent. Once a ticket has been punched, it 

20 carmot be used again for the same kind of transaction (unless 
it is unpunched or refreshed in the marmer described below.) 
Punching includes marking the ticket with a timestamp of the 
date and time it was used. Tickets are digital works and can be 
copied or transferred between repositories according to their 

Grammar element 1515 "Meter-Time:=Time-Remaining: 
Remaining-Use" is used to define a "meter time," that is, a 
measure of the time that the right is actually exercised. It 
differs from the Sliding-Interval specification in that the time 
that the digital work is in use need not be continuous. For 
example, if the rights guarantee three days of access, those 
days could be spread out over a month. With this specifica
tion, the rights can be exercised until the meter time is 
exhausted or the expiration date is reached, whichever comes 
first. 

Remaining-U se:=Time-Unit 
Start-Time:= Time-Unit 
Use-Duration:=Time-Unit 
All of the time specifications include time-unit specifica

tions in their ultimate instantiation. 
Security Class and Authorization Specification 

25 usage rights. 
In the currently preferred embodiment, a "punched" ticket 

becomes "unpunched" or "refreshed" when it is copied or 
extracted. The Copy and Extract operations save the date and 
time as a property of the digital ticket. When a ticket agent is 

30 given a ticket, it can simply check whether the digital copy 
was made after the last time that it was punched. Of course, 
the digital ticket must have the copy or extract usage rights 
attached thereto. 

The capability to unpunch a ticket is important in the fol-
35 lowing cases: 

The present invention provides for various security mecha
nisms to be introduced into a distribution or use scheme. 
Grmar element 1516 "Access-Spec:=( {SC: Security
Class} {Authorization: Authorization-ID*} { Other-Authori- 40 

zation: Authorization-ID*} {Ticket: Ticket-ID} )"provides a 
means for restricting access and transmission. Access speci
fications can specifY a required security class for a repository 

A digital work is circulated at low cost with a limitation that 
it can be used only once. 

A digital work is circulated with a ticket that can be used 
once to give discounts on purchases of other works. 

A digital work is circulated with a ticket (included in the 
purchase price and possibly embedded in the work) that 
can be used for a future upgrade. 

In each of these cases, if a paid copy is made of the digital 
work (including the ticket) the new owner would expect to get to exercise a right or a required authorization test that must be 

satisfied. 
The keyword "SC:" is used to specify a minimum security 

level for the repositories involved in the access. If"SC:" is not 
specified, the lowest security level is acceptable. 

The optional "Authorization:" keyword is used to specify 
required authorizations on the same repository as the work. 
The optional "Other-Authorization:" keyword is used to 
specifY required authorizations on the other repository in the 
transaction. 

The optional "Ticket:" keyword specifies the identity of a 
ticket required for the transaction. A transaction involving 
digital tickets must locate an appropriate digital ticket agent 
who can "punch" or otherwise validate the ticket before the 
transaction can proceed. Tickets are described in greater 
detail below. 

In a transaction involving a repository and a document 
server, some usage rights may require that the repository have 
a particular authorization, that the server have some authori
zation, or that both repositories have (possibly different) 
authorizations. Authorizations themselves are digital works 
(hereinafter referred to as an authorization object) that can be 
moved between repositories in the same marmer as other 
digital works. Their copying and transferring is subject to the 

45 a fresh (unpunched) ticket, whether the copy seller has used 
the work or not. In contrast, loaning a work or simply trans
ferring it to another repository should not revitalize the ticket. 
Usage Fees and Incentives Specification 

The billing for use of a digital work is fundamental to a 
so commercial distribution system. Grammar Element 1517 

"Fee-Spec:={ Scheduled-Discount} Regular-Fee
SpeciScheduled-Fee-SpeciMarkup-Spec" provides a range 
of options for billing for the use of digital works. 

A key feature of this approach is the development oflow-
55 overhead billing for transactions in potentially small 

amounts. Thus, it becomes feasible to collect fees of only a 
few cents each for thousands of transactions. 

The grammar differentiates between uses where the charge 
is per use from those where it is metered by the time unit. 

60 Transactions can support fees that the user pays for using a 
digital work as well as incentives paid by the right grantor to 
users to induce them to use or distribute the digital work. 

The optional scheduled discount refers to the rest of the fee 
specification-discounting it by a percentage over time. If it 

65 is not specified, then there is no scheduled discount. Regular 
fee specifications are constant overtime. Scheduled fee speci
fications give a schedule of dates over which the fee specifi-
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cations change. Markup specifications are used in d-blocks 
for adding a percentage to the fees already being charged. 

Grammar Element 1518 "Scheduled-Discount:=(Sched
uled-Discount: (Time-Spec Percentage)*)" A Scheduled
Discount is essentially a scheduled modifier of any other fee 5 

specification for this version of the right of the digital work. 
(It does not refer to children or parent digital works or to other 
versions of rights.). It is a list of pairs of times and percent
ages. The most recent time in the list that has not yet passed at 
the time of the transaction is the one in effect. The percentage 10 

gives the discount percentage. For example, the number 10 
refers to a 10% discount. 

Grammar Element 1519 "Regular-Fee-Spec:=({Fee:IIn-
centive:} [Per-Use-SpeciMetered-Rate-SpeciBest-Price-

15 
SpeciCall-For-Price-Spec] {Min: Money-Unit Per: Time
Spec} {Max: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec} To: Account
ID)" provides for several kinds of fee specifications. 

Fees are paid by the copy-owner/userto the revenue-owner 
if Fee: is specified. Incentives are paid by the revenue-owner 20 

to the user iflncentive: is specified. If the Min: specification 
is given, then there is a minimum fee to be charged per 
time-spec unit for its use. If the Max: specification is given, 
then there is a maximum fee to be charged per time-spec for 
its use. When Fee: is specified, Account-ID identifies the 25 

account to which the fee is to be paid. When Incentive: is 
specified, Account-ID identifies the account from which the 
fee is to be paid. 

Grammar element 1520 "Per-Use-Spec:=Per-Use: Money
unit" defines a simple fee to be paid every time the right is 30 

exercised, regardless ofhow much time the transaction takes. 
Grammar element 1521 "Metered-Rate-Spec:=Metered: 

Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec" defines a metered-rate fee paid 
according to how long the right is exercised. Thus, the time it 
takes to complete the transaction determines the fee. 

Grammar, element 1522 "Best-Price-Spec:=Best-Price: 
35 

Money-unit Max: Money-unit" is used to specify a best-price 
that is determined when the account is settled. This specifi
cation is to accommodate special deals, rebates, and pricing 
that depends on information that is not available to the reposi- 40 

tory. All fee specifications can be combined with tickets or 
authorizations that could indicate that the consumer is a 
wholesaler or that he is a preferred customer, or that the seller 
be authorized in some way. The amount of money in the Max: 
field is the maximum amount that the use will cost. This is the 45 

amount that is tentatively debited from the credit server. How
ever, when the transaction is ultimately reconciled, any 
excess amount will be returned to the consumer in a separate 
transaction. 

24 
Grammar element 1525 "Markup-Spec:=Markup: per

centage To: Account-ID" is provided for adding a percentage 
to the fees already being charged. For example, a 5% markup 
means that a fee of 5% of cumulative fee so far will be 
allocated to the distributor. A markup specification can be 
applied to all of the other kinds of fee specifications. It is 
typically used in a shell provided by a distributor. It refers to 
fees associated with d-blocks that are parts of the current 
d-block. This might be a convenient specification for use in 
taxes, or in distributor overhead. 
Examples of Sets of Usage Rights 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Delete) 
This work can be played without requirements for fee or 

authorization on any rendering system. It can be transferred to 
any other repository of security level 3 or greater. It can be 
deleted. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Delete) (Backup) (Restore (Fee: 
Per-Use: $5 To: Account-ID-678))) 

Same as the previous example plus rights for backup and 
restore. The work can be backed up without fee. It can be 
restored for a $5 fee payable to the account described by 
Account-ID-678. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
(Copy (SC:3)(Fee: Per-Use: $5 To: Account-ID-678)) 
(Delete (Incentive: Per-Use: $2.50 To: Account-ID-678))) 
This work can be played, transferred, copied, or deleted. 

Copy or transfer operations can take place only with reposi
tories of security level three or greater. The fee to make a copy 
is $5 payable to Account-ID-678. If a copy is deleted, then an 
incentive of $2.50 is paid to the former copy owner. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
Copy (SC: 3) (Fee: Per-Use: $10 To: Account-ID-678)) 
Delete) (Backup) (Restore (SC: 3) (Fee: Per-Use: $5 To: 

Account-ID-678))) 
Same as the previous example plus fees for copying. The 

work can be copied digitally for a fee of $10 payable to 
Account-ID-678. The repository on which the work is copied 
or restored must be at security level 3 or greater. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
(Copy Authorization: License-123-ID (SC: 3))) 
The digital work can be played, transferred, or copied. 

Copies or transfers must be on repositories of security level 3 
or greater. Copying requires the license License-123-ID 
issued to the copying repository. None of the rights require 
fees. 

((Play) (Print Printer: Printer-567-ID (Fee: Per-Use: $1 To: 
Account-ID-678))) 

This work can be played for free. It can be printed on any 
printer with the identifier Printer-567-ID for a fee of$1 pay
able to the account described by Account-ID-678. 

((Play Player: Player-876-ID) (From: Feb. 2, 1994 Until: 

Grammar element 1523 "Call-For-Price-Spec:=Call-For- 50 

Price" is similar to a "Best-Price-Spec" in that it is intended to 
accommodate cases where prices are dynamic. A Call-For
Price Spec requires a communication with a dealer to deter
mine the price. This option caunot be exercised if the reposi
tory caunot communicate with a dealer at the time that the 
right is exercised. It is based on a secure transaction whereby 
the dealer names a price to exercise the right and passes along 

Feb. 15, 1995) (Fee: Metered: $0.01 Per: 0:1:0 Min: $0.25 
55 Per: 0/1/0 To: Account-ID-567)) 

a deal certificate which is referenced or included in the billing 
process. 

This work can be played on any player holding the ID 
Player-876-ID. The time of this right is from Feb. 14, 1994 
until Feb. 15, 1995. The fee for use is one cent per minute with 
a minimum of25 cents in any day that it is used, payable to the 

Grammar element 1524 "Scheduled-Fee-Spec:=(Sched
ule: (Time-Spec Regular-Fee-Spec)*)" is used to provide a 
schedule of dates over which the fee specifications change. 
The fee specification with the most recent date not in the 
future is the one that is in effect. This is similar to but more 

60 account described by Account-ID-567. 

general than the scheduled discount. It is more general, 65 

because it provides a means to vary the fee agreement for each 
time period. 

((Play) (Transfer) (Delete)(Loan 2 (Delete: Transfer 
Loan))) 

This work can be played, transferred, deleted, or loaned. 
Up to two copies can be loaned out at a time. The loaned copy 
has the same rights except that it carmot be transferred. When 
both copies are loaned out, no rights can be exercised on the 
original on the repository. 
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((Play) (Transfer) (Delete) (Backup) (Restore (SC:3)) 
(Loan 2 Remaining-Copy-Rights: (Delete: Play Transfer) 
Next-Set-of-Rights: (Delete: Transfer Loan))) 
Similar to previous example. Rights to Backup and Restore 

the work are added, where restoration requires a repository of 
at least security level three. When all copies of the work are 
loaned out, the remaining copy cannot be played or trans
ferred. 

((Play) (Transfer) (Copy) (Print) (Backup) (Restore (SC: 
3)) 

(Loan 1 Remaining-Copy-Rights: (Add: Play Print 
Backup) 

Next-Set-of-Rights: (Delete: Transfer Loan) 
(Fee: Metered: $10 Per: 1:0:0 To: Account-ID-567)) 
(Loan 1 Remaining-Copy-Rights: 
Add: ((Play Player: Player-876-ID) 2 (From: Feb. 14, 1994 

Until: Feb. 15, 1995) 
(Fee: Metered: $0.01 Per: 0:1:0 Min: $0.25 Per: 0/1/0 
To: Account-ID-567)))) 

26 
with repositories that are above the lowest security class are 
encrypted utilizing a public key encryption technique. Public 
key encryption is a well kuown technique in the encryption 
arts. The term key refers to a numeric code that is used with 
encryption and decryption algorithms. Keys come in pairs, 
where "writing keys" are used to encrypt data and "checking 
keys" are used to decrypt data. Both writing and checking 
keys may be public or private. Public keys are those that are 
distributed to others. Private keys are maintained in confi-

10 dence. 
Key management and security is instrun1ental in the suc

cess of a public key encryption system. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, one or more master repositories maintain 

15 
the keys and create the identification certificates used by the 
repositories. 

The original work has rights to Play, Transfer, Copy, Print, 20 

Backup, Restore, and Loan. There are two versions of the 
Loan right. Thefirstversionofthe loan right costs $10perday 
but allows the original copy owner to exercise free use of the 
Play, Print and Backup rights. The second version of the Loan 
right is free. None of the original rights are applicable. How- 25 

ever a right to Play the work at the specified metered rate is 
added. 

When a sending repository transmits a message to a receiv
ing repository, the sending repository encrypts all of its data 
using the public writing key of the receiving repository. The 
sending repository includes its name, the name of the receiv
ing repository, a session identifier such as a nonce (described 
below), and a message counter in each message. 

In this way, the communication can only be read (to a high 
probability) by the receiving repository, which holds the pri
vate checking key for decryption. The auxiliary data is used to 
guard against various replay attacks to security. If messages 
ever arrive with the wrong counter or an old nonce, the reposi
tories can assume that someone is interfering with commu
nication and the transaction terminated. 

((Play Player: Player-Small-Screen-123-ID) 
(Embed (Fee: Per-Use $0.01 To: Account-678-ID)) 
(Copy (Fee: Per-Use $1.00 To: Account-678-ID))) 
The digital work can be played on any player with the 

identifier Player-Small-Screen-123-ID. It can be embedded 
in a larger work. The embedding requires a modest one cent 
registration fee to Account-678-ID. Digital copies can be 
made for $1.00. 

Repository Transactions 

30 The respective public keys for the repositories to be used 
for encryption are obtained in the registration transaction 
described below. 
Session Initiation Transactions 

A usage transaction is carried out in a session between 
35 repositories. For usage transactions involving more than one 

repository, or for financial transactions between a repository 
and a credit server, a registration transaction is performed. A 
second transaction termed a login transaction, may also be 
needed to initiate the session. The goal of the registration When a user requests access to a digital work, the reposi

tory will initiate various transactions. The combination of 
transactions invoked will depend on the specifications 
assigned for a usage right. There are three basic types of 
transactions, Session Initiation Transactions, Financial 
Transactions and Usage Transactions. Generally, session ini
tiation transactions are initiated first to establish a valid ses- 45 

40 transaction is to establish a secure charmel between two 
repositories who kuow each others identities. As it is assumed 
that the communication channel between the repositories is 
reliable but not secure, there is a risk that a non-repository 
may mimic the protocol in order to gain illegitimate access to 
a repository. 

sian. When a valid session is established, transactions corre
sponding to the various usage rights are invoked. Finally, 
request specific transactions are performed. 

Transactions occur between two repositories (one acting as 
a server), between a repository and a document playback 
platform (e.g. for executing or viewing), between a repository 
and a credit server or between a repository and an authoriza
tion server. When transactions occur between more than one 
repository, it is assumed that there is a reliable communica
tion channel between the repositories. For example, this could 
be a TCP/IP channel or any other commercially available 
channel that has built-in capabilities for detecting and cor
recting transmission errors. However, it is not assumed that 
the communication channel is secure. Provisions for security 
and privacy are part of the requirements for specifYing and 
implementing repositories and thus form the need for various 
transactions. 
Message Transmission 

Transactions require that there be some communication 
between repositories. Communication between repositories 
occurs in units termed as messages. Because the communi
cation line is assumed to be unsecure, all communications 

The registration transaction between two repositories is 
described with respect to FIGS. 16 and 17. The steps 
described are from the perspective of a "repository-!" regis
tering its identity with a "repository-2". The registration must 

50 be symmetrical so the same set of steps will be repeated for 
repository-2 registering its identity with repository-!. Refer
ring to FIG. 16, repository-! first generates an encrypted 
registration identifier, step 1601 and then generates a regis
tration message, step 1602. A registration message is com-

55 prised of an identifier of a master repository, the identification 
certificate for the repository-! and an encrypted random reg
istration identifier. The identification certificate is encrypted 
by the master repository in its private key and attests to the 
fact that the repository (here repository-!) is a bona fide 

60 repository. The identification certificate also contains a public 
key for the repository, the repository security level and a 
timestamp (indicating a time after which the certificate is no 
longer valid.) The registration identifier is a number gener
ated by the repository for this registration. The registration 

65 identifier is unique to the session and is encrypted in reposi
tory-l's private key. The registration identifier is used to 
improve security of authentication by detecting certain kinds 
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of communications based attacks. Repository-! then trans
mits the registration message to repository-2, step 1603. 

Upon receiving the registration message, repository-2 
determines if it has the needed public key for the master 
repository, step 1604. If repository-2 does not have the 
needed public key to decrypt the identification certificate, the 
registration transaction terminates in an error, step 1618. 

28 

Assuming that repository-2 has the proper public key the 
identification certificate is decrypted, step 1605. Reposi
tory-2 saves the encrypted registration identifier, step 1606, 
and extracts the repository identifier, step 1607. The extracted 
repository identifier is checked against a "hotlist" of compro
mised document repositories, step 1608. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, each repository will contain "hotlists" of 
compromised repositories. If the repository is on the "hat
list", the registration transaction terminates in an error per 
step 1618. Repositories can be removed from the hotlist when 
their certificates expire, so that the list does not need to grow 
without bound. Also, by keeping a short list ofhotlist certifi
cates that it has previously received, a repository can avoid the 20 

work of actually going through the list. These lists would be 
encrypted by a master repository. A minor variation on the 
approach to improve efficiency would have the repositories 
first exchange lists of names ofhotlist certificates, ultimately 
exchanging only those lists that they had not previously 
received. The "hotlists" are maintained and distributed by 
Master repositories. 

synchronize their clocks. FIG. 17 illustrates the session infor
mation exchange and clock synchronization steps (again 
from the perspective of repository-!.) Referring to FIG. 17, 
repository-! creates a session key pair, step 1701. A first key 
is kept private and is used by repository-! to encrypt mes
sages. The second key is a public key used by repository-2 to 
decrypt messages. The second key is encrypted using the 
public key of repository-2, step 1702 and is sent to repository-
2, step 1703. Upon receipt, repository-2 decrypts the second 

10 key, step 1704. The second key is used to decrypt messages in 
subsequent communications. When each repository has com
pleted this step, they are both convinced that the other reposi
tory is bona fide and that they are communicating with the 

15 
original. Each repository has given the other a key to be used 
in decrypting further communications during the session. 
Since that key is itself transmitted in the public key of the 
receiving repository only it will be able to decrypt the key 
which is used to decrypt subsequent messages. 

After the session information is exchanged, the reposito-
ries must synchronize their clocks. Clock synchronization is 
used by the repositories to establish an agreed upon time base 
for the financial records of their mutual transactions. Refer
ring back to FIG. 17, repository-2 initiates clock synchroni-

Note that rather than terminating in error, the transaction 
could request that another registration message be sent based 
on an identification certificate created by another master 
repository. This may be repeated until a satisfactory identifi
cation certificate is found, or it is determined that trust cannot 

25 zation by generating a time stamp exchange message, step 
1705, and transmits it to repository-!, step 1706. Upon 
receipt, repository-! generates its own time stamp message, 
step 1707 and transmits it back to repository-2, step 1708. 
Repository-2 notes the current time, step 1709 and stores the 

be established. 

30 time received from repository-!, step 1710. The current time 
is compared to the time received from repository-!, step 
1711. The difference is then checked to see if it exceeds a 
predetermined tolerance (e.g. one minute), step 1712. If it 
does, repository-2 terminates the transaction as this may indi-Assuming that the repository is not on the hotlist, the 

repository identification needs to be verified. In other words, 
repository-2 needs to validate that the repository on the other 
end is really repository-!. This is termed performance testing 
and is performed in order to avoid invalid access to the reposi
tory via a counterfeit repository replaying a recording of a 
prior session initiation between repository-! and repository- 40 

2. Performance testing is initiated by repository-2 generating 

35 cate tampering with the repository, step 1713. If not reposi
tory-2 computes an adjusted time delta, step 1714. The 
adjusted time delta is the difference between the clock time of 
repository-2 and the average of the times from repository-! 

a performance message, step 1609. The performance mes
sage consists of a nonce, the names of the respective reposi
tories, the time and the registration identifier received from 
repository-!. A nonce is a generated message based on some 45 

random and variable information (e.g. the time or the tem
perature.) The nonce is used to check whether repository-! 
can actually exhibit correct encrypting of a message using the 
private keys it claims to have, on a message that it has never 
seen before. The performance message is encrypted using the 50 

public key specified in the registration message of repository-
!. The performance message is transmitted to repository-!, 
step 1610, where it is decrypted by repository-! using its 
private key, step 1611. Repository-! then checks to make sure 
that the names of the two repositories are correct, step 1612, 55 

that the time is accurate, step 1613 and that the registration 
identifier corresponds to the one it sent, step 1614. If any of 
these tests fails, the transaction is terminated per step 1616. 
Assuming that the tests are passed, repository-! transmits the 
nonce to repository-2 in the clear, step 1615. Repository-2 60 

then compares the received nonce to the original nonce, step 
1617. If they are not identical, the registration transaction 
terminates in an error per step 1618. If they are the same, the 
registration transaction has successfully completed. 

At this point, assuming that the transaction has not termi- 65 

nated, the repositories exchange messages containing session 
keys to be used in all communications during the session and 

and repository-2. 
To achieve greater accuracy, repository-2 can request the 

time again up to a fixed number of times (e.g. five times), 
repeat the clock synchronization steps, and average the 
results. 

A second session initiation transaction is a Login transac
tion. The Login transaction is used to check the authenticity of 
a user requesting a transaction. A Login transaction is par
ticularly prudent for the authorization of financial transac
tions that will be charged to a credit server. The Login trans
action involves an interaction between the user at a user 
interface and the credit server associated with a repository. 
The information exchanged here is a login string supplied by 
the repository/credit server to identifY itself to the user, and a 
Personal Identification Number (PIN) provided by the user to 
identify himself to the credit server. In the event that the user 
is accessing a credit server on a repository different from the 
one on which the user interface resides, exchange of the 
information would be encrypted using the public and private 
keys of the respective repositories. 
Billing Transactions 

Billing Transactions are concerned with monetary transac-
tion with a credit server. Billing Transactions are carried out 
when all other conditions are satisfied and a usage fee is 
required for granting the request. For the most part, billing 
transactions are well understood in the state of the art. These 
transactions are between a repository and a credit server, or 
between a credit server and a billing clearinghouse. Briefly, 
the required transactions include the following: 
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Registration and LOGIN transactions, by which the reposi
tory and user establish their bona fides to a credit server. 
These transactions would be entirely internal in cases 
where the repository and credit server are implemented 
as a single system. 

Registration and LOGIN transactions, by which a credit 
server establishes its bona fides to a billing clearing
house. 

AnAssign-fee transaction to assign a charge. The informa
tion in this transaction would include a transaction iden
tifier, the identities of the repositories in the transaction, 
and a list of charges from the parts of the digital work. If 
there has been any unusual event in the transaction such 
as an interruption of communications, that information 
is included as well. 

A Begin-charges transaction to assign a charge. This trans
action is much the same as an assign-fee transaction 
except that it is used for metered use. It includes the same 
information as the assign-fee 4, ii transaction as well as 
the usage fee information. The credit-server is then 
responsible for running a clock. 

An End-charges transaction to end a charge for metered 
use. (In a variation on this approach, the repositories 
would exchange periodic charge information for each 
block of time.) 

A report-charges transaction between a personal credit 
server and a billing clearinghouse. This transaction is 
invoked at least once per billing period. It is used to pass 
along information about charges. On debit and credit 
cards, this transaction would also be used to update 
balance information and credit limits as needed. 

All billing transactions are given a transaction ID and are 
reported to the credit severs by both the server and the client. 
This reduces possible loss of billing information if one of the 
parties to a transaction loses a banking card and provides a 
check against tampering with the system. 
Usage Transactions 

After the session initiation transactions have been com
pleted, the usage request may then be processed. To simplify 
the description of the steps carried out in processing a usage 
request, the term requester is used to refer to a repository in 
the requester mode which is initiating a request, and the term 
server is used to refer to a repository in the server mode and 
which contains the desired digital work. In many cases such 
as requests to print or view a work, the requester and server 
may be the same device and the transactions described in the 
following would be entirely internal. In such instances, cer
tain transaction steps, such as the registration transaction, 
need not be performed. 

30 
of the parts that are involved in a transaction For brevity, when 
reference is made to checking whether the rights exist and 
conditions for exercising are satisfied, it is meant that all such 
checking takes place for each of the relevant parts of the work. 

FIG. 18 illustrates the initial common opening and closing 
steps for a transaction. At this point it is assumed that regis
tration has occurred and that a "trusted" session is in place. 
General tests are tests on usage rights associated with the 
folder containing the work or some containing folder higher 

1 o in the file system hierarchy. These tests correspond to require
ments imposed on the work as a consequence of its being on 
the particular repository, as opposed to being attached to the 
work itself. Referring to FIG. 18, prior to initiating a usage 
transaction, the requester performs any general tests that are 

15 required before the right associated with the transaction can 
be exercised, step, 1801. For example, install, uninstall and 
delete rights may be implemented to require that a requester 
have an authorization certificate before the right can be exer
cised. Another example is the requirement that a digital ticket 

20 be present and punched before a digital work may be copied 
to a requester. If any of the general tests fail, the transaction is 
not initiated, step, 1802. Assuming that such required tests are 
passed, upon receiving the usage request, the server generates 
a transaction identifier that is used in records or reports of the 

25 transaction, step 1803. The server then checks whether the 
digital work has been granted the right corresponding to the 
requested transaction, step 1804. If the digital work has not 
been granted the right corresponding to the request, the trans
action terminates, step 1805. If the digital work has been 

30 granted the requested right, the server then determines if the 
various conditions for exercising the right are satisfied. Time 
based conditions are examined, step 1806. These conditions 
are checked by examining the time specification for the ver
sion of the right. If any of the conditions are not satisfied, the 

35 transaction terminates per step 1805. 
Assuming that the time based conditions are satisfied, the 

server checks security and access conditions, step 1807. Such 
security and access conditions are satisfied if: 1) the requester 
is at the specified security class, or a higher security class, 2) 

40 the server satisfies any specified authorization test and 3) the 
requester satisfies any specified authorization tests and has 
any required digital tickets. If any of the conditions are not 
satisfied, the transaction terminates per step 1805. 

Assuming that the security and access conditions are all 
45 satisfied, the server checks the copy count condition, step 

1808. If the copy count equals zero, then the transaction 
carmot be completed and the transaction terminates per step 
1805. 

There are some common steps that are part of the semantics 50 

of all of the usage rights transactions. These steps are referred 

Assuming that the copy count does not equal zero, the 
server checks if the copies in use for the requested right is 
greater than or equal to any copy count for the requested right 
(or relevant parts), step 1809. If the copies in use are greater 
than or equal to the copy count, this indicates that usage rights 
for the version of the transaction have been exhausted. 

to as the common transaction steps. There are two sets-the 
"opening" steps and the "closing" steps. For simplicity, these 
are listed here rather than repeating them in the descriptions 
of all of the usage rights transactions. 55 Accordingly, the server terminates the transaction, step 1805. 

Transactions can refer to a part of a digital work, a com
plete digital work, or a Digital work containing other digital 
works. Although not described in detail herein, a transaction 
may even refer to a folder comprised of a plurality of digital 
works. The term "work" is used to refer to what ever portion 60 

or set of digital works is being accessed. 

If the copy count is less than the copies in use for the trans
action the transaction can continue, and the copies in use 
would be incremented by the number of digital works 
requested in the transaction, step 1810. 

The server then checks if the digital work has a "Loan" 
access right, step 1811. The "Loan" access right is a special 
case since remaining rights may be present even though all 
copies are loaned out. If the digital work has the "Loan" 
access right, a check is made to see if all copies have been 

Many of the steps here involve determining if certain con
ditions are satisfied. Recall that each usage right may have 
one or more conditions which must be satisfied before the 
right can be exercised. Digital works have parts and parts have 
parts. Different parts can have different rights and fees. Thus, 
it is necessary to verifY that the requirements are met for ALL 

65 loaned out, step 1812. The number of copies that could be 
loaned is the sum of the Copy-Counts for all of the versions of 
the loan right of the digital work. For a composite work, the 
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relevant figure is the minimal such sum of each of the com
ponents of the composite work. If all copies have been loaned 
out, the remaining rights are determined, step 1813. The 
remaining-rights are determined from the remaining rights 
specifications from the versions of the Loan right. If there is 
only one version of the Loan right, then the determination is 
simple. The remaining rights are the ones specified in that 
version of the Loan right, or none if Remaining-Rights: is not 
specified. If there are multiple versions of the Loan right and 
all copies of all of the versions are loaned out, then the 
remaining rights is taken as the minimum set (intersection) of 
remaining rights across all of the versions of the loan right. 
The server then determines if the requested right is in the set 

resents a state of a repository in either the server mode (above 
the central dotted line 1901) or in the requester mode (below 
the dotted line 1901). Solid arrows stand for transitions 
between states. Dashed arrows stand for message communi
cations between the repositories. A dashed message arrow 
pointing to a solid transition arrow is interpreted as meaning 
that the transition takes place when the message is received. 
Unlabeled transition arrows take place unconditionally. Other 
labels on state transition arrows describe conditions that trig-

10 ger the transition. 

of remaining rights, step 1814. If the requested right is not in 
the set of remaining rights, the server terminates the transac
tion, step 1805. 

If Loan is not a usage right for the digital work or if all 
copies have not been loaned out or the requested right is in the 

Referring now to FIG. 19, the server is initially in a state 
1902 where a new transaction is initiated via start message 
1903. This message includes transaction information includ-

15 ing a transaction identifier and a count of the blocks of data to 
be transferred. The requester, initially in a wait state 1904 
then enters a data wait state 1905. 

set of remaining rights, fee conditions for the right are then 
checked, step 1815. This will initiate various financial trans- 20 

actions between the repository and associated credit server. 
Further, any metering of usage of a digital work will com
mence. If any financial transaction fails, the transaction ter
minates per step 1805. 

It should be noted that the order in which the conditions are 25 

checked need not follow the order of steps 1806-1815. 
At this point, right specific steps are now performed and are 

represented here as step 1816. The right specific steps are 
described in greater detail below. 

The server enters a data transmit state 1906 and transmits a 
block of data 1907 and then enters a wait for acknowledge
ment state 1908. As the data is received, the requesters enters 
a data receive state 1909 and when the data blocks is com-
pletely received it enters an acknowledgement state 1910 and 
transmits an Acknowledgement message 1911 to the server. 

If there are more blocks to send, the server waits until 
receiving an Acknowledgement message from the requester. 
When an Acknowledgement message is received it sends the 
next block to the requester and again waits for acknowledge
ment. The requester also repeats the same cycle of states. 

If the server detects a communications failure before send
ing the last block, it enters a cancellation state 1912 wherein 
the transaction is cancelled. Similarly, if the requester detects 
a communications failure before receiving the last block it 
enters a cancellation state 1913. 

If there are no more blocks to send, the server commits to 
35 the transaction and waits for the final Acknowledgement in 

state 1914. If there is a communications failure before the 

The common closing transaction steps are now performed. 30 

Each of the closing transaction steps are performed by the 
server after a successful completion of a transaction. Refer
ring back to FIG. 18, the copies in use value for the requested 
right is decremented by the number of copies involved in the 
transaction, step 1817. Next, if the right had a metered usage 
fee specification, the server subtracts the elapsed time from 
the Remaining-Use-Time associated with the right for every 
part involved in the transaction, step 1818. Finally, ifthere are 
fee specifications associated with the right, the server initiates 
End-Charge financial transaction to confirm billing, step 40 

1819. 
Transmission Protocol 

An important area to consider is the transmission of the 
digital work from the server to the requester. The transmission 
protocol described herein refers to events occurring after a 45 

valid session has been created. The transmission protocol 
must handle the case of disruption in the communications 
between the repositories. It is assumed that interference such 

server receives the final Acknowledgement message, it still 
commits to the transaction but includes a report about the 
event to its credit server in state 1915. This report serves two 
purposes. It will help legitimize any claims by a user of 
having been billed for receiving digital works that were not 
completely received. Also it helps to identifY repositories and 
communications lines that have suspicious patterns of use and 
interruption. The server then enters its completion state 

On the requester side, when there are no more blocks to 
receive, the requester commits to the transaction in state 
1917. If the requester detects a communications failure at this 
state, it reports the failure to its credit server in state 1918, but 
still commits to the transaction. When it has committed, it as injecting noise on the communication channel can be 

detected by the integrity checks (e.g., parity, checksum, etc.) 
that are built into the transport protocol and are not discussed 
in detail herein. 

50 sends an acknowledgement message to the server. The server 
then enters its completion state 1919. 

The underlying goal in the transmission protocol is to 
preclude certain failure modes, such as malicious or acciden
tal interference on the communications channel. Suppose, for 
example, that a user pulls a card with the credit server at a 
specific time near the end of a transaction. There should not be 

The key property is that both the server and the requester 
cancel a transaction if it is interrupted before all of the data 
blocks are delivered, and commits to it if all of the data blocks 

55 have been delivered. 

a vulnerable time at which "pulling the card" causes the 
repositories to fail to correctly account for the number of 
copies of the work that have been created. Restated, there 60 

should be no time at which a party can break a connection as 

There is a possibility that the server will have sent all of the 
data blocks (and committed) but the requester will not have 
received all of them and will cancel the transaction. In this 
case, both repositories will presumably detect a communica
tions failure and report it to their credit server. This case will 
probably be rare since it depends on very precise timing of the 

a means to avoid payment after using a digital work. 
If a transaction is interrupted (and fails), both repositories 

restore the digital works and accounts to their state prior to the 
failure, modulo records of the failure itself. 

FIG. 19 is a state diagram showing steps in the process of 
transmitting information during a transaction. Each box rep-

communications failure. The only consequence will be that 
the user at the requester repository may want to request a 
refund from the credit services-and the case for that refund 

65 will be documented by reports by both repositories. 
To prevent loss of data, the server should not delete any 

transferred digital work until receiving the final acknowl-
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edgement from the requester. But it also should not use the 
file. A well known way to deal with this situation is called 
"two-phase commit" or 2PC. 

Two-phase commit works as follows. The first phase works 
the same as the method described above. The server sends all 
of the data to the requester. Both repositories mark the trans
action (and appropriate files) as uncommitted. The server 
sends a ready-to-commit message to the requester. The 
requester sends back an acknowledgement. The server then 
commits and sends the requester a commit message. When 10 

the requester receives the commit message, it commits the 
file. 

If there is a communication failure or other crash, the 
requester must check back with the server to determine the 

15 
status of the transaction. The server has the last word on this. 
The requester may have received all of the data, but if it did 
not get the final message, it has not committed. The server can 
go ahead and delete files (except for transaction records) once 
it commits, since the files are known to have been fully 20 

transmitted before starting the 2PC cycle. 
There are variations known in the art which can be used to 

achieve the same effect. For example, the server could use an 
additional level of encryption when transmitting a work to a 
client. Only after the client sends a message acknowledging 25 

receipt does it send the key. The client then agrees to pay for 
the digital work. The point of this variation is that it provides 
a clear audit trail that the client received the work. For trusted 
systems, however, this variation adds a level of encryption for 
no real gain in accountability. 30 

The transactions for specific usage rights are now dis
cussed. 
The Copy Transaction 

A Copy transaction is a request to make one or more 
independent copies of the work with the same or lesser usage 35 

rights. Copy differs from the extraction right discussed later 
in that it refers to entire digital works or entire folders con
taining digital works. A copy operation carmot be used to 
remove a portion of a digital work. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 40 

Copy Transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
copied, the version of the copy right to be used for the 
transaction, the destination address information (loca
tion in a folder) for placing the work, the file data for the 
work (including its size), and the number of copies 45 

requested. 
The repositories perform the common opening transaction 

steps. 
The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 

client according to the transmission protocol. If a Next- 50 

Set-Of-Rights has been provided in the version of the 
right, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the 
work. Otherwise, the rights of the original are transmit
ted. In any event, the Copy-Count field for the copy of 
the digital work being sent right is set to the number-of- 55 

copies requested. 
The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 

rights and stores the work. It records the date and time 
that the copy was made in the properties of the digital 
work. 60 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Transfer Transaction 
A Transfer transaction is a request to move copies of the 

work with the same or lesser usage rights to another reposi- 65 

tory. In contrast with a copy transaction, this results in remov
ing the work copies from the server. 

34 
The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 

Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work 
to be transferred, the version of the transfer right to be 
used in the transaction, the destination address informa
tion for placing the work, the file data for the work, and 
the number of copies involved. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the 
rights of the original are transmitted. In either case, the 
Copy-Count field for the transmitted rights is set to the 
number-of-copies requested. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights and stores the work. 

The server decrements its copy count by the number of 
copies involved in the transaction. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

If the number of copies remaining in the server is now zero, 
it erases the digital work from its memory. 

The Loan Transaction 
A loan transaction is a mechanism for loaning copies of a 

digital work. The maximum duration of the loan is deter
mined by an internal parameter of the digital work. Works are 
automatically returned after a predetermined time period. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work 
to be loaned, the version of the loan right to be used in the 
transaction, the destination address information for 
placing the work, the number of copies involved, the file 
data for the work, and the period of the loan. 

The server checks the validity of the requested loan period, 
and ends with an error if the period is not valid. Loans for 
a loaned copy caunot extend beyond the period of the 
original loan to the server. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester. 

If aN ext -Set -Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the 
rights of the original are transmitted, as modified to 
reflect the loan period. 

The requester records the digital work contents, data, usage 
rights, and loan period and stores the work. 

The server updates the usage rights information in the 
digital work to reflect the number of copies loaned out. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The server updates the usage rights data for the digital 
work. This may preclude use of the work until it is 
returned from the loan. The user on the requester plat
form can now use the transferred copies of the digital 
work. A user accessing the original repository caunot 
use the digital work, unless there are copies remaining 
What happens next depends on the order of events in 
time. 

Case 1. If the time of the loan period is not yet exhausted 
and the requester sends the repository a Return message. 

The return message includes the requester identification, 
and the transaction ID. 

The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the num
ber of copies that were returned. (If the number of digital 
works returned is greater than the number actually bor-
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rowed, this is treated as an error.) This step may now 
make the work available at the server for other users. 

The requester deactivates its copies and removes the con
tents from its memory. 

Case 2. If the time of the loan period is exhausted and the 
requester has not yet sent a Return message. 

The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the num
ber digital works that were borrowed. 

The requester automatically deactivates its copies of the 
digital work. It terminates all current uses and erases the 1 o 
digital work copies from memory. One question is why 
a requester would ever return a work earlier than the 
period of the loan, since it would be returned automati
cally anyway. One reason for early return is that there 
may be a metered fee which determines the cost of the 15 

loan. Returning early may reduce that fee. 
The Play Transaction 

A play transaction is a request to use the contents of a work. 

36 
is permitted, then that digital copy is outside of the control of 
usage rights. Both the creator and the user know this, although 
the creator does not necessarily give tacit consent to such 
copying, which may violate copyright laws. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Print 
transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
played, the identity of the printer being used, the file data 
for the work, and the number of copies in the request. 

The server checks the validity of the printer identification 
and the compatibility of the printer identification with 
the printer specification in the right. It ends with an error 
if these are not satisfactory. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits blocks of data according to the trans
mission protocol. 

The requester prints the work contents, using the printer. 
When the printer is finished, the printer and the requester 

remove the contents from their memory. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 
The Backup Transaction 

A Backup transaction is a request to make a backup copy of 
a digital work, as a protection against media failure. In the 

Typically, to "play" a work is to send the digital work through 
some kind of transducer, such as a speaker or a display device. 20 

The request implies the intention that the contents will not be 
communicated digitally to any other system. For example, 
they will not be sent to a printer, recorded on any digital 
medium, retained after the transaction or sent to another 
repository. 

This term "play" is natural for examples like playing 
music, playing a movie, or playing a video game. The general 
form of play means that a "player" is used to use the digital 
work. However, the term play covers all media and kinds of 
recordings. Thus one would "play" a digital work, meaning, 30 

to render it for reading, or play a computer program, meaning 

25 context of repositories, secure backup copies differ from 
other copies in three ways: (1) they are made under the control 
of a Backup transaction rather than a Copy transaction, (2) 
they do not count as regular copies, and (3) they are not usable 

to execute it. For a digital ticket the player would be a digital 
ticket agent. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the play 
transaction. This message indicates the work to be 35 

played, the version of the play right to be used in the 
transaction, the identity of the player being used, and the 
file data for the work. 

as regular copies. Generally, backup copies are encrypted. 
Although backup copies may be transferred or copied, 

depending on their assigned rights, the only way to make 
them useful for playing, printing or embedding is to restore 
them. 

The output of a Backup operation is both an encrypted data 
file that contains the contents and description of a work, and 
a restoration file with an encryption key for restoring the 
encrypted contents. In many cases, the encrypted data file 
would have rights for "printing" it to a disk outside of the 
protection system, relying just on its encryption for security. The server checks the validity of the player identification 

and the compatibility of the player identification with 
the player specification in the right. It ends with an error 
if these are not satisfactory. 

40 Such files could be stored anywhere that was physically safe 
and convenient. The restoration file would be held in the 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server and requester read and write the blocks of data 45 

as requested by the player according to the transmission 
protocol. The requester plays the work contents, using 
the player. 

When the player is finished, the player and the requester 
remove the contents from their memory. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Print Transaction 

50 

A Print transaction is a request to obtain the contents of a 
work for the purpose of rendering them on a "printer." We use 55 

the term "printer" to include the common case of writing with 
ink on paper. However, the key aspect of"printing" in our use 
of the term is that it makes a copy of the digital work in a place 
outside of the protection of usage rights. As with all rights, 
this may require particular authorization certificates. 60 

Once a digital work is printed, the publisher and user are 
bound by whatever copyright laws are in effect. However, 
printing moves the contents outside the control of reposito
ries. For example, absent any other enforcement mechanisms, 
once a digital work is printed on paper, it can be copied on 65 

ordinary photocopying machines without intervention by a 
repository to collect usage fees. If the printer to a digital disk 

repository. This file is necessary for the restoration of a 
backup copy. It may have rights for transfer between reposi
tories. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
backup transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be backed up, the version of the backup right to be used 
in the transaction, the destination address information 
for placing the backup copy, the file data for the work. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, 
those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. 
Otherwise, a set of default rights for backup files of the 
original are transmitted by the server. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights. It then creates a one-time key and encrypts the 
contents file. It saves the key information in a restoration 
file. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

In some cases, it is convenient to be able to archive the 
large, encrypted contents file to secure offline storage, such as 
a magneto-optical storage system or magnetic tape. This cre
ation of a non-repository archive file is as secure as the 
encryption process. Such non-repository archive storage is 
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considered a form of "printing" and is controlled by a print 
right with a specified "archive-printer." An archive-printer 
device is progrannned to save the encrypted contents file (but 
not the description file) offline in such a way that it can be 
retrieved. 
The Restore Transaction 

A Restore transaction is a request to convert an encrypted 
backup copy of a digital work into a usable copy. A restore 
operation is intended to be used to compensate for cata
strophic media failure. Like all usage rights, restoration rights 10 

can include fees and access tests including authorization 
checks. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Restore transaction. This message indicates the work to 

15 
be restored, the version of the restore right for the trans
action, the destination address information for placing 
the work, and the file data for the work. 

The server verifies that the contents file is available (i.e. a 
digital work corresponding to the request has been 20 

backed-up.) If it is not, it ends the transaction with an 
error. 

The repositories perform the connnon opening transaction 
steps. 

The server retrieves the key from the restoration file. It 25 

decrypts the work contents, data, and usage rights. 
The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 

requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a set of 30 

default rights for backup files of the original are trans
mitted by the server. 

The requester stores the digital work. 
The repositories perform the connnon closing transaction 

steps. 35 

The Delete Transaction 
A Delete transaction deletes a digital work or a number of 

copies of a digital work from a repository. Practically all 
digital works would have delete rights. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a delete 40 

transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
deleted, the version of the delete right for the transaction. 

The repositories perform the connnon opening transaction 
steps. 

The server deletes the file, erasing it from the file system. 45 

The repositories perform the connnon closing transaction 
steps. 

The Directory Transaction 
A Directory transaction is a request for information about 

folders, digital works, and their parts. This amounts to 50 

roughly the same idea as protection codes in a conventional 
file system like TENEX, except that it is generalized to the 
full power of the access specifications of the usage rights 
language. 

The Directory transaction has the important role of passing 55 

along descriptions of the rights and fees associated with a 
digital work. When a user wants to exercise a right, the user 
interface of his repository implicitly makes a directory 
request to determine the versions of the right that are avail
able. Typically these are presented to the user-such as with 60 

different choices of billing for exercising a right. Thus, many 
directory transactions are invisible to the user and are exer
cised as part of the normal process of exercising all rights. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Direc
tory transaction. This message indicates the file or folder 65 

that is the root of the directory request and the version of 
the directory right used for the transaction. 

38 
The server verifies that the information is accessible to the 

requester. 
In particular, it does not return the names of any files that 

have a HIDE-NAME status in their directory specifications, 
and it does not return the parts of any folders or files that have 
HIDE-PARTS in their specification. If the information is not 
accessible, the server ends the transaction with an error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server sends the requested data to the requester accord
ing to the transmission protocol. 

The requester records the data. 
The repositories perform the connnon closing transaction 

steps. 
The Folder Transaction 

A Folder transaction is a request to create or rename a 
folder, or to move a work between folders. Together with 
Directory rights, Folder rights control the degree to which 
organization of a repository can be accessed or modified from 
another repository. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Folder transaction. This message indicates the folder 
that is the root of the folder request, the version of the 
folder right for the transaction, an operation, and data. 
The operation can be one of create, rename, and move 
file. The data are the specifications required for the 
operation, such as a specification of a folder or digital 
work and a name. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server performs the requested operation--creating a 
folder, renaming a folder, or moving a work between 
folders. 

The repositories perform the connnon closing transaction 
steps. 

The Extract Transaction 
A extract transaction is a request to copy a part of a digital 

work and to create a new work containing it. The extraction 
operation differs from copying in that it can be used to sepa
rate a part of a digital work from d-blocks or shells that place 
additional restrictions or fees on it. The extraction operation 
differs from the edit operation in that it does not change the 
contents of a work, only its embedding in d-blocks. Extrac
tion creates a new digital work. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 
Extract transaction. This message indicates the part of 
the work to be extracted, the version of the extract right 
to be used in the transaction, the destination address 
information for placing the part as a new work, the file 
data for the work, and the number of copies involved. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise, 
the rights of the original are transmitted. The Copy
Count field for this right is set to the number-of-copies 
requested. 

The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights 
and stores the work. It records the date and time that new 
work was made in the properties of the work. 

The repositories perform the connnon closing transaction 
steps. 
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The Embed Transaction 
An embed transaction is a request to make a digital work 

become a part of another digital work or to add a shell d-block 
to enable the adding offees by a distributor of the work. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 
Embed transaction. This message indicates the work to 
be embedded, the version of the embed right to be used 

40 
For a music file, processing could involve changing the pitch 
or tempo, or adding reverberations, or any other audio effect. 
For digital video works, anything which alters the image 
would require edit rights. Examples would be colorizing, 
scaling, extracting still photos, selecting and combining 
frames into story boards, sharpening with signal processing, 
and so on. 

in the transaction, the destination address information 
for placing the part as a work, the file data for the work, 
and the number of copies involved. 

The server checks the control specifications for all of the 
rights in the part and the destination. If they are incom
patible, the server ends the transaction with an error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

Some creators may want to protect the authenticity of their 
works by limiting the kinds of processes that can be per-

10 formed on them. If there are no edit rights, then no processing 
is allowed at all. A processor identifier can be included to 
specifY what kind of process is allowed. If no process identi
fier is specified, then arbitrary processors can be used. For an 

15 
example of a specific process, a photographer may want to 
allow use of his photograph but may not want it to be col
orized. A musician may want to allow extraction of portions 
of his work but not changing of the tonality. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise, 
the rights of the original are transmitted. The Copy- 20 

Count field for this right is set to the number-of-copies 
requested. 

The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights 
and embeds the work in the destination file. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 25 

steps. 
The Edit Transaction 

An Edit transaction is a request to make a new digital work 

Authorization Transactions 
There are many ways that authorization transactions can be 

defined. In the following, our preferred way is to simply 
define them in terms of other transactions that we already 
need for repositories. Thus, it is convenient sometimes to 
speak of "authorization transactions," but they are actually 
made up of other transactions that repositories already have. 

A usage right can specifY an authorization-ID, which iden
tifies an authorization object (a digital work in a file of a 
standard format) that the repository must have and which it 
must process. The authorization is given to the generic autho-by copying, selecting and modifYing portions of an existing 

digital work. This operation can actually change the contents 
of a digital work. The kinds of changes that are permitted 
depend on the process being used. Like the extraction opera
tion, edit operates on portions of a digital work. In contrast 
with the extract operation, edit does not effect the rights or 
location of the work. It only changes the contents. The kinds 

30 rization (or ticket) server of the repository which begins to 
interpret the authorization. 

of changes permitted are determined by the type specification 

As described earlier, the authorization contains a server 
identifier, which may just be the generic authorization server 
or it may be another server. When a remote authorization 

35 server is required, it must contain a digital address. It may also 
contain a digital certificate. 

of the processor specified in the rights. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, an edit transaction changes the work 
itself and does not make a new work. However, it would be a 
reasonable variation to cause a new copy of the work to be 40 

made. 
The requester sends the server a message to initiate an Edit 

transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
edited, the version of the edit right to be used in the 
transaction, the file data for the work (including its size), 45 

the process-ID for the process, and the number of copies 
involved. 

The server checks the compatibility of the process-ID to be 
used by the requester against any process-ID specifica
tion in the right. If they are incompatible, it ends the 50 

transaction with an error. 
The repositories perform the common opening transaction 

steps. 
The requester uses the process to change the contents of the 

digital work as desired. (For example, it can select and dupli- 55 

cate parts of it; combine it with other information; or compute 
functions based on the information. This can amount to edit
ing text, music, or pictures or taking whatever other steps are 
useful in creating a derivative work.) 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 60 

steps. 
The edit transaction is used to cover a wide range of kinds 

of works. The category describes a process that takes as its 
input any portion of a digital work and then modifies the input 
in some way. For example, for text, a process for editing the 65 

text would require edit rights. A process for "summarizing" or 
counting words in the text would also be considered editing. 

If a remote authorization server is required, then the autho
rization process first performs the following steps: 

The generic authorization server attempts to set up the 
communications channel. (If the charmel caunot be set 
up, then authorization fails with an error.) 

When the channel is set up, it performs a registration pro
cess with the remote repository. (If registration fails, 
then the authorization fails with an error.) 

When registration is complete, the generic authorization 
server invokes a "Play" transaction with the remote 
repository, supplying the authorization document as the 
digital work to be played, and the remote authorization 
server (a program) as the "player." (If the player caunot 
be found or has some other error, then the authorization 
fails with an error.) 

The authorization server then "plays" the authorization. 
This involves decrypting it using either the public key of 
the master repository that issued the certificate or the 
session key from the repository that transmitted it. The 
authorization server then performs various tests. These 
tests vary according to the authorization server. They 
include such steps as checking issue and validity dates of 
the authorization and checking any hot-lists of known 
invalid authorizations. The authorization server may 
require carrying out any other transactions on the reposi-
tory as well, such as checking directories, getting some 
person to supply a password, or playing some other 
digital work. It may also invoke some special process for 
checking information about locations or recent events. 
The "script" for such steps is contained within the autho-
rization server. 
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If all of the required steps are completed satisfactorily, the 
authorization server completes the transaction normally, 
signaling that authorization is granted. 

The Install Transaction 
An Install transaction is a request to install a digital work as 

runnable software on a repository. In a typical case, the 
requester repository is a rendering repository and the soft
ware would be a new kind or new version of a player. Also in 
a typical case, the software would be copied to file system of 
the requester repository before it is installed. 10 

The requester sends the server an Install message. This 
message indicates the work to be installed, the version of 
the Install right being invoked, and the file data for the 
work (including its size). 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

15 

The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for 
the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the 
master repository for the certificate is not known to the 20 

requester, the transaction ends with an error. 
The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the pub-

42 
The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the pub

lic key of the master repository, recording the identity of 
the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the soft
ware, the compatibility information, and a tamper
checking code. (This step authenticates the certification 
of the software, including the script for uninstalling it.) 

The requester decrypts the software using the key from the 
certificate and computes a check code on it using a 
1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match 
the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the instal
lation transaction ends with an error. (This step assures 
that the contents of the software, including the various 
scripts, have not been tampered with.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the uninstallation 
script and follows them. Ifthere is an error in this process 
(such as insufficient resources), then the transaction 
ends with an error. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

Distribution and Use Scenarios 

lic key of the master repository, recording the identity of 
the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the soft
ware, the compatibility information, and a tamper
checking code. (This step certifies the software.) 

To appreciate the robustness and flexibility of the present 
invention, various distribution and use scenarios for digital 

25 works are illustrated below. These scenarios are meant to be 

The requester decrypts the software using the key from the 
certificate and computes a check code on it using a 
1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match 
the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the instal- 30 

lation transaction ends with an error. (This step assures 
that the contents of the software, including the various 
scripts, have not been tampered with.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the compatibil
ity-checking script and follows them. If the software is 35 

not compatible with the repository, the installation trans
action ends with an error. (This step checks platform 
compatibility.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the installation 
script and follows them. If there is an error in this process 40 

(such as insufficient resources), then the transaction 
ends with an error. Note that the installation process puts 
the runnable software in a place in the repository where 
it is no longer accessible as a work for exercising any 
usage rights other than the execution of the software as 45 

part of repository operations in carrying out other trans
actions. 

exemplary rather than exhaustive. 
Consumers as Unpaid Distributors 

In this scenario, a creator distributes copies of his works to 
various consumers. Each consumer is a potential distributor 
of the work. If the consumer copies the digital work (usually 
for a third party), a fee is collected and automatically paid to 
the creator. 

This scenario is a new twist for digital works. It depends on 
the idea that "manufacturing" is just copying and is essen
tially free. It also assumes that the consumers as distributors 
do not require a fee for their time and effort in distributing the 
work. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
A creator creates a digital work. He grants a Copy right 

with fees paid back to himself. If he does not grant an Embed 
right, then consumers cannot use the mechanism to act as 
distributors to cause fees to be paid to themselves on future 
copies. Of course, they could negotiate side deals or trades to 
transfer money on their own, outside of the system. 
Paid Distributors 

In another scenario, every time a copy of a digital work is 
sold a fee is paid to the creator and also to the immediate 
distributor. The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 
The Uninstall Transaction 

An Uninstall transaction is a request to remove software 
from a repository. Since uncontrolled or incorrect removal of 
software from a repository could compromise its behavioral 
integrity, this step is controlled. 

This scenario does not give special status to any particular 
50 distributor. Anyone who sells a document has the right to add 

a fee to the sale price. The fee for sale could be established by 
the consumer. It could also be a fixed nominal amount that is 
contributed to the account of some charity. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The requester sends the server an Uninstall message. This 55 

message indicates the work to be uninstalled, the version 
A creator creates a digital work. He grants a Copy right 

with fees to be paid back to himself. He grants an Embed 
right, so that anyone can add shells to have fees paid to 
themselves. 

of the Uninstall right being invoked, and the file data for 
the work (including its size). 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for 
the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the 
master repository for the certificate is not known to the 
requester, the transaction ends with an error. 

The requester checks whether the software is installed. If 
the software is not installed, the transaction ends with an 
error. 

A distributor embeds the work in a shell, with fees specified 
60 to be paid back to himself. If the distributor is content to 

receive fees only for copies that he sells himself, he grants an 
Extract right on the shell. 

When a consumer buys a copy from the distributor, fees are 
paid both to the distributor and to the creator. If he chooses, 

65 the consumer can extract the work from the distributor's shell. 
He cannot extract it from the creator's shell. He can add his 
own shell with fees to be paid to himself. 
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Licensed Distribution 
In this scenario, a creator wants to protect the reputation 

and value of his work by making certain requirements on its 
distributors. He issues licenses to distributors that satisfY the 
requirements, and in tum, promises to reward their efforts by 
assuring that the work will not be distributed over competing 
channels. The distributors incur expenses for selecting the 
digital work, explaining it to buyers, promoting its sale, and 
possibly for the license itself. The distributor obtains the right 
to enclose the digital work in a shell, whose function is to 10 

permit the attachment of usage fees to be paid to the distribu-
tor in addition to the fees to be paid to the creator. 

This differs from the previous scenario in that it precludes 
the typical copy owner from functioning as a distributor, since 
the consumer lacks a license to copy the document. Thus, a 15 

consumer cannot make copies, even for free. All copies must 
come initially from authorized distributors. This version 
makes it possible to hold distributors accountable in some 
way for the sales and support of the work, by controlling the 
distribution of certificates that enable distributors to legiti- 20 

mately charge fees and copy owners to make copies. Since 
licenses are themselves digital works, the same mechanisms 
give the creators control over distributors by charging for 
licenses and putting time limits on their validity. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
A creator purchases a digital distribution license that he 

will hand out to his distributors. He puts access requirements 
(such as a personal license) on the Copy and Transfer rights 

25 

44 
This scenario pays a distributor only for use of copies that 

he actually sold. 
This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 

The key feature is that the distributor creates a shell which 
specifies fees to be paid to him. He puts Extract rights on the 
shell. When a consumer buys the work, he can extract away 
the distributor's shell. Copies made after that will not require 
fees to be paid to the distributor. 
Distribution Trees 

In another scenario, distributors sell to other distributors 
and fees are collected at each level. Every copy sold by any 
distributor-even several d-blocks down in the chain-re
sults in a fee being paid back to all of the previous distributors. 

This scenario is like a chain letter or value chain. Every 
contributor or distributor along the way obtains fees, and is 
thereby encouraged to promote the sale of copies of the digital 
work. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 
The key feature is that the distributor creates a shell which 
specifies fees to be paid to him. He does not grant Extract 
rights on the shell. Consequently, all future copies that are 
made will result in fees paid to him. 
Weighted Distribution Trees 

In this scenario, distributors make money according to a 
distribution tree. The fee that they make depends on various 
parameters, such as time since their sale or the number of 
subsequent distributors. 

on the distribution license so that only he can copy or transfer 
it. 

This is a generalized version of the Distribution Tree sce-
30 nario, in that it tries to vary the fee to account for the signifi

cance of the role of the distributor. The creator also creates a digital work. He grants an Embed 
right and a Copy right, both of which require the distribution 
license to be exercised. He grants a Play right so that the work 
can be played by anyone. He may optionally add a Transfer or 
Loan right, so that end consumers can do some non-commer- 35 

cia! exchange of the work among friends. 
A distributor obtains the distribution license and a number 

of copies of the work. He makes copies for his customers, 
using his distribution license. 

This scenario is similar to the previous one. The difference 
is that the fee specification on the distributor's shell has 
provisions for changes in prices. For example, there could be 
a fee schedule so that copies made after the passage of time 
will require lower fees to be paid to the distributor. Alterna
tively, the distributor could employ a "best-price" billing 
option, using any algorithm he chooses to determine the fee 

A customer buys and uses the work. He cannot make new 
copies because he lacks a distribution license. 

40 up to the maximum specified in the shell. 

Super Distributors 
This is a variation on the previous scenarios. A distributor 

can sell to anyone and anyone can sell additional copies, 
resulting in fees being paid back to the creator. However, only 45 

licensed distributors can add fees to be paid to themselves. 
This scenario gives distributors the right to add fees to 

cover their own advertising and promotional costs, without 
making them be the sole suppliers. Their customers can also 
make copies, thus broadening the channel without diminish- 50 

ing their revenues. This is because distributors collect fees 
from copies of any copies that they originally sold. Only 
distributors can add fees. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 

Fees for Reuse 
In this scenario, a first creator creates a work. It is distrib-

uted by a first distributor and purchased by a second creator. 
The second creator extracts a portion of the work and embeds 
in it a new work distributed by a second distributor. A con
sumer buys the new work from the second distributor. The 
first creator receives fees from every transaction; the first 
distributor receives fees only for his sale; the second creator 
and second distributor receive fees for the final sale. 

This scenario shows how that flexible automatic arrange-
ments can be set up to create automatic charging systems that 
mirror current practice. This scenario is analogous to when an 
author pays a fee to reuse a figure in some paper. In the most 
common case, a fee is paid to the creator or publisher, but not 

There are two key differences. (1) The creator only grants 
Embed rights for people who have a Distribution license. This 

55 to the bookstore that sold the book. 

is done by putting a requirement for a distributor's license on 
the Embed right. Consequently, non-distributors cannot add 
their own fees. (2) The Distributor does not grant Extract 
rights, so that consumers cannot avoid paying fees to the 60 

Distributor if they make subsequent copies. Consequently, all 
subsequent copies result in fees paid to the Distributor and the 
Creator. 
!-Level Distribution Fees 

The mechanisms for derived works are the same as those 
for distribution. 
Limited Reuse 

In this scenario, several first creators create works. A sec
ond creator makes a selection of these, publishing a collection 
made up of the parts together with some new interstitial 
material. (For example, the digital work could be a selection 
of music or a selection of readings.) The second creator wants 
to continue to allow some of the selected works to be extract-

In this scenario, a distributor gets a fee for any copy he sells 
directly. However, if one of his customers sells further copies, 
he gets no further fee for those copies. 

65 able, but not the interstitial material. 
This scenario deals with fine grained control of the rights 

and fees for reuse. 
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This scenario is performed as follows: 
The first creators create their original works. If they grant 

extraction and embedding rights, then the second creator can 
include them in a larger collected work. The second creator 
creates the interstitial material. He does grant an Extract right 
on the interstitial material. He grants Extract rights on a 
subset of the reused material. A consumer of the collection 
can only extract portions that have that right. Fees are auto
matically collected for all parts of the collection. 
Commercial Libraries 

Commercial libraries buy works with the right to loan. 
They limit the loan period and charge their own fees for use. 
This scenario deals with fees for loaning rather than fees for 
making copies. The fees are collected by the same automatic 
mechanisms. 

The mechanisms are the same as previous scenarios except 
that the fees are associated with the Loan usage right rather 
than the Copy usage right. 
Demo Versions 

A creator believes that if people try his work that they will 
want to buy it or use it. Consumers of his work can copy the 
work for free, and play (or execute) a limited version of the 
work for free, and can play or use the full featured version for 

46 
The consumer goes to distributors and arranges to copy the 

work. The transaction offers the ticket. The distributor's 
repository punches the ticket and copies the new version to 
the consumer's repository. 

The consumer can now use the new version of the work. 
Distributed Upgrading of Digital Works 

A consumer buys a digital work together with an agree
ment that he can upgrade to a new version at a later date for a 
modest fee, much less than the usual purchase price. When 

10 the new version becomes available, he goes to anyone who 
has the upgraded version and makes the transaction. 

This scenario is like the previous one in that the transaction 
can only be done once per copy of the digital work purchased, 
but the transaction can be accomplished without the need to 

15 connect to a licensed vendor. 
This scenario is similar to the previous one except that the 

Copy right on the new work does not require a distribution 
license. The consumer can upgrade from any repository hav
ing the new version. He carmot upgrade more than once 

20 because the ticket carmot work after it has been punched. If 
desired, the repository can record the upgrade transaction by 
posting a zero cost bill to alert the creator that the upgrade has 
taken place. 
Limited Printing 

a fee. This scenario deals with fees for loaning rather than fees 25 

for making copies. The fees are collected by the same auto
matic mechanisms. 

A consumer buys a digital work and wants to make a few 
ephemeral copies. For example, he may want to print out a 
paper copy of part of a digital newspaper, or he may want to 
make a (first generation) analog cassette tape for playing in 
his car. He buys the digital work together with a ticket 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The creator creates a digital work and grants various rights 

and fees. The creator grants Copy and Embed rights without 
a fee, in order to ensure widespread distribution of the work. 
Another of the rights is a limited play right with little or no fee 
attached. For example, this right may be for playing only a 
portion of the work. The play right can have various restric
tions on its use. It could have a ticket that limits the number of 
times it is used. It could have internal restrictions that limit its 
functionality. It could have time restrictions that invalidate the 
right after a period of time or a period of use. Different fees 
could be associated with other versions of the Play right. 
Upgrading a Digital Work with a Vendor 

A consumer buys a digital work together with an agree
ment that he can upgrade to a new version at a later date for a 
modest fee, much less than the usual purchase price. When 
the new version becomes available, he goes to a qualified 
vendor to make the trans action. 

This scenario deals with a common situation in computer 
software. It shows how a purchase may include future 
"rights." Two important features of the scenario are that the 
transaction must take place at a qualified vendor, and that the 
transaction can be done only once per copy of the digital work 
purchased. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 

30 required for printing rights. 
This scenario is like the common practice of people making 

cassette tapes to play in their car. If a publisher permits the 
making of cassette tapes, there is nothing to prevent a con
sumer from further copying the tapes. However, since the 

35 tapes are "analog copies," there is a noticeable quality loss 
with subsequent generations. The new contribution of the 
present invention is the use of tickets in the access controls for 
the making of the analog copies. 

40 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The creator sells a work together with limited printing 

rights. The printing rights specify the kind of printer (e.g., a 
kind of cassette recorder or a kind of desktop paper printer) 
and also the kind of ticket required. The creator either bundles 
a limited number of tickets or sells them separately. If the 

45 tickets use the generic ticket agent, the consumer with the 
tickets can exercise the right at his convenience. 
Demand Publishing 

Professors in a business school want to put together course 
books of readings selected from scenario studies from various 

50 sources. The bookstore wants to be able to print the books 
from digital masters, without negotiating for and waiting for 
approval of printing of each of the scenarios. The copyright 
holders of the scenarios want to be sure that they are paid for 

The creator creates a digital work, an upgrade ticket, and a 
distribution license. The upgrade ticket uses the a generic 55 

ticket agent that comes with repositories. As usual, the distri
bution license does not have Copy or Transfer rights. He 
distributes a bundled copies of the work and the ticket to his 
distributors as well as distribution licenses. 

every copy of their work that is printed. 
On many college campuses, the hassle of obtaining copy 

clearances in a timely way has greatly reduced the viability of 
preparing course books. Print shops have become much more 
cautious about copying works in the absence of documented 
permission. 

The distributor sells the old bundled work and ticket to 60 

customers. 
The customer extracts the work and the ticket. He uses the 

work according to the agreements until the new version 
becomes available. 

When the new work is ready, the creator gives it to distribu- 65 

tors. The new work has a free right to copy from a distributor 
if a ticket is available. 

Demand Publishing is performed as follows: the creator 
sells a work together with printing rights for a fee. There can 
be rights to copy (distribute) the work between bookstore 
repositories, with or without fee. The printing rights specify 
the kind of printer. Whenever a bookstore prints one of the 
works (either standalone or embedded in a collection), the fee 
is credited to the creator automatically. To discourage unau-
thorized copying of the print outs, it would be possible for the 
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printer to print tracer messages discretely on the pages iden
tifYing the printing transaction, the copy number, and any 
other identifYing information. The tracer information could 
be secretly embedded in the text itself (encoded in the grey 
scale) or hidden in some other way. 
Metered Use and Multiple Price Packages 

48 

A consumer does not know what music to purchase until he 
decides whether he likes it. He would like to be able to take it 
home and listen to it, and then decide whether to purchase. 
Furthermore, he would like the flexibility of paying less if he 
listens to it very infrequently. 

This scenario just uses the capability of the approach to 
have multiple versions of a right on a digital work. Each 
version of the right has its own billing scheme. In this sce
nario, the creator of the work can offer the Copy right without 
fee, and defer billing to the exercise of the Play right. One 
version of the play right would allow a limited performance 
without fee-a right to "demo". Another version of the right 
could have a metered rate, of say $0.25 per hour of play. 
Another version could have a fee of $15.00 for the first play, 20 

but no fee for further playing. When the consumer exercises a 
play right, he specifies which version of the right is being 
selected and is billed accordingly. 

would be controlled by having different versions of the rights, 
where the version for use on the service company's computer 
requires a digital certificate held locally. Fees for copying or 
printing files would be handled in the usual way, by assigning 
fees to exercising those rights. The distinction between 
searching and viewing information would be made by having 
different "players" for the different functions. This distinc
tion would be maintained on the client's computers as well as 
the service computers. Articles could be extracted for reuse 

10 under the control of Extract and Embed rights. Thus, if a 
client extracts part of an article or photograph, and then sells 
copies of a new digital work incorporating it, fees could 
automatically be collected both by the information service 

15 
and earlier creators and distributors of the digital work. In this 
way, the information retrieval service could both offer a wider 
selection of services and billing that more accurately reflects 
the client's use of the information. 

Fees for Font Usage 

Print Spooling with Rights 

In the simplest scenario, when a user wants to print a digital 
document he issues a print command to the user interface. If 
the document has the appropriate rights and the conditions are 
satisfied, the user agrees to the fee and the document is 
printed. In other cases, the printer may be on a remote reposi
tory and it is convenient to spool the printing to a later time. 
This leads to several issues. The user requesting the printing 
wants to be sure that he is not billed for the printing until the 
document is actually printed. Restated, if he is billed at the 

A designer of type fonts invests several months in the 25 

design of special fonts. The most common way of obtaining 
revenue for this work is to sell copies of the fonts to publishers 
for unlimited use over unlimited periods of time. A font 
designer would like to charge a rate that reflects the amount 
that the font is used. 30 time the print job is spooled but the job is canceled before 

printing is done, he does not want to pay. Another issue is that 
when spooling is permitted, there are now two times at which 
rights, conditions and fees could be checked: the time at 
which a print job is spooled and the time at which a print is 

This scenario is performed as follows: the font designer 
creates a font as a digital work. He creates versions of the Play 
right that bill either for metered use or "per-use". Each ver
sion of the play right would require that the player (a print 
layout program) be of an approved category. The font 
designer assigns appropriate fees to exercise the Copy right. 
When a publisher client wants to use a font, he includes it as 
input to a layout program, and is billed automatically for its 
use. In this way, a publisher who makes little use of a font pays 
less than one who uses it a lot. 

35 made. As with all usage rights, it is possible to have rights that 
expire and to have rights whose fee depends on various con
ditions. What is needed is a means to check rights and con
ditions at the time that printing is actually done. 

40 

Rational Database Usage Charges 
Online information retrieval services typically charge for 

access in a way that most clients find unpredictable and 
uncorrelated to value or information use. The fee depends on 
which databases are open, dial-up connect time, how long the 45 

searches require, and which articles are printed out. There are 
no provisions for extracting articles or photographs, no 
method for paying to reuse information in new works, no 
distinction between having the terminal sit idly versus 
actively searching for data, no distinction between reading 50 

articles on the screen and doing nothing, and higher rates per 
search when the centralized facility is busy and slow servic
ing other clients. Articles can not be offioaded to the client's 
machine for off-site search and printing. To offer such billing 
or the expanded services, the service company would need a 55 

secure way to account for and bill for how information is 
used. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 

This scenario is performed as follows: A printing reposi
tory is a repository with the usual repository characteristics 
plus the hardware and software to enable printing. Suppose 
that a user logs into a home repository and wants to spool print 
jobs for a digital work at a remote printing repository. The 
user interface for this could treat this as a request to "spool" 
prints. Underneath this "spooling" request, however, are stan-
dard rights and requests. To support such requests, the creator 
of the work provides a Copy right, which can be used to copy 
the work to a printing repository. In the default case, this Copy 
right would have no fees associated for making the copy. 
However, the Next-Set-Of-Rights for the copy would only 
include the Print rights, with the usual fees for each variation 
of printing. This version of the Copy right could be called the 
"print spooling" version of the Copy right. The user's "spool 
request" is implemented as a Copy transaction to put a copy of 
the work on the printing repository, followed by Print trans
actions to create the prints of the work. In this way, the user is 
only billed for printing that is actually done. Furthermore, the The information service bundles its database as files in a 

repository. The information services company assigns differ
ent fees for different rights on the information files. For 
example, there could be a fee for copying a search database or 

60 
rights, conditions and fees for printing the work are deter
mined when the work is about to be printed. 

a source file and a different fee for printing. These fees would 
be in addition to fees assigned by the original creator for the 
services. The fees for using information would be different 65 

for using them on the information service company's com
puters or the client's computers. This billing distinction 

Thus, a system for enforcing the usage rights of digital 
works is disclosed. While the embodiments disclosed herein 
are preferred, it will be appreciate from this teaching that 
various alternative, modifications, variations or improve
ments therein may be made by those skilled in the art, which 
are intended to be encompassed by the following claims. 
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APPENDIX A 

Glossary 

Authorization Repository: 
A special type of repository which provides an authoriza

tion service. An authorization may be specified by a usage 
right. The authorization must be obtained before the right 
may be exercised. 
Billing Clearinghouse: 

A financial institution or the like whose purpose is to rec
oncile billing information received from credit servers. The 
billing clearinghouse may generate bills to users or alterna
tively, credit and debit accounts involved in the commercial 
transactions. 
Billing Transactions: 

The protocol used by which a repository reports billing 
information to a credit server. 
Clearinghouse Transactions: 

The protocol used between a credit server and a clearing
house. 
Composite Digital Work: 

A digital work comprised of distinguishable parts. Each of 
the distinguishable parts is itself a digital work which has 
usage rights attached. 
Content: 

The digital information (i.e. raw bits) representing a digital 
work. 
Copy Owner: 

A term which refers to the party who owns a digital work 
stored in a repository. In the typical case, this party has pur
chased various rights to the document for printing, viewing, 
transferring, or other specific uses. 
Creator: 

50 
is referred to as the public key and the other is the private key. 
The keys are inverses of each other from the perspective of 
encryption. Restated, a digital work that is encrypted by one 
key in the pair can be decrypted only by the other. 
Registration Transactions: 

The protocol used between repositories to establish a 
trusted session. 
Rendering Repository: 

A special type of repository which is typically coupled to a 
10 rendering system. The rendering repository will typically be 

embodied within the secure boundaries of a rendering system. 
Rendering System: 

The combination of a rendering repository and a rendering 

15 
device. Examples of a rendering systems include printing 
systems, display systems, general purpose computer systems, 
video systems or audio systems. 
Repository: 

Conceptually a set of functional specifications defining 
20 core functionality in the support of usage rights. A repository 

is a trusted system in that it maintains physical, communica
tions and behavioral integrity. 
Requester Mode: 

A mode of a repository where it is requesting access to a 
25 digital work. 

Revenue Owners: 
A term which refers to the parties that maintain an interest 

in collecting fees for document use or who stand to lose 
revenue if illegitimate copies of the digital work are made. 

30 Server Mode: 
A mode of a repository where it is processing an incoming 

request to access a digital work. 
Shell Description Block: 

A term which refers to a party who produces a digital work. 35 

Credit Server: 

A special type of description block designating an interest 
in a digital work, but which does not add content. This will 
typically be added by a distributor of a digital work to add 
their fees. 

A device which collects and reports billing information for 
a repository. In many implementations, this could be built as 
part of a repository. It requires a means for periodically com
municating with a billing clearinghouse. 
Description Tree: 

40 

Transactions: 
A term used to refer to the protocols by which repositories 

communicate. 
Usage Fees: 

A fee charged to a requester for access to a digital work. 
A structure which describes the location of content and the 

usage rights and usage fees for a digital work. A description 
tree is comprised of description blocks. Each description 
block corresponds to a digital work or to an interest (typically 
a revenue bearing interest) in a digital work. 

Usage fees are specified within the usage rights language. 
45 Usage Rights: 

Digital Work (Work): 
Any encapsulated digital information. Such digital infor

mation may represent music, a magazine or book, or a mul
timedia composition. Usage rights and fees are attached to the 50 

digital work. 
Distributor: 

A term which refers to a party who legitimately obtains a 
copy of a digital work and offers it for sale. 
Identification (Digital) Certificate: 55 

A signed digital message that attests to the identity of the 
possessor. Typically, digital certificates are encrypted in the 
private key of a well-known master repository. 
Master Repository: 

A special type of repository which issues identification 60 

certificates and distributes lists of repositories whose integ
rity have been compromised and which should be denied 
access to digital works (referred to as repository "hotlists".) 
Public Key Encryption: 

An encryption technique used for secure transmission of 65 

messages on a communication channel. Key pairs are used for 
the encryption and decryption of messages. Typically one key 

A language for defining the mauner in which a digital work 
may be used or distributed, as well as any conditions on which 
use or distribution is premised. 
Usage Transactions: 

A set of protocols by which repositories communicate in 
the exercise of a usage rights. Each usage right has it's own 
transaction steps. 

What is claimed: 
1. A computer-implemented method of rendering digital 

content by at least one recipient computing device in accor
dance with usage rights information, the method comprising: 

receiving the digital content by the at least one recipient 
computing device from at least one sending computing 
device only if the at least one recipient computing device 
has been determined to be trusted to receive the digital 
content from the at least one sending computing device; 

receiving, by the at least one recipient computing device, a 
request to render the digital content; 

determining, based on the usage rights information, 
whether the digital content may be rendered by the at 
least one recipient computing device; and 
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rendering the digital content, by the at least one recipient 
computing device, only if it is determined that the con
tent may be rendered by the at least one recipient com
puting device. 

52 
9. The recipient apparatus of claim 7, wherein the usage 

rights information further includes a condition under which 
the content can be rendered, and the determining step further 
includes determining whether the condition is satisfied. 

10. The recipient apparatus of claim 7, wherein enabling 
the receipt of the digital content comprises: 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising denying the 
request and preventing rendering of the digital content by the 
at least one recipient computing device if it is determined that 
the digital content may not be rendered by the at least one 
recipient computing device. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the usage rights infor- 10 

mation further includes a condition under which the content 

requesting an authorization object for the recipient appa
ratus to make the digital content available for use, the 
authorization object being required to receive the digital 
content and to use the digital content; and 

receiving the authorization object if it is determined that 
the request for the authorization object should be 
granted. can be rendered, and the determining step further includes 

determining whether the condition is satisfied. 
4. The method of claim 1, wherein the receiving the digital 

content comprises: 
requesting an authorization object for the at least one 

recipient computing device to make the digital content 
available for use, the authorization object being required 

11. The recipient apparatus of claim 7, wherein enabling 
15 the receipt of the digital content comprises: 

generating a registration message, the registration message 
including an identification certificate of the recipient 
apparatus and a random registration identifier, the iden
tification certificate being certified by a master device; 

to receive the digital content and to use the digital con- 20 

tent; and 
exchanging messages including at least one session key 

with at least one provider computing device, the session 
key to be used in communications during a session; and 

conducting a secure transaction using the session key, 
wherein the secure transaction includes receiving the 
digital content. 

receiving the authorization object if it is determined that 
the request for the authorization object should be 
granted. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the receiving the digital 25 

content comprises: 12. The recipient apparatus of claim 11, wherein at least 
one of the one or more memories has further instructions 
stored thereon that, when executed by at least one of the one 
or more processors, cause at least one of the one or more 

generating a registration message, the registration message 
including an identification certificate of the recipient 
computing device and a random registration identifier, 
the identification certificate being certified by a master 
device; 

exchanging messages including at least one session key 
with at least one provider computing device, the session 
key to be used in communications during a session; and 

conducting a secure transaction using the session key, 
wherein the secure transaction includes receiving the 
digital content. 

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising: 

30 processors to: 
receive a message to test the authenticity of the recipient 

apparatus, the generated message including a nonce; and 
process the generated message to indicate authenticity. 
13. At least one non-transitory computer-readable medium 

35 storing computer-readable instructions that, when executed 
by at least one recipient computing device, cause the at least 
one recipient computing device to: 

receiving a message to test the authenticity of the at least 
one recipient computing device, the generated message 40 

including a nonce; and 

receive the digital content from at least one sending com
puting device only if the at least one recipient computing 
device has been determined to be trusted to receive the 
digital content from the at least one sending computing 

processing the generated message to indicate authenticity. 
7. A recipient apparatus for rendering digital content in 

accordance with usage rights information, the recipient appa
ratus comprising: 

one or more processors; and 
one or more memories operatively coupled to at least one 

45 

of the one or more processors and having instructions 
stored thereon that, when executed by at least one of the 
one or more processors, cause at least one of the one or 50 

more processors to: 

device; 
receive a request to render the digital content; 
determine, based on the usage rights information, whether 

the digital content may be rendered by the at least one 
recipient computing device; and 

render the digital content only if it is determined that the 
content may be rendered by the at least one recipient 
computing device. 

14. The at least one non-transitory computer-readable 
medium of claim 13, further storing computer-readable 
instructions that, when executed by at least one recipient 
computing device, cause the at least one recipient computing 
device to deny the request and prevent rendering of the digital 

enable the receipt of the digital content by the recipient 
apparatus from at least one sending computing device 
only if the recipient apparatus has been determined to 
be trusted to receive the digital content from the at 
least one sending computing device; 

receive a request to render the digital content; 

55 content by the at least one recipient computing device if it is 
determined that the digital content may not be rendered by the 
at least one recipient computing device. 

determine, based on the usage rights information, 
whether the digital content may be rendered by the 
recipient apparatus; and 

15. The at least one non-transitory computer-readable 
medium of claim 13, wherein the usage rights information 

60 further includes a condition under which the content can be 
render the digital content only if it is determined that the 

content may be rendered by the recipient apparatus. 
8. The recipient apparatus of claim 7, further comprising 

denying the request and preventing rendering of the digital 
content by the at least one recipient computing device if it is 65 

determined that the digital content may not be rendered by the 
at least one recipient computing device. 

rendered, and the determining step further includes determin
ing whether the condition is satisfied. 

16. The at least one non-transitory computer-readable 
medium of claim 13, wherein receiving the digital content 
comprises: 

requesting an authorization object for the at least one 
recipient computing device to make the digital content 
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available for use, the authorization object being required 
to receive the digital content and to use the digital con
tent; and 

receiving the authorization object if it is determined that 
the request for the authorization object should be 
granted. 

17. The at least one non-transitory computer-readable 
medium of claim 13, wherein receiving the digital content 
comprises: 

generating a registration message, the registration message 
10 

including an identification certificate of the recipient 
computing device and a random registration identifier, 
the identification certificate being certified by a master 
device; 

exchanging messages including at least one session key 
15 

with at least one provider computing device, the session 
key to be used in communications during a session; and 

54 
conducting a secure transaction using the session key, 

wherein the secure transaction includes receiving the 
digital content. 

18. The at least one non-transitory computer-readable 
medium of claim 17, further storing computer-readable 
instructions that, when executed by at least one recipient 
computing device, cause the at least one recipient computing 
device to: 

receive a message to test the authenticity of the at least one 
recipient computing device, the generated message 
including a nonce; and 

process the generated message to indicate authenticity. 

* * * * * 
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FIG. 15 
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1517 --- Fee-Spec: = {Schedu!oo-Discount} Regular-Fee·Spec • Scheduled-Fee-Spec • 
Markup-Spec 

1518 --Scheduled-Discount:= Scheduled-Discount: (Scheduled-Discount: 
(Time..Spec Percentage}*) 

1519 ,.......__ Regu!ar-Fee-.Spec: = ({Fee: • Incentive:} [Per-Use-Spec Metered-Rate~ 

Spec i Best-Price-spec : Ca!I-For-Prtce-Spec] 
{Min: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec} {Max: 
Mooey~Unit Per: Time-spec} To: Account·!D) 

1520 -........ Per-Use-Spec: = Per-Use: Money-Unit " · 
1521 -- Metered-Rate-Spec: = Metered: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec 
1522 - Best-Price-Spec: = Best-Price: Money-unit Max: Money-Unit 
1523- Call-For-Price-Spec:= Cell-For-Price 

1524 - Scheduled-Fee-Spec: = {Schedule: (Time--Spec Regular-Fea-Specy) 
1525 -Markup-Spec: ~ Markup: percentage To: AccounHD 
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FIG. 18 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DISTRIBUTING 
DIGITAL CONTENT TO BE RENDERED IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH USAGE RIGHTS 
INFORMATION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation of U.S. application Ser. 
No. 13/584,782, filed Aug. 13, 2012, which is a continuation 
of U.S. application Ser. No. 11/304,793, filed Dec. 16, 2005, 
which is a divisional ofU.S. application Ser. No. 11/135,352, 
filed May 24, 2005, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,266,529, which is a 
continuation of U.S. application Ser. No. 10/322,759, filed 
Dec. 19, 2002, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,898,576, which is a 
continuation of U.S. application Ser. No. 09/778,001, filed 
Feb. 7, 2001, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,708,157, which is a divi
sional ofU.S. application Ser. No. 08/967,084, filed Nov. 10, 
1997,nowU.S. Pat. No. 6,236,971, which is a continuation of 
U.S. application Ser. No. 08/344,760, filed Nov. 23, 1994, 
now abandoned, the entire disclosures of all of which are 
hereby incorporated by reference herein. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the field of distribution and 
usage rights enforcement for digitally encoded works. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A fundamental issue facing the publishing and information 
industries as they consider electronic publishing is how to 
prevent the unauthorized and unaccounted distribution or 
usage of electronically published materials. Electronically 
published materials are typically distributed in a digital form 
and recreated on a computer based system having the capa
bility to recreate the materials. Audio and video recordings, 
software, books and multimedia works are all being electroni
cally published. Companies in these industries receive royal
ties for each accounted for delivery of the materials, e.g. the 
sale of an audio CD at a retail outlet. Any unaccounted dis
tribution of a work results in an unpaid royalty (e.g. copying 
the audio recording CD to another digital medium.) 

The ease in which electronically published works can be 
"perfectly" reproduced and distributed is a major concern. 
The transmission of digital works over networks is common
place. One such widely used network is the Internet. The 
Internet is a widespread network facility by which computer 
users in many universities, corporations and government enti
ties communicate and trade ideas and information. Computer 
bulletin boards found on the Internet and commercial net
works such as CompuServ and Prodigy allow for the posting 
and retrieving of digital information. Information services 
such as Dialog and LEXIS/NEXIS provide databases of cur
rent information on a wide variety of topics. Another factor 
which will exacerbate the situation is the development and 
expansion of the National Information Infrastructure (the 
Nil). It is anticipated that, as the Nil grows, the transmission 
of digital works over networks will increase many times over. 
It would be desirable to utilize the Nil for distribution of 
digital works without the fear of widespread unauthorized 
copying. 

2 
be made or which corrupt the output when copying is detected 
have been employed. Another scheme causes software to 
become disabled after a predetermined period of time has 
lapsed. A technique used for workstation based software is to 
require that a special hardware device must be present on the 
workstation in order for the software to run, e.g., see U.S. Pat. 
No. 4,932,054 entitled "Method and Apparatus for Protecting 
Computer Software Utilizing Coded Filter Network in Con
junction with an Active Coded Hardware Device." Such 

10 devices are provided with the software and are commonly 
referred to as dongles. 

Yet another scheme is to distribute software, but which 
requires a "key" to enable its use. This is employed in distri
bution schemes where "demos" of the software are provided 

15 on a medium along with the entire product. The demos can be 
freely used, but in order to use the actual product, the key must 
be purchased. These schemes do not hinder copying of the 
software once the key is initially purchased. 

A system for ensuring that licenses are in place for using 
20 licensed products is described in PCT Publication WO 

93/01550 to Griswold entitled "License Management System 
and Method." The licensed product may be any electronically 
published work but is most effective for use with works that 
are used for extended periods of time such as software pro-

25 grams. Griswold requires that the licensed product contain 
software to invoke a license check monitor at predetermined 
time intervals. The license check monitor generates request 
data grams which identify the licensee. The request data grams 
are sent to a license control system over an appropriate com-

30 munication facility. The license control system then checks 
the datagram to determine if the datagram is from a valid 
licensee. The license control system then sends a reply data
gram to the license check monitor indicating denial or 
approval of usage. The license control system will deny usage 

35 in the event that request datagrams go unanswered after a 
predetermined period of time (which may indicate an unau
thorized attempt to use the licensed product). In this system, 
usage is managed at a central location by the response data
grams. So for example if license fees have not been paid, 

40 access to the licensed product is terminated. 
It is argued by Griswold that the described system is advan

tageous because it can be implemented entirely in software. 
However, the system described by Griswold has limitations. 
An important limitation is that during the use of the licensed 

45 product, the user must always be coupled to an appropriate 
communication facility in order to send and receive data
grams. This creates a dependency on the communication 
facility. So if the communication facility is not available, the 
licensed product carmot be used. Moreover, some party must 

50 absorb the cost of communicating with the license server. 
A system for controlling the distribution of digitally 

encoded books is embodied in a system available from VPR 
Systems, LTD. of St. Louis, Miss. The VPR system is self
contained and is comprised of: (1) point of sale kiosks for 

55 storing and downloading ofbooks, (2) personal storage medi
urns (cartridges) to which the books are downloaded, and (3) 
readers for viewing the book. In a purchase transaction, a 
purchaser will purchase a voucher card representing the 
desired book. The voucher will contain sufficient information 

60 to identify the book purchased and perhaps some demo
graphic information relating to the sales transaction. To 
download the book, the voucher and the cartridge are inserted 
into the kiosk. The most straightforward way to curb unaccounted distri

bution is to prevent unauthorized copying and transmission. 
For existing materials that are distributed in digital form, 65 

various safeguards are used. In the case of software, copy 
protection schemes which limit the number of copies that can 

The VPR system may also be used as a library. In such an 
embodiment, the kiosk manages the number of"copies" that 
may be checked out at one time. Further, the copy of the book 
is erased from the user's cartridge after a certain check-out 
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time has expired. However, individuals cannot loan books 
because the cartridges may only be used with the owner's 
reader. 

The foregoing distribution and protection schemes operate 
in part by preventing subsequent distribution of the work. 
While this certainly prevents unauthorized distributions, it 
does so by sacrificing the potential for subsequent revenue 
bearing uses. For example, it may be desirable to allow the 
lending of a purchased work to permit exposure of the work to 
potential buyers. Another example would be to permit the 

10 
creation of a derivative work for a fee. Yet another example 
would be to permit copying the work for a fee (essentially 
purchasing it). Thus, it would be desirable to provide flexibil-
ity in how the owner of a digital work may allow it to be 
distributed. 

While flexibility in distribution is a concern, the owners of 15 

a work want to make sure they are paid for such distributions. 
In U.S. Pat. No. 4,977,594 to Shear, entitled "Database Usage 
Metering and Protection System and Method," a system for 
metering and billing for usage of information distributed on a 
CD-ROM is described. The system requires the addition of a 20 

billing module to the computer system. The billing module 
may operate in a number of different ways. First, it may 
periodically communicate billing data to a central billing 
facility, whereupon the user may be billed. Second, billing 
may occur by disconnecting the billing module and the user 25 

sending it to a central billing facility where the data is read and 
a user bill generated. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,247,575, Sprague eta!., entitled "Informa
tion Distribution System", describes an information distribu
tion system which provides and charges only for user selected 30 

information. A plurality of encrypted information packages 
(IPs) are provided at the user site, via high and/or low density 
storage media and/or by broadcast transmission. Some of the 
IPs may be of no interest to the user. The IPs of interest are 
selected by the user and are decrypted and stored locally. The 35 

IPs may be printed, displayed or even copied to other storage 
media. The charges for the selected IP's are accumulated 
within a user apparatus and periodically reported by tele
phone to a central accounting facility. The central accounting 
facility also issues keys to decrypt the IPs. The keys are 40 

changed periodically. If the central accounting facility has not 
issued a new key for a particular user station, the station is 
unable to retrieve information from the system when the key 
is changed. 

A system available from Wave Systems Corp. of Princeton, 45 

N.Y., provides for metering of software usage on a personal 
computer. The system is installed onto a computer and col
lects information on what software is in use, encrypts it and 
then transmits the information to a transaction center. From 
the transaction center, a bill is generated and sent to the user. 50 

The transaction center also maintains customer accounts so 
that licensing fees may be forwarded directly to the software 
providers. Software operating under this system must be 
modified so that usage can be accounted. 

Known techniques for billing do not provide for billing of 55 

copies made of the work. For example, if data is copied from 
the CD-ROM described in Shear, any subsequent use of the 
copy of the information cannot be metered or billed. In other 
words, the means for billing runs with the media rather than 
the underlying work. It would be desirable to have a distribu- 60 

tion system where the means for billing is always transported 
with the work. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A method, system and software for associating usage rights 
with digital content is provided, including creating usage 

65 

4 
rights from a grammar, the usage rights specifYing a manner 
of use indicating purposes for which the digital content is 
used and/or distributed by an authorized party; associating 
the usage rights with a digital content; processing a usage 
transaction specifying the usage rights to determine if access 
to the digital content is granted; and storing the usage rights in 
a distributed repository. The usage rights also specifY one or 
more conditions which must be satisfied before the manner of 
use is exercised. The creating includes selecting symbols 
from a first set of predetermined symbols to define a valid 
sequence of symbols to indicate the manner of use, selecting 
one or more symbols from a second set of predetermined 
symbols to define a valid sequence of symbols to indicate the 
conditions. 

In further embodiments, a system for controlling the dis
tribution and use of digital works using digital tickets is 
disclosed. A ticket is an indicator that the ticket holder has 
already paid for or is otherwise entitled to some specified 
right, product or service. In the present invention, a "digital 
ticket" is used to enable the ticket holder to exercise usage 
rights specifying the requirement of the digital ticket. Usage 
rights are used to define how a digital work may be used or 
distributed. Specific instances of usage rights are used to 
indicate a particular manner of use or distribution. A usage 
right may specify a digital ticket which must be present before 
the right may be exercised. For example, a digital ticket may 
be specified in a Copy right of a digital work, so that exercise 
of the Copy right requires the party that desires a copy of the 
digital work be in possession of the necessary digital ticket. 
After a copy of the digital work is successfully sent to the 
requesting party, the digital ticket is "punched" to indicate 
that a copy of the digital work has been made. When the ticket 
is "punched" a predetermined number of times, it may no 
longer be used. 

Digital works are stored in repositories. Repositories 
enforce the usage rights for digital works. Each repository has 
a "generic ticket agent" which punches tickets. In some 
instances only the generic ticket agent is necessary. In other 
instances, punching by a "special ticket agent" residing on 
another repository may be desired. Punching by a "special 
ticket agent" enables greater security and control of the digital 
work. For example, it can help prevent digital ticket forgery. 
Special ticket agents are also useful in situations where an 
external database needs to be updated or checked. 

A digital ticket is merely an instance of a digital work. 
Thus, a digital ticket may be distributed among repositories in 
the same fashion as other digital works. 

A digital ticket may be used in many commercial scenarios 
such as in the purchase of software and prepaid upgrades. A 
digital ticket may also be used to limit the number of times 
that a right may be exercised. For example, a user may pur
chase a copy of a digital work, along with the right to make up 
to 5 Copies. In this case, the Copy right would have associated 
therewith a digital ticket that can be punched up to 5 times. 
Other such commercial scenarios will become apparent from 
the detailed description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a simple instantiation of 
the operation of the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the various repository 
types and the repository transaction flow between them in the 
currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
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FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a repository coupled with a 
credit server in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIGS. 4a and 4b are examples of rendering systems as may 
be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 5 illustrates a contents file layout for a digital work as 
may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

6 
Keeping an unlimited supply of virtual copies on hand 
requires essentially no more space than keeping one copy on 
hand. The digital medium also lowers the costs of alteration, 
reuse and billing. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a contents file layout for an individual 
10 

digital work of the digital work of FIG. 5 as may be utilized in 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

There is a market for digital works because creators are 
strongly motivated to reuse portions of digital works from 
others rather than creating their own completely. This is 
because it is usually so much easier to use an existing stock 
photo or music clip than to create a new one from scratch. 

Herein the terms "digital work", "work" and "content" 
refer to any work that has been reduced to a digital represen
tation. This would include any audio, video, text, or multime
dia work and any accompanying interpreter (e.g. software) 

FIG. 7 illustrates the components of a description block of 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 8 illustrates a description tree for the contents file 
layout of the digital work illustrated in FIG. 5. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a portion of a description tree correspond
ing to the individual digital work illustrated in FIG. 6. 

FIG. 10 illustrates a layout for the rights portion of a 
description block as may be utilized in the currently preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 11 is a description tree wherein certain d-blocks have 
PRINT usage rights and is used to illustrate "strict" and 
"lenient" rules for resolving usage rights conflicts. 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of the hardware components of 

15 
that may be required for recreating the work. The term com
posite work refers to a digital work comprised of a collection 
of other digital works. The term "usage rights" or "rights" is 
a term which refers to rights granted to a recipient of a digital 
work. Generally, these rights define how a digital work can be 

20 used and if it can be further distributed. Each usage right may 
have one or more specified conditions which must be satisfied 
before the right may be exercised. Appendix 1 provides a 
Glossary of the terms used herein. 

a repository as are utilized in the currently preferred embodi- 25 

ment of the present invention. 

A key feature of the present invention is that usage rights 
are permanently "attached" to the digital work. Copies made 
of a digital work will also have usage rights attached. Thus, 
the usage rights and any associated fees assigned by a creator 
and subsequent distributor will always remain with a digital 
work. 

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of the functional (logical) 
components of a repository as are utilized in the currently 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 14 is diagram illustrating the basic components of a 30 

usage right in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
The enforcement elements of the present invention are 

embodied in repositories. Among other things, repositories 
are used to store digital works, control access to digital works, 
bill for access to digital works and maintain the security and 
integrity of the system. 

present invention. 
FIG. 15 lists the usage rights grammar of the currently 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of certificate 35 

delivery, hotlist checking and performance testing as per
formed in a registration transaction as may be performed in 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

The combination of attached usage rights and repositories 
enable distinct advantages over prior systems. As noted in the 
prior art, payment of fees are primarily for the initial access. 
In such approaches, once a work has been read, computa
tional control over that copy is gone. Metaphorically, "the FIG. 17 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of session 

information exchange and clock synchronization as may be 
performed in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, after each repository in the registration 
transaction has successfully completed the steps described in 
FIG. 16. 

40 content genie is out of the bottle and no more fees can be 
billed." In contrast, the present invention never separates the 
fee descriptions from the work. Thus, the digital work genie 
only moves from one trusted bottle (repository) to another, 
and all uses of copies are potentially controlled and billable. 

FIG. 18 is a flowchart illustrating the basic flow for a usage 45 

transaction, including the common opening and closing step, 
FIG. 1 is a high level flowchart omitting various details but 

which demonstrates the basic operation of the present inven
tion. Referring to FIG. 1, a creator creates a digital work, step 
101. The creator will then determine appropriate usage rights 
and fees, attach them to the digital work, and store them in 

as may be performed in the currently preferred embodiment 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 19 is a state diagram of server and client repositories 
in accordance with a transport protocol followed when mov
ing a digital work from the server to the client repositories, as 
may be performed in the currently preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Overview 

A system for controlling use and distribution of digital 
works is disclosed. The present invention is directed to sup
porting commercial transactions involving digital works. The 
transition to digital works profoundly and fundamentally 
changes how creativity and commerce can work. It changes 
the cost of transporting or storing works because digital prop
erty is almost "massless." Digital property can be transported 
at electronic speeds and requires almost no warehousing. 

50 Repository 1, step 102. The determination of appropriate 
usage rights and fees will depend on various economic fac
tors. The digital work remains securely in Repository 1 until 
a request for access is received. The request for access begins 
with a session initiation by another repository. Here a Reposi-

55 tory 2 initiates a session with Repository 1, step 103. As will 
be described in greater detail below, this session initiation 
includes steps which help to insure that the respective reposi
tories are trustworthy. Assuming that a session can be estab
lished, Repository 2 may then request access to the Digital 

60 Work for a stated purpose, step 104. The purpose may be, for 
example, to print the digital work or to obtain a copy of the 
digital work. The purpose will correspond to a specific usage 
right. In any event, Repository 1 checks the usage rights 
associated with the digital work to determine if the access to 

65 the digital work may be granted, step 105. The check of the 
usage rights essentially involves a determination of whether a 
right associated with the access request has been attached to 
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the digital work and if all conditions associated with the right 
are satisfied. If the access is denied, repository 1 terminates 
the session with an error message, step 106. If access is 
granted, repository 1 transmits the digital work to repository 
2, step 107. Once the digital work has been transmitted to 
repository 2, repository 1 and 2 each generate billing infor
mation for the access which is transmitted to a credit server, 
step 108. Such double billing reporting is done to insure 
against attempts to circumvent the billing process. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the basic interactions between repository 
types in the present invention. As will become apparent from 
FIG. 2, the various repository types will serve different func
tions. It is fundamental that repositories will share a core set 
of functionality which will enable secure and trusted commu
nications. Referring to FIG. 2, a repository 201 represents the 
general instance of a repository. The repository 201 has two 
modes of operation; a server mode and a requester mode. 
When in the server mode, the repository will be receiving and 
processing access requests to digital works. When in the 
requester mode, the repository will be initiating requests to 
access digital works. Repository 201 is general in the sense 
that its primary purpose is as an exchange medium for digital 
works. During the course of operation, the repository 201 
may communicate with a plurality of other repositories, 
namely authorization repository 202, rendering repository 
203 and master repository 204. Communication between 
repositories occurs utilizing a repository transaction protocol 
205. 

Communication with an authorization repository 202 may 
occur when a digital work being accessed has a condition 
requiring an authorization. Conceptually, an authorization is 
a digital certificate such that possession of the certificate is 
required to gain access to the digital work. An authorization is 
itself a digital work that can be moved between repositories 
and subjected to fees and usage rights conditions. An autho
rization may be required by both repositories involved in an 
access to a digital work. 

Communication with a rendering repository 203 occurs in 
connection with the rendering of a digital work. As will be 
described in greater detail below, a rendering repository is 
coupled with a rendering device (e.g. a printer device) to 
comprise a rendering system. 

8 
a repository. The coupling of a rendering repository with the 
rendering device may occur in a manner suitable for the type 
of rendering device. 

FIG. 4a illustrates a printer as an example of a rendering 
system. Referring to FIG. 4, printer system 401 has contained 
therein a printer repository 402 and a print device 403. It 
should be noted that the dashed line defining printer system 
401 defines a secure system boundary. Communications 
within the boundary is assumed to be secure. Depending on 

10 the security level, the boundary also represents a barrier 
intended to provide physical integrity. The printer repository 
402 is an instantiation of the rendering repository 205 of FIG. 
2. The printer repository 402 will in some instances contain an 
ephemeral copy of a digital work which remains until it is 

15 printed out by the print engine 403. In other instances, the 
printer repository 402 may contain digital works such as 
fonts, which will remain and can be billed based on use. This 
design assures that all communication lines between printers 
and printing devices are encrypted, unless they are within a 

20 physically secure boundary. This design feature eliminates a 
potential "fault" point through which the digital work could 
be improperly obtained. The printer device 403 represents the 
printer components used to create the printed output. 

Also illustrated in FIG. 4a is the repository 404. The 
25 repository 404 is coupled to the printer repository 402. The 

repository 404 represents an external repository which con
tains digital works. 

FIG. 4b is an example of a computer system as a rendering 
system. A computer system may constitute a "multi-func-

30 tion" device since it may execute digital works (e.g. software 
programs) and display digital works (e.g. a digitized photo
graph). Logically, each rendering device can be viewed as 
having its own repository, although only one physical reposi
tory is needed. Referring to FIG. 4b, a computer system 410 

35 has contained therein a display/execution repository 411. The 
display/executionrepository 411 is coupled to display device, 
412 and execution device 413. The dashed box surrounding 
the computer system 410 represents a security boundary 
within which communications are assumed to be secure. The 

40 display/executionrepository 411 is further coupled to a credit 
server 414 to report any fees to be billed for access to a digital 
work and a repository 415 for accessing digital works stored 
therein. Communication with a master repository 205 occurs in 

connection with obtaining an identification certificate. Iden
tification certificates are the means by which a repository is 45 

identified as "trustworthy". The use of identification certifi
cates is described below with respect to the registration trans
action. 

Structure of Digital Works 

Usage rights are attached directly to digital works. Thus, it 
is important to understand the structure of a digital work. The 
structure of a digital work, in particular composite digital FIG. 3 illustrates the repository 201 coupled to a credit 

server 301. The credit server 301 is a device which accumu
lates billing information for the repository 201. The credit 
server 301 communicates with repository 201 via billing 
transactions 302 to record billing transactions. Billing trans
actions are reported to a billing clearinghouse 303 by the 
credit server 301 on a periodic basis. The credit server 301 
communicates to the billing clearinghouse 303 via clearing
house transactions 304. The clearinghouse transactions 304 
enable a secure and encrypted transmission of information to 
the billing clearinghouse 303. 

Rendering Systems 

A rendering system is generally defined as a system com
prising a repository and a rendering device which can render 
a digital work into its desired form. Examples of a rendering 
system may be a computer system, a digital audio system, or 
a printer. A rendering system has the same security features as 

50 works, may be naturally organized into an acyclic structure 
such as a hierarchy. For example, a magazine has various 
articles and photographs which may have been created and 
are owned by different persons. Each of the articles and 
photographs may represent a node in a hierarchical structure. 

55 Consequently, controls, i.e. usage rights, may be placed on 
each node by the creator. By enabling control and fee billing 
to be associated with each node, a creator of a work can be 
assured that the rights and fees are not circumvented. 

In the currently preferred embodiment, the file information 
60 for a digital work is divided into two files: a "contents" file 

and a "description tree" file. From the perspective of a reposi
tory, the "contents" file is a stream of addressable bytes whose 
format depends completely on the interpreter used to play, 
display or print the digital work. The description tree file 

65 makes it possible to examine the rights and fees for a work 
without reference to the content of the digital work. It should 
be noted that the term description tree as used herein refers to 
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any type of acyclic structure used to represent the relationship 
between the various components of a digital work. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the layout of a contents file. Referring to 
FIG. 5, a digital work 509 is comprised of story A 510, 
advertisement 511, story B 512 and story C 513. It is assumed 
that the digital work is stored starting at a relative address of 

10 
The approach for representing digital works by separating 

description data from content assumes that parts of a file are 
contiguous but takes no position on the actual representation 
of content. In particular, it is neutral to the question of whether 
content representation may take an object oriented approach. 
It would be natural to represent content as objects. In prin
ciple, it may be convenient to have content objects that 
include the billing structure and rights information that is 
represented in the d-blocks. Such variations in the design of 

0. Each of the parts of the digital work are stored linearly so 
that story A 510 is stored at approximately addresses 0-30, 
000, advertisement 511 at addresses 30,001-40,000, story B 
512 at addresses 40,001-60,000 and story C 513 at addresses 
60,001-85K. The detail of story A 510 is illustrated in FIG. 6. 
Referring to FIG. 6, the story A 510 is further broken down to 
show text 614 stored at address 0-1500, soldier photo 615 at 
addresses 1501-10,000, graphics 616 stored at addresses 
10,001-25,000 and sidebar 617 stored address 25,001-30, 
000. Note that the data in the contents file may be compressed 
(for saving storage) or encrypted (for security). 

10 
the representation are possible and are viable alternatives but 
may introduce processing overhead, e.g. the interpretation of 
the objects. 

From FIGS. 5 and 6 it is readily observed that a digital work 
can be represented by its component parts as a hierarchy. The 
description tree for a digital work is comprised of a set of 
related descriptor blocks (d-blocks). The contents of each 
d-block are described with respect to FIG. 7. Referring to 
FIG. 7, a d-block 700 includes an identifier 701 which is a 
unique identifier for the work in the repository, a starting 
address 702 providing the start address of the first byte of the 
work, a length 703 giving the number of bytes in the work, a 
rights portion 704 wherein the granted usage rights and their 
status data are maintained, a parent pointer 705 for pointing to 
a parent d-block and child pointers 706 for pointing to the 
child d-blocks. In the currently preferred embodiment, the 
identifier 701 has two parts. The first part is a unique number 
assigned to the repository upon manufacture. The second part 

15 

20 

25 

30 

Property 

Copies-in-
Use 

Loan-Period 

Loaner-Copy 

Remaining-
Time 
Document-
Descr 

Revenue
Owner 

TABLE 1 

DIGITAL WORK STATE INFORMATION 

Value 

Number 

Time-Units 

Boolean 

Time-Units 

String 

RO-Descr 

Use 

A counter of the number of copies of a 
work that are in use. Incremented when 
another copy is used; decremented when 
use is completed. 
Indicator of the maximwn nwnber of 
time-nnits that a docwnent can be 
loaned out 
Indicator that the current work is a 
loaned out copy of an authorized digital 
work. 
Indicator of the remaining time of use 
on a metered docwnent right. 
A string containing various identifYing 
information about a document. The 
exact format of this is not specified, but 
it can include information such as a 
publisher name, author name, ISBN 
nwnber, and so on. 
A handle identifYing a revenue owner 
for a digital work. This is used for 
reporting usage fees. 

35 Publication-

is a unique number assigned to the work upon creation. The 
rights portion 704 will contain a data structure, such as a 
look-up table, wherein the various information associated 
with a right is maintained. The information required by the 
respective usage rights is described in more detail below. 
D-blocks form a strict hierarchy. The top d-block of a work 
has no parent; all other d-blocks have one parent. The rela- 40 

tionship of usage rights between parent and child d-blocks 
and how conflicts are resolved is described below. 

Date-Descr The date tbat the digital work was 
published. 

A special type of d-block is a "shell" d-block. A shell 
d-block adds no new content beyond the content of its parts. 
A shell d-block is used to add rights and fee information, 45 

typically by distributors of digital works. 
FIG. 8 illustrates a description tree for the digital work of 

FIG. 5. Referring to FIG. 8, a top d-block 820 for the digital 
work points to the various stories and advertisements con
tained therein. Here, the top d-block 820 points to d-block821 50 

(representing story A 510), d-block 822 (representing the 
advertisement 511), d-block 823 (representing story B 512) 
and d-block 824 (representing story C 513). 

The portion of the description tree for Story A 510 is 
illustrated in FIG. 9. D-b lock 925 represents text 614, d-block 55 

926 represents photo 615, d-block 927 represents graphics 
616 by and d-block 928 represents sidebar 617. 

Date 
History-list History-Rec A list of events recording the repostories 

and dates for operations that copy, 
transfer, backup, or restore a digital 
work. 

Digital works are stored in a repository as part of a hierar
chical file system. Folders (also termed directories and sub
directories) contain the digital works as well as other folders. 
Digital works and folders in a folder are ordered in alphabeti
cal order. The digital works are typed to reflect how the files 
are used. Usage rights can be attached to folders so that the 
folder itself is treated as a digital work. Access to the folder 
would then be handled in the same fashion as any other digital 
work As will be described in more detail below, the contents 
of the folder are subject to their own rights. Moreover, file 
management rights may be attached to the folder which 
defines how folder contents can be managed. 

Attaching Usage Rights to a Digital Work 

It is fundamental to the present invention that the usage 
rights are treated as part of the digital work. As the digital 
work is distributed, the scope of the granted usage rights will 
remain the same or may be narrowed. For example, when a 

The rights portion 704 of a descriptor block is further 
illustrated in FIG. 10. FIG. 10 illustrates a structure which is 
repeated in the rights portion 704 for each right. Referring to 
FIG.10, each right will have aright code field 1001 and status 
information field 1002. The right code field 1001 will contain 
a unique code assigned to a right. The status information field 
1002 will contain information relating to the state of a right 
and the digital work. Such information is indicated below in 
Table 1. The rights as stored in the rights portion 304 may 
typically be in numerical order based on the right code. 

60 digital work is transferred from a document server to a reposi
tory, the usage rights may include the right to loan a copy for 
a predetermined period of time (called the original rights). 
When the repository loans out a copy of the digital work, the 
usage rights in the loaner copy (called the next set of rights) 

65 could be set to prohibit any further rights to loan out the copy. 
The basic idea is that one cam10t grant more rights than they 
have. 
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The attachment of usage rights into a digital work may 
occur ina variety of ways. If the usage rights will be the same 
for an entire digital work, they could be attached when the 
digital work is processed for deposit in the digital work server. 
In the case of a digital work having different usage rights for 
the various components, this can be done as the digital work 
is being created. An authoring tool or digital work assembling 
tool could be utilized which provides for an automated pro
cess of attaching the usage rights. 

As will be described below, when a digital work is copied, 10 

transferred or loaned, a "next set of rights" can be specified. 
The "next set of rights" will be attached to the digital work as 
it is transported. 
Resolving Conflicting Rights 

Because each part of a digital work may have its own usage 15 

rights, there will be instances where the rights of a "contained 
part" are different from its parent or container part. As a 
result, conflict rules must be established to dictate when and 
how a right may be exercised. The hierarchical structure of a 
digital work facilitates the enforcement of such rules. A 20 

"strict" rule would be as follows: a right for a part in a digital 
work is sanctioned if and only if it is sanctioned for the part, 
for ancestor d-blocks containing the part and for all descen
dent d-blocks. By sanctioned, it is meant that (1) each of the 
respective parts must have the right, and (2) any conditions for 25 

exercising the right are satisfied. 

12 
they are trusted systems. The systems are trusted because they 
are able to take responsibility for fairly and reliably carrying 
out the commercial transactions. That the systems can be 
responsible ("able to respond") is fundamentally an issue of 
integrity. The integrity of repositories has three parts: physi
cal integrity, commnnications integrity, and behavioral integ
rity. 

Physical integrity refers to the integrity of the physical 
devices themselves. Physical integrity applies both to the 
repositories and to the protected digital works. Thus, the 
higher security classes of repositories themselves may have 
sensors that detect when tampering is attempted on their 
secure cases. In addition to protection of the repository itself, 
the repository design protects access to the content of digital 
works. In contrast with the design of conventional magnetic 
and optical devices-such as floppy disks, CD-ROMs, and 
videotapes-repositories never allow non-trusted systems to 
access the works directly. A maker of generic computer sys
tems cannot guarantee that their platform will not be used to 
make unauthorized copies. The manufacturer provides 
generic capabilities for reading and writing information, and 
the general nature of the functionality of the general comput
ing device depends on it. Thus, a copy program can copy 
arbitrary data. This copying issue is not limited to general 
purpose computers. It also arises for the unauthorized dupli
cation of entertainment "software" such as video and audio 
recordings by magnetic recorders. Again, the functionality of 
the recorders depends on their ability to copy and they have no 
means to check whether a copy is authorized. In contrast, 

It also possible to implement the present invention using a 
more lenient rule. In the more lenient rule, access to the part 
may be enabled to the descendent parts which have the right, 
but access is denied to the descendents which do not. 30 repositories prevent access to the raw data by general devices 

and can test explicit rights and conditions before copying or 
otherwise granting access. Information is only accessed by 
protocol between trusted repositories. 

Example of applying both the strict rule and lenient is 
illustrated with reference to FIG. 11. Referring to FIG. 11, a 
root d-block 1101 has child d-blocks 1102-1105. In this case, 
root d-block represents a magazine, and each of the child 
d-blocks 1102-1105 represent articles in the magazine. Sup- 35 

pose that a request is made to PRINT the digital work repre
sented by root d-block 1101 wherein the strict rule is fol
lowed. The rights for the root d-block 1101 and childd-blocks 
1102-1105 are then examined. Root d-block 1101 and child 
d-blocks 1102 and 1105 have been granted PRINT rights. 40 

Child d-block 1103 has not been granted PRINT rights and 
child d-block 1104 has PRINT rights conditioned on payment 
of a usage fee. 

Under the strict rule the PRINT right cannot be exercised 
because the child d-block does not have the PRINT right. 45 

Under the lenient rule, the result would be different. The 
digital works represented by child d-blocks 1102 and 1105 
could be printed and the digital work represented by d-block 
1104 could be printed so long as the usage fee is paid. Only 
the digital work represented by d-block 1103 could not be 50 

printed. This same result would be accomplished under the 
strict rule if the requests were directed to each of the indi
vidual digital works. 

The present invention supports various combinations of 
allowing and disallowing access. Moreover, as will be 55 

described below, the usage rights grammar permits the owner 
of a digital work to specifY if constraints may be imposed on 
the work by a container part. The manner in which digital 
works may be sanctioned because of usage rights conflicts 
would be implementation specific and would depend on the 60 

nature of the digital works. 

Repositories 

Communications integrity refers to the integrity of the 
communications channels between repositories. Roughly 
speaking, communications integrity means that repositories 
cannot be easily fooled by "telling them lies." Integrity in this 
case refers to the property that repositories will only commu
nicate with other devices that are able to present proof that 
they are certified repositories, and furthermore, that the 
repositories monitor the communications to detect "impos-
tors" and malicious or accidental interference. Thus the secu
rity measures involving encryption, exchange of digital cer
tificates, and nonces described below are all security 
measures aimed at reliable communication in a world known 
to contain active adversaries. 

Behavioral integrity refers to the integrity in what reposi-
tories do. What repositories do is determined by the software 
that they execute. The integrity of the software is generally 
assured only by knowledge of its source. Restated, a user will 
trust software purchased at a reputable computer store but not 
trust software obtained off a random (insecure) server on a 
network. Behavioral integrity is maintained by requiring that 
repository software be certified and be distributed with proof 
of such certification, i.e. a digital certificate. The purpose of 
the certificate is to authenticate that the software has been 
tested by an authorized organization, which attests that the 
software does what it is supposed to do and that it does not 
compromise the behavioral integrity of a repository. If the 
digital certificate cannot be found in the digital work or the 
master repository which generated the certificate is not 
known to the repository receiving the software, then the soft
ware cannot be installed. 

Many of the powerful functions of repositories-such as 
their ability to "loan" digital works or automatically handle 
the commercial reuse of digital works-are possible because 

In the description of FIG. 2, it was indicated that reposito-
65 ries come in various forms. All repositories provide a core set 

of services for the transmission of digital works. The manner 
in which digital works are exchanged is the basis for all 
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transaction between repositories. The various repository 
types differ in the ultimate functions that they perform. 
Repositories may be devices themselves, or they may be 
incorporated into other systems. An example is the rendering 
repository 205 of FIG. 2. 

A repository will have associated with it a repository iden
tifier. Typically, the repository identifier would be a unique 
number assigned to the repository at the time of manufacture. 
Each repository will also be classified as being in a particular 
security class. Certain communications and transactions may 10 

be conditioned on a repository being in a particular security 
class. The various security classes are described in greater 
detail below. 

14 
standard interfaces such as RS-232 or Personal Computer 
Manufacturers Card Industry Association (PCMCIA) stan
dards, or FDDI. The external interface means 1206 may also 
provide network connectivity. 

The functional embodiment of a repository is described 
with reference to FIG.13. Referring to FIG.13, the functional 
embodiment is comprised of an operating system 1301, core 
repository services 1302, usage transaction handlers 1303, 
repository specific functions, 1304 and a user interface 1305. 
The operating system 1301 is specific to the repository and 
would typically depend on the type of processor being used. 
The operating system 1301 would also provide the basic 
services for controlling and interfacing between the basic 

15 components of the repository. 
As a prerequisite to operation, a repository will require 

possession of an identification certificate. Identification cer
tificates are encrypted to prevent forgery and are issued by a 
Master repository. A master repository plays the role of an 
authorization agent to enable repositories to receive digital 
works. Identification certificates must be updated on a peri
odic basis. Identification certificates are described in greater 20 

detail below with respect to the registration transaction. 
A repository has both a hardware and functional embodi

ment. The functional embodiment is typically software 
executing on the hardware embodiment. Alternatively, the 
functional embodiment may be embedded in the hardware 25 

embodiment such as an Application Specific Integrated Cir
cuit (ASIC) chip. 

The hardware embodiment of a repository will be enclosed 
in a secure housing which if compromised, may cause the 
repository to be disabled. The basic components of the hard- 30 

ware embodiment of a repository are described with refer
ence to FIG. 12. Referring to FIG. 12, a repository is com
prised of a processing means 1200, storage system 1207, 
clock 1205 and external interface 1206. The processing 
means 1200 is comprised of a processor element 1201 and 35 

processor memory 1202. The processing means 1201 pro
vides controller, repository transaction and usage rights trans
action functions for the repository. Various functions in the 
operation of the repository such as decryption and/or decom
pression of digital works and transaction messages are also 40 

performed by the processing means 1200. The processor ele
ment 1201 may be a microprocessor or other suitable com
puting component. The processor memory 1202 would typi
cally be further comprised of Read Only Memories (ROM) 
and Random Access Memories (RAM). Such memories 45 

would contain the software instructions utilized by the pro
cessor element 1201 in performing the functions of the 
repository. 

The storage system 1207 is further comprised of descriptor 
storage 1203 and content storage 1204. The description tree 50 

storage 1203 will store the description tree for the digital 
work and the content storage will store the associated content. 
The description tree storage 1203 and content storage 1204 
need not be of the same type of storage medium, nor are they 
necessarily on the same physical device. So for example, the 55 

descriptor storage 1203 may be stored on a solid state storage 
(for rapid retrieval of the description tree information), while 
the content storage 1204 may be on a high capacity storage 
such as an optical disk. 

The clock 1205 is used to time-stamp various time based 60 

conditions for usage rights or for metering usage fees which 
may be associated with the digital works. The clock 1205 will 
have an uninterruptible power supply, e.g. a battery, in order 
to maintain the integrity of the time-stamps. The external 
interface means 1206 provides for the signal connection to 65 

other repositories and to a credit server. The external interface 
means 1206 provides for the exchange of signals via such 

The core repository services 1302 comprise a set of func
tions required by each and every repository. The core reposi
tory services 1302 include the session initiation transactions 
which are defined in greater detail below. This set of services 
also includes a generic ticket agent which is used to "punch" 
a digital ticket and a generic authorization server for process
ing authorization specifications. Digital tickets and authori
zations are specific mechanisms for controlling the distribu
tion and use of digital works and are described and more 
detail below. Note that coupled to the core repository services 
are a plurality of identification certificates 1306. The identi
fication certificates 1306 are required to enable the use of the 
repository. 

The usage transactions handler 1303 comprise functional
ity for processing access requests to digital works and for 
billing fees based on access. The usage transactions sup
ported will be different for each repository type. For example, 
it may not be necessary for some repositories to handle access 
requests for digital works. 

The repository specific functionality 1304 comprises func
tionality that is unique to a repository. For example, the mas
ter repository has special functionality for issuing digital 
certificates and maintaining encryption keys. The repository 
specific functionality 1304 would include the user interface 
implementation for the repository. 

Repository Security Classes 

For some digital works the losses caused by any individual 
instance of unauthorized copying is insignificant and the 
chief economic concern lies in assuring the convenience of 
access and low-overhead billing. In such cases, simple and 
inexpensive handheld repositories and network-based work
stations may be suitable repositories, even though the mea
sures and guarantees of security are modest. 

At the other extreme, some digital works such as a digital 
copy of a first run movie or a bearer bond or stock certificate 
would be of very high value so that it is prudent to employ 
caution and fairly elaborate security measures to ensure that 
they are not copied or forged. A repository suitable for hold
ing such a digital work could have elaborate measures for 
ensuring physical integrity and for verifying authorization 
before use. 

By arranging a universal protocol, all kinds of repositories 
can communicate with each other in principle. However, cre
ators of some works will want to specifY that their works will 
only be transferred to repositories whose level of security is 
high enough. For this reason, document repositories have a 
ranking system for classes and levels of security. The security 
classes in the currently preferred embodiment are described 
in Table 2. 
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TABLE2 

REPOSITORY SECURITY LEVELS 

Level Description of Security 

0 Open system. Docwnent transmission is nnencrypted. No digital 
certificate is required for identification. The secmity of the system 
depends mostly on user honesty, since only modest knowledge may 
be needed to circumvent the security measures. The repository 
has no provisions for preventing nnauthorized programs from 
running and accessing or copying files. The system does not 
prevent the use of removable storage and does not encrypt stored 
files. 
Minimal security. Like the previous class except that stored files 
are minimally encrypted, including ones on removable storage. 

2 Basic secmity. Like the previous class except that special tools 
and knowledge are required to compromise the programming, the 
contents of the repository, or the state of the clock. All digital 
communications are encrypted. A digital certificate is provided as 
identification. Medium level encryption is used. Repository 
identification nwnber is unforgeable. 
General security. Like the previous class plus the requirement of 
special tools are needed to compromise the physical integrity of the 
repository and that modest encryption is used on all transmissions. 
Password protection is required to use the local user interface. The 
digital clock system cannot be reset without authorization. No 
works would be stored on removable storage. When executing 
works as programs, it nms them in their own address space and 
does not give them direct access to any file storage or other 
memory containing system code or works. They can access works 
only through the transmission transaction protocol. 

4 Like the previous class except that high level encryption is used on 
all commnnications. Sensors are used to record attempts at 
physical and electronic tampering. After such tampering, the 
repository will not perform other transactions until it has reported 
such tampering to a designated server. 
Like the previous class except that if the physical or digital 
attempts at tampering exceed some preset thresholds that 
threaten the physical integrity of the repository or the integrity of 
digital and cryptographic barriers, then the repository will save 
only document description records of history but will erase or 
destroy any digital identifiers that could be misused if released to 
an unscrupulous party. It also modifies any certificates of 
authenticity to indicate that the physical system has been 
compromised. It also erases the contents of designated documents. 
Like the previous class except that the repository will attempt 
wireless commnnication to report tampering and will employ noisy 
alarms. 

10 This would correspond to a very high level of security. This server 
would maintain constant communications to remote security 
systems reporting transactions, sensor readings, and attempts to 
circumvent security. 

The characterization of security levels described in Table 2 
is not intended to be fixed. More important is the idea of 
having different security levels for different repositories. It is 
anticipated that new security classes and requirements will 
evolve according to social situations and changes in technol
ogy. 
Repository User Interface 

16 
a computer system. The user interface may be combination of 
a display, keyboard, cursor control device and software 
executing on the computer system. 

At a minimum, the user interface must permit a user to 
input information such as access requests and alpha numeric 
data and provide feedback as to transaction status. The user 
interface will then cause the repository to initiate the suitable 
transactions to service the request. Other facets of a particular 
user interface will depend on the functionality that a reposi-

10 tory will provide. 

Credit Servers 

In the present invention, fees may be associated with the 
15 exercise of a right. The requirement for payment of fees is 

described with each version of a usage right in the usage 
rights language. The recording and reporting of such fees is 
performed by the credit server. One of the capabilities 
enabled by associating fees with rights is the possibility of 

20 supporting a wide range of charging models. The simplest 
model, used by conventional software, is that there is a single 
fee at the time of purchase, after which the purchaser obtains 
unlimited rights to use the work as often and for as long as he 
or she wants. Alternative models, include metered use and 

25 variable fees. A single work can have different fees for dif
ferent uses. For example, viewing a photograph on a display 
could have different fees than making a hardcopy or including 
it in a newly created work. A key to these alternative charging 
models is to have a low overhead means of establishing fees 

30 and accounting for credit on these transactions. 
A credit server is a computational system that reliably 

authorizes and records these transactions so that fees are 
billed and paid. The credit server reports fees to a billing 
clearinghouse. The billing clearinghouse manages the finan-

35 cia! transactions as they occur. As a result, bills may be 
generated and accounts reconciled. Preferably, the credit 
server would store the fee transactions and periodically com
municate via a network with billing clearinghouse for recon
ciliation. In such an embodiment, communications with the 

40 billing clearinghouse would be encrypted for integrity and 
security reasons. In another embodiment, the credit server 
acts as a "debit card" where transactions occur in "real-time" 
against a user account. 

A credit server is comprised of memory, a processing 
45 means, a clock, and interface means for coupling to a reposi

tory and a financial institution (e.g. a modem). The credit 
server will also need to have security and authentication func
tionality. These elements are essentially the same elements as 
those of a repository. Thus, a single device can be both a 

50 repository and a credit server, provided that it has the appro
priate processing elements for carrying out the corresponding 
functions and protocols. Typically, however, a credit server 
would be a card-sized system in the possession of the owner 
of the credit. The credit server is coupled to a repository and 

A user interface is broadly defined as the mechanism by 
which a user interacts with a repository in order to invoke 
transactions to gain access to a digital work, or exercise usage 
rights. As described above, a repository may be embodied in 
various forms. The user interface for a repository will differ 
depending on the particular embodiment. The user interface 
may be a graphical user interface having icons representing 
the digital works and the various transactions that may be 60 
performed. The user interface may be a generated dialog in 
which a user is prompted for information. 

55 would interact via financial transactions as described below. 
Interactions with a financial institution may occur via proto
cols established by the financial institutions themselves. 

In the currently preferred embodiment credit servers asso
ciated with both the server and the repository report the finan
cial transaction to the billing clearinghouse. For example, 
when a digital work is copied by one repository to another for 
a fee, credit servers coupled to each of the repositories will 
report the transaction to the billing clearinghouse. This is 
desirable in that it insures that a transaction will be accounted 
for in the event of some break in the communication between 
a credit server and the billing clearinghouse. However, some 
implementations may embody only a single credit server 

The user interface itself need not be part of the repository. 
As a repository may be embedded in some other device, the 
user interface may merely be a part of the device in which the 65 

repository is embedded. For example, the repository could be 
embedded in a "card" that is inserted into an available slot in 
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reporting the transaction to minimize transaction processing 
at the risk of losing some transactions. 

Usage Rights Language 

The present invention uses statements in a high level 
"usage rights language" to define rights associated with digi-
tal works and their parts. Usage rights statements are inter
preted by repositories and are used to determine what trans
actions can be successfully carried out for a digital work and 
also to determine parameters for those transactions. For 
example, sentences in the language determine whether a 
given digital work can be copied, when and how it can be 
used, and what fees (if any) are to be charged for that use. 
Once the usage rights statements are generated, they are 
encoded in a suitable form for accessing during the process
ing of transactions. 

Defining usage rights in terms of a language in combina
tion with the hierarchical representation of a digital work 
enables the support of a wide variety of distribution and fee 
schemes. An example is the ability to attach multiple versions 
of a right to a work. So a creator may attach a PRINT right to 
make 5 copies for $10.00 and a PRINT right to make unlim
ited copies for $100.00. A purchaser may then choose which 
option best fits his needs. Another example is that rights and 
fees are additive. So in the case of a composite work, the 
rights and fees of each of the components works is used in 
determining the rights and fees for the work as a whole. Other 
features and benefits of the usage rights language will become 
apparent in the description of distribution and use scenarios 
provided below. 

The basic contents of a right are illustrated in FIG. 14. 
Referring to FIG. 14, a right 1450 has a transactional com
ponent 1451 and a specifications component 1452. A right 
1450 has a label (e.g. COPY or PRINT) which indicate the 
use or distribution privileges that are embodied by the right. 
The transactional component 1451 corresponds to a particu
lar way in which a digital work may be used or distributed. 
The transactional component 1451 is typically embodied in 
software instructions in a repository which implement the use 
or distribution privileges for the right. The specifications 
components 1452 are used to specify conditions which must 
be satisfied prior to the right being exercised or to designate 
various transaction related parameters. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, these specifications include copy count 
1453, Fees and Incentives 1454, Time 1455, Access and Secu
rity 1456 and Control1457. Each of these specifications will 
be described in greater detail below with respect to the lan
guage grammar elements. 

The usage rights language is based on the grammar 
described below. A grammar is a convenient means for defin
ing valid sequence of symbols for a language. In describing 
the grammar the notation"[ albic]" is used to indicate distinct 
choices among alternatives. In this example, a sentence can 
have either an "a", "b" or "c". It must include exactly one of 
them. The braces { } are used to indicate optional items. Note 
that brackets, bars and braces are used to describe the lan
guage of usage rights sentences but do not appear in actual 
sentences in the language. 

In contrast, parentheses are part of the usage rights lan
guage. Parentheses are used to group items together in lists. 
The notation (x*) is used to indicate a variable length list, that 
is, a list containing one or more items of type x. The notation 
(x)* is used to indicate a variable number oflists containingx. 

18 
an identifier. In many cases, the keyword and the parameter 
are entirely optional. When a keyword is given, it often takes 
a single identifier as its value. In some cases, the keyword 
takes a list of identifiers. 

In the usage rights language, time is specified in an hours: 
minutes:seconds (or hh:mm:ss) representation. Time zone 
indicators, e.g. PDT for Pacific Daylight Time, may also be 
specified. Dates are represented as year/month/day (or 
YYYY/MMM/DD). Note that these time and date represen-

10 tations may specify moments in time or units of time Money 
units are specified in terms of dollars. 

Finally, in the usage rights language, various "things" will 
need to interact with each other. For example, an instance of 
a usage right may specify a bank account, a digital ticket, etc. 

15 Such things need to be identified and are specified herein 
using the suffix "-ID." 

The Usage Rights Grammar is listed in it's entirety in FIG. 
15 and is described below. 

Grammar element 1501 "Digital Work Rights:=(Rights*)" 
20 define the digital work rights as a set of rights. The-set of 

rights attached to a digital work define how that digital work 
may be transferred, used, performed or played. A set of rights 
will attach to the entire digital work and in the case of com
pound digital works, each of the components of the digital 

25 work. The usage rights of components of a digital may be 
different. 

Grammar element 1502 "Right:=(Right-Code {Copy
Count} {Control-Spec} {Time-Spec} {Access-Spec} {Fee
Spec})" enumerates the content of a right. Each usage right 

30 must specifY a right code. Each right may also optionally 
specifY conditions which must be satisfied before the right 
can be exercised. These conditions are copy count, control, 
time, access and fee conditions. In the currently preferred 
embodiment, for the optional elements, the following 

35 defaults apply: copy count equals 1, no time limit on the use 
of the right, no access tests or a security level required to use 
the right and no fee is required. These conditions will each be 
described in greater detail below. 

It is important to note that a digital work may have multiple 
40 versions of a right, each having the same right code. The 

multiple versions would provide alternative conditions and 
fees for accessing the digital work. 

A Grammar element 1503 "Right-Code:=Render
Code I Transport -Code IF ile-Management -Code I Derivative-

45 Works-Code Configuration-Code" distinguishes each of the 
specific rights into a particular right type (although each right 
is identified by distinct right codes). In this way, the grammar 
provides a catalog of possible rights that can be associated 
with parts of digital works. In the following, rights are divided 

50 into categories for convenience in describing them. 
Grammar element 1504 "Render-Code:=[Play: {Player: 

Player-ID}IPrint: {Printer: Printer-ID}]" lists a category of 
rights all involving the making of ephemeral, transitory, or 
non-digital copies of the digital work. After use the copies are 

55 erased. 
Play: A process of rendering or performing a digital work 

on some processor. This includes such things as playing digi
tal movies, playing digital music, playing a video game, run
ning a computer program, or displaying a document on a 

60 display. 
Print: To render the work in a medium that is not further 

protected by usage rights, such as printing on paper. 
Grammar element 1505 "Transport-Code:= 

Keywords in the grammar are words followed by colons. 65 

Keywords are a common and very special case in the lan
guage. They are often used to indicate a single value, typically 

[CopyiTransferiLoan {Remaining-Rights: Next-Set-of
Rights}] {(Next-Copy-Rights: Next-Set of Rights)}" lists a 
category of rights involving the making of persistent, usable 
copies of the digital work on other repositories. The optional 
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Next-Copy-Rights determine the rights on the work after it is 
transported. If this is not specified, then the rights on the 
transported copy are the same as on the original. The optional 
Remaining-Rights specify the rights that remain with a digital 
work when it is loaned out. If this is not specified, then the 5 

default is that no rights can be exercised when it is loaned out. 

are listed after Delete:, then all versions of rights with those 
codes are deleted. Versions of rights after Replace: subsume 
all versions of rights of the same type in the current set of 
rights. 

If Remaining-Rights is not specified, then there are no 
rights for the original after all Loan copies are loaned out. If 
Remaining-Rights is specified, then the Keep: token can be 
used to simplify the expression of what rights to keep behind. 
A list of right codes following keep means that all of the 

Copy: Make a new copy of a work 
Transfer: Moving a work from one repository to another. 
Loan: Temporarily loaning a copy to another repository for 

a specified period of time. 
Grammar element 1506 "File-Management-Code:= 

Backup {Back-Up-Copy-Rights: Next-Set-of 
Rights} I Restore I Delete IF olderl Directory {N ame:Hide-
Locall Hide-Remote} {Parts :Hide-Local I Hide-Remote}" 

10 versions of those listed rights are kept in the remaining copy. 
This specification can be overridden by subsequent Delete: or 
Replace: specifications. 
Copy Count Specification 

lists a category of rights involving operations for file manage- 15 

ment, such as the making ofbackup copies to protect the copy 
owner against catastrophic equipment failure. 

For various transactions, it may be desirable to provide 
some limit as to the number of "copies" of the work which 
may be exercised simultaneously for the right. For example, it 
may be desirable to limit the number of copies of a digital 
work that may be loaned out at a time or viewed at a time. Many software licenses and also copyright law give a copy 

owner the right to make backup copies to protect against 
catastrophic failure of equipment. However, the making of 20 

uncontrolled backup copies is inherently at odds with the 
ability to control usage, since an uncontrolled backup copy 
can be kept and then restored even after the authorized copy 
was sold. 

Grammar element 1510 "Copy-Count:=(Copies: positive
integeriOiunlimited)" provides a condition which defines the 
number of "copies" of a work subject to the right. A copy 
count can be 0, a fixed number, or unlimited. The copy-count 
is associated with each right, as opposed to there being just a 
single copy-count for the digital work. The Copy-Count for a 

The File management rights enable the making and restor
ing of backup copies in a way that respects usage rights, 
honoring the requirements of both the copy owner and the 
rights grantor and revenue owner. Backup copies of work 
descriptions (including usage rights and fee data) can be sent 
under appropriate protocol and usage rights control to other 
document repositories of sufficiently high security. Further 
rights permit organization of digital works into folders which 
themselves are treated as digital works and whose contents 
may be "hidden" from a party seeking to determine the con
tents of a repository. 

Backup: To make a backup copy of a digital work as pro-
tection against media failure. 

Restore: To restore a backup copy of a digital work. 
Delete: To delete or erase a copy of a digital work. 
Folder: To create and name folders, and to move files and 

folders between folders. 
Directory: To hide a folder or it's contents. 
Grammar element 1507 "Derivative-Works-Code: 

[Extract I Embed I Edit {Process: Process-ID}] {Next -Copy
Rights: Next-Set-ofRights }"lists a category of rights involv
ing the use of a digital work to create new works. 

Extract: To remove a portion of a work, for the purposes of 
creating a new work. 

Embed: To include a work in an existing work. 
Edit: To alter a digital work by copying, selecting and 

modifYing portions of an existing digital work. 
Grammar element 1508 "Configuration-Code:= 

InstalliUninstall" lists a category of rights for installing and 
uninstalling software on a repository (typically a rendering 
repository.) This would typically occur for the installation of 
a new type of player within the rendering repository. 

Install: To install new software on a repository. 
Uninstall: To remove existing software from a repository. 
Grammar element 1509 "Next-Set-of-Rights:={ (Add: Set-

25 right is decremented each time that a right is exercised. When 
the Copy-Count equals zero, the right can no longer be exer
cised. If the Copy-Count is not specified, the default is one. 
Control Specification 

Rights and fees depend in general on rights granted by the 
30 creator as well as further restrictions imposed by later dis

tributors. Control specifications deal with interactions 
between the creators and their distributors governing the 
imposition of further restrictions and fees. For example, a 
distributor of a digital work may not want an end consumer of 

35 a digital work to add fees or otherwise profit by commercially 
exploiting the purchased digital work. 

Grammar element 1511 "Control-Spec:=(Control: 
{RestrictableiUnrestrictable} 
{UnchargeableiChargeable }-)" provides a condition to 

40 specifY the effect of usage rights and fees of parents on the 
exercise of the right. A digital work is restrictable if higher 
level d-blocks can impose further restrictions (time specifi
cations and access specifications) on the right. It is unrestrict
able if no further restrictions can be imposed. The default 

45 setting is restrictable. A right is unchargeable if no more fees 
can be imposed on the use of the right. It is chargeable if more 
fees can be imposed. The default is chargeable. 
Time Specification 

It is often desirable to assign a start date or specify some 
50 duration as to when a right may be exercised. Grmar ele

ment 1512 "Time-Spec:=( {Fixed-Interval I Sliding
IntervaliMeter-Tim-e} Until: Expiration-Date)" provides for 
specification of time conditions on the exercise of a right. 
Rights may be granted for a specified time. Different kinds of 

55 time specifications are appropriate for different kinds of 
rights. Some rights may be exercised during a fixed and 
predetermined duration. Some rights may be exercised for an 
interval that starts the first time that the right is invoked by 
some transaction. Some rights may be exercised or are 

60 charged according to some kind of metered time, which may 
be split into separate intervals. For example, a right to view a 
picture for an hour might be split into six ten minute viewings 
or four fifteen minute viewings or twenty three minute view-

Of-Rights)} {(Delete: Set-Of-Rights)} {(Replace: Set-Of
Rights)} {(Keep: Set-Of-Rights)}" defines how rights are 
carried forward for a copy of a digital work. If the Next-Copy
Rights is not specified, the rights for the next copy are the 
same as those of the current copy. Otherwise, the set of rights 
for the next copy can be specified. Versions of rights after 65 

Add: are added to the current set of rights. Rights after Delete: 
are deleted from the current set of rights. If only right codes 

ings. 
The terms "time" and "date" are used synonymously to 

refer to a moment in time. There are several kinds of time 
specifications. Each specification represents some limitation 
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on the times over which the usage right applies. The Expira
tion-Date specifies the moment at which the usage right ends. 
For example, if the Expiration-Date is "Jan. 1, 1995," then the 
right ends at the first moment of 1995. If the Expiration-Date 
is specified as *forever*, then the rights are interpreted as 
continuing without end. If only an expiration date is given, 
then the right can be exercised as often as desired until the 
expiration date. 

Grammar element 1513 "Fixed-Interval:=From: Start
Time" is used to define a predetermined interval that runs 
from the start time to the expiration date. 

22 
same rights and fees as other digital works. A repository is 
said to have an authorization if that authorization object is 
contained within the repository. 

In some cases, an authorization may be required from a 
source other than the document server and repository. An 
authorization object referenced by an Authorization-ID can 
contain digital address information to be used to set up a 
communications link between a repository and the authori
zation source. These are analogous to phone numbers. For 

10 such access tests, the communication would need to be estab
lished and authorization obtained before the right could be 
exercised. Grammar element 1514 "Sliding-Interval:=Interval: Use

Duration" is used to define an indeterminate (or "open") start 
time. It sets limits on a continuous period of time over which 
the contents are accessible. The period starts on the first 15 

access and ends after the duration has passed or the expiration 
date is reached, whichever comes first. For example, if the 
right gives 10 hours of continuous access, the use-duration 
would begin when the first access was made and end 10 hours 
later. 

For one-time usage rights, a variant on this scheme is to 
have a digital ticket. A ticket is presented to a digital ticket 
agent, whose type is specified on the ticket. In the simplest 
case, a certified generic ticket agent, available on all reposi-
tories, is available to "punch" the ticket. In other cases, the 
ticket may contain addressing information for locating a 
"special" ticket agent. Once a ticket has been punched, it 

20 carmot be used again for the same kind of transaction (unless 
it is unpunched or refreshed in the marmer described below.) 
Punching includes marking the ticket with a timestamp of the 
date and time it was used. Tickets are digital works and can be 
copied or transferred between repositories according to their 

Grammar element 1515 "Meter-Time:=Time-Remaining: 
Remaining-Use" is used to define a "meter time," that is, a 
measure of the time that the right is actually exercised. It 
differs from the Sliding-Interval specification in that the time 
that the digital work is in use need not be continuous. For 
example, if the rights guarantee three days of access, those 
days could be spread out over a month. With this specifica
tion, the rights can be exercised until the meter time is 
exhausted or the expiration date is reached, whichever comes 
first. 

Remaining-U se:=Time-Unit 
Start-Time:= Time-Unit 
Use-Duration:=Time-Unit 
All of the time specifications include time-unit specifica

tions in their ultimate instantiation. 
Security Class and Authorization Specification 

25 usage rights. 
In the currently preferred embodiment, a "punched" ticket 

becomes "unpunched" or "refreshed" when it is copied or 
extracted. The Copy and Extract operations save the date and 
time as a property of the digital ticket. When a ticket agent is 

30 given a ticket, it can simply check whether the digital copy 
was made after the last time that it was punched. Of course, 
the digital ticket must have the copy or extract usage rights 
attached thereto. 

The capability to unpunch a ticket is important in the fol-
35 lowing cases: 

The present invention provides for various security mecha
nisms to be introduced into a distribution or use scheme. 
Grmar element 1516 "Access-Spec:=( {SC: Security
Class} {Authorization: Authorization-ID*} { Other-Authori- 40 

zation: Authorization-ID*} {Ticket: Ticket-ID} )"provides a 
means for restricting access and transmission. Access speci
fications can specifY a required security class for a repository 

A digital work is circulated at low cost with a limitation that 
it can be used only once. 

A digital work is circulated with a ticket that can be used 
once to give discounts on purchases of other works. 

A digital work is circulated with a ticket (included in the 
purchase price and possibly embedded in the work) that can 
be used for a future upgrade. 

In each of these cases, if a paid copy is made of the digital 
work (including the ticket) the new owner would expect to get to exercise a right or a required authorization test that must be 

satisfied. 
The keyword "SC:" is used to specify a minimum security 

level for the repositories involved in the access. If"SC:" is not 
specified, the lowest security level is acceptable. 

The optional "Authorization:" keyword is used to specify 
required authorizations on the same repository as the work. 
The optional "Other-Authorization:" keyword is used to 
specifY required authorizations on the other repository in the 
transaction. 

The optional "Ticket:" keyword specifies the identity of a 
ticket required for the transaction. A transaction involving 
digital tickets must locate an appropriate digital ticket agent 
who can "punch" or otherwise validate the ticket before the 
transaction can proceed. Tickets are described in greater 
detail below. 

In a transaction involving a repository and a document 
server, some usage rights may require that the repository have 
a particular authorization, that the server have some authori
zation, or that both repositories have (possibly different) 
authorizations. Authorizations themselves are digital works 
(hereinafter referred to as an authorization object) that can be 
moved between repositories in the same marmer as other 
digital works. Their copying and transferring is subject to the 

45 a fresh (unpunched) ticket, whether the copy seller has used 
the work or not. In contrast, loaning a work or simply trans
ferring it to another repository should not revitalize the ticket. 
Usage Fees and Incentives Specification 

The billing for use of a digital work is fundamental to a 
so commercial distribution system. Grammar Element 1517 

"Fee-Spec:={ Scheduled-Discount} Regular-Fee
SpeciScheduled-Fee-SpeciMarkup-Spec" provides a range 
of options for billing for the use of digital works. 

A key feature of this approach is the development oflow-
55 overhead billing for transactions in potentially small 

amounts. Thus, it becomes feasible to collect fees of only a 
few cents each for thousands of transactions. 

The grammar differentiates between uses where the charge 
is per use from those where it is metered by the time unit. 

60 Transactions can support fees that the user pays for using a 
digital work as well as incentives paid by the right grantor to 
users to induce them to use or distribute the digital work. 

The optional scheduled discount refers to the rest of the fee 
specification-discounting it by a percentage over time. If it 

65 is not specified, then there is no scheduled discount. Regular 
fee specifications are constant overtime. Scheduled fee speci
fications give a schedule of dates over which the fee specifi-
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cations change. Markup specifications are used in d-blocks 
for adding a percentage to the fees already being charged. 

Grammar Element 1518 "Scheduled-Discount:=(Sched
uled-Discount: (Time-Spec Percentage)*)" A Scheduled
Discount is essentially a scheduled modifier of any other fee 5 

specification for this version of the right of the digital work. 
(It does not refer to children or parent digital works or to other 
versions of rights.). It is a list of pairs of times and percent
ages. The most recent time in the list that has not yet passed at 
the time of the transaction is the one in effect. The percentage 10 

gives the discount percentage. For example, the number 10 
refers to a 10% discount. 

Grammar Element 1519 "Regular-Fee-Spec:=( {Fee: 
I Incentive:} [Per-Use-SpeciMetered-Rate-SpeciBest-Price-

15 
SpeciCall-For-Price-Spec] {Min: Money-Unit Per: Time
Spec} {Max: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec} To: Account
ID)" provides for several kinds of fee specifications. 

Fees are paid by the copy-owner/userto the revenue-owner 
if Fee: is specified. Incentives are paid by the revenue-owner 20 

to the user iflncentive: is specified. If the Min: specification 
is given, then there is a minimum fee to be charged per 
time-spec unit for its use. If the Max: specification is given, 
then there is a maximum fee to be charged per time-spec for 
its use. When Fee: is specified, Account-ID identifies the 25 

account to which the fee is to be paid. When Incentive: is 
specified, Account-ID identifies the account from which the 
fee is to be paid. 

Grammar element 1520 "Per-Use-Spec:=Per-Use: Money
unit" defines a simple fee to be paid every time the right is 30 

exercised, regardless ofhow much time the transaction takes. 
Grammar element 1521 "Metered-Rate-Spec:=Metered: 

Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec" defines a metered-rate fee paid 
according to how long the right is exercised. Thus, the time it 
takes to complete the transaction determines the fee. 

Grammar, element 1522 "Best-Price-Spec:=Best-Price: 
35 

Money-unit Max: Money-unit" is used to specify a best-price 
that is determined when the account is settled. This specifi
cation is to accommodate special deals, rebates, and pricing 
that depends on information that is not available to the reposi- 40 

tory. All fee specifications can be combined with tickets or 
authorizations that could indicate that the consumer is a 
wholesaler or that he is a preferred customer, or that the seller 
be authorized in some way. The amount of money in the Max: 
field is the maximum amount that the use will cost. This is the 45 

amount that is tentatively debited from the credit server. How
ever, when the transaction is ultimately reconciled, any 
excess amount will be returned to the consumer in a separate 
transaction. 

24 
Grammar element 1525 "Markup-Spec:=Markup: per

centage To: Account-ID" is provided for adding a percentage 
to the fees already being charged. For example, a 5% markup 
means that a fee of 5% of cumulative fee so far will be 
allocated to the distributor. A markup specification can be 
applied to all of the other kinds of fee specifications. It is 
typically used in a shell provided by a distributor. It refers to 
fees associated with d-blocks that are parts of the current 
d-block. This might be a convenient specification for use in 
taxes, or in distributor overhead. 
Examples of Sets of Usage Rights 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Delete) 
This work can be played without requirements for fee or 

authorization on any rendering system. It can be transferred to 
any other repository of security level 3 or greater. It can be 
deleted. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Delete) (Backup) (Restore (Fee: 
Per-Use: $5 To: Account-ID-678))) 

Same as the previous example plus rights for backup and 
restore. The work can be backed up without fee. It can be 
restored for a $5 fee payable to the account described by 
Account-ID-678. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
(Copy (SC:3)(Fee: Per-Use: $5 To: Account-ID-678)) 
(Delete (Incentive: Per-Use: $2.50 To: Account-ID-678))) 
This work can be played, transferred, copied, or deleted. 

Copy or transfer operations can take place only with reposi
tories of security level three or greater. The fee to make a copy 
is $5 payable to Account-ID-678. If a copy is deleted, then an 
incentive of $2.50 is paid to the former copy owner. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
Copy (SC: 3) (Fee: Per-Use: $10 To: Account-ID-678)) 
Delete) (Backup) (Restore (SC: 3) (Fee: Per-Use: $5 To: 

Account-ID-678))) 
Same as the previous example plus fees for copying. The 

work can be copied digitally for a fee of $10 payable to 
Account-ID-678. The repository on which the work is copied 
or restored must be at security level 3 or greater. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) 
(Copy Authorization: License-123-ID (SC: 3))) 
The digital work can be played, transferred, or copied. 

Copies or transfers must be on repositories of security level 3 
or greater. Copying requires the license License-123-ID 
issued to the copying repository. None of the rights require 
fees. 

((Play) (Print Printer: Printer-567-ID (Fee: Per-Use: $1 To: 
Account-ID-678))) 

This work can be played for free. It can be printed on any 
printer with the identifier Printer-567-ID for a fee of$1 pay
able to the account described by Account-ID-678. 

((Play Player: Player-876-ID) (From: Feb. 2, 1994 Until: 

Grammar element 1523 "Call-For-Price-Spec:=Call-For- 50 

Price" is similar to a "Best-Price-Spec" in that it is intended to 
accommodate cases where prices are dynamic. A Call-For
Price Spec requires a communication with a dealer to deter
mine the price. This option caunot be exercised if the reposi
tory caunot communicate with a dealer at the time that the 
right is exercised. It is based on a secure transaction whereby 
the dealer names a price to exercise the right and passes along 

Feb. 15, 1995) (Fee: Metered: $0.01 Per: 0:1:0 Min: $0.25 
55 Per: 0/1/0 To: Account-ID-567)) 

a deal certificate which is referenced or included in the billing 
process. 

This work can be played on any player holding the ID 
Player-876-ID. The time of this right is from Feb. 14, 1994 
until Feb. 15, 1995. The fee for use is one cent per minute with 
a minimum of25 cents in any day that it is used, payable to the 

Grammar element 1524 "Scheduled-Fee-Spec:=(Sched
ule: (Time-Spec Regular-Fee-Spec)*)" is used to provide a 
schedule of dates over which the fee specifications change. 
The fee specification with the most recent date not in the 
future is the one that is in effect. This is similar to but more 

60 account described by Account-ID-567. 

general than the scheduled discount. It is more general, 65 

because it provides a means to vary the fee agreement for each 
time period. 

((Play) (Transfer) (Delete)(Loan 2 (Delete: Transfer 
Loan))) 

This work can be played, transferred, deleted, or loaned. 
Up to two copies can be loaned out at a time. The loaned copy 
has the same rights except that it carmot be transferred. When 
both copies are loaned out, no rights can be exercised on the 
original on the repository. 
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((Play) (Transfer) (Delete) (Backup) (Restore (SC:3)) 
(Loan 2 Remaining-Copy-Rights: (Delete: Play Transfer) 
Next-Set-of-Rights: (Delete: Transfer Loan))) 
Similar to previous example. Rights to Backup and Restore 

the work are added, where restoration requires a repository of 
at least security level three. When all copies of the work are 
loaned out, the remaining copy cannot be played or trans
ferred. 

((Play) (Transfer) (Copy) (Print) (Backup) (Restore (SC: 
3)) 

(Loan 1 Remaining-Copy-Rights: (Add: Play Print 
Backup) 

Next-Set-of-Rights: (Delete: Transfer Loan) 
(Fee: Metered: $10 Per: 1:0:0 To: Account-ID-567)) 
(Loan 1 Remaining-Copy-Rights: 
Add: ((Play Player: Player-876-ID) 2 (From: Feb. 14, 1994 

Until: Feb. 15, 1995) 
(Fee: Metered: $0.01 Per: 0:1:0 Min: $0.25 Per: 0/1/0 
To: Account-ID-567)))) 

26 
with repositories that are above the lowest security class are 
encrypted utilizing a public key encryption technique. Public 
key encryption is a well kuown technique in the encryption 
arts. The term key refers to a numeric code that is used with 
encryption and decryption algorithms. Keys come in pairs, 
where "writing keys" are used to encrypt data and "checking 
keys" are used to decrypt data. Both writing and checking 
keys may be public or private. Public keys are those that are 
distributed to others. Private keys are maintained in confi-

10 dence. 
Key management and security is instrun1ental in the suc

cess of a public key encryption system. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, one or more master repositories maintain 

15 
the keys and create the identification certificates used by the 
repositories. 

The original work has rights to Play, Transfer, Copy, Print, 20 

Backup, Restore, and Loan. There are two versions of the 
Loan right. Thefirstversionofthe loan right costs $10perday 
but allows the original copy owner to exercise free use of the 
Play, Print and Backup rights. The second version of the Loan 
right is free. None of the original rights are applicable. How- 25 

ever a right to Play the work at the specified metered rate is 
added. 

When a sending repository transmits a message to a receiv
ing repository, the sending repository encrypts all of its data 
using the public writing key of the receiving repository. The 
sending repository includes its name, the name of the receiv
ing repository, a session identifier such as a nonce (described 
below), and a message counter in each message. 

In this way, the communication can only be read (to a high 
probability) by the receiving repository, which holds the pri
vate checking key for decryption. The auxiliary data is used to 
guard against various replay attacks to security. If messages 
ever arrive with the wrong counter or an old nonce, the reposi
tories can assume that someone is interfering with commu
nication and the transaction terminated. 

((Play Player: Player-Small-Screen-123-ID) 
(Embed (Fee: Per-Use $0.01 To: Account-678-ID)) 
(Copy (Fee: Per-Use $1.00 To: Account-678-ID))) 
The digital work can be played on any player with the 

identifier Player-Small-Screen-123-ID. It can be embedded 
in a larger work. The embedding requires a modest one cent 
registration fee to Account-678-ID. Digital copies can be 
made for $1.00. 

Repository Transactions 

30 The respective public keys for the repositories to be used 
for encryption are obtained in the registration transaction 
described below. 
Session Initiation Transactions 

A usage transaction is carried out in a session between 
35 repositories. For usage transactions involving more than one 

repository, or for financial transactions between a repository 
and a credit server, a registration transaction is performed. A 
second transaction termed a login transaction, may also be 
needed to initiate the session. The goal of the registration When a user requests access to a digital work, the reposi

tory will initiate various transactions. The combination of 
transactions invoked will depend on the specifications 
assigned for a usage right. There are three basic types of 
transactions, Session Initiation Transactions, Financial 
Transactions and Usage Transactions. Generally, session ini
tiation transactions are initiated first to establish a valid ses- 45 

40 transaction is to establish a secure charmel between two 
repositories who kuow each others identities. As it is assumed 
that the communication channel between the repositories is 
reliable but not secure, there is a risk that a non-repository 
may mimic the protocol in order to gain illegitimate access to 
a repository. 

sian. When a valid session is established, transactions corre
sponding to the various usage rights are invoked. Finally, 
request specific transactions are performed. 

Transactions occur between two repositories (one acting as 
a server), between a repository and a document playback 
platform (e.g. for executing or viewing), between a repository 
and a credit server or between a repository and an authoriza
tion server. When transactions occur between more than one 
repository, it is assumed that there is a reliable communica
tion channel between the repositories. For example, this could 
be a TCP/IP channel or any other commercially available 
channel that has built-in capabilities for detecting and cor
recting transmission errors. However, it is not assumed that 
the communication channel is secure. Provisions for security 
and privacy are part of the requirements for specifYing and 
implementing repositories and thus form the need for various 
transactions. 
Message Transmission 

Transactions require that there be some communication 
between repositories. Communication between repositories 
occurs in units termed as messages. Because the communi
cation line is assumed to be unsecure, all communications 

The registration transaction between two repositories is 
described with respect to FIGS. 16 and 17. The steps 
described are from the perspective of a "repository-!" regis
tering its identity with a "repository-2". The registration must 

50 be symmetrical so the same set of steps will be repeated for 
repository-2 registering its identity with repository-!. Refer
ring to FIG. 16, repository-! first generates an encrypted 
registration identifier, step 1601 and then generates a regis
tration message, step 1602. A registration message is com-

55 prised of an identifier of a master repository, the identification 
certificate for the repository-! and an encrypted random reg
istration identifier. The identification certificate is encrypted 
by the master repository in its private key and attests to the 
fact that the repository (here repository-!) is a bona fide 

60 repository. The identification certificate also contains a public 
key for the repository, the repository security level and a 
timestamp (indicating a time after which the certificate is no 
longer valid.) The registration identifier is a number gener
ated by the repository for this registration. The registration 

65 identifier is unique to the session and is encrypted in reposi
tory-l's private key. The registration identifier is used to 
improve security of authentication by detecting certain kinds 
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of communications based attacks. Repository-! then trans
mits the registration message to repository-2, step 1603. 

Upon receiving the registration message, repository-2 
determines if it has the needed public key for the master 
repository, step 1604. If repository-2 does not have the 
needed public key to decrypt the identification certificate, the 
registration transaction terminates in an error, step 1618. 

28 

Assuming that repository-2 has the proper public key the 
identification certificate is decrypted, step 1605. Reposi
tory-2 saves the encrypted registration identifier, step 1606, 
and extracts the repository identifier, step 1607. The extracted 
repository identifier is checked against a "hotlist" of compro
mised document repositories, step 1608. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, each repository will contain "hotlists" of 
compromised repositories. If the repository is on the "hat
list", the registration transaction terminates in an error per 
step 1618. Repositories can be removed from the hotlist when 
their certificates expire, so that the list does not need to grow 
without bound. Also, by keeping a short list ofhotlist certifi
cates that it has previously received, a repository can avoid the 20 

work of actually going through the list. These lists would be 
encrypted by a master repository. A minor variation on the 
approach to improve efficiency would have the repositories 
first exchange lists of names ofhotlist certificates, ultimately 
exchanging only those lists that they had not previously 
received. The "hotlists" are maintained and distributed by 
Master repositories. 

synchronize their clocks. FIG. 17 illustrates the session infor
mation exchange and clock synchronization steps (again 
from the perspective of repository-!.) Referring to FIG. 17, 
repository-! creates a session key pair, step 1701. A first key 
is kept private and is used by repository-! to encrypt mes
sages. The second key is a public key used by repository-2 to 
decrypt messages. The second key is encrypted using the 
public key of repository-2, step 1702 and is sent to repository-
2, step 1703. Upon receipt, repository-2 decrypts the second 

10 key, step 1704. The second key is used to decrypt messages in 
subsequent communications. When each repository has com
pleted this step, they are both convinced that the other reposi
tory is bona fide and that they are communicating with the 

15 
original. Each repository has given the other a key to be used 
in decrypting further communications during the session. 
Since that key is itself transmitted in the public key of the 
receiving repository only it will be able to decrypt the key 
which is used to decrypt subsequent messages. 

After the session information is exchanged, the reposito-
ries must synchronize their clocks. Clock synchronization is 
used by the repositories to establish an agreed upon time base 
for the financial records of their mutual transactions. Refer
ring back to FIG. 17, repository-2 initiates clock synchroni-

Note that rather than terminating in error, the transaction 
could request that another registration message be sent based 
on an identification certificate created by another master 
repository. This may be repeated until a satisfactory identifi
cation certificate is found, or it is determined that trust cannot 

25 zation by generating a time stamp exchange message, step 
1705, and transmits it to repository-!, step 1706. Upon 
receipt, repository-! generates its own time stamp message, 
step 1707 and transmits it back to repository-2, step 1708. 
Repository-2 notes the current time, step 1709 and stores the 

be established. 

30 time received from repository-!, step 1710. The current time 
is compared to the time received from repository-!, step 
1711. The difference is then checked to see if it exceeds a 
predetermined tolerance (e.g. one minute), step 1712. If it 
does, repository-2 terminates the transaction as this may indi-Assuming that the repository is not on the hotlist, the 

repository identification needs to be verified. In other words, 
repository-2 needs to validate that the repository on the other 
end is really repository-!. This is termed performance testing 
and is performed in order to avoid invalid access to the reposi
tory via a counterfeit repository replaying a recording of a 
prior session initiation between repository-! and repository- 40 

2. Performance testing is initiated by repository-2 generating 

35 cate tampering with the repository, step 1713. If not reposi
tory-2 computes an adjusted time delta, step 1714. The 
adjusted time delta is the difference between the clock time of 
repository-2 and the average of the times from repository-! 

a performance message, step 1609. The performance mes
sage consists of a nonce, the names of the respective reposi
tories, the time and the registration identifier received from 
repository-!. A nonce is a generated message based on some 45 

random and variable information (e.g. the time or the tem
perature.) The nonce is used to check whether repository-! 
can actually exhibit correct encrypting of a message using the 
private keys it claims to have, on a message that it has never 
seen before. The performance message is encrypted using the 50 

public key specified in the registration message of repository-
!. The performance message is transmitted to repository-!, 
step 1610, where it is decrypted by repository-! using its 
private key, step 1611. Repository-! then checks to make sure 
that the names of the two repositories are correct, step 1612, 55 

that the time is accurate, step 1613 and that the registration 
identifier corresponds to the one it sent, step 1614. If any of 
these tests fails, the transaction is terminated per step 1616. 
Assuming that the tests are passed, repository-! transmits the 
nonce to repository-2 in the clear, step 1615. Repository-2 60 

then compares the received nonce to the original nonce, step 
1617. If they are not identical, the registration transaction 
terminates in an error per step 1618. If they are the same, the 
registration transaction has successfully completed. 

At this point, assuming that the transaction has not termi- 65 

nated, the repositories exchange messages containing session 
keys to be used in all communications during the session and 

and repository-2. 
To achieve greater accuracy, repository-2 can request the 

time again up to a fixed number of times (e.g. five times), 
repeat the clock synchronization steps, and average the 
results. 

A second session initiation transaction is a Login transac
tion. The Login transaction is used to check the authenticity of 
a user requesting a transaction. A Login transaction is par
ticularly prudent for the authorization of financial transac
tions that will be charged to a credit server. The Login trans
action involves an interaction between the user at a user 
interface and the credit server associated with a repository. 
The information exchanged here is a login string supplied by 
the repository/credit server to identifY itself to the user, and a 
Personal Identification Number (PIN) provided by the user to 
identify himself to the credit server. In the event that the user 
is accessing a credit server on a repository different from the 
one on which the user interface resides, exchange of the 
information would be encrypted using the public and private 
keys of the respective repositories. 
Billing Transactions 

Billing Transactions are concerned with monetary transac-
tion with a credit server. Billing Transactions are carried out 
when all other conditions are satisfied and a usage fee is 
required for granting the request. For the most part, billing 
transactions are well understood in the state of the art. These 
transactions are between a repository and a credit server, or 
between a credit server and a billing clearinghouse. Briefly, 
the required transactions include the following: 
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Registration and LOGIN transactions, by which the reposi
tory and user establish their bona fides to a credit server. 
These transactions would be entirely internal in cases where 
the repository and credit server are implemented as a single 
system. 

Registration and LOGIN transactions, by which a credit 
server establishes its bona fides to a billing clearinghouse. 

30 
conditions for exercising are satisfied, it is meant that all such 
checking takes place for each of the relevant parts of the work. 

AnAssign-fee transaction to assign a charge. The informa
tion in this transaction would include a transaction identifier, 
the identities of the repositories in the transaction, and a list of 10 

charges from the parts of the digital work. If there has been 
any unusual event in the transaction such as an interruption of 
communications, that information is included as well. 

FIG. 18 illustrates the initial common opening and closing 
steps for a transaction. At this point it is assumed that regis
tration has occurred and that a "trusted" session is in place. 
General tests are tests on usage rights associated with the 
folder containing the work or some containing folder higher 
in the file system hierarchy. These tests correspond to require-
ments imposed on the work as a consequence of its being on 
the particular repository, as opposed to being attached to the 
work itself. Referring to FIG. 18, prior to initiating a usage 
transaction, the requester performs any general tests that are 
required before the right associated with the transaction can 
be exercised, step, 1801. For example, install, uninstall and 
delete rights may be implemented to require that a requester 
have an authorization certificate before the right can be exer-

A Begin-charges transaction to assign a charge. This trans
action is much the same as an assign-fee transaction except 15 

that it is used for metered use. It includes the same informa-
tion as the assign-fee 4, ii transaction as well as the usage fee 
information. The credit-server is then responsible for running 
a clock. 

An End-charges transaction to end a charge for metered 
use. (In a variation on this approach, the repositories would 
exchange periodic charge information for each block of 
time.) 

A report-charges transaction between a personal credit 
server and a billing clearinghouse. This transaction is invoked 
at least once per billing period. It is used to pass along infor
mation about charges. On debit and credit cards, this transac
tion would also be used to update balance information and 
credit limits as needed. 

All billing transactions are given a transaction ID and are 
reported to the credit severs by both the server and the client. 
This reduces possible loss of billing information if one of the 
parties to a transaction loses a banking card and provides a 
check against tampering with the system. 
Usage Transactions 

After the session initiation transactions have been com
pleted, the usage request may then be processed. To simplify 
the description of the steps carried out in processing a usage 
request, the term requester is used to refer to a repository in 
the requester mode which is initiating a request, and the term 
server is used to refer to a repository in the server mode and 
which contains the desired digital work. In many cases such 
as requests to print or view a work, the requester and server 
may be the same device and the transactions described in the 
following would be entirely internal. In such instances, cer
tain transaction steps, such as the registration transaction, 
need not be performed. 

There are some common steps that are part of the semantics 
of all of the usage rights transactions. These steps are referred 

cised. Another example is the requirement that a digital ticket 
be present and punched before a digital work may be copied 
to a requester. If any of the general tests fail, the transaction is 

20 not initiated, step, 1802. Assuming that such required tests are 
passed, upon receiving the usage request, the server generates 
a transaction identifier that is used in records or reports of the 
transaction, step 1803. The server then checks whether the 
digital work has been granted the right corresponding to the 

25 requested transaction, step 1804. If the digital work has not 
been granted the right corresponding to the request, the trans
action terminates, step 1805. If the digital work has been 
granted the requested right, the server then determines if the 
various conditions for exercising the right are satisfied. Time 

30 based conditions are examined, step 1806. These conditions 
are checked by examining the time specification for the ver
sion of the right. If any of the conditions are not satisfied, the 
transaction terminates per step 1805. 

Assuming that the time based conditions are satisfied, the 
35 server checks security and access conditions, step 1807. Such 

security and access conditions are satisfied if: 1) the requester 
is at the specified security class, or a higher security class, 2) 
the server satisfies any specified authorization test and 3) the 
requester satisfies any specified authorization tests and has 

40 any required digital tickets. If any of the conditions are not 
satisfied, the transaction terminates per step 1805. 

Assuming that the security and access conditions are all 
satisfied, the server checks the copy count condition, step 
1808. If the copy count equals zero, then the transaction 

45 carmot be completed and the transaction terminates per step 
1805. 

Assuming that the copy count does not equal zero, the 

to as the common transaction steps. There are two sets-the 50 

"opening" steps and the "closing" steps. For simplicity, these 
are listed here rather than repeating them in the descriptions 

server checks if the copies in use for the requested right is 
greater than or equal to any copy count for the requested right 
(or relevant parts), step 1809. If the copies in use are greater 
than or equal to the copy count, this indicates that usage rights 
for the version of the transaction have been exhausted. 
Accordingly, the server terminates the transaction, step 1805. of all of the usage rights transactions. 

Transactions can refer to a part of a digital work, a com
plete digital work, or a Digital work containing other digital 55 

works. Although not described in detail herein, a transaction 
may even refer to a folder comprised of a plurality of digital 
works. The term "work" is used to refer to what ever portion 
or set of digital works is being accessed. 

Many of the steps here involve determining if certain con- 60 

ditions are satisfied. Recall that each usage right may have 
one or more conditions which must be satisfied before the 
right can be exercised. Digital works have parts and parts have 
parts. Different parts can have different rights and fees. Thus, 

If the copy count is less than the copies in use for the trans
action the transaction can continue, and the copies in use 
would be incremented by the number of digital works 
requested in the transaction, step 1810. 

The server then checks if the digital work has a "Loan" 
access right, step 1811. The "Loan" access right is a special 
case since remaining rights may be present even though all 
copies are loaned out. If the digital work has the "Loan" 
access right, a check is made to see if all copies have been 
loaned out, step 1812. The number of copies that could be 
loaned is the sum of the Copy-Counts for all of the versions of 

it is necessary to verifY that the requirements are met for ALL 
of the parts that are involved in a transaction For brevity, when 
reference is made to checking whether the rights exist and 

65 the loan right of the digital work. For a composite work, the 
relevant figure is the minimal such sum of each of the com
ponents of the composite work. If all copies have been loaned 
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out, the remaining rights are determined, step 1813. The 
remaining-rights are determined from the remaining rights 
specifications from the versions of the Loan right. If there is 
only one version of the Loan right, then the determination is 
simple. The remaining rights are the ones specified in that 
version of the Loan right, or none if Remaining-Rights: is not 
specified. If there are multiple versions of the Loan right and 
all copies of all of the versions are loaned out, then the 
remaining rights is taken as the minimum set (intersection) of 
remaining rights across all of the versions of the loan right. 10 

The server then determines if the requested right is in the set 
of remaining rights, step 1814. If the requested right is not in 
the set of remaining rights, the server terminates the transac
tion, step 1805. 

If Loan is not a usage right for the digital work or if all 15 

copies have not been loaned out or the requested right is in the 
set of remaining rights, fee conditions for the right are then 
checked, step 1815. This will initiate various financial trans
actions between the repository and associated credit server. 
Further, any metering of usage of a digital work will com- 20 

mence. If any financial transaction fails, the transaction ter
minates per step 1805. 

It should be noted that the order in which the conditions are 
checked need not follow the order of steps 1806-1815. 

At this point, right specific steps are now performed and are 25 

represented here as step 1816. The right specific steps are 
described in greater detail below. 

The common closing transaction steps are now performed. 
Each of the closing transaction steps are performed by the 
server after a successful completion of a transaction. Refer- 30 

ring back to FIG. 18, the copies in use value for the requested 
right is decremented by the number of copies involved in the 
transaction, step 1817. Next, if the right had a metered usage 
fee specification, the server subtracts the elapsed time from 
the Remaining-Use-Time associated with the right for every 35 

part involved in the transaction, step 1818. Finally, ifthere are 
fee specifications associated with the right, the server initiates 
End-Charge financial transaction to confirm billing, step 
1819. 

32 
the dotted line 1901). Solid arrows stand for transitions 
between states. Dashed arrows stand for message communi
cations between the repositories. A dashed message arrow 
pointing to a solid transition arrow is interpreted as meaning 
that the transition takes place when the message is received. 
Unlabeled transition arrows take place unconditionally. Other 
labels on state transition arrows describe conditions that trig
ger the transition. 

Referring now to FIG. 19, the server is initially in a state 
1902 where a new transaction is initiated via start message 
1903. This message includes transaction information includ
ing a transaction identifier and a count of the blocks of data to 
be transferred. The requester, initially in a wait state 1904 
then enters a data wait state 1905. 

The server enters a data transmit state 1906 and transmits a 
block of data 1907 and then enters a wait for acknowledge
ment state 1908. As the data is received, the requesters enters 
a data receive state 1909 and when the data blocks is com
pletely received it enters an acknowledgement state 1910 and 
transmits an Acknowledgement message 1911 to the server. 

If there are more blocks to send, the server waits until 
receiving an Acknowledgement message from the requester. 
When an Acknowledgement message is received it sends the 
next block to the requester and again waits for acknowledge
ment. The requester also repeats the same cycle of states. 

If the server detects a communications failure before send
ing the last block, it enters a cancellation state 1912 wherein 
the transaction is cancelled. Similarly, if the requester detects 
a communications failure before receiving the last block it 
enters a cancellation state 1913. 

If there are no more blocks to send, the server commits to 
the transaction and waits for the final Acknowledgement in 
state 1914. If there is a communications failure before the 
server receives the final Acknowledgement message, it still 
commits to the transaction but includes a report about the 
event to its credit server in state 1915. This report serves two 
purposes. It will help legitimize any claims by a user of 
having been billed for receiving digital works that were not 
completely received. Also it helps to identifY repositories and 

Transmission Protocol 
An important area to consider is the transmission of the 

digital work from the server to the requester. The transmission 
protocol described herein refers to events occurring after a 
valid session has been created. The transmission protocol 
must handle the case of disruption in the communications 
between the repositories. It is assumed that interference such 
as injecting noise on the communication charmel can be 
detected by the integrity checks (e.g., parity, checksum, etc.) 
that are built into the transport protocol and are not discussed 
in detail herein. 

40 communications lines that have suspicious patterns of use and 
interruption. The server then enters its completion state 

The underlying goal in the transmission protocol is to 
preclude certain failure modes, such as malicious or acciden-
tal interference on the communications channel. Suppose, for 
example, that a user pulls a card with the credit server at a 
specific time near the end of a transaction. There should not be 
a vulnerable time at which "pulling the card" causes the 
repositories to fail to correctly account for the number of 
copies of the work that have been created. Restated, there 
should be no time at which a party can break a connection as 
a means to avoid payment after using a digital work. 

If a transaction is interrupted (and fails), both repositories 
restore the digital works and accounts to their state prior to the 
failure, modulo records of the failure itself. 

On the requester side, when there are no more blocks to 
receive, the requester commits to the transaction in state 
1917. If the requester detects a communications failure at this 

45 state, it reports the failure to its credit server in state 1918, but 
still commits to the transaction. When it has committed, it 
sends an acknowledgement message to the server. The server 
then enters its completion state 1919. 

The key property is that both the server and the requester 
50 cancel a transaction if it is interrupted before all of the data 

blocks are delivered, and commits to it if all of the data blocks 
have been delivered. 

There is a possibility that the server will have sent all of the 
data blocks (and committed) but the requester will not have 

55 received all of them and will cancel the transaction. In this 
case, both repositories will presumably detect a communica
tions failure and report it to their credit server. This case will 
probably be rare since it depends on very precise timing of the 
communications failure. The only consequence will be that 

60 the user at the requester repository may want to request a 
refund from the credit services-and the case for that refund 
will be documented by reports by both repositories. 

FIG. 19 is a state diagram showing steps in the process of 
transmitting information during a transaction. Each box rep- 65 

resents a state of a repository in either the server mode (above 
the central dotted line 1901) or in the requester mode (below 

To prevent loss of data, the server should not delete any 
transferred digital work until receiving the final acknowl
edgement from the requester. But it also should not use the 
file. A well known way to deal with this situation is called 
"two-phase commit" or 2PC. 
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The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a Next
Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are transmitted 
as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the rights of the original 
are transmitted. In either case, the Copy-Count field for the 
transmitted rights is set to the number-of-copies requested. 

Two-phase commit works as follows. The first phase works 
the same as the method described above. The server sends all 
of the data to the requester. Both repositories mark the trans
action (and appropriate files) as uncommitted. The server 
sends a ready-to-commit message to the requester. The 
requester sends back an acknowledgement. The server then 
commits and sends the requester a commit message. When 
the requester receives the commit message, it commits the 
file. The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 

10 rights and stores the work. If there is a communication failure or other crash, the 
requester must check back with the server to determine the 
status of the transaction. The server has the last word on this. 
The requester may have received all of the data, but if it did 
not get the final message, it has not committed. The server can 

15 
go ahead and delete files (except for transaction records) once 
it commits, since the files are known to have been fully 
transmitted before starting the 2PC cycle. 

There are variations known in the art which can be used to 
achieve the same effect. For example, the server could use an 20 

additional level of encryption when transmitting a work to a 
client. Only after the client sends a message acknowledging 
receipt does it send the key. The client then agrees to pay for 
the digital work. The point of this variation is that it provides 
a clear audit trail that the client received the work. For trusted 25 

systems, however, this variation adds a level of encryption for 
no real gain in accountability. 

The server decrements its copy count by the number of 
copies involved in the transaction. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

If the number of copies remaining in the server is now zero, 
it erases the digital work from its memory. 
The Loan Transaction 

A loan transaction is a mechanism for loaning copies of a 
digital work. The maximum duration of the loan is deter
mined by an internal parameter of the digital work. Works are 
automatically returned after a predetermined time period. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
loaned, the version of the loan right to be used in the trans
action, the destination address information for placing the 
work, the number of copies involved, the file data for the 
work, and the period of the loan. 

The transactions for specific usage rights are now dis
cussed. 
The Copy Transaction 

A Copy transaction is a request to make one or more 
independent copies of the work with the same or lesser usage 
rights. Copy differs from the extraction right discussed later 

The server checks the validity of the requested loan period, 
and ends with an error if the period is not valid. Loans for a 

30 loaned copy caunot extend beyond the period of the original 
loan to the server. 

in that it refers to entire digital works or entire folders con
taining digital works. A copy operation cannot be used to 35 

remove a portion of a digital work. 
The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 

Copy Transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
copied, the version of the copy right to be used for the trans
action, the destination address information (location in a 40 

folder) for placing the work, the file data for the work (includ
ing its size), and the number of copies requested. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 45 

client according to the transmission protocol. If a Next-Set
Of-Rights has been provided in the version of the right, those 
rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, 
the rights of the original are transmitted. In any event, the 
Copy-Count field for the copy of the digital work being sent 50 

right is set to the number-of-copies requested. 
The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 

rights and stores the work. It records the date and time that the 
copy was made in the properties of the digital work. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 55 

steps. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester. 

If aN ext -Set -Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the rights of 
the original are transmitted, as modified to reflect the loan 
period. 

The requester records the digital work contents, data, usage 
rights, and loan period and stores the work. 

The server updates the usage rights information in the 
digital work to reflect the number of copies loaned out. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The server updates the usage rights data for the digital 
work. This may preclude use of the work until it is returned 
from the loan. The user on the requester platform can now use 
the transferred copies of the digital work. A user accessing the 
original repository caunot use the digital work, unless there 
are copies remaining. What happens next depends on the 
order of events in time. 

Case 1. If the time of the loan period is not yet exhausted 
and the requester sends the repository a Return message. 

The return message includes the requester identification, 
and the transaction ID. 

The Transfer Transaction 
A Transfer transaction is a request to move copies of the 

work with the same or lesser usage rights to another reposi
tory. In contrast with a copy transaction, this results in remov
ing the work copies from the server. 

The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the num
ber of copies that were returned. (If the number of digital 
works returned is greater than the number actually borrowed, 

60 this is treated as an error.) This step may now make the work 
available at the server for other users. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
transferred, the version of the transfer right to be used in the 
transaction, the destination address information for placing 65 

the work, the file data for the work, and the number of copies 
involved. 

The requester deactivates its copies and removes the con
tents from its memory. 

Case 2. If the time of the loan period is exhausted and the 
requester has not yet sent a Return message. 

The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the num
ber digital works that were borrowed. 
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The requester automatically deactivates its copies of the 
digital work. It terminates all current uses and erases the 
digital work copies from memory. One question is why a 
requester would ever return a work earlier than the period of 
the loan, since it would be returned automatically anyway. 
One reason for early return is that there may be a metered fee 
which determines the cost of the loan. Returning early may 
reduce that fee. 

36 
The server checks the validity of the printer identification 

and the compatibility of the printer identification with the 
printer specification in the right. It ends with an error if these 
are not satisfactory. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits blocks of data according to the trans
mission protocol. 

The Play Transaction 
A play transaction is a request to use the contents of a work. 10 

Typically, to "play" a work is to send the digital work through 
some kind of transducer, such as a speaker or a display device. 
The request implies the intention that the contents will not be 
communicated digitally to any other system. For example, 

15 
they will not be sent to a printer, recorded on any digital 
medium, retained after the transaction or sent to another 
repository. 

The requester prints the work contents, using the printer. 
When the printer is finished, the printer and the requester 

remove the contents from their memory. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 
The Backup Transaction 

A Backup transaction is a request to make a backup copy of 
a digital work, as a protection against media failure. In the 
context of repositories, secure backup copies differ from 
other copies in three ways: (1) they are made under the control 
of a Backup transaction rather than a Copy transaction, (2) This term "play" is natural for examples like playing 

music, playing a movie, or playing a video game. The general 
form of play means that a "player" is used to use the digital 
work. However, the term play covers all media and kinds of 
recordings. Thus one would "play" a digital work, meaning, 
to render it for reading, or play a computer program, meaning 
to execute it. For a digital ticket the player would be a digital 
ticket agent. 

20 they do not count as regular copies, and (3) they are not usable 
as regular copies. Generally, backup copies are encrypted. 

Although backup copies may be transferred or copied, 
depending on their assigned rights, the only way to make 
them useful for playing, printing or embedding is to restore 

25 them. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the play 
transaction. This message indicates the work to be played, the 
version of the play right to be used in the transaction, the 
identity of the player being used, and the file data for the 30 

work. 

The output of a Backup operation is both an encrypted data 
file that contains the contents and description of a work, and 
a restoration file with an encryption key for restoring the 
encrypted contents. In many cases, the encrypted data file 
would have rights for "printing" it to a disk outside of the 
protection system, relying just on its encryption for security. 
Such files could be stored anywhere that was physically safe 
and convenient. The restoration file would be held in the 

The server checks the validity of the player identification 
and the compatibility of the player identification with the 
player specification in the right. It ends with an error if these 
are not satisfactory. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server and requester read and write the blocks of data 

repository. This file is necessary for the restoration of a 
35 backup copy. It may have rights for transfer between reposi-

tories. 
The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 

as requested by the player according to the transmission pro
tocol. The requester plays the work contents, using the player. 40 

When the player is finished, the player and the requester 
remove the contents from their memory. 

backup transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
backed up, the version of the backup right to be used in the 
transaction, the destination address information for placing 
the backup copy, the file data for the work. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 
The Print Transaction 

A Print transaction is a request to obtain the contents of a 
work for the purpose of rendering them on a "printer." We use 
the term "printer" to include the common case of writing with 
ink on paper. However, the key aspect of"printing" in our use 
of the term is that it makes a copy of the digital work in a place 
outside of the protection of usage rights. As with all rights, 
this may require particular authorization certificates. 

Once a digital work is printed, the publisher and user are 
bound by whatever copyright laws are in effect. However, 
printing moves the contents outside the control of reposito
ries. For example, absent any other enforcement mechanisms, 
once a digital work is printed on paper, it can be copied on 
ordinary photocopying machines without intervention by a 
repository to collect usage fees. If the printer to a digital disk 
is permitted, then that digital copy is outside of the control of 
usage rights. Both the creator and the user know this, although 
the creator does not necessarily give tacit consent to such 
copying, which may violate copyright laws. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
45 requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those 

rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a 
set of default rights for backup files of the original are trans
mitted by the server. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
50 rights. It then creates a one-time key and encrypts the contents 

file. It saves the key information in a restoration file. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 
In some cases, it is convenient to be able to archive the 

55 large, encrypted contents file to secure offline storage, such as 
a magneto-optical storage system or magnetic tape. This cre
ation of a non-repository archive file is as secure as the 
encryption process. Such non-repository archive storage is 
considered a form of "printing" and is controlled by a print 

60 right with a specified "archive-printer." An archive-printer 
device is programmed to save the encrypted contents file (but 
not the description file) offline in such a way that it can be 
retrieved. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Print 
transaction. This message indicates the work to be played, the 65 

identity of the printer being used, the file data for the work, 
and the number of copies in the request. 

The Restore Transaction 
A Restore transaction is a request to convert an encrypted 

backup copy of a digital work into a usable copy. A restore 
operation is intended to be used to compensate for cata-
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strophic media failure. Like all usage rights, restoration rights 
can include fees and access tests including authorization 
checks. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Restore transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
restored, the version of the restore right for the transaction, 
the destination address information for placing the work, and 
the file data for the work. 

The server verifies that the contents file is available (i.e. a 
digital work corresponding to the request has been backed
up.) If it is not, it ends the transaction with an error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

38 
The repositories perform the common opening transaction 

steps. 
The server sends the requested data to the requester accord

ing to the transmission protocol. 
The requester records the data. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 
The Folder Transaction 

A Folder transaction is a request to create or rename a 
10 folder, or to move a work between folders. Together with 

Directory rights, Folder rights control the degree to which 
organization of a repository can be accessed or modified from 
another repository. 

The server retrieves the key from the restoration file. It 15 

decrypts the work contents, data, and usage rights. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Folder transaction. This message indicates the folder that is 
the root of the folder request, the version of the folder right for 
the transaction, an operation, and data. The operation can be 
one of create, rename, and move file. The data are the speci
fications required for the operation, such as a specification of 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a Next
Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are transmitted 
as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a set of default rights for 
backup files of the original are transmitted by the server. 

The requester stores the digital work. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Delete Transaction 

A Delete transaction deletes a digital work or a number of 
copies of a digital work from a repository. Practically all 
digital works would have delete rights. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a delete 
transaction. This message indicates the work to be deleted, 
the version of the delete right for the transaction. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server deletes the file, erasing it from the file system. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The Directory Transaction 

A Directory transaction is a request for information about 
folders, digital works, and their parts. This amounts to 
roughly the same idea as protection codes in a conventional 
file system like TENEX, except that it is generalized to the 
full power of the access specifications of the usage rights 
language. 

20 a folder or digital work and a name. 

25 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server performs the requested operation--creating a 
folder, renaming a folder, or moving a work between folders. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 
The Extract Transaction 

A extract transaction is a request to copy a part of a digital 
work and to create a new work containing it. The extraction 

30 operation differs from copying in that it can be used to sepa
rate a part of a digital work from d-blocks or shells that place 
additional restrictions or fees on it. The extraction operation 
differs from the edit operation in that it does not change the 
contents of a work, only its embedding in d-blocks. Extrac-

35 tion creates a new digital work. 
The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 

Extract transaction. This message indicates the part of the 
work to be extracted, the version of the extract right to be used 
in the transaction, the destination address information for 

40 placing the part as a new work, the file data for the work, and 
the number of copies involved. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
45 requester according to the transmission protocol. If a Next

Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are transmitted 
as the rights for the new work. Otherwise, the rights of the 
original are transmitted. The Copy-Count field for this right is 

The Directory transaction has the important role of passing 
along descriptions of the rights and fees associated with a 
digital work. When a user wants to exercise a right, the user 
interface of his repository implicitly makes a directory 50 

request to determine the versions of the right that are avail
able. Typically these are presented to the user-such as with 
different choices of billing for exercising a right. Thus, many 
directory transactions are invisible to the user and are exer
cised as part of the normal process of exercising all rights. 

set to the number-of-copies requested. 
The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights 

and stores the work. It records the date and time that new work 
was made in the properties of the work. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

55 The Embed Transaction 
An embed transaction is a request to make a digital work 

become a part of another digital work or to add a shell d-block 
to enable the adding offees by a distributor of the work. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Direc
tory transaction. This message indicates the file or folder that 
is the root of the directory request and the version of the 
directory right used for the transaction. 

The server verifies that the information is accessible to the 
requester. 

60 Embed transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
embedded, the version of the embed right to be used in the 
transaction, the destination address information for placing 
the part as a work, the file data for the work, and the number In particular, it does not return the names of any files that 

have a HIDE-NAME status in their directory specifications, 
and it does not return the parts of any folders or files that have 65 

HIDE-PARTS in their specification. If the information is not 
accessible, the server ends the transaction with an error. 

of copies involved. 
The server checks the control specifications for all of the 

rights in the part and the destination. If they are incompatible, 
the server ends the transaction with an error. 
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The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a Next
Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are transmitted 
as the rights for the new work. Otherwise, the rights of the 
original are transmitted. The Copy-Count field for this right is 
set to the number-of-copies requested. 

The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights 
and embeds the work in the destination file. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 
The Edit Transaction 

10 

40 
orized. A musician may want to allow extraction of portions 
of his work but not changing of the tonality. 
Authorization Transactions 

There are many ways that authorization transactions can be 
defined. In the following, our preferred way is to simply 
define them in terms of other transactions that we already 
need for repositories. Thus, it is convenient sometimes to 
speak of "authorization transactions," but they are actually 
made up of other transactions that repositories already have. 

A usage right can specifY an authorization-ID, which iden-
tifies an authorization object (a digital work in a file of a 
standard format) that the repository must have and which it 
must process. The authorization is given to the generic autho
rization (or ticket) server of the repository which begins to An Edit transaction is a request to make a new digital work 

by copying, selecting and modifYing portions of an existing 
digital work. This operation can actually change the contents 
of a digital work. The kinds of changes that are permitted 
depend on the process being used. Like the extraction opera
tion, edit operates on portions of a digital work. In contrast 
with the extract operation, edit does not effect the rights or 
location of the work. It only changes the contents. The kinds 
of changes permitted are determined by the type specification 

15 interpret the authorization. 
As described earlier, the authorization contains a server 

identifier, which may just be the generic authorization server 
or it may be another server. When a remote authorization 
server is required, it must contain a digital address. It may also 

20 contain a digital certificate. 
If a remote authorization server is required, then the autho

rization process first performs the following steps: 
of the processor specified in the rights. In the currently pre
ferred embodiment, an edit transaction changes the work 
itself and does not make a new work. However, it would be a 
reasonable variation to cause a new copy of the work to be 
made. 

The generic authorization server attempts to set up the 
communications channel. (If the charmel cannot be set up, 

25 then authorization fails with an error.) 
When the channel is set up, it performs a registration pro

cess with the remote repository. (If registration fails, then the 
authorization fails with an error.) 

When registration is complete, the generic authorization 
The requester sends the server a message to initiate an Edit 

transaction. This message indicates the work to be edited, the 
version of the edit right to be used in the transaction, the file 
data for the work (including its size), the process-ID for the 
process, and the number of copies involved. 

30 server invokes a "Play" transaction with the remote reposi
tory, supplying the authorization document as the digital 
work to be played, and the remote authorization server (a 
program) as the "player." (If the player carmot be found or has The server checks the compatibility of the process-ID to be 

used by the requester against any process-ID specification in 
the right. If they are incompatible, it ends the transaction with 35 

an error. 
The repositories perform the common opening transaction 

steps. 

some other error, then the authorization fails with an error.) 
The authorization server then "plays" the authorization. 

This involves decrypting it using either the public key of the 
master repository that issued the certificate or the session key 
from the repository that transmitted it. The authorization 
server then performs various tests. These tests vary according The requester uses the process to change the contents of the 

digital work as desired. (For example, it can select and dupli
cate parts of it; combine it with other information; or compute 
functions based on the information. This can amount to edit
ing text, music, or pictures or taking whatever other steps are 
useful in creating a derivative work.) 

40 to the authorization server. They include such steps as check
ing issue and validity dates of the authorization and checking 
any hot-lists of known invalid authorizations. The authoriza
tion server may require carrying out any other transactions on 
the repository as well, such as checking directories, getting 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

The edit transaction is used to cover a wide range of kinds 
of works. The category describes a process that takes as its 
input any portion of a digital work and then modifies the input 

45 some person to supply a password, or playing some other 
digital work. It may also invoke some special process for 
checking information about locations or recent events. The 
"script" for such steps is contained within the authorization 
server. 

in some way. For example, for text, a process for editing the 50 

text would require edit rights. A process for "summarizing" or 
counting words in the text would also be considered editing. 
For a music file, processing could involve changing the pitch 
or tempo, or adding reverberations, or any other audio effect. 
For digital video works, anything which alters the image 55 

would require edit rights. Examples would be colorizing, 
scaling, extracting still photos, selecting and combining 
frames into story boards, sharpening with signal processing, 
and so on. 

Some creators may want to protect the authenticity of their 60 

works by limiting the kinds of processes that can be per
formed on them. If there are no edit rights, then no processing 
is allowed at all. A processor identifier can be included to 
specifY what kind of process is allowed. If no process identi
fier is specified, then arbitrary processors can be used. For an 65 

example of a specific process, a photographer may want to 
allow use of his photograph but may not want it to be col-

If all of the required steps are completed satisfactorily, the 
authorization server completes the transaction normally, sig
naling that authorization is granted. 
The Install Transaction 

An Install transaction is a request to install a digital work as 
runnable software on a repository. In a typical case, the 
requester repository is a rendering repository and the soft
ware would be a new kind or new version of a player. Also in 
a typical case, the software would be copied to file system of 
the requester repository before it is installed. 

The requester sends the server an Install message. This 
message indicates the work to be installed, the version of the 
Install right being invoked, and the file data for the work 
(including its size). 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for 
the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the master 
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repository for the certificate is not known to the requester, the 
transaction ends with an error. 

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the pub
lic key of the master repository, recording the identity of the 
supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the software, the 
compatibility information, and a tamper-checking code. 
(This step certifies the software.) 

The requester decrypts the software using the key from the 
certificate and computes a check code on it using a 1-way 
hash function. If the check-code does not match the tamper-

10 
checking code from the certificate, the installation transaction 
ends with an error. (This step assures that the contents of the 
software, including the various scripts, have not been tam
pered with.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the compatibil
ity-checking script and follows them. If the software is not 15 

compatible with the repository, the installation transaction 
ends with an error. (This step checks platform compatibility.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the installation 
script and follows them. If there is an error in this process 
(such as insufficient resources), then the transaction ends with 20 

an error. Note that the installation process puts the ruunable 
software in a place in the repository where it is no longer 
accessible as a work for exercising any usage rights other than 
the execution of the software as part of repository operations 
in carrying out other transactions. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 
The Uninstall Transaction 

25 

An Uninstall transaction is a request to remove software 
from a repository. Since uncontrolled or incorrect removal of 

30 software from a repository could compromise its behavioral 
integrity, this step is controlled. 

The requester sends the server an Uninstall message. This 
message indicates the work to be uninstalled, the version of 
the Uninstall right being invoked, and the file data for the 
work (including its size). 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

35 

The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for 
the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the master 
repository for the certificate is not known to the requester, the 40 

transaction ends with an error. 
The requester checks whether the software is installed. If 

the software is not installed, the transaction ends with an 
error. 

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the pub- 45 
lie key of the master repository, recording the identity of the 
supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the software, the 
compatibility information, and a tamper-checking code. 
(This step authenticates the certification of the software, 
including the script for uninstalling it.) 

The requester decrypts the software using the key from the 50 

certificate and computes a check code on it using a 1-way 
hash function. If the check-code does not match the tamper
checking code from the certificate, the installation transaction 
ends with an error. (This step assures that the contents of the 
software, including the various scripts, have not been tam- 55 

pered with.) 

42 
works are illustrated below. These scenarios are meant to be 
exemplary rather than exhaustive. 
Consumers as Unpaid Distributors 

In this scenario, a creator distributes copies of his works to 
various consumers. Each consumer is a potential distributor 
of the work. If the consumer copies the digital work (usually 
for a third party), a fee is collected and automatically paid to 
the creator. 

This scenario is a new twist for digital works. It depends on 
the idea that "manufacturing" is just copying and is essen
tially free. It also assumes that the consumers as distributors 
do not require a fee for their time and effort in distributing the 
work. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
A creator creates a digital work. He grants a Copy right 

with fees paid back to himself. If he does not grant an Embed 
right, then consumers cannot use the mechanism to act as 
distributors to cause fees to be paid to themselves on future 
copies. Of course, they could negotiate side deals or trades to 
transfer money on their own, outside of the system. 
Paid Distributors 

In another scenario, every time a copy of a digital work is 
sold a fee is paid to the creator and also to the immediate 
distributor. 

This scenario does not give special status to any particular 
distributor. Anyone who sells a document has the right to add 
a fee to the sale price. The fee for sale could be established by 
the consumer. It could also be a fixed nominal amount that is 
contributed to the account of some charity. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
A creator creates a digital work. He grants a Copy right 

with fees to be paid back to himself. He grants an Embed 
right, so that anyone can add shells to have fees paid to 
themselves. 

A distributor embeds the work in a shell, with fees specified 
to be paid back to himself. If the distributor is content to 
receive fees only for copies that he sells himself, he grants an 
Extract right on the shell. 

When a consumer buys a copy from the distributor, fees are 
paid both to the distributor and to the creator. If he chooses, 
the consumer can extract the work from the distributor's shell. 
He cannot extract it from the creator's shell. He can add his 
own shell with fees to be paid to himself. 
Licensed Distribution 

In this scenario, a creator wants to protect the reputation 
and value of his work by making certain requirements on its 
distributors. He issues licenses to distributors that satisfY the 
requirements, and in tum, promises to reward their efforts by 
assuring that the work will not be distributed over competing 
channels. The distributors incur expenses for selecting the 
digital work, explaining it to buyers, promoting its sale, and 
possibly for the license itself. The distributor obtains the right 
to enclose the digital work in a shell, whose function is to 
permit the attachment of usage fees to be paid to the distribu
tor in addition to the fees to be paid to the creator. 

This differs from the previous scenario in that it precludes 
the typical copy owner from functioning as a distributor, since 
the consumer lacks a license to copy the document. Thus, a 
consumer cannot make copies, even for free. All copies must 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the uninstallation 
script and follows them. If there is an error in this process 
(such as insufficient resources), then the transaction ends with 
an error. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. 

Distribution and Use Scenarios 

60 come initially from authorized distributors. This version 
makes it possible to hold distributors accountable in some 
way for the sales and support of the work, by controlling the 
distribution of certificates that enable distributors to legiti
mately charge fees and copy owners to make copies. Since 

To appreciate the robustness and flexibility of the present 
invention, various distribution and use scenarios for digital 

65 licenses are themselves digital works, the same mechanisms 
give the creators control over distributors by charging for 
licenses and putting time limits on their validity. 
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This scenario is performed as follows: 
A creator purchases a digital distribution license that he 

will hand out to his distributors. He puts access requirements 
(such as a personal license) on the Copy and Transfer rights 
on the distribution license so that only he can copy or transfer 
it. 

The creator also creates a digital work. He grants an Embed 
right and a Copy right, both of which require the distribution 
license to be exercised. He grants a Play right so that the work 
can be played by anyone. He may optionally add a Transfer or 10 

Loan right, so that end consumers can do some non-commer
cial exchange of the work among friends. 

A distributor obtains the distribution license and a number 

44 
Weighted Distribution Trees 

In this scenario, distributors make money according to a 
distribution tree. The fee that they make depends on various 
parameters, such as time since their sale or the number of 
subsequent distributors. 

This is a generalized version of the Distribution Tree sce
nario, in that it tries to vary the fee to account for the signifi
cance of the role of the distributor. 

This scenario is similar to the previous one. The difference 
is that the fee specification on the distributor's shell has 
provisions for changes in prices. For example, there could be 
a fee schedule so that copies made after the passage of time 
will require lower fees to be paid to the distributor. Altema-

of copies of the work. He makes copies for his customers, 
using his distribution license. 

A customer buys and uses the work. He carmot make new 
copies because he lacks a distribution license. 

15 tively, the distributor could employ a "best-price" billing 
option, using any algorithm he chooses to determine the fee 
up to the maximum specified in the shell. 

Super Distributors 
This is a variation on the previous scenarios. A distributor 20 

can sell to anyone and anyone can sell additional copies, 
resulting in fees being paid back to the creator. However, only 
licensed distributors can add fees to be paid to themselves. 

This scenario gives distributors the right to add fees to 
cover their own advertising and promotional costs, without 25 

making them be the sole suppliers. Their customers can also 
make copies, thus broadening the charmel without diminish
ing their revenues. This is because distributors collect fees 
from copies of any copies that they originally sold. Only 
distributors can add fees. 30 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 
There are two key differences. (1) The creator only grants 
Embed rights for people who have a Distribution license. This 

Fees for Reuse 
In this scenario, a first creator creates a work. It is distrib

uted by a first distributor and purchased by a second creator. 
The second creator extracts a portion of the work and embeds 
in it a new work distributed by a second distributor. A con
sumer buys the new work from the second distributor. The 
first creator receives fees from every transaction; the first 
distributor receives fees only for his sale; the second creator 
and second distributor receive fees for the final sale. 

This scenario shows how that flexible automatic arrange
ments can be set up to create automatic charging systems that 
mirror current practice. This scenario is analogous to when an 
author pays a fee to reuse a figure in some paper. In the most 
common case, a fee is paid to the creator or publisher, but not 
to the bookstore that sold the book. 

The mechanisms for derived works are the same as those 
for distribution. 

35 Limited Reuse is done by putting a requirement for a distributor's license on 
the Embed right. Consequently, non-distributors carmot add 
their own fees. (2) The Distributor does not grant Extract 
rights, so that consumers cannot avoid paying fees to the 
Distributor if they make subsequent copies. Consequently, all 
subsequent copies result in fees paid to the Distributor and the 40 

Creator. 
!-Level Distribution Fees 

In this scenario, a distributor gets a fee for any copy he sells 
directly. However, if one of his customers sells further copies, 
he gets no further fee for those copies. 

This scenario pays a distributor only for use of copies that 
he actually sold. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 
The key feature is that the distributor creates a shell which 
specifies fees to be paid to him. He puts Extract rights on the 
shell. When a consumer buys the work, he can extract away 
the distributor's shell. Copies made after that will not require 
fees to be paid to the distributor. 
Distribution Trees 

45 

In this scenario, several first creators create works. A sec
ond creator makes a selection of these, publishing a collection 
made up of the parts together with some new interstitial 
material. (For example, the digital work could be a selection 
of music or a selection of readings.) The second creator wants 
to continue to allow some of the selected works to be extract-
able, but not the interstitial material. 

This scenario deals with fine grained control of the rights 
and fees for reuse. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The first creators create their original works. If they grant 

extraction and embedding rights, then the second creator can 
include them in a larger collected work. The second creator 
creates the interstitial material. He does grant an Extract right 

50 on the interstitial material. He grants Extract rights on a 
subset of the reused material. A consumer of the collection 
can only extract portions that have that right. Fees are auto
matically collected for all parts of the collection. 
Commercial Libraries 

In another scenario, distributors sell to other distributors 55 

and fees are collected at each level. Every copy sold by any 
distributor-even several d-blocks down in the chain-re
sults in a fee being paid back to all of the previous distributors. 

Commercial libraries buy works with the right to loan. 
They limit the loan period and charge their own fees for use. 
This scenario deals with fees for loaning rather than fees for 
making copies. The fees are collected by the same automatic 
mechanisms. This scenario is like a chain letter or value chain. Every 

contributor or distributor along the way obtains fees, and is 60 

thereby encouraged to promote the sale of copies of the digital 
work. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 

The mechanisms are the same as previous scenarios except 
that the fees are associated with the Loan usage right rather 
than the Copy usage right. 
Demo Versions 

The key feature is that the distributor creates a shell which 
specifies fees to be paid to him. He does not grant Extract 
rights on the shell. Consequently, all future copies that are 
made will result in fees paid to him. 

A creator believes that if people try his work that they will 
65 want to buy it or use it. Consumers of his work can copy the 

work for free, and play (or execute) a limited version of the 
work for free, and can play or use the full featured version for 
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a fee. This scenario deals with fees for loaning rather than fees 
for making copies. The fees are collected by the same auto
matic mechanisms. 

This scenario is performed as follows: 
The creator creates a digital work and grants various rights 

and fees. The creator grants Copy and Embed rights without 
a fee, in order to ensure widespread distribution of the work. 
Another of the rights is a limited play right with little or no fee 
attached. For example, this right may be for playing only a 
portion of the work. The play right can have various restric
tions on its use. It could have a ticket that limits the number of 
times it is used. It could have internal restrictions that limit its 
functionality. It could have time restrictions that invalidate the 
right after a period of time or a period of use. Different fees 
could be associated with other versions of the Play right. 
Upgrading a Digital Work with a Vendor 

A consumer buys a digital work together with an agree
ment that he can upgrade to a new version at a later date for a 
modest fee, much less than the usual purchase price. When 
the new version becomes available, he goes to a qualified 
vendor to make the trans action. 

46 
Limited Printing 

A consumer buys a digital work and wants to make a few 
ephemeral copies. For example, he may want to print out a 
paper copy of part of a digital newspaper, or he may want to 
make a (first generation) analog cassette tape for playing in 
his car. He buys the digital work together with a ticket 
required for printing rights. 

This scenario is like the common practice of people making 
cassette tapes to play in their car. If a publisher permits the 

10 making of cassette tapes, there is nothing to prevent a con
sumer from further copying the tapes. However, since the 
tapes are "analog copies," there is a noticeable quality loss 
with subsequent generations. The new contribution of the 
present invention is the use of tickets in the access controls for 

15 the making of the analog copies. 
This scenario is performed as follows: 
The creator sells a work together with limited printing 

rights. The printing rights specify the kind of printer (e.g., a 
kind of cassette recorder or a kind of desktop paper printer) 

20 and also the kind of ticket required. The creator either bundles 
a limited number of tickets or sells them separately. If the 
tickets use the generic ticket agent, the consumer with the 
tickets can exercise the right at his convenience. This scenario deals with a common situation in computer 

software. It shows how a purchase may include future 
"rights." Two important features of the scenario are that the 25 

transaction must take place at a qualified vendor, and that the 
transaction can be done only once per copy of the digital work 
purchased. 

Demand Publishing 
Professors in a business school want to put together course 

books of readings selected from scenario studies from various 
sources. The bookstore wants to be able to print the books 
from digital masters, without negotiating for and waiting for 
approval of printing of each of the scenarios. The copyright This scenario is performed as follows: 

The creator creates a digital work, an upgrade ticket, and a 
distribution license. The upgrade ticket uses the a generic 
ticket agent that comes with repositories. As usual, the distri
bution license does not have Copy or Transfer rights. He 
distributes a bundled copies of the work and the ticket to his 
distributors as well as distribution licenses. 

The distributor sells the old bundled work and ticket to 
customers. 

The customer extracts the work and the ticket. He uses the 

30 holders of the scenarios want to be sure that they are paid for 
every copy of their work that is printed. 

On many college campuses, the hassle of obtaining copy 
clearances in a timely way has greatly reduced the viability of 
preparing course books. Print shops have become much more 

35 cautious about copying works in the absence of documented 
permission. 

Demand Publishing is performed as follows: the creator 

work according to the agreements until the new version 40 

becomes available. 

sells a work together with printing rights for a fee. There can 
be rights to copy (distribute) the work between bookstore 
repositories, with or without fee. The printing rights specify 
the kind of printer. Whenever a bookstore prints one of the 

When the new work is ready, the creator gives it to distribu
tors. The new work has a free right to copy from a distributor 
if a ticket is available. 

The consumer goes to distributors and arranges to copy the 45 

work. The transaction offers the ticket. The distributor's 

works (either standalone or embedded in a collection), the fee 
is credited to the creator automatically. To discourage unau
thorized copying of the print outs, it would be possible for the 
printer to print tracer messages discretely on the pages iden
tifYing the printing transaction, the copy number, and any 

repository punches the ticket and copies the new version to 
the consumer's repository. 

The consumer can now use the new version of the work. 
Distributed Upgrading of Digital Works 

A consumer buys a digital work together with an agree
ment that he can upgrade to a new version at a later date for a 
modest fee, much less than the usual purchase price. When 
the new version becomes available, he goes to anyone who 
has the upgraded version and makes the transaction. 

This scenario is like the previous one in that the transaction 
can only be done once per copy of the digital work purchased, 
but the transaction can be accomplished without the need to 
connect to a licensed vendor. 

This scenario is similar to the previous one except that the 
Copy right on the new work does not require a distribution 
license. The consumer can upgrade from any repository hav
ing the new version. He cannot upgrade more than once 
because the ticket cannot work after it has been punched. If 
desired, the repository can record the upgrade transaction by 
posting a zero cost bill to alert the creator that the upgrade has 
taken place. 

other identifYing information. The tracer information could 
be secretly embedded in the text itself (encoded in the grey 
scale) or hidden in some other way. 

50 Metered Use and Multiple Price Packages 
A consumer does not know what music to purchase until he 

decides whether he likes it. He would like to be able to take it 
home and listen to it, and then decide whether to purchase. 
Furthermore, he would like the flexibility of paying less if he 

55 listens to it very infrequently. 
This scenario just uses the capability of the approach to 

have multiple versions of a right on a digital work. Each 
version of the right has its own billing scheme. In this sce
nario, the creator of the work can offer the Copy right without 

60 fee, and defer billing to the exercise of the Play right. One 
version of the play right would allow a limited performance 
without fee-a right to "demo". Another version of the right 
could have a metered rate, of say $0.25 per hour of play. 
Another version could have a fee of $15.00 for the first play, 

65 but no fee for further playing. When the consumer exercises a 
play right, he specifies which version of the right is being 
selected and is billed accordingly. 
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Fees for Font Usage 
A designer of type fonts invests several months in the 

design of special fonts. The most common way of obtaining 
revenue for this work is to sell copies of the fonts to publishers 
for unlimited use over unlimited periods of time. A font 
designer would like to charge a rate that reflects the amount 
that the font is used. 

48 
printed. In other cases, the printer may be on a remote reposi
tory and it is convenient to spool the printing to a later time. 
This leads to several issues. The user requesting the printing 
wants to be sure that he is not billed for the printing until the 
document is actually printed. Restated, if he is billed at the 
time the print job is spooled but the job is canceled before 
printing is done, he does not want to pay. Another issue is that 
when spooling is permitted, there are now two times at which 
rights, conditions and fees could be checked: the time at 

10 which a print job is spooled and the time at which a print is 
made. As with all usage rights, it is possible to have rights that 
expire and to have rights whose fee depends on various con
ditions. What is needed is a means to check rights and con-

This scenario is performed as follows: the font designer 
creates a font as a digital work. He creates versions of the Play 
right that bill either for metered use or "per-use". Each ver
sion of the play right would require that the player (a print 
layout program) be of an approved category. The font 
designer assigns appropriate fees to exercise the Copy right. 
When a publisher client wants to use a font, he includes it as 

15 
input to a layout program, and is billed automatically for its 
use. In this way, a publisher who makes little use of a font pays 
less than one who uses it a lot. 
Rational Database Usage Charges 

ditions at the time that printing is actually done. 
This scenario is performed as follows: A printing reposi

tory is a repository with the usual repository characteristics 
plus the hardware and software to enable printing. Suppose 
that a user logs into a home repository and wants to spool print 
jobs for a digital work at a remote printing repository. The 

Online information retrieval services typically charge for 
access in a way that most clients find unpredictable and 
uncorrelated to value or information use. The fee depends on 
which databases are open, dial-up connect time, how long the 
searches require, and which articles are printed out. There are 
no provisions for extracting articles or photographs, no 
method for paying to reuse information in new works, no 
distinction between having the terminal sit idly versus 
actively searching for data, no distinction between reading 
articles on the screen and doing nothing, and higher rates per 
search when the centralized facility is busy and slow servic
ing other clients. Articles can not be offioaded to the client's 
machine for off-site search and printing. To offer such billing 

20 user interface for this could treat this as a request to "spool" 
prints. Underneath this "spooling" request, however, are stan
dard rights and requests. To support such requests, the creator 
of the work provides a Copy right, which can be used to copy 
the work to a printing repository. In the default case, this Copy 

25 right would have no fees associated for making the copy. 
However, the Next-Set-Of-Rights for the copy would only 
include the Print rights, with the usual fees for each variation 
of printing. This version of the Copy right could be called the 
"print spooling" version of the Copy right. The user's "spool 

or the expanded services, the service company would need a 
secure way to account for and bill for how information is 
used. 

30 request" is implemented as a Copy transaction to put a copy of 
the work on the printing repository, followed by Print trans
actions to create the prints of the work. In this way, the user is 
only billed for printing that is actually done. Furthermore, the 
rights, conditions and fees for printing the work are deter-

35 mined when the work is about to be printed. 
This scenario is performed as follows: 
The information service bundles its database as files in a 

repository. The information services company assigns differ
ent fees for different rights on the information files. For 
example, there could be a fee for copying a search database or 40 

a source file and a different fee for printing. These fees would 
be in addition to fees assigned by the original creator for the 
services. The fees for using information would be different 
for using them on the information service company's com
puters or the client's computers. This billing distinction 45 

would be controlled by having different versions of the rights, 
where the version for use on the service company's computer 
requires a digital certificate held locally. Fees for copying or 
printing files would be handled in the usual way, by assigning 
fees to exercising those rights. The distinction between 50 

searching and viewing information would be made by having 
different "players" for the different functions. This distinc
tion would be maintained on the client's computers as well as 
the service computers. Articles could be extracted for reuse 
under the control of Extract and Embed rights. Thus, if a 55 

client extracts part of an article or photograph, and then sells 
copies of a new digital work incorporating it, fees could 
automatically be collected both by the information service 
and earlier creators and distributors of the digital work. In this 
way, the information retrieval service could both offer a wider 60 

selection of services and billing that more accurately reflects 
the client's use of the information. 
Print Spooling with Rights 

In the simplest scenario, when a user wants to print a digital 
document he issues a print command to the user interface. If 65 

the document has the appropriate rights and the conditions are 
satisfied, the user agrees to the fee and the document is 

Thus, a system for enforcing the usage rights of digital 
works is disclosed. While the embodiments disclosed herein 
are preferred, it will be appreciate from this teaching that 
various alternative, modifications, variations or improve
ments therein may be made by those skilled in the art, which 
are intended to be encompassed by the following claims. 

APPENDIX A 

Glossary 

Authorization Repository: 
A special type of repository which provides an authoriza

tion service. An authorization may be specified by a usage 
right. The authorization must be obtained before the right 
may be exercised. 
Billing Clearinghouse: 

A financial institution or the like whose purpose is to rec
oncile billing information received from credit servers. The 
billing clearinghouse may generate bills to users or alterna
tively, credit and debit accounts involved in the commercial 
transactions. 
Billing Transactions: 

The protocol used by which a repository reports billing 
information to a credit server. 
Clearinghouse Transactions: 

The protocol used between a credit server and a clearing
house. 
Composite Digital Work: 

A digital work comprised of distinguishable parts. Each of 
the distinguishable parts is itself a digital work which has 
usage rights attached. 
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Content: 
The digital information (i.e. raw bits) representing a digital 

work. 
Copy Owner: 

50 
Requester Mode: 

A mode of a repository where it is requesting access to a 
digital work. 
Revenue Owners: 

A term which refers to the parties that maintain an interest 
in collecting fees for document use or who stand to lose 
revenue if illegitimate copies of the digital work are made. 
Server Mode: 

A term which refers to the party who owns a digital work 
stored in a repository. In the typical case, this party has pur
chased various rights to the document for printing, viewing, 
transferring, or other specific uses. 
Creator: 

A term which refers to a party who produces a digital work. 

A mode of a repository where it is processing an incoming 
10 request to access a digital work. 

Shell Description Block: 
Credit Server: 

A device which collects and reports billing information for 
a repository. In many implementations, this could be built as 
part of a repository. It requires a means for periodically com
municating with a billing clearinghouse. 

A special type of description block designating an interest 
in a digital work, but which does not add content. This will 
typically be added by a distributor of a digital work to add 

15 their fees. 

Description Tree: 
A structure which describes the location of content and the 

usage rights and usage fees for a digital work. A description 
tree is comprised of description blocks. Each description 20 

block corresponds to a digital work or to an interest (typically 

Transactions: 
A term used to refer to the protocols by which repositories 

communicate. 
Usage Fees: 

A fee charged to a requester for access to a digital work. 
Usage fees are specified within the usage rights language. 
Usage Rights: a revenue bearing interest) in a digital work. 

Digital Work (Work): 
Any encapsulated digital information. Such digital infor

mation may represent music, a magazine or book, or a mul
timedia composition. Usage rights and fees are attached to the 
digital work. 

A language for defining the manner in which a digital work 
may be used or distributed, as well as any conditions on which 

25 use or distribution is premised. 

Distributor: 
A term which refers to a party who legitimately obtains a 30 

copy of a digital work and offers it for sale. 
Identification (Digital) Certificate: 

A signed digital message that attests to the identity of the 
possessor. Typically, digital certificates are encrypted in the 
private key of a well-known master repository. 
Master Repository: 

35 

A special type of repository which issues identification 
certificates and distributes lists of repositories whose integ
rity have been compromised and which should be denied 

40 
access to digital works (referred to as repository "hotlists".) 
Public Key Encryption: 

An encryption technique used for secure transmission of 
messages on a communication channel. Key pairs are used for 
the encryption and decryption of messages. Typically one key 45 
is referred to as the public key and the other is the private key. 
The keys are inverses of each other from the perspective of 
encryption. Restated, a digital work that is encrypted by one 
key in the pair can be decrypted only by the other. 
Registration Transactions: 50 

The protocol used between repositories to establish a 
trusted session. 
Rendering Repository: 

A special type of repository which is typically coupled to a 
rendering system. The rendering repository will typically be 55 

embodied within the secure boundaries of a rendering system. 
Rendering System: 

The combination of a rendering repository and a rendering 
device. Examples of a rendering systems include printing 60 
systems, display systems, general purpose computer systems, 
video systems or audio systems. 
Repository: 

Conceptually a set of functional specifications defining 
core functionality in the support of usage rights. A repository 65 

is a trusted system in that it maintains physical, communica
tions and behavioral integrity. 

Usage Transactions: 
A set of protocols by which repositories communicate in 

the exercise of a usage rights. Each usage right has it's own 
transaction steps. 

What is claimed: 
1. A computer-implemented method of distributing digital 

content to at least one recipient computing device to be ren
dered by the at least one recipient computing device in accor
dance with usage rights information, the method comprising: 

determining, by at least one sending computing device, if 
the at least one recipient computing device is trusted to 
receive the digital content from the at least one sending 
computing device; 

sending the digital content, by the at least one sending 
computing device, to the at least one recipient comput
ing device only if the at least one recipient computing 
device has been determined to be trusted to receive the 
digital content from the at least one sending computing 
device; and 

sending usage rights information indicating how the digital 
content may be rendered by the at least one recipient 
computing device, the usage rights information being 
enforceable by the at least on recipient computing 
device. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the usage rights infor
mation further includes a condition under which the content 
can be rendered. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the determination of 
trust comprises: 

receiving a request from at least one recipient computing 
device for an authorization object required to render the 
digital content; and 

transmitting the authorization object to the at least one 
recipient computing device when it is determined that 
the request should be granted. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the determination of 
trust comprises: 

receiving a registration message from the at least one 
recipient device, the registration message including an 
identification certificate of the recipient computing 
device and a random registration identifier, the identifi
cation certificate being certified by a master device; 
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validating the authenticity of the at least one recipient 
device; 

exchanging messages including at least one session key 
with the at least one recipient device, the session key to 
be used in communications; and 

conducting a secure transaction using the session key, 
wherein the secure transaction includes sending the digi
tal content to the at least one recipient device. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the validating com-
prises: 

verifying the identification certificate of the at least one 
recipient device; 

10 

generating a message to test the authenticity of the at least 
one recipient device, the generated message including a 

15 
nonce; 

sending the generated message to the at least one recipient 
device; and 

verifying if the at least one recipient device correctly pro
cessed the generated message. 

6. A sending apparatus for distributing digital content to at 
least one recipient computing device to be rendered by the at 
least one recipient computing device in accordance with 
usage rights information, the sending apparatus comprising: 

one or more processors; and 
one or more memories operatively coupled to at least one 

of the one or more processors and having instructions 
stored thereon that, when executed by at least one of the 
one or more processors, cause at least one of the one or 
more processors to: 
determine if the at least one recipient computing device 

is trusted to receive the digital content from the send
ing apparatus; 

20 

25 

30 

52 
conducting a secure transaction using the session key, 

wherein the secure transaction includes sending the digi
tal content to the at least one recipient device. 

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the validating com
prises: 

verifYing the identification certificate of the at least one 
recipient device; 

generating a message to test the authenticity of the at least 
one recipient device, the generated message including a 
nonce; 

sending the generated message to the at least one recipient 
device; and 

verifYing if the at least one recipient device correctly pro
cessed the generated message. 

11. At least one non-transitory computer-readable medium 
storing computer-readable instructions that, when executed 
by at least one sending computing device, cause the at least 
one sending computing device to: 

determine if the at least one recipient computing device is 
trusted to receive the digital content from the at least one 
sending computing device; 

send the digital content, by the at least one sending com
puting device, to the at least one recipient computing 
device only if the at least one recipient computing device 
has been determined to be trusted to receive the digital 
content from the at least one sending computing device; 
and 

send usage rights information indicating how the digital 
content may be rendered by the at least one recipient 
computing device, the usage rights information being 
enforceable by the at least on recipient computing 
device. 

12. The at least one non-transitory computer-readable 
medium of claim 11, wherein the usage rights information 
further includes a condition under which the content can be 
rendered. 

send the digital content, by the sending apparatus, to the 
35 

at least one recipient computing device only if the at 
least one recipient computing device has been deter
mined to be trusted to receive the digital content from 
the sending apparatus; and 13. The at least one non-transitory computer-readable 

40 medium of claim 11, wherein the determination of trust com-send usage rights information indicating how the digital 
content may be rendered by the at least one recipient 
computing device, the usage rights information being 
enforceable by the at least on recipient computing 
device. 

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the usage rights infor- 45 

mation further includes a condition under which the content 
can be rendered. 

8. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the determination of 
trust comprises: 

prises: 
receiving a request from at least one recipient computing 

device for an authorization object required to render the 
digital content; and 

transmitting the authorization object to the at least one 
recipient computing device when it is determined that 
the request should be granted. 

14. The at least one non-transitory computer-readable 
medium of claim 11, wherein the determination of trust com-

receiving a request from at least one recipient computing 
device for an authorization object required to render the 
digital content; and 

50 prises: 

transmitting the authorization object to the at least one 
recipient computing device when it is determined that 
the request should be granted. 

9. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the determination of 
trust comprises: 

55 

receiving a registration message from the at least one 
recipient device, the registration message including an 
identification certificate of the recipient computing 60 

device and a random registration identifier, the identifi
cation certificate being certified by a master device; 

receiving a registration message from the at least one 
recipient device, the registration message including an 
identification certificate of the recipient computing 
device and a random registration identifier, the identifi
cation certificate being certified by a master device; 

validating the authenticity of the at least one recipient 
device; 

exchanging messages including at least one session key 
with the at least one recipient device, the session key to 
be used in communications; and 

conducting a secure transaction using the session key, 
wherein the secure transaction includes sending the digi
tal content to the at least one recipient device. validating the authenticity of the at least one recipient 

device; 
exchanging messages including at least one session key 

with the at least one recipient device, the session key to 
be used in communications; and 

15. The at least one non-transitory computer-readable 
65 medium of claim 14, wherein the validating comprises: 

verifYing the identification certificate of the at least one 
recipient device; 
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generating a message to test the authenticity of the at least 
one recipient device, the generated message including a 
nonce; 

sending the generated message to the at least one recipient 
device; and 

54 
verifYing if the at least one recipient device correctly pro

cessed the generated message. 

* * * * * 
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1 5#5- Muk"up-Spec:: = Markup: peruntage To: Account-ID 
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Figure 17 
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Figure 18 
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DIGITAL WORKS HAVING USAGE RIGHTS 
AND METHOD FOR CREATING THE SAME 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. No. 
09/778,001, filed Feb. 7, 2001, which is a divisional of Ser. 
No. 08/967,084, filed on Nov. 10, 1997, now U.S. Pat. No. 
6,236,971, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 08/344,760, 
filed Nov. 23, 1994, now abandoned, the disclosure of which 
are being incorporated by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

2 
Hardware Device." Such devices are provided with the 
software and are commonly referred to as dongles. 

Yet another scheme is to distribute software, but which 
requires a "key" to enable it's use. This is employed in 
distribution schemes where "demos" of the software are 
provided on a medium along with the entire product. The 
demos can be freely used, but in order to use the actual 
product, the key must be purchased. These scheme do not 
hinder copying of the software once the key is initially 

10 purchased. 

The present invention relates to the field of distribution 15 

and usage rights enforcement for digitally encoded works. 

A system for ensuring that licenses are in place for using 
licensed products is described in PCT Publication WO 
93/01550 to Griswold entitled "License Management Sys
tem and Method." The licensed product may be any elec
tronically published work but is most effective for use with 
works that are used for extended periods of time such as 
software programs. Griswold requires that the licensed prod
uct contain software to invoke a license check monitor at 
predetermined time intervals. The license check monitor 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A fundamental issue facing the publishing and informa
tion industries as they consider electronic publishing is how 
to prevent the unauthorized and unaccounted distribution or 
usage of electronically published materials. Electronically 
published materials are typically distributed in a digital form 
and recreated on a computer based system having the 
capability to recreate the materials. Audio and video record
ings, software, books and multimedia works are all being 
electronically published. Companies in these industries 
receive royalties for each accounted for delivery of the 
materials, e.g. the sale of an audio CD at a retail outlet. Any 
unaccounted distribution of a work results in an unpaid 
royalty (e.g. copying the audio recording CD to another 
digital medium.) 

20 generates request data grams which identifY the licensee. The 
request datagrams are sent to a license control system over 
an appropriate communication facility. The license control 
system then checks the datagram to determine if the data
gram is from a valid licensee. The license control system 

25 then sends a reply datagram to the license check monitor 
indicating denial or approval of usage. The license control 
system will deny access in the event that request datagrams 
go unanswered after a predetermined period of time (which 
may indicate an unauthorized attempt to use the licensed 

30 product). In this system, access is managed at a central 
location by the response datagrams. So for example if 
license fees have not been paid, access to the licensed 
product is terminated. 

It is argued by Griswold that the described system is 
35 advantageous because it can be implemented entirely in 

software. However, the system described by Griswold has 
limitations. An important limitation is that during the use of 
the licensed product, the user must always be coupled to an 
appropriate communication facility in order to send and 

The ease in which electronically published works can be 
"perfectly" reproduced and distributed is a major concern. 
The transmission of digital works over networks is com
monplace. One such widely used network is the Internet. 
The Internet is a widespread network facility by which 
computer users in many universities, corporations and gov
ernment entities communicate and trade ideas and informa
tion. Computer bulletin boards found on the Internet and 
commercial networks such as CompuServ and Prodigy 
allow for the posting and retrieving of digital information. 
Information services such as Dialog and LEXIS/NEXIS 45 
provide databases of current information on a wide variety 

40 receive datagrams. This creates a dependency on the com
munication facility. So if the communication facility is not 
available, the licensed product cannot be used. Moreover, 
some party must absorb the cost of communicating with the 
license server. 

A system for controlling the distribution of digitally 
encoded books is embodied in a system available from VPR 
Systems, LTD. of St. Louis, Mo. The VPR system is 
self-contained and is comprised of: (1) point of sale kiosks 
for storing and downloading of books, (2) personal storage 

of topics. Another factor which will exacerbate the situation 
is the development and expansion of the National Informa
tion Infrastructure (the Nil). It is anticipated that, as the Nil 
grows, the transmission of digital works over networks will 
increase many times over. It would be desirable to utilize the 
Nil for distribution of digital works without the fear of 
widespread unauthorized copying. 

The most straightforward way to curb unaccounted dis
tribution is to prevent unauthorized copying and transmis
sion. For existing materials that are distributed in digital 
form, various safeguards are used. In the case of software, 
copy protection schemes which limit the number of copies 
that can be made or which corrupt the output when copying 

50 mediums (cartridges) to which the books are downloaded, 
and (3) readers for viewing the book. In a purchase trans
action, a purchaser will purchase a voucher card represent
ing the desired book. The voucher will contain sufficient 
information to identify the book purchased and perhaps 

55 some demographic information relating to the sales trans
action. To download the book, the voucher and the cartridge 
are inserted into the kiosk. 

The VPR system may also be used as a library. In such an 
embodiment, the kiosk manages the number of"copies" that 

60 may be checked out at one time. Further, the copy of the 
book is erased from the users cartridge after a certain 
check-out time has expired. However, individuals cannot 
loan books because the cartridges may only be used with the 
owners reader. 

is detected have been employed. Another scheme causes 
software to become disabled after a predetermined period of 
time has lapsed. A technique used for workstation based 
software is to require that a special hardware device must be 
present on the workstation in order for the software to run, 
e.g., see U.S. Pat. No. 4,932,054 entitled "Method and 65 

Apparatus for Protecting Computer Software Utilizing 
Coded Filter Network in Conjunction with an Active Coded 

The foregoing distribution and protection schemes oper
ate in part by preventing subsequent distribution of the work. 
While this certainly prevents unauthorized distributions, it 
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does so by sacrificing the potential for subsequent revenue 
bearing uses. For example, it may be desirable to allow the 
lending of a purchased work to permit exposure of the work 
to potential buyers. Another example would be to permit the 
creation of a derivative work for a fee. Yet another example 
would be to permit copying the work for a fee (essentially 
purchasing it). Thus, it would be desirable to provide flex
ibility in the manner that the owner of a digital work may 
allow it to be distributed or used. 

While flexibility in manner of distribution and use is a 10 

concern, the owners of a work want to make sure they are 
paid for such distributions. In U.S. Pat. No. 4,977,594 to 
Shear, entitled "Database Usage Metering and Protection 
System and Method," a system for metering and billing for 
usage of information distributed on a CD-ROM is described. 15 

The system requires the addition of a billing module to the 
computer system. The billing module may operate in a 
number of different ways. First, it may periodically com
municate billing data to a central billing facility, whereupon 
the user may be billed. Second, billing may occur by 20 

disconnecting the billing module and the user sending it to 
a central billing facility where the data is read and a user bill 
generated. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,247,575, Sprague et a!., entitled "Infor
mation Distribution System", describes an information dis- 25 

tribution system which provides and charges only for user 
selected information. A plurality of encrypted information 
packages (IPs) are provided at the user site, via high and/or 
low density storage media and/or by broadcast transmission. 
Some of the IPs may be of no interest to the user. The IPs 30 

of interest are selected by the user and are decrypted and 
stored locally. The IPs may be printed, displayed or even 
copied to other storage medias. The charges for the selected 
IP's are accumulated within a user apparatus and periodi
cally reported by telephone to a central accounting facility. 35 

The central accounting facility also issues keys to decrypt 
the IPs. The keys are changed periodically. If the central 
accounting facility has not issued a new key for a particular 
user station, the station is unable to retrieve information 
from the system when the key is changed. 40 

A system available from Wave Systems Corp. of Princ
eton, N.Y., provides for metering of software usage on a 
personal computer. The system is installed onto a computer 

~n:n~0~~:~st::!~~~t:t~~~ ~:f:r!:!t~~~~o~et~~~~::t~~:n~~fe~ 45 

4 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a simple instantiation of 
the operation of the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the various reposi
tory types and the repository transaction flow between them 
in the currently preferred embodiment of the present inven
tion. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a repository coupled with a 
credit server in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIGS. 4a and 4b are examples of rendering systems as 
may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 5 illustrates a contents file layout for a digital work 
as may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a contents file layout for an individual 
digital work of the digital work of FIG. 5 as may be utilized 
in the currently preferred embodiment of the present inven
tion. 

FIG. 7 illustrates the components of a description block of 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 8 illustrates a description tree for the contents file 
layout of the digital work illustrated in FIG. 5. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a portion of a description tree corre
sponding to the individual digital work illustrated in FIG. 6. 

FIG. 10 illustrates a layout for the rights portion of a 
description block as may be utilized in the currently pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 11 is a description tree wherein certain d-blocks have 
PRINT usage rights and is used to illustrate "strict" and 
"lenient" rules for resolving usage rights conflicts. 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of the hardware components 
of a repository as are utilized in the currently preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of the functional (logical) 
components of a repository as are utilized in the currently 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 14 is diagram illustrating the basic components of a 
usage right in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 15 lists the usage rights grammar of the currently 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

From the transaction center, a bill is generated and sent to 
the user. The transaction center also maintains customer 
accounts so that licensing fees may be forwarded directly to 
the software providers. Software operating under this system 
must be modified so that usage can be accounted. 

Known techniques distributing digital content do not 
permit the owner or other authorized party to specify a 
manner of use of the content and to associate the manner of 
use with the content in a persistent way. 

FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of certificate 
delivery, hotlist checking and performance testing as per-

50 formed in a registration transaction as may be performed in 
the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 17 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of session 
information exchange and clock synchronization as may be 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

55 
performed in the currently preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, after each repository in the registration 
transaction has successfully completed the steps described in 
FIG. 16. 

FIG. 18 is a flowchart illustrating the basic flow for a 

60 usage transaction, including the common opening and clos
ing step, as may be performed in the currently preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

A preferred embodiment of the invention is a digital work 
adapted to be distributed within a system for controlling at 
least one of the distribution and use of digital works. The 
digital work comprises: digital content representing a por
tion of a digital work suitable for being rendered by a 
rendering device and usage rights associated with the digital 
content. The usage rights specify a manner of use indicating 65 

one or more stated purposes for which the digital work can 
be at least one of used and distributed by an authorized party. 

FIG. 19 is a state diagram of server and client repositories 
in accordance with a transport protocol followed when 
moving a digital work from the server to the client reposi
tories, as may be performed in the currently preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The preferred embodiment is directed to supporting com
mercial transactions involving digital works. The transition 
to digital works profoundly and fundamentally changes how 
creativity and commerce can work. It changes the cost of 
transporting or storing works because digital property is 
almost "massless." Digital property can be transported at 
electronic speeds and requires almost no warehousing. 
Keeping an unlimited supply of virtual copies on hand 
requires essentially no more space than keeping one copy on 
hand. The digital medium also lowers the costs of alteration, 
reuse and billing. 

There is a market for digital works because creators are 
strongly motivated to reuse portions of digital works from 
others rather than creating their own completely. This is 
because it is usually so much easier to use an existing stock 
photo or music clip than to create a new one from scratch. 

Herein the phrase "digital work" refers to any work that 
has been reduced to a digital representation. This would 
include any audio, video, text, or multimedia work and any 
accompanying interpreter (e.g. software) that may be 
required for recreating or rendering the content of the work. 
The term composite work refers to a digital work comprised 
of a collection of other digital works. The term "usage 
rights" or "rights" is a term which refers to rights granted to 
a recipient of a digital work. Generally, these rights define 
the manner in which a digital work can be used and 
distributed. Each usage right may have one or more specified 
conditions which must be satisfied before the right may be 
exercised. A Glossary of the terms used herein is provided 
at the end of the specification. 

Usage rights are permanently associated with the digital 
work. Copies made of a digital work will also have the 
associated usage rights. Thus, the usage rights and any 
associated fees assigned by a creator and subsequent dis
tributor will always remain with a digital work. 

6 
Assuming that a session can be established, Repository 2 
may then request access to the Digital Work for a stated 
purpose, i.e., manner of use step 104. The purpose may be, 
for example, to print the digital work or to obtain a copy of 
the digital work. The purpose will correspond to a specific 
usage right. In any event, Repository 1 checks the usage 
rights associated with the digital work to determine if the 
access to the digital work may be granted, step 105. The 
check of the usage rights essentially involves a determina-

10 tion of whether a right associated with the access request has 
been associated with the digital work and if all conditions 
associated with the right are satisfied. If the access is denied, 
repository 1 terminates the session with an error message, 
step 106. If access is granted, repository 1 transmits the 

15 digital work to repository 2, step 107. Once the digital work 
has been transmitted to repository 2, repository 1 and 2 each 
generate billing information for the access which is trans
mitted to a credit server, step 108. Such double billing 
reporting is done to insure against attempts to circumvent 

20 the billing process. 
FIG. 2 illustrates the basic interactions between repository 

types in the present invention. As will become apparent from 
FIG. 2, the various repository types will serve different 
functions. It is fundamental that repositories will share a 

25 core set of functionality which will enable secure and trusted 
communications. Referring to FIG. 2, a repository 201 
represents the general instance of a repository. The reposi
tory 201 has two modes of operation; a server mode and a 
requester mode. When in the server mode, the repository 

30 will be receiving and processing access requests to digital 
works. When in the requester mode, the repository will be 
initiating requests to access digital works. Repository 201 is 
general in the sense that it's primary purpose is as an 
exchange medium for digital works. During the course of 

35 operation, the repository 201 may communicate with a 
plurality of other repositories, namely authorization reposi
tory 202, rendering repository 203 and master repository 
204. Communication between repositories occurs utilizing a 
repository transaction protocol 205. 

Communication with an authorization repository 202 may 
occur when a digital work being accessed has a condition 
requiring an authorization. Conceptually, an authorization is 
a digital certificate such that possession of the certificate is 
required to gain access to the digital work. An authorization 

The enforcement elements of the preferred embodiment 
are repositories. Among other things, repositories are used to 40 

store digital works, control access to digital works, bill for 
access to digital works and maintain the security and integ
rity of the system. The combination of associated usage 
rights and repositories enable distinct advantages over prior 
systems. As noted in the prior art, payment of fees are 
primarily for the initial access. In such approaches, once a 
work has been read, computational control over that copy is 
gone. Metaphorically, "the content genie is out of the bottle 
and no more fees can be billed." In contrast, the present 
invention never separates the fee descriptions from the work. 
Thus, the digital work genie only moves from one trusted 
bottle (repository) to another, and all uses of copies are 
potentially controlled and billable. 

45 is itself a digital work that can be moved between reposi
tories and subjected to fees and usage rights conditions. An 
authorization may be required by both repositories involved 
in an access to a digital work. 

Communication with a rendering repository 203 occurs in 
50 connection with the rendering of the content of a digital 

work. As will be described in greater detail below, a ren
dering repository is coupled with a rendering device (e.g. a 
printer device) to comprise a rendering system. 

Communication with a master repository 205 occurs in FIG. 1 is a high level flowchart omitting various details 
but which demonstrates the basic operation of the present 
invention. Referring to FIG. 1, a creator creates a digital 
work, step 101. The creator will then determine appropriate 
usage rights and fees, associate them with the digital work, 
and store them in Repository 1, step 102. The determination 

55 connection with obtaining an identification certificate. Iden
tification certificates are the means by which a repository is 
identified as "trustworthy." The use of identification certifi
cates is described below with respect to the registration 
transaction. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the repository 201 coupled to a credit 
server 301. The credit server 301 is a device which accu
mulates billing information for the repository 201. The 
credit server 301 communicates with repository 201 via 
billing transactions 302 to record billing transactions. Bill-

of appropriate usage rights and fees will depend on various 60 

economic factors. The digital work remains securely in 
Repository 1 until a request for access is received. The 
request for access begins with a session initiation by another 
repository. Here a Repository 2 initiates a session with 
Repository 1, step 103. As will be described in greater detail 
below, this session initiation includes steps which helps to 
insure that the respective repositories are trustworthy. 

65 ing transactions are reported to a billing clearinghouse 303 
by the credit server 301 on a periodic basis. The credit server 
301 communicates to the billing clearinghouse 303 via 
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clearinghouse transactions 304. The clearinghouse transac
tions 304 enable a secure and encrypted transmission of 
information to the billing clearinghouse 303. 

A rendering system is generally defined as a system 
comprising a repository and a rendering device which can 5 

render the content of a digital work into its desired form. 
Examples of a rendering system may be a computer system, 
a digital audio system, or a printer. A rendering system has 
the same security features as a repository. The coupling of a 
rendering repository with the rendering device may occur in 10 

a manner suitable for the type of rendering device. 
FIG. 4a illustrates a printer as an example of a rendering 

system. Referring to FIG. 4, printer system 401 has con
tained therein a printer repository 402 and a print device 
403. It should be noted that the dashed line defining printer 15 

system 401 defines a secure system boundary. Communica
tions within the boundary is assumed to be secure. Depend
ing on the security level, the boundary also represents a 
barrier intended to provide physical integrity. The printer 
repository 402 is an instantiation of the rendering repository 20 

205 of FIG. 2. The printer repository 402 will in some 
instances contain an ephemeral copy of a digital work which 
remains until it is printed out by the print engine 403. In 
other instances, the printer repository 402 may contain 
digital works such as fonts, which will remain and can be 25 

billed based on use. This design assures that all communi
cation lines between printers and printing devices are 
encrypted, unless they are within a physically secure bound
ary. This design feature eliminates a potential "fault" point 
through which the digital work could be improperly 30 

obtained. The printer device 403 represents the printer 
components used to create the printed output. 

Also illustrated in FIG. 4a is the repository 404. The 
repository 404 is coupled to the printer repository 402. The 
repository 404 represents an external repository which con- 35 

tains digital works. 
FIG. 4b is an example of a computer system as a rendering 

system. A computer system may constitute a "multi-func
tion" device since it may execute digital works (e.g. soft
ware programs) and display digital works (e.g. a digitized 40 

photograph). Logically, each rendering device can be 
viewed as having it's own repository, although only one 
physical repository is needed. Referring to FIG. 4b, a 
computer system 410 has contained therein a display/execu
tion repository 411. The display/execution repository 411 is 45 

coupled to display device, 412 and execution device 413. 
The dashed box surrounding the computer system 410 
represents a security boundary within which communica
tions are assumed to be secure. The display/execution 
repository 411 is further coupled to a credit server 414 to 50 

report any fees to be billed for access to a digital work and 
a repository 415 for accessing digital works stored therein. 

Usage rights are associated with digital works. Thus, it is 
important to understand the structure of a digital work. The 
structure of a digital work, in particular composite digital 55 

works, may be naturally organized into an acyclic structure 
such as a hierarchy. For example, a magazine has various 
articles and photographs which may have been created and 
are owned by different persons. Each of the articles and 
photographs may represent a node in a hierarchical structure. 60 

Consequently, controls, i.e. usage rights, may be placed on 
each node by the creator. By enabling control and fee billing 
to be associated with each node, a creator of a work can be 
assured that the rights and fees are not circumvented. 

In the currently preferred embodiment, the file informa- 65 

tion for a digital work is divided into two files: a "contents" 
file and a "description tree" file. From the perspective of a 

8 
repository, the "contents" file is a stream of addressable 
bytes whose format depends completely on the interpreter or 
rendering engine used to play, display or print the digital 
work. The description tree file makes it possible to examine 
the rights and fees for a work without reference to the 
content of the digital work. It should be noted that the term 
description tree as used herein refers to any type of acyclic 
structure used to represent the relationship between the 
various components of a digital work. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the layout of a contents file. Referring to 
FIG. 5, a digital work 509 is comprised of story A 510, 
advertisement 511, story B 512 and story C 513. It is 
assumed that the digital work is stored starting at a relative 
address of 0. Each of the parts of the digital work are stored 
linearly so that story A 510 is stored at approximately 
addresses 0-30,000, advertisement 511 at addresses 30,001-
40,000, story B 512 at addresses 40,001-60,000 and story C 
513 at addresses 60,001-85 K. The detail of story A 510 is 
illustrated in FIG. 6. Referring to FIG. 6, the story A 510 is 
further broken down to show text 614 stored at address 
0-1500, soldier photo 615 at addresses 1501-10,000, graph
ics 616 stored at addresses 10,001-25,000 and sidebar 617 
stored address 25,001-30,000. Note that the data in the 
contents file may be compressed (for saving storage) or 
encrypted (for security). 

From FIGS. 5 and 6 it is readily observed that a digital 
work can be represented by its component parts as a hier
archy. The description tree for a digital work is comprised of 
a set of related descriptor blocks (d-blocks). The contents of 
each d-block is described with respect to FIG. 7. Referring 
to FIG. 7, a d-block 700 includes an identifier 701 which is 
a unique identifier for the work in the repository, a starting 
address 702 providing the start address of the first byte of the 
work, a length 703 giving the number of bytes in the work, 
a rights portion 704 wherein the granted usage rights and 
their status data are maintained, a parent pointer 705 for 
pointing to a parent d-block and child pointers 706 for 
pointing to the child d-blocks. In the currently preferred 
embodiment, the identifier 701 has two parts. The first part 
is a unique number assigned to the repository upon manu
facture. The second part is a unique number assigned to the 
work upon creation. The rights portion 704 will contain a 
data structure, such as a look-up table, wherein the various 
information associated with a right is maintained. The 
information required by the respective usage rights is 
described in more detail below. D-blocks form a strict 
hierarchy. The top d-block of a work has no parent; all other 
d-blocks have one parent. The relationship of usage rights 
between parent and child d-blocks and how conflicts are 
resolved is described below. 

A special type of d-block is a "shell" d-block. A shell 
d-block adds no new content beyond the content of its parts. 
A shell d-block is used to add rights and fee information, 
typically by distributors of digital works. 

FIG. 8 illustrates a description tree for the digital work of 
FIG. 5. Referring to FIG. 8, a top d-block 820 for the digital 
work points to the various stories and advertisements con
tained therein. Here, the top d-block 820 points to d-block 
821 (representing story A 510), d-block 822 (representing 
the advertisement 511), d-block 823 (representing story B 
512) and and d-block 824 (representing story C 513). 

The portion of the description tree for Story A 510 is 
illustrated in FIG. 9. D-block 925 represents text 614, 
d-block 926 represents photo 615, d-block 927 represents 
graphics 616 by and d-block 928 represents sidebar 617. 

The rights portion 704 of a descriptor block is further 
illustrated in FIG. 10. FIG. 10 illustrates a structure which 
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is repeated in the rights portion 704 for each right. Referring 
to FIG. 10, each right will have a right code field 1050 and 
status information field 1052. The right code field 1050 will 
contain a unique code assigned to a right. The status 
information field 1052 will contain information relating to 
the state of a right and the digital work. Such information is 
indicated below in Table 1. The rights as stored in the rights 
portion 304 may typically be in numerical order based on the 
right code. 

TABLE 1 

DIGITAL WORK STATE INFORMATION 

Property 

Copies-in-use 

Loan-Period 

Loaner-Copy 

Remaining-
Time 
Docwnent-
Descr 

Revenue-Owner 

Publication-
Date 
History-list 

Value 

Number 

Time-Units 

Boolean 

Time-Units 

String 

RO-Descr 

Date-Descr 

History-Rec 

Use 

A counter of the number of copies of a 
work that are in use. Incremented when 
another copy is used; decremented when 
use is completed. 
Indicator of the maximum nwnber of 
time-units that a document can be 
loaned out 
Indicator that the current work is a 
loaned out copy of an authorized 
digital work. 
Indicator of the remaining time of use 
on a metered document right. 
A string containing various identifying 
information about a docwnent. The 
exact format of this is not specified, but 
it can include information such as a 
publisher name, author name, ISBN 
number, and so on. 
A handle identifying a revenue owner 
for a digital work. This is used for 
reporting usage fees. 
The date that the digital work was 
published. 
A list of events recording the 
repositories and dates for operations 
that copy, transfer, backup, or restore 
a digital work. 

The approach for representing digital works by separating 
description data from content assumes that parts of a file are 
contiguous but takes no position on the actual representation 
of content. In particular, it is neutral to the question of 
whether content representation may take an object oriented 
approach. It would be natural to represent content as objects. 
In principle, it may be convenient to have content objects 
that include the billing structure and rights information that 
is represented in the d-blocks. Such variations in the design 
of the representation are possible and are viable alternatives 
but may introduce processing overhead, e.g. the interpreta
tion of the objects. 

Digital works are stored in a repository as part of a 
hierarchical file system. Folders (also termed directories and 
sub-directories) contain the digital works as well as other 
folders. Digital works and folders in a folder are ordered in 
alphabetical order. The digital works are typed to reflect how 
the files are used. Usage rights can be associated with folders 

10 
to loan a copy for a predetermined period of time (called the 
original rights). When the repository loans out a copy of the 
digital work, the usage rights in the loaner copy (called the 
next set of rights) could be set to prohibit any further rights 
to loan out the copy. The basic idea is that one cannot grant 
more rights than they have. 

The association of usage rights with a digital contact may 
occur in a variety of ways. If the usage rights will be the 
same for an entire digital work, they could be associated 

10 when the digital work is processed for deposit in the digital 
work server. In the case of a digital work having different 
usage rights for the various components, this can be done as 
the digital work is being created. An authoring tool or digital 
work assembling tool could be utilized which provides for 

15 an automated process of attaching the usage rights. 

20 

As will be described below, when a digital work is copied, 
transferred or loaned, a "next set of rights" can be specified. 
The "next set of rights" will be associated with the digital 
work as it is transported. 

Because each part of a digital work may have its own 
usage rights, there will be instances where the rights of a 
"contained part" are different from its parent or container 
part. As a result, conflict rules must be established to dictate 
when and how a right may be exercised. The hierarchical 

25 structure of a digital work facilitates the enforcement of such 
rules. A "strict" rule would be as follows: a right for a part 
in a digital work is sanctioned if and only if it is sanctioned 
for the part, for ancestor d-blocks containing the part and for 
all descendent d-blocks. By sanctioned, it is meant that (1) 

30 each of the respective parts must have the right, and (2) any 
conditions for exercising the right are satisfied. 

It also possible to implement the present invention using 
a more lenient rule. In the more lenient rule, access to the 

35 
part may be enabled to the descendent parts which have the 
right, but access is denied to the descendents which do not. 

Example of applying both the strict rule and lenient is 
illustrated with reference to FIG. 11. Referring to FIG. 11, a 
root d-block 1101 has child d-blocks 1102-1105. In this case, 

40 root d-block represents a magazine, and each of the child 
d-blocks 1102-1105 represent articles in the magazine. Sup
pose that a request is made to PRINT the digital work 
represented by root d-block 1101 wherein the strict rule is 
followed. The rights for the root d-block 1101 and child 

45 d-blocks 1102-1105 are then examined. Root d-block 1101 
and child d-blocks 1102 and 1105 have been granted PRINT 
rights. Child d-block 1103 has not been granted PRINT 
rights and child d-block 1104 has PRINT rights conditioned 
on payment of a usage fee. 

50 Under the strict rule the PRINT right cannot be exercised 
because the child d-block does not have the PRINT right. 
Under the lenient rule, the result would be different. The 
digital works represented by child d-blocks 1102 and 1105 
could be printed and the digital work represented by d-block 

55 1104 could be printed so long as the usage fee is paid. Only 
the digital work represented by d-block 1103 could not be 
printed. This same result would be accomplished under the 
strict rule if the requests were directed to each of the 

so that the folder itself is treated as a digital work. Access to 
the folder would then be handled in the same fashion as any 
other digital work As will be described in more detail below, 
the contents of the folder are subject to their own rights. 60 

Moreover, file management rights may be associated with 
the folder which define how folder contents can be managed. 

individual digital works. 
The present invention supports various combinations of 

allowing and disallowing access. Moreover, as will be 
described below, the usage rights grammar permits the 
owner of a digital work to specify if constraints may be 
imposed on the work by a container part. The manner in 
which digital works may be sanctioned because of usage 
rights conflicts would be implementation specific and would 

The usage rights are treated as part of the digital work. As 
the digital work is distributed, the scope of the granted usage 
rights will remain the same or may be narrowed. For 65 

example, when a digital work is transferred from a document 
server to a repository, the usage rights may include the right depend on the nature of the digital works. 
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Many of the powerful functions of repositories-such as 
their ability to "loan" digital works or automatically handle 
the commercial reuse of digital works-are possible because 
they are trusted systems. The systems are trusted because 
they are able to take responsibility for fairly and reliably 
carrying out the commercial transactions. That the systems 
can be responsible ("able to respond") is fundamentally an 
issue of integrity. The integrity of repositories has three 
parts: physical integrity, communications integrity, and 
behavioral integrity. 10 

Physical integrity refers to the integrity of the physical 
devices themselves. Physical integrity applies both to the 
repositories and to the protected digital works. Thus, the 
higher security classes of repositories themselves may have 
sensors that detect when tampering is attempted on their 15 

secure cases. In addition to protection of the repository 
itself, the repository design protects access to the content of 
digital works. In contrast with the design of conventional 
magnetic and optical devices-such as floppy disks, CD
ROMs, and videotapes-repositories never allow non- 20 

trusted systems to access the works directly. A maker of 
generic computer systems cannot guarantee that their plat
form will not be used to make unauthorized copies. The 
manufacturer provides generic capabilities for reading and 
writing information, and the general nature of the function- 25 

ality of the general computing device depends on it. Thus, a 
copy program can copy arbitrary data. This copying issue is 
not limited to general purpose computers. It also arises for 
the unauthorized duplication of entertainment "software" 
such as video and audio recordings by magnetic recorders. 30 

Again, the functionality of the recorders depends on their 
ability to copy and they have no means to check whether a 
copy is authorized. In contrast, repositories prevent access to 
the raw data by general devices and can test explicit rights 
and conditions before copying or otherwise granting access. 35 

Information is only accessed by protocol between trusted 
repositories. 

12 
In the description of FIG. 2, it was indicated that reposi

tories come in various forms. All repositories provide a core 
set of services for the transmission of digital works. The 
manner in which digital works are exchanged is the basis for 
all transaction between repositories. The various repository 
types differ in the ultimate functions that they perform. 
Repositories may be devices themselves, or they may be 
incorporated into other systems. An example is the rendering 
repository 205 of FIG. 2. 

A repository will have associated with it a repository 
identifier. Typically, the repository identifier would be a 
unique number assigned to the repository at the time of 
manufacture. Each repository will also be classified as being 
in a particular security class. Certain communications and 
transactions may be conditioned on a repository being in a 
particular security class. The various security classes are 
described in greater detail below. 

As a prerequisite to operation, a repository will require 
possession of an identification certificate. Identification cer
tificates are encrypted to prevent forgery and are issued by 
a Master repository. A master repository plays the role of an 
authorization agent to enable repositories to receive digital 
works. Identification certificates must be updated on a 
periodic basis. Identification certificates are described in 
greater detail below with respect to the registration transac
tion. 

A repository has both a hardware and functional embodi-
ment. The functional embodiment is typically software 
executing on the hardware embodiment. Alternatively, the 
functional embodiment may be embedded in the hardware 
embodiment such as an Application Specific Integrated 
Circuit (ASIC) chip. 

The hardware embodiment of a repository will be 
enclosed in a secure housing which if compromised, may 
cause the repository to be disabled. The basic components of 
the hardware embodiment of a repository are described with 
reference to FIG. 12. Referring to FIG. 12, a repository is 
comprised of a processing means 1200, storage system 
1207, clock 1205 and external interface 1206. The process-

Communications integrity refers to the integrity of the 
communications channels between repositories. Roughly 
speaking, communications integrity means that repositories 
carmot be easily fooled by "telling them lies." Integrity in 
this case refers to the property that repositories will only 
communicate with other devices that are able to present 
proof that they are certified repositories, and furthermore, 
that the repositories monitor the communications to detect 
"impostors" and malicious or accidental interference. Thus 
the security measures involving encryption, exchange of 
digital certificates, and nonces described below are all 
security measures aimed at reliable communication in a 
world known to contain active adversaries. 

40 ing means 1200 is comprised of a processor element 1201 
and processor memory 1202. The processing means 1201 
provides controller, repository transaction and usage rights 
transaction functions for the repository. Various functions in 
the operation of the repository such as decryption and/or 

Behavioral integrity refers to the integrity in what reposi
tories do. What repositories do is determined by the software 
that they execute. The integrity of the software is generally 
assured only by knowledge of its source. Restated, a user 
will trust software purchased at a reputable computer store 
but not trust software obtained off a random (insecure) 
server on a network. Behavioral integrity is maintained by 
requiring that repository software be certified and be dis
tributed with proof of such certification, i.e. a digital cer
tificate. The purpose of the certificate is to authenticate that 
the software has been tested by an authorized organization, 
which attests that the software does what it is supposed to do 
and that it does not compromise the behavioral integrity of 

45 decompression of digital works and transaction messages 
are also performed by the processing means 1200. The 
processor element 1201 may be a microprocessor or other 
suitable computing component. The processor memory 1202 
would typically be further comprised of Read Only Memo-

so ries (ROM) and Random Access Memories (RAM). Such 
memories would contain the software instructions utilized 
by the processor element 1201 in performing the functions 
of the repository. 

The storage system 1207 is further comprised of descrip-
55 tor storage 1203 and content storage 1204. The description 

tree storage 1203 will store the description tree for the digital 
work and the content storage will store the associated 
content. The description tree storage 1203 and content 
storage 1204 need not be of the same type of storage 

60 medium, nor are they necessarily on the same physical 
device. So for example, the descriptor storage 1203 may be 
stored on a solid state storage (for rapid retrieval of the 
description tree information), while the content storage 1204 

a repository. If the digital certificate cannot be found in the 
digital work or the master repository which generated the 65 

certificate is not known to the repository receiving the 
software, then the software carmot be installed. 

may be on a high capacity storage such as an optical disk. 
The clock 1205 is used to time-stamp various time based 

conditions for usage rights or for metering usage fees which 
may be associated with the digital works. The clock 1205 
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will have an uninterruptable power supply, e.g. a battery, in 
order to maintain the integrity of the time-stamps. The 
external interface means 1206 provides for the signal con
nection to other repositories and to a credit server. The 
external interface means 1206 provides for the exchange of 
signals via such standard interfaces such as RS-232 or 
Personal Computer Manufacturers Card Industry Associa
tion (PCMCIA) standards, or FDDI. The external interface 
means 1206 may also provide network connectivity. 

The functional embodiment of a repository is described 10 

with reference to FIG. 13. Referring to FIG. 13, the func
tional embodiment is comprised of an operating system 
1301, core repository services 1302, usage transaction han
dlers 1303, repository specific functions, 1304 and a user 
interface 1305. The operating system 1301 is specific to the 15 

repository and would typically depend on the type of pro
cessor being used. The operating system 1301 would also 
provide the basic services for controlling and interfacing 
between the basic components of the repository. 

The core repository services 1302 comprise a set of 20 

functions required by each and every repository. The core 
repository services 1302 include the session initiation trans
actions which are defined in greater detail below. This set of 
services also includes a generic ticket agent which is used to 
"punch" a digital ticket and a generic authorization server 25 

for processing authorization specifications. Digital tickets 
and authorizations are specific mechanisms for controlling 
the distribution and use of digital works and are described 
and more detail below. Note that coupled to the core 
repository services are a plurality of identification certifi- 30 

cates 1306. The identification certificates 1306 are required 
to enable the use of the repository. 

14 
Table 2 

Repository Security Levels 

Level 

0 Open system. 

1 Minimal security. 

2 Basic security. 

3 General security. 

Description of Security 

Document transmission is nnencrypted. No digital 
certificate is required for identification. The 
security of the system depends mostly on user 
honesty, since only modest knowledge may be 
needed to circwnvent the security measures. The 
repository has no provisions for preventing 
nnauthorized programs from running and accessing 
or copying files. The system does not prevent 
the use of removable storage and does not encrypt 
stored files. 
Like the previous class except that stored files 
are minimally encrypted, including ones on 
removable storage. 
Like the previous class except that special tools 
and knowledge are required to compromise the 
programming, the contents of the repository, or 
the state of the clock. All digital communications 
are encrypted. A digital certificate is provided as 
identification. Mediwn level encryption is used. 
Repository identification number is unforgeable. 
Like the previous class plus the requirement of 
special tools are needed to compromise the 
physical integrity of the repository and that 
modest encryption is used on all transmissions. 
Password protection is required to use the local 
user interface. The digital clock system cannot 
be reset without authorization. No works would 
be stored on removable storage. When executing 
works as programs, it runs them in their own 
address space and does not give them direct 
access to any file storage or other memory 
containing system code or works. They can access 
works only through the transmission transaction 
protocol. 

The usage transactions handler 1303 comprise function
ality for processing access requests to digital works and for 
billing fees based on access. The usage transactions sup
ported will be different for each repository type. For 
example, it may not be necessary for some repositories to 
handle access requests for digital works. 

35 4 High Security Like the previous class except that high level 
encryption is used on all communications. 
Sensors are used to record attempts at physical 
and electronic tampering. After such tampering, 
the repository will not perform other transactions 
until it has reported such tampering to a 
designated server. 

The repository specific functionality 1304 comprises 
functionality that is unique to a repository. For example, the 40 

master repository has special functionality for issuing digital 
certificates and maintaining encryption keys. The repository 
specific functionality 1304 would include the user interface 
implementation for the repository. 

For some digital works the losses caused by any indi- 45 

vidual instance of unauthorized copying is insignificant and 
the chief economic concern lies in assuring the convenience 

5 Tamper Resistant Like the previous class except that if the physical 
or digital attempts at tampering exceed some 
preset thresholds that threaten the physical 
integrity of the repository or the integrity of 
digital and cryptographic barriers, then the 
repository will save only document description 
records of history but will erase or destroy any 
digital identifiers that could be misused if released 
to an unscrupulous party. It also modifies any 
certificates of authenticity to indicate that the 
physical system has been compromised. It also 
erases the contents of designated docwnents. 

of access and low-overhead billing. In such cases, simple 
and inexpensive handheld repositories and network-based 
workstations may be suitable repositories, even though the 
measures and guarantees of security are modest. 

50 6 Like the previous class except that the repository 
will attempt wireless commnnication to report 
tampering and will employ noisy alarms. At the other extreme, some digital works such as a digital 

copy of a first run movie or a bearer bond or stock certificate 
would be of very high value so that it is prudent to employ 
caution and fairly elaborate security measures to ensure that 55 

they are not copied or forged. A repository suitable for 
holding such a digital work could have elaborate measures 
for ensuring physical integrity and for verifying authoriza
tion before use. 

By arranging a universal protocol, all kinds of repositories 60 

can communicate with each other in principle. However, 
creators of some works will want to specifY that their works 
will only be transferred to repositories whose level of 
security is high enough. For this reason, document reposi
tories have a ranking system for classes and levels of 65 

security. The security classes in the currently preferred 
embodiment are described in Table 2. 

10 This would correspond to a very high level of 
security. This server would maintain constant 
commnnications to remote security systems 
reporting transactions, sensor readings, and 
attempts to circumvent security. 

The characterization of security levels described in Table 
2 is not intended to be fixed. More important is the idea of 
having different security levels for different repositories. It is 
anticipated that new security classes and requirements will 
evolve according to social situations and changes in tech
nology. 

A user interface is broadly defined as the mechanism by 
which a user interacts with a repository in order to invoke 
transactions to gain access to a digital work, or exercise 
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usage rights. As described above, a repository may be 
embodied in various forms. The user interface for a reposi
tory will differ depending on the particular embodiment. The 
user interface may be a graphical user interface having icons 
representing the digital works and the various transactions 
that may be performed. The user interface may be a gener
ated dialog in which a user is prompted for information. 

The user interface itself need not be part of the repository. 
As a repository may be embedded in some other device, the 
user interface may merely be a part of the device in which 
the repository is embedded. For example, the repository 
could be embedded in a "card" that is inserted into an 
available slot in a computer system. The user interface may 
be combination of a display, keyboard, cursor control device 
and software executing on the computer system. 

At a minimum, the user interface must permit a user to 
input information such as access requests and alpha numeric 
data and provide feedback as to transaction status. The user 
interface will then cause the repository to initiate the suitable 
transactions to service the request. Other facets of a particu
lar user interface will depend on the functionality that a 
repository will provide. 

In the preferred embodiment, fees may be associated with 
the exercise of a right. The requirement for payment of fees 
is described with each version of a usage right in the usage 
rights language. The recording and reporting of such fees is 
performed by the credit server. One of the capabilities 
enabled by associating fees with rights is the possibility of 
supporting a wide range of charging models. The simplest 
model, used by conventional software, is that there is a 
single fee at the time of purchase, after which the purchaser 
obtains unlimited rights to use the work as often and for as 
long as he or she wants. Alternative models, include metered 
use and variable fees. A single work can have different fees 
for different uses. For example, viewing a photograph on a 
display could have different fees than making a hardcopy or 
including it in a newly created work. A key to these 
alternative charging models is to have a low overhead means 
of establishing fees and accounting for credit on these 
transactions. 

A credit server is a computational system that reliably 
authorizes and records these transactions so that fees are 
billed and paid. The credit server reports fees to a billing 
clearinghouse. The billing clearinghouse manages the finan
cial transactions as they occur. As a result, bills may be 
generated and accounts reconciled. Preferably, the credit 
server would store the fee transactions and periodically 
communicate via a network with billing clearinghouse for 
reconciliation. In such an embodiment, communications 
with the billing clearinghouse would be encrypted for integ
rity and security reasons. In another embodiment, the credit 
server acts as a "debit card" where transactions occur in 
"real-time" against a user account. 

A credit server is comprised of memory, a processing 
means, a clock, and interface means for coupling to a 
repository and a financial institution (e.g. a modem). The 
credit server will also need to have security and authenti
cation functionality. These elements are essentially the same 
elements as those of a repository. Thus, a single device can 
be both a repository and a credit server, provided that it has 
the appropriate processing elements for carrying out the 
corresponding functions and protocols. Typically, however, 
a credit server would be a card-sized system in the posses
sion of the owner of the credit. The credit server is coupled 
to a repository and would interact via financial transactions 

16 
as described below. Interactions with a financial institution 
may occur via protocols established by the financial insti
tutions themselves. 

In the currently preferred embodiment credit servers 
associated with both the server and the repository report the 
financial transaction to the billing clearinghouse. For 
example, when a digital work is copied by one repository to 
another for a fee, credit servers coupled to each of the 
repositories will report the transaction to the billing clear-

10 inghouse. This is desirable in that it insures that a transaction 
will be accounted for in the event of some break in the 
communication between a credit server and the billing 
clearinghouse. However, some implementations may 
embody only a single credit server reporting the transaction 

15 to minimize transaction processing at the risk oflosing some 
transactions. 

The preferred embodiment uses statements in a high level 
"usage rights language" to define rights associated with 
digital works and their parts. Usage rights statements are 

20 interpreted by repositories and are used to determine what 
transactions, i.e., means of use, can be successfully carried 
out for a digital work and also to determine parameters for 
those transactions. For example, sentences in the language 
determine whether a given digital work can be copied, when 

25 and how it can be used, and what fees (if any) are to be 
charged for that use. Once the usage rights statements are 
generated, they are encoded in a suitable form for accessing 
during the processing of transactions. 

Defining usage rights in terms of a language in combi-
30 nation with the hierarchical representation of a digital work 

enables the support of a wide variety of distribution and fee 
schemes. An example is the ability to associate multiple 
versions of a right with a work. So a creator may associate 
PRINT right to make 5 copies for $10.00 and a PRINT right 

35 to make unlimited copies for $100.00. A purchaser may then 
choose which option best fits his needs. Another example is 
that rights and fees are additive. So in the case of a 
composite work, the rights and fees of each of the compo
nents works is used in determining the rights and fees for the 

40 work as a whole. Other features and benefits of the usage 
rights language will become apparent in the description of 
distribution and use scenarios provided below. 

The basic contents of a right are illustrated in FIG. 14. 
Referring to FIG. 14, a right 1450 has a transactional 

45 component 1451 and a specifications component 1452. A 
right 1450 has a label (e.g. COPY or PRINT) which indicate 
the manners of use that are embodied by the right. The 
transactional component 1451 corresponds to a particular 
way in which a digital work may be used or distributed. The 

50 transactional component 1451 is typically embodied in 
software instructions in a repository which implement the 
manners of use for the right. The specifications components 
1452 are used to specifY conditions which must be satisfied 
prior to the right being exercised or to designate various 

55 transaction related parameters. In the currently preferred 
embodiment, these specifications include copy count 1453, 
Fees and Incentives 1454, Time 1455, Access and Security 
1456 and Control1457. Each of these specifications will be 
described in greater detail below with respect to the lan-

60 guage grammar elements. 
The usage rights language is based on the grammar 

described below. A grammar is a convenient means for 
defining valid sequence of symbols for a language. In 
describing the grannnar the notation "[a.vertline.b.vertli-

65 ne.c ]"is used to indicate distinct choices among alternatives. 
In this example, a sentence can have either an "a", "b" or 
"c". It must include exactly one of them. The braces { } are 
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used to indicate optional items. Note that brackets, bars and 
braces are used to describe the language of usage rights 
sentences but do not appear in actual sentences in the 
language. 

18 
egory of rights all involving the making of ephemeral, 
transitory, or non-digital copies of the digital work. After use 
the copies are erased. 

Play A process of rendering or performing a digital work 
on some processor. This includes such things as playing 
digital movies, playing digital music, playing a video game, 
running a computer program, or displaying a document on 
a display. 

Print To render the work in a medium that is not further 

In contrast, parentheses are part of the usage rights 5 

language. Parentheses are used to group items together in 
lists. The notation (x*) is used to indicate a variable length 
list, that is, a list containing one or more items of type x. The 
notation (x)* is used to indicate a variable number of lists 
containing x. 10 protected by usage rights, such as printing on paper. 

Keywords in the grammar are words followed by colons. 
Keywords are a common and very special case in the 
language. They are often used to indicate a single value, 
typically an identifier. In many cases, the keyword and the 
parameter are entirely optional. When a keyword is given, it 15 

often takes a single identifier as its value. In some cases, the 
keyword takes a list of identifiers. In the usage rights 
language, time is specified in an hours:minutes:seconds (or 
hh:mm:ss) representation. Time zone indicators, e.g. PDT 
for Pacific Daylight Time, may also be specified. Dates are 20 

represented as year/month/ day (or YYYY /MMM/D D). Note 
that these time and date representations may specify 
moments in time or units of time Money units are specified 
in terms of dollars. 

Finally, in the usage rights language, various "things" will 25 

need to interact with each other. For example, an instance of 

Grammar element 1505 "Transport-Code:=[Copy.vertlin-
e. Transfer. vertline.Loan {Remaining-Rights: Next -Set -of
Rights}] {(Next-Copy-Rights: Next-Set of Rights)}" lists a 
category of rights involving the making of persistent, usable 
copies of the digital work on other repositories. The optional 
Next-Copy-Rights determine the rights on the work after it 
is transported. If this is not specified, then the rights on the 
transported copy are the same as on the original. The 
optional Remaining-Rights specifY the rights that remain 
with a digital work when it is loaned out. If this is not 
specified, then the default is that no rights can be exercised 
when it is loaned out. 

Copy Make a new copy of a work 
Transfer Moving a work from one repository to another. 
Loan Temporarily loaning a copy to another repository for 

a specified period of time. 
Grammar element 1506 "File-Management-

Code:=Backup {Back-Up-Copy-Rights: Next-Set-of 
Rights} .vertline.Restore.vertline.Delete.vertline.F older. 

a usage right may specify a bank account, a digital ticket, 
etc. Such things need to be identified and are specified herein 
using the suffix "-ID." 

The Usage Rights Grammar of the preferred embodiment 
is listed in it's entirety in FIG. 15 and is described below. 

30 vertline.Director y {Name:Hide-Local.vertline.Hide-
Remote} {Parts: Hide-Local.vertline.Hide-Remote}" lists a 
category of rights involving operations for file management, 
such as the making of backup copies to protect the copy 
owner against catastrophic equipment failure. 

Many software licenses and also copyright law give a 
copy owner the right to make backup copies to protect 
against catastrophic failure of equipment. However, the 
making of uncontrolled backup copies is inherently at odds 
with the ability to control usage, since an uncontrolled 

Grammar element 1501 "Digital Work Rights:= 
(Rights*)" define the digital work rights as a set of rights. 
The set of rights associated with a digital work define how 

35 
that digital work may be transferred, used, performed or 
played. A set of rights will attach to the entire digital work 
and in the case of compound digital works, each of the 
components of the digital work. The usage rights of com
ponents of a digital may be different. 

40 backup copy can be kept and then restored even after the 
authorized copy was sold. Grammar element 1502 "Right:=(Right-Code {Copy

Count} {Control-Spec} {Time-Spec } {Access-Spec} {Fee
Spec})" enumerates the content of a right. Each usage right 
must specifY a right code. Each right may also optionally 
specifY conditions which must be satisfied before the right 
can be exercised. These conditions are copy count, control, 
time, access and fee conditions. In the currently preferred 
embodiment, for the optional elements, the following 
defaults apply: copy count equals 1, no time limit on the use 

The File management rights enable the making and restor
ing of backup copies in a way that respects usage rights, 
honoring the requirements of both the copy owner and the 

of the right, no access tests or a security level required to use 
the right and no fee is required. These conditions will each 
be described in greater detail below. 

45 rights grantor and revenue owner. Backup copies of work 
descriptions (including usage rights and fee data) can be sent 
under appropriate protocol and usage rights control to other 
document repositories of sufficiently high security. Further 
rights permit organization of digital works into folders 

50 which themselves are treated as digital works and whose 
contents may be "hidden" from a party seeking to determine 
the contents of a repository. 

It is important to note that a digital work may have 
multiple versions of a right, each having the same right code. 
The multiple version would provide alternative conditions 55 
and fees for accessing the digital work. 

Grammar element 1503 "Right-Code:=Render-Code.vert
line.Transport-Code.vertline.File-Management-Code.vert-
lin e.Derivative-Works-Code Configuration-Code" distin
guishes each of the specific rights into a particular right type 60 
(although each right is identified by distinct right codes). In 
this way, the grammar provides a catalog of possible rights 
that can be associated with parts of digital works. In the 
following, rights are divided into categories for convenience 
in describing them. 65 

Grammar element 1504 "Render-Code:=[Play: {Player: 
Player-ID}.vertline.Print: {Printer: Printer-ID} ]"lists a cat-

Backup To make a backup copy of a digital work as 
protection against media failure. 

Restore To restore a backup copy of a digital work. 
Delete To delete or erase a copy of a digital work. 
Folder To create and name folders, and to move files and 

folders between folders. 
Directory To hide a folder or it's contents. 
Grammar element 1507 "Derivative-Works-Code: [Ex-

tract.vertline.Embed.vertline.Edit {Process: Process-ID}] 
{Next-Copy-Rights: Next-Set-of Rights}" lists a category 
of rights involving the use of a digital work to create new 
works. 

Extract To remove a portion of a work, for the purposes 
of creating a new work. 

Embed To include a work in an existing work. 
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Edit To alter a digital work by copying, selecting and 
modifYing portions of an existing digital work. 

Grammar element 1508 "Configuration-Code:=In
stall.vertline.Uninstall" lists a category of rights for in 
stalling and uninstalling software on a repository (typically 
a rendering repository.) This would typically occur for the 
installation of a new type of player within the rendering 
repository. 

Install: To install new software on a repository. 
Uninstall: To remove existing software from a repository. 10 

Grammar element 1509 "Next-Set-of-Rights:={ (Add: 
Set-Of-Rights)} {(Delete: Set-Of-Rights)} {(Replace: Set
Of-Rights)} {(Keep: Set-Of-Rights)}" defines how rights 
are carried forward for a copy of a digital work. If the 
Next-Copy-Rights is not specified, the rights for the next 15 

copy are the same as those of the current copy. Otherwise, 
the set of rights for the next copy can be specified. Versions 
of rights after Add: are added to the current set of rights. 
Rights after Delete: are deleted from the current set of rights. 
If only right codes are listed after Delete:, then all versions 20 

of rights with those codes are deleted. Versions of rights after 
Replace: subsume all versions of rights of the same type in 
the current set of rights. 

If Remaining-Rights is not specified, then there are no 
rights for the original after all Loan copies are loaned out. If 

25 

Remaining-Rights is specified, then the Keep: token can be 
used to simplifY the expression of what rights to keep 
behind. A list of right codes following keep means that all of 
the versions of those listed rights are kept in the remaining 
copy. This specification can be overridden by subsequent 

30 

Delete: or Replace: specifications. 

20 
It is often desirable to assign a start date or specify some 

duration as to when a right may be exercised. Grammar 
element 1512 "Time-Spec:=( {Fixed-Interval.vertline.Slid
ing-Interval.vertline.Meter-Time} Until: Expiration-Date)" 
provides for specification of time conditions on the exercise 
of a right. Rights may be granted for a specified time. 
Different kinds of time specifications are appropriate for 
different kinds of rights. Some rights may be exercised 
during a fixed and predetermined duration. Some rights may 
be exercised for an interval that starts the first time that the 
right is invoked by some transaction. Some rights may be 
exercised or are charged according to some kind of metered 
time, which may be split into separate intervals. For 
example, a right to view a picture for an hour might be split 
into six ten minute viewings or four fifteen minute viewings 
or twenty three minute viewings. 

The terms "time" and "date" are used synonymously to 
refer to a moment in time. There are several kinds of time 
specifications. Each specification represents some limitation 
on the times over which the usage right applies. The 
Expiration-Date specifies the moment at which the usage 
right ends. For example, if the Expiration-Date is "Jan. 1, 
1995," then the right ends at the first moment of 1995. If the 
Expiration-Date is specified as *forever*, then the rights are 
interpreted as continuing without end. If only an expiration 
date is given, then the right can be exercised as often as 
desired until the expiration date. 

Grammar element 1513 "Fixed-Interval:=From: Start
Time" is used to define a predetermined interval that runs 
from the start time to the expiration date. 

Grammar element 1514 "Sliding-Interval:=Interval: Use
Duration" is used to define an indeterminate (or "open") 
start time. It sets limits on a continuous period of time over 
which the contents are accessible. The period starts on the 

Copy Count Specification. For various transactions, it 
may be desirable to provide some limit as to the number of 
"copies" of the work which may be exercised simulta
neously for the right. For example, it may be desirable to 
limit the number of copies of a digital work that may be 
loaned out at a time or viewed at a time. 

35 first access and ends after the duration has passed or the 
expiration date is reached, whichever comes first. For 
example, if the right gives 10 hours of continuous access, the 
use-duration would begin when the first access was made Grammar element 1510 "Copy-Count:=(Copies: positive

integer.vertline.O.vertline.unlimited)" provides a condition 40 
which defines the number of "copies" of a work subject to 
the right. A copy count can be 0, a fixed number, or 
unlimited. The copy-count is associated with each right, as 
opposed to there being just a single copy-count for the 
digital work. The Copy-Count for a right is decremented 45 
each time that a right is exercised. When the Copy-Count 
equals zero, the right can no longer be exercised. If the 
Copy-Count is not specified, the default is one. 

and end 1 0 hours later. 
Grammar element 1515 "Meter-Time:=Time-Remaining: 

Remaining-Use" is used to define a "meter time," that is, a 
measure of the time that the right is actually exercised. It 
differs from the Sliding-Interval specification in that the time 
that the digital work is in use need not be continuous. For 
example, if the rights guarantee three days of access, those 
days could be spread out over a month. With this specifi
cation, the rights can be exercised until the meter time is 
exhausted or the expiration date is reached, whichever 
comes first. 

Remaining-U se:=Time-Unit 
Start-Time:=Time-Unit 
Use-Duration:=Time-Unit 

Rights and fees depend in general on rights granted by the 
creator as well as further restrictions imposed by later 50 
distributors. Control specifications deal with interactions 
between the creators and their distributors governing the 
imposition of further restrictions and fees. For example, a 
distributor of a digital work may not want an end consumer All of the time specifications include time-unit specifica-

55 tions in their ultimate instantiation. of a digital work to add fees or otherwise profit by com
mercially exploiting the purchased digital work. 

Grammar element 1511 "Control-Spec:=(Control: 
{Restrictable.vertline.Unrestrictable} {Unchargeable.vertli
ne.Chargeable} )" provides a condition to specifY the effect 
of usage rights and fees of parents on the exercise of the 60 

right. A digital work is restrictable if higher level d-blocks 
can impose further restrictions (time specifications and 
access specifications) on the right. It is unrestrictable if no 
further restrictions can be imposed. The default setting is 
restrictable. A right is unchargeable if no more fees can be 65 

imposed on the use of the right. It is chargeable if more fees 
can be imposed. The default is chargeable. 

The present invention provides for various security 
mechanisms to be introduced into a distribution or use 
scheme. Grmar element 1516 "Access-Spec:=({SC: 
Security-Class} {Authorization: Authorization-ID*} 
{Other-Authorization: Authorization-ID*} {Ticket: Ticket
ID} )" provides a means for restricting access and transmis
sion. Access specifications can specifY a required security 
class for a repository to exercise a right or a required 
authorization test that must be satisfied. 

The keyword "SC:" is used to specifY a minimum security 
level for the repositories involved in the access. If "SC:" is 
not specified, the lowest security level is acceptable. 
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The optional "Authorization:" keyword is used to specify 
required authorizations on the same repository as the work. 
The optional "Other-Authorization:" keyword is used to 
specifY required authorizations on the other repository in the 
transaction. 

22 

The optional "Ticket:" keyword specifies the identity of a 
ticket required for the transaction. A transaction involving 
digital tickets must locate an appropriate digital ticket agent 
who can "punch" or otherwise validate the ticket before the 
transaction can proceed. Tickets are described in greater 10 

detail below. 

The billing for use of a digital work is often fundamental 
to a commercial distribution system. Grammar Element 
1517 "Fee-Spec:={ Scheduled-Discount} Regular-Fee
Spec.vertline.Scheduled-Fee-Spec.vertline.Markup-Spec" 
provides a range of options for billing for the use of digital 
works. 

A key feature of this approach is the development of 
low-overhead billing for transactions in potentially small 
amounts. Thus, it becomes feasible to collect fees of only a 
few cents each for thousands of transactions. 

The grammar differentiates between uses where the 
charge is per use from those where it is metered by the time 
unit. Transactions can support fees that the user pays for 
using a digital work as well as incentives paid by the right 

In a transaction involving a repository and a document 
server, some usage rights may require that the repository 
have a particular authorization, that the server have some 
authorization, or that both repositories have (possibly dif
ferent) authorizations. Authorizations themselves are digital 
works (hereinafter referred to as an authorization object) that 
can be moved between repositories in the same manner as 
other digital works. Their copying and transferring is subject 
to the same rights and fees as other digital works. A 
repository is said to have an authorization if that authoriza
tion object is contained within the repository. 

15 grantor to users to induce them to use or distribute the digital 
work. 

The optional scheduled discount refers to the rest of the 
fee specification--discounting it by a percentage over time. 
If it is not specified, then there is no scheduled discount. 

20 Regular fee specifications are constant over time. Scheduled 
fee specifications give a schedule of dates over which the fee 
specifications change. Markup specifications are used in 
d-blocks for adding a percentage to the fees already being In some cases, an authorization may be required from a 

source other than the document server and repository. An 
authorization object referenced by an Authorization-ID can 25 

contain digital address information to be used to set up a 
communications link between a repository and the authori
zation source. These are analogous to phone numbers. For 
such access tests, the communication would need to be 
established and authorization obtained before the right could 

charged. 
Grammar Element 1518 "Scheduled-Discount:=(Sched-

uled-Discount: (Time-Spec Percentage)*)" A Scheduled
Discount is a essentially a scheduled modifier of any other 
fee specification for this version of the right of the digital 
work. (It does not refer to children or parent digital works or 

30 to other versions of rights.). It is a list of pairs of times and 
percentages. The most recent time in the list that has not yet 
passed at the time of the transaction is the one in effect. The 
percentage gives the discount percentage. For example, the 
number 10 refers to a 10% discount. 

be exercised. 

Grammar Element 1519 "Regular-Fee-Spec:=( {Fee:.vert-
line.Incentive:} [Per-Use-Spec.vertline.Metered-Rate-
Spec .vertline.Best -Spec. vertline.Call-For-Price-Spec] 
{Min: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec} {Max: Money-Unit 
Per: Time-Spec} To: Account-ID)" provides for several 

For one-time usage rights, a variant on this scheme is to 
have a digital ticket. A ticket is presented to a digital ticket 
agent, whose type is specified on the ticket. In the simplest 
case, a certified generic ticket agent, available on all reposi- 35 

tories, is available to "punch" the ticket. In other cases, the 
ticket may contain addressing information for locating a 
"special" ticket agent. Once a ticket has been punched, it 
carmot be used again for the same kind of transaction (unless 

40 kinds of fee specifications. it is unpunched or refreshed in the manner described below.) 
Punching includes marking the ticket with a timestamp of 
the date and time it was used. Tickets are digital works and 
can be copied or transferred between repositories according 
to their usage rights. In the currently preferred embodiment, 
a "punched" ticket becomes "unpunched" or "refreshed" 
when it is copied or extracted. The Copy and Extract 
operations save the date and time as a property of the digital 
ticket. When a ticket agent is given a ticket, it can simply 
check whether the digital copy was made after the last time 
that it was punched. Of course, the digital ticket must have 
the copy or extract usage rights associated therewith. 

The capability to unpunch a ticket is important in the 
following cases: 

Fees are paid by the copy-owner/user to the revenue
owner if Fee: is specified. Incentives are paid by the rev
enue-owner to the user iflncentive: is specified. If the Min: 
specification is given, then there is a minimum fee to be 

45 charged per time-spec unit for its use. If the Max: specifi
cation is given, then there is a maximum fee to be charged 
per time-spec for its use. When Fee: is specified, Account-ID 
identifies the account to which the fee is to be paid. When 
Incentive: is specified, Account-ID identifies the account 

50 from which the fee is to be paid. 
Grammar element 1520 "Per-Use-Spec:=Per-Use: 

Money-unit" defines a simple fee to be paid every time the 
right is exercised, regardless of how much time the trans
action takes. 

A digital work is circulated at low cost with a limitation 
55 

that it can be used only once. 
Grammar element 1521 "Metered-Rate-Spec:=Metered: 

Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec" defines a metered-rate fee paid 
according to how long the right is exercised. Thus, the time 
it takes to complete the transaction determines the fee. 

A digital work is circulated with a ticket that can be used 
once to give discounts on purchases of other works. 

A digital work is circulated with a ticket (included in the 
purchase price and possibly embedded in the work) that can 
be used for a future upgrade. 

In each of these cases, if a paid copy is made of the digital 
work (including the ticket) the new owner would expect to 
get a fresh (unpunched) ticket, whether the copy seller has 
used the work or not. In contrast, loaning a work or simply 
transferring it to another repository should not revitalize the 
ticket. 

Grammar element 1522 "Best-Price-Spec:=Best-Price: 
60 Money-unit Max: Money-unit" is used to specify a best

price that is determined when the account is settled. This 
specification is to accommodate special deals, rebates, and 
pricing that depends on information that is not available to 
the repository. All fee specifications can be combined with 

65 tickets or authorizations that could indicate that the con
sumer is a wholesaler or that he is a preferred customer, or 
that the seller be authorized in some way. The amount of 
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money in the Max: field is the maximum amount that the use 
will cost. This is the amount that is tentatively debited from 
the credit server. However, when the transaction is ulti
mately reconciled, any excess amount will be returned to the 
consumer in a separate transaction. 

Grammar element 1523 "Call-For-Price-Spec:=Call-For
Price" is similar to a "Best-Price-Spec" in that it is intended 
to accommodate cases where prices are dynamic. A Call
For-Price Spec requires a communication with a dealer to 
determine the price. This option cannot be exercised if the 
repository cannot communicate with a dealer at the time that 
the right is exercised. It is based on a secure transaction 
whereby the dealer names a price to exercise the right and 
passes along a deal certificate which is referenced or 
included in the billing process. 

24 
((Play) (Print Printer: Printer-567-ID (Fee: Per-Use: $1 

To: Account-ID-678))) This work can be played for free. It 
can be printed on any printer with the identifier Printer-567-
ID for a fee of $1 payable to the account described by 

5 Account-ID-678. 
((Play Player: Player-876-ID) (From: 94/02/14 Until: 

95/02/15) (Fee: Metered: $0.01 Per: 0:1:0 Min: $0.25 Per: 
0/1/0 To: Account-ID-567)) This work can be played on any 
player holding the ID Player-876-ID. The time of this right 

10 is from Feb. 14, 1994 until Feb. 15, 1995. The fee for use is 
one cent per minute with a minimum of 25 cents in any day 
that it is used, payable to the account described by Account
ID-567. 

((Play) (Transfer) (Delete) (Loan 2(Delete: Transfer 
15 Loan))) This work can be played, transferred, deleted, or 

loaned. Up to two copies can be loaned out at a time. The 
loaned copy has the same rights except that it cannot be 
transferred. When both copies are loaned out, no rights can 

Grammar element 1524 "Scheduled-Fee-Spec:=(Sched
ule: (Time-Spec Regular-Fee-Spec)*)" is used to provide a 
schedule of dates over which the fee specifications change. 
The fee specification with the most recent date not in the 
future is the one that is in effect. This is similar to but more 20 

be exercised on the original on the repository. 
((Play) (Transfer) (Delete) (Backup) (Restore (SC:3)) 

general than the scheduled discount. It is more general, 
because it provides a means to vary the fee agreement for 
each time period. 

Grammar element 1525 "Markup-Spec:=Markup: per
centage To: Account-ID" is provided for adding a percentage 
to the fees already being charged. For example, a 5% 
markup means that a fee of 5% of cumulative fee so far will 
be allocated to the distributor. A markup specification can be 
applied to all of the other kinds of fee specifications. It is 
typically used in a shell provided by a distributor. It refers 
to fees associated with d-blocks that are parts of the current 
d-block. This might be a convenient specification for use in 
taxes, or in distributor overhead. 

Usage rights can be grouped in predetermined sets that are 
commonly opposite. The following are examples of sets of 
usage rights 

((Play) (Transfer(SC: 3)) (Delete) This work can be 
played without requirements for fee or authorization on any 
rendering system. It can be transferred to any other reposi
tory of security level 3 or greater. It can be deleted. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Delete) (Backup) (Restore 
(Fee: Per-Use: $5 To: Account-ID-678))) 

Same as the previous example plus rights for backup and 
restore. The work can be backed up without fee. It can be 
restored for a $5 fee payable to the account described by 
Account-ID-678. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Copy (SC: 3)(Fee: Per-Use: $5 
To: Account-ID-678)) (Delete (Incentive: Per-Use: $2.50 
To: Account-ID-678))) 

This work can be played, transferred, copied, or deleted. 
Copy or transfer operations can take place only with reposi
tories of security level three or greater. The fee to make a 
copy is $5 payable to Account-ID-678. If a copy is deleted, 
then an incentive of $2.50 is paid to the former copy owner. 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) Copy (SC: 3) (Fee: Per-Use: 
$10 To: Account-ID-678)) Delete) (Backup) (Restore (SC: 
3) (Fee: Per-Use: $5 To: Account-ID-678))) 

(Loan 2 Remaining-Copy-Rights: (Delete: Play Transfer) 
Next-Set-of-Rights: (Delete: Transfer Loan))) Similar to 
previous example. Rights to Backup and Restore the work 
are added, where restoration requires a repository of at least 

25 security level three. When all copies of the work are loaned 
out, the remaining copy cannot be played or transferred. 

((Play) (Transfer) (Copy) (Print) (Backup) (Restore (SC: 
3)) (Loan 1 Remaining-Copy-Rights: (Add: Play Print 
Backup) Next-Set-of-Rights: (Delete: Transfer Loan) (Fee: 

30 Metered: $10 Per: 1:0:0 To: Account-ID-567)) (Loan 1 
Remaining-Copy-Rights: Add: ((Play Player: Player-876-
ID) 2 (From: 94/02/15 Until: 95/02/15) (Fee: Metered: $0.01 
Per: 0:1:0 Min: $0.25 Per: 0/1/0 To: Account-ID-567)))) 

The original work has rights to Play, Transfer, Copy, Print, 
35 Backup, Restore, and Loan. There are two versions of the 

Loan right. The first version of the loan right costs $10 per 
day but allows the original copy owner to exercise free use 
of the Play, Print and Backup rights. The second version of 
the Loan right is free. None of the original rights are 

40 applicable. However a right to Play the work at the specified 
metered rate is added. 

((Play Player: Player-Small-Screen-123-ID) (Embed 
(Fee: Per-Use $0.0.1 To: Account-678-ID)) (Copy (Fee: 
Per-Use $1.00 To: Account-678-ID))) The digital work can 

45 be played on any player with the identifier Player-Small
Screen-123-ID. It can be embedded in a larger work. The 
embedding requires a modest one cent registration fee to 
Account-678-ID. Digital copies can be made for $1.00. 

When a user requests access to a digital work, the 
50 repository will initiate various transactions. The combina

tion of transactions invoked will depend on the specifica
tions assigned for a usage right. There are three basic types 
of transactions, Session Initiation Transactions, Financial 
Transactions and Usage Transactions. Generally, session 

55 initiation transactions are initiated first to establish a valid 

Same as the previous example plus fees for copying. The 
work can be copied digitally for a fee of $10 payable to 
Account-ID-678. The repository on which the work is 60 

copied or restored must be at security level 3 or greater. 

session. When a valid session is established, transactions 
corresponding to the various usage rights are invoked. 
Finally, request specific transactions are performed. 

Transactions occur between two repositories (one acting 
as a server), between a repository and a document playback 
platform (e.g. for executing or viewing), between a reposi
tory and a credit server or between a repository and an 
authorization server. When transactions occur between more 
than one repository, it is assumed that there is a reliable 
communication channel between the repositories. For 
example, this could be a TCP/IP channel or any other 
commercially available channel that has built-in capabilities 

((Play) (Transfer (SC: 3)) (Copy Authorization: License-
123-ID (SC: 3))) The digital work can be played, transferred, 
or copied. Copies or transfers must be on repositories of 
security level 3 or greater. Copying requires the license 65 

License-123-ID issued to the copying repository. None of 
the rights require fees. 
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for detecting and correcting transmission errors. However, it 
is not assumed that the communication channel is secure. 
Provisions for security and privacy are part of the require
ments for specifying and implementing repositories and thus 
form the need for various transactions. 

Transactions require that there be some communication 
between repositories. Communication between repositories 
occurs in units termed as messages. Because the communi
cation line is assumed to be unsecure, all communications 
with repositories that are above the lowest security class are 
encrypted utilizing a public key encryption technique. Pub
lic key encryption is a well known technique in the encryp
tion arts. The term key refers to a numeric code that is used 
with encryption and decryption algorithms. Keys come in 
pairs, where "writing keys" are used to encrypt data and 
"checking keys" are used to decrypt data. Both writing and 
checking keys may be public or private. Public keys are 
those that are distributed to others. Private keys are main
tained in confidence. 

Key management and security is instrumental in the 
success of a public key encryption system. In the currently 
preferred embodiment, one or more master repositories 
maintain the keys and create the identification certificates 
used by the repositories. 

When a sending repository transmits a message to a 
receiving repository, the sending repository encrypts all of 
its data using the public writing key of the receiving reposi
tory. The sending repository includes its name, the name of 
the receiving repository, a session identifier such as a nonce 
(described below), and a message counter in each message. 

In this way, the communication can only be read (to a high 
probability) by the receiving repository, which holds the 
private checking key for decryption. The auxiliary data is 
used to guard against various replay attacks to security. If 
messages ever arrive with the wrong counter or an old 
nonce, the repositories can assume that someone is interfer
ing with communication and the transaction terminated. 

The respective public keys for the repositories to be used 
for encryption are obtained in the registration transaction 
described below. 

26 
also contains a public key for the repository, the repository 
security level and a timestamp (indicating a time after which 
the certificate is no longer valid.) The registration identifier 
is a number generated by the repository for this registration. 
The registration identifier is unique to the session and is 
encrypted in repository-l's private key. The registration 
identifier is used to improve security of authentication by 
detecting certain kinds of communications based attacks. 
Repository-! then transmits the registration message to 

10 repository-2, step 1603. 
Upon receiving the registration message, repository-2 

determines if it has the needed public key for the master 
repository, step 1604. If repository-2 does not have the 
needed public key to decrypt the identification certificate, 

15 the registration transaction terminates in an error, step 1618. 
Assuming that repository-2 has the proper public key the 

identification certificate is decrypted, step 1605. Reposi
tory-2 saves the encrypted registration identifier, step 1606, 
and extracts the repository identifier, step 1607. The 

20 extracted repository identifier is checked against a "hotlist" 
of compromised document repositories, step 1608. In the 
currently preferred embodiment, each repository will con
tain "hotlists" of compromised repositories. If the repository 
is on the "hotlist", the registration transaction terminates in 

25 an error per step 1618. Repositories can be removed from 
the hotlist when their certificates expire, so that the list does 
not need to grow without bound. Also, by keeping a short list 
of hotlist certificates that it has previously received, a 
repository can avoid the work of actually going through the 

30 list. These lists would be encrypted by a master repository. 
A minor variation on the approach to improve efficiency 
would have the repositories first exchange lists of names of 
hotlist certificates, ultimately exchanging only those lists 
that they had not previously received. The "hotlists" are 

35 maintained and distributed by Master repositories. 
Note that rather than terminating in error, the transaction 

could request that another registration message be sent based 
on an identification certificate created by another master 
repository. This may be repeated until a satisfactory identi-

40 fication certificate is found, or it is determined that trust 
cannot be established. A usage transaction is carried out in a session between 

repositories. For usage transactions involving more than one 
repository, or for financial transactions between a repository 
and a credit server, a registration transaction is performed. A 
second transaction termed a login transaction, may also be 45 

needed to initiate the session. The goal of the registration 
transaction is to establish a secure channel between two 
repositories who know each other's identities. As it is 
assumed that the communication channel between the 
repositories is reliable but not secure, there is a risk that a 
non-repository may mimic the protocol in order to gain 
illegitimate access to a repository. 

Assuming that the repository is not on the hotlist, the 
repository identification needs to be verified. In other words, 
repository-2 needs to validate that the repository on the other 
end is really repository-!. This is termed performance test
ing and is performed in order to avoid invalid access to the 
repository via a counterfeit repository replaying a recording 
of a prior session initiation between repository-! and reposi
tory-2. Performance testing is initiated by repository-2 gen-

50 erating a performance message, step 1609. The performance 
message consists of a nonce, the names of the respective 
repositories, the time and the registration identifier received 
from repository-!. A nonce is a generated message based on 
some random and variable information (e.g. the time or the 

The registration transaction between two repositories is 
described with respect to FIGS. 16 and 17. The steps 
described are from the perspective of a "repository-!" 
registering its identity with a "repository-2". The registra
tion must be symmetrical so the same set of steps will be 
repeated for repository-2 registering its identity with reposi
tory-!. Referring to FIG. 16, repository-! first generates an 
encrypted registration identifier, step 1601 and then gener
ates a registration message, step 1602. A registration mes
sage is comprised of an identifier of a master repository, the 
identification certificate for the repository-! and an 
encrypted random registration identifier. The identification 
certificate is encrypted by the master repository in its private 
key and attests to the fact that the repository (here reposi
tory-!) is a bona fide repository. The identification certificate 

55 temperature.) The nonce is used to check whether reposi
tory-! can actually exhibit correct encrypting of a message 
using the private keys it claims to have, on a message that 
it has never seen before. The performance message is 
encrypted using the public key specified in the registration 

60 message ofrepository-1. The performance message is trans
mitted to repository-!, step 1610, where it is decrypted by 
repository-! using its private key, step 1611. Repository-! 
then checks to make sure that the names of the two reposi
tories are correct, step 1612, that the time is accurate, step 

65 1613 and that the registration identifier corresponds to the 
one it sent, step 1614. If any of these tests fails, the 
transaction is terminated per step 1616. Assuming that the 
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tests are passed, repository-! transmits the nonce to reposi
tory-2 in the clear, step 1615. Repository-2 then compares 
the received nonce to the original nonce, step 1617. If they 
are not identical, the registration transaction terminates in an 
error per step 1618. If they are the same, the registration 
transaction has successfully completed. 

At this point, assuming that the transaction has not 
terminated, the repositories exchange messages containing 
session keys to be used in all communications during the 
session and synchronize their clocks. FIG. 17 illustrates the 10 

session information exchange and clock synchronization 
steps (again from the perspective of repository-!.) Referring 
to FIG. 17, repository-! creates a session key pair, step 1701. 
A first key is kept private and is used by repository-! to 
encrypt messages. The second key is a public key used by 15 

repository-2 to decrypt messages. The second key is 
encrypted using the public key of repository-2, step 1702 
and is sent to repository-2, step 1703. Upon receipt, reposi
tory-2 decrypts the second key, step 1704. The second key 
is used to decrypt messages in subsequent communications. 20 

When each repository has completed this step, they are both 
convinced that the other repository is bona fide and that they 
are communicating with the original. Each repository has 
given the other a key to be used in decrypting further 
communications during the session. Since that key is itself 25 

transmitted in the public key of the receiving repository only 
it will be able to decrypt the key which is used to decrypt 
subsequent messages. 

After the session information is exchanged, the reposito
ries must synchronize their clocks. Clock synchronization is 30 

used by the repositories to establish an agreed upon time 
base for the financial records of their mutual transactions. 
Referring back to FIG. 17, repository-2 initiates clock 
synchronization by generating a time stamp exchange mes
sage, step 1705, and transmits it to repository-!, step 1706. 35 

Upon receipt, repository-! generates its own time stamp 
message, step 1707 and transmits it back to repository-2, 
step 1708. Repository-2 notes the current time, step 1709 
and stores the time received from repository-!, step 1710. 
The current time is compared to the time received from 40 

repository-!, step 1711. The difference is then checked to see 
if it exceeds a predetermined tolerance (e.g. one minute), 
step 1712. If it does, repository-2 terminates the transaction 
as this may indicate tampering with the repository, step 
1713. If not repository-2 computes an adjusted time delta, 45 

step 1714. The adjusted time delta is the difference between 
the clock time of repository-2 and the average of the times 
from repository-! and repository-2. 

To achieve greater accuracy, repository-2 can request the 
time again up to a fixed number of times (e.g. five times), 50 

repeat the clock synchronization steps, and average the 
results. 

28 
Billing Transactions are concerned with monetary trans

action with a credit server. Billing transactions are carried 
out when all other conditions are satisfied and a usage fee is 
required for granting the request. For the most part, billing 
transactions are well understood in the state of the art. These 
transactions are between a repository and a credit server, or 
between a credit server and a billing clearinghouse. Briefly, 
the required transactions include the following: 

Registration and LOGIN transactions by which the 
repository and user establish their bona fides to a credit 
server. These transactions would be entirely internal in cases 
where the repository and credit server are implemented as a 
single system. 

Registration and LOGIN transactions, by which a credit 
server establishes its bona fides to a billing clearinghouse. 

An Assign-fee transaction to assign a charge. The infor
mation in this transaction would include a transaction iden
tifier, the identities of the repositories in the transaction, and 
a list of charges from the parts of the digital work. If there 
has been any unusual event in the transaction such as an 
interruption of communications, that information is included 
as well. 

An Begin-charges transaction to assign a charge. This 
transaction is much the same as an assign-fee transaction 
except that it is used for metered use. It includes the same 
information as the assign-fee transaction as well as the usage 
fee information. The credit-server is then responsible for 
running a clock. 

An End-charges transaction to end a charge for metered 
use. (In a variation on this approach, the repositories would 
exchange periodic charge information for each block of 
time.) 

A report-charges transaction between a personal credit 
server and a billing clearinghouse. This transaction is 
invoked at least once per billing period. It is used to pass 
along information about charges. On debit and credit cards, 
this transaction would also be used to update balance 
information and credit limits as needed. 

All billing transactions are given a transaction ID and are 
reported to the credit severs by both the server and the client. 
This reduces possible loss of billing information if one of the 
parties to a transaction loses a banking card and provides a 
check against tampering with the system. 

After the session initiation transactions have been com
pleted, the usage request may then be processed. To simplifY 
the description of the steps carried out in processing a usage 
request, the term requester is used to refer to a repository in 
the requester mode which is initiating a request, and the term 
server is used to refer to a repository in the server mode and 
which contains the desired digital work. In many cases such 
as requests to print or view a work, the requester and server 
may be the same device and the transactions described in the 
following would be entirely internal. In such instances, 
certain transaction steps, such as the registration transaction, 

A second session initiation transaction is a Login trans
action. The Login transaction is used to check the authen
ticity of a user requesting a transaction. A Login transaction 
is particularly prudent for the authorization of financial 
transactions that will be charged to a credit server. The Login 
transaction involves an interaction between the user at a user 
interface and the credit server associated with a repository. 
The information exchanged here is a login string supplied by 
the repository/credit server to identifY itself to the user, and 
a Personal Identification Number (PIN) provided by the user 

55 need not be performed. 

to identifY himself to the credit server. In the event that the 
user is accessing a credit server on a repository different 
from the one on which the user interface resides, exchange 
of the information would be encrypted using the public and 
private keys of the respective repositories. 

There are some common steps that are part of the seman
tics of all of the usage rights transactions. These steps are 
referred to as the common transaction steps. There are two 
sets-the "opening" steps and the "closing" steps. For 

60 simplicity, these are listed here rather than repeating them in 
the descriptions of all of the usage rights transactions. 

Transactions can refer to a part of a digital work, a 
complete digital work, or a digital work containing other 
digital works. Although not described in detail herein, a 

65 transaction may even refer to a folder comprised of a 
plurality of digital works. The term "work" is used to refer 
to what ever portion or set of digital works is being accessed. 
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copies in use would be incremented by the number of digital 
works requested in the transaction, step 1810. 

The server then checks if the digital work has a "Loan" 
access right, step 1811. The "Loan" access right is a special 
case since remaining rights may be present even though all 
copies are loaned out. If the digital work has the "Loan" 
access right, a check is made to see if all copies have been 
loaned out, step 1812. The number of copies that could be 
loaned is the sum of the Copy-Counts for all of the versions 

Many of the steps here involve determining if certain 
conditions are satisfied. Recall that each usage right may 
have one or more conditions which must be satisfied before 
the right can be exercised. Digital works have parts and parts 
have parts. Different parts can have different rights and fees. 
Thus, it is necessary to verify that the requirements are met 
for ALL of the parts that are involved in a transaction For 
brevity, when reference is made to checking whether the 
rights exist and conditions for exercising are satisfied, it is 
meant that all such checking takes place for each of the 
relevant parts of the work. 

10 of the loan right of the digital work. For a composite work, 
the relevant figure is the minimal such sum of each of the 
components of the composite work. If all copies have been 
loaned out, the remaining rights are determined, step 1813. 
The remaining-rights is determined from the remaining 

FIG. 18 illustrates the initial common opening and closing 
steps for a transaction. At this point it is assumed that 
registration has occurred and that a "trusted" session is in 
place. General tests are tests on usage rights associated with 
the folder containing the work or some containing folder 
higher in the file system hierarchy. These tests correspond to 
requirements imposed on the work as a consequence of its 
being on the particular repository, as opposed to being 
attached to the work itself. Referring to FIG. 18, prior to 
initiating a usage transaction, the requester performs any 
general tests that are required before the right associated 
with the transaction can be exercised, step, 1801. For 
example, install, uninstall and delete rights may be imple
mented to require that a requester have an authorization 
certificate before the right can be exercised. Another 
example is the requirement that a digital ticket be present 
and punched before a digital work may be copied to a 
requester. If any of the general tests fail, the transaction is 
not initiated, step, 1802. Assuming that such required tests 
are passed, upon receiving the usage request, the server 
generates a transaction identifier that is used in records or 
reports of the transaction, step 1803. The server then checks 
whether the digital work has been granted the right corre
sponding to the requested transaction, step 1804. If the 35 

digital work has not been granted the right corresponding to 
the request, the transaction terminates, step 1805. If the 
digital work has been granted the requested right, the server 
then determines if the various conditions for exercising the 
right are satisfied. Time based conditions are examined, step 40 

1806. These conditions are checked by examining the time 
specification for the version of the right. If any of the 
conditions are not satisfied, the transaction terminates per 
step 1805. 

15 rights specifications from the versions of the Loan right. If 
there is only one version of the Loan right, then the 
determination is simple. The remaining rights are the ones 
specified in that version of the Loan right, or none if 
Remaining-Rights: is not specified. If there are multiple 

20 versions of the Loan right and all copies of all of the versions 
are loaned out, then the remaining rights is taken as the 
minimum set (intersection) of remaining rights across all of 
the versions of the loan right. The server then determines if 
the requested right is in the set of remaining rights, step 

25 1814. If the requested right is not in the set of remaining 
rights, the server terminates the transaction, step 1805. 

If Loan is not a usage right for the digital work or if all 
copies have not been loaned out or the requested right is in 
the set of remaining rights, fee conditions for the right are 

30 then checked, step 1815. This will initiate various financial 
transactions between the repository and associated credit 
server. Further, any metering of usage of a digital work will 
commence. If any financial transaction fails, the transaction 
terminates per step 1805. 

It should be noted that the order in which the conditions 
are checked need not follow the order of steps 1806-1815. 

At this point, right specific steps are now performed and 
are represented here as step 1816. The right specific steps are 
described in greater detail below. 

Assuming that the time based conditions are satisfied, the 45 

server checks security and access conditions, step 1807. 
Such security and access conditions are satisfied if: 1) the 
requester is at the specified security class, or a higher 
security class, 2) the server satisfies any specified authori
zation test and 3) the requester satisfies any specified au tho- 50 

rization tests and has any required digital tickets. If any of 
the conditions are not satisfied, the transaction terminates 
per step 1805. 

The common closing transaction steps are now per
formed. Each of the closing transaction steps are performed 
by the server after a successful completion of a transaction. 
Referring back to FIG. 18, the copies in use value for the 
requested right is decremented by the number of copies 
involved in the transaction, step 1817. Next, if the right had 
a metered usage fee specification, the server subtracts the 
elapsed time from the Remaining-Use-Time associated with 
the right for every part involved in the transaction, step 
1818. Finally, if there are fee specifications associated with 
the right, the server initiates End-Charge financial transac
tion to confirm billing, step 1819. 

An important area to consider is the transmission of the 
digital work from the server to the requester. The transmis
sion protocol described herein refers to events occurring 
after a valid session has been created. The transmission 
protocol must handle the case of disruption in the commu-

Assuming that the security and access conditions are all 
satisfied, the server checks the copy count condition, step 55 

1808. If the copy count equals zero, then the transaction 
cannot be completed and the transaction terminates per step 
1805. 

nications between the repositories. It is assumed that inter
ference such as injecting noise on the communication chan
nel can be detected by the integrity checks (e.g., parity, Assuming that the copy count does not equal zero, the 

server checks if the copies in use for the requested right is 
greater than or equal to any copy count for the requested 
right (or relevant parts), step 1809. If the copies in use is 
greater than or equal to the copy count, this indicates that 
usage rights for the version of the transaction have been 
exhausted. Accordingly, the server terminates the transac
tion, step 1805. If the copy count is less than the copies in 
use for the transaction the transaction can continue, and the 

60 checksum, etc.) that are built into the transport protocol and 
are not discussed in detail herein. 

The underlying goal in the transmission protocol is to 
preclude certain failure modes, such as malicious or acci
dental interference on the communications channel. Sup-

65 pose, for example, that a user pulls a card with the credit 
server at a specific time near the end of a transaction. There 
should not be a vulnerable time at which "pulling the card" 
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causes the repositories to fail to correctly account for the 
number of copies of the work that have been created. 
Restated, there should be no time at which a party can break 
a connection as a means to avoid payment after using a 
digital work. 

If a transaction is interrupted (and fails), both repositories 
restore the digital works and accounts to their state prior to 
the failure, modulo records of the failure itself. 

FIG. 19 is a state diagram showing steps in the process of 
transmitting information during a transaction. Each box 10 

represents a state of a repository in either the server mode 
(above the central dotted line 1901) or in the requester mode 
(below the dotted line 1901). Solid arrows stand for transi
tions between states. Dashed arrows stand for message 
communications between the repositories. A dashed mes- 15 

sage arrow pointing to a solid transition arrow is interpreted 
as meaning that the transition takes place when the message 

32 
There is a possibility that the server will have sent all of 

the data blocks (and committed) but the requester will not 
have received all of them and will cancel the transaction. In 
this case, both repositories will presumably detect a com
munications failure and report it to their credit server. This 
case will probably be rare since it depends on very precise 
timing of the communications failure. The only consequence 
will be that the user at the requester repository may want to 
request a refund from the credit services-and the case for 
that refund will be documented by reports by both reposi
tories. 

To prevent loss of data, the server should not delete any 
transferred digital work until receiving the final acknowl
edgement from the requester. But it also should not use the 
file. A well known way to deal with this situation is called 
"two-phase commit" or 2PC. Two-phase commit works as 
follows. The first phase works the same as the method 
described above. The server sends all of the data to the 
requester. Both repositories mark the transaction (and appro-

is received. Unlabeled transition arrows take place uncon
ditionally. Other labels on state transition arrows describe 
conditions that trigger the transition. 

Referring now to FIG. 19, the server is initially in a state 
1902 where a new transaction is initiated via start message 
1903. This message includes transaction information includ
ing a transaction identifier and a count of the blocks of data 

20 priate files) as uncommitted. The server sends a ready-to
commit message to the requester. The requester sends back 
an acknowledgement. The server then commits and sends 
the requester a commit message. When the requester 

to be transferred. The requester, initially in a wait state 1904 25 

then enters a data wait state 1905. 
The server enters a data transmit state 1906 and transmits 

a block of data 1907 and then enters a wait for acknowl-
edgement state 1908. As the data is received, the requesters 
enters a data receive state 1909 and when the data blocks is 30 

completely received it enters an acknowledgement state 
1910 and transmits an Acknowledgement message 1911 to 
the server. 

If there are more blocks to send, the server waits until 
receiving an Acknowledgement message from the requester. 35 

When an Acknowledgement message is received it sends the 
next block to the requester and again waits for acknowl
edgement. The requester also repeats the same cycle of 
states. 

If the server detects a communications failure before 40 

sending the last block, it enters a cancellation state 1912 
wherein the transaction is cancelled. Similarly, if the 
requester detects a communications failure before receiving 
the last block it enters a cancellation state 1913. 

receives the commit message, it commits the file. 
If there is a communication failure or other crash, the 

requester must check back with the server to determine the 
status of the transaction. The server has the last word on this. 
The requester may have received all of the data, but if it did 
not get the final message, it has not committed. The server 
can go ahead and delete files (except for transaction records) 
once it commits, since the files are known to have been fully 
transmitted before starting the 2PC cycle. 

There are variations known in the art which can be used 
to achieve the same effect. For example, the server could use 
an additional level of encryption when transmitting a work 
to a client. Only after the client sends a message acknowl-
edging receipt does it send the key. The client then agrees to 
pay for the digital work. The point of this variation is that it 
provides a clear audit trail that the client received the work. 
For trusted systems, however, this variation adds a level of 
encryption for no real gain in accountability. 

The transaction for specific usage rights are now dis-
cussed. A Copy transaction is a request to make one or more 
independent copies of the work with the same or lesser usage 
rights. Copy differs from the extraction right discussed later 
in that it refers to entire digital works or entire folders 
containing digital works. A copy operation cannot be used to 
remove a portion of a digital work. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 

If there are no more blocks to send, the server commits to 45 

the transaction and waits for the final Acknowledgement in 
state 1914. If there is a communications failure before the 
server receives the final Acknowledgement message, it still 
commits to the transaction but includes a report about the 
event to its credit server in state 1915. This report serves two 
purposes. It will help legitimize any claims by a user of 
having been billed for receiving digital works that were not 
completely received. Also it helps to identify repositories 
and communications lines that have suspicious patterns of 
use and interruption. The server then enters its completion 55 

state 1916. 

50 Copy Transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
copied, the version of the copy right to be used for the 
transaction, the destination address information (location in 
a folder) for placing the work, the file data for the work 

On the requester side, when there are no more blocks to 
receive, the requester commits to the transaction in state 
1917. If the requester detects a communications failure at 
this state, it reports the failure to its credit server in state 
1918, but still commits to the transaction. When it has 
committed, it sends an acknowledgement message to the 
server. The server then enters its completion state 1919. 

The key property is that both the server and the requester 
cancel a transaction if it is interrupted before all of the data 
blocks are delivered, and commits to it if all of the data 
blocks have been delivered. 

(including its size), and the number of copies requested. 
The repositories perform the common opening transaction 

steps. The server transmits the requested contents and data 
to the client according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided in the version of the 
right, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. 

60 Otherwise, the rights of the original are transmitted. In any 
event, the Copy-Count field for the copy of the digital work 
being sent right is set to the number-of-copies requested. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights and stores the work. It records the date and time that 

65 the copy was made in the properties of the digital work. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. A Transfer transaction is a request to move copies of 
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the work with the same or lesser usage rights to another 
repository. In contrast with a copy transaction, this results in 
removing the work copies from the server. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
transferred, the version of the transfer right to be used in the 
transaction, the destination address information for placing 
the work, the file data for the work, and the number of copies 
involved. 

34 
The requester deactivates its copies and removes the 

contents from its memory. 
Case 2. If the time of the loan period is exhausted and the 

requester has not yet sent a Return message. The server 
decrements the copies-in-use field by the number digital 
works that were borrowed. 

The requester automatically deactivates its copies of the 
digital work. It terminates all current uses and erases the 
digital work copies from memory. One question is why a 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. The server transmits the requested contents and data 
to the requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the rights 

10 requester would ever return a work earlier than the period of 
the loan, since it would be returned automatically anyway. 
One reason for early return is that there may be a metered fee 
which determines the cost of the loan. Returning early may 
reduce that fee. 

of the original are transmitted. In either case, the Copy- 15 

Count field for the transmitted rights are set to the number
of-copies requested. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights and stores the work. 

The server decrements its copy count by the number of 20 

copies involved in the transaction. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. 

A play transaction is a request to use the contents of a 
work. Typically, to "play" a work is to send the digital work 
through some kind of transducer, such as a speaker or a 
display device. The request implies the intention that the 
contents will not be communicated digitally to any other 
system. For example, they will not be sent to a printer, 
recorded on any digital medium, retained after the transac-
tion or sent to another repository. 

This term "play" is natural for examples like playing 
music, playing a movie, or playing a video game. The If the number of copies remaining in the server is now 

zero, it erases the digital work from its memory. 
A loan transaction is a mechanism for loaning copies of a 

digital work. The maximum duration of the loan is deter
mined by an internal parameter of the digital work. Works 
are automatically returned after a predetermined time 
period. 

25 general form of play means that a "player" is used to use the 
digital work. However, the term play covers all media and 
kinds of recordings. Thus one would "play" a digital work, 
meaning, to render it for reading, or play a computer 
program, meaning to execute it. For a digital ticket the 

30 player would be a digital ticket agent. 
The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 

Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
loaned, the version of the loan right to be used in the 
transaction, the destination address information for placing 
the work, the number of copies involved, the file data for the 35 

work, and the period of the loan. 
The server checks the validity of the requested loan 

period, and ends with an error if the period is not valid. 
Loans for a loaned copy cannot extend beyond the period of 
the original loan to the server. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. The server transmits the requested contents and data 

40 

to the requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, 
those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. 
Otherwise, the rights of the original are transmitted, as 45 

modified to reflect the loan period. 
The requester records the digital work contents, data, 

usage rights, and loan period and stores the work. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate the 
play transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
played, the version of the play right to be used in the 
transaction, the identity of the player being used, and the file 
data for the work. 

The server checks the validity of the player identification 
and the compatibility of the player identification with the 
player specification in the right. It ends with an error if these 
are not satisfactory. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. The server and requester read and write the blocks of 
data as requested by the player according to the transmission 
protocol. The requester plays the work contents, using the 
player. 

When the player is finished, the player and the requester 
remove the contents from their memory. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. A Print transaction is a request to obtain the contents 
of a work for the purpose of rendering them on a "printer." The server updates the usage rights information in the 

digital work to reflect the number of copies loaned out. 50 We use the term "printer" to include the common case of 
writing with ink on paper. However, the key aspect of 
"printing" in our use of the term is that it makes a copy of 
the digital work in a place outside of the protection of usage 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. The server updates the usage rights data for the digital 
work. This may preclude use of the work until it is returned 
from the loan. The user on the requester platform can now 
use the transferred copies of the digital work. A user 55 

accessing the original repository cannot use the digital work, 
unless there are copies remaining. What happens next 
depends on the order of events in time. 

rights. As with all rights, this may require particular autho
rization certificates. 

Once a digital work is printed, the publisher and user are 
bound by whatever copyright laws are in effect. However, 
printing moves the contents outside the control of reposito
ries. For example, absent any other enforcement mecha-Case 1. If the time of the loan period is not yet exhausted 

and the requester sends the repository a Return message. 60 nisms, once a digital work is printed on paper, it can be 
copied on ordinary photocopying machines without inter
vention by a repository to collect usage fees. If the printer to 
a digital disk is permitted, then that digital copy is outside 

The return message includes the requester identification, 
and the transaction ID. The server decrements the copies
in-use field by the number of copies that were returned. (If 
the number of digital works returned is greater than the 
number actually borrowed, this is treated as an error.) This 65 

step may now make the work available at the server for other 
users. 

of the control of usage rights. Both the creator and the user 
know this, although the creator does not necessarily give 
tacit consent to such copying, which may violate copyright 
laws. 
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The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Print 
transaction. This message indicates the work to be played, 
the identity of the printer being used, the file data for the 
work, and the number of copies in the request. 

The server checks the validity of the printer identification 
and the compatibility of the printer identification with the 
printer specification in the right. It ends with an error if these 
are not satisfactory. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server transmits blocks of data according to the 
transmission protocol. 

The requester prints the work contents, using the printer. 
When the printer is finished, the printer and the requester 

remove the contents from their memory. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. A Backup transaction is a request to make a backup 
copy of a digital work, as a protection against media failure. 

10 

15 

36 
a usable copy. A restore operation is intended to be used to 
compensate for catastrophic media failure. Like all usage 
rights, restoration rights can include fees and access tests 
including authorization checks. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Restore transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
restored, the version of the restore right for the transaction, 
the destination address information for placing the work, 
and the file data for the work. 

The server verifies that the contents file is available (i.e. 
a digital work corresponding to the request has been backed
up.) If it is not, it ends the transaction with an error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server retrieves the key from the restoration file. It 
decrypts the work contents, data, and usage rights. 

In the context of repositories, secure backup copies differ 
from other copies in three ways: (1) they are made under the 20 

control of a Backup transaction rather than a Copy transac
tion, (2) they do not count as regular copies, and (3) they are 
not usable as regular copies. Generally, backup copies are 
encrypted. 

The server transmits the requested contents and data to the 
requester according to the transmission protocol. If a Next
Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are transmit
ted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a set of default 
rights for backup files of the original are transmitted by the 
server. 

The requester stores the digital work. 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. A Delete transaction deletes a digital work or a 
number of copies of a digital work from a repository. 
Practically all digital works would have delete rights. 

Although backup copies may be transferred or copied, 25 

depending on their assigned rights, the only way to make 
them useful for playing, printing or embedding is to restore 
them. The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 

delete transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
30 deleted, the version of the delete right for the transaction. 

The output of a Backup operation is both an encrypted 
data file that contains the contents and description of a work, 
and a restoration file with an encryption key for restoring the 
encrypted contents. In many cases, the encrypted data file 
would have rights for "printing" it to a disk outside of the 
protection system, relying just on its encryption for security. 
Such files could be stored anywhere that was physically safe 
and convenient. The restoration file would be held in the 
repository. This file is necessary for the restoration of a 
backup copy. It may have rights for transfer between reposi
tories. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
backup transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
backed up, the version of the backup right to be used in the 
transaction, the destination address information for placing 
the backup copy, the file data for the work. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. The server transmits the requested contents and data 
to the requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, 
those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. 
Otherwise, a set of default rights for backup files of the 
original are transmitted by the server. 

The requester records the work contents, data, and usage 
rights. It then creates a one-time key and encrypts the 
contents file. It saves the key information in a restoration 
file. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. In some cases, it is convenient to be able to archive the 
large, encrypted contents file to secure offline storage, such 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

The server deletes the file, erasing it from the file system. 

35 
The repositories perform the common closing transaction 

steps. A Directory transaction is a request for information 
about folders, digital works, and their parts. This amounts to 
roughly the same idea as protection codes in a conventional 
file system like TENEX, except that it is generalized to the 

40 
full power of the access specifications of the usage rights 
language. 

The Directory transaction has the important role of pass
ing along descriptions of the rights and fees associated with 
a digital work. When a user wants to exercise a right, the 

45 
user interface of his repository implicitly makes a directory 
request to determine the versions of the right that are 
available. Typically these are presented to the user-such as 
with different choices of billing for exercising a right. Thus, 
many directory transactions are invisible to the user and are 

50 
exercised as part of the normal process of exercising all 
rights. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Directory transaction. This message indicates the file or 
folder that is the root of the directory request and the version 

55 of the directory right used for the transaction. 
The server verifies that the information is accessible to the 

as a magneto-optical storage system or magnetic tape. This 
creation of a non-repository archive file is as secure as the 
encryption process. Such non-repository archive storage is 60 

considered a form of "printing" and is controlled by a print 
right with a specified "archive-printer." An archive-printer 
device is progrannned to save the encrypted contents file 
(but not the description file) offline in such a way that it can 

requester. In particular, it does not return the names of any 
files that have a HIDE-NAME status in their directory 
specifications, and it does not return the parts of any folders 
or files that have HIDE-PARTS in their specification. If the 
information is not accessible, the server ends the transaction 
with an error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. 

be retrieved. 
The Restore Transaction A Restore transaction is a request 

to convert an encrypted backup copy of a digital work into 

65 The server sends the requested data to the requester 
according to the transmission protocol. The requester 
records the data. 
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The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. A Folder transaction is a request to create or rename 
a folder, or to move a work between folders. Together with 
Directory rights, Folder rights control the degree to which 
organization of a repository can be accessed or modified 
from another repository. 

38 
by copying, selecting and modifying portions of an existing 
digital work. This operation can actually change the contents 
of a digital work. The kinds of changes that are permitted 
depend on the process being used. Like the extraction 
operation, edit operates on portions of a digital work. In 
contrast with the extract operation, edit does not effect the 
rights or location of the work. It only changes the contents. 
The kinds of changes permitted are determined by the type 
specification of the processor specified in the rights. In the 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate a 
Folder transaction. This message indicates the folder that is 
the root of the folder request, the version of the folder right 
for the transaction, an operation, and data. The operation can 
be one of create, rename, and move file. The data are the 
specifications required for the operation, such as a specifi
cation of a folder or digital work and a name. 

10 currently preferred embodiment, an edit transaction changes 
the work itself and does not make a new work. However, it 
would be a reasonable variation to cause a new copy of the 
work to be made. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. The server performs the requested operation---creat- 15 

ing a folder, renaming a folder, or moving a work between 
folders. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. A extract transaction is a request to copy a part of a 
digital work and to create a new work containing it. The 20 

extraction operation differs from copying in that it can be 
used to separate a part of a digital work from d-blocks or 
shells that place additional restrictions or fees on it. The 
extraction operation differs from the edit operation in that it 
does not change the contents of a work, only its embedding 25 

in d-blocks. Extraction creates a new digital work. 
The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 

Extract transaction. This message indicates the part of the 
work to be extracted, the version of the extract right to be 
used in the transaction, the destination address information 30 

for placing the part as a new work, the file data for the work, 
and the number of copies involved. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. The server transmits the requested contents and data 
to the requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 35 

Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise, the 
rights of the original are transmitted. The Copy-Count field 
for this right is set to the number-of-copies requested. 

The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights 40 

and stores the work. It records the date and time that new 
work was made in the properties of the work. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. An embed transaction is a request to make a digital 
work become a part of another digital work or to add a shell 45 

d-block to enable the adding of fees by a distributor of the 
work. 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 
Edit transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
edited, the version of the edit right to be used in the 
transaction, the file data for the work (including its size), the 
process-ID for the process, and the number of copies 
involved. 

The server checks the compatibility of the process-ID to 
be used by the requester against any process-ID specification 
in the right. If they are incompatible, it ends the transaction 
with an error. 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. The requester uses the process to change the contents 
of the digital work as desired. (For example, it can select and 
duplicate parts of it; combine it with other information; or 
compute functions based on the information. This can 
amount to editing text, music, or pictures or taking whatever 
other steps are useful in creating a derivative work.) 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. The edit transaction is used to cover a wide range of 
kinds of works. The category describes a process that takes 
as its input any portion of a digital work and then modifies 
the input in some way. For example, for text, a process for 
editing the text would require edit rights. A process for 
"summarizing" or counting words in the text would also be 
considered editing. For a music file, processing could 
involve changing the pitch or tempo, or adding reverbera
tions, or any other audio effect. For digital video works, 
anything which alters the image would require edit rights. 
Examples would be colorizing, scaling, extracting still pho
tos, selecting and combining frames into story boards, 
sharpening with signal processing, and so on. 

Some creators may want to protect the authenticity of 
their works by limiting the kinds of processes that can be 
performed on them. If there are no edit rights, then no 
processing is allowed at all. A processor identifier can be 
included to specifY what kind of process is allowed. If no 

The requester sends the server a message to initiate an 
Embed transaction. This message indicates the work to be 
embedded, the version of the embed right to be used in the 
transaction, the destination address information for placing 
the part as a work, the file data for the work, and the number 
of copies involved. 

The server checks the control specifications for all of the 
rights in the part and the destination. If they are incompat
ible, the server ends the transaction with an error. 

50 process identifier is specified, then arbitrary processors can 
be used. For an example of a specific process, a photogra
pher may want to allow use of his photograph but may not 
want it to be colorized. A musician may want to allow 
extraction of portions of his work but not changing of the 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. The server transmits the requested contents and data 
to the requester according to the transmission protocol. If a 
Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are 
transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise, the 
rights of the original are transmitted. The Copy-Count field 
for this right is set to the number-of-copies requested. 

The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights 
and embeds the work in the destination file. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. An Edit transaction is a request to revise a digital work 

55 tonality. 
There are many ways that authorization transactions can 

be defined. In the following, our preferred way is to simply 
define them in terms of other transactions that we already 
need for repositories. Thus, it is convenient sometimes to 

60 speak of "authorization transactions," but they are actually 
made up of other transactions that repositories already have. 

A usage right can specifY an authorization-ID, which 
identifies an authorization object (a digital work in a file of 
a standard format) that the repository must have and which 

65 it must process. The authorization is given to the generic 
authorization (or ticket) server of the repository which 
begins to interpret the authorization. 
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As described earlier, the authorization contains a server 
identifier, which may just be the generic authorization server 
or it may be another server. When a remote authorization 
server is required, it must contain a digital address. It may 
also contain a digital certificate. 

If a remote authorization server is required, then the 
authorization process first performs the following steps: 

40 
compatible with the repository, the installation transaction 
ends with an error. (This step checks platform compatibil
ity.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the installation 
script and follows them. If there is an error in this process 
(such as insufficient resources), then the transaction ends 
with an error. Note that the installation process puts the 
runnable software in a place in the repository where it is no 
longer accessible as a work for exercising any usage rights 

The generic authorization server attempts to set up the 
communications channel. (If the channel cannot be set up, 
then authorization fails with an error.) 

When the channel is set up, it performs a registration 
process with the remote repository. (If registration fails, then 
the authorization fails with an error.) 

10 other than the execution of the software as part of repository 
operations in carrying out other transactions. 

When registration is complete, the generic authorization 
server invokes a "Play" transaction with the remote reposi
tory, supplying the authorization document as the digital 
work to be played, and the remote authorization server (a 
program) as the "player." (If the player cannot be found or 
has some other error, then the authorization fails with an 
error.) 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. An Uninstall transaction is a request to remove 
software from a repository. Since uncontrolled or incorrect 

15 removal of software from a repository could compromise its 
behavioral integrity, this step is controlled. 

The requester sends the server an Uninstall message. This 
message indicates the work to be uninstalled, the version of 
the Uninstall right being invoked, and the file data for the 

20 work (including its size). 
The authorization server then "plays" the authorization. 

This involves decrypting it using either the public key of the 
master repository that issued the certificate or the session 
key from the repository that transmitted it. The authorization 
server then performs various tests. These tests vary accord- 25 

ing to the authorization server. They include such steps as 
checking issue and validity dates of the authorization and 
checking any hot-lists of known invalid authorizations. The 
authorization server may require carrying out any other 
transactions on the repository as well, such as checking 30 

directories, getting some person to supply a password, or 
playing some other digital work. It may also invoke some 
special process for checking information about locations or 
recent events. The "script" for such steps is contained within 
the authorization server. 35 

If all of the required steps are completed satisfactorily, the 
authorization server completes the transaction normally, 
signaling that authorization is granted. 

An Install transaction is a request to install a digital work 
as runnable software on a repository. In a typical case, the 40 

requester repository is a rendering repository and the soft
ware would be a new kind or new version of a player. Also 
in a typical case, the software would be copied to file system 
of the requester repository before it is installed. 

The requester sends the server an Install message. This 45 

message indicates the work to be installed, the version of the 
Install right being invoked, and the file data for the work 
(including its size). 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate 50 

for the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the 
master repository for the certificate is not known to the 
requester, the transaction ends with an error. 

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the 
public key of the master repository, recording the identity of 55 

the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the software, 
the compatibility information, and a tamper-checking code. 
(This step certifies the software.) 

The requester decrypts the software using the key from 
the certificate and computes a check code on it using a 1-way 60 

hash function. If the check-code does not match the tamper
checking code from the certificate, the installation transac
tion ends with an error. (This step assures that the contents 

The repositories perform the common opening transaction 
steps. The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate 
for the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the 
master repository for the certificate is not known to the 
requester, the transaction ends with an error. 

The requester checks whether the software is installed. If 
the software is not installed, the transaction ends with an 
error. 

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the 
public key of the master repository, recording the identity of 
the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the software, 
the compatibility information, and a tamper-checking code. 
(This step authenticates the certification of the software, 
including the script for uninstalling it.) 

The requester decrypts the software using the key from 
the certificate and computes a check code on it using a 1-way 
hash function. If the check-code does not match the tamper
checking code from the certificate, the installation transac
tion ends with an error. (This step assures that the contents 
of the software, including the various scripts, have not been 
tampered with.) 

The requester retrieves the instructions in the uninstalla
tion script and follows them. If there is an error in this 
process (such as insufficient resources), then the transaction 
ends with an error. 

The repositories perform the common closing transaction 
steps. To appreciate the robustness and flexibility of the 
present invention, various distribution and use scenarios for 
digital works are illustrated below. These scenarios are 
meant to be exemplary rather than exhaustive. 

In this scenario, a creator distributes copies of his works 
to various consumers. Each consumer is a potential distribu
tor of the work. If the consumer copies the digital work 
(usually for a third party), a fee is collected and automati
cally paid to the creator. 

This scenario is a new twist for digital works. It depends 
on the idea that "manufacturing" is just copying and is 
essentially free. It also assumes that the consumers as 
distributors do not require a fee for their time and effort in 
distributing the work. 

This scenario is performed as follows: A creator creates a 
digital work. He grants a Copy right with fees paid back to 
himself. If he does not grant an Embed right, then consumers 
cannot use the mechanism to act as distributors to cause fees of the software, including the various scripts, have not been 

tampered with.) 
The requester retrieves the instructions in the compatibil

ity-checking script and follows them. If the software is not 

65 to be paid to themselves on future copies. Of course, they 
could negotiate side deals or trades to transfer money on 
their own, outside of the system. 
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In another scenario, every time a copy of a digital work 
is sold a fee is paid to the creator and also to the immediate 
distributor. 

This scenario does not give special status to any particular 
distributor. Anyone who sells a document has the right to 
add a fee to the sale price. The fee for sale could be 
established by the consumer. It could also be a fixed nominal 
amount that is contributed to the account of some charity. 

This scenario is performed as follows: A creator creates a 
digital work. He grants a Copy right with fees to be paid 10 

back to himself. He grants an Embed right, so that anyone 
can add shells to have fees paid to themselves. 

A distributor embeds the work in a shell, with fees 
specified to be paid back to himself. If the distributor is 
content to receive fees only for copies that he sells himself, 15 

he grants an Extract right on the shell. 
When a consumer buys a copy from the distributor, fees 

are paid both to the distributor and to the creator. If he 
chooses, the consumer can extract the work from the dis
tributor's shell. He cam10t extract it from the creator's shell. 20 

He can add his own shell with fees to be paid to himself. 

42 
This scenario gives distributors the right to add fees to 

cover their own advertising and promotional costs, without 
making them be the sole suppliers. Their customers can also 
make copies, thus broadening the channel without dimin
ishing their revenues. This is because distributors collect 
fees from copies of any copies that they originally sold. Only 
distributors can add fees. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 
There are two key differences. (1) The creator only grants 
Embed rights for people who have a Distribution license. 
This is done by putting a requirement for a distributor's 
license on the Embed right. Consequently, non-distributors 
cannot add their own fees. (2) The Distributor does not grant 
Extract rights, so that consumers cannot avoid paying fees to 
the Distributor if they make subsequent copies. Conse
quently, all subsequent copies result in fees paid to the 
Distributor and the Creator. 

In this scenario, a distributor gets a fee for any copy he 
sells directly. However, if one of his customers sells further 
copies, he gets no further fee for those copies. 

This scenario pays a distributor only for use of copies that 
he actually sold. This scenario is performed similarly to the 
previous ones. The key feature is that the distributor creates 
a shell which specifies fees to be paid to him. He puts Extract 

In this scenario, a creator wants to protect the reputation 
and value of his work by making certain requirements on its 
distributors. He issues licenses to distributors that satisfY the 
requirements, and in tum, promises to reward their efforts by 
assuring that the work will not be distributed over competing 
channels. The distributors incur expenses for selecting the 
digital work, explaining it to buyers, promoting its sale, and 
possibly for the license itself. The distributor obtains the 
right to enclose the digital work in a shell, whose function 
is to permit the attachment of usage fees to be paid to the 
distributor in addition to the fees to be paid to the creator. 

25 rights on the shell. When a consumer buys the work, he can 
extract away the distributor's shell. Copies made after that 
will not require fees to be paid to the distributor. 

In another scenario, distributors sell to other distributors 
and fees are collected at each level. Every copy sold by any 

30 distributor-even several d-blocks down in the chain-
results in a fee being paid back to all of the previous 
distributors. 

This differs from the previous scenario in that it precludes 
the typical copy owner from functioning as a distributor, 

35 
since the consumer lacks a license to copy the document. 
Thus, a consumer cannot make copies, even for free. All 
copies must come initially from authorized distributors. This 
version makes it possible to hold distributors accountable in 
some way for the sales and support of the work, by con-

40 
trolling the distribution of certificates that enable distributors 

This scenario is like a chain letter or value chain. Every 
contributor or distributor along the way obtains fees, and is 
thereby encouraged to promote the sale of copies of the 
digital work. 

This scenario is performed similarly to the previous ones. 
The key feature is that the distributor creates a shell which 
specifies fees to be paid to him. He does not grant Extract 
rights on the shell. Consequently, all future copies that are 
made will result in fees paid to him. 

to legitimately charge fees and copy owners to make copies. 
Since licenses are themselves digital works, the same 
mechanisms give the creators control over distributors by 
charging for licenses and putting time limits on their valid-

45 
ity. 

In this scenario, distributors make money according to a 
distribution tree. The fee that they make depends on various 
parameters, such as time since their sale or the number of 
subsequent distributors. 

This is a generalized version of the Distribution Tree 
scenario, in that it tries to vary the fee to account for the 
significance of the role of the distributor. 

This scenario is performed as follows: A creator purchases 
a digital distribution license that he will hand out to his 
distributors. He puts access requirements (such as a personal 
license) on the Copy and Transfer rights on the distribution 
license so that only he can copy or transfer it. 

The creator also creates a digital work. He grants an 
Embed right and a Copy right, both of which require the 
distribution license to be exercised. He grants a Play right so 
that the work can be played by anyone. He may optionally 
add a Transfer or Loan right, so that end consumers can do 
some non-commercial exchange of the work among friends. 

A distributor obtains the distribution license and a number 
of copies of the work. He makes copies for his customers, 
using his distribution license. 

A customer buys and uses the work. He cannot make new 
copies because he lacks a distribution license. 

This is a variation on the previous scenarios. A distributor 
can sell to anyone and anyone can sell additional copies, 
resulting in fees being paid back to the creator. However, 
only licensed distributors can add fees to be paid to them
selves. 

This scenario is similar to the previous one. The differ-
50 ence is that the fee specification on the distributor's shell has 

provisions for changes in prices. For example, there could be 
a fee schedule so that copies made after the passage of time 
will require lower fees to be paid to the distributor. Alter
natively, the distributor could employ a "best-price" billing 

55 option, using any algorithm he chooses to determine the fee 
up to the maximum specified in the shell. 

In this scenario, a first creator creates a work. It is 
distributed by a first distributor and purchased by a second 
creator. The second creator extracts a portion of the work 

60 and embeds in it a new work distributed by a second 
distributor. A consumer buys the new work from the second 
distributor. The first creator receives fees from every trans
action; the first distributor receives fees only for his sale; the 
second creator and second distributor receive fees for the 

65 final sale. 
This scenario shows how that flexible automatic arrange

ments can be set up to create automatic charging systems 
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that mirror current practice. This scenario is analogous to 
when an author pays a fee to reuse a figure in some paper. 
In the most common case, a fee is paid to the creator or 
publisher, but not to the bookstore that sold the book. 

44 
The distributor sells the old bundled work and ticket to 

customers. The customer extracts the work and the ticket. He 
uses the work according to the agreements until the new 
version becomes available. 

When the new work is ready, the creator gives it to 
distributors. The new work has a free right to copy from a 
distributor if a ticket is available. 

The consumer goes to distributors and arranges to copy 
the work. The transaction offers the ticket. The distributor's 
repository punches the ticket and copies the new version to 
the consumers repository. 

The consumer can now use the new version of the work. 

The mechanisms for derived works are the same as those 
for distribution. In this scenario, several first creators create 
works. A second creator makes a selection of these, pub
lishing a collection made up of the parts together with some 
new interstitial material. (For example, the digital work 
could be a selection of music or a selection of readings.) The 10 

second creator wants to continue to allow some of the 
selected works to be extractable, but not the interstitial 
material. A consumer buys a digital work together with an agreement 

that he can upgrade to a new version at a later date for a 
15 modest fee, much less than the usual purchase price. When 

the new version becomes available, he goes to anyone who 
has the upgraded version and makes the transaction. 

This scenario deals with fine grained control of the rights 
and fees for reuse. 

This scenario is performed as follows: The first creators 
create their original works. If they grant extraction and 
embedding rights, then the second creator can include them 
in a larger collected work. The second creator creates the 
interstitial material. He does grant an Extract right on the 
interstitial material. He grants Extract rights on a subset of 
the reused material. A consumer of the collection can only 
extract portions that have that right. Fees are automatically 
collected for all parts of the collection. 

This scenario is like the previous one in that the transac
tion can only be done once per copy of the digital work 

20 purchased, but the transaction can be accomplished without 
the need to connect to a licensed vendor. 

This scenario is similar to the previous one except that the 

Commercial libraries buy works with the right to loan. 25 

They limit the loan period and charge their own fees for use. 
This scenario deals with fees for loaning rather than fees for 
making copies. The fees are collected by the same automatic 
mechanisms. 

Copy right on the new work does not require a distribution 
license. The consumer can upgrade from any repository 
having the new version. He cannot upgrade more than once 
because the ticket carmot work after it has been punched. If 
desired, the repository can record the upgrade transaction by 
posting a zero cost bill to alert the creator that the upgrade 
has taken place. 

The mechanisms are the same as previous scenarios 30 

except that the fees are associated with the Loan usage right 
rather than the Copy usage right. 

A consumer buys a digital work and wants to make a few 
ephemeral copies. For example, he may want to print out a 
paper copy of part of a digital newspaper, or he may want to 
make a (first generation) analog cassette tape for playing in 
his car. He buys the digital work together with a ticket 

A creator believes that if people try his work that they will 
want to buy it or use it. Consumers of his work can copy the 
work for free, and play (or execute) a limited version of the 
work for free, and can play or use the full featured version 
for a fee. 

This scenario is performed as follows: The creator creates 
a digital work and grants various rights and fees. The creator 
grants Copy and Embed rights without a fee, in order to 
ensure widespread distribution of the work. Another of the 
rights is a limited play right with little or no fee attached. For 
example, this right may be for playing only a portion of the 
work. The play right can have various restrictions on its use. 
It could have a ticket that limits the number of times it is 
used. It could have internal restrictions that limit its func
tionality. It could have time restrictions that invalidate the 
right after a period of time or a period of use. Different fees 
could be associated with other versions of the Play right. 

A consumer buys a digital work together with an agree
ment that he can upgrade to a new version at a later date for 
a modest fee, much less than the usual purchase price. When 
the new version becomes available, he goes to a qualified 
vendor to make the transaction. 

This scenario deals with a common situation in computer 
software. It shows how a purchase may include future 
"rights." Two important features of the scenario are that the 
transaction must take place at a qualified vendor, and that the 
transaction can be done only once per copy of the digital 
work purchased. 

This scenario is performed as follows: The creator creates 
a digital work, an upgrade ticket, and a distribution license. 
The upgrade ticket uses the a generic ticket agent that comes 
with repositories. As usual, the distribution license does not 
have Copy or Transfer rights. He distributes a bundled 
copies of the work and the ticket to his distributors as well 
as distribution licenses. 

35 required for printing rights. 
This scenario is like the common practice of people 

making cassette tapes to play in their car. If a publisher 
permits the making of cassette tapes, there is nothing to 
prevent a consumer from further copying the tapes. How-

40 ever, since the tapes are "analog copies," there is a notice
able quality loss with subsequent generations. The new 
contribution of the present invention is the use of tickets in 
the access controls for the making of the analog copies. 

This scenario is performed as follows: The creator sells a 
45 work together with limited printing rights. The printing 

rights specifY the kind of printer (e.g., a kind of cassette 
recorder or a kind of desktop paper printer) and also the kind 
of ticket required. The creator either bundles a limited 
number of tickets or sells them separately. If the tickets use 

50 the generic ticket agent, the consumer with the tickets can 
exercise the right at his convenience. 

Professors in a business school want to put together 
course books of readings selected from scenario studies 
from various sources. The bookstore wants to be able to print 

55 the books from digital masters, without negotiating for and 
waiting for approval of printing of each of the scenarios. The 
copyright holders of the scenarios want to be sure that they 
are paid for every copy of their work that is printed. 

On many college campuses, the hassle of obtaining copy 
60 clearances in a timely way has greatly reduced the viability 

of preparing course books. Print shops have become much 
more cautious about copying works in the absence of 
documented permission. 

Demand Publishing is performed as follows: the creator 
65 sells a work together with printing rights for a fee. There can 

be rights to copy (distribute) the work between bookstore 
repositories, with or without fee. The printing rights specify 
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the kind of printer. Whenever a bookstore prints one of the 
works (either standalone or embedded in a collection), the 
fee is credited to the creator automatically. To discourage 
unauthorized copying of the print outs, it would be possible 
for the printer to print tracer messages discretely on the 
pages identifYing the printing transaction, the copy number, 
and any other identifYing information. The tracer informa
tion could be secretly embedded in the text itself (encoded 
in the grey scale) or hidden in some other way. 

46 

A consumer does not know what music to purchase until 
he decides whether he likes it. He would like to be able to 
take it home and listen to it, and then decide whether to 
purchase. Furthermore, he would like the flexibility of 
paying less if he listens to it very infrequently. 

This scenario just uses the capability of the approach to 
have multiple versions of a right on a digital work. Each 
version of the right has its own billing scheme. In this 
scenario, the creator of the work can offer the Copy right 
without fee, and defer billing to the exercise of the Play 
right. One version of the play right would allow a limited 20 

performance without fee-a right to "demo". Another ver
sion of the right could have a metered rate, of say $0.25 per 
hour of play. Another version could have a fee of $15.00 for 
the first play, but no fee for further playing. When the 
consumer exercises a play right, he specifies which version 25 

of the right is being selected and is billed accordingly. 

puters or the client's computers. This billing distinction 
would be controlled by having different versions of the 
rights, where the version for use on the service company's 
computer requires a digital certificate held locally. Fees for 
copying or printing files would be handled in the usual way, 
by assigning fees to exercising those rights. The distinction 
between searching and viewing information would be made 
by having different "players" for the different functions. This 
distinction would be maintained on the client's computers as 

10 well as the service computers. Articles could be extracted for 
reuse under the control of Extract and Embed rights. Thus, 
if a client extracts part of an article or photograph, and then 
sells copies of a new digital work incorporating it, fees could 
automatically be collected both by the information service 

15 and earlier creators and distributors of the digital work. In 
this way, the information retrieval service could both offer a 
wider selection of services and billing that more accurately 
reflects the client's use of the information. 

A designer of type fonts invests several months in the 
design of special fonts. The most common way of obtaining 
revenue for this work is to sell copies of the fonts to 
publishers for unlimited use over unlimited periods of time. 30 

A font designer would like to charge a rate that reflects the 
amount that the font is used. 

In the simplest scenario, when a user wants to print a 
digital document he issues a print command to the user 
interface. If the document has the appropriate rights and the 
conditions are satisfied, the user agrees to the fee and the 
document is printed. In other cases, the printer may be on a 
remote repository and it is convenient to spool the printing 
to a later time. This leads to several issues. The user 
requesting the printing wants to be sure that he is not billed 
for the printing until the document is actually printed. 
Restated, if he is billed at the time the print job is spooled 
but the job is canceled before printing is done, he does not 
want to pay. Another issue is that when spooling is permit
ted, there are now two times at which rights, conditions and 
fees could be checked: the time at which a print job is 
spooled and the time at which a print is made. As with all 

This scenario is performed as follows: the font designer 
creates a font as a digital work. He creates versions of the 
Play right that bill either for metered use or "per-use". Each 
version of the play right would require that the player (a 
print layout program) be of an approved category. The font 
designer assigns appropriate fees to exercise the Copy right. 
When a publisher client wants to use a font, he includes it 

35 
usage rights, it is possible to have rights that expire and to 
have rights whose fee depends on various conditions. What 
is needed is a means to check rights and conditions at the 
time that printing is actually done. 

as input to a layout program, and is billed automatically for 40 

its use. In this way, a publisher who makes little use of a font 
pays less than one who uses it a lot. 

Online information retrieval services typically charge for 
access in a way that most clients find unpredictable and 
uncorrelated to value or information use. The fee depends on 45 

which databases are open, dial-up connect time, how long 
the searches require, and which articles are printed out. 
There are no provisions for extracting articles or photo
graphs, no method for paying to reuse information in new 
works, no distinction between having the terminal sit idly 50 

versus actively searching for data, no distinction between 
reading articles on the screen and doing nothing, and higher 
rates per search when the centralized facility is busy and 
slow servicing other clients. Articles can not be oflloaded to 
the client's machine for off-site search and printing. To offer 55 

such billing or the expanded services, the service company 
would need a secure way to account for and bill for how 
information is used. 

This scenario is performed as follows: The information 
service bundles its database as files in a repository. The 60 

information services company assigns different fees for 
different rights on the information files. For example, there 
could be a fee for copying a search database or a source file 
and a different fee for printing. These fees would be in 
addition to fees assigned by the original creator for the 65 

services. The fees for using information would be different 
for using them on the information service company's com-

This scenario is performed as follows: A printing reposi
tory is a repository with the usual repository characteristics 
plus the hardware and software to enable printing. Suppose 
that a user logs into a home repository and wants to spool 
print jobs for a digital work at a remote printing repository. 
The user interface for this could treat this as a request to 
"spool" prints. Underneath this "spooling" request, how
ever, are standard rights and requests. To support such 
requests, the creator of the work provides a Copy right, 
which can be used to copy the work to a printing repository. 
In the default case, this Copy right would have no fees 
associated for making the copy. However, the Next-Set-Of
Rights for the copy would only include the Print rights, with 
the usual fees for each variation of printing. This version of 
the Copy right could be called the "print spooling" version 
of the Copy right. The user's "spool request" is implemented 
as a Copy transaction to put a copy of the work on the 
printing repository, followed by Print transactions to create 
the prints of the work. In this way, the user is only billed for 
printing that is actually done. Furthermore, the rights, con
ditions and fees for printing the work are determined when 
the work is about to be printed. 

Thus, a system for enforcing the usage rights of digital 
works is disclosed. While the embodiments disclosed herein 
are preferred, it will be appreciated from this teaching that 
various alternative, modifications, variations or improve
ments therein may be made by those skilled in the art, which 
are intended to be encompassed by the appended claims 
which define the invention. 
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Glossary 
Authorization Repository-A special type of repository 

which provides an authorization service. An authorization 
may be specified by a usage right. The authorization must be 
obtained before manner of use specified by the right may be 
exercised. 

Billing Clearinghouse-A financial institution or the like 
whose purpose is to reconcile billing information received 
from credit servers. The billing clearinghouse may generate 
bills to users or alternatively, credit and debit accounts 10 

involved in the commercial transactions. 
Billing Transactions-The protocol used by which a 

repository reports billing information to a credit server. 
Clearinghouse Transactions-The protocol used between 

a credit server and a clearinghouse. 15 

48 
systems include printing systems, display systems, general 
purpose computer systems, video systems or audio systems. 

pository---Conceptually a set of functional specifications 
defining core functionality in the support of usage rights. A 
repository is a trusted system in that it maintains physical, 
communications and behavioral integrity. 

quester Mode-A mode of a repository where it is 
requesting access to a digital work. 

venue Owners-A term which refers to the parties that 
maintain an interest in collecting fees for document use or 
who stand to lose revenue if illegitimate copies of the digital 
work are made. 

Server Mode-A mode of a repository where it is pro
cessing an incoming request to access a digital work. 

ell Description Block-A special type of description 
block designating an interest in a digital work, but which 
does not add content. This will typically be added by a 
distributor of a digital work to add their fees. 

Composite Digital Work-A digital work comprised of 
distinguishable parts. Each of the distinguishable parts is 
itself a digital work which may have associated usage rights. 

Content-The digital information that is to be rendered of 
digital work. 

Transactions-A term used to refer to the protocols by 
20 which repositories communicate. 

Copy Owner-A term which refers to the party who owns 
a digital work stored in a repository. In the typical case, this 
party has purchased various rights to the document for 
printing, viewing, transferring, or other specific uses. 

Creator-A term which refers to a party who produces a 25 

digital work. 
Credit Server-A device which collects and reports bill

ing information for a repository. In many implementations, 
this could be built as part of a repository. It requires a means 
for periodically communicating with a billing clearinghouse. 30 

Description Tree-A structure which describes the loca
tion of content and the usage rights and usage fees for a 
digital work. A description tree is comprised of description 
blocks. Each description block corresponds to a digital work 

35 
or to an interest (typically a revenue bearing interest) in a 
digital work. 

Digital Work (Work)-Digital content with any associ
ated usage rights. Such digital content may represent music, 
a magazine or book, or a multimedia composition. 

40 
Distributor-A term which refers to a party who legiti

mately obtains a copy of a digital work and offers it for sale. 
Identification (Digital) Certificate-A signed digital mes

sage that attests to the identity of the possessor. Typically, 
digital certificates are encrypted in the private key of a 45 
well-known master repository. 

Master Repository-A special type of repository which 
issues identification certificates and distributes lists of 
repositories whose integrity have been compromised and 
which should be denied access to digital works (referred to 50 
as repository "hotlists".) 

Public Key Encryption-An encryption technique used 
for secure transmission of messages on a communication 
channel. Key pairs are used for the encryption and decryp
tion of messages. Typically one key is referred to as the 55 
public key and the other is the private key. The keys are 
inverses of each other from the perspective of encryption. 
Restated, a digital work that is encrypted by one key in the 
pair can be decrypted only by the other. 

Registration Transactions-The protocol used between 60 
repositories to establish a trusted session. 

Rendering Repository-A special type of repository 
which is typically coupled to a rendering system. The 
rendering repository will typically be embodied within the 
secure boundaries of a rendering system. 

Rendering System-The combination of a rendering 
repository and a rendering device. Examples of a rendering 

65 

Usage Fees-A fee charged to a requester for access to a 
digital work. Usage fees are specified within the usage rights 
language. 

Usage Rights-An indication of the manner of use by 
which a digital work may be used or distributed, as well as 
any conditions on which marmer of use is premised. 

Usage Transactions-A set of protocols by which reposi
tories communicate in the exercise of a usage rights. Each 
usage right has it's own transaction steps. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer readable medium having embedded 

thereon a digital work adapted to be distributed within a 
system for controlling use of digital works, said digital work 
comprising: 

a digital content portion that is renderable by a rendering 
device; 

a usage rights portion associated with said digital content 
portion and comprising one or more computer readable 
instructions configured to permit or prohibit said ren
dering device to render said digital content portion, said 
usage rights portion being expressed as statements from 
a usage rights language having a grammar defining a 
valid sequence of symbols, and specifYing a manner of 
use relating to one or more purposes for which the 
digital work can be used by an authorized party; and 

a description structure comprising a plurality of descrip
tion blocks, each of said description blocks comprising 
address information for at least one part of said digital 
work, and a usage rights part for associating one or 
more usage rights portions. 

2. The digital work as recited in claim 1, wherein said 
usage rights portion further specifies status information 
indicating the status of the digital work. 

3. The digital work as recited in claim 1, wherein said 
usage rights portion further specifies a usage fee associated 
with exercise of the manner of use, said usage fee compris
ing a fee type and fee parameters. 

4. The digital work as recited in claim 3 wherein said fee 
type is a metered use fee and said fee parameters comprise 
a fee unit and a time unit. 

5. The digital work as recited in claim 3 wherein said fee 
type is a mark-up fee and said fee parameters comprise a 
mark-up percentage. 

6. The digital work as recited in claim 3 wherein said fee 
type is a scheduled fee and said fee parameters comprise 
time units and fee units. 
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7. The digital work as recited in claim 3 wherein said fee 
type is a per use fee and said fee parameter comprises a fee 
unit. 

8. The digital work as recited in claim 3 wherein said fee 
type is a best price fee and said fee parameters comprise an 
identifier to identify said best price. 

9. The digital work as recited in claim 1 wherein said 
digital content portion and said usage rights portion are 
stored on the same physical device. 

10. The digital work as recited in claim 1, wherein said 10 

digital content portion and said usage rights portion are 
stored on different physical devices. 

11. The digital work as recited in claim 1, wherein said 
description blocks further included one or more pointers to 

15 
other description blocks. 

12. A method for creating a digital work to be used in a 
system for use of the digital work, said method comprising: 

obtaining a digital content portion that is renderable by a 
rendering device; 20 

50 
22. A method as recited in claim 12, wherein said descrip

tion blocks further include one or more pointers to other 
description blocks. 

23. A computer readable medium having embedded 
thereon a digital work adapted to be distributed within a 
system for controlling use of digital works, said digital work 
comprising: 

a digital content portion that is renderable by a rendering 
device; 

a usage rights portion associated with said digital content 
portion and comprising one or more computer readable 
instructions configured to permit or prohibit said ren
dering device to render said digital content portion, said 
usage rights portion being expressed as statements from 
a usage rights language having a grammar defining a 
valid sequence of symbols, and specifYing conditions 
relating to one or more purposes for which the digital 
work can be used by an authorized party; and 

a description structure comprising a plurality of descrip-
tion blocks, each of said description blocks comprising 
address information for at least one part of said digital 
work, and a usage rights part for associating one or 
more usage rights portions. 

associating a usage rights portion with the digital content 
portion, the usage rights portion comprising one or 
more computer readable instructions configured to per
mit or prohibit said rendering device to render said 
digital content portion, said usage rights portion being 
expressed as statements from a usage rights language 
having a grmar defining a valid sequence of sym
bols, and specifying a mam1er of use relating to one or 
more purposes for which the digital work can be used 
by an authorized party; 

25 
24. A digital work as recited in claim 23, wherein the 

conditions relate to the number of copies of the digital work 
that are in use. 

25. A digital work as recited in claim 23, wherein the 
conditions relate to the number of time units for which the 

30 
digital work can be used. 

describing said digital work by a description structure 
comprising a plurality of description blocks, each of 
said description blocks comprising address information 
for at least one part of said digital work, and a usage 
rights part for associating one or more usage rights 35 

portions; and 
combining the digital content portion and the usage rights 

portion to create the digital work. 
13. A method as recited in claim 12, wherein said com-

40 
bining step comprises storing the digital content portion and 
the usage rights portion on the same physical device. 

14. A method as recited in claim 12, wherein said com
bining step comprises storing the digital content portion and 
the usage rights portion on different physical devices. 

15. A method as recited in claim 12, wherein said usage 
rights portion further specifies a usage fee associated with 
exercise of the manner of use. 

45 

16. The method as recited in claim 15, wherein said usage 
fee comprises usage fee information including a fee type and 50 

fee parameters. 
17. The method as recited in claim 16 wherein said fee 

type is a metered use fee and said fee parameters comprise 
a fee unit and a time unit. 

18. The method as recited in claim 16 wherein said fee 55 

type is a per use fee and said fee parameters comprise a fee 
unit. 

19. The method as recited in claim 18 wherein said fee 
type is a mark-up fee and said fee parameters comprise a 

60 
mark-up percentage. 

20. The method as recited in claim 16 wherein said fee 
type is a best price fee and said fee parameters comprise an 
identifier to identify the best price. 

21. The method as recited in claim 16 wherein said fee 65 

type is a scheduled fee and said fee parameters comprise 
time units and fee units. 

26. A digital work as recited in claim 23, wherein the 
conditions relate to the revenue owner of the digital work. 

27. A digital work as recited in claim 23, wherein the 
conditions relate to the publication date of the digital work. 

28. A digital work as recited in claim 23, wherein the 
conditions relate to the history of the use and distribution of 
the digital work. 

29. A digital work as recited in claim 23, wherein said 
description blocks further include one or more pointers to 
other description blocks. 

30. A method for creating a digital work to be used in a 
system for controlling use of the digital work, said method 
comprising: 

obtaining a digital content portion that is renderable by a 
rendering device; 

associating a usage rights portion with the digital content 
portion, the usage rights portion comprising one or 
more computer readable instructions configured to per
mit or prohibit said rendering device to render said 
digital content portion, the usage rights portion being 
expressed as statements from a usage rights language 
having a grmar defining a valid sequence of sym
bols, and specifYing conditions relating to one or more 
purposes for which the digital work can be used by an 
authorized party; 

describing said digital work by a description structure 
comprising a plurality of description blocks, each of 
said description blocks comprising address information 
for at least one part of said digital work, and a usage 
rights part for associating one or more usage rights 
portions; and 

combining the digital content portion and the usage rights 
portion to create the digital work. 

31. A method as recited in claim 30, wherein said com
bining step comprises storing the digital content portion and 
the usage rights portion on the same physical device. 
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32. A method as recited in claim 30, wherein said com
bining step comprises storing the digital content portion and 
the usage rights portion on different physical devices. 

33. A method as recited in claim 30, wherein the condi
tions relate to the number of copies of the digital work that 5 

are muse. 
34. A method as recited in claim 30, wherein the condi

tions relate to the number of time units for which the digital 
work can be used. 

35. A method as recited in claim 30, wherein the condi- 10 

tions relate to the revenue owner of the digital work. 

52 
36. A method as recited in claim 30, wherein the condi

tions relate to the publication date of the digital work. 

37. A method as recited in claim 30, wherein the condi
tions relate to the history of the use and distribution of the 
digital work. 

38. A method as recited in claim 30, wherein said descrip
tion blocks further include one or more pointers to other 
description blocks. 

* * * * * 
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METHOD OF PROVIDING A DIGITAL ASSET 
FOR DISTRIBUTION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

2 
desirable to allow peer-to-peer transfer (or controlled central
ized distribution) of assets in formats that are already widely 
adopted and popular while identifYing payment and usage 
restrictions at the time of transfer. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 
§120 and is a divisional ofSer. No. 10/016,325 filed: Dec. 10, 
2001 entitled System & Method for Unique Digital Asset 
Identification and Transaction Management, now U.S. Pat. 10 

No. 8,001,052 which is also incorporated by reference herein. 

A primary object of the present invention, therefore, is to 
provide an improved system and method that overcomes the 
aforementioned disadvantages of the prior art; 

A further object of the present invention is to provide a 
system and method for permitting rights holders to introduce 
digital assets into a controlled distribution/tracking network 
under suitable terms of use and other customized, flexible 
distribution conditions; 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to providing digital assets for 15 

distribution within a network. A further object of the present invention is to provide 
end-users and other consumers of digital content with an easy, 
flexible and relatively transparent environment for locating, 
securing and enjoying digital assets of interest; 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A related object of the present invention is to ensure that 
such digital assets are substantially backwards compatible 
with the large existing infrastructure of installed hardware 
devices/software that play an assortment of digital content, 
such as MP3 players, MPEG 2 players, etc., so that users do 

Historically distribution of intellectual property works has 20 

been controlled through the production of quality reproduc
tions on a medium that can be sold to interested parties. With 
the advent of the Internet and its subsequent distribution 
capability and broad acceptance, intellectual property assets 
that can be digitized can now be reproduced and distributed 
without quality degradation or compensation to the rights 
holders. New systems for controlling the distribution, royalty 
payment, and terms of use for these assets are being created to 
better take advantage of and mitigate the disadvantages of this 
new medium. 

25 not have to make additional investments in proprietary hard
ware and software; 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
digital asset management system and method that tracks 
transfers of digital assets within a network, so that terms of 

30 use compliance issues, accounting issues, etc., are transpar
ently and accurately recorded; As a first step many rights holders have begun to add digital 

watermarks to their assets. Assets are then distributed in a 
variety of ways to customers who have paid for them. When 
an asset is encountered in questionable circumstances, the 
watermark is identified and the user is asked to produce proof 35 

of purchase for that asset or face consequences. These water
marks are applied at the time the digital asset is created and 
used for identification and enforcement purposes. Unfortu
nately, the use of watermarks alone is not sufficient to ensure 
that transfers of digital assets are properly accounted for. 40 

A related object is to provide a tracking mechanism and 
method that relies primarily on creating separate instantia
tions of a digital asset to facilitate tracking of the latter; 

Still a further related object is to provide a tracking and 
accounting system and method that is reasonably robust and 
trustworthy so as to overcome rights holders doubts and 
uncertainties concerning the use and distribution of their 
products; 

Another related object is to reduce the need for cumber
some encryption/licensing procedures which inhibit user 
interaction and thus the potential market for distribution and 
enjoyment of digital assets; 

Another approach has been to encrypt assets before distri
bution. Before the asset can be used, the purchaser must 
acquire a key to unlock the asset. This places a great demand 
on customers and runs the risk of increasing frustration levels. 
This also requires secure key management thus shifting the 
problems to another asset that must be managed. Encrypted 
assets have been popular among rights holders but to date 
have not been widely accepted by customers. 

Some rights holders are establishing new media formats 
that contain mechanisms to control usage. Such distribution 
methods can control numbers of playbacks and still be por
table for use on properly equipped machines. For the con
sumer this means adopting new (and potentially incompat
ible) media formats, technology, and hardware. This 
approach requires a high degree of industry adoption and 
customer base penetration to be successful. 

As a method of preventing copies from being pirated, some 
systems are trying to establish a market for streaming assets. 
This allows for a controlled one time delivery and use of the 
asset by the customer. At present customers have not fully 
adopted this medium for a variety of reasons. In particular, it 
lacks the convenience of portability and playback and as yet 
paying for subscriptions has not proved a popular model. 

Accordingly, there is clear and compelling need for an 
improved system for introducing, distributing and tracking 
digital assets in a mauner that balances the needs of rights 
holders and end users. In addition, it would be extremely 

Yet another object of the present invention is to ensure that 
45 a tracking system and method is sufficiently flexible to 

accommodate a variety of different digital content media, and 
a variety of different computing platforms used by end users; 

A related object of the present invention is to provide users 
with a peer to peer environment for exchanging digital assets, 

50 to ensure that a distribution system is compatible with exist
ing practice, tastes and preferences; 

It will be understood from the Detailed Description that a 
number of different unique inventions are presented by the 
present disclosure, each of which can be implemented in a 

55 multitude of different embodiments. Furthermore, it will be 
readily appreciated by skilled artisans that such different 
embodiments will likely include only one or more of the 
aforementioned objects of the present inventions. Thus, the 
absence of one or more of such characteristics in any particu-

60 lar embodiment should not be construed as limiting the scope 
of the present inventions. 

In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, a 
digital asset is marked with a unique serial number using 
steganographic techniques at the time the asset is introduced 

65 into a system. The digital asset is also marked with a new 
unique serial number each time it is transacted within the 
system. 
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In accordance with another aspect of the present invention 
the serial number is recorded in databases where it is linked to 
specifics about the time and parties involved in the transaction 
as well as additional information such as details of ownership, 
royalties, and terms of use associated with the digital asset. 

Another aspect of the present inventions concerns a system 
for distributing digital assets in a peer-to-peer connectable 
environment across a network, including between a first peer 
network device and a second peer network device connected 

4 

to the Internet. The system includes a first rights-holder server 
coupled to the network and adapted to introduce a digital asset 
into the peer-to-peer connectable environment. The digital 
asset audio, video, picture and/or text based data associated 
with a first set of distribution rules, which in a preferred 
embodiment, are not static, and can change from transfer to 15 

transfer. A second host server is coupled to the network, and 
such server stores and distributes the digital asset to end users. 

any one or more locations suitable for download by the peer 
devices from the electronic network distribution system. 
Accordingly, the modified version of the digital asset is con
figured so that a tracking history can be maintained by the 
digital asset management system of each transfer of separate 
instantiations of the digital asset between peer devices 
coupled to the electronic network distribution. This format
ting of the digital asset, therefore, allows it to be securely but 
easily transacted at later time, and with a varying set of 

10 distribution rules. 

A third management server is also coupled to the network, 
and it is adapted to track transfers of the particular digital 
asset over the network and to generate tracking records as so- 20 

ciated with such transfers. With this architecture, transfers 
over the network involving the digital asset, including 
between the first peer network device, the second peer net
work device and/or the second host server are all processed in 
accordance with the desired first set of distribution rules set 25 

out by the rights holder. 
This architecture ensures security, compliance, and 

accountability for each instantiation of the asset. Further
more, it enhances user ease of use since the customer peer 
network device can obtain the digital asset from the second 30 

peer network device and/or the second host server, and with
out requiring further authorization from the first rights-holder 
server. Thus, transfers of the digital asset are also performed 
in a peer to peer fashion over the network. 

In a preferred embodiment the digital asset is modified for 35 

each transfer, and this modification is used by the third man
agement server for generating the tracking records. Again, the 
modification does not alter user-perceptible content of the 
digital asset. Further in a preferred embodiment, the modifi
cation constitutes an original or altered identification label 40 

(serial number) for the digital asset so that each transfer of the 
digital asset is associated with a unique identification label. 
Furthermore, to assist the tracking of the digital asset, a sepa
rate and new instantiation of the digital asset is created for 
each transfer occurring over the network between peer 45 

devices. 
The first set of distribution rules include indexing informa

tion, terms of use, and a location of the second host server to 
facilitate transfers. The digital asset can also be encrypted to 
reduce unauthorized transfers over the network in a manner 50 

similar to that used in prior art systems. 
Another aspect of the present inventions is directed to a 

rights holder system for introducing digital assets into an 
electronic network distribution system. The system includes a 
first computer coupled to the electronic network distribution 55 

system, which again, includes the Internet. A client/server 
software module includes software routines to perform at 
least the following operations: (1) receiving and storing a 
digital asset on the first computer; (2) processing administra
tion information for the digital asset, including an asset iden- 60 

tifier and a rights-holder identifier, and associating the same 
with the digital asset; and (3) interacting with a digital asset 
management system to generate a modified version of the 
digital asset. The modified version of the digital asset is based 
on the administration information and tracking history infor- 65 

mation provided by the digital asset management system. 
Thereafter the modified version of the digital asset is posted to 

The administration information includes, among other 
things, terms of use and expiration data for the digital asset. 
Furthermore, the administration information can include a set 
of distribution rules that can be changed so that later instan
tiations/transactions of the digital asset within the electronic 
network distribution system can be controlled on a transac
tion by transaction basis. 

The rights holder system is further configured to receive 
accounting information from the digital asset management 
system, including: (a) information concerning the number of 
instantiations of the digital asset created by transfers within 
the electronic network distribution system; (b) revenue 
derived from and/or to be credited for the transfers. 

A further aspect of the present invention is directed to an 
improved system for exchanging digital assets over a network 
in a peer to peer fashion including a first computer coupled to 
the network, the first computer storing a digital asset which 
includes both digital content and a first unique identifier asso
ciated with a first instantiation of the digital asset; and a 
second computer coupled to the network. A first software 
routine executing on the first computer and/or the second 
computer is adapted to coordinate transfer of the digital asset 
to the second computer. By creating a second instantiation of 
the digital asset for the transfer to the second computer, 
including a second unique identifier, peer-to-peer transfers 
can be accommodated and yet still accounted for properly. 

If either of the two client devices thereafter elects to host 
the digital asset, a second transfer of the digital asset can 
occur from either the first computer and/or the second com
puter, the second transfer further using a third instantiation of 
the digital asset and a third unique identifier. In a preferred 
embodiment, the client computer devices can include a por
table electronics device, a personal computer, a personal digi
tal assistant, and/or a telephone, and the digital content of the 
digital asset includes an MP3 based audio file. 

In another variation, the second unique identifier is based 
on combining information from any one or more of the fol
lowing: a first id for the first computer, a second id for the 
second computer, an asset id for the digital asset, a customer 
id, a randomly generated number and/or a time of the transfer. 

To increase the utility of the system, a catalog of available 
digital assets is maintained at the first computer; this catalog 
may be based on a centralized database of items, or may 
reflect only items available in nearby download locations. 
Thus, the second computer can poll other computers coupled 
to the network to determine an optimal transfer source for the 
digital asset. 

Preferably, before any assets are transferred, an authoriza
tion routine-adapted to secure agreement from a user of the 
second computer to access terms associated with the digital 
asset-is first executed. 

Also in a preferred embodiment, a setup routine is executed 
for the end user. This routine is adapted to set up a transaction 
account with a digital asset management system separate 
from the first computer and the second computer. 
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The user's transaction account includes an identifier for a 
user of the second computer, identifiers for any transfers 
performed by the user, and billing information associated 
with the transfers. 

6 
of the digital asset. To facilitate locating the embedded serial 
number, an offset can be computed and stored in a header or 
other portion of the digital content file. 

In a preferred implementation, therefore, distributions of 
the digital asset over the network are not preconditioned on 
securing authorization for individual copies of the digital 
asset. 

In a further variation, the first computer can also elect to 
perform hosting functions, and thus receive credits from the 
digital asset management system for all authorized transfers 
made of digital assets. 

Another aspect of the present invention is directed to a 
system for managing transfers of digital assets over a net
work. This aspect includes a management computer coupled 

Other aspects of the present invention are directed to novel 
and improved methods of introducing, transferring, tracking 

10 and managing digital assets across a network, including in a 
peer to peer connectable environment. 

These include a method of distributing digital assets in a 
peer-to-peer connectable environment across a network, 
including between a first peer network device and a second 

to the network (Internet) and supported by a variety of soft
ware modules and file structures including tracking data
bases. A first software routine executing on the management 
computer prepares a digital asset for transfer over the network 15 peer network device, which includes the following steps: (a) 

introducing a digital asset into the peer-to-peer connectable 
environment, the digital asset having an associated first set of 
distribution rules; and (b) storing and distributing the digital 
asset at a first network accessible location so that a transfer of 

in accordance with a set of distribution rules (preferably 
provided by a rights holder). A modified version of the digital 
asset is generated by the first software routine including a 
unique identification number associated with a first instantia
tion of the modified version of the digital asset. A second 20 

software routine executing on the management computer 
tracks transfers of the digital asset over the network, by cor
relating a separate instantiation of the digital asset created for 
each transfer occurring over the network. 

In this fashion, transfers of the digital asset can take place 25 

in a peer-to-peer manner over the network in coordination 
with the management computer and such that a complete 
tracking history for the digital asset is maintained by the 
system. To assist in locating and transferring digital assets, 
electronic indexes and catalogs are provided by the manage- 30 

ment computer. 
Preferably, the set of distribution rules are provided by a 

rights-holder management system, and include restrictions 

the digital asset can be made by the first peer network device 
and/or the second peer network device; and (c) generating a 
tracking record associated with the transfer; and (d) repeating 
at least step (c) for any subsequent transfers of the digital asset 
within the network. 

In accordance with this improved transfer methodology the 
initial transfer, as well as any of the subsequent transfers over 
the network involving the digital asset between the first peer 
network device, the second peer network device and/or the 
first network accessible location are processed in accordance 
with the first set of distribution rules and are associated with 
tracking records. 

In addition another aspect of the invention concerning a 
method of introducing digital assets into an electronic net
work distribution system includes the following steps: (a) on terms of use and time periods of use. The set of distribution 

rules include information on title, author, and identification 
numbers for the digital asset. 

In a preferred embodiment, the unique identification num
ber is a serial number embedded into the first instantiation of 
the modified version of the digital asset using a stegano
graphic process. To facilitate tracking of later transfers, a 
subsequent unique identification number used for a second 
instantiation of the digital asset. In some applications the 
subsequent ID can be derived in part from the unique identi
fication number. 

35 receiving and storing a digital asset on a first computer 
coupled to the electronic network distribution system; and (b) 
processing administration information for the digital asset, 
including an asset identifier and a rights-holder identifier; (c) 
associating the administration information with the digital 

40 asset; and (d) interacting with a digital asset management 
system to generate a modified version of the digital asset, the 
modified version of the digital asset being based on the 
administration information and tracking history information 
provided by the digital asset management system; (e) posting 

Further in a preferred approach, the first software routine 
uses an index to further identifY network accessible locations 
available for transfers of the digital asset. 

45 the modified version of the digital asset to a location suitable 
for download by client devices from the electronic network 
distribution system. 

In another variation, an accounting routine is used by the 
digital rights management system for performing accounting 
functions in connection with the transfers, including crediting 
of rights holders accounts, crediting of transaction host 
accounts, and/or debiting of user accounts. 

In this fashion, the digital asset is configured in a manner 
such that a tracking history can be maintained by the digital 

50 asset management system of each transfer of separate instan
tiations of the digital asset between peer devices coupled to 
the electronic network distribution. 

In still another variation, a monitoring routine performs 
authentication operations on digital assets stored and/or 
transferred between client systems over the network. The 55 

authentication operations include a determination of an 
embedded serial number of a digital asset and an identifica
tion of a last authorized transfer of the digital asset. Depend
ing on the findings of such monitoring routine, adjustments 
can be made to a user account, including access privileges, to 60 

ensure compliance with the terms of use and other distribu
tion rules. 

Further in a preferred embodiment of this aspect of the 
invention, a tracking database keeps a tracking history for the 
digital assets, including all transfers over the network. This 65 

history can be derived from the unique identification (serial) 
number embedded steganographically within certain portions 

Another aspect of the present invention concerns a method 
of exchanging digital assets over a network and includes the 
steps of: (a) storing a digital asset on a first computer coupled 
to the network, which digital asset includes both digital con-
tent and a first unique identifier associated with a first instan
tiation of the digital asset; and (b) coupling the first computer 
to a second computer over the network; and (c) creating a 
second instantiation of the digital asset, including a second 
unique identifier; (d) storing the second instantation of the 
digital asset at the second computer. 

Still a further aspect of the present invention is directed to 
a method of managing transfers of digital assets over a net
work, and includes the steps of: (a) coupling a digital asset 
management computer to the network; and (b) providing a 
digital asset to the digital asset management computer; 
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the ease of use of a peer-to-peer transaction structure. Addi
tionally the structure of tracking transactions allows the 
incentivization of hosts in the system by compensating them 
for hosting transfers, a short coming in the present peer-to
peer structures where only a small percentage of network 
participants elect to host asset transfers. 

Media Agnostic. 

and( c) providing a set of distribution rules for the digital 
asset; and (d) preparing a modified version of the digital asset 
for transfer over the network in accordance with the set of 
distribution rules, the modified version including a unique 
identification number associated with a first instantiation of 
the modified version of the digital asset; and (e) tracking 
transfers of the digital asset over the network. With this inven
tive process, a separate instantiation of the digital asset is 
created for each transfer occurring over the network, thus 
facilitating accurate tracking, accounting and security for 
such asset. 

Yet another object of the present invention is directed a 
more detailed method of providing a digital asset for distri
bution including the steps of: (a) preparing a digital asset for 
distribution over an electronic network, the digital asset 
including digital content that is associated with a digital rights 
holder; (b) providing a serial number for the digital asset, the 
serial number being uniquely identified with a first introduc
tion of digital asset for distribution within the electronic net
work; and (c) embedding the serial number within the digital 
asset so as to generate a first instantiation of the digital asset 20 

suitable for distribution over the electronic network; and (d) 
placing the first instantiation of the digital asset in one or more 
locations accessible by users of the electronic network; 
and (e) providing a list of the one or more locations so that the 
users of the electronic network can locate the first instantia- 25 

tion of the digital asset; (f) updating a transaction database 
associated with the digital asset to reflect an occurrence of the 
first instantiation of the digital asset; (g) updating a digital 
asset index database with administrative information associ
ated with the digital asset, including a list of the one or more 30 

locations, terms of use of the digital asset and category infor
mation for the digital asset. Using this inventive method, 
users of the electronic network can monitor the digital asset 
index database before electing to access the first instantiation 
and/or later instantiations of the digital asset. 

Since digital media formats are receptive to steganographic 
techniques without noticeable quality degradation, assets 

10 may be distributed in popular media formats. This removes 
any requirements for specialized software or hardware for 
media playback and allows media to be used in already popu
lar devices and methods and allows portability to playback 

15 
systems outside the network. Additionally the present inven
tion may be overlaid on existing ownership identification and 
rights management schemes already present in existing and 
future media formats. 

Flexible Transaction Terms. 
Present and proposed file exchange systems that provide 

for compensation terms treat the initial distribution of an asset 
as the one for which compensation may be obtained and that 
compensation is static. The present invention treats each 
instantiation of an asset as unique and as such the terms of 
acquisition can be flexible with respect to time, parties 
involved in the transaction, prior purchasing, intended usage, 
etc. Further more any asset can be linked to the specific terms 
under which it was transferred at any time by referencing the 
serial number to the transaction record. 

Rights Protection. 
Since each asset is marked at the time of transfer, owner

ship is asserted, royalties due can be calculated, and terms of 
use can be articulated. These terms can change with each 

Another object of the present invention includes a method 
35 

transaction or conditions surrounding the transaction as nec
essary. Since assets can be identified by their mark, other 
naming schemes can be used for indexing or other purposes 
without affecting or obscuring ownership, royalties, terms of 

of distributing a digital asset within an electronic network that 
includes the steps of: (a) providing an index of digital assets 
available for distribution over the electronic network, each 
digital asset having a first serial number associated with a first 40 

transfer within the network, and including digital content that 
is associated with a digital rights holder. The index thus 
includes a list of one or more locations for the digital assets, 
terms of use of the digital assets and category information for 
the digital assets.Additional steps performed also include: (b) 45 

providing a second serial number for the digital asset in 
response to a request for a second transfer of a digital asset, 
the second serial number being embedded within the digital 
asset; and (c) transferring the digital asset from a host server 
to a client device in response to a confirmation of acceptance 50 

of the terms of use for the digital asset; and (d) updating a 
transaction database associated with the digital asset to reflect 
the second transfer of the digital asset. 

use, or any other parameter that may be associated with the 
asset or the transaction. Assets both in and out of the system 
can be identified through their mark. Furthermore a full trans-
action history can be constructed by linking the most recent 
mark back through the centrally recorded transaction history. 
This can be useful for tracking deviant use or distribution of 
assets. 

From the discussion below it will be apparent that the 
present invention can be used in complementary fashion 
alongside any of the aforementioned prior art approaches and 
technologies. Indeed one of the primary objectives of the 
present invention is to work with popular existing media 
formats and media exchange paradigms. Thus, another 
advantage of the present scheme is that preexisting installa
tions and/or implementers can easily overlay the techniques 

Accordingly several objects and advantages of the inven
tion include: 55 

discussed herein to supplement the functionality of such sys-

Peer-to-Peer Structure Preserved. 
Assets may be transferred in a peer-to-peer environment. 

This allows greater transfer performance by decentralizing 
distribution and allowing any copy of an asset to become a 
source for additional copies. This advantage leads to lower 60 

operational overhead, greater transfer speed, and more robust 
transfers. Peer-to-peer transaction structures are proving very 
popular with users. Rights holders are not enamored with 
such distribution schemes, however, as assets are being 
acquired without transaction history or rights compensation. 65 

The present invention remedies these shortcomings by creat
ing transaction records and accountability while preserving 

terns. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the basic components 
of a digital asset distribution/tracking system configured in 
accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 2 is a flow chart showing the preferred steps involved 
to introduce a digital asset into a digital asset distribution/ 
tracking system configured in accordance with the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 
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FIG. 3 is a flow chart showing the preferred steps involved 
to transfer a digital asset in a digital asset distribution/tracking 
system implementing the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Overview 
The present invention relates to methods and a system for 

monitoring the transfer of digital assets within a network. A 
preferred embodiment embeds a unique serial number in each 
instantiation of an MP3 File at the time of transfer within a 
peer-to-peer internet based MP3 file distribution system. This 
provides a number of advantages explained further below. 

10 
purpose of ownership enforcement. Steganography has also 
been used in some applications to hide information within 
assets. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention 
steganography is used in an entirely nnique fashion to track 
digital assets through intelligent marking. These markings 
mark an asset in such a way as to not degrade its quality, and 
provide a means of linking that asset to a transaction record. 
Furthermore, the mark is embedded in such a way that remov
ing or altering it in a non-detectable way is difficult. This new 

10 use of steganography techniques, therefore, allows a rights 
management system to be employed with existing formats 
and transaction methods. 

One key purpose of the present inventions is to allow indi
vidual customers to trade digital assets with each other while 

15 compensating rights holders for their work. The described 
system allows each asset to be identified and tracked (prefer
ably) at the time the asset is transferred. While the described 
preferred embodiment describes a system for trading MP3 
files in a peer-to-peer environment many other configurations 

Historically the concept of an "original" and a "copy" had 
real meaning. Quality typically degraded as assets were cop
ied outside of the manufacture's control. Monetization of 
originals was the only certain revenue stream to the asset 
Rights Holder. Technological advances have since allowed 
duplication of originals without quality degradation or dis
cernable differences from those released by the manufacturer. 
Consequently the present inventions use a mechanism for 
linking assets to Rights Holders and monetizing every instan
tiation of that asset. The concept of"original" and "copy" are 25 

dispensed with. Transactions and asset paths are tracked to 
provide convenient distribution while at the same time assur
ing proper compensation for Rights Holders and authorized 
distributors. 

20 of assets and networks are possible. 
Structure of the Preferred Embodiment 

A preferred embodiment of a digital asset distribution/ 
tracking system 100 constructed in accordance with the 
present inventions is illustrated in FIG. 1. The system is 
composed of several components including a Network 102, 
through which a number of separate Network Connections 
104 are provided to a System Network Device 106, a Rights 
Holder Network Device 108, a Host Server Network Device 
110, and a Customer Network Device 112. It will be under-

Recently peer-to-peer distribution systems have proved 
very popular, particularly for audio files formatted according 

30 stood by those skilled in the art that other components may be 
connected to Network 102, and that not all connections 
shown need to be active at all times. There are also several 
software components associated with the aforementioned 

to the MP3 standard. They require low overhead by the main
tainer and increase access speeds and decrease download 
times because of the number of choices of locations from 
which an asset may be downloaded. The main drawback has 35 

been monetizing the transactions and paying royalties to the 
rights holders of the digital assets being traded. This is in large 
part because there is no mechanism currently to track the 
assets as they are transferred. 

network-connected devices, including an Asset Index 114, a 
Transaction Database 116, a Serial Number Assignment 
module 118, a Serial Number Reconciliation Module 120, a 
Rights Holder Module 122, and Client Server modules 124 
and 126. 

Network 102 is preferably the Internet, but could be any 
implemented in any variety of commonly used architectures, 
including WAN, LAN, etc. Network Connections 104 are 
conventional dial-up and/or network connections, such as 
from analog/digital modems, cable modems, etc., between 
any conventional network device and an Internet Service 

More traditional distribution schemes control the distribu- 40 

tion of assets through centralized control. This requires more 
capital investment by the provider and does nothing to ensure 
proper rights management once the customer has the asset 
(i.e., later downstream transactions to another user). Asset 
origins cannot be traced once the asset has been distributed to 
the customer. Furthermore, an entirely centralized distribu
tion system does not scale well, and cannot exploit the many 
benefits of a peer to peer environment. As explained below, a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention retains the 
advantages of a peer-to-peer distribution while marking each 
distributed asset for later identification at the time of transfer, 
linking the asset to specific usage rights, and providing for 
royalty compensation to the Rights Holder of the asset. 

45 Provider in combination with browser software such as 
Netscape Navigator, Microsoft Internet Explorer or AOL. In 
most applications, Rights Holder Network Device 108 and 
Customer Network Device 112 will be typically personal 
computers, while the System Network Device 106 and Host 

50 Server Network Device 110 are typically network servers. Of 
course, other structures and architectures may be more suit
able on a case by case basis for any particular implementation 
of the present inventions, and so the present inventions are not 

New peer-to-peer distribution schemes are beginning to 
emerge that incorporate digital rights management. However 55 

these schemes rely on encrypting the assets or the adoption of 
new proprietary (and backwards incompatible) asset formats 

limited in this respect. 
Software elements of the present invention typically will 

be custom tailored for a particular application, but preferably 
will include some common features, including the following. 

by customers in order to provide rights management. A pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention avoids these pit
falls while retaining the advantage of distributing assets in an 
immediately useful and popular format by using stegano
graphic techniques to mark each asset without impairing its 
playback quality, or its usability across a variety of preexist
ing hardware and software computing platforms. 

Steganographic techniques have been used in the past in a 
limited fashion to watermark assets to identify ownership. 
Typically this is done at the time the asset is formatted for the 

Operating on System Network Device 106 are the follow
ing software routines and/or supporting structures, which 

60 implement a form of digital asset management. First, an Asset 
Index 114 contains a list of digital assets available on the 
network organized and searchable by Title, Artist and other 
attributes as determined by customer popularity, system 
administrative requirements, and the like. A Transaction 

65 Database 116 contains information about each transaction 
that takes place within system 100 with a serial nnmber pri
mary key linked to such information as asset, rights holder, 
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not limited in this respect. Any number of well know types of 
electronic content can be put into suitable form for distribu
tion within system 100. 

In step 212 the Rights Holder runs a copy of the Rights 
Holder software 122 on Rights Holder Network Device 108 
to provide a Serial Number Assignment Module 118 on Sys
tem Network Device 106 with identifying information about 
themselves and indexing information for the content (file) to 
be introduced. Typically this information would include all 

time of transfer, length of time of transfer, customer, host of 
transfer, terms in effect at time of transfer, etc. A Serial 
Number Assignment Module 118 doles out unique serial 
numbers in response to a transaction request. A Serial Num
ber Reconciliation Module 120 receives assigned Serial 
Numbers from Serial Number Assignment Module 118 and 
reconcile them with completed transaction updates from cus
tomers. A Serial Number Reconciliation Module 120 periodi
cally assesses transfer completion performance based on 
open and closed transactions associated with transaction 
hosts and the time it took for transactions to complete. 

10 the information that might be useful for indexing the asset 
within Index 114. 

On the Rights Holder Network Device 108, a Rights 
Holder Client module 122 communicates with Serial Nnmber 
Assignment Module 118 and Serial Nnmber Reconciliation 
Module 120 to allow a rights holder to introduce an asset in to 15 

the system. As used herein, a rights holder refers to an entity 
that has at least some ownership interest in some form of 
content to be disseminated within system 100, and who 
wishes to be compensated in some fashion for distribution/ 
use of such content in accordance with a set of distribution 20 

rules (discussed later). In this regard, Rights Holder Network 
device 108 may be shared by any number of individuals, 
corporations, etc., who wish to introduce content to system 
100. 

On Host Server Network Device 110 a Client Server mod- 25 

ule 124 allows two parties involved in a transaction to transfer 
an asset between them over network 102. This device further 
acts as an initial repository and later accessible download site, 
if desired, for introductions of digital assets. 

For example: 
performer/artist 
producer/ agent 
label 
writer/creator 
description 
title 
Terms of use information governing the transactions would 

also be included such as terms and expiration. Administrative 
information could also be included such as an Asset Identifier, 
a Rights Holder Identifier, and a copyright registration num
ber or the like. The Rights Holder software would receive 
back an Asset Identifier, a Serial Number, and an Offset. 
Other types of information and variations on the above will be 
apparent to those skilled in the art from the present teachings. 
For instance, it may be useful to provide a pointer or URL 
with the content which specifies a network accessible data
base providing additional historical, biographical, and trivia 

System Network Device 106 further includes an Account
ing Module 126 to reconcile accounts of the Rights Holder, 
Host, and Customer after the completion of each transaction. 
It is expected, for example, that some or all of such entities 
may share in the compensation charged for each transaction 
according to some tailorable formula. This module also cal
culates transaction performance characteristics such as time 
of transfer, volume of transfers, and percentage completion 
for the Hoster, Customer, Rights Holder, and the individual 
digital asset, which information may be periodically updated 
in Index 114 and Transaction Database 116. 

30 data concerning the asset or its creators. Furthermore, it may 
not be necessary in all cases for a Rights Holder to provide 
explicit information for each separate asset introduced. In 
other words, it is possible that Rights holders can specify a set 
of implicit distribution rules in advance, so that some distri-

35 bution systems will only require a minimal set of final distri
bution rules before the asset can be introduced. 

In step 214 an Asset Identifier is preferably placed in an 
obvious location within the MP3 music file itself-mostpref
erably in the comments section of a tag portion of such file, or 

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that this is not 
the entire set of software modules that can be used, or an 
exhaustive list of all operations executed by such modules. It 
is expected, in fact, that other features will be added by 
system operators in accordance with customer preferences 
and/or system performance requirements. 

40 in an extended title field, or even pre-pended to such file. The 
Asset Identifier includes an Offset; the Offset specifies where 
to place a Serial Number in the MP3 file being marked, using 
steganographic techniques. A preferred approach is to use the 
Offset to specify a valid frame and word count within the MP3 

Operation of the Preferred Embodiment 

45 file to begin the marking. The Serial Number is then encoded 
one bit at a time in the least significant bit of successive data 
words until the entire Serial Number is encoded. The frame 
CRC, if present, is also modified to reflect a new CRC for the 
frame. 

As seen above, a system 100 is essentially a type of com
merce system for peer-to-peer transactions of MP3 format 
music files. There are two major processes involved in its 50 

operation, as well as a number of secondary operational pro
cesses discussed further below. The first primary process 
involves introducing assets for sale or trade in to the system. 
This process is outlined in FIG. 2. The second primary pro
cess involves the actual purchase, trade and tracking of music 55 

files within the system. This process is outlined in FIG. 3. 
Introducing Digital Assets 

As illustrated in FIG. 2 the first step 210 to introducing a 
digital asset into an electronic network distribution system is 
for a Rights Holder (or other authorized party) to prepare or 60 

acquire an MP3 formatted music file (or some other digital 
content) for introduction into system 100. Such digital con
tent may arrive from any number of different sources, and 
through various delivery mechanisms, including fixed media, 
standard wire based connections, wireless connections, etc. 65 

Moreover, while the preferred embodiment is beneficially 
used with an MP3 based file system, the present invention is 

It should be remembered that these are simply preferred 
approaches for the embodiment described herein, and that 
many other suitable variations are possible for any particular 
application. For instance, the Offset may not be needed in 
some cases because it can be set to some default value for a 
particular rights holder, or even randomly generated at the 
time of transfer. The Offset could also be encrypted, and/or be 
referenced with respect to some other identifying point within 
the file, such as an object contained therein. These are but 
examples of course, and the present invention is not limited to 
any particular implementation. 

Furthermore, for some types of content, it may be possible 
to identifY non-critical or blank data areas that are more 
appropriate for steganographically embedding the Serial 
Number. Other variations and modifications will be apparent 
to those skilled in the art. In a preferred embodiment, the 
Offset and (at least initial) Serial Nnmber are preferably 
provided by the System Network Device 108, but could be 
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provided by Rights Holder Network Device 108 in some 
applications. Similarly, Asset Identifiers may be automati
cally generated without requiring specific input from a rights 
holder. In step 216 the marked file, representing a modified 
version of the original MP3 file, is placed on a Host Server 
110 within system 100 as the initial (first) instantiation of a 
digital asset that now can be transferred and easily tracked. 
While shown as a separate device, Host Server 110 could be 
the Rights Holder Network device 108 itself, a third party 
service provider device, any customer device within the sys- 10 

tern, or any combination of such devices. Similarly, System 
Network Device 106 is shown as a separate system, but, 
again, in some applications could be integrated in some form 

14 
3rd party hosters (such as Host Server 110), System Network 
Device 106, and/or other customer network devices 112. In 
another variation, to further enhance the usability of system 
100, the user can also be presented with various additional 
options for download, so that, for example, a first connection 
to Network 102 might be used for browsing/selecting assets, 
while a separate connection (Internet, wireless, cable based, 
etc.) is used for downloading the actual assets. This would 
further allow data traffic to/from customers and download 
sites to be managed and divided intelligently according to 
cost, availability ofbandwidth availability, etc. For instance a 
user could employ a hand held PDA device 112 having access 
to a narrowband channel for selecting a particular item, and 
then indicate that an actual download of the digital asset to a as part of Rights Holder Network Device 108 and/or Host 

Server Network Device 110. 
At step 218 Rights Holder module 122 interacts with and 

provides Serial Number Reconciliation Module 120 at Sys
tem Network Device 106 with the locations on which the 

15 separate customer network device 112' be done using a rela
tively high speed broadband connection. 

digital asset may be found, including at one or more separate 
network accessible Host Server Network Devices 110. The 20 

latter device may be connected to Network 102, and/or may 
provide other data paths for downloading files across some 
other transmission medium, such as a wireless network. 

In step 314 Client Server module 124 gets the location of 
host and asset identifier information from Index 114 which 
correspond to a selected digital asset (MP3 music file) to be 
downloaded. Accordingly, at this point, a proposed data path 
is established for a new transaction involving a transfer 
between two separate computers coupled to network 102, of 
a particular instantiation of a digital asset, including in a peer 
to peer fashion between two client devices 112. For ease of In step 220 Serial Number Reconciliation Module 120 then 

updates Transaction Database 116 with any information pro
vided to Serial Number Assignment Module 118 during step 
212. 

25 use, the setup and transfer may be performed by either or both 
of such devices. 

As noted earlier, a first instantiation of the digital asset is 
created based on an original offset and serial number embed
ded within the digital content. To allow for tracking of the 

In step 222 Serial Number Reconciliation Module 120 
updates Index 114 with appropriate category listings, terms of 
use, and servers 110 on which the digital asset may be found 
for the digital content (MP3 music file) introduced. 

At this point, therefore, the Rights Holder Network Device 
108 has successfully completed any material steps for intro
ducing a digital asset for distribution. As created, this digital 
asset can be downloaded by any number of peer devices 112 
and subsequently tracked by a digital asset management sys
tem as transfers take place within system 100. 

30 particular transfer, a new instantiation of the digital asset is 
made. In step 316 Client Server module 124 gets a new serial 
number and new offset for this transaction from the Serial 
Number Assignment Module 118. The new serial number and 
new offset are used to create a unique instantiation of the 

While not explicitly shown or described herein, the details 

35 digital asset for the particular transaction. Thus, instead of 
merely copying the digital content as part of the transfer, the 
present invention creates a separate instantiation to facilitate 
tracking of each transfer (or transaction) within system 100. 

In some applications where security and accounting is not of the various software routines, executable code, etc., 
required to effectuate the functionality discussed above are 
not material to the present invention, and may be imple
mented in any number of ways known to those skilled in the 
art. 
Transfers of Digital Assets to/between Peer Devices 

40 as critical (or can be remedied by other mechanisms consis
tent with the present teachings) it is possible that actual sepa
rate instantiations of the digital asset might not be required. 
Instead, it might be more practical to simply track the point
to-point movement of a digital asset across network between 

45 one or more Customer Network devices 112, and/or Host 
Server Network Device 110. 

Much more common, of course, will be customer transac
tions as documented in FIG. 3. Beginning in step 310 a 
customer uses their copy of Client Server module 124 to 
browse an Index 114 resident on System Network Device 
106. As alluded to earlier, the Customer Network Device 112 
can connect to Network 102 in any number of different ways, 50 

including through land-based and wireless channels. To 
obtain access to System Network Device 106, a user first sets 

Serial Number Assignment Module 118 also preferably 
passes on such details as: 

serial number 
customer identifier 
asset identifier 
agreed to terms of use 
host identifier up an account in any conventional fashion, including with 

user identification information, user charge account informa
tion, and other similar data. 

After reviewing Index 114, a user than makes a selection of 

to Serial Number Reconciliation Module 120 which will keep 
55 these items until step 328 or a routine clean up should the 

transaction never complete. 
a digital asset to acquire in step 312. This step also preferably 
includes a review and acknowledgement of at least some 
portions of the set of distribution rules associated with the 
selected digital asset, including the terms of use, before pro- 60 

ceeding to further steps. Again, Index 114 is shown as being 
located at System Network Device 106, but it may be conve
niently placed at other locations for perusal. 

Based on indexing information for the selected digital 
asset, several host options may be presented to the customer 65 

and may include any location that is available to transfer the 
selected asset including Rights Holder Network Device 108, 

In step 318 Client Server module 124 on Customer Net-
work Device 112 contacts corresponding Client Server mod
ule 124 on Host Network Device 110 to begin the process of 
transferring the file. As mentioned earlier, it is not necessary 
that such actual file transfer occur over the same channel/ 
session, or even the same network 102. 

In step 320 Client Server module 124 at Host Server Net
work Device 110 sends tracking information to Serial Num
ber Reconciliation Module 120 such as: 

customer identifier 
host identifier 
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new serial number 
old serial number 
asset identifier 

15 

The Serial Number Reconciliation Module records this 
tracking information along with a time stamp for further use 
during step 328. Again, it should be emphasized that these 
items for the tracking information are merely illustrative of 
the various kinds of useful information that can be main-
tained, and other examples will be apparent from the present 
teachings. It is expected, in fact, that the precise types of 10 

information to be maintained will vary significantly from 
application to application. 

16 
also be performed in accordance with the needs and options 
desired for a particular implementation. 

As with the digital asset introduction software modules, the 
various software routines, executable code, etc., required to 
effectuate the functionality discussed above are not material 
to the present invention, and may be implemented in any 
number of ways known to those skilled in the art. 
Other Features & Variations of Present Invention 
Rogue Assets and Asset Monitoring 

In another variation of the present invention, detection of 
"rogue" assets is performed prior to transfers. By this it is 
meant that a first customer may attempt to download a digital 
asset from a second customer, and in the process of doing so, 
System Network Device 106 may detect that there is no In step 322 Host Server Network Device 110 sends the 

selected digital asset to the customer using any desired stan
dard file transfer method (including conventional internet file 
transfer techniques) which could include a mechanism for 
recovery/completion of the transaction if the transfer is 
incomplete. 

15 appropriate tracking record reflecting a prior authorized 
transfer to such second customer. Should a rogue asset be 
uncovered it can be analyzed to determine what asset it is 
(asset identifier, name, performer etc). At that point it can be 

At the completion of the transfer, Host Server Network 20 

Device initiates step 324 by contacting Serial Number Rec
onciliation Module 120 to report completion of the transfer or 
its abandoument and the reasons for such. This may be as 
simple as reporting just the new serial number but may also 
include information about the process of the transfer itself 25 

including number of transfer attempts, interruption informa
tion etc. Serial Number Reconciliation Module 120 the (op
tionally) adds a time stamp to the tracking information and 
saves it for step 328. 

At step 326 Customer Client Server module 124 marks the 30 

digital asset file with the new serial number and offset pref
erably using the same steganographic technique described 
above in connection with FIG. 2, and then stores the digital 
asset in a form suitable for later retrieval and play on the 
user's system. Accordingly, at the end of the transfer, a second 35 

instantiation of the digital asset has been completed and 
stored for later transfer to yet another customer if desired. 

searched for the embedded serial numbers that will lead to a 
complete transaction history for the asset when it was legiti
mately transferred. The last legitimate transaction can indi-
cate where the asset escaped the system. To prevent further 
unauthorized transactions, appropriate countermeasures can 
be taken; for instance, the second customer's access privi
leges may be suspended or eliminated. At the very least, the 
source of the rogue asset would have to explain how it came 
in to their possession, and such actions are likely to inhibit 
further unauthorized disseminations of digital content. Fur
thermore, since a complete transaction histories are kept for 
each digital asset, it is not possible for users to simply extract 
proprietary content without being held accountable for their 
actions. In contrast, in existing distribution schemes, it is 
essentially impossible to determine the origin of unautho
rized distributions. Furthermore, the present system is suffi
ciently flexible in that it may still allow a "rogue" asset 
transfer to be completed by simply converting it to an autho-
rized digital asset with new tracking information. In this 
manner, the user's experience is not burdened by such moni
torings, and in particular, the first user is not burdened with 
the task of determining the legitimacy of assets made avail
able within system 100. 

Customer client server module 124 also contacts Serial 
Number Reconciliation Module 120 in step 328. It reports the 
transaction as being complete and also indicates whether and 40 

where the second instantiation of the digital asset can be 
found for transfer to other customers in system 100. Serial 
Number Reconciliation Module 120 time stamps this trans
action. 

As a further enhancement to the system, proactive asset 
monitoring measures can also be taken. Possible repositories 
of assets can be searched and the assets checked for legiti-

45 macy following a similar approach to that outlined in the 
previous paragraph. 

In step 330 Serial Number Reconciliation Module 120 
wraps up the transaction. An entry is made in Transaction 
Database 116 including such tracking information as: 

new serial number 
old serial number 
customer identifier 
host identifier 
terms agrees to by the customer 
asset identifier 

Distributed Index in Peer to Peer Implementations 
As described above, system 100 has a centralized index 

114 at System Network Device 106. In another variation, 
50 System 100 could also be implemented in a more true peer to 

peer fashion with Client Server module 124 including addi
tional software that can catalog the MP3 music files it has 
local access to, as well as poll "nearby" Client Servers of 
other customers' network devices 112 for MP3 file attributes Of course, other databases may be updated including a 

customer database (not shown) that may indicate account 55 

status and a host database (not shown) that may indicate 
quality and volume of the transactions involving that particu-

it is looking for, thus creating a form of distributed index 114. 
Accounting Module Variations 

Accounting Module 126 is also a centralized system that 
provides accounting functions for system 100. Some imple
mentations could be coupled with a third party accounting 

60 system or a peer-to-peer accounting method. Furthermore, 
some implementations may not require an accounting module 
at all. 

lar host. 
In step 332 Index 114 is updated to reflect whether the 

customer indicated that they are becoming a host for this 
digital asset. 

As a final step 334 accounting tasks are performed by 
Accounting Module 126. This could include crediting the 
account of the Rights Holder according to the agreed upon 
transfer terms, crediting the account of the transaction host, 65 

and debiting the account of the customer that received the 
transaction. Other conventional accounting operations can 

Similarly, in system implementations where centralized 
management is not desirable or possible, Client Server mod
ule 124 could pass along administration information with 
asset transfers while maintaining a local transaction database 
equivalent of centralized transaction database 116. An 
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accounting of transfers and transactions could then be made 
on a periodic basis by having an accounting server check the 
local transaction databases of client network devices, or hav
ing such devices report their own records to such servers. This 
variation, therefore, uses a kind of electronic "meter check
ing" to monitor usage, downloads, etc. 

18 
tainment system. The digital jukebox stores and presents 
content for selection to prospective customers in any number 
of conventional ways. For example, a conventional monitor, 
display, etc., can provide album, artist, song information visu
ally to a user. Selection of a particular track can be made using 
any number of conventional mechanisms, including touch 
screens, keypads, buttons, etc. A conventional debiting sys
tem (coin or credit based) is used for collecting payment from 
the user. After verifying payment and selection, the digital 

Thus, as is evident from the above, a primarily peer-to-peer 
transaction system can be built that allows exchange of exist
ing formats while tracking licensing, royalties, and providing 
rights management. 
Serial Number Variations 

The preferred embodiment uses Serial Numbers that are 
assigned centrally in a random unique way. Serial Numbers 
could also be generated either centrally or local to the trans
action and guaranteed uniqueness by aggregating informa
tion unique to the transaction; for example: the host id, cus
tomer id, asset id, and time of transaction. 

10 jukebox preferably creates yet another instantiation of the 
digital asset chosen by the user, and such information is again 
tracked by system network device 106. In this fashion, a 
versatile, easily modified digital jukebox with access to a 
wide variety of content can be implemented in a variety of 

Asset Introduction Variations 

15 facilities. This application may be desirable where it is 
desired to minimize investment in fixed media (such as CDs, 
Records, tapes, etc.) which rapidly become obsolete due to 
changing tastes, and which require a fixed capital investment 
on the part of the proprietor. 

Furthermore, client server 124 of the digital jukebox itself 
may include a centralized computer that is accessed by a 
number of distributed access nodes (not shown) at any par
ticular facility. For instance in a casino, healthclub, or similar 
establishment a variety of fixed stations can be presented with 

Although in the preferred embodiment Rights Holders 
introduce their assets into system 100, this is not required to 20 

exploit the benefits of the inventions herein. So, system 100 
will easily accommodate digital assets introduced by parties 
other than the Rights Holder, as long as there is some addi
tional mechanism for identifying and attaching appropriate 
rights to such assets. This can be done through any number of 
conventional programming techniques known to those skilled 

25 trackable content (i.e., visually on a screen or audibly through 
a speaker, headphone or earphone) to a particular user to 
enhance his/her experience in a particular forum. This 
approach is also advantageous in mass transportation sys
tems, such as airplanes, trains or cruise ships, and can be 

in the art. 
Customer Network Devices 

As noted earlier, a Network device (including Customer 
Network Device 112, Rights Holder Network Device 108, 
System Network Device 106 and/or Host Server Network 
Device 11 0) need not be constantly connected to network 102 
to be a part of system 100. In fact, in many cases, Customer 
Network Device 112 users do not stay connected at all times 

30 integrated within a personalized passenger seat entertainment 
system. Furthermore, from the perspective of digital rights 
holders, this approach may be attractive because the possibil
ity of unauthorized accesses is greatly reduced in such con
trolled facilities. 

to their ISP. Transaction information and requests could be 35 

stored up on such devices for transmittal at an appropriate 
future time with the necessary resources. Thus, deferred or 
time-divided transfers are also easily effectuated within the 
parameters of the present inventions. 

In another variation, a Network Device might work with 40 

multiple digital asset management systems 100 on the same 
or different networks 102. In other words, different markets or 
environments could be used to distribute different types of 
digital assets based on different distribution rules and in 
accordance with the present teachings. 45 

To further augment the capabilities and attractiveness of 
this approach, a mechanism for providing music samples can 
be included as well, to increase likelihood and ease of use for 
the customer. For example, a small speaker, headphone or 
earphone is used as an output device, and in a fashion so as to 
not interfere or be disturbed by a main audio output provided 
by the digital jukebox. While such types of sampling are 
provided by some online sites (such as Amazon for example) 
the applicants are unaware of any such functionality provided 
at a physical facility in a digital jukebox. 

In yet a further variation, the customer network device 112 
can be implemented in the form of a digital vending machine, 
or a similar architecture suitable for hot-docking a phone, an 
MP3 player, or the like. For example, a number of conven
tional hand held devices now utilize memory stick technolo
gies from a variety of vendors. By including some program
ming functionality in a digital vending machine, a user can 
select, store and/or play content on a portable personal digital 
appliance by modifYing a modular memory device used by 
such appliance. Similarly, many hand held devices (including 

In a further variation, a network device may be able to 
move digital assets singly or in bulk according to a set of 
distribution rules between different digital asset distribution/ 
tracking systems. For example, musical tastes tend to start in 
certain geographic areas and then migrate to others. The top 50 

10 favorite music pieces from one geographic region for a 
particular demographic group could thus be automatically 
transferred on a regular basis as part of a "stocking" routine at 
Rights Holder Network Device 108 to ensure popular support 
for the system. 

In some instances, a user of a network device 112 can also 
elect to perform hosting functions. In exchange for support
ing such transfers, the user can be given some form of credit/ 
reimbursement/discounts from the digital asset management 
system for all authorized transfers made of digital assets. 60 

Ratings for various peer based hosts can also be maintained to 
increase the popularity and appeal of system 100. 

55 MP3 players) include standardized bus interfaces, including 
USB types, Firewire, etc. By including such bus on a digital 
vending machine, programming content on such hand held 
devices also becomes possible. 

In another application of the present invention, customer 
network device 112 may comprise a form of digital jukebox 
or kiosk located at a physical facility such as a restaurant, a 65 

bar (or similar entertainment establishment) or it could even 
be integrated as part of an airplane (transportation) seat enter-

Digital Assets 
Although the described preferred system 100 is optimized 

for transacting MP3 music files, as used herein, the term 
"digital asset" is intended in its broadest sense to encompass 
any number of different types of content, items (or electronic 
proxies for physical items) that can be distributed electroni
cally. For instance, the present inventions could also be 
applied to other audio formats, video, pictures, interactive 
games, virtual experiences, programs, instruction sets, 
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e-mail, webpages, advertisements, text (newspapers, books, 
op-ed pieces, articles and similar human readable media), etc. 
In other envirouments, digital assets could also be a form of 
electronic proxy and thus represent tangible goods such as 
merchandise to be delivered, merchandise redemption tick
ets, periodical products, etc. Similarly, Rights of use products 
can also be represented as digital assets such as event entry, 
time-share slots, pay per view, club membership, car rental, 
accommodation, travel, restaurant reservations, etc. Sub
scription products can also be represented as digital assets 10 

such as product of the month, magazine subscriptions, vaca
tion clubs etc. Service products can also be represented such 
as car washes, haircuts, auto service, shipping, telephone 
service, house cleaning, etc. Financial products can also be 

15 
represented as digital assets such as insurance, financial asset 
certificate, mortgages, loans, futures, income streams, digital 
cash, credit, dividends, etc. Commitments can also be repre
sented as digital assets such as mortgages, loans, rent, short 
sales, subscriptions, etc. A variety of asset types could be 20 

managed by the same system simultaneously. Different prod
ucts could also be combined in to a single digital asset. 

Accordingly, the present inventions are expected to enable 
a wide variety of unique, useful and popular electronic mar
ket/distribution communities because the principles are eas- 25 

ily extended to a wide variety of tradable items. 
Steganographic Variations 

While the preferred embodiment discussed above uses a 
steganographic technique for embedding a serial number in 

20 
Network Variations 

System 100 described in the preferred embodiment makes 
use of a network 102 (preferably the internet) as well as a 
variety of network devices such as personal computers, and 
servers. System 100 could just as easily been described on any 
network 102 to which network devices and storage devices 
are attached. Possible devices include PDA's, cell phones, 
smart appliances to name a few. Possible networks include 
private network systems and future public network systems 
using cable, telephone, optical, wireless, fiber, and other pipe 
and broadcast technologies. 

It can be seen quite clearly that the present inventions 
provide an additional measure of flexibility in managing digi
tal assets within a particular distribution environment. It is no 
longer impossible to achieve the dual aims ofboth security for 
the rights holder, and ease of use for the end user. By permit-
ting digital assets to be easily transacted in an open environ
ment, and without cumbersome proprietary formats, the 
usability and attractiveness of a digital asset distribution net
work is considerably enhanced. The present invention 
achieves such goals by making the process easy for the vari-
ous related entities and by operating in the background or in 
a transparent fashion that does not impede the utility and 
security of the overall system. In contrast to prior art systems 
which simply allow wholesale copying of digital assets with
out accountability, the present invention also addresses the 
needs and concerns of digital rights holders to ensure their 
participation and ultimate success of the system. 

Although the present invention has been described in terms 
of a preferred embodiment, it will be apparent to those skilled 
in the art that many alterations and modifications may be 
made to such embodiments without departing from the teach
ings of the present invention. Other types of components 
beyond those illustrated in the foregoing detailed description 

an MP3 file, there are many other approaches that could 30 

accomplish this same function. Furthermore, it is expected 
that the particular mechanism used to provide and associated 
serial numbers will be different from application to applica
tion, because various digital asset formats are receptive to 
different approaches. 35 can be used suitably with the present invention. Similarly, 

descriptions of many common components usable with the 
inventions and known to skilled artisans have been omitted so 
as to not obfuscate the present teachings. Accordingly, it is 

In addition, as alluded to earlier, digital asset serial num
bers could be prepended or postpended; alternatively, unused 
portions of the digital asset could be used to store the serial 
numbers. Finally, a modified format for a digital asset could 
be created to accommodate the serial number, such as new 40 

variation of an MP3 file, MPEG file, etc. For example, one or 
more standards groups or industry groups may utilize a form 
of digital asset that includes fields intended to accommodate 
a serial number. 

intended that the all such alterations, modifications and addi
tions be included within the scope and spirit of the invention 
as defined by the following claims. 

Finally, it should be noted that the Title and Abstract of the 
present disclosure have been provided solely to satisfy certain 
U.S. governmental administrative requirements, including 

Tracking Variations 45 the indexing requirements of37 C.P.R. 1.72, and for no other 
purpose. As such, such portions of the present disclosure 
should not be relied upon for interpreting and/or limiting the 
scope of the present claims. 

The preferred embodiment embeds successive serial num
bers in the media file in different unique locales for each 
instantiation of the digital asset, in a kind of passport-stamp
ing approach This makes it harder to remove traces of the 
transaction history and easier to identify the transaction his- 50 

tory, including all transfers occurring over the network, 
should the need arise. However in some cases the particular 
media for a digital asset may be better suited to storing only 
one or a limited number of serial numbers. In such cases the 
entire transaction history can be reconstructed by recovering 55 

a single serial number since each transaction references the 
serial number of the previous transfer, and database 116 
maintains a record of each transfer. 

The preferred embodiment describes the process of asset 
exchange by referring to the serial number as being linked in 60 

a one to one relationship with a transaction, and having a 
value based in some fashion on the characteristics of the 
transaction. Nonetheless, in another variation, it could just as 
easily be structured around the one to one relationship of the 
serial number and every instantiation of any asset, so that the 65 

serial number has a value based in some fashion on the char-
acteristic of the digital asset. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method implemented by one or more computing 

devices for providing a digital asset for distribution, the 
method comprising: 

storing, by at least one of the one or more computing 
devices, the digital asset, the digital asset including digi
tal content; 

associating, by at least one of the one or more computing 
devices, an asset identifier with the digital asset to 
thereby generate a first instance of the digital asset, the 
asset identifier identifYing the digital asset; 

receiving from a user, by at least one of the one or more 
computing devices, an acceptance of terms of use of 
digital assets; 

providing, by at least one of the one or more computing 
devices, a list of one or more digital assets to the user, the 
list including the digital asset; 

receiving from the user, by at least one of the one or more 
computing devices, a request for the digital asset; 
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in response to the request for the digital asset, creating, by 
at least one of the one or more computing devices, a 
second instance of the digital asset for transfer to the user 
device, the second instance of the digital asset including 
content and at least one other portion, and embedding in 
the at least one other portion of the second instance of the 
digital asset at least a customer identification associated 
with the user and the asset identifier, wherein other 
instances of the digital asset have customer identifica
tions embedded therein and the customer identifications 10 

are used to track instances of the digital asset; 
detecting, by at least one of the one or more computing 

devices, a transfer of the second instance of the digital 
asset to the user based at least in part on the customer 

15 
identification; 

debiting an account of the user related to the transfer of the 
second instance of the digital media asset to the user; and 

updating, by at least one of the one or more computing 
devices, a transaction database to reflect a transfer of the 20 

second instance of the digital media asset to the user. 
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising storing 

administrative information including terms of use specifying 
time periods of use. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein transfers of said digital 25 

asset take place in a peer-to-peer manner over the network and 
a complete tracking history for transfers of said digital asset to 
users is maintained by at least one of the one or more com
puting devices. 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein each transfer of an 30 

instance of said digital asset is given a unique asset identifier 
which is embedded within such instance. 

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising performing 
authentication operations on digital assets transferred 
between user devices, said authentication operations includ- 35 

ing a determination of an asset identifier of a digital asset and 
an asset identification of a last authorized instance of said 
digital asset. 

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising adding 
authentication numbers to any digital assets that are found on 40 

client systems user devices and which do not have an autho
rized transfer record. 

22 
associate an asset identifier with the digital asset to 

thereby generate a first instance of the digital asset, 
the asset identifier identifying the digital asset; 

receive from a user an acceptance of terms of use of 
digital assets; 

provide a list of one or more digital assets to a user, the 
list including the digital asset; 

receive from the user a request for the digital asset; 
in response to the request for the digital asset, create a 

second instance of the digital asset for transfer to a 
user device, the second instance of the digital asset 
including digital content and at least one other por
tion, and embedding in the at least one other portion of 
the second instance of the digital asset at least a cus-
tomer identification associated with the user and the 
asset identifier, wherein other instances of the digital 
asset have customer identifications embedded therein 
and the customer identifications are used to track 
instances of the digital asset; 

detect a transfer of the second instance of the digital 
content to the user based at least in part on the cus
tomer identification; 

debit an account of the user related to the transfer of the 
second instance of the digital media asset to the user; 
and 

update a transaction database to reflect a transfer of the 
second instance of the digital media asset to the user. 

13. The system of claim 12, wherein said instructions fur
ther cause at least one of the one or more processors to save 
administrative information including terms of use specifying 
time periods of use. 

14. The system of claim 12, wherein transfers of said 
digital asset take place in a peer-to-peer manner and such that 
a complete tracking history for transfers of said digital asset to 
users is maintained by at least one of the one or more com
puting devices. 

15. The system of claim 12, wherein each transfer of an 
instance of said digital asset is given a unique identifier num
ber which is embedded within such instance. 

16. The system of claim 12, wherein the instructions fur-
ther cause at least one of the one or more processors to 
perform authentication operations on digital assets trans
ferred between user devices over the network, said authenti
cation operations including a determination of an asset iden-

7. The method of claim 1, wherein a tracking history for 
said digital asset, including all transfers, can be derived from 
said asset identifier. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein distributions of said 
digital asset over said network between user devices are not 
preconditioned on securing authorization for individual cop-

45 tifier of a digital asset and an asset identifier of a last 
authorized instance of said digital asset. 

ies of said digital asset. 
9. The method of claim 1 further comprising updating a 

transaction database to indicate identities of parties involved 
in a transfer of said digital asset, and a timestamp for the 
transfer. 

10. The method of claim 1 wherein said digital content 
further includes advertisements. 

11. The method of claim 1 wherein said digital content 
includes audio and/or video data. 

12. A computer system for providing a digital asset for 
distribution, the system comprising: 

one or more processors; and 
one or more memories operatively coupled to at least one 

of the one or more processors and having instructions 
stored therein that, when executed by at least one of the 
one or more processors, cause at least one of the one or 
more processors to: 
store the digital asset, the digital asset including digital 

content; 

17. The system of claim 16 wherein the instructions further 
cause at least one of the one or more processors to add authen
tication numbers to any digital assets that are found on client 

50 systems user devices and which do not have an authorized 
transfer record. 

55 

18. The system of claim 12, wherein a tracking history for 
said digital asset, including all transfers, can be derived from 
said asset identifier. 

19. The system of claim 12, wherein distributions of said 
digital asset over said network between user devices are not 
preconditioned on securing authorization for individual cop
ies of said digital asset. 

20. The system of claim 12 wherein the instructions further 
60 cause at least one of the one or more processors to update said 

transaction database to indicate identities of parties involved 
in a transfer of said digital asset, and a timestamp for the 
transfer. 

21. The system of claim 12 wherein said digital content 
65 further includes advertisements. 

22. The system of claim 12 wherein said digital content 
includes audio and/or video data. 
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23. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one other 
portion is an unused portion. 

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the at least one other 
portion is a header. 

25. The method of claim 12, wherein the at least one other 
portion is an unused portion. 

26. The method of claim 12, wherein the at least on other 
portion is a header. 

27. A computer system for providing a digital asset for 
distribution, the system comprising: 

one or more processors; and 
one or more memories operatively coupled to at least one 

10 

of the one or more processors and having instructions 
stored therein that, when executed by at least one of the 
one or more processors, cause at least one of the one or 15 
more processors to: 
store the digital asset, the digital asset including digital 

content including audio content; 
associate an asset identifier with the digital asset to 

thereby generate a first instance of the digital asset, 20 
the asset identifier identifying the digital asset; 

provide a list of one or more digital assets to a user the 
list including the digital asset; ' 

24 
receive, from a mobile device associated with the user a 

request for the digital asset and an agreement ~o 
access terms; 

in response to the request for the digital asset, create a 
second instance of the digital asset for transfer to the 
mobile user device, the second instance of the digital 
asset including digital content and at least one other 
portion, and embedding in the at least one other por
tion of the second instance of the digital asset at least 
a customer identification associated with the user and 
the asset identifier, wherein other instances of the 
digital asset have customer identifications embedded 
therein and the customer identifications are used to 
track instances of the digital asset; 

transfer the second instance of digital content in accor
dance with at least one distribution rule that changes 
over time, the distribution rule including terms of use 
and a host server location; 

update a transaction database to reflect a transfer of the 
second instance of the digital media asset to the user 

debiting an account of the user related to the transfer. ' 

* * * * * 
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